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OVERVIEW 

The Sec.ond Annual National Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect~,sp()nso~.e,QJ~y the Re~ion VI 
Resource Center on Child Abuse and" Neglect in cooperation with the National Ceiifer on Child 
Abuse and Neglect, Children's B~reau, Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, U.S. 
Departmtmt of Health, Education, and Welfare, was held in Hduston, Texas, on April 17-20, 1977. 
During those four days, some 1,100 participants interacted with experts in child abuse and 
neglect from the fields of social work, psychology, psychiatry, medicine, government, education, 
and law. " ,'. 

In .four major plenary sessions,leaders from the various disciplines'discussed the role of 
the consumer/family, the role of the community, the role of state and feder(~l governments, and 
the role of the political proc,~ss in dealing with the problems posed by child maltreatment. In 
addi;tion, '25,Pl'lnels and 80 worksh'ops provided detailed information and discussion relating to the 
many issues of child abus~ and neglect and suggested various levels of intervention with children, 
parents, families, communitil3s, legislatures, and the federal government. 

In the year that has passed since the First National Conference, the National Center and 
local, state and federai governments have supported many research and demonstration projects. 
The results reported on at this conference showed many approaehes that worl{, and a few that do 
not. They demonstrated clearly that although we still do not know all the ,answers, 'we are 
improvLrlg our abilIties to choose the right questions to ask. 

If any theme could be said to have run through the whole massive proceeding, it was 
probably this: that child abuse and neglect is not merely a private affair between caretaker and 
child, but rather a c/,'isis that affects and is affected by the entire community-:-;-and !!community" 
may be defined as broadly as one wishes. Although our efforts fot' social reforms must not 
overshadow intervention with individuals, which is still a viable and needed modality, the field 
has moved past the concept of the "sick parent" to that of the "conflicted society." 

One thing an overview needs tq recognize i$ that the Conference was more than the sum 
of its plenary addresses, panels, and workshops, that speakers and participants interacted in many 
ways, and that a few words--enthusiastic, thoughtfUl, discouraged, challenging-spoken between 
two individuals, perhaps over coffee, perh!lps during a reception. may have more immedl&:te 
relevance th~n ah extensive research study.;;; 

If the' Conference was more than ~he sum of its meetings, this book is more than a 
compilation of what was said at those meetings. The goal .of the editors was to produce a 
publication that went beyond I'eporting ,to make a statement about the state of the art in child 
abuse and neglect, and to provide a context for a collection of papers by professionals and lay 
pe-oplevitally concerned with child maltreatment which would form a lasting and useful addition 
to the literature. . 

Michael ,L.Lauderdale, PhD 
Principal Investigator 
Resource Center on Child 
. Abuse and Neglect 

Austin, Texas. 
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Director """ 
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These papers, all ,written by leaders in the fields of child abuse and neglect research, social 
welfare, and govet.'nment, preser..t an overview of the problem of child abuse and neglel-:t at the 
social system lew;l: Acknowledging that "child abuse and neglect is by itself not a preeminent 
concern at the highest levels of government," they discuss the potential of government policies 
to support and strengthen families and to set goals for the responsible exercise of political power 
at local, state, &hd federal levels. These considerations are complemented by overviews of the 
social, psycholqgieal, and cultural ecology of child abuse and negl~ct as a multidimensional 
family phenomenon r~C]uiring a multidimensional societal response. 

Drl'lwing' on his experiences growing up in the multi-cultural milieu of southern NI9W 
Mexico, Governo.r Jerry Apodaca, one of only two Spanish-surnamed American governors, 
discusses thl~ role of governmerit in strengthening families, and challenges professionals to 
achieve their share0 goals. Government, while not able to intervene directly with most families, 
can serve families by creating a nurturing climate of prosperity, equal opportunity, progress, and 
hope. : 

T. George Silcott, Executive Director of the Wiltwyck School, presents detailed social and 
economic data on American families and shows how poverty-level survival relates to the 
corrosion of family living. Interventions by the child welfare and juvenile justice systems, 
fl'~~gmented and inadeq~ate as they often are, may be more abusive and neglectful than the 
parent.<; they categorize. A consumer/family and family life preservation model makl:ls specific 
recommendations to the Federal government for integrated data collection systems, "no fault '¥ 

social services and income support, coml1ilunity-based services, and a strong policy on full 
employment. h 

Dr. C. Henry Kempe, a pioneer in th~ stu-dy of the medical and social aspects of child 
abuse and neglect, presents an overview of past and pres~nt models of the dynamics of child 
abuse and neglect and their treatment. Social work has traditionally borne the greatest 
responsibility in dealing with child abuse and neglect, but needs additional supporting resources in 
the fields of day care, foster care, community-wide programs, and the courts in order to provide 
services and ,prevent burn-out. Social work also needs to move toward an autonomous 
~ractitioner-consultant model and away from the cU~lrent restrictive casewot'ker-supervisor 
framework. 
, Discussing the role of the community from the judicial perspective, Judge Justine Wise 
!lalier reviews the history of community response to the problems of child abuse and neglect, 
from the parent as sovereign to the parent as monster and on to curretlt judicial nonintervention. 
She urges communities to accept and provide for abusing and neglect!:'ul parents; to tal:e an 
active, vocal role in determining the quality of child care in institutions, including schools; and to 
make a concerted effort to serve those children who are abused and neglected,hot by their 
parents, but by the negligence and indifference of our social and economic systems. 

Raymond Vowell, formel), Commissioner of the Texas Department of Human Resources, 
discusses the role of the political process in setting priorities and the importance of informing 
the public of the needs of children and families and involving them in the decision-making 
process. Though some legislative progress has been made, and the Department of Human 
Resources has expanded and refined its services, efforts must be continued to educate 
governments and communities about their roles and responsibilities toward families. 

Douglas Besharov, Director of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, reviews 
past and present activities of NCOAN and suggests possible future directions for research and 
demonstration. Based on the premise that the definition of child abuse and neglect influences 
the response to it, he elaborate~1 a model of the psychosocial ecology of child abuse and neglect, 
taking into consideration intrapEirsonal, situational, cultural, and social/institutional effects upon 
the family system. )~ 
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Dr. Michael LauderdaJe,;PrincipaJ Investigator of the Region VI Resourc~~ter o:~:u~""- :'.j 
Abuse and Neglect, presents an overview of child abuse and neglect isslfes. Focusing on the areas I, 

of etiology and professional roles, he notes areas where progress has been made, and contrasts { 
these with other areas which still lack resolution. \ . 
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The Role of Government in,oStrengthening the Family 
r)\~'fe Honorable Jerry Apodaca 
Governor of New Mexico 
sI"5'a Fe, New Mexi.~o 
.=~\ ',) 
It is a ~eat honor for. me to open this Second Annual Conference on C);1Hd Abuse and Neglect. It 
is a1<;0 a pleasure to welcome the conference participants to Houston, Texas, and to the great 
Southwest. I know all of you come from varied geographic areas of our country, and for some 
this may be the first visit to the heart of the Sunbelt states. It is indeed heartwarming to see the 
interest, enthusiasm, and concern that surrounds the opening of this conference. 

We have a saying around New Mexico that "Schools are for kids." In spite of our daily 
hassles about salaries, collective bargaining, bricks ~nd mortar, bond issues, funding, and other 
issues, we cannot forget, even for an instant, that the schools exist for students, not principals, 
or administrators, or teachers, or the PTA, and that our only guide should be what's best for the 
kids. Well, the. same spirit permeates this room. We also recognize we are seated in the biggest 
room in the world-lIthe room lor improvement." 

As I prepared this speech. I recalled my own childhood and youth on the eastside of Las 
. Cruces, New Mexic(), where the Mexican-American families comprised about 98 percent of the 

populatiom l There, in the dirt-lined streets of Las Cruces, where nearly everyone was related, 
the American model of the nuclear family was unheard of. 

, I guess we weren't as advanced as the rest of the country in the forties and fifties. But 
" looking back, I think I was fortunate in growing up in such an environment, with aunts and uncles 

ready to appear at any street corner, and with abueZos and older cousins watching you grow. The 
sense of community and family ties were both strong. The eastside of Las Cruces, although not' 
wealthy then or now, has produced doctors, lawyers, a Supreme Court justice, priests, teachers, 

, bgnkers, and even a few counselors and sociC\l workers. 
I guess we will never be able to return to those days when "family" meant a host of 

maternal and paternal relations other than those of the immediate nuclear home. Perhaps the 
American ways of living can never fit the multigenerational household, shal'ing the responsibili
ties of child-rearing. But I cannot help feeling that we have lost something¥ 

I don't claim to be an expert on the causes of child abuse. I can't match the years of Gtudy 
and practical experience that you have gained as professionals. But as a father of five, a fOl'rrr:er 
teacher, former legislator, and as New Mexico's highest elected official, I can offer you sO~'lne 
p'erspectives on how we, as a people, can reduce some of the elements which lead to neglect 4hd 
abuse. I) 

One of the current controversies in New Mexico and other western states, and indeed 
throughout the country, is in the area of corrections-our criminal justice system. - Americl!ns 
have grown increasingly conservative in their approach to crime and criminals, .and they,don't 
want to be mugged or robbed by some thug who has an arm's length list of prior arrests. They 
want stiffer penalties--and more outlaws behind bars. They don't care about rehabilitation as 
much as they demand self-protection. Citizens don't care how much prisons cost as long as they 
are filled with criminals. Political officials are responding to this call because we see the 
public's concern as legitimate. Longer, fixed sentences are going to becom~ the standard, n<i't 
the exception. . i 

In looking at this current situation, however, I think of the past neglect:through which we 
';ignOi~ed the immense social problems which inevitably led to our crime problem. Couldn't we 

have allocated our resources differently to stave off the expenditures of so much greater funds 
now? Why did we place such a small priority of the national budget on the young people? Now 
we must pay much higher amounts to repair the damage resulting from our neglect. 

In New Mexico, over 75 percent of our state dollar goes to education. It is an expenditure 
for which I never apologize, even in the face of political criticism, because it is an investment in 
the future of our state, its people, and our country. 

I come to Houston to discuss the role of government in strengthening the family, the 
individual, and in battling such socia.l problems as child abuse and neglect. I can only give you 
one man's view, but I can present a challenge that should move all of you for many years to 
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come. The success of this conferenc.e will not and should not be measured at its adjournment. 
The success of this conference should not be judged on the eloquence or insights of the speakers, 
or the participation of the registrants, or the originality of the ideas expressed, or even the 
vitality of the debates and workshops. ' 

No, the success of this conference, indeed of any conference, can only be determined 
yeB.rs later by the success you had in returning to your states and achieving the goals you share in 
common. You are the professionals, the physicians, the psychologists, the social workers, the 
educators, who deal with the troubled families of America. 
. . ' . You are t.h~ ones who can be~j,t resolve the problem, and so it is up to you, and nobody else, 
to fIght ~or suff~clent resour?es to ca~ry out your work. I am not here to say that it is easy, but 
then agam nothmg worthwhile ever IS. You are the people who can capture the attention of 
policymakers, you can because you must, for no one else can do it for you. 

. We in America face an epa of changing realities. Some politicians and leaders are meeting 
this new challenge, but some are not. No longer do we live in an era of abundance. No longer 
~ano we say that America is a land of limitless resources, because there appe~rs on the horizons a 

-lll1utto these resources--Iand, water, energy--and so we must learn to live with less to pamper 
nature;-rurd- not ourselves. ' 

Any politician who says we will not have to give up some of our current luxuries, or 
aoandon our conspicuous waste of resources, is doing the country a disservice. Likewise the 
spending pI'iorities of our .governments-Iocal, state, and federal--will also be subject to ch~nge, 
and this is where you are going to have to fight, and fight very hard. In order to correct the child 
abuse problem in America, government at all levels must create a positive environment fol' all 
citizens. 

Author.ities believe the overwhelming influence in child abuse and neglect is stress, both in 
family life and in areas in which government can take action--employment, physical and mental 
health, income support, housing, education, and child care. LEt.tls face it--these basic human 
n~eds are where the bulk of our money should go. If accomplished, we won't be faced so often 
with the need for much larger expenditures to solve much more complex problems created by our 
previous stinginess or neglect. 

In reading your professional journals, I have learned that child abuse does occur in middle
in~ome hOJ11es, although less abuse is reported than actually occurs. The overwhelming evidence 
pomts, how~ver, to a strong correlation between poverty, unemployment, and child abuse. One 
study concluded that reported child abusers are disproportionately represented in the lowest 
social classes, that there is up to 50 percent unemployment among child abusers, and that nearly 
60 percent of the affected families receive some kind of public assistance. 

Although we could conclude that poverty is an insufficient cause for child abuse, I think it 
reasonable to assume that if we, as a nation ana a people, reduce family stress by improving 
economic conditions for our citizens, we also will have gone a long way in reducing the problem 
of child abuse and neglect. That is why proposals to expand employment opportunities should be 
encouraged by public and private interests. There is nothing more fundamental to the emotional. 
:veIl-being of a person and to the stability of a family than gainful employment. A person with Ii" 

Job has self-esteem and hope, and a person wIth hope has everything. 
o On the ot~er hand, a person without a job loses his identity and self-respect, and soon 

despairs of both hImself and the world around him. That is why federal make-work programs, for 
all their drawbacks and inefficiencies, accomplish a great deal. 
o We should rea.lize how essential low unemployment is to ~he vigor of our country, and that 
IS also why whenever I am asked what my priorities are as Governor I respond with only three 
words--education, \lind ecop,omic development. With expanded educational and work opportuni
ties, more American~ can enjoy the "good life." These two areas, education and jobs, are the 
keys to t~e future. 'lney are the keys to preserving individual capacity to act, 'and to provide for 
oneself Without depending on government or anybody else. 

We spoke before of the need to preserve and protect our natural wealth such as oil, 
water, and gas. Should we not be as careful and cautious with our human resources? I think it 
was Franklin Roosevelt who said, "The only real capital of a nation is its natural resources and its 
human beings. Sb long as we take care of and make the best of both of them~ we shall survive as 
a strong nation, a successful nation, and a progressive nation." As we begin America's third 
century, we should not squander any of our resources, natural or human. 

I feel it is in creating a climate of prosperity, equality of opportunity, and of progress and 
hope that' government will play its most significant role in promoting the health of the American 
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family. If we succeed in these efforts, then we need not be so preoccupied in reconstructing 
already crumbled merchandise. 

I happen to be an optimist about the changes government can effect. Government can do 
great good for many people. I cannot, however, rewrite history, or alter people's attitudes about 
how they should run their lives. I don't think, for example, that government can do much to 
IowaI' divorce rates or that it should even try. Nor do I think government can do too much to 
attract foster families. We can increase foster care board rates, and in New Mexico we have 
done so over the past YBars. But we cannot rely solely on the great anticipated surplus of parent
aged men and women to solve our foster parent deficiencies. We can do little to alter the 
national trend toward smaller families-whether natural or foster • 

At the same time, innovations in recruiting foster homes should not be overlooked by 
either private or public entities. The generation of the post-war baby boom is now starting new 
households every day, and by all indications they will have sufficient jobs and inoome to 
adequately sustain their sma.lIer-sized families. Here again, you will be the key; you must do the 
convincing; and you will have to scream for public attention, and then hold it. No one is going to 
do it for you. 

Foster care is one area where we need the cooperation of government and private citizens 
because I think no one relishes the prospect of public institutional care to the point of 
warehousing children, or the state becoming a substitute parent. 

These are chHllenges you face in the years ahead. They encompass many complex issues 
on a number of fronts. But that is the human condition. Life would be boring without problems 
to solve, challenges to meet, and improvements to be made. 

More important, all progress must begin with a tr'ue assessment of the obstacles ahead. 
You,~il1 encounter many, and that is how it should be. If you talented professionals are not in 
the Iront lines of these battles, who will be? Our work is just beginning. Naturally, the 
challeng~'(ou face WillI't."'lsult in many long and difficult hours, and I do not envy you. 

Child"abuse is prevalant today in all part,s of our country. It is symptomatic of a society 
where violence remains too much a part of our national character, a dark spot in our history. We 
too often view violence as a means of settling disputes, as an easy outlet for frustration, or as 
the only method of discipline. . 

Therefore, I urge you to get busy with the work of this conference and the work of your 
profeSSions. I am aware of the patience you will need and the disappointments you will 
sometimes meet. I congratulate you on your willingness to assume this kind of work, and in 
deaUng with people--young people especially--who face so many problems, and who sometimes 
seem so help~ess. Your rewards may be a long time coming, but so very worthwhile when once 
you do see the success story of a family you have helped become contributors to our country's 
welfare. 
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Institutionalized Social Bankruptcy Equals Child Abuse, Therefore 
Today's Challenge: Family Life Preservation 
T. George Silcott, Executive Director 
The Wiltwyck f:chool 
New York, New York 

This is the second Annual National Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect. All assembled here, 
and those who will attend and participate in this conference in the next few days, are deeply 
concerned about and involved with the problems of child abuse and neglect. . 

We have friends, co-workers, and family members who are as concerned and dIsturbed 
~bout chile! abuse and neglect as we are. . 

The vast major~ty of federal, state, and local legislators are as concerned ab~ut ChIld 
Ilbuse and neglect as we 'are. In equal measure, .redera~, . state, and local ~xecut~ves and 
aqministl'ators are concerned and disturbed about thIS permcious problem. BU&l~eSS~ mdustr~, 
labor, and agriculture--on all leVels-join with the private, non-prof~t ~Ul~an .s<:rvlCe. m?ustry In 
their deep-seated concerns about child abuse and neglect. The medIa, In JustIfIable IndIgnatIOn, 
periodically highlight, and focus our attenticm on, specific incidents of child abuse and neglect. 

Were we able to merge and unite ~ll of those who share this deep concern, shock and 
outrage-were we all to meet as an ocean of\concerned citizenry and fill the grounds between the 
Lincoln Memorial and the Washington Monul\1ent, as we did in 1963, our expended efforts would 
have only marginal impact. We must reshape ,;>ur thinking, our priorities, our national c.onscien(!e 
in such a manner' that truly addresses abuse. and neglect, or else our agenda for the thIrd annual 
conference will not be dissimilar to the sec,bnd annual conference. In truth, we can expect the 
fifth, the tenth, and. the twentieth annual conference agendas merely to reflect our reactions to 
the intolerable circumstances existing today. 

Many of us read about and participate in a wide variety of local, state, and federal'1plans 
for action." On local, state, and federal levels, we have the equivalent of organizations not 
dissimilar from a citizen's committee for children, joint action committees for children, and 
various child advocacy organizations. " 

We have seen and read prestigious national, state, and local studIes on the plIght and 
conditions of children, and of the awesome ravages and resultant human waste caused by poyerty. 
Nongovernmental stUdies and analyses abound concerning th~ dysfunction and fragmentatIon of 
our human service systems. . 

All this we know. Yet we are assembled here, the cynic and the driven, the idealist and 
the realist, the conservative and the radical--we, in convocation, are a sampling of the concerned 
citizenry. 

As keynoter, I see my task as one that challenges us to move beyond repetition ,a!ld 
inertia. I see my task, beyond rhetoric, to challenge our per<:e~tions of the ~roblem of cl1~ld 
abuse and neglect in such a manner that could move us realistIcally and ratIonally to baSIC, 
meaningful resolutions of this problem. 

I see my task to urge us, at this conference, to develop strategies and approaches for ~ur 
elected and appointed representatives, in high and low office, that lead to quantum, substantIve 
changes in the governmental impact on the human condi.tion, rat~er than incre~ental ch:';lnges in 
the condition of the victim. I will press Lor a dras:tic change m our collectIve cOnSrsil:lnCe, a 
change in personal priorities, and the generation of the will (the capacity) to mal~e OHr rich 
resources work to improve the condition of children by saving their families. 

BASIC ORIEN1'ATION AND REFERENCE,POINT 
Child abuse a)t1d neglect cannot be understood nor effectively addressed in a vacuum. Every 
abused or neglected child is the result of a multi-dimensional problem, inextricably interrelated 
with other concerns and issues: When we focus our attention merely on dealing with the abused 
and neglected cilild--oI' on the abuser and neglecter--or when we focus on the narrow category of 
abuse and neglect--however defined-we have alr'eady lost that battle. More grievously, we have 
distorted and skewed the problem, and have so limited our options that we must fail in our 
efforts to comprehend the problem. 

When we focus on mental illness rather than mental health, we indeed must be labeled 
crazy before we receivle needed mental health services. When we structure and channel the child 
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welfare system dollar so that s>3rvices are made available upon the placement of a child, we aid 
and abet the abuse and neglect of a child and its family in the first insta~c:.. .. 

When we enact laws that mandate juveniles accused of commIttIng crImes be trIed In 
adult criminal courts, we do not effectively limit the incidence of serious delinquent. acts, but 
effectively divert our attention from dealing with juvenile delinquency as an expressIOn of our 
inability to work with children at the preschool age. We certai.nl~ avoid the interrelat~cl i~~ues of 
inadequate schooling, the desert of' vocational career buIldmg! and the un~vaIlabIlIty of 
employment options. Also, when we m8,ke "child abuse" money avaIlable for serVIces only after 
abuse is proven, we encourage and abet child abuse.. . .. 

Abuse and neglect impacts on a chil<;l, a sIblmg, and a parent. The SOCIal, economIc, 
cultural and ethnic contexts in which these specific occurrences take place are as real as the , . 
specific occurrences of abuse. They must be dealt WIth. . . . ... . 

, Various discrete pieces of legislation address narrow categorI~s, have <;oeclfI~ defIn,ItIons, 
and have different eligibility r~quirements in order to receiv? serVIces •. ct ·:8 a<:tI~n. SUIts are 
narrowly defined to address specific categories: the mentally Ill, the handICapped mdlvldual, the 
placed child, and the mentally retal;'ded indivIdual •. Executive inte~t and pri~rit.y point to ~pec~fic 
"ills!l-specific "problems." Administrative bodIes further. de~me and lImIt the legIslatIve, 
executive, and judicial actions when they promulgate and Issue the necessary rules and 
regulations in order to carry out their departmental obligations. . . . .. 

Yet, the consumer/family cannot be treated as an abstr.acb?n. Th~ ChIld and famIly lIv~ng 
in a given neighborhood are real. What we have been domg In our attempts t~ deal wlth 
disparate discrete "problems" is to violate, abuse, and neglect the real consumer/famIly. . 

Th~ whole child, albeit damaged--the whole family, albeit divorced-the whole. famIly, 
albeit disorganized and isolated--is put into little co.mpartm~nts.. Our. curre~t practIces and 
definition::> are antagonistic to the whole consumer/famIly who lives In a gIven neIghborhood. 

Because of our laws, because of our piecemeal priorities, because of our current 
conflicting rules a!1d regulations--we, in effect, mandate that the impact ~f our efforts be 
partial, be piecemeal, be arbitrary, be abusive an~ neglectful o! the whole. ch~ld and the whole 
family. Intent and good will notwithstan~ing, .we IIl!pact 0:'1 c~Ild a~d. famIly .In such a ,manner 
that we contribute to the family's deterIOratIOn, dIsorganIzatIon, dlsmtegratIon, and disperse-
mente . . .. "t t 
, Stated positively and assertively, our natIOnal commItment, .as ItS prlm.ary prIO~! y, mus 
be the preser\(,ation of family life. Our policies and efforts must mIrror a baSIC CO~InItment to 
children and t~ir fam~lies. We must reori~nt .and reorganize our efforts and serVIces so that 
they impact o~~~~vhelmIngly to preserve famIly lIfe. 

\ 
LEGISLATIVE AND\I\.DMINISTRATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
As a direct nation~f\l"esponse to the Great Depression of the thirties, the highest presidential 
priority spurred the e\actment of, and gave the imprint to, much of our welfare system as we 
know it today, 40 years :l{lter. '. 

During this time our welfare system developed in an uncoordinated, some~Imes 
unresponsive, ru,td sometimes dysfunctional fashion. Dis?rete programs have been .added-wlth n~ 
attempt to integrate them with other programs. It IS as If ~rograms w<:r~ plle.d upon other 
programs. And once you have a program, you obviously need a dIscrete admInIstratIve agency to 
monitor and operate the discrete program. Not only do the program gatekeepers promulgate 
their own I.'ules and regulations with regard to eligibility, etc., but th:, gatekeeper~ are 
responsible to different administrative bodies and different legiBlative commlttees"-commlttees 
which do the essential financial underwriting for the programs. 

The April 3, 1977, New York Times commented on a recent library of Congress repo.rt that 
listed 55 separate federal programs that provide government payments of cash or serVIces to 
various categories of people with limited income. The Times article quote~ a landm~rk study. of 
welfare in 1974 by the Congressional Joint Economic Co~mittee's SubcommIttee on F.lscal PolIcy 
which describes this witches' brew: " ... our income securIty programs," the subcommltt~e stated 
in its report, "are shaped by at leasY21 committees of the Congress and.bY ?O state leglslatu~es, 
by six cabinet departments and 3 fl)del'al agencies, by 54 state and terrItorIal welfare agenCIes, 
by more than 1500 county welfare'departments, by the U.S. Supreme Court, and by many lesser 
courts." . 

The federal phenomenon recurs on the state level. In New York for msta~ce, the 
Temporary State Commission of Child Welfare reported in its 1975 publication, liThe Chlldr~~ of 
the State, I-A Time for Change in Child Care," that statutes or parts of statutes explICItly 
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dealing with child welfare laws appear undernQ less than 22 different volume headings of 
McKinney's: Administrative Code of the City of New York; Civil Practice Law t'ind Rules; Civil 
Rights Law; Correction Law; County Law; Criminal Procedure Law; Domestic :Relations Law; 
Education Law; Estates, Powers, and Trusts Law; Executive Law; General Municipal Law; Indian 
Law; Judiciary Law; Labor Law; Local Finance Law; Mental Hygiene Law; Not for Profit 
Corporations Law; Penal Law; Public Health Law; Social Services Law; Surrogate's Law; 
Surrogate's Court Procedure Act: and, Unconsolidated Laws. " 

The report hastens to add that, " •.. We make no claim that even this list is exhaustive and 
concede that, in some cases, the exclusions were more or less arbitl'ary." New York is by no 
means unique in this matter. 

STATISTICAL PERSPECTIVE 
A. Numbers are Suspect 
Much can be said about how we have been responding to specific categories of dysfunction 

and problems. I will highlight only a few of them. The patterns repeat. The cumulative effect is 
over-whelmingly destructive to the real consumer/family living in a real neighborhood. ' 

I would like to mention one fact that directly affects those of us involved with projects 
conc~rned with child abuse and neglect. Congress requires the Office of Child Development 
(OCD) of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to provide annually true 
~igures concerning the incidence of child abuse and neglect and to reflect appropriate rates .of 
Increase and decrease. The OCD recently authorized a $1.5 million contract just to come up 
with proper definitions in order to obtain the data Congress requires. As an aside, the New Yor~c 
Times, rep?rted last week in a feature article in its Family/Style Section that child abuse' 
occurrmg In the suburbs (Westchester County, an affluent county in New York) is simply not 
reporte? The, article states: "Child abuse, according to experts, has reftched epidemic 
proportlon~ natlonally, even after a decade of new laws and educational programs. Still, they 
say, there IS a reluctance (my emphasis) to report it, especially in the middle class (my empha
sis). Private physicians reported only 6 of the 891 cases investigated last year by the child 
protective services agency in Westchester." The article concludes, "Experts also began to ask 
whether it was time for a new look at the law mandating the reporting of abuse cases, especially 
in view of the widespread disregard of that aspect." 

B. Relevant Data 
I would like to present ~ome statistics I find relevant: 

-The differen,ce betw"''\ 7.8 percent unemployment rate vs. a 4 percent unemployment 
rate represents $200 ..... l1ion in lost wealth (J. D. Straussman-Society, March/ April 1977)' 

--The suicide rate has doubled in the last decade among the 15-24 age group. It is one of the 
10 leadin!5 causes of death and the third leading cause of death among young people; and; , 

-A study Just completed shows t,hat the level of alcohol abuse among junior high school 
students, in one area of New York City, is double the 1974 rate of alcohol abuse noted 
among high school students for the same area three years {lgo. 
According to Herbert Bienstock, Regional Commissioner for the U.S. Department of 

:ab~r! ~5.6 percent of the natio~'s total u~employment last year (that means one out of every six 
offICially" unemployed persons m the Umted States last year) live in New York and New Jersey. 
New York's "official" unemployed work force is higher than the total work force in 17 other 
sta~es, a ~otal of 1,390,000 persons registered as out of work. It is more important to note that 
whIle na.tIonally the "1975 unemployment rate of 8.5 percent declined to 7.7 percent at the end of 
1976, in New York the percentage of the "official" work force without a job climbed from 9.5 
percent to 10.3 percent in the same period, and the New Jersey percentage rose from 10.2 
percent to 10.4 percent. 

A statistic that has special meaning for me is that approximately 28 percent of the all
volunteer Army is Black. Without speculating on the obvious employment reasons for this, I note 
a pending policy ~hange that is receiving the highest national attention, namely, the need to 
return to a conscrIpted army. Among the key reasons offered is that the all-volunteer Army is 
too costly. 

, , I also point out that as government-sponsored work programs have been announced, poor 
mmorlty group people (youths and adults) overestimate these opportunities. 

COMPARATIVE FAMILY LIFE DATA 
A. The Changing Family 
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To meaningfully relate to the issues of ' , 
have an overview of the changing family struct presrervatIon of famIl~ living, it is essential we 

ure. commend two artIcles to you: 

(1) "The Next Generation of Americans" b U' 
the 1975 Annual Meeting of the Ame;' rleAB:on~e~brenner, a paper delivered at 
and, lean sSoCIatlOn of Advertising Agencies' 

(2) "The Changing Family" ' f ' ' 
Winter, 1977. ' a serIes 0 artIcles published in the Wilson Quarterl~, 

.T will use material from both sourc d h ' 
BronfeT.\brenner article. es an ave llberally paraphrased material from the 

Without defining the parameters f f 'I " , . 
family and family life-style have undergo~e d~~ Yi' It ~s nece~sary to state that the American 
the chang'es are: a Ie c anges In the last two decades. Some of 

-As of H175, there were 55.7 million families in the ' , 
these were two~'Parent families Th '"t Umted States. EIghty-four percent of 
~ercent male; • li een percent are female-headed households and 3 

-SIxty-eight percent of these female-h d . 
children living at home; ea ed households and 45 percent of the male have 

-As of March, 1974, among two-parent fT' ' h ' 
with children from 6-17 were engaged ~~Io~e~,o~}~ , c~Il~ren, ~1 percent of married women 
was only 26 percent. lela y seeklOg work. In 1948, this rate 

-One-thi~d of all married women with child ' , 
three tImes as high as in 1948' and ren under SIX were In the labor force in 1974-

-<?ver the last 25 years, with' a sharp increase ' 
mcre~se i~ one-parent families. In 1974 one ou 10 the last ~ 0, t~ere has been a marked 
age lIved In a single-parent family. This" d bIt °t every SIX chIldren under 18 years of 
In general terms, it is im ortant to IS ou e t e rate of 25 years ago. 

single-paren,t households are also ~orking. In ~~~~ti~~~t the majority of P&j'~nts (80 percent) in 
--~~e 1!vorce rate has increased 250 percent sinc~ 1960' 
-Th e Irst-m~rriage rate is approaching in all-time low: 
- e remarrIage rate is down Slightly' ' 
-"Close to 130 out of 1 000 infants 63 t) 

1948, the ratio was ab~ut 46 per 1 000 ~~r~e6n were
t 

born to unwed mothers in 1974. In 
-In 1960 28 pe t f th -". percen. 
-In 1970' 40 p~~~:~t ~f t~e women ~etween 20 and 24 were single; 
-Trends ~onsistently show ei~~~~~d ~~~~:~;O and 24 were single; 

h?ve low incomes and low educational attai~:onf ~~n, b~tween the ages of 35 and 44 who 
dIvorce rates across the socioeconomic spectru~n. , IS Im~ortant to note, however, that 

-In 1974, almost one out of ever four are ~ncreasIng; and, 
a family was without a spouse. Y parents (approxImately 25 percent) under 25 heading 
B. Economic Dimensions 
Some irn)ortant economic dimensions t 

-In ~974, 67 percent of the families wi~~n:~ebe added to the equat,ion: 
ThIS represents an increase from 42 percent' 1:6~nd~r $4,000 co~tamed only one parent. 

-Among family heads under 25 wI'th ' In , SIX years earlIer; 
, 71" earnmgs under $4 000 the r·' t' f' was percent for those with all childr d " , p opor Ion 0 smgle parents 
children of school age; and, en un er SIX years of age and 86 percent with all 

-,:!,here are more than 1.5 million fe 1 _ ' , 
Income of $2,800. They con~titutem~:_~~~~e~fa~2~es under the age of 25 with a median 
under six. , a emale-headed families with children 
C. Urbanization Dimensions 
~hese are some of the dimensiop$ of urbanization' 

-- e percentage of Single-parent' fam T' ' 
-Younger families break up more fre ~~~St mcreases markedl:y with city size; 
--I~ cities with more than three milli~n 0 ly th~n older ones 10 large urban areas; 

smgle parent at the head' and p pulatlOn, one out of three to four households has a 
-The most rapid change oc~urs nt' th 1 ' 

levels of femily fragmentatio~ 10 e arger ?lties but those of medium size. These high 
metropolitan centers occur in sm' aallePrauttbern SIX years ago confined only to the maJ'or 

, , r an areas as well. 
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D. Ethnic Dimension 
We must also evaluate some racial dimensions of the situation. At the outset, it is 

important to note that the overwhelming majority of Blacks and whites do not live in similar 
circumstances: . 

---In 1974, 50.7 percent of all Black children under 18 lived with two parents, compared wIth 
86.7 percent of the white children; 

-In 1974, the percentage of single-parent families with children under 18 was 13 percent for 
whites and 44 percent for Blacks; 

-In 1974, about 6 percent of all white families with children under 18 were living in cities 
with a population of three million or more, as eompared with 21 percent for Blacks, over 
three and one-haJi times higher, and this ratio has risen steaqily in recent years; 

-In 1973, the median family income for an intact white family with children under six was 
$12,300. It was $6,700 for a Black family; and, --

-In 1973, 33 percent of all Black families with children und~r 18 were classified in the low 
income bracket, compar'ed to 8 percent of whites--a 4:1 rabo. 
E. More Statistics 
Further statistical evidence shows that: 

-Forty-four percent of white families with cbildren reside in suburbia. Seventy percent live 
outside the poverty areas and have incomes above the poverty line; 

--Black families constitute 14 percent of all American families. Sixty-six percent of all 
families with children living in poverty areas of central cities with incomes below the 
poverty line are Black; and, 

-Fifty-eight percent of the Black families are co~centrated in central cit~es and half of 
these, in turn, have incomes below the poverty lme. One out of ever~ SIX (17 percent) 
Black families with children unde .. 18 are found in the most vulnerable CIrcumstances--Iow 
income in poverty areas of a central city, compared with less than 1 percent of all whites. 
I can add more statistics, but I believe some generic points must be made. 
Nothwithstanding the ethnic dimension with all its t'acist underpinnings, the Am~rican 

fa!!!5J_:'~s undergoing marked changes. For a variety of reasons, there are fewer adults In the 
home, and there is increased alienation and isolation, both of which ar3 critical precursors to 
violence. It is almost a truism that families living under similar circumstances tend to be 
affected in similar ways. The pressure of poverty is perhaps the single most significant element 
in the growth of juvenile delin<Juency today. . ., ., ., . 

The ecological disparity between whIte and Blac1! famIlIes m Amerwa IS a dIrect 
consequence of how our society functions. Altered poliCies, strategies, and practices can change 
how our society functions. 

SYSTEMIC IMPACT ON FAMILY DETERIORA'rION 
The background data just presented was selected -in order to pr"lsent a mosaic of what I consider 
to be critically interrelated themes that converge and impact on families living under certain 
stress conditions. While some may argue the validity of direct cause and effect, no one can 
dispute the high correlation between poverty level survival, and poverty area living, and t~e 
corrosion of family living. These conditions exacerbate the already documented changes In 

family life-style. At the least, they tend to fragment the family unit as we know it and increa~e 
the alienation aJ,'ld isolation of family members. FUrther legislative and bUreaucratic 
fragmentation only serves to exacerbate and hasten family deteri.oration of the most vulnerable 
population. . 

A. Child Welfare and Juvenile Justice Systems 
Now let me focus on how the child welfare and juvenile justice systems affect the 

consumer/family. 
During the last eight years, in my role as executive director of the Wiltwyck School, I 

have been directly involved with the multi-faceted problems that impinge upon children and their 
families from the ghettos of New York City who have been caught up in the child -welfare and 
juvenile justice systems. 

Both systems, underwritten overwhelmingly by the federal, state, and local tax dollar, 
relate almost entirely to children and youth whose families live under poverty or near-poverty 
-conditions. The document",.;; New York City experience in serving this population varies from the 
cumulative experience of the various states and their localities only in the degree of its 
ineffectiveness. Federal, state, and privately sponsored stUdies of these systems, while in 
disagreement on various minor points, agree wholeheartedly on one issue-the bankruptcy and 
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inhumanity of our current approach. Descriptive terms such as "dysfunctional," "non-system," 
"fragmented," "falling through -the cracks," are legion. 

The Congressional findings of tl'\8 gross inadequacies in the various states' juvenile justice 
systems are directly articulated in the Juvenile Justice and Delinql,lency Prevention Act of 1974. 
Innumerable stUdies have pointed up the confluence of child and family profiles of those caught 
up in either the child welfare or juvenile justice system. Our experience cl~arly rev.eals the 
inhuman and problem-exacerbating effect of the absence of prompt and approprIate serVIces to a 
child and his family at an early age. _ 

Our current definition of problems relating to troubled children, youth, and their families 
makes federal, state, and local monies available only after the god-like decision to separate child 
from family. The allocation of tax levy monies mandated in federal and state statutes for the 
placement service systems completely overshadows the provision of basic in-own-home/neighbor
hood-based services. The tax dollar is made available for services only as a concommitant of the 
labeling process (neglect, abuse, PINS, delinquent, etc.). The youngster, by the very structure of 
the system, if not by intention, can receive services only when he is clearly on a labeled route. 
The services brought to bear upon him in the more costly "placement" system, only by chance, 
may have some relevance to the child1s effective return to his family and neighborhood. By 
statute and service underwriting, this clear-cut division is maintained and sustained. Thus, when 
and if the "placement system" returns the youngster to family and neighborhood, it all but 
guarantees .his return into placement and en~ures continued family failure. 

We must ask ourselves: Is the parent the abuser? Is the child the offender? Who abuses 
whom when the government-sanctioned system abets the destruction of families and the 
alienation among family members? 

B. Child Abuse and Neglect . _.. 
The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (Publ1c Law 93-247) was SIgned mto law 

on January 31, 1974. Under this Act, the secretary of HEW, through the National Center on 
Child Abuse and Ne!l:.'iect, is authorized to make grants to public agencies or non-profit private 
organizations to deV~lop demonstration projects for the prevention, identification, and treatment 
of child abuse and n,egle,~t. This was a beginning. . 

While the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act attempts to move in the direction of 
a meaningful pt'og'l~ammatic response to the shortcomings and gaps in the eXisting service 
delivery systems, fhe avenues required to bring ,about meaningful change go far beyond the 
narrow impact of this legislation. To truly effect the necessary changes, we must not approach 
this drastic 'turnaround from the narrow vantage point of those youngsters and families who have 
already been failed by the present system. ·Rather, we must be concerned with t~e bro~?-based 
community services that involve all the critical delivery systems for youth and theIr famIlIes. 

When we merely attempt to redefine the focus of rehabilitative preventive programs for 
the target population, we tacitly accept the inadequacies of all the other delivery systems 
(education, health. welfare, housing, employment, etc.)-in short, the current system. 

Looking at the problem from a systems approach, therefore, we recognize that imbalances 
may be created. For example, while we consider the need to develop a new approach to the 
problem of neglected or abused youngsters, the courts and the child welfare systems face the 
reality that neighborhood services are not available in their communities to meet their needs. 
This situation, in practical terms, inevitably leads to a reinforcement of the present "placement" 
system. And it is the present "placement" system that must be. reexamined and reassessed. .. 

Clearly. when we address the issues at hand, we, m fact, respond from a speCifIC 
ideological view to the basic fabric of our society. It is no accident that neglect, abuse, 
delinquency, and other definitions of social pathology are found in high proportions in 
neighborhoods where there is also an accompanying high level of infant mortality, poor 
educational achievement, low income, and inadequate health services. Also, there is the absence 
of viable social institutions that can provide the programs and resources that could help families 
cope with the day-to-day task of surviving in an urban environment. 

Clearly, child abuse and neglect, like delinquency, are symptomatic of two closely 
interrelated problems-family breakdown and the failure ,of other systems that impinge upon 
family life. Further compounding the problem is the differential approach used in handling 
situations of suspected abuse or neglect in inner-city areas as opposed to middle-income areas. 
The residents of middle-income communities can develop and make use of resources to enhance 
their survival and consequently do not appear as significant statistics in identifying social 
pathological behavior. Rarely, if ever, are these families taken to court. 
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And yet, even when we' speak of preventive community services, we face the situation 
that only protective services are mandated. The predeterm}ned label of abuse is the 
overwhel~i!1g cO,de word ~or services. ,The gatekeepers of the service flow, acting under their 

, ow~ ad~Imstratlve and fIscal c0!1stramts, continually opt for the need for the pathological 
desIgnatIon as a precursor for serVICes to the consumer/family. 

Shouldn't we ask: who are the abusers? and, who are they neglecting? 
C. Employment/Unemployment Policies 

, The national policy regarding employment (i.e., 7 percent unemployment to cool inflation) 
contmu~s the concept of job rationing as a policy alternative to full employment. The 
unemployment data quoted earlier is a direct consequence of government policy. To be sure, 
other factors also influence unemployment rates. 

We must recognize, however, that national policy defines the status of unemployment 
"Discouraged" workerswh~ have been out of work for years-who aren't "actively" returning t~ 
the local employment offIces-are not included in the statistic~l. ret the officially defined 
unemployed for. the poverty areas of urban communities are~ hip'her than the rates of 
unemployment during the Great Depression. Adolescents and ",oung adults who have never 
worked, who are out of school (or in school, for that matter), and f;:.r whom there are no jobs are 
no~ included i!1 the "d~fined" unemployed. Unskilled mothers, for wh,)m no training prog;ams 
e}::Jst, are not mcluded In the "defined" unemployed category. 

, The work/welfare programs which favor working mothers help force fathers out of the 
fa,mIly household. Job programs for youth, unr~llated to jobs for parents, especially for father's, 
alIe~~te and de!llean the adult-parenting figure. Marginally employed fathers leave their 
famIlIes who eXIst. on welfare. If they continUe to reside with their.' families, the resultant 
~elfare c~ts ~oula ~ea~e t~e.ir families in worse straits. In a word, our current policies of 
CIrcumscrIbed Job ratIonmg a10 and abet family disintegration, isolation, and alienation. 

D. Income Maintenance-Welfare System 
, , Our curr?nt system provides incentives for husbands and wives to separate. Studies show 
It dIscourage~ SIngle mothers from ~arrying. This is because most poor families are ineligible 
for feder~l aId as 10n!5 as, the f!lther lIves at h?me. The rules tend to discourage some people who 
could worK from takIng Jobs, If they could fmd them. Some eligible families cannot purchase 
food stamps because they ~0!1't have enough ready cB:s~, twice a month, to purchase them. Only 
65 percent of the people elIgIble for food stamps partIcIpate in the program. 

, The,re are gross ~nequities between the marginally employed poor and those receiving 
pUb~IC: aSSIstance. , A, dIfference of a few dollars for the marginally employed makes them 
InelIgIble for MedICaId, fO?d ~tamps" or ,day care. Income mainteMnce programs, as they 
currentl-r operate, abet famIly dlsorgamzatIon and poverty perpetuation. 

, TItle XX funds don't giVe suffi~jent weight and sanction to provide the basic human 
serVIces. Only 2 percent of the revenue-sharing funds have been used for social services. 

COMPOSITE IMPACT ON THE CONSUMER/FAMILY IN A POVERTY AREA 
The consume:/family requires employment, housing, education, hospitals, social services, day 
care,. recreatIOn.' etc. If they ,need help with special problems that are beyond their human, 
emotIonal, ~hyslcal or economIC resources, they need this assistance made available to them 
where they lIve. They can de~en? o,n ext~n,ded family, neighbors, and friends for help. In fact, 
the? usually do, but when thIS IS InsuffICIent, they look to the private and public sector for 
aSSIstance. 

, When ~he consumer/~amily is poor, and their neighbors are poor, and the neighborhoods in 
WhICh they lIve are near-dlsaster areas, the problems multiply. When those requiring aid are 
already !l!ll?ng the most vulnerable at~risk population, and the neighbors share these same 
vulnerabIlItIes, the burdens o~ the consumer/family increase geometrically. 

" When the poverty neIghborhoods have problems in receiving any of the basic hUman 
serYICes, the pr~blell!s shift to the other hUf!1an service systems. When the poverty areas have 
major: shortcommgs ,In all of the human serVICe systems, we openly invite and inflict horreridous 
man-Influenced and mhuman predetermined chaos and suffering. 

For example" when ~ ,local, school d~letes its after school recreation pl'ogram, and there 
are no other,r~creatlOn facIlItles m the neIghborhood, we invite street crime and violence. We 
also can antlCIpate and ensure the enactment of punitive legislation to protect the elderly who 
are already isolated and alienated from their families. 
" When, we have no programs that support, as their first purpose, the preservation of family 

lIVIng, we fIll the mental, child placement, juvenile justice, and nursing home institutions with 
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mm:e people. When we attempt to deinstitutionalize these institutions whose residents' ties 
already have been effectively broken with family and neighborhood, we invite repeated failure 
and revolving reinstitutionalization. 

When we close down day care centers by lowering eligibility reqUirements, we increase 
public assistance budgets and increase out-of-home placements. 

When we decrease shelter allowances, we force families to move to other streets and 
buildings in urban areas where fear for life and limb of family members is even more increased
or the consumer/family buys even less for the table. The soup kitchens of the thirties are not an 
acceptable alternative. 

CONSUMER/FAMILY AND FAMILY LIFE PRESERVATION SERVICE MODEL 
Th~re must be a mechanism (perhaps a single state public agency with local and regional 
counterparts) responsible for interfacing and integrating, on the neighborhood level, all human 
services for families. Such a service system, at its core, must be family-oriented. This public 
agency' must be able to provide services,. by contract with the public and/or voluntary sector, to 
all who need them. 

This family life preservation-human serviee delivery model must be a national program. It 
should mirror the multiple options that organically grow out of the Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano 
or poor white family structure. All institutional systems must be programmed to build upon the 
continuity and integrity of service delivery that accentuates family and neighborhood strengths. 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to 8lccomplish this-recognizing that to continue our current dysfunctional nonsystem is 
unacceptabIEi--we must insist as the highest public policy and priority, that safeguarding llnd 
strengthening family life be a cornerstone of our present national commitment in order that this 
newly affirm(3d public policy cr~ate the building blocks for our fut!lre. 

This new definition of the family itself must determine social policy and thus can 
influence the construction of service patterns: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Data collection systems must be devised and designed to obtain integrated and 
:lnte:l'r~lated service-need data that are relevant to the family unit. This data must 
then be assessed and analyzed within appropriate neighborhood areas; 
][t follows that social policy must include "no faUlt" services. Eligibility 
requirements, labeling, and all impediments to the consumer/family's receiving the 
basic needed human services must be abolished. Services must be available as a 
right--just like the right to vote and the right to public education. 
Social policy must include "no fault" income. The hodgepodge of income support 
programs must be merged so that a family is guaranteed a liveable income. This is 
not beyond our technology or our resources. 
Human services must be clustered and made available at the neighborhood level so 
that the appropriate combination of services would be integrated in such a manner 
that it truly aids and encourages family life preservation. 
Employment policy must support all family members so that the results can truly 
help raise families out of poverty. Employment policy must be so defined that it 
can impact on poverty areas in a given neighborhood. Employment policy must be 
so articulated that it can respond to regional unemployment needs. Employment 
policy must be so defined that it preserves and strengthens families rather than 
artificially perpetuating the "welfare syndrOme." Employment policy must not be 
rooted in any given "acceptable" rate of employment, when people are ready and 
able to work. Our goal must be full employment-a job for everyone able to work. 

WHAT WE MUST DO NOW! 
(1) President Carter must proclaim, as the highest federal priority, a full program that 

supports family life preservation. His clear articulation of high policy and need 
must help define our national purpose so that it addresses those most vulnerable in 
our society, while including the more fortunate among us. 

(2) Congress must initiate legislation, with clearly defined intent, so that rules and 
regulations that support that intent can bp carefully written. The conscious intent 
of this legislation must be the preservation of family life. States and cities will 
then follow suit. > 

,. '_~_::_.-.:::-::~:::~-:-::::.:;:::::'~:::_-:-",-:_:~,_::-::.::-~:. __ ~~:: ~~""'.-:''''L~~r~-,",r:'''':l~~h~~=-,,''''~''''''_-~'" ... -,~ ~-_., 
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MOBILIZATION OF EFFORT 
We meet t~daYI April 17, 1977. Soon the White House Conference on the Family will be held. 
There are lIterally h~ndred~ upon hu~dreds of local,. state,. and national s~. ecial, interest advocacy 
groups. Most are hlghlyalrcumscrlbed. They a~~ "specIal problem" od nted. Some are more 
~lobal-the ecologists, the futuri~ts, Common Cause, the women's m9 rement. Some special 
mterest groups are concerned with poverty. Some are concerned witk4ivillibertieS, some with 
the retB:rded or .the he..ndicapped. Some sp~cial j,ntere&t groups aIw"prOf'essionally-oriented. Some 
are ~usmess-orientedb others union-orieqted. Some are mostly concerned with agriculture, or 
b~nkmg. T?r~ughout. all ~h~se special in)c:erest groups there runs a single common denominator: 
eIther explICItly or .lmphcltly, they are.' concerned with the welfare of their constituents. I 
suggest t~at the most ba~i? denomina~or am~ng them all is the preservation of family life. We 
must begI~ tod~y to mobIl1ze these dIverse mterest groups and enlist their support on the local, 
sta~e, regIonal, and federal levels. We have little time to build momentum in order that the 
WhIte House Conference on the Family become the moment when the humanist spirit of this 
country 'Yill assert. its indelible imprint in supporting, nourishing, and nurturing family life 
preservation for all ItS residents. . 

When we leave here, we must develop coalitions of coalitions so that Ii In'oundswell of 
momentum will move this country to a new level of unity-a commitment to save o~.r families for 
our children. Can it happen? That depends on you. 
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C. Henry Kempe, MD j Director 
The National Center for the Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect 
Denver, Colorado 

Ii 

My assignedJlask is to attempt to describe where I think we have been and where we might be 
going in th~~area of child abuse and neglect. To discuss the field of protective services., without 
being a qualified social worker is a hazardous undertaking. Those who assigned the topil~ must 
have thought that someone slightly removed from the profession of sQ,ciat work Would have'some 
useful Q-omments to make. I have worked very closely with social workers over the~past 30 yY~ars; 
they have taught me a great deal and have profoundly influenced the practice of pediatrics in our 
department. lowe them .Ilgreat debt. I would hope, therefore, that you would forge~ that I am a 
pediatrician, and think of me as another colleague working in the field of protective services. 

"In our child protection, team, now 20 years cJd," I would challenge anyone who Visits to 
determine who among us is a nurse, 'social worker, pediatrician, psychiatrist, or a psychologist. 
We alll?peak the same language and we each hl'\ve one vote. Our affection for each other and our 
mutual (?UPPorft,_has, without robbing us of our individual discipline and our specific competence, 
brought us to ti't'!: point where we truly speak the same ).anguage (So I hope that I will speak a 
commOi1 language in this keynote address). 

The field of child protective services goes back over one hundred years, but little is gained 
by talking about the distant past. Rather, let me look at the c.hild protective effort as it was 20 
years ago when 1. first came to know it. When I identify a problem that seems important to me, I will try to do so in the context of what we all can do about it. Instead ofd problem ..list/I hope 
that you will leave with a list of suggested solutions. I am mindful of the fact that solutions in 
one 2t:t: of t.he country do not necessarily apply to another. Our areas of influence vary 
enorm'otisly fl'om those responsible for small programs in sparsely populated parts of the cowHry 
to those who are pushed against the wall, with hundreds of cases each week in our. large 
metropolitan centers. But basics apply to us all and distant experiences are often easily adapted 
t2"ou~ 10C!~1 needs. There are exciting things happening iW!iiural America, in our towns, and even 
in areas of desperate need"in our, largest urban centers. Do not faH to see these areas of progress 
in Y9ur dissatisfaction with our societal ills. Regretably, community arousal generally requires 
one dramatic and"tragic death. Does each community need a martyred child to pay meaningful 
attention to comprehensive protective services? 

To those who insist that we do not know enoJgh to be effective in giving helpful services 
until more research is done, I say that it is easy for academicians ,~Qr administrators with no 
direct putient responsibility to order their ,priorities. We are not so lucky; daily we face the 
present needs of abusedchiIdren. While weibless all good research and believe that it must be 
encouraged and financially supported, we who do d.eal with child abuse each day must do the best 
we can, one family at a time. We must lJSe our training, judgment and experience, and we must 
not think lightly of experience. Our group has;,.~vel.' the years, dealt with over three thousand 
abusive families from all walks of life, riah and poor, educated and uneducated, and they have 
been our teachers. " 

To those in adt~,,~nistrative or academic jobs removed from patient"Iiesponsibility who 
complain that we cannot' define child abuse, I offer the opportunity to spend a day or two with us 
or in any other city emergency room. They would quickly get a working definition of child abuse, 
physical~nd emotional neglect, and the significant physical and sexual abuse that occurs in 
adolescents. In the last analysis, child abuse and neglect is not what we professionals think it is; 
child abuse is what the judge says it is. At best, the judge represents the conscience of our 
communities. 

To those who insist that social ills of poverty, housing, and unemployment are the 
principal causes of child abuse rather than the significant contributing factors, I say that one 
might remember the abject pover.ty·of the East Side of New York during the waves of 
immigration prior to World War I. Despite'material deprivation, strong fami~y ties led to the 
kind of family support to be envied. Further, if social ills were the only causal factors, then why 
is there such a fdgnificant amount of very serious child abuse in the military services? Military 
families hav~ a father and a mother, there is employment, a: low but regular income, housing, and 
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sufficient food, and with all those social basic supports assured, we are devastated by the 
problems of child abuse we continue to see in that setting. 

To those who regard protective services as "Band-Aids on the cancer of poverty," I say 
t~at ref!lsal to help now the b~st we can, because prior social wrongs should first. be righted, is 
lIke saymg that because all chIldren must know how to swim by the age of ten, vv.~ will not rescue 
drowning 12-year-olds. . \\/: 
. To those who deride symptomatic improvement, lauding fundamental cu~~s,'I say there ai'e 
mdeed some cures and lo~s. of improvements in the field of child abuse and neglect. And, I might 
add, when those same crItIcs have a sore throat, I never hear them demand a scientific discourse 
?n why we treat them the way we do; all want to feel better, which is symptomatic 
Improvement. . 

In sum, research, ~mproved practice, and the development of more services all go 
together. One need not walt for the other; each has a very important contribution to make. 

WHERE HAVE WE BEEN? 
If we .look at the ~955 model of child protective services which had remained virtually unchanged 
for 30. years, .we. f~nd the following: Protective .service workers had been trained in the image of 
the kmd of mdlvldual psychotherapy popular III American psychiatry in the first part of this 
century. There was emphasis on "professionalism," distance from clients who were not taken out 
~or ~eals, ~ho.didn:t have your bedside telephone number and to whom one listened so they could 
:larlfy t?eIr ~ltuatIon." Case work was, at least in theory, much listening but little outreach, 
lI~tle adVIce, little concrete help and few loving gestures such as taking out to coffee or sending 
bIrthday cards. There were four requirements for optimal services: (1) that clients should come 
to our office; (2) on time; (3) motivated; and (4) with the problem clearly formulated. Next 
t~ere was ~he most incredible failure by senior social workers to treat their younger colleague~ 
WIth the kmd of respect of competence and trust that we see in other professional fields at the 
end of .formal training. .T~e social ~~rk profession it~ younger practitioners more than any 
profe~s~on I know .b~ gIvmg supervIsIon or control mstead of consultation, often keeping 
creatIvIty to the mInImUm and compliance and the party line to the maximum. This lack of 
freedom exacts a t~rrible toll in initiative! enthusiasm, and often leads to changing jobs among 
our best young SOCIal workers. ConsultatIOn should be a two-way street and often the more 
experienced of us can greatly benefit from the less experienced. 

'I'he 1955 model insisted on a closed system. ProfessionalS other than social workers, such 
as doctors, nurses, teachers and the police were told that. these cases were highly confidential, 
would b'3 handled only by the people who knew how, and that if their services were needed they 
would be called. "Don't call us, we will call you." The p~blic was treated even worse and all 
attempts by citizens at large to get involved were rebuffed. It would have been unprofes~ional in 
those . da~s to look for .the development of metropolitan child protection councils, which are 
organIzatIons of profeSSIOnal and lay people who are brought together out ofo-enuine interest to 
improve ch~ld protective services, or Parents Anonymous, fully supported by the mandated social 
work agenCIes. 

.. If. there is .one ?verriding and fundamental problem facing all of us who care about young 
fa~IlIes Involved.m :hIld abuse 8.nd neglect, it would be that prptective services, and particularly 
socI~I. w~,rkers wlthm ,those services, are incorrectly perceived by the public as being "against 
famllIe~. They are often. called child ~matchers because of the pervasive belief that all 
protectIve services workers do is take chilt~ren away from their parents. If you add to this the 
horror story that often appears in the local press of a child being seriously abused or killed while 
under the care of the local authorities, perhaps never separated from the parents after an injury 
perhaps never adjudicated in the courts, perhaps returned prematurely from foster care very 
little ~s ~sked about ~he "whys" but rather there ensues an often hypocritical s~t of 
handwrIngm~s,. accompanIed by lots of letters to the editors, all condemning lithe system." 

Why IS It that the work of our child protective services in our 3,300 counties is so poorly 
understood and so badly supported? In large measure we have ourselves to blame. 

. How s~~rtsighted we ~ere. We have only recently formed community councils involving 
enllght~ned CItIzens. W~uld It not have been far better to enlist the help of prominent citizens in 
?efendmg our budg'ets w~th our county commissioners and city councils, in dealing with the press 
III ~ way that would enlIst their help rather than their sensationalism, sharing in those failures 
WhICh were preventable and those failures which were not preventabl~; in short, opting for an 
open system? 
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Finally, budgets were prepared each year on the basis of, "Let's have three more 
homemakers and three more social workers and two more secretaries," when instead we now 
know how to build a budget from the ground up and should, in f.act, start such budget building at 
every level. Budgets, for example, should be presented in terms of three year plans in such a way 
that clearly lays out the current state of affairs and the projected needs of protective services in 
the state. This must be done in a language that paints a clear, easily understood picture to 
county commissioners, city councils and to legislators. 

Having said how bad the 1955 model was, how isolated the social workers in child 
protection were from other professionals on the one hand and from the public on the other, and 
how they struggled with inadequate support, the unidisciplinaJ:fy way of protective services could 
be very proud of its tradition. What was done was often very good and it was done out of 
devotion and idealism with little community or other professional support. Despite all these 
handicaps the social work pioneers made possible what I believe is a new era of child prqtective 
services which is now just beginning. I would therefore like on behalf of us all to pay tribute to 
pioneers such as Dr. Vincent DeFl'ancis who taught and encouraged and struggled to overcome 
many of the shortcomings I have just named. He often asked me, "We social workers have been 
in child protective services for a hundred years and where have you doctors been? And my reply 
has always been, "We have been nowhere; but now, at least some of some of us are here. And 
better late than never." 

When Dr. Brandt Steele, a psychiatrist, and I started working in the field of child abuse in 
1956, pediatricians and psychiatrists were in turn behind pediatric radiologists such as Caffey and 
Silverman who had described the x-ray findings of the syndrome well. Needless to say, we were 
dealing with the tip of the iceberg; that is, those children who had suffered multiple fractures, 
often' of a specific and absolutely diagnostic type. We quickly learned that there was an 
enormous need to acquaint the medical and nursing professions with the facts of life when it 
came to child abuse and the "failure to thrive" syndrome, that is the failure to adequately gain 
weight, which is most marked in the first two years of life. There are over 300 causes of the 
"failure to thrive" syndrome, but the one that accounts for over 60 percent of them is nutritional 
deprivation, which is generally caused by parental rejection of the child. These are the children 
who thrive in hospitals, where no child should thrive, and in many hospitals this condition is as 
common as physical abuse of children. When Dr. Brandt Steele and Bess Davoren and the late Dr. 
Carl Pollock began their evaluation of our families, they did develop some approaches in 
treatment which have made it possible to bring about massive changes in approaching the 
problem on an interdisciplinary basis. 

We learned that case work alone, directed to the mother and excluding the father, the 
abused child, and the siblings, was an inadequate remedy. We learned early that case aides or lay 
therapists could effectively help extend the work of social, workers who would assign suitable 
families to them for an intensive relationship that might persist for years on end. We found that 
one social worker could supervise six lay therapists and that the lay therapists would, at the 
initial moment of crisis, be prepared to give up to 2G hours the first week, then 15, then 10 and 
then level off at three to five hours a week and be ready to take a second family sometime along 
the way. By then moving those families into self-help groups, which were then called Families 
Anonymous, intensive case work could be reserved for those families who were in need of such 
additional help. We ,also found that crisis nurseries were of enormous help to the lay therapist in 
dealing with families whose children had not gone to foster care. 

For an attack to occur, four things have to be wrong at the same time: first, there is a 
family setup which has been well described; second, a child is seen as deserving abuse; third, a 
crisis, which can be internal or external or both; and finally, an absence of a lifeline or "rescue 
operation." We cannot do much about the first and the second, but we can do something at once 
about the third and fourth. The provision of crisis nursery care for children of families in crises 
made it possible for many lay therapists to see families through crises without resorting to foster 
care placement. 

Another defect of the 1955 model was that case work by a professional, primarily female, 
often dealt with a mother, only because she was more available, while her husband was working. 
It rarely involved the case worker with the child in a role other than simply seeing the child, with 
no skills in evaluating the child's developmental, emotional and physical well-being. This 
approach of dealing with a mother and leaving out dad and the children came to haunt us in time. 

I also knew that unless the father was actively involved, when there was a father in the 
picture, it was very difficult to make real headway. The old idea that if one could make the 
mother more competent and happier her marriage would improve, some of that improvement 
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would rub off on dad, and then trickle down to the children was in retrospect a very naive 
thought. It was born of necessity because there was little access to the father if he was working 
and social workers had no h'aining in assessing children. And even if they had the training, they 
did not have the time, and they still do not. 

The traditional and authoritarian protective servic.e departments were unidisciplinary and 
every employee either was a social worker or a secretary, with an occasional homemaker thrown 
in. 

. Professional lines were equally rigid, with a junior worker being supervised by a 
!/upervisor, who generally had not been responsible for a case in several years. She was, in turn, 
supervised by someone else up the line all the way to God, who, as you know, is a social worker 
not in need of supervision. 

To my sOr'row, many doctors and nurses to this day are slow to totally involve themselves. 
But we are proud that there are now many hundred multidisciplinary teams, some hospital based 
and some community based. 'rhey have for the first time brought together social workers, who 
previously had to work in isolation, with interested others from the fields of law, pediatrics, 
nursing, the police, and the lay public. This open system has not resulted in loss of 
confidentiality. Rather it has brought about the sharing of the decision-making process and 
provision of inore comprehensive services to the family. This is one of the great changes since 
1955, when traditional departments of social services felt that they could use all the help they 
could get, but that because they were mandated to decide a treatment plan, they could nlOt share 
the decision-making process. Nonsense! We in medicine share the decision-making process all 
the time, and we find it ensures better health care. 

WHERE ARE WE NOW? 
The interdisciplinary child protection team, whether hospital or community based, is one way the 
social worker can be a member of a group with similar interests looking at a problem from 
several points of view and deciding a treatment plan that makes sense fot' that family in that 
community. Such a team does not come about overnight, but takes, like having a baby, about 
nine months, and probably two or three bad cases, in which dubious or wrong decisions are made. 
The absence of scapegoating, the mutual support, and the feeling that one does one's best since 
we cannot predict human behavior and all the things that can go wrong--all these have a good 
deal to do with raising morale of. the primary worker. 

Is it not frightful when you contemplate that primary workers' turnover in the child 
protection field in a given department stands at 50 to 100 percent each year? No business could 
survive with those statistics. We talk at length about training needs and· training materials, but 
what good is it if you wash out all that training at that rate? The usual way that a new worker 
gets involved in cases, taking over from someone else, is to be handed a stack of files and told: 
"This is it, Betty Lou.'! There might then be between 30 and 30 or even more charts which are 
now hers. Most are not helpful, disorganized and not readable. Behind each file are living and 
troubled people who have gotten used to being deserted. It is common for some of our abusive 
parents to tell us the names of eight or ten or 20 social workers whom they have known in their 
time. There has to be something wrong with a system which on the one hand insists loudly on the 
sanctity of the case worker-client relationship, only to have it abrogated overnight when the 
client moves across the county line or the worker decides the job is too emotionally upsetting to 
stand. It is easier to say, "rve got to go and get a higher degree," than to say, "I'm really worn 
out dealing with these difficult and insoluble problems. I feel unsupported; I keep giving out and 
nobody gives to me; I keep worrying every night about what could go wrong with these children 
whom I have sent home." We all have experienced what might be called the Pontius Pilate 
maneuver, II'pray God, let me not be the last one holding the football when it drops!" 

Clearly, one of our real crises in the child protective field is to keep the turnover down by 
making the job possible. What would be my suggestion here? First, I would do away with the 
word "supervisor" and replace it with "team leader." I would provide consultation for workers 
and also use conSUltants from within and without the agency: psychiatrists and psychologists and 
other social workers, to give the kind of mutual support which we have found the members of the 
child protection teams give so well to each other. The turnover of primary workers should be no 
more than 15 percent a year. Good primary workers should, within a period of one year, move 
from a position of requiting supervision to one of using and giving consultation. 

Next, I would insist that all such team leaders actually have some families in treatment. I 
believe it is impossible to be a reasonable consultant to younger workers based on memories of 
families 20 years in the past. In our unit in Denver all of us are practitioners, every day, every 
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week, all year long. Families come at us through the hospital and our clinics at a great rate. At 
Denver General Hospital we have had, since the first of the year, about one child a day and five 
on weekends, and at Colorado General Hospital, where I work, approximately one-half of that 
number. Between these hospitals we have lots of decisions to make every day. We make them in 
conjunction with the respective county welfare department, using a speaker telephone, which is 
one of the most practical and inexpensive ways to have conferences involving eight or nine 
different people without any of them having to go to anyone place and still share in the decision
making process. It is essential that child protective workers who act as conSUltants be 
pra~titioners. Those who are clearly going to be in administration should be in administration, 
but unless they can take at least at half a day each week to be in the field, they are not 
competent to be consultants and there should be nothing wrong in saying so. It is not enough to 
say, "You are doing fine, Betty Lou," when Betty Lou knows she is not doing fine; either 
professionally or personally. 

To those who teach about child a:buse in the schools of social work around the nation, I 
would suggest that there must be time for some first hand q/urrent practice in order to teach 
competently anything other than someone else's theoretical matel"Ial. We do not appoint 
professors of surgery who do not know how to operate . .Alternately, close affiliations with local 
protective sElfvice departments, including faculty appointments for practitioners, would help 
social work students get some realistic view of the field which they so happil~7 enter and so 
readily depart. 

When r urged the Children's Bureau to hold its first conference on a model law for the 
reporting of child abuse in the early 60s, I did not expect that within three years all states would 
adopt such laws and that this would result in an enormous increase in the number Of children and 
families brought to the attention of protective service departments. But reporting has never 
been an end unto itself. Reporting, per se, has done nothing but bring the child's plight to the 
attention of the helping society. But you must see that if a crisis is needed for abuse to occur 
initially, and that the injury to the child is a second very important crisis for most parents, then 
you must also see that the reporting of the inflicted injury is a third and frightening crisis to the 
parents. We have seen children killed simply because reporting led to investigation, but it did not 
lead to prompt family rescue. 

Implementing a huge televiskm campaign, as was done in Florida or as we are currently 
doing through private and public agencies, is a serious matter which requires giving careful 
thought to the provision of services. Service· must be immediate and at the least must involve 
the use of emergency hotlines with a live voice on the otl-]er end instead of a tape recording. 
This can be lifesaving. There must then follow some meaningful and immediate helpful 
intervention using a variety of modalities that make sense for that particular family in that 
particular community. 

'Why is it that social workers in protective services are the only public servants expected 
to have a perfect batting record when such performance is not expected of other. public servants 
such as those in the police or fire departments? 

Public servants, such as policemei1 and firemen, have certain standards and will adjust the 
number of employees to the load fairly:rapidly through direct confrontation with the city council 
or the county commissioner. Why is i1c that social workers on the other hand have been expected 
to adjust their services to their load ',;vithout any regard to their professional standards, feeling 
that the only means of protest they have when stretched too thin is to leave the job? Perfectly 
wonderful, devoted, competent workers find themselves unable to do any of the things that they 
know how to do because they have only enough time to manage the most obvious crises in their 
case load and cannot do their professional job at all. They are spending all of their time 
investigating and evaluating and virtually none of their time treating clients. When we talk to 
them about treating children, they just laugh. 

Clearly, it is not possible for a department to work alone doing all evaluation, all short
term and long-term treatment while dealing with prevention, child therapy, community support, 
and courts as well. 

The needed public relations effort to involve private citizens' groups such as the Junior 
League, the service clubs, the League of Wom(~n Voters, and the various metropolitan and child 
protection councils takes time. It is important simply to decide that this activity will be done on 
behalf of the needy families by someone outside the department. 

The same is true of the defense of the yearly budget. Social workers must become far 
more militant regarding the formulation of a realistic budget. A single protective service worker 
has approximately 1,310 hours in a year to devote to direct service delivery. Therefore, one 
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worker cannot adequately handle any more than 22 family situations in protective services at any 
time. Any community or county approaching 100,000 population needs a full time attorney in the 
area of protective services who must be accessible to the staff and hOl~sed within the agency. 
That also is true for a part-time staff pediatrician and part-time psychologist or psychiatrist. 
For p, population of 200,000 an average case load of child protective services is 600. 
Approximately 50 positions and a budget of not leS8 th~n 1.2 million dollars are required. 

DAY CARE 
Day care is an under-utilized alte1"aative to foster cat'e in child protection. In many ways it is 
the least disruptive to the family, provided the family is simultaneously receiving direct help. 
Homemakers and visiting nurses can provide other alternatives in the tl'eatment plan, and many 
good departments use some or all of these modalities. 

The use of lay therapists for family aides, crisis nurseries, small family learning centers, 
group therapy, self-help groups such as Parents Anonymous, hotlines, and others all have worked 
well--often in combination. Assessment shows that, provided the family is treatable in the first 
place, all modalities of treatment work at least to prevent reabuse, but they do not ensure a 
loving home environment. We also know that abused children and their siblings need 
supplemental, empathic and loving parenting from other adults i.f they are to avoid the 
devastating emotional and intellectual effects of living in a hostile or unloving family. This 
normal emotional growth and development is our goal. Protective services must do more than 
prevent a child from being killed or r'Binjured. 

FOSTER CARE 
The foster care problem in the United States represents a national scandal, one which will have 
to be addressed by the Congress and by each of our state legislatures. There are over 370.,(iOO 
children in foster care today, one-third because of child abuse and neglect. In one department 
which was pretty well staffed, foster care stay in that category averaged less than three months. 
Because of funding cutbacl(s, that same department three years later has had to extend the 
average time in foster care to 15 months. The cost is phenomenal. New York City spends $24 
million a year on foster care alone. Those departments of social services which feel that 
children receive therapy in foster care because they are in foster care could not be more 
mistaken. There are, happily, Rome therapeutic foster homes, but each of you knows that while 
YOH are lucky to have a few of those, there are many others which are, by and large, simply a 
place to park a child. In fact 1 believe much of our foster care system is institutional abuse of a 
kind which, in time, will have to be challenged in the courts on a child-by-child basis. 

Lest one think that Denv'er does well, within the last two years a juvenile court judge had 
to deputize several volunteers to review the status of all the children under his jurisdiction in 
foster care, many of whom wer'e lost in the system. '1'0 his dismay, the judge found ma~y of 
these children were in ~iltegories where parental rights cov ... d have been terminated and the 
children adopted. In fact, children's cases had not been reviewed by the court in several years. 
It is now widely accepted that in all foster home placements a careful review by the court should 
be initiated by the responsible department at least every three to six months, with the intent of 
providing either permanent pla.cement or termination with a view to adoption or subsidized 
adoption or return to the home with special services. 

Some foster homes are abusive and/or neglectful. One must realize that many foster 
parents do not ever want to see abusive parents. One then must picture a judge incorrectly 
expecting a short-term separation ill foster care and parents ,';ho will have access to their child 
for one hour a week. The worker picks up the child at the fostclr home and picks up the mother 
for a one hour reunion in the welfare departmf,mt, from which the father, if he works, is 
excluded. Watch this continue 15 months and try to understand if weakly bonded families are 
likely to be better bonded after such a period of time when the child has, of necessity, built new 
bonds to someone who to him is "mother." It is not surprising that we see so many failures in the 
eventual reuniting of such brutalized families who are victimized by our inhumane institutional 
system. 

Foster care can be therapeUtic, and it should be. If we made a national effort to discover 
therapeutic foster parents by giving that profession high societal status, perhaps through a 
presidential proclamation or by designating a Sunday in May for each church to devote its 
serm'ons to the ideals of foster care, we would influence more families to see "busive parents as 
n~eding parenting themselves. These families could -Chen provide many of the same services that 
our lay therapists provide our families. Examples of this approach do exist, but they are all too 
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few because they require care in the rei~ruitment, selection, and supervision of foster parents 
which means money and someone's time. This effort will require social support from the 
population and particularly from our opinion makers, which is lacking because they have not been 
asked for their support. This new approach will also require early development of a treatment 
plan in which foster care is one of several short-term therapeutic modalities employed when the 
family cannot be together. 

ADVANCES IN TREATMENT OF INCEST 
Protective service departments are beginning to work in group sessions with preadolescent and 
adolescent girls involved in incestuous relationships with a father, stepfather, or brother. Not 
eyerybody can lead such a group or give individual care. It is impressive to see the lessening of 
guilt and rediscovery of a sense of personal worth in the child and family improvements when the 
cessation of incest is accompanied by outreach services to parents as well as to sexually 
exploited youngsters. This, too, must be a part of up-to-date protective services. 

EDUCA'rIONAL NEEDS 
One of the great unmet needs is the provision of educational background provided by schools of 
social work, medical schools, nursing schools, law schools, and police academies. None of these 
fields is adequately committed to the field of child abuse and neglect, with the further result 
that every practitioner seems to start from point zero. 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY-WIDE COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS 
One of the first gambits of ,those not wanting to do anything is to delay development of a 
program by the "let's do a survey" routine. The temptation is to apply for federal funds and to 
await their arrival before developing a program. Money coming into an untrusting and 
unorganized community can be devastating. Too much money coming in at once can be 
d\~trimental, and no money is equally devastating. It has been our experience that communities 
who joined efforts in applying for federal funds and who failed to receive the money have done a 
better job in many instances. Having learned that the various components of a community-wide 
progrs.m are staffed by reasonable people, many of the initial fears have ·disappeared, and 
community-wide programs are moving forward. 

The overall goal is to achieve community coordination, building of trust, and cooperation
the willingness to include just about everyone who is competent or who can be brought to the 
required level of competence. In recent years, many adoption agencies have willingly moved into 
the field of child abuse, but if you share, through contracts, any of the long-term treatment, then 
the receiving agency must not refuse cases they consider "too tough," leaving the constituted 
agencies with all the unsolvable problems. Once contracted, there should be no further "intake 
which doesn't take in." County department social workers are entitled to work with some 
"treatable" families as well. 

The model'n, comprehensive, community child protection system has the following 
components: (1) multidisciplinary review teams who provide a realistic treatment plan; (2) 
awareness and provision of treatment needs of children as well as parents, and resources for child 
therapy; (3) a strong emphasis on the value of the therapy program; (4) the availability of a crisis 
nursery; (5) the availability of a 24-hour a day, seven-day a week hotline referral system for the 
management of crisis situations; (6) the encouragement of active support for self-help groups 
such as Parents Anonymous; (7) strong working agreements in contractual form with both private 
and public agencies to provide a greater variety of service, and broaden the alternatives to 
families for treatment; (8) active involvement of community programs, and development of 
community support to broaden treatment modalities; and (9) a viable, mutually respectful 
relationship to the court system, and consultants and collaborators in the heal~h care system, the 
schools, the police, and the law. 

THE BURN-OUT PROBLEM 
One of the problems in any child protection team is the tremendous physical and emotional 
fatigue that overcomes the worker after he spends one or two years in the front lines. This is 
most true of protective service social workers since other team members are either part-time, or 
can divert their emotional stress by performing other duties within their discipline. In that 
sense, physiCians, nurses, and lawyers have it particularly easy. Protective service workers, 
however, eventually wash out unless very carefUl attention is paid to this problem. 
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· , On.e of the great !ldva~tagrafl of a child-protection team approach is that decision-making 
m some .1Ife and death sItuatIons can be shared by the group, and emotional stress diminishes. 
When mIstakes are made, thei'e is increased mutual support rather than scapegoating, and the 
worker knows that whatever lack of foresight was evident, it was shared by all. 

It is interesting to note that even though the ~ armed forces offer rest and recreation 
programs for soldiers under fire, we provide no such service for our front-line workers. 

We recommend all protective service workers have a block of time every four to six weeks 
in w~i~h no new c~ses are assigned to them. Lasting e.t least two to three weeks per quarter, 
possIbly longer, thIS would allow workers to catch up on old cases, build \!ommunity relations, 
speak at local schools, help train new workers, etc. Whatever the cost, this will decrease the 
enormous worker turnover Which is the single most important drain on money and talent in our 
s~stem. It is impossible to function well as an acute care worker in a child protection group 
WIthout extended time regularly allotted for other activities. 

NEGLECT 
The !lddition of ne~lect to our reporting laws poses many problems. Unlike, objective findings in 
physIcal. abuse, WIth neglect we must assess so many subjective values of social setting, 
commumty customs, and individual variation of life-style that there is real danger that the 
efforts of social agencies will be diffused without having accomplished much. ) 

In t.he past, '!Ie enco~ntered no problem in including serious neglect, which was directly 1 
reflected m the ChIld's physIcal, developmental, and emotional health, under abuse. I Drefer I 
returning to that definition. . • 

We are concerned that in study after study, middle-class and upper-class families are I 
excluded Simply because they do not currently enter the system in large numbers. This leads to 
t~e ~idespread .belief. even among professionals, that abusers are poor people mostly from I 
m~or~ty groups. In fact, tw~ careful studies in this area show that whites are overrepresented in I 
ChIld abuse. Furthermore, m Denver we have had opportunity ever the last 20 years and oVer 
3,000 cases to see our share of rich and middle-class families, and although middle-class and rich 
families can cope with external crises because they have money, internal crises do not differ , 
much between rich and poor. Remember, millions of very poor people are perfectly marvelous I' 
parents and in our own experience with one of these groups, seasonal migrant workers in 
Colorado, we have been impressed again and again by the relative absence of child abuse, 
a~though there exists what in a middle-class community might be considered neglect born of 
CIrcumstances. 

EMOTIONAL ABUSE 
The I?roblems of serious emotional abuse are gaining increased attention. M~ny courts now view 
emotIonal abuse from 8 somewhat different point of view than in the past. Having learned that 
gro":th failure due to malnutr.ition (which is easily corrected by rapid weight gain in a hospital 
settmg) proves the human enVIronment dangerous to a child's health, courts increasingly look for 
evidence that an emotionally deprived child can make enormous, documented, emotional and 
developmental change in reasonably short time in a supportive setting. Emphasis lies on two 
words, "documented change." It is absolutely essential a pediatrician and/or child psychologist or 
psychiatrist conduct a careful initial evaluation of the child's developmental and emotional 
status, and a reevaluation after the child has lived in a changed environment that provides warm 
parenting, to determine if any dramatic gains have been made. This will distinguish children who 
clearly ~eed. he~p from those who are eith~r beyond help or who have an underlying neurological 
or psychIatrIc dI.sease not amenable to envIronmental change. In a recent Wisconsin case, a judge 
removed two chIldren from the care of their parents. The children, who were preparing to enter 
sch?ol, cotfld speak ~nly swear .words and were therefore judged incapable of succeeding in any 
sO~Ial settmg. In thIS case; WhICh was upheld by the state supreme court, the judge held that the 
chIldren were as endangered by their hostile environment as if they had been physically abused. 

THE COURT 
For ~ commu~ity ~o have an effective pr~tective service system, it is essential there be a go;)d 
w?rkmg relatIonshIp between local agenCIes and the juvenile court. One cannot operate well 
Wlt~out the other. Developing a relationship with the cClulh may take years, and it can begin by 
havmg regular meeting~ wi~h court personnel includi~g judges .imd referees. These meetings 
between the two agenCIes (I.e., the department of SOCIal services or the local multidisciplinary 
team and the court) can serve as a means to identify problems and approaches to problems, and 
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to better communication and trust. The court and other agencies may never agree on all 
matters, nor should they. However, what is important is that there is ongoing dialogue, respel::!t, 
and a means by which to solve problems. , 

A competent and concerned county attorney can also build effective relation,S with the 
juvenile court. In order for cases to be properly prepared, protective service workers must have 
access to their attorney prior to &. hearing. The county attorney, in many respects, becomes a 
liaison with the court. He must, therefore,be respected by the court and the social workers for 
his competence and vigor. 

Agencies need protocols and guidelines concerning all aspects of a court (i.e., the filing of 
petitions, court reports, testifying, etc.). We cannot expect the court to make good decisions 
without adequate data. In order to understand the problems, consider options, and make 
decisions a judge needs information which is nontechnical and concisely written. 

A gtiar<lian ad litem can often help. in acquiring court· sanctioned family evaluation not 
previously volunteered to the social worker but essential for developing a treatment plan or the 
recommendation for termination of parental rights. 

PREVENTION 
Last year we pre::;ented the results of a prospective predictive study which showed it was possible 
to prevent all injuries requiring hospitalization in the first two years of'life by outreach service 
using lay health visitors. In terms of money saved, we showed that the $12,000 outlay in health 
visitors' time prevented $1 million of serious injury costs, an amount Colorado is now paying for 
the health care of those injured children whom early intervention would have saved, since no 
serious injuries occurred in our outreach group. The University of North Carolina conducted 
another predictive study involving high risk and premature infants. It clearly is possible t,o 
identify during and shortly after delivery families who need extra services. We are now prepared 
to consider ways to intervene before serious injury or malnutrition occurs. Parents, by the way! 
have not resented this early intervention and, as it turns out, it is unnecessary to use invesive 
techniques or questionnaires. Rather, we incorporate into routine nursing and medical care 
during labor, delivery, and nursery stay those parts of nursing and medicine which are becoming 

, standard observat.ions, not dissimilar to the standards of a physical examination and the taking of 
blood pressure. 

All communities should develop grass roots programs from neighborhood to neighborhood, 
reaching out to all young families and babies and then gauging the need of frequency of outreach 
to the needs of the family. This would eliminate the current paradox of providing excellent 
obstetric and neonatal care and then upon discharge of the mother and child from the hospital, 
having the baby disappear from society's view until he enters school six years later. All of us 
would much rather prevent child abuse than treat it. 

Furthermore, we now know that young parents, as a cry for heJ.p, often appear with 
nonexistent complaints about their own physical or emotional health and that of the child they 
are about to abuse. We must anticipate this need. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Finally, we should consider some recommendations. 

Office of Child Development, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
National guidelines should be flexible enough to allow local county departments to develop 
diverse and responsive treatment programs relevant to local needs. This requires commitment 
and emphasis from the Office of Child Development for preventive aspects and the diverse 
modes of treatment of child abuse and neglect. 

State Departments of Welfare 

1. In support of budget "requests, each state should provide leadership to develop a 
sou:1d data base system to present to local legislators. Budget requests should be 
made based on a state-supported work load standard for social workers and on cost 
effectiveness data. 

2. Protective services should be a priority in each state. 
3. State departments should assume the responsibility of providing the media and 

public with information that would educate the community on programs, services, 
and problems, and thus improve the image of county departments. 
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County Departments of Protective Services 

1. Have a commitment to the concept of an "open system," (i.e., the use of 
multidisciplinary teams); 

2. Develop written contracts with local publi~ and private agenGies; 
3. Develop internal review committees of children in foster care: 
4. Place greater emphasis on recruiting, training, and supporting foster parents. 

Licensing should be contingent on training and experience with different levels of 
licensing (e.g., License 1, 2, 3, with a more disturbed child going into a level 3 
home). 

5. Review the "rules" by which they operate. The criteria to review these rules should 
be based on what is best for the child and his family. We suggest flexible guidelines 
rather than rigid rules be used in county departments. For example, it is not 
uncommon for a child not to see his parents for two weeks following placement in a 
foster home. Who is this rule for? It certainly is not for the child or his parents; 
and 

6. Recognize that some families cannot be reunited or that improvement in parental 
functioning is just not possible in the foreseeable future. For too long, county 
departments have carried too silently the responsibility of trying to improve such 
hopeless situations. County departments must feel free to speak out loudly and 
clearly on this issue and seek termination of parental rights to free the child for 
early adoption. 

It is precisely because society mandates all protective services to keep families united 
whenever possible that social workers are so beset by serious conflicts. On the one hand workers 
are under pressure to reunite the family as soon as possible. Likewise, workers feel pressured not 
to allow a child under their care to be reinjured through premature return from foster care. 
Most states must do more work, and good legislation should better define the criteria of 
termination of the parent-child relationship. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OTHER AGENCIES 
One of the themes of this talk has been to recommend that all mental health centers, hospitals, 
law enforcement agencies, schools, private agencies, @tc., recognize they playa part in {loncert 
~vith the department of social services in combating child abuse and neglect. Child abuse and 
neglect is clearly a community problem and must be recognized as such. 

.. Finally, we n~w know the great length of time treatment must be offered to many of our 
famIlIes. We recognIze that changes often cannot be accomplished even in one year of intensive. 
treatment. Child. abuse cases are really never closed. This fact, more than ever, emphasizes the 
need for communIty agencies to work together in sharing responsibility for treating the abused 
child and his family. 

. I am very optimistic about continued rapid progress in the understanding and treatment of 
chIld abuse and neglect, .but I a~ particularly optimistic in the area of prediction and prevention 
on the one hand and the effectIve treatment of the emotional needs of the abused child and his 
siblings on the other. Prevention of child abuse and treatment of the child are the cutting edges 
of progress in this field in the future. Together with all the other knowledge that has been 
accumulated from so mauy professions, it shOuld be possible to engage the best minds and hearts 
of our young people in the great endeavor to strengthen and make happier the lives of many 
families. All of us are dedicated to this goal. 
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This is a critical time to consider the role of the community in preventing or ameliorating the, 
abuse or neglect of children. -Conflicting concepts ~d resulting forces join as .they s~ek to 
extend or narrow when or how communities should Intervene on behalf of chIldren In any 
collective fashion. 

Statutes are criticized as too vague and unfair because the~ fail to ~pecffy the li.mits of 
acceptable parental conduct or what resulting harms warrant court InterventIOn. There IS equal 
confusion and even more uncertainty, as to the limits of acceptable conduct on the part of 
agencies, 'institutions, or governmental bOd~es ex~rci~in,g power 0Y'~r. the lives of .c~ndr~n. 
Finally, there is greatest uncertainty and heSItancy m fIxmg r~sPo~sIbIlIty fo: cor~ec!I~g SOCIal 
conditions which produce or contribute to the neglect or abuse of chIldren by eIther IndIVIduals or 
social institutions, which together make up the community. . .. . 

Originally, social or communal intervention on behalf of a ChIld, e~{lept ~n crISIS 
situations, was regarded as conflic~ing with two basic American traditions: the Id~al of ru~~ed 
individualism and the idea that a man's home is his castle. Bolstered by the anCIent tradItIon 
that a child is the property of parents, the doctrine of the natural rights of biological parents 
supported a hands-off policy, even in cases of harsh p~ysical abuse. In m~ own s.tate, New York, 
legislative action to create a Society for the PreventIOn of Cruelty to ChIldren m 1874 followed 
by ten years the establishment of the Society to Prevent Cruelty to Animals. . 

: Since Kempe and his colleagues first presented the picture of the battered ChIld syndro~e, 
concepts about and responses to child abuse and neglect have suffered sea chang.es. At fIrst, 
there was disbelief. I shall never forget the judge who told me he could not belIeve that any 
woman who had carried a child for nine months of pregnancy could abuse her child. Unhappily, 
his dismissal of the case preceded the death of that child, and the judge, a decent man, became a 
saddened and wiser one. With a 180 degree swing, abusing parents were pictured next as 
individual monsters from whom children must be snatched for salvation. During both periods, 
clinical services that could help parents, protect children, and prevent separation were slow to be 
considered, and were implemented at only a snail's pace. 

Today, there is wider consensus that chil?ren are persons .a~d must not .be ~egarde.d or 
treated as the property of their parents. LegislatIon and court deCISIons are seekmg m'!rea~mgly 
to define the rights of children as persons. Laws providing for the termination of parental rIghts, 
subsidizing adoptive placements, as well as assuring constitutional requirements for ~ue process, 
reflect this change in attitudes. Yet the traditio.n~l adheren~e to t~e .ri~hts of bi?loglCal parents 
continues, and is reflected in laws and court deCISIons that gIve prIOrIty to the rIghts of parents 
even where they are clearly in conflict with their children's. 

Apart from theoretical or legal differences, a vast dis<:repancy also exists betw:en the 
stages at which communities actually function in r~gard to. ChIld abus.e .a!1d neglect. LIke the 
content given to the Eighth Amendment of the Blll of RIghts, prOhI?Ibng .cruel an~ unusual 
punishment, the content given to laws against the abuse or neglect of chIldren IS determln,e?,. t? a 
large extent, by what ~ regarded at a particular time and place as "abhorrent to the senSItIVItIes 
of the general public." 

For reasons articulated as far different from the' traditional adherence to the natural 
rights theory, some knowledgeable and concerned child ~dvocates now s~~k t~ avoid j~dicial 
intervention or coercive community action wherever pOSSIble. They are dISIllUSIOned abo:1t the 
quality of judicial action, the consequences of decisions, and the lack of appropriate community 
resources. They urge that continuity in the life of a child is of such importance that inadequ~te 
and neglectful biological parents present less risk to .hea!thy development t~an re!flova! of a ChIld 
to the limbo of· endless and changing foster care WIth ItS consequent denIal of IdentIty and the 
sense of belonging needed for healthy child development. 

Such advocates also urge that the community shall not use coercion to i~terven~ or 
remove a child unless the child has suffered, or is in .imminent danger of suffermg, serlo us 
physical harm at the hands of the biological parents. Emotional neglect is ~eld to be ?eyo~d the 
competence of courts to evaluate, except in extreme cases where resultmg harm I~ eVIdent. 
Distrust or loss of faith that court intervention can be more helpful than harmful to chIldren has 
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led to overlooking the consequences for children of emotional neglect except in extreme cases. 
The steady erosion of a child's spirit from lack of emotional nurturing, which can be m?re 
deadening than physical hurt, is not weighed sufficiently in the attack on harmful s~at,e co~rCIon 
in family life or in the opposition to mental health services as part of the current denIgratIon of 
the so-called "medical model." 

Unhappily, in the absence of a 'vital commuuity role or alternative community resources, 
the proposed reform of reducing the role of courts in n~glect and abuse cases has largely led, to 
transferring decision making powers from the malnourIshed courts to even more starved ChIld 
welfare departments. , 

Trained and untrained workers in protective service divisions are given awesome 
responsibilities in cases where suspicion of abuse is reported. With heavy caseloads and without 
benefit of adequate diagnostic help or clinical services, they decide wheth~r or not to leave 
children with parents charged with abuse or neglect. Later, they must also deCIde w,heth~r or n?t 
to accept plea bargains from parents who agree to "vol~ntary" placement of t~eIr chIldr~n In 
exchange for not being charged with abuse or neglect. l-YhIle, the latter seems a kIn~ly and tIme
saving procedure, it means that parents can demand theIr chIldren returned at ~ny t~me, and that 
there has been no judicial determination of what happened in the past to gUIde eIther, wel~are 
departments or 'Courts as to whether or not children can be ~afely returned t? ,the blOlogu;al 
parents. Such decisions and procedures reflect both the faIlm:e of commUnItIes to ,prov~de 
adequate 'protective services for abused children and the current WIdespread suppor! for dl\:erslOn 
of children and families from the courts without requirements for adequate protectIve serVIces. 

In sharpest contrast to efforts to narrow the grounds for court intervention, the joining in 
statutes or programs of child abuse and neglect without adequate definition or differentiation has 
all but simultaneously enlarged the area for various kinds of community concern and s~ate 
intervention. Those working with children are aware of the vast difference between pathologIcal 
parents who strike out against their children, and those whose ability to function as parents is 
worn thin by unremitting economic, social, and emotional b~rdens. , There is danger t~at sta!utes 
and procedures which obscure the differences between abUSIve actIons and negle~t WIll too lIkely 
lead to a failure to distinguish the problems of parents and the risks to children. 

What communities see as their role in meeting or preventing child abuse and neglect 
varies not only in law and in practice, but from community to community. Confusion and 
conflict abound. In discussing the community role in child abuse and neglect, I believe it is 
necessary for ~ommunities to consider where they are and where they should move to counter 
such harms, and whether these problems result from parental conduct, the a~ministration of 
agencies or ingtitutions, or from basic conditions for which the whole communIty must accept 
responsibili ty. 

INDIYfDUAL ABUSE BY A PARENT OR CnSTODlAN--THE COMMUNITY ROLE 
After the initial period when willful abuse by a parent was regarded as inconceivable, legislators 
and even jtlldges, spurred by horror stories, finally responded to some of the harsh realities of 
child abuse. But their methods of response present another question. While legislators 
established central registries and hotlines to aid in the detection of abuse, communities failed to 
secure adequatz manning of the hotlines, careful screening of reports of suspicion, or protection 
of the confidentiality of those whose names were entered in swiftly growing computerized 
registers. Communities also f~iled to require that the scientific light or clinica~ enlighte~ment 
available be used to protect chIldren, help parents, or prevent unecessary separatIons of chIldren 
from parents. 

In the area of individual child abuse cases, the role of the community seesaws. It accepts 
the traditional American child rearing philosophy based on the right of parents (more recently 
renamed "family autonomy") to do as they see fit, including approval of the use of force. At the 
same time, communities are ready to punish parents whose actions are so extreme as to be 
repugnant. I am reminded of the wisdom of Jeremy Bentham who challenged the principles that 
guided the fixing of penalities on the basis of emotional response to offenses. He wrote: 
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In looking over the catalogue of human actions in order to determine which of them 
are to be marked with the seal of disapprobation you need but to take counsel of 
your feelings: whatever you find in yourself a propensity to condemn, is wrong for 
that very rea,son. For the same reason it is also meet for punishment .. 4If you hate 
much, punish much; if you hate little, punish little; punish as you hate ... 

------~--------------------------------------~-

.. 

No more accurate description could be drawn of I:;ornmunity respo~ses to child a~use by 
individual parents. Communities, repelled by abusing parents, have faIled to recognIze the 
extent to which the actions of such parents reflect harms resulting from past personal and 
comml~nity antipathy and alienation. Communities thus avoid seeing abusive parents as part of 
the larger community family. , , , , 

Community hostility and avoidance of responSIbIlIty have not ~een con~ronted by wnat 
seem to be the cheap short cuts ~f pun~shme~t, through removal of a ChIld. ,~n!Ipathr too often 
dominates, while sympathy remams qUIte mInImal, except where a. few <:IIn~q~ans lIke Kempe, 
Helfer and Steele have won understanding for the needs and potentIal of IndIVIdual abusers and 
of thei~ children. They have challenged concern for parents, who are themselves strangers within 
the community. Here, the role of the community is determined by its rfiadiness to respond, to 
such teachings: to embrace rather than ostracize, to help rather than rtest off, and to prOVIde 
direct services to offending parents. 

INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE-THE COMMUNITY ROLE 
When persQns or institutions have authority to care for children outsid~, their homes, ,the 
community role has thus far been minimal, except as it has responded to speCIfI<: c~s~s of serIo~s 
institutional abuse presented by child advocates. Two factors seem to playa SIgnIfICant par~ In 
the unwillingness of the community to challenge child abuse when schools" foster care a~encIes, 
hospitals, mental institutions, or correctional institutions have authorIty over the lIves of 
~~~ , 

As in the reluctance to interfere with parental control, there is widespread commumty 
approval at all levels of the use of physical force in American society. Only a few states 
(including Massachusetts and New Jersey) have recently prohibited. corpol'a~ punis~ment by 
institutions. How much physical or corporal punishment may be applIed to chIldren In s~hools 
remains a subject of controversy among educators as well a~ in the. courts. When I cha~red a 
committee two years ago to investigate charges of harsh phYSIcal pUnIshment of school chIldren 
by the use of a three-foot wooden paddle, the community was divided on the issue. ·Even parents 
were divided between criticism and approval of the administrator who introduced and used the 
paddle. The school was located in a poor and largely minority group area •. S0n:te parents ~ecame 
outraged by the corporal punishment of their children. Often, parent,al obJectIons were dIrected 
more to the absence of their consent than to the use of corporal pUnIshment. Some parents who 
supported the use of school paddling expressed fear that without such discipline the~r c,hildren 
would not study, be truant, engage in delinquent conduct, and therefore not g~t ahea~ In lIfe. To 
them and to some teachers maintaining order in the schools was of prImary Importance. 
Unde~neath thla acceptance of corporal punishment in the school was the parents' assumption of 
their right to administer corporal punishment at ~ome. " , 

The second factor in allowing abuse of chIldren outSIde theIr homes has dI~ferent roots. It 
stems from unreadiness by communities to question existing institutions, espeCIally when these 
institutions are under the auspices of powerful establishments. This is true especially when 
establishments are administered by religious or charitable agencies, long regarded as above 
reproach. It is also true when \es~ablish~ents are ad"?ini~tered, by governm,ent. Although, thl~ 
community pays for the care of chIldren In these agenCIes In varIOUS ways (from tax exeml?bons 
to 100 percent purchase of care), the community role in their operation has been, practIcally 
nonexistent. Communities act as if they are outsiders, unaware and not responszble fo~ the 
quality of care or service rendered by those they regara as untouchable ~xperts. The old attI~ude 
that the recipients of charity should be grateful fo~ whatever they reC?IVe, and ~sk n~ qu~stI?ns, 
is not unrelated to the attitude that the commumty should not questIon estabbshed InstItutIOns 
charged with rendering services to childr~n. .' ",' , 

The alienation of communities from 6t t(He In ChIld CaI'Ing InstitutIons IS compounded by 
the limitations of the state agencies charged witr:-. sUpervision. State bureaucracies charged with 
setting standards in public and privat~, 1I"jst!tut~i)ns are reu'ely giveIl: enough staff to adequately 
monitor how children actually fare. LICQn$~ng IS 18. ~gely a ceremomal aat.. ~ven when abuse or 
neglect is found by a supervisory agency, l~n~ntljl\illen'S, agreeme~ts" prOVIde co~er-ups that 
prevent the communities from knowing at MtIng,.even If they. mIght have the WIll to, do s~. 
When information services are set up, anonymity!} in regafd to what ~he, ~omputer ,f~nds, IS 
promised to individual agencies although no such arionymity is assured to IndIVIdual famIlIes who 
are tracked. / , , , 

The non-role of communities has neces~nated class actions to challe!1ge mstItut~onal 
abuse of children. In addition to benefiting some children directly, such actions have stIrred 
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communities to learn more about what is happening to children and to reexamine what their role 
should be. Unfortunately, t.he present Supreme Court, known as the Burger Court, has moved 
recently to make federal courts increasingly less accessible and re$ponsive when misconduct or 
mistreatment is charged against governmental or private agencies. Only time and a change of 
judges on the Court can restore the promise of sel5Ul'ing constitutional rights for children against 
institutional abuses advanced by the Warren court. 

Despite all obstructive factors, the basic responsibility rests with the community for 
acting against abuse of children placed away from home. Community concern, expressed through 
fact finding and action, will ultimately determine the rate at which such abuses and neglect of 
children will be challenged and ended. 

COMMUNITY ABUSE AND NEGLECT-THE COMMUNI'1'Y ROLE 
As Gil found in his national study of child abuse, the widespread neglect affecting millions of 
children living in poverty imposes "severe deprivations (and) muc!6 more serious problems than 
abusive acts toward .children committed by individual caretakers." Both societal acts and the 
failure of communities to correct conditions in which healthy child development is at greatest 
risk are responsible. Without burdening you with statistics, a simple illustration can be found in 
the report that "there are more than seven million needy children in family day care homes who 
could be receiving through federally supported institutions three meals a day, ~d yet only some 
15,000 do so... 'I'he chfldren of the working poor are almost entirely ignored." In a recent study 
of children referred for preventive services in the hope of avoiding placement, it was found that 
75 percent came from single-parent families, 80 percent depended on public assistance, WId 35 
percent lived in areas regarded as too dangerous to allow social workers to visit the homes. 

In addition to the amoral absence of a positive community role to protect those children 
most burdened by multiple deprivations, communities assume moralistic attitudes toward the 
poor based on a double standard. They tolerate, if not impose, violations of privacy and 
confidentiality on recipients of welfare or Medicaid. They allow and approve spying on the 
indigent. They demand information on the personal and sexual lives of recipients that would 
never be tolerated by middle-class families. Such "big brotherism" has been accompanied all too 
often by ignoring neglect and abuse of children on welfare caseloads. In the case of one battered 
child, the casework record showed a long history of neglect. When I asked the worker why she 
had not intervened sooner, she shrugged her shoulders and replied, "This is the culture of· 
poverty." 

The community role should include a determination to end practices involving unjustified 
snc/oping or the imposition of moral standards not applied to all citizens. At the same time, it 
must bend its efforts to overcome calloused, prejudiced, or indifferent attitudes that deny 
adequate services to children and families because they are poor. 

No single prescription for the community role is possible. But, to be significant, it must 
embrace preventive services that strengthen families through economic and clinical supports. It 
must oppose the use of force or violence against children, whether practiced within or outside 
their own homes. It must challenge societal neglect wherever found. And, it must assume the 
difficult and unpopular role of insisting that communities provide needed resources essential to 
providing the foundation on which decent family life can be built, even though this means higher 
taxation. 

In abuse and neglect there is more sympathy for the individual infant whose failure to 
thrive can be attributed to a parent than for the many children whose failure to thrive is neither 
identified nor recognized as attributable to society's negligence or indifference. The community 
role has focused therefore on the individual parent and on reducing intervention by the state, 
except where the injury is actually or potentially dangerous to life or limb. New forms of benign 
neglect of children in their own homes have been invoked in the name of parental rights and 
distrust of state intervention. Once more the und~rlying causes of parental limitations and 
childhood deprivations have been avoided~ The higher incidence of abuse among deprived 
families is presented but not confronted. 

Some years ago the English historian, Arnold Toynbee, defined a monstrosity as an 
institution that dabbles in symptoms but fails to deal with underlying problems. To avoid 
becoming one more monstrosity, the community role in child abuse and neglect" therefore 
requires it do more than dabble with symptoms. It must go beyond individual and even 
institutional abuse, neglect, or devient behavior, and seek out the underlying problems that 
threaten the lives, the full development, and the well-being of children wherever they live. 
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Child Abuse Prevention: The Role of the Po Ii tical Process 
Raymond W. Vowell, Commissioner 
Texas Department of Public Welfare 
Austin, Texas 

It is difficult to make a more pre . <> t t 
abuse than is stated in the prefa~~S<~fs ~I:~~~~ about /~~. role ~f politics in preventing child 

~~c:;~~~~~~i.,~hild abuse and neglect is by itself n~~ a °pree~in~~~ ~~~~~~~ a:\;:~~g~:~ l~~~! 
That is sad but true. There is n If . 

those occupying the hallowed halls f 0 compe :ng concern about ChIld abuse and neglect among 

:~il~;:~ ~r~ se:~~i~e~hi~~re~d=~~~t=1~~:f;f~~;id~~~~~Vl~;~!~~~d ;:~r~a~~~~ y~~e ~~f~sb~: 
environment. rl lon, p YSlCa care, and wholesome homes and 

Health ~~~r~o~~J~:~ P~~~i!!nih~o:~~i~:i~f "i~e 1930 ~~h~te H~use Conferenc~ on Children's 
born, trained, educated and health . ' we cou ave ut one generatIon of properly 
vanish" We still waI·t for th t y chIldren., a thousand other problems of government would 

'In a proper generatIon. 

D~pressiO~~n~t ~~~~u~~:~d~~t :::~~~ ~i Ra °cOSeVel!ttSent a
f 

mEessage. to Cong:ess concerning the 
" . ommI ee 0 conomlC SecurIty He spok f 
t~~~' r:fa~i~i t~n~n~~~~:~~:g~i~~~ s:l~e:al ~,f ~et great disturbing f~ctors of 1ife-espe~ia~; 
Many of you remember well the tragedie~e~f W~ Ida ;or~ wa~ mentIoned about child health. 
281,000 Americans died in'acti D· l' ~r. rom Pearl Harbor tofoYJ Day, 
died before the age of one-tha~~ th~~~tat~.at ~ame perIOtd, 430,000 babies in the United States 

America remain~ a lon' Ies . 0; every wo soldiers killed in the War. 
Preamble to our Constitution :e 'rna: ~~: t~UlfIllmff ,~he hope embodied in our children. The 
proclaim ourselves a nation devo!ed to its yo~ieo~:t A We ~ssu~e t~at includes children.' We 
has no united national commitment to it~ c·' merIca, . e rIchest of all world powers, 
child-centered society and that we look toh~~ren and yfoutth. It IS a fantasy to claim we are a 
question asked b An L e young or omorI·ow's lead~rs. In replying to a 
over again, they ;'Oul~ n~~:~~ ~~fr~~~~?t of her reliders responding said that if they had it to do 

OUr words are made meaningless by 1 k f . 
investment in maintaining the health and de;el a ac 0 nabonal, community, and personal 
all free men have equal rights that shall not bop:e~tdof ou~~oung. T.he Texas Constitution says 
or national origin. Nothin is said b e eme 0; a rIdged because of sex, color, creed, 
minus a bill of rights. W! believe ~n o~m ~fe. t ou~ chIl~n today, ther~~ore, essentially are 
young, yet fail to assist them in child care \int~/~cc~fI~' is beadlloOkd. ttO fbamdllies ~o nur.ture their 
community. y IS ur e or dIsruptIve to the 

The discontent apathy and v·ol f t d . 
its :esponsibility to cr~ate an ~nViron~e~~c~r~ .d~ a~har~ warmngs th~t so~iety has not assumed 
belIeving that parenting is a natural he VI 109 T ~ est <:are for ItS chIldren. We must stop 
abuse results from the pru-ant's inabilify t~~~~~~~~" ~r I~f n~~; I~, h~S to be tau~ht •. Usually, child 
good p~rents. Therefore, the family can't be allowed t a .t~rt d ood parentlOg IS learne? from 
educatIonal pressures we impose on it B .. .0 WI S an alone the enormous socIal and 
beginning parents. With~ the com~un7rnmng drIvers t~day receive mor~ education than 
responsibility for providin the su or .y some mech~lsm must be created to assume 
greatest need is a lQving a~d caringPfam~~y ch¥~rse~ fr:d fam~lIetS ~eed.. This is vital. A child's 

I believe permissiveness has d' . e grea es . smgle lOfluence on a child. 
Lord had favored permiSSiveness, He :~~~~~:~ he:~r~ ~nera~,~o~ sof you~g people. If the good 

Family life today suffers man robl e .. o~es . uggestIOns." 
families. Many are raised in familiesY :here es~s. Ten mIllIOn chIldren are reared in one-parent 
divorces ~rtd remarriages. One-fourth of ep parents are present, largely because of earlier 
increasing the risk of later breakdown A~U: y~~ng people marry before 20, thereby greatly 
automated, and depersonalized stDciet • _amI y members fa..c: th~ stresses of our modern, 
inc0!ll.e of about $5,000 per year. Ab~u?~~e:~~;:~ 0: ~~ fam~lle~ lIve .n;ar poverty, with un 
MobIlIty is high, particularly amon oun n ~ 0 e ~atIOn s falT!I!lfJS move each year. 
there are few service,s that aid our ghrghlyg:nO~?l~hII.tse'l atnddlowdlOfcome famIlIes •. ~ times of crisis, 

" 0 a e ,an ragmented famILIes. 
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What about education? Have we hit the mark of that "proper generation" sought by the 
1930 White House conference? Education has inflicted the "sputnik syndrome." After the 
awesome experience of man in space, society decreed everyone needed a college education. This 
is absurd! Only one in five jobs open in the next five years will require a college degree. Yet 
four of five high school stUdents are studying a precollege curriculum. One obvious result is the 
high dropout rate: seven percent -in Texas, or 59,000 high school students per year. 

Another statistic shows the annual cost of vandalism to schools totals almost $600 million, 
an amount equal to the cost of textbooks in recent years. The hickory stick is gone, but the use 
of suspension in public schools has reached mammoth proportions. Figures also show that in a 
recent school year, school districts with a little over one-half of the student population in this 
country suspended more than one million children. These suspensions represented a loss of more 
than four million school days and 22,000 school years. 

We also see an unprecedented number of teachers showing signs of battle fatigue, the 
same stress soldiers suffer in war. Only two out of five persons continue teaching after five 
years. There also wer~ 75,000 assaults on teachers by students in 1975. These assaults range 
from a slap on the face, being stabbed with ice picks, or being shot in the classroom with a 
Saturday night special. This semester, a college coed completing her stUdent teaching in a public 
school in East 'rexas was asked for sexual favors by a fifth grader. Dreadful commentary, isn't 
it? 

Yet 'suspension of stlidents is self-defeating. Instead of improving the situation, it 
removes students from facilities where they should be learning. This usually destines them to 
slums, poverty, possible early parenthood, and, in Texas, an almost assured acquaintance with the 
Department of Corrections. Ninety percent of this state's prison population is comprised of 
school dropouts. Seventy-five percent come from broken homes, and most have been in juvenile 
trouble or county jails. Many fail while assigned to probation, and all this occurs before the 
person is sentenced finally to prison. 

Having recited the book of lamentations on child concerns, I must draw some conclusions: 
(1) the home failed; (2) church, community, and civil groups failed; and, (3) public education 
failed. Therefore, federal and state governments find themselves assuming responsibility for 
child care. Faced with this responsibility, government needs more research into the causes and 
effects of child abuse, and information on how to provide care for those requiring it. The needs 
of our children must be determined, and commitments made to meet those needs. Unfortunately, 
this is not happening. The public simply fails to show a concern about child abuse and neglect 
even though it nears epidemic proportions. 

I again return to our program statement which claims child abuse and neglect is not a 
preeminent concern at the highest levels of government. If We are to effectively cope with child 
maltreatment, we must change people's attitudes. There must be more than healing and 
mending-there must be prevention. 

Most of all, however, there must be grass roots support for ending mistreatment of 
children. Only this kind of leverage will change the mind of one Texas legislator who believes 
children are the property of their parents who can do to them whatever they want. Something 
must bring realism to other Texas legislators who deny child abuse and neglect exists in their 
districts. While in Austin, .perhaps they should visit the city hospital and see an abused child. 
The Legislature also must create laws that penalize abusing parents more than abusers of pets, or 
smokers of pot. 

Something must change public attitudes that resist even minimum standard:; I;lf care 
offered by child care facilities. Somebody should explain why the Department of Public Welfare 
is authorized state funds by the Legislature to support an annual $234 million pursing home 
program for 56,000 people whose lives are largely behind them, while granting only $30 million a 
year for child abuse protection. Or, why does the department pay as little as $4 a day to protect 
a child in a foster home, but grants as much as $38 a day for a mentally retarded' person in an 
institution? It costs about as much to board a dog in a kennel as is paid foster parents to care for 
children. ' 

The public needs to know that malnutrition and illiteracy are widespread in Texas, the 
state containing more poor people than any <;>ther. Not much is done about it. Somebody should 
ask why medical residents in teaching hospitals see so much child abuse, yet receive no training 
in prevention or education. 

Why does no one complain about the failure of our juvenile criminal justice system, a 
system that affects children too late? By' age 15, behavior patterns are often difficult or 
impossible to change, and many of these patterns result from early parental abuse or neglect. 
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Juvenile judges should involve themselves in all matters .concerning children, especially those 
involving parental abuse., The abused and neglected child, we must remember, becomes the 
juvenile delinquent, the prostitute, the alcoholic, the drug abuser, and, most ironically~ the child 
abuser of the future. 

We should ask the broadcast industry why it endures continuing criti(Jism about program 
violence, yet refuses to use public service slides that increase awareness of the extent of sexual 
8.buse of children. 
. In short, public and government leaders see the potholes in the road caused by winter'ice, 
but not the potholes of indifference that deprive children of education and parental care. We 
have let our children down. We have not done enough to prevent child abuse, and it is doubtful if 
even a fraction of the excesses that occur are reported. Some officia.ls estimate we find as few 
as six percent of all child abuse ~ases. 

I am convinced every parent is capable of violence~ I am also convinced society causes us 
to treat children as less than human. If a man hits his wife, he is a wife beater. If he spanks his 
kid., he is a good disciplinarian. The trouble is that some people cannot stop with a couple of 
swats on the fanny. 

For more than five million American children, parental punishment at home has meant 
being shot, stabbed, kicked, beaten, burned, and bitten. While often parents express concern 
about violence on television, many of them should worry, instead, about how violence in the home 
affects their children. 

We do not concern ourselves with child abuse until a child dies. This happened in 1973 in a 
Texas child care facility. The uproar was instant, and the highest elected officials of Texas 
made inspections of the facility. They and the legislature demanded safeguards to prevent a 
recurrence. So the Texas Department of Public Welfare spent thousands of man-hours compiling 
guidelines de~igned to saf::;guard children from institutional abuse or neglect. In all, 14 
recommendatIOns were presented. Today, four years later, two of the recommendations have 
been adopted. 

Meanwhile, the department pushes ahead with its child protective services designed to aid 
troubled families, protect children, and help parents to cope and love better •. The department's 
child abuse hotline plays an important role in the identification and prevention of abuse and 
neglect in Texas. Operators on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a vveek, receive an average of 
600 calls per month. Approximately 37 percent of these are related directly to abuse or neglect. 
Ten percent concern emergency or life threatening situations. 

. , The Texas Legislature did make failure to report suspected child abuse or neglect a 
crlmmal offense. It also has helped uncover child mistreatment, but we feel the number of 
reports has peaked, and that we now receive as many as we are likely to get. 

The department has other effective programs combatting the mistreatment of children. 
We are working with the Councils of Government to coordinate services to children. We have a 
progran:t aimed at preventing child abuse in military families where unusual stresses prevail~ We 
work wIth Parents Anonymous, the police, and medical communities in identifying abusers. We 
att~mpt ,to us~ medical schools and law schools as educational vehicles for recognizing and 
COpI~g wIth ChIld abuse. We co-sponsor family counseling centers with the National Council of 
JeWIsh, WOIPen. W~ con,trac~ed, th,e Ba:rlor Medical School of Houston to prepare video tapes on 
parentmg lor presentatIon m JUnIor hIgh schools, recognizing that more than 40 percent of 
children born out of wedlock have mothers age 18 or under. Many are 13 and 14, and some 14-
year-old mothers are having their second babies. 

We recognize a new concern in Washington for the abused child. Under Title IV-B of the 
Social Securi,ty Act of 1935, Congress was authol'ized to spend $266 million per year on child 
welfare s~rv!ces. They have been spending about $50 million, but a study is now underway to 
expand thIS amount. The 'Title XX amendment to the Social Security Act appropriates funds to 
~elp remedy child abuse and neglect. The foster care program is being scrutinized and may be 
Improved. Let us hope so. 

Parents and children have reciprocal rights that go back to the Bible. It is our job to find 
the least damaging way of preserving the family unit. But regardless of economic and cultural 
conditions, the child born in Texas is likely to have parents who had minimal opportunities to 
learn about parenting. They learn as the child grows. Little is done to help men and women 
become better fathers and mothers. 

There is 1:1 juvenile court building on which these words are engraved, words on which we 
shoUld reflect: "Through the guiding light of wisdom and understanding shall the family endure 
and the children grow strong in the security of the home, for they are the hope of the future." 
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Th~':pSycho~ocial Ecology of Child Abuse and Neglect * 

59:27/ 
Doug'las J. Besharov, JD, Director 
The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 
Washington, D.C. 

My purpose today is to share with you, as one important aspect of our field, the National Center 
on Child Abuse and Neglect's planning framework and our future direction. As many of you 
know, when the National Center was established in 1973 it authorized a series of grants in the 
areas of research, demonstration treatment, demonstration resource, and a series of contract 
activities. Basically, we initiated a single wave of new activities, and in the past three years we 
have not awarded any new, major contracts. We are now in a one to two year process of diges~ing 
all the new ideas, findings, and impressions generated by both our grantees and the other fIeld 
agencies we have funded. As we organize what we learn, we see the need for a policy or planning 
framework. We need to pigeonhole our findings about parental self-help, counselmg, and 
prevention. We find that communication and understanding in the field suffered because people 
used the same words to talk about different things and different words to talk about the same 
things. What I am going to do today is describe our tentat~ve--and it is tentative-sense of, what 
concepts you hold about child abuse and ~eglect, prev~ntIon, and treatme~t: We hav~ tr~ed ~o 
reflect what we see developing from the fIeld, and I thmk that after I am fmlshed talkmg It WIll 
make sense to you. As I reveiwed what I have heard in the last three days her.e, many, if not all, 
of the contents of the plenary sessions and the workshops fit within the concepts I am going to 
describe and the relatbnships I will outline. 

• Research 

• Dem onstra tion 
Projects 

• Evaluation 

* Informal remarks 

NCCAN FUNCTIONS 

HELP GENERATE KNOWLEDGE/ 
HELP OTHERS APPLY KNOWLEDGE 

• Advocacy 

• Information Dissemination and 
Referral 

• Training 

• Technical Assistance 

• State Grants 

• Federal Coordination 
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I want to start by describing the role of the National Center. We are a small federal 
program. We have limited ability,' in terms of staff time and finances. Our yearly appropriation 
is $18.9 million. Title !XX lof the -Social S~curity Act, which funds the bulk of local and state 
child protective activities, appropriates about $200-250 million a year for these activities and 
there are many other specific and nonspecific federal programs that pay the salaries for yo~ and 
your colleagues. 1 cannot say, "We at the National Center are in charge of improving the 
system." All we try to do is help-help you and help others. We try to do this in two broad areas 
of activities. We try to generate new knowledge about effective treatment and preventive 
techniques, and because we are not in a direct service role, we try to help others use that 
knowledge. In helping generate new !mowledge, we fund the implementation and evaluation of 
va!'ious rese~rcn dem~nstration projects. With permission from and the cooperation of public 
ChIld protectIOn agencIes, we are also considering funding the evalua.tion of various public service 
prog!,ams in order to learn their strengths, their weaknesses, and what makes them work. In 
helpmg others apply knowledge, w,e serve as an advocate, an information disseminator and 
provide training, technical assistance, some state grants, and federal" coordination. ' 

I want to share with you the percentage of our budget we devote to these activities. 
Budget guidelines were established by the same legislation that created the National Center. 
Each year we spend 50 perceht of our budget on demonstration projects, treatment projects, 
resou~ce projects, ~emonstration training programs, and state agencies. That percEmtage was 
established by PublIC Law 93-247. Each year we allocate 20 percent of our budgE~t to state 
grants. We have not used all of this amount, however, because the number of states (~ligible fOl' 
grants has not been that high until this year. Thirty states al'e now eligible, and we expect about 
forty by the end of this fis~al year. We actually spend about 12-15 percent of our budget for 
state grants. Regional branches of the Office for Child Development (OCD) transmit 
app;opriati?ns from our office to various field agencies. In each region we have at least one 
regIOnal ~hIld abuse and neglect specialist within the OeD. We disseminate publications, operate 
the Clearmghouse, and accomplish other dissemination activities. 

NCCAN BUDGET 

50% 
Demonstration 

20% 
State 

Grants 

Technical 
Assistance 

In speaking of our approach to child abuse and neglect, I need to define that phrase. .First 
. let me. propose what we think we see ~nd what we think happens. I think we agree that child 
abuse .IS m7~e~y a"statement of what pomt on a continuum of parent-child interactions we place 
that lme dIYldmg. abuse". and "nonabuse." ~ other words, depending on their point of view, 'their 
Gul~ural.orientatIon, theIr values, and theIr sense of history and community, different pelople 
defI.ne dlffe~ent alJ?outs of corporal punishment as child abuse. Some say any form of corporal 
pUnIshment IS abUSive. Others claim child abuse occurs only when there has been a serious and 
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permanent disfigurement. The .same princxl;>le applies in terms of emotional abus:e. Some argue 
that any deprivation of needed love and care is emotionally abusiv.e.Others say only serious and 
permanent actions are abusive, and'so forth. It is clear, ther.efore, that wherr we talk about child 
abuse and neglect we are trying to define what point on th.e continuum of parent-child 
interactions justifies societyis intervention. We also find,and can demonstrate with statistics, 
that there is also a gray area. This is an area in which people disagree. At ,one end of the 
continuum almost all would agree a child is not abused. At the other end we would all say that a 
brutally attacked or murdered child has definitely suffered abuse. It is in the middle of the 
continuum that we disagree. As a result of our research, we now have some very clear 
statistical documentation as to how one's profession helps' to determine the way a person views 
this gray area. A policeman, a physiCian, and a social worker may all hold different views. These 
attitudes may be determined by a persons' cultural values, racial prejudice. the views one holds 
toward. people who preceded him, past life experiences; and a host of othel' issues. What we are 
saying is that no clear line exists which everyone would agree represents the demarcati?n point 
between what is and is not child abuse. With this in mind let me add that to think only m terms 
of one continuum and one gray area is to take only a snapshot in time. People and behaviors 
change over time. Someone who is at one point on the continuum, or in one .family at a given 
time, may move to another point a week, month. or year later. This may be due to treatment, a 
new job, or .any one of several other factors. What we' are saying is that the concept of child 
abuse and neglect as a static condition may be true when applied to specific families. Other 
families, however, and we are gathering statistical evidence on this through the demonstration 
and research projects we have funded, move back and forth in their ability to cope, protect, and 
care for children. If this is true, then there are some interesting concepts that we must apply to 
ongoing research and treatment. When researching. we tend to look at a family 'at one point on 
the continuum, then look at it at another point, and assume that the passage of time from one 
point to another implies that the family progressed in a straight line. We tend to forget the 
clinical wisdom that a family experiences a lot of Ups and downs in this process. We may well be 
correct when we assume that the ongoing service program is responsible for moving the family 
fcrward, but how do we explain the other ups and downs? 

There is no one single set ofparent-chHd interactions. In other words, to say that there is 
only one single unitary improper or antisocial behavior called child abuse and neglect is t? grossly 
oversimplify a very complex set of differing behaviors. We can no more talk about ChIld abuse 
and child neglect as unitary functions than we can talk about kidney ailments as one type Of 
problem. The treatment depends on the kidney ailment. The type of treatment for different 
kinds of criminal behavior depends upon the kind of behavior we are discussing. We deal with 
murQersdifferently than with pickpockets or burglars because we make a statement, an 
ass\}o ~ption, about the forces at work, and about the most effective treatment and intervention 
for 'these situations. The same is true about child abuse. Rememb~ring that all this is tentative, 
let me suggest one way that we are trying to delineate these differences. From, the experience 
of our project, we hope to give you some names to these lines within the next y~ar. But for now, 
let me suggest some possible names for these differences. One can be called the "battered child 
syndrome." This concept concerns not only injury to a child, but also the factors of intent, 
personal problems, and time. In other words, think about the richness of the notion of 
"syndrome" and "the battered child syndrome." This syndrome does not apply to just one day. It 
means that ~ !! .e.eriod of time the family's behavior has be.en such. that the child has be~n 

injured repeatedly. Another syndrome can be called "sexual mteractIon," or maybe we Will 
separate it and deal with one called "sexual misuse" (a concept growing in attent.ion), and 
another, "incest." And maybe we will deal with one called ftunreasonable corporal pUnIshment," 
and say that the dynamics of this concept differ from those of "unprovoked physical attacks," 
becaus2 we see in our research pr'ojects different kinds of people in these different categories. A 
person who wantonly picks up an infant and throws him against the wall for no particular reason 
is extremel~r different from someone who abusec~ an adolescent for disobedience. We must bring 
out the diffierences between the two. 

I wit[ now discuss the factors that result in child abuse and neglect, and those that help 
prevent it. First, we say nothing new when we claim there are certain psy,:!hological and social 
forces that influence tbe family. In fact, we feel strongly enough about the interaction of these 
forces in relation to the family and its environment to use the term "psychosocial ecology" to 
describe the environment in which the family finds itself. We also say that parent-child 
interactions are a function of person, or personality, of the individuals Involved, and the 
environment in which they exist. Then we add a formula many of you know, it is a truism, and 
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one we ought to say and remember and apply to our treatment, our interventions or prevention, 
and our concepts of our place in society. The formula states that behavior is a futwtfon of the 
person and the per{)Ofi~S environment, and is written B :: f(P, E). 

,::-'.\ I"~ < 

PSYCHO-SOCiAL ECOLOGY OF 
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Parent/Child 
Interaction 

Behavior isa Function of Person and Environment 

B:: F (p,e) 

Let me describe how we define those personal and environmental factors, to categorize 
them so that we can then share our understandings about them. The first is intrapersonal forces. 
Some people do not like the term "intrapersonal." I hope, however, in coming years we will use 
words everyone can understand and accept. Nevertheless, we are saying there eXists, a set of 
forces that influence the family. Intrapersonal forces act within a person, and they involve the 
mental and physical health, education, intelligence, and past life experiences of the individual. 
Now, let me deal with past life experience. We talk a lot about failure, improper bonding, or 
being abused as a child. That beeomes relevant in terms of later behavior, if it has been 
internalized or incorporated within the individual. We call that history: the history about the 
individuals and the family, or past life experience. 

We also recognize that·the internal things are 'not the only things that make people tick, 
so we divide environment into three sections. One sectie1'l, and maybe we are not happy with the 
term, is specific life situation forces. Where do people find themselves today, this week, this 
month? Where do they live, what do they do? We label these forces" but this is not a complete 
list. That is why we perform research and demonstrations. We try to fill these lists, and we try 
to read the literature and get more information about what would go on the list. Marital 
situation, job situation, extended family, characteristics of the child, housing, financial status, 
and degree of contact or isolation with others are just a few.· . 

It is appropriate for me to make a point here. I have tried very hard not to talk in terms 
of stresses, not to talk in terms of negative forces, because if our view makes sense .it is 
appropriate to think of these forces as both positive and negative. A happy and gratifying job 
situation, should, we hypothesize, make it easier for people to function in family situations, as 
yvell as others. If you have money in your pocket you are not supposed to experience financial 
stress. Being broke is probably a negative stress, but having some money "ought" to be positive 
(There are those of us, however, who do not always feel that way). So we are talking about 
positives as well as negatives. 
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INTRA-PERSONAL 
FORCES 

Parent/Child 
Interaction 
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INTRA-PERSONAL FORCES 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Mental Health 

Physical Health 

Education 

Intelligence 

Past Life Experience 

We also make a distinction here between chronic and acute, because some of the forces 
acting on individuals have been with them for y.ears, or lifetimes. Oth~rs are:imme~iate, and in 
the fut.ure, not only do we want to look at the dIfference betwe~n Ch~0.nIC and ImmedIate, bu~ we 
want to see their different effects. We have talked about famIly crISIS but we have never, In a 
systematic way, explored the implications of how we ?eal specif.ically .with cris~s vs. chronic 
situations. That is not to say people have not worked on It, or that In clImcal practI.ce we do not 
deal with it everyday, but remember we are an "R and D" shop, and we like to do a lIttle research 
and demonstration. 

Parent/Child 
Interaction 

SPECIFIC LIFE SITUATION FORCES 
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Again, although obvious, we think it is wortll. stating and making an equal part of this 
equation that cultural forces shape the way we live and behave. Cultural forces shape the way 
we drive our cars, the way we function in our jobs. and the way we raise our children. There is 
no doubt that attitudes toward chilc;1r~n have a real relationship to whether they are abused or 
neglec1:ed. To what degree are cni1dren prized commodities? To what extent are they valued as 
individuals in a society? Has child care any prestige in a society that increasingly questions the 
validity of staying home all day, that defines staying home as not having a career, not "working"? 
Thl1t attitude must create tension in those women who want to stay home and do, or don't want 
to, and do anyway. Attitudes towards violence, corporal punishment, economic or social 
competition, mobility of families, racism, religion-all these societal forces influence the way we 
live and act. 

Parent/Child 
Interaction 

CULTURAL FORCES 

• Attitudes Toward Children 

• Prestige of Child Care 

• Changing Family Roles 

• Attitudes Toward Violence 

• Attitudes Toward Corporal 
Punishment of Children 

• Economic and Social Competition 

• Mobility 

• Racism 

• Religion 

.. ' ~he last set of fo~ces we will categorize-again, we are not trying to discover but just 
categorIze these forces-:-Is "Yha~ we call, for now, social institutional forces. The purists among 
us wanted to call them Institutional forces, but the communicators thought institutional forces 
~ou!d ~ause people. to think about buildings and prisons. We are talking, instead, about the 
InstItutIOns of sOcIety; and let me start with the most general of them-the community 
institUtions, or community-wide institutions. Each of them, and we have only a partia,l list 
shapes ~h.e w'!:.y w; liv: by the wa.y we interact with them, by the TfIay they shape our immediat~ 
or speCl~lC llIe rntuatIon, and by the way they shape our cultural values, mores, and attitudes. 
The medIa !lff:I' a~ e~cellent example. We also include the family, police, schools; and day care 
as commumty InstItutIons that shape the way we think and live. 

. We also want to describ; other separate social institution.~ that we call problem-oriented 
agenCles.'These are the agenCIes that provide, as Dr. Kempe said, services for people or families 
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with special needs: mental health, self-help groups, foster care, job counseling, and any kind of 
specialized h~\lping services. We also list anofher sf.;ction called child-protective agencies. Our 
classificationii"lls functional, so police, for example, would show up twice, once under child
protective and once under community institutions. If the police receive reports and investigate 
them in order to provide immediate protecti9n to children, we call them, for the purpose of this 
model, a child-protective agency. If police perform only their general duties such as patrolling 
and traffic direcWm they function 'as community institutions. 

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONAL FORCES 

Parent/Child 
Interaction 

• CHILD PROTECTIVE AGENCIES 

CPS 

• 

Police 
Courts 

PROBLEM ORIENTED AGENCIES 

Mehtal Heaith 
Self-Help Groups 
Foster Care 
Drug/ Alcohol Programs 
Job Counseling/Training 
Therapeutic Day <fare 
Special Education for Children 
Public Assistance 
Unemployment Benefits 
Various Helping Professions 

COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS 

Schools 
Day Care 
Police 
Fire Department 
Fam'ily 
Recreational Facilities 
Church 
Community (Block Associations, etc.) 
Business 
Social/Fraternal Organizations 
Media (Television) 

Overall, we divide person and environment into four categories: personal forces that 
influence a family, specific life and situation forcesreultural forces, and social institutions. 
These forces can push down and detract from the p.bility of a family to care for its own. But just 
as important, they can pUsh up. My wife is a social worker and after reading her social work and 
psychoanalytic literature I see that we deal not only with negatives, but also witr. the positives. 
This is the most promiSing thing about our jobs, the uplift. 

These forces not only interact directly with the family, but they also interact with each 
other and· then with the family, and then back and forth again. The pOint is that they are 
interdependent variables. It means you cannot say that one particular factor leads to one 
particular behavior. Even if we knoW' everything about an individual and then offer him a vanilla 
ice cream cone and a chocolate ice cream cone we still cannot predict which ice cream cone he 
will take. I cannot promise you that in four years we will sort out all these factors for you and 
explain why each parent neglects or abuses his children. But we will try to identify these 
factors, discover new ones, and explore their interactions and relationships, because we as 
researchers and as practitioners think a few ideas can help go a long way. 
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PSYCHO-SOCIAL ECOLOGY OF 
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Parent/Child 
Interaction 
~. 

We also have a theory on how we can do something about this problem (here is where I am 
most concerned about what I am going to say. If you disagree, write me a letter.) Of all these 
forces, we can directly intervene in only one category-social institutions. We cannot get inside 
the personal life, the psyche, the specific life situation of people, or the culture. The only way 
we can deal with,)these factors is through social institutions. Whether those social instituticms 
are schools, communities, the family, or specific helping organizations such as day care and child 
protective services, we operate through institutions in our society. Even when we want to shape 
values and norms we do it through the institutions of television, radio, and newspapers. We say, 
for the purposes of this construct at least, that change agents work through institutions. We 
know, and better remember, that we are change agents. Sometimes we do not change things for 
the better, and sometiml:ls we hurt people by trying to help. That is of deep concern to us at the 
National Center--it is gr.eat to want to help people, but as we look at our programs we never 
assume a program helps people. We look at it and try, to the best of our limited ability, to 
measure its effect. Does it have a positive or negative effect on people? I will talk about that 
in a moment. 

I will use the words "primary prevention", "secondary prevention", and "treatment". Let 
me propose definitions of these terms, ones that combine social work ideas and the c(?:ncepts that 
I just mentioned. Let us start with a definition of "primary prevention", something we all want 
to accomplish. Primary prevention deals with those cultural and institutional forces which affect 
the specific life situation and intrapersonal forces within all individuals in the community. 
Primary prevention is not targeted at specific (high-risk) subgroups; it is for everyone. We all 
need a little primary prevention. 

Secondary prevention deals with those institutional, specific life situation, and intraper
sonal forces within families with special needs who might, but for these services, abuse or 
neglect their children. And treatment, which is sometimes called tertiary prevention (meaning 
preventing a recurrence), deals with those institutional, specific life situation, and intrapersonal 
forces within families w.ho have abused or neglected their children, and attempts to prevent 
recurrences of the abuse. We say social institutions do all this, but we could be wrong. We say 
that social institutions, by affecting culture, lifestyles, beliefs, specific life situations, 
intrapersonal situations and forces, and by interacting with themselves, can perform primary 
prevention. Let me take a few minutes to describe how some projects, only a few of which we 
fund, do all this. I will give a specific example for each. 
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. In terms of primary prevention, a number of our projects serve special populations whose 
cultural heritage, history, attitudes, and mores differ from the majority culture. ' Especially 
within the treatment demonstl'ations that we have funded for Indian populations~ we see a very 
clear desire to emphasize those elem/mts of cultural heritage that strengthen individuals. We 
refer to them as treatment projects, but their major focus is primary prevention. In Alaska, for 
example, they take all the Native American families that come into town, not just the "high 
risk," and provide them with the cultUl~al supports they need at a time of stress and dissonance. 
They emphasiz€;\cultural strengths through pot luck dinners, pow wows and a whole series of 
events that say, )iLopk, we've got ourselves a legitimate culture here. Let's not be ashamed of it. 
Let'semphasize\1t. Let's grow within it.1I They do not have to have an intake or a caseload. We 
call that primary prevention, and that is why we fund it. 

DYNAMICS OF PRIMARY PREVENTION 
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Parent/Child 
Interaction 

vye are l~~l'ning a lot, and not just about Indians. We are learning a lot ;about the notion of 
supportmg familIes who experience dissonance with their culture. I mentioned our Alaskan 
pI'o~ect, but I could also relate this notion to middle-class life in the SUbUl'bs. Our Alaskan 
pr'oJ~ct w~~comes every newcomer to town in much the same way those of us living in the suburbs 
receIve a welcome wagon." The project says, IIWelcome to the community. What can we do to 
help you?" Sin?e it is offere? to everyone we call. it. primary prevention. It is! difficult to give 
examples ?f prImary preventIOQ because a lot of It IS not labeled '¥child abus(~ programs," and 
much o.f It does n~t. happen. But th~re is no question that programs which, for eXample, 
emphaSIze the nutrItIonal needs of chIldren and adults-programs which ensure children and 
~du~ts o.f a square meal-;-ha.ve ~ lo~ to do with the intrapersonal forces that shape Qur lives. Also, 
Institutions ~an wOl'k. WIth Institutions to make other institutions positive forces in terms of care 
and protectIon Of. chIldren. So researchers and theor,eticians, for example, work with hospitals 
and labo~ and delIVery room staffs to make childbirt11 a spe\~ial experience. If 'We forget these 
few ~pecial moments, what do we do during that lifetime of stress? That is the time to start the 
bondmg process. That is another form of primary prevention. 
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. Let us talk about the dynamics of "secondary prevention." When we talk'Cabout S€condary. 
prevention we do not hit culture. We are talking about specific interventions with specific' 
families in relation to specific life situation forces. Earlier, we identified parental "stress. 
Parents Anonyinous or the San Diego YMCA Project, for- example, both in different ways, 
emphasize the importance of self-recognition of parental stresses and of seeking self-help. 
These two, and half a dozen other projects, some of which we fund, run parental hot lines, stress 
lines, and bring people into a nonthreatening, non-child abuse atmosphere to deal with that 
underlying force-parental stress. In San Diego we have found that many problems stem from 
marital stress, and by dealing with that problem practitioners help relieve the pressures on the 
parent-child interaction. 

I want to mention another response of problem-oriented institutions for secondary 
prevention, interpersonal forces. Many projects identify families where there exists a high risk 
of child abuse or neglect. Special care, in the form of attention, education, a visiting nurse, or 
perhaps Dr. Kempe's "home visitor," is given to the family in the hospital, newborn clinic, or. at 
home. This care is offered the family if it is believed they will have particular. problems in 
dealing with the child. This is another example of what we call secondary prevention. 
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In treatlJent, we find the same general situation. You 'do not treat a family by fighting its 
culture. You can fight the culture-that may at times be a valid thing to do-but we do not think 
that is going to help the particular family in question. What do you do with the family in front of 
you? You begin by. trying to deal with their immedjate life situation al1d \\lith their interpersonal 
forc~~. Let me cIte t~o examples. We all know homemaker care is a nice servide to provide 
familIes. But what kmd of homemaker care, how elaborate, how well-trained should the 
home!TIaker be? What kinds of supports should there b~? Should these supports entail merely 
cleamng the house? Should they be emotional supports? Should they be cultural supports? 
Should they deal with racial issues in communities suffering from racial discrimination and 
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iSolation? We are looking at this issue in a couple of our projects. This means adding a person to 
a. specific situation. We are also' consIdering pulling people out of their environment. An 
example of this is our program in Hawaii which has a special shelter in Which the entire family-
minus the father (who usually precipitated the problem)-can live during times of personal stress. 
We are radically altering the specific life situation. In future years we hope to determine the 
meaning of this: Is i.t valuable? Does it work? 

I' -I _ 

NOT CQ~SiDERED 
ABUSE OR NEGLECT 

CONSIDERED 
ABUSE OR NEGLECT 

DEFINITION OF 
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Let me now share with you the most tent'~tive aspect of what we are IMrningfrom our 
treatment projects. We think it is dreadfully important and significant, but let me present it to 
you as something to discuss and consider in coming years. If you remember the continuum we 
spoke of earlier and the gray area in which we tend to disagree about what is or is not abuse and 
neglect, let us now attempt to define what is secondary prevention and what is treatment. Now 
remember th~_)difference: treatment occurs when parents have already abused or neglected their 
children, and secondary prevention occurs prior to abuse and neglect. The theoretical construct 
would be that above the gray area is secondary prevention: and below it is treatment. But notice 
that since the position of this gray line depends on how you define child abuse, if you redefine 
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some action and this line shifts, you have re-labeled the service without ever having chan~ed the 
family. In other words, if a cop thinks a kid is being abused, then when you serve !he famIly you 
are treating them. But if a physician says, "No, that's not abuse; that's close to It but the real 
line is over here," then suddenly that service you provided the family is labeled secondary 
prevention. . . 

The label placed on the service depends on the label placed on the famI!~. I thmk that !he 
fact that we do this is significant. Does the service itself differ for the familles above the lme 
and below the line? We know it seldom does. We provide services to families whether or not the 
parents abuse and neglect their children. We either give them homemaker care.or advise them of 
their need for it. We offer them job counseling and housing services. We gIve them personal 
counseling services because they have a problem. . .. 

Let us look at this from 8. slightly different perspective. Remember, '!Ie saId famIlIes 
change over time· therefore one month a fa.mily may be in secondary preventIon and the next 
month it may be in treatme~t. What I am suggesting is that if there is a lesson be be. ]~arned 
from the treatment demonstrations that were funded both before and after PL 93-247, It IS that 
helping projects that are n()t constrained by income eligibilit~ ~equ!re~ents, that are not 
concerned about reporting law requirements, tend not t~ ~al<e a dIstmctIOn m the ca~~s t~ey see 
between actual and potential abusive and neglectful famIlIes. They tend to treat familles m n~ed 
as just that-families in need. But, there are always exceptions. We do not. know h?w extenSIve 
the exceptions are, but that is one reaso.n we evaluate ~~e demonstratIon projects a~~ do 
research. It is also very clear that there eXIsts a set of familles, an~ I shun to term them hard 
core" but do not know how to describe them, nor how to characterIze them. We do not know 
how 'many there are, but there is a set of families whose parent-child interaction curve is ~~ch 
that we cannot place them into th.e other broader service category. And those are the famIlIes 
that must be serviced five to ten years, perhaps permanently, and given a permanent crutch. We 
want to look at programs around the country and see real progress in the development, 
maintenance, and strengthening of secondary prevention and treatment ~rograms when they deal 
with these general social problems, because they have a source of fundmg. There are day ca~e 
funds, mental health funds, and others. But there is no categorical federal program that wIll 
support, over a ten year period, a family with a permanent disabling problem. We do not kn~w 
the significance of this except that those are the cases you hate to let go, the ?nes tha! remam 
in agencies for years and years. Those at'e the cases that, unless we do somethmg, consIgn those 
children to the constant risk of abuse and neglect. 

Problem-oriented agencies and several community institutions are responsible for the 
identification of child abuse and neglect. In terms of secondary prevention and ~re~tm~nt,. we 
know that problem-oriented agencies, child-protective services, and some commumty mstItutIons 
can perform secondary prevention and treatment. . 

In terms of intervention and referral, we must rememb0r that some cases of ChIld abuse 
and neglect, as well as other forms of improper parenting, are not referred to child-protective 
agencies but to other special treatment programs in the co~mu.n~ty. We sa¥ for the purl:?0ses of 
this construct that intervention and referral occurs not only m cluld-protectlve agencIes but also 
in problem-oriented agencies. . ' .. 

Until now I have talked about the dynamicH of direct serViCes or treatment m familles and 
children. The other half of our job involves trying to improve these services, and when I say "we" 
I do not mean just the National Center, I mean all of us. For our purposes we call that proce~s 
IIresource enhancement." You can call it advocacy, coordination, or planning, but we call It 
resource enhancement because we are hoping to include those other specific activities within it. 
In terms of the institutions that can affe<!t the other forces, there are the same three: 
community institutions, problem-oriented agencies, and child-prote~ti~e. services .. There are 
several key activities or elements within each. There are mdlvldua~, um!s~. county 
organizations, and sometimes a state or a national ~llement •. An~ we ~an ~lso lIst actlvltIe~ t.hat 
enhance resources: research, planning, advocacy, mformatIon dlssemmatIon, referral, trammg, 
technical assistance, coordination, facilitation, and financial support. Not only is that a 
statement of what we believe the role and mission of the National Center are, it is also the role 
and mission of most of the regional and state resource projects that we fund. It is also the role 
and function of many child advocacy groups in this· country, and in part, the role and fun~tion of 
many treatment organizations. The best example is !he ~ational Center for the Pr.eve~tIOn and 
Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect in Denver, WhICh IS both a treatment orgamzatIon and a 
resource project. Other appropriate examples are the special training, technical assista~ce, and 
set'vices provided by chUd protective services agencies, by our treatment demonstratIOns, by 
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anyone in treatment who is called upon to give a community lecture, or someone who is invited 
to a hospital to explain the handling of child abuse cases. 

Let me give some examples of what our projects are doing in relation to specific client 
agencies, and the levels within the agencies and these activities. For example, one resource 
pr~ject ~ecided its activities could .be better used to s!renghten problem-oriented agencies, 
WhICh wIll help prevent cases from bemg reported, than to Improve child-protective agencies. So 
th~y, through t~chnical assistance and coordination at the state and county levels, help problem
orIented agenCies accept more .cases before they are labeled child abuse ane neglect, and urge 
agencies to work with more families before referring them to child-protective agencies. Another 
resource project provides training to the whOle range of individuals across these situations. The 
stated purpose of training is to teach individuals how to better identify child abuse and neglect, 
to be aware of the problem, and to be sensitive to the needs of parents. The other unstated but 
equally effective, purpose is to develop coalitions of conerned professionals aJld citizens a~ross 
the nation so that these coalitions can advocate for improved and expanded services. 

To conclude, I wanted to present a specific list of the projects and grants, contracts, and 
other efforts that we plan to initiate in the future. But thera are three reasons whv I cannot do 
t~at. First, we do not know under what legislation we will operate. Second, we h'ave not fully 
dIgested the information from our existing projects; that will take another year or year and one
half. And third, since we will not start funding until next March, April, May. June, or July. we 
are not ready to st~rt planning. However, I want to share with you some of the underlying 
concerns of the NatIOnal Center, and I think you can assume that our funding and activities will 
follow these concerns. 
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NCCAN CONCERNS 

• Psycho-Social Ecology of CA/N 

• Nature, Extent, and Effects of CA/N 

• Dynamics of Prevention, Identification, & Treatment 

Direct Service 
Resource Enhancement 

• How Best To Apply This Knowledge 

• Helping Others Apply This Knowledge 

-, 

To summarize the points I've made here, let's first consider the nature, extent, and effects 
of child abuse and neglect. We have said the definition of child abuse and neglect lies on a 
continuum. We have said there are gray areas. We have said behavior is kinetic. We have said 
there are different types of abuse and neglect, and I have suggested that we are probably looking 
at various syndromes: the battered child, the apathy/futility, the maltreatment, and any number 
of other syndromes. As we look at these different forms of abuse, we will probably perform 
research and demonstrations to bring out the different manifestations of parent-child 
interaction. What places one set of parents in one situation, and a second set in another? We 
will pI'obably try to detel'mine if there is a geographic distribution of these syndromes in terms of 
incidence.Por example, we have an emerging sense that the apathy/futility syndrome may be 
limited to the southeastern and southwestern United States, and that it is probably a result of the 
weather In those regions. 

In terms of the psychosocial ecology of child abuse and neglect we recognized the truism 
that behavior is a function of the person and the environment. We also noted that the only way 
you change that is through social institutions. In the future we will look to research and 
demonstrations that take into account the psychosocial ecology of the family, trying to 
understand and manipulate it. We will set~k to determine what forms of intervention and 
institutions are most effective at preventing and treating child abuse and neglect. We will also 
begin the long process of exploring the interrelationships between these various forces or factors. 

In terms of the dynamics of prevention, identification,. and treatment, we believe there 
are definable and identifiable strategies. Based on our experience in treatment demonstrations 
we have funded during the last fo~r years, we will be able to say these strategies work, or should 
at least be attempted. We will100k at them from a variety of research and demonstration 
activities. As we identify these institutions' specific strategies-the positive and negative roles 
and responsibilities they play in society--and as we identify the best methods for applying this 
knowledge, we hope to shout it from the rooftops. If providing welfare in a demeaning or 
demoralizing way is a negative force on family life, we want So say it. If school responsibility 
for teaching parenting is a positive force, which it seems to be, we want to push forward with it. 
We will do this with all the limited resources at our disposal such as our technical assistance 
activities and our small, out important, state grant activities. We hope the way we work with 
other federal agencies will evolve around our understanding of the dynamics of prevention and 
treatment, the best strategies of prevention and treatment, and the positive and negative roles 
specific societaJ institutions can play in that psychosocial ecology. 

Let me say that as !:l field, we have a handle on a fa.ir amount of both research and 
practical wisdom. During the last three days that wisdom has been expressed in a variety of 
ways. We hope in the next two yeal's to focus that wisdom's impact in order to facilitate better 
communication with each other. Only if we share our experiences, our successes, and our 
failures can we learn from the experience of otners. Last year I said that the most striking thing 
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about our field was the way we seemed to be reinventing the wheel, and a square one at that. 
Through you, however, we are beginning to develop a framework to focus society's attention on 
the best methods for the prevention and treatment of. child abuse and neglect. To the extend 
th.at you develop that. framework, ana to the extent that we can help you frame it and use it, we 
Will. 
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Individual Tragedy and Social Response 

Michael L. Lauderdale, PhD 
Principal Investigator 
Region VI Resource Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 

Child abuse or neglect is a tragedy for the victimized child, and the cons~quences, may stay with 
the individual as an indelible pain throughout a lifetime. Though th~re IS gathermg mome~tum 
for social action to correct the situat.ion, the phenomenon ,of ChI~d abuse and neglec,t IS so 
complex that the selection of the appropriate social response IS provmg to be. a frustratI~g ~~~ 
tortuous process. To understand the tragedy requires a delineation be~ween c~Ild abuse an; c 1 
neglect coupled with the understanding that ,a.buse and neglect vary m severIty, frequency, and 
intensity from incident to incident. ' ' 'th 

Much of our familiarity with child abuse is physical and! consists of s~emg chIldren, ~I 
broken bones, severe cuts, burns, bruises, ~n.ct abrasions. These batter,ed chIldren are a VISIble 
and pathetic manifestation of the tragedy and ev?ke strong ,reactlOns from everyone ~h~ 
encounters the situation. These batterings are often l1fe-threatemng and, mor~over, ca~ p:oducc 
serious psychological consequences for the child. These consequences mclude tImldne~s: 
withdrawal, aggressive behavior, and other such i1l-tim~d o~ ill-chosen respon~es to socIal 
situations. Some investigators fear that such experiences m chIldhood ~ay be replIcated by the 
child when he or she becomes a parent. Such g~meration-after-generatlOn ?ccurrences suggest 
for some researchers an epidemic that passes unimpeded from parent to ChIld and enlarges and 
intensifies with each generation. , ' f 

Child neglect, like abuse, has its physIcal and psycholo,glCal conseq~ences that 0 ten are 
more difficult to diagnose and relate to specific adults. PhYSICal n~glect IS p,erh~ps most often 
noted in the "failure-to-thrive" syndrome in which a child falls to mamtam th~ normal 
development in size, weight, and motor skills l'elative to hiS, or her age, ~ex" and racIal peers. 
Psychological neglect may produce retarding consequences for the chIld' mtell~ctually and 
emotionally, but frequently is not as severe or dramatic in impact as ch~ld battermg. ,Though 
emotional abuse and neglect is seen increasingly as an important c0!lcern, ItS occurrence IS ~ften 
difficult to detect. Little cal~l be said definitively of what kmd or degree of emotlOnal 
mistreatment damages the child, nor in what ways, although we c~n be reaso~~bly sure that the 
damage is done. Overly aggressive adults, parents who are, co~d and pumtlve, persons who 
callously manipulate and abuse others may well be the results of thIS damage. , 

Much of the complications of understanding the traged.y Q1f ab~s~ ~nd neglect, and knowmg 
what the proper social response is, derives from our lack ~f d~f~n!tlOn~ of proper care ~nd 
parenting for the child. We are much closer to good workabler defmltIons, m the are~ of phYSIcal 
care where we can describe safe environments for ch~ldren, warn ~gamst excessIvely s~rong 
physical punishment and pinpoint neglectful diets and Improper hygIene. Adequate emotIonal 
care is a much mor~ debatable issue, and involves what must be l~b~led "catch words" such as 
genuine love, empathy, permissiveness, firmness, and character-bUIldmg. What one parent may 
consider being firm with a child may border on abuse for another, and what one paren~ m~y, call 
love and free expression another may call over=permissiveness and indulge~ce. PedIatrIcIans, 
educators, and psychologists have vacilated over the last forty years on such Issues as whe~her or 
not a crying baby should be held, what to do when a child has a temper-ta~trum, or If on~y 
positive reinforcement should be used to shape a. child's behavior. ,Even the ,ch,olCe of l~nlfru~ge IS 
debated, with some authorities arguing that the words "shapmg a ChIld s behl\vIOr Imply 
manipulation rather than the provision of ,an environm:nt of fre~dom, warmth~ and support. 
There are hundreds of books available on how best to raIse your ChI~d, and, there IS more th~ a 
little disagreement among them on these issues. If the hypoth,etlCal mlddle-cl~ss parent or 
professional is confused by this, then social class and cultural dIfferences make It even mO,re 
complex. It has been suggested that setting unrealistically high goals" ~r goals too e,asIly 
attained, may limit the child's development as well as his or ~e: future ab~llty to succeed m an 
achievement-oriented world. Should the inclusion of the tradItIonal ma~hlsmo con,cept ,for the 
Mexican-American boy be viewed as a sp~cia~ instance of negle?t producmg a man Ill-SUIted for 
modern marriage? Or is the strict authorItarIan model of the smgle Bla~k mother a subtle form 
of child abuse? Does television advertising on the Saturday mornmg cartoo~s represent 
exploitation of children? Are American Indian children abused when our educatIOnal system 
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demands t~at an oral tradition in a native tongue be foresaken for written English and formal 
mathe~atIcs? ,The lack of clear answers to hundreds of questions like these precludes an 
approprIate SOCIal response to countless potential neglect and abuse situations. The battered 
child, in a way, presents the easy problem, but the vast majority of cases are less easy to define 
and prescribe for. 

Promoting the cognitive development of the child presents similar problems of defining 
proper care to be manifested by parents or other caregivers. We do know that critical 
stimulation as early as the first few weeks of life is crucially important for the development of 
la!lguag~. physical, an? social concepts. The extent to which parent:;; are able to provide critical 
stH~ula~I?n" and ,d?, IS an area of some disagreement. Head Start, day-care, television, the 
,ped.l~trIcIan s waltmg room all are additional places where environments could be improved to 
faGlht~te the conceptual development of the child. How such environments can support 
parentmg, and what should be the role of each to the other, is not well known. 

DEFINING CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD 
The answers to the proper care and parenting of children are embedded within the larger question 
of the social and psychological definition of the child, and the proper processes of socialization 
and control of children. There are at least four separate working definitions of what the chiid is 
with respect to his or her inherent capability. One definition stresses the view of the child as a 
small, adult capab~e of doing most things that adults do, limited only by size, strength, and 
experIence, and hel!' to the same rights and prerogatives of the adult. In some cases such Q view 
might lead to permissive ci<rcumstances, and for others it might lead to exploitation such as child 
labor. A second definition depicts the child as a willful and untamed savage. This view has 
stro~g roots in traditional psychiatry through the Freudian framework, and requires that 
conSIderable ,con:ro~ be directed toward children in order to humanize them. It suggests that 
parents and mstItutlOns must act to control and mold behavior if adults are to be safe, and if 
ta~ed repl~cements ar~ to be available ~n every new generation. A third concept portrays the 
cJ-l1ld as bemg an angelIC creature unsullIed by the greed, envy, and perversity of adulthood and 
the, ~o,rld. Here the child is perenially the hope of the future, perfect society. The fourth 
defImtIOn, and probably the most accurate, is that coming from modern developmental works 
such as those of Piaget. This view stresses that the child is a being who operates with different 
conceptual and emotional properties from adults, and during the maturing process passes through 
seve~al stages of ~hinking and ~motionality distinct from adulthood. Such a viewpoint may lay 
partIcular emphasIs upon certam learning experiences at critical periods so that development 
may proceed to the next level. For example, visual experiences may be necessary from years 
three to four to prepare cognitive processes for reading that will begin to develop at age six. It 
is this fourth definition of the child that lays the basis of the need for a thorough understanding 
of every step in the developmental process to ensure that child neglect does not occur. 

Quite simply, how we define the child determines how the child is cared for and treated. 
The psychoanalytic definition of childhood prescribes different cape from the prescription coming 
from, Piaget's work. ' 

, The ~efinitio~ of childhood is culturally relative. The laws and informal codes of every 
SOCIety defme the fIghts, prerogatives, and responsibilities of children and families differently. 
In many parts of the world children possess few righ1;s within the soci,ety and have no access to 
property, but rather are defined themselves as chattel. In some cas~\s the child is under the 
control of a large and extended family, and in other cases a single parent is identified as 
possessor of the child. In other areas, or other times in history, children at a very early age are 
assumed to be adul~s and may engage in many of the transactions of adults including marriage, 
work, and procreatIOn. In the United States we are experiencing confusion in these social codes 
and are simultaneously moving to extend rights to children on many fronts such as: the right to 
le~a! counsel apart ,from paren~s or the state in cases of child abuse and neglect; earlier voting 
prIVIleges ,b~ lowermg the VOtl~g, age from 21 to !8 years of age; and the right to independent 
sexual actiVIty through the prOVISIon of contraceptIve materials without parental consent. All of 
these social codes imply earlier adulthood. In contradiction, not too many years ago we were 
providing different kinds of rights for children by forbidding them to enter into the l~bor force 
before ,a certain age, and protecting them from labor exploitation by requiring that they be paid 
the same wage rates as adults. We have encouraged the deferment of adulthood by extending the 
years of mandatory schooling, and by the creation of special legal codes and juvenile courts to 
handle children differently from adults. Conversely, children are encouraged early to act as 
adult consumers. Entire businesses such as the recording industry are almost exclusively 
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dependent upon the purchasing power of children.
i

' Much of the leisure and entertainment 
industry is built around youth, and part of the message of this industry is freedom and autonomy 
for youth. Yet today a number o~ authorities feel that unwanted teenalte pregnancies and youth 
crime in the city are at least partially a consequence of the decline of adult control over the 
actions of children. At best we can say that we know very little about what should be the 
relationship between children and adults in our society where our legal codes have moved in 
seemingly contradictory directions, and that this ambiguity j,s creating urgent and compelling 
questions. 

THE ETIOLOGY OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
Careful investigation of the etiology of abuse and neglect is only now beginning. There are many 
areas that seem to suggest answers, and include the possibility of brain, neurological, or 
endocrine dysfunction wherein certain adults may be more prone to volcanic-like outbursts when 
under stress and frustration, and may be more likely to abuse children. We do know that within 
the limbic or recticular formation of the forebrain are certain stl'uctures that seem to control 
selective awareness, fighting and fear responses, and may be the sources of the violent behavior 
manifested by so.ne parents. Evidence indicates there are clearly psychotic individuals who 
cannot relate or perform in a parental role, though we suspect that such individuals are but a 
small minority of those adults engaged in child abuse. Psychoses in the order of schizophrenia or 
severe character disorders are inimical to the parenting role. Some persons, because of problems 
of physical health such as diabetes, immai:urity, or environmental factors s~lch as demanding 
occupations, may be under too much stress to be always in control of their behavior and 
consequently be potentially included to abusive and neglectful actions. Some families may 
indeed develop dysfunctional patterns of interpersonal relations in dealing with children and pass 
them from generation to generation. The care of children among humans, unlike infant care 
among other animal species, is heavily d2pendent upon learning, and when a dysfunctional pattern 
occurs, it may well be transmitted from generation to generation. When families become highly 
mobile as they are today, and when neighbors, relatives, and friends are less likely to be available 
for assistance, the prospects of others assisting in modifying dysfunctional patterns are reduced. 
Our entire culture, in fact, may be so stressful and so oriented toward individual autonomy and 
satisfaction that dysfunctional conditions for children are created. Some other countries, such as 
Sweden 8.nd Japan, have much lower rates of chiJ.d abuse, infant mortality, and neglect. This 
results not only from better health and educational programs for children, but also seems a 
consequence of a society that is more orderly, integrated, and less fluid and violent in its arts, 
entertainment, and interpersonal relations. 

We have been aware of child abuse and neglect since the late 1800's and have done much 
t6 reduce the systematic exploitation of children in industry. Diseases such as smallpox or 
rubella that yield to a simple epidemiological causation model have been our earliest and best 
achievements in improving the well-being of children, but now we face the residual problems that 
do not yield to simple cause and effect models. In all likelihood, these remaining problems for 
children come from a variety of causes and require a systems orientation for their explanation 
and control. 

Many ot the crippling diseases of childhood, poliomyelitis, smallpox, diptheria, and rubella 
have been controlled or eliminated. In child health, viral infections that yield to immunizations 
or antibiotics have provided some of our most brilliant successes. In large measure such 
successes have been with a particular kind of problem, those problems that are caused by a single 
agent operating in a relatively simple and direct causal sequence. Polio, for example, was 
eliminated by assisting the existing immune-defense systems through triggering antibody 
production by injecting dead or weakened polio viruses into the body. Such problems permit 
solutions of either eliminating the source of the problem, in this case the viruses, or activating 
the body's ordinary defenses. Closer inspection of this situation reveals a single entity or a small 
number of closely related entities that cause the disease. Moreover, the problem follows a 
predictable and largely invariable sequence with the description of the disease entity and the 
opE!'l.'ation of the body's ordinary defenses being well-known and understood in biomedical research 
for many years. Solving these kinds of health problems follows a familiar and well-known 
procedure of describing the presenting symptoms and the path of development of the problem, 
isolating the causative agent and then either eliminating the agent, the mode of transmission, or 
activating existing defenses against the agent. , 

What now can be understood about child abuse and neglect indicates that it is not the kind 
of problem characterized by the previous descriptions as presented in the example of 
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poliomyelitis. ActU~lly the concept of child abuse and neglect covers a large range of conditions 
from severe battermg to cqltural deprivation. For some conditions the sequence of the 
progression of the condition is well known, but this is not usually true. The specific causative 
agent or agents are n.ot known, nor is there much evidence for routine bodily defenses. For child 
abuse and neglect, It appears that the use of the traditional medical model of explanation 
confuses, rather than assists, the understanding of the problem. It seems that interventions 
bas:d upon.l!ledical models or the use of medical terms such as "epidemics" or "syndromes" are of 
dubIOUS utIlI.t~ oth.er than .arousing public concern. Raising public concern, though, may even 
worsen condItIons m some mstances. Before substantial progress can be made in child abuse and 
neglect, the complex conditions must be understood in their own right rather than depending upon 
misleading medical analogies. 

THE ROLE OF THE STATE 
Every so~iety .must evince c~ncer,!- for th~ rearing and development of children, for the strength 
and contmuatlon of the society IS contmgent upon these activities. In most instances the 
inf~rmal family held these responsibilities and if the responsibilities were poorly handled the 
~oclety was weakened •. Modern ~ocieties, though, have increased the involvement of government 
m the care ~nd prot~ctIon of ch~ldr~n •. All states hav~ codes dealing with the education, health, 
and protectIon of children. The mstItutlOn and professIon having the greatest initial contact with 
the parent .B:nd infant is the .fiel? of health. With the rare exception of those persons belonging to 
a health mamtenance orgamzatIon (HMO), routine pre- and post-natal care is difficult to obtain. 
Moreover, the typical physician or pediatrician is not prepared to diagnose many cases of child 
abuse and neglect, and in many instances may prove to be reluctant to report such instances 
~hen they are identified because of perceived role conflicts as well as the fear of court 
mvolve~ent~ los.s o~ cli~ntele, o~ financial damage to the practice. The only other uniform and 
generalIzed mstI~utIon mvolved In contact and care of children is the public school system. In 
most state~ the m~o~vement Wit11 the school begins in the fifth or sixth year of childhood, but 
~eachers, llke physw~ans, are not well prepared to detect child abuse or neglect; particularly in 
ItS subtle mamfestatIons. Our society depends upon individuals being able to detect health or 
legal problems themselves and then chOOSing whether or not to seek assistance. The individual is 
routinely expected to pay fOl' services. Two problems exist from the perspective of the child 
when abuse and/or ~eglect ?ccurs. The first problem is. that there is almost no way to detect 
abuse or neglect untIl the ChIld reaches school. For a variety of reasons the abusive or neglectful 
parent may choose not to recognize the problem or seek to hide it. Occasional visits to 
physicians do n?t. raise significantly the propability of detection, and if the family does not have 
a reg~ar phYSICIan the chances of detection are lessened. Most states now have mandatory 
re~ortmg laws that require vrofessionals, neighbors, relatives, and others to report suspected 
child abuse. However, many c~ses go undetected and often reporting occurs only after severe 
damage h~s been d0!le. PreventIo'!- and early treatment seem unlikely as long as uniform health 
or. educatIonal serVIces are unavaIlable for the preschool child. A national health program for 
chIldren or universal daycare beginning with infants (a much more sophisticatEld level of daycare 
than we currently have) would be a vehicle to remedy the early social isolation of the child and 
the family, but such developments are some years away. 

. Child welfare or protective services are seen often as organizations that could prevent 
ChIld abuse and neglect, but mostly protective services become involved only after abuse or 
neglect has occurre?, Protective. servic~s must depend upon media, physicians, church groups, 
and sch~ols to ~o prImary preventIon, WhIch means teaching how to care for children. Typically 
protect.lve serVIces ?o not get invo~ved until primary prevention fails. When protective services 
do get mvolved, theIr usual charge IS to protect the safety of the child and conduct some form of 
in.vestigative pr?ceeding. Oth~r th~ngs being equal, if the case is severe, a thorough investigation 
WIll be done. GIven caseload SIzes m most communities, less than severe cases receive much Jess 
attention. Most protective services personnel like to think of themselves as being able to treat 
and remediate some psychological disabilities in children who have been victims of child abuse 
and to be able to improve the parents' capability to care for the child. There is much more hop~ 
here than actual accomplishment. Most protective services personnel are not adequately trained 
to provide successful therapy for abusive and neglectful parents, and there is still very little 
~nown. about how t~is is d<?ne anyway. Again,. most c.aseloads are far too large to permit 
~ntens~ve ~herapy WIth abUSIve cHents. .Prote.ctIve serVIces, then, mostly become involved in 
InVestIgatIons of suspected abuse, strugglmg WIth the courts, trying to locate foster homes, and 
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hoping for an adequate referral service for treatment. Protective services workers tend to be 
overworked and frustrated, and, especially in recent years, move into other kinds of work. 

SUMMARY 
The more we discover about child abuse and neglect, the more aware we become of the 
complexity of the issue. Data increasingly indicate that there are alarmingly high levels of abuse 
and neglect, and that these levels have continued to rise in recent years. We have many more 
single-parent families today and disconcerting increases in teenage pregnancies. Teenagers who 
become mothers know little about parenting and possess few reserves for family support. Our 
laws and our social norms regarding children are contradictory. The etiology of abuse and 
neglect is frighteningly complex, and our protective services systems are overburdened and 
designed to be stopgap measures rather than prevention and treatment systems. Howevet', it is 
not an impossible state of affairs. Since many other industrialized countries are plagued much 
less by these issues than we are, one might conclude that progress can be made. To rectify the 
situation, though, some means of greater early contact with 'parents and young children is 
required. Uniform medical services must 'be made available to children regardless of parents' 
intentions or inclinations. Protective services delivery systems must become thorough and 
coherently functioning organizations rather than the irregular patchwork systems that they are 
today. Abuse and lfneglect will not yield to one-shot solutions; rather a complex of changes must 
occur within the society with the complex being carefully orchestrated for the basic providers of 
care, the parents. \. 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 
Child abuse and neglect, like any other social phenomena, do not exist in a vacuum. Cultural 
norms and values, social institutions, environmental situations, and the characteristics and 
attitudes of the families and individuals involved all share in influencing the nature, severity, and 
outcome of child abuse and neglect. The definition of child abuse and neglect which we use not 
only determines its legal and sociological presence or absence, but can also influence the 
affective responses of the community, the protective services worker, and the family itself to 
the label/diagnosis/assessment/charge of child abuse or neglect. . 

There is clear agreement that the structure and role expectations within family systems 
have changed. The question remains what the function of the family will be, and where the 
supports and assistance necessary to allow families to move from realistic expectations to their 
maximum potentials will come from. One option, as the MOTHERS organization demonstrates, is 
from cooperative self-help. 

The cultural and cross-cultural perspectives presented demonstrate most clearly how 
many of the issues of child abuse and neglect are the same, not different, across cultures, but 
also reinforce the necessity of, delivering services within the socio-cultural context of the family. 
Other sOGial phenomena--corporal punishment in schools and juvenile delinquency-appear to be 
relateo 'CochHd abuse and to each other, as well. 

Research ac.tjvitycan playa reCiprocal role in idefining the context of child abuse and 
neglect. Our view of the problem influences the kind of research we will engage in and support, 
while data from the research feeds back into our perceptions of the phenomenon. The potential 
for a single-minded positive feedback loop is obvious. The challenges of research in child abuse 
and neglect include how to stUdy service delivery without disrupting it; hbw to study a private, 
low-frequency event; and how to make findings useable by policy makers, other researchers, and 
practitioners. 

Emotional abuse and neglect is perhaps the knottiest problem in the area of child 
maltreatment. Merely defining it in a way acceptable to mental health, welfare, and the law has 
not yet been fully accomplished; a two-level diagnosiS seems to be necessary, with considerations 
of parental intent and cooperation key indicators for intervention. 

Neglect is obviously a poor cousin to abuse in terms of research, program development, 
and intervention, even thouglJ neglect affects-in incidence and fatalities-many more children. 
The reasons for this are seen to lie in the more dramatic nature of abuse and the comparatively 
lower cost of intervention with abusive parents, as well as in political and organizational issues. 

.. Two approaches to the prevention of child abuse and neglect are represented. One, which 
might be called secondary prevention, uses behavioral, demographic, or other types of indicators 
to identify families at high risk, and then applies direct interventions with the child, the parents, 
or the total family system. The other, referred to as primary prevention, assumes that in our 
mobile, changing society all families are at risk, and stresses educational and'social policy 
interventions designed to lessen the impact of envircmtiental stresses on families. 

A campaign to develop accurate, comprehensive public awareness of child abuse and ne
glect can have several benefits: increased community support in terms of legislation and 
resource allocation, Vincreased reporting, and even an increase in self-reftlrrals. But service 
delivery must keep pace with expanded expectations, or clients and the community as a whole 
face disillusionment. 

\ Although reporting systems and central registries pose significant privacy and parental 
rights issues, their use is generally seen as an important aspect of protective services, aiding in 
identification, epidemiology, and research on the social context of child abuse and neglect. The 
danger arises when practitioners use registry information as a substitute for direct observation 
and assessment. 
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The Child and Family in Society: Realijstic Expectations of 
Maximum Potential () 

"? 
Edward 'f. Weaver, Executive Di~ector 
American Public Welfare Association I, 

Washington, D.C. :.\ 
'fc ~ 

The story is told of a talentecPpainterwho was frequently visited in his stu(]io by an enthusiastic 
and admiring neighbor. On one" occasion, as the visitor hovered over tl1e artist's shoulder 
watching a masterpiece take shape under his very eyes, he exclaimed, "Isn't there any way r can 
help?" " 

"Yes," the painter replied. "Stand out of my light." 
All the painter needed was an environment of positive opportunity; he could handle it from 

there. The analogy may be crude, but that is exactly what families need-a relatively free and 
positive environment in Which to ,grow and achieve. ' 

However, we see the child~~ family, and the community interacting within different and 
sometimes conflicting exp,ectations,- and all this overlaid with an urgency to pursue their 
"maximum potential.", 

" I offer no analysis of the topic assigned to this panel, except to say that as I tried to 
understand its meaning, I was struck by the notion that the topic carried overtones of pressure 
that t~nd to create jndividual and family dysfunction. The topic flows naturally from our high 
achiever-oriented society. But before I am marked as one who advocates a laissez-faire attitude 
toward realization of family or individual potential, I will state my thesis and briefly elaborate 
on it. My thesis is simply this: )1, 

Family and individual goals and expectations are developed ~l)thin the family'~ qr 
individual's perception of realistic opportunity. . . 

To elaborate further, I will discuss three questions and then briefly relate these ideas to 
the prablem of Child abuse. 

WHO SETS THE GOALS? 
We should have learned long ago that "we" cannot set goals for "them." What we can do is 
relieve the extern~f"Pl.'essure as the first step toward creating positive opportunity for the 
individ1ual or familyJ to identify how they want to live and relate to each other and the 
community. Freedom to choose from among the options should not be usurped by helping 
professionals. 

I assume that when we talk about goals we· mean the tangible, defined expression by a 
n\mily or individual of their aspirations. Goal.!) may include not only specific material or 
financial achievements toward which to work, but should be framed within ano deduced from a 
recognized "quality of life" that a family deems most desirable and needful for its own best 
functioning. The quality of relationships among family members, the development of mutual 
support within the family and community, plans to enrich. life. tP!'9l1gh pursuiiGf c-aligiu'Us' 
affiliation, education, or cultural activities are appropriate areas within which to select goals. 

We know that not all choices will be the best that could be made-nor will they inevitably 
lead to achievement of maximum potential. The professional l'ole is to prevent undue hurt as 
families and individuals learn to direct their own lives in a social environment. Some will choose 
not to vigorously pursue "maximum potential," perceiving the pressures of such pursuit as being 
too severe and thus actually damaging themselves as a family or as individuals let alone as "goal 
achievers. " 

A child crawls before he Walks. Should we expect a family to set its first sights on its 
"maximum potential?" . .. 

The impi;lptant thing is that each opportunity offered shou16'be just that-and not'an option 
forced upon a family nor one that, if selected, would be allowed to retard progress toward self
selected, self-fulfilling and socially responsible goals. 

Selection of optimal goals for individuals and f~]l1ilies is the prerogative of the people 
invfblved. Society's gOlils for development of families ani children should focus on environmental 
and opportunity considerations. It is inappropriate for society to 'usurp the individual's personal 
choice of goals, except to set standards for protection from injury. 
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WHAT ARE APPROPRIATE GOALS? 
You may already question this approach because to this point no acknowledgement has been made 
that inappropriate choices and actions by individuals and families all too frequently result in 
wasted potential or injury to one or more of its members. That fact exists--I do acknowledge it-
but I submit that it has little to do with goals. Rather, such injury signifies a breakdown, a 
frustration, entirely aside from goal selection it~elf. 

Children are seldom abused because the caregiver decides he or she wants to abuse them. 
The abuse cerives from a collapse in the caregiver'scop'ing ability in a stressful situation. 

Appropriate goals obviously would embrace those achievements or states of being which 
are fulfilling to the people involved and which contribute to the soci~.l goal of family and 
community. Few people would knowingly choose otherwise. 

The appropriateness of goals selected and pursued is enhanced by the environment of 
positive opportunity. Wpen opport!111~ty exists 4'1d is perceived, aspirations rise up to capture it
especially if optimistic support and encouragement are present in family and community. 

HOW DO WE IMPACT ON OPl?ORTU~ITY? 
Perhaps it is true that we creBrte our own opportunity; that is the American way. But some of 
our fellow citizens ar~ discouraged, and with good cause. Unemployment, crowded living 
conditions, friction between family members,' scattered and unavailable extended family 
members find other stress-produced conditions distract us. Even when opportunity is there, we 
may not see it, or may not believe it exists. 

The professional role, then, is ,best directed at stimulating the social environment to 
produce real opportunity and to direct the discotiraged toward it. Sometimes all that is needed is 
a facilitating and connecting type of servi(.!e. When the discouraged family member experiences 
the opportunity as real, a new level of expectation and aspiration is born. Maximum potential, or 
self-fulfillment at whatever level, is achieved one step and one success at a time. 

RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD ABUSE 
Thus far, my comments have been general and conceptual rather than concrete and practical. To 
attempt to balance that let me relate these ideas to the problem of child abuse and neglect. 

In my judgment, no environmental condition or lack of opportunity absolves anyone of 
responsibility for violence against another person, especially a defenseless child. I have 
purposefully focused on the necessity and value or a positive opportunity environment. 
Achievement of individual goals and exploitation of individual potential is best enhanced when 
options are available to choose from and persons capable of extending practical· help offer 
optimistic support and encouragement. Equally important is the nee,d for intervention and help 
at crisis points to prevent injury or to protect from further injury. Perhaps I am cautiously 
searching for a strategy which is preventative in a true sense, a strategy which nurtures and 
capitalizes on the SUbstantial strengths of the family and its individual members. 

When thinldng of the importance of the family, I am reminded of a quote from James 
Reston in a column titled, "Family Life-the Last Refuge,1I in the Minneapolis Tribune. 

If preachers are not to be believed, and politicians aI'e not to be trusted, and 
SOCiety as a whole is a jumble of lies and tricks, then the family may still be the 
best bet available, maybe even better than being liberated into loneliness. 

It is time to "rediscover" the family as having great potential for self-help and nurture of its 
l1fi'embers. With this in mind, the family should be strengthened as an alternative to expanding 
institutional helping agents. 

Undenial;>ly, child abuse and neglect is the result of an act, or failure to act, by some 
specific responsible person. But the causal factors are frequently very complex. Studies have 
given evidence that the episode of abuse is strongly related to: immaturity of the abuser, recent 
birth of another child, an abuser who once was an abused child, and unemployment of the family 
head. The abusing environment apparently has at least two aspec'l:s: (1) there is a condition (a 
cause or trigger situation) which puts the caregiver in a stressful situation; and, (2) the caregiver 
is unable to cope with stresis in a nondestructive manner; the caregiver loses control of his own 
actions. 

To illustrate the impact of impaired opportunity and the result of failure to achieve 
expectations, I present the following observations from American Families: Trends, Pressures 
and Recommendations. a Preliminary Report to Governor Jimmy Carter by Joseph A. Califano, 
Jr.: 
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When unemployment reached 20 percent in :r'lint, Michigan, Flint became. the city 
with the highest rate 'of alcoholism in the countr~, d.rug abuse tr.eatment centers 
had caseloads twice what was projecte.d and the mClde,?ce of ChIld abuse soare.d. 
Recent research suggests that the varIable that most rrequently relates to ChIld 
abuse is the fathel"s unemployment. 

ThiS is but one example of a negative opportunity enviro,nment. But the point is made: an 
effective preventative strategy must address such la~ge envIron':I1ental factors. bli t d t I ok 

As a society, as a community, and as helpmg profeSSIOnals, '!Ie are 0 ga e 0 0 

bey""'d the individual case and examine the environmental factors WhICh pr~voke or create th~ 
pro~i~m. When we do, the quality of life and the realization of human potentlal can be enhance 
for all. 

,.~ r 
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Child and Family in Society: Realistic Expectations or Maximum 
Potential? 
Diane Broadhurst,_ Education Consultant 
HELP Resource Project 
Rockville, Maryland 

The title and sweeping theme of this panel, "Realistic Expectations or Maximum Potential," 
alarms me. I find myself wanting to define terms, to find some common ground, to understand 
where we are headed" I think it is well to set some limits whenever a national conference 
\1iscusses policy issues. 

Our topic falls naturally into three areas: (1) realistic expectations vs. maximum 
potential; (2) when, if, and at what point should separation occur; and (3) what resources are 
available for helping families at risk. 

Should realistic expectations or maximum potential be regarded as an either-or situation? _ 
Does one preclude or negate the other? If we settle for realistic expectations, must we assume 
that maximum potential is not, or cannot be, achieved? If maximum potential is achieved, is 
that unreal or beyond what should be expected? 

Perhaps our title and theme should instead be realistic expectations of maximum 
potential. 

Just what is meant by maximum potential? Who defines it, and how? How does one 
measure another's potential, much less delimit it? Realistically, do we foresee a committee 
formed to determine each individual's potential and to set an arbitrary limit upon it? Are we in 
some measure already doing this with, or to, abusive and neglectful families? 

Whenever we talk about maximum anything we are by definition setting a limit, and this 
will not work with people. People have a way of evading the arbitrary limits which society 
devises. In practical terms, setting a maximum potential for an individual could mean 
discouraging excellence, or disregarding that person's dreams and hopes for a better life. Shall 
we depl'ess a family's hope to someday, somewhere find a better life? It can become a self
fulfilling prophecy; by not expecting very much, we get just that--not very much, although so 
much more might have been achieved. 

There are mountains of evidence to prove that children early labeled slow, poor learners, 
etc., usually turn out that way. If we label an abusive or neglectful family as having the 
potential to reach number six on a scale of ten, perhaps we condemn them to go no higher. 

Let us examine a brief case history of a young man. The child, age three, and his mother 
w(':!re abandoned by the father. His mother was an alcoholic, and he had a congenital 
malformation which left one foot crippled. As a, boy he was severely physically abused by his 
mother, who also emotionally abused him by taunting him about his defect and regarding him as 
something less than human. BefOl'e the age of ten he was sexually assaulted by a nurse, an 
experience that had a profound impact on his later sexual activities, which included marked 
proclivities for young boys and an incestuous relationship with his half-sister. 

What would we say were the realistic expectations for this young man? What would we 
say was his maximum potential, and what might we expect him to achieve? Predictably, his 
marriage was unhappy, his relationships with others disturbed, and his life chaotic. 

But unpredictably, he was also one of the greatest figures of his age. Although he died at age 
35, he had already written Manfred, The Corsair, Don Juan, and Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. I re
fer, of course, to George Gordon, Lord Byron. 

When we speak of expectations, whose expectations are they? The family's for itself, or 
society's for the family? If not the family's for itself, we had better look closely at a few 
important points. First, have these expectations of society been set in consultation with the 
family, or have they merely been imposed from without? Has anyone ever asked the family 
where they want to go, and how? Al.d if society is setting the expectations, what is the social 
distance between it and the family? Are we at the point of eliminating individuality in favor of 
having everyone alike, everyone at the same level or standard, everyone doing and being what 
one or two of us has decided is right and proper? 

To go a step farther, how shall we determine what is realistic, especially in a world that' 
changes as fast as ours does. What was fantasy yesterday happens today, and is history 
tomorrow. We can 110 longer be so certain about things as we once were. Things change, people 
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change, and society changes. Clearly, our expectations must change too. But do they? As Henry 
Kempe said, "Once a year we should ask ourselves, why are we still doing this?" 

We must learn to view abusive and neglectful families as individuals, not as the'sort of 
homogeneous group they are often considered to be. To be realistic, o~r expe~tations mus~ take 
into account what each family is willing to achieve, and we must aVOId settIng some arbItrary 
limit, whether high or low, for maximum potential. 

James Hyde has said that of the hundreds of abusing families with whom he has worked, 
not one was without some strengths. That is a critically important point. Too often all we se.e ~n 
individuals and families are the weaknesses; we cannot see the strengths. Yet we must, for It IS 
upon these strengths that treatment must be bunt. Even in families where separation of p'lrent 
lind child must occur, there can be strengths. Perhaps they are the kinds of strengths which can 
be built upon so that the separation need not be a permanent one. Or perhaps the strengths are 
the kind that will allow a parent to say, "I can't do this job of parenting very well. It will be best 
for my child if someone else looks after him." .. 

We were asked to consider what families require in order to stay together. In my OpInIOn 
we have gotten hold of the wrong end of the microscope. The question is not at what point ~re 
families able to remain together-number six on that ten-point scale, perhaps--but at what POInt 
must they be separated. In my view separation should occur only under ext:a~rdinary 
circumstances, such as when a child is in clear and present danger at home or (and thIS IS often 
ove'i~looked) when the parents sincerely request voluntary separation. When parents request 
separation we had better be prepared to listen. Rarely are such requests frivolous, and to 
disregard them may have tragic consequences. A note of caution: :emoving a child onl¥ und~r 
extraordinary circumstances does not preclude making removal a fIrst resort as sometImes It 
clearly must be. . . . . 

As an example I'd like to descrIbe a case that happened recently In a mId-AtlantIc state. 
A 2t month old child was brought to a hospital with massive ,head injuries, contusions, and 
fractures. There was not much question ,the child was a classically battered baby, and extensive 
cranial surgery was required to repair the damage. The child was returned l'.ome as soon as he 
was well enough to leave the hospital. 

If we are to speak in terms of our theme, this family had a maximum potential for 
violence: the parents were unmarried, the mother young, the father on drugs, known for his 
violent temper, and unemployed. A realistic expectation might have been that trouble would 
recur. It did. 

Within two weeks the child was back, this time with multiple fractures. Again he was 
hospitalized and again returned. Two months later, after a third incident and a third hospital 
admission, he was dead. 

Here removal to a safe environment should have been a first resort, considering the age of 
the child, the severity of the injuries, and the home situation. But removal was not the first 
resort, nor tragically, was it the second or third resort. 

I believe we need better standards to tell us when families should be separated. Some 
standards exist, it is true, but they are far from universally applied. I do not suggest that there 
can be a formula to state at what point, under which precise circumstances separation must 
occur. So many factors must be taken into account; the peculiarities of each case require 
individual consideration. Some factors may be considered common to all situations in a given 
community. Chief among them is the question: what are the real alternatives to separation, or 
to leaving the child at home? 

If a community has no shelter care facilities, or none available, and no ll'!edical facility 
willing to house a well but endangered child at least temporarily, the child ma.y well,be left at 
home regardless of the danger, simply because there is nowhere else to put him. On the other 
hand, a community which has a few treatment resources geared for abusive or neg.lectful famHles 
may regard removal as "treatment," even when it is not indicated. Resortmg to removal 
becomes the only alternative to doing nothing. 

The matter of resources for abusive and neglectful families is a critical one; we are all 
aware of that. But many communities have resources that are not being used simply because 
they are not thought of as resources for abusive and neglectful families. Prime among them are 
schools._ and the variety of volunteer groups found in any community. 

I would like to point out why schools are not, but should be, more actively involved than 
they fire. 

Schools are where children are; that is a fact of life. Children are in school every day, 
nine months of the yea.r, for twelve critical years. The school is generally the only place a child 
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is seen daily by those trained to observe children. Where parents are not advocates for their 
children, as may be true in child abuse and neglect, the community must take on the advocate 
role. The school, as part of the community, must be willing to do its part. Indeed, the schools al
ready stand in loco parentis in many circumstances. Speaking out, reaching out, to the abused or 
neglected child is merely a natural extens~on of that function. 

In the past, many educators have been reluctant to become involved in cases of child 
abuse and neglect, fearing the results of involvement with angry parents, lawsuits, etc. 
However, as more and more schools have become involved-safely--mueh of this reluctance has 
begun to disappear. More and more educators have come to understand their immunities and now 
realize that good can come out of reporting abuse and neglect. 

A new problem is emerging, and it is one we are going to have to address if we want to 
count on schools as a resource in the future. This problem is the reaction, I might say resistance, 
schools are encountering from social agencies when they do get involved. Sometimes school 
reports are discounted, even though they are made by experienced professionals who know what 
they are talking about. Such a reporter, turned off by the reception he receives is unlikely to 
want to report again. Here is an example: 

A school counselor reported a case of sexual abuse which had been revealed to her by an 
adolescent girl. The girl had been raped several times by her step-father, most recently, the 
morning of the report. She sought out the counselor, asking for help, and she was clearly 
frightened. When the counselor called the proper agency she was met with indifference. The 
agency simply was not very interested, although the situation was serious. The counselor pressed 
for action. Reluctantly the agency offered to make a home visit-to see if the girl "is enjoying 
this." 

If this counselor is reluctant to report again, will it be any wonder? Another case history 
will illustrate how a school willing to take an active part in child protection can be turned off by 
being told to mind its own business. 

This school, which had reported severa} cases of suspected child abuse, all with good 
cause, received a letter from the local social services agency stating that they had been 
overreporting. They were requested to ct'mfine themselves to cases that were serious. The letter 
made it clear that in the agency's opinion br~ises were neither indicative of serious injury, nor 
capable of causing a child pain. 

t call this the "give me blood syndrome." Far from using the schools as a means of early 
identification and detection, this agency is encouraging the schools to wait until things are really 
bad. 

If we want to make better, more extensive use of'theschools as a resource, we had better 
make them welcome and a part of the team. We had better treat school staff as the competent, 
experienced observers of children that they are. 

My last point has to do with the use of volunteers as a resource in the broad area of child 
abuse and neglect management. Recently I have seen several instanees where enthusiastic 
volunteer groups, ready to commit time, money, and resources, have been told that they are not 
needed, that the field is for professionals only, and that they are not wanted. What a waste! 
There are so many things volunteers can do, often better than paid staff. They can be a vital 
part of any overall community program to detect and prevent child abuse and neglect. In some 
communities, volunteer groups are doing just that, and in a variety of very imaginative ways. 

In one city a therapeutic nursery for abused (!hilciren is staffed in large part by Junior 
League volunteers. In another city an all-day training program on child abuse for mental health 
workers is being underwritten by the local Exchange Club. Another training program in a 
different city waf:; jointly funded by the Chamber of Commerce, the Junior League, and the 
American Association of University Women. These groups also handled all the arrangements, 
publicity, and ground work. 

In some communities volunteers sponsor Parents Anonymous groups, direet hotlinea, 
OpBl'ate sPeaker-sf bureaus~all jobs that are time-consuming, but must be done. Agency personnel 
cannot do these jobs unless they stop doing their assigned jobs. Clearly what is needed is a 
part;nership. 

If it is really true that child abuse and neglect is a community problem, a problem for all 
of us, then it is going to take all of us and all the resources we r'an muster to solve it. We cannot 
afford to turn away, or to turn off, anyone. To paraphrase Pogo, I have met Society, and it is us. 

I'd like to leave you with one more case history to think about in terms of maximum 
potential and realistic expectations. This is a man born to a syphilitic mother, who died when he 
was young. His father was a brutal man who abused the boy. In addition, the siblings did not get 
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along; this was a multi-problem family. Our study subject eventually beeame deaf. By all 
accounts he was irascible and difficult to live with, an expectation we might have' predicted. In 
assessing his maximum potential, however, would we have guessed he was Beethoven? 
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Changing Family Roles and Structures: Impact on Child Abuse and 
Neglect? 
Toni C. DelliQuadri, Administrator 
Child Protective Services 
Los AngeJes County Department of Public Social Services 
Los Angeles, California. 

What is happening to families today? Statistical data offer interesting commentary as a focus 
for the current crossroads of family life. Statistics can do more than measure factI}; they can jar 
us into putting our bf~liefs and assumptions into new perspectives; they can demonstrate how the 
world has changed and how we can act upon those changes. 

Recent Department of Labor statistics point to a shattering fact about to ally's fa.milies. 
Only 7 percent of American families fall into the category of the "traditional" family 1l1tructure, 

. i.e., the two-parent family, in which the husband works full-time, the wife stays home and 
maintains the house and cares for the two or three chHdrGil. Ninety-three percent of all families 
do not follow this pattern. Clearly, the structure of the nuclear family is changing. 

According to HEW, in its publication, The Status of Children (1975), some 12 million of the 
70 million children in this country, or almost 20 percent, do not live with both parents; there are 
now 1.3 million of these children living in single-parent families headed by men. In 1975, over 47 
percent of all married women were in the labor force. Breaking these figures down more 
specifically by age of child we find the following: 32 percent of all mothers with children under 
age three were working; 35 percent of mothers with children between three and six were 
worldng; and 54 percent of mothers with children over age six were working. 

These figures are thought provoking. Today it is a necessity for many husbands and wives 
to work to maintain a middle-class standard of living, to achieve the goals of home ownership, 
and to secure college educations for the children. Clearly, both the structure of who is included 
in the family unit and the family's style of life have changed. In addition to these changes, new 
attitudes are developing about women and their roles in the home and workforce. 

We are still reeling from the impact of the new family unit, the changing work force, and 
the women's movement, and their effects on family life and societal values and priorities. 

The women's movement has generated controversy regarding its effect on the develop
ment of children within the family. One point of view suggests it is the women's movement that 
has created the major upheaval in family life. Despite the effects produced by the smaller, 
mobile, nuclear family, and the economic pressures forcing women into the labor market. there is 
a school of thought that holds the women's movement responsible for the upheaval in the roles, 
traditions, and rituals of structured family life. This, according to psychiatrist Edward Levine 
(19'72), has led to disruption of family stability, gender identity problems, and less satisfying and 
enduring marriages. All of which points the way to increased stress on families and more 
difficulties in the rearing of children. Many experts in the field of child neglect and abuse point 
to high stress as a factor for the existence of child abuse and neglect. Conclusion: The women's 
movement is a contributing factor to the ever increasing problem of neglected and abused 
children. . 

On the other side, ther~ are psychologists, feminists, and physicians who view the women's 
movement as being positive and in the long range a deterrent to child neglect and abuse. Kempe 
and Helfer in The Battered Child (1968), point out that the child abuser's attitude toward his or 
her child is that the child exists to satisfy parental needs, and when such needs are not met 
punishment of the child ensues. Such facts illustrate the necessity for options for need 
fulfillment. For many women this has come to mean self-development, aside from the wife and 
mother role. 

The second positive element of the women's movement has been better education of 
women in preventing and planning pregnancies. Traditionally, birth control and planned 
parenthood were not practiced. Couples (that is to say, women) had children as they came
unplanned, and often unwanted--while being unprepared for the responsibilities of parenthood. 
Today, this pattern can be changed. As women can consciously decide about bearing children, 
there is less poss!lJility of an unwanted or unneeded child, thus decreasing the stress on the 
family as a resu'~t of the birth of that child. Both parent and child can start out on a more 
Dositive course. 
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According to Patricia Keith-Spiegel (1974), there are specific goals of the women's 
movement which, when achieved, may simultane0usly reduce the incidence of child abuse. These 
include: 

1. Education about self, marriage, parenthood and family from a non-sexist point of 
view; .... 

2. The creation of multiple life options for women besides motherhood; 
3. Knowledge of and safe accessibility to proper contraceptive deVi(~eSi 
4. The liberation of men from their "aggressive" and 'Inon-child oriented" role models; 
5. Establishment of programs to allow mothers extended life activities; and 
6. The raising of females to be more resourceful, self-confident, and less dependent, 

so that life's problems and obstacles can be handled in a constructive manner. 

The trade-off of what has been lost and what can be gained by the women's movement 
with respect to the incidence of child neglect and abuse will continue to be debated. In my own 
mind, the long-range consequences point to increased benefits for children and families. The 
major barrier now is for our society to lay to rest the myth that today's families are living or can 
live in the traditional structure and roles in which they were once cast. . 

Where does the family go from here? Clearly, there is no going back. Society has 
changed too drastically; technological advances, an urban-industrialized culture, the economic 
structure, the sociological patterns--all exist today in a vastly different world than that of 
society 50 or 100 years ago. Thus, the family structure will be shar,led by the societal patterns 
arounp it. The futUre success of the family--and hence, for the children of the future-will 
depend on what support systems the family demands and society takes responsibility for: support 
systems which will strengthen the family and allow it to continue to provide the nurturing 
climate for the growth of healthy children. . . .. 

What kind of support systems must be developed for the family of the future to survive? 
Th~se can be discussed in three categorfes: (1) family-to-family support systems; (2) family-to
social community support systems; and (3) family-to-work community support systems. Today's 
highly mobile family has lost the support provided by yesterday's extended family. This has left 
the small nuclear unit to fend for itself in meeting the daily demands placed on it. In family-to
family support systems, families band together with other families to share the burdens created 
by nuclear family isolation, and develop creative means of solving the problems of stress. 
Examples are: babysitting co-ops, parent hotlines, communal living arrangements, and a blending 
of roles and tasks in equal partnership. More and more of today's young families are taking these 
initiatives, and in the proper communities neighborhoods can become an extended family. There 
is a sense of trying to find togetherness as a means of survival. . 

Today's family is isolated in many respects, while being less self-sufficient than ever 
before. It is highly dependent on the social and economic community around it for its existence 
and growth. Family-to-social community support systems are those which contribute to the 
workings of the family. Schools, churches, health facilities, government services, etc., are 
examples. Today's family needs these systems to recognize the current plight of family life, 
patterns, and structure, and to respond to these needs. 

We cannot afford for our families to be ignorant of what parenthood is, demands, and 
requires. Education for parenthood must begin at an early age and continue to adulthood. 
Schools, colleges, and churches must play their part. Adult education programs should be 
offered. Parenting programs and parenting groups for new families ought to be available and 
encouraged. The social community must bear the responsibility for providing the OPPGL'tunities 
for activity, counsel, i'esources, and sharing, through increased development of community 
centers that speak to the family of today. They need community centers in schools, churches, 
and neighborhoods that pro-vide extended life activities beyond home and job and offer both social 
activity for children and adults and emergency assistance to families in crisis. The issue of 
substitute child care--meaningful and appropriate child care-must bt> bleed squarely. The 
federal government's pronouncements and actions in this area during the past ten years point to 
the crossroads we are at and the dilemma we are facing. Women with children are working in 
record numbers. Substitute child care is a problem faced by all families where the parents (or 
the single parent) works. It is still largely an individual struggle for each family to work out a 
child care arrangement. The United States, more than any other industrialized nation, still has 
not come to grips with this situation. The result is hit-or-miss child care plans: constant 
changes for children; the ever-increasing numbers of "latch-key" children, left to fend for 
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themselves between the end of the school day and the much later end of the work day; and 
children neglected and/or abused in the child care setting. We must begin to ask certain 
questions more seriously and come up with some answers. For instance: 

1. How are children between ages 4-14 to be cared for between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
daily? 

2. How long should the school day be? 
3. Should schooling be utilized as both an educational and a child care experience? 
4. What kind of supplemental programs do we need to cover the present gap in 

services? 
5. What should be the program content for such supplemental. programs? 
6. What are to be society's and families' standards for such programs? 
7. How should child care programs be financed? 

Answering these questions is the first order of business in preparing the way for stronger family 
life in the future. Certainly, child care outside the home has become a major enterprise in the 
last decade •. The problem is-as the latest federal attempt at "reforming" the tax laws for the 
deduction of child care expenses indicates-American society has not yet come to grips with the 
fact that substitute/alternative child day care arrangements are the necessary order of the day, 
and not a threat to the continued well-being of family structure and way of life. 

Finally, the family-to-work community support systems will play an important role in the 
future direction of family life. The structure, time, and orientation of work has revolved around 
the traditional family structure. Although women with families have flooded the labor market 
during the last deC6\de, the work sector has resisted most attempts aimed at changing the 
outmoded premises on which it operates. The family of the future may depend heavily on the 
public and private economic community's willingness to recognize its role in the strengthening of 
the family and to begin to respond accordingly. What can the working community do? There are 
certainly many alternatives, ideas, and programs with which to experiment. These are a few 
examples: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Take leadership in the day care area, particularly for very young children. Day 
care centers attached to large enterprises, factories, manufacturing plants, etc. 
can most easily develop programs so that a parent can bring his or her child to a 
child care center at the work location, see the child at lunch time, know that the 
child is well-cared for, and be able to take the child directly home after work. 
Possibilities for after school activW'~s programs also should be considered; 
Respond to the problems of the working parents by encouraging more flexible work 
schedules with respect to daily hours, number of days per week, holiday and 
vacation schedules, etc., so that obstacles to maintaining a stable family life can 
be reduced and stress (about problems faced in this area) can be minimized; 
Recognize the serious consequences for families being constantly uprooted by 
transfers, promotions, and job opportunities, and realize that the more quickly a 
family becomes integrated into the social community, the more stable and 
productive the empioyee is going to be. Businesses, government agencies, and 
corporations can ease the trauma of a family's move to Ii new and unknown 
community by providing assistance before and after a move. How? By offering 
resources, information, and helpful hints regarding schools, churches, shopping, 
recreational facilities, health care, etc.; by being honest about the problems 
families might face in the new community; by offering social events, get-togethers 
where families can get to know one another; and by utilizing the Welcome Wagon or 
Big, Brother concepts to offer a supportive arm in assisting families establish 
themselves; and 
Stop penalizing working women for becoming pregnant, bearing children, taking 
time for physical and emotional recovery from havinb a child, and taking time to 
become acquainted with their child and with being a parent. Women should be 
rewarded fer these efforts rather than punished, if society is serious about wanting 
to continue to procreate and maintain the nuclear famnv structure as the 
foundation for the healthy upbringing of its children. ~ 
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These are just some of the possible means by which society can develop support systems to 
strengthen its families. To do so, however, certainly will require the full commitment of the 
professional community which works with families and children to act as constant advocates for 
the changes that are needed and to point to directions for change. Those of us who have seen the 
disastrous effects of the breakdown of family life in our work with abused and neglected children 
know all too well the consequences of continuing this pattern. As we daily try to rehabilitate 
individual families with our Band-aid approach, we must also keep in mind the larger picture, and 
focus some of our energies in the advocacy ar,ena for all our children and families. Only by 
nurturing the positive aspects of families and bolstering them with support systems which make 
sense in today's world will we make a dent in U,e overall societal problem of child neglect and 
abuse. 
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Family Change and Child Abuse 
Rand D. Conger, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Department of Sociology 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 

There is widespread agreement among: scholars in the field that the American family is a 
changing institution (e.g., Clayton, 1975; Nye and Berardo, 1973). For example, the average 
number of children per nuclear family has decreased dramati(lSllly over the years, while at the 
same time a relatively greater emphasis has been placed on the social-emotional functions of the 
home, when compared to traditional economic and educational tasks. Since physical child abuse
-which is the problem this paper addresses--usually occurs within the horne (Gil, 1970), it seems 
reasonable to explore the possible impact family change might have on the mistreatment of 
children. 

Since the issue of family change is so complex, involving both outside pressures as well as 
naturally occurring events common to the life cycle of all families, any attempt to understand 
possible relationships between such change and child abuse is, necessarily, somewhat speculative 
in nature. Indeed, at least three major issues will slow our progress in this area. At the outset, 
it is clear that evolution in family structure may increase, decrease, or simply have no influence 
on the probability that an abusive event will occur. In addition, it seems reasonable to assume 
that changes in family form or function may impact on punitive childrearing only indirectly, or in 
combination with other factors. For example, in general it is assumed that decreasing parental 
support from extended families may increase the risk of abuse; however, relatives who approve 
of severe punishment may add to the problem. Thus, not only must we locate areas of family 
change which affect abuse, but we must also specify the other social processes which help 
explain any such relationships. 

Finally, in order to clarify how evolution in the family influences parental behaviors, we 
will need to examine how rapidly changing life circumstanees in general influence human 
performance. That is, the evolution of the family is only one of many varying situations with 
which a parent must cope. The stress produced by too many events changing too quickly may 
have similar effects whether the changes involve family relationships or not. 

When faced with enormously complex phenomena, the usual practice of the social scientist 
is to simplify the situation, often much to the distraction or disbelief of those faced with the 
demanding role thrust upon them as clinicians. However, simplification is a tried method for 
reconstructing reality so that at least a rudimentary understanding of complex events can 
develop. Therefore, rather than speculate too quickly on the broadest issues, I will take the last 
problem first and examine what we know about the association between rapid life change in 
general and child abuse. Within the context of available data, particular life chang(: events will 
be related to roles and structures in the family. The final step in the process will be to explore 
how other factors basic to human behavior might combine with family change to produce an 
abusive event. 

LIFE CHANGE AND CHILD ABUSE 
Results from two studies are available which directly examine the association between life 
change (life crisis) and child abuse (Conger, Burgess and Barrett, 1977; Justice and Duncan, 
1976). Both of these research projects used the Social Readjustment Rating Scale, developed by 
Holmes and Rahe, to measure life change (Holmes and Rahe, 1967). Table 1 shows that questions 
in the scale are weighed by event, going from eleven life change units (LCU) for a minor 
violation of the law to one hundred LCU for the death of a. spouse. Previous research has shown 
that the questionnaire is predictive not only of ill health or physical injury but also of behavioral 
performance deficits (Rahe, Biersner, Ryman and Arthur, 1972). 

In their recent study, Justice and Duncan (1976) have suggested that most major theories 
of child abuse place a strong emphasis on stressful events experienced by parents. Stress, 
according to those theories, is seen as a cumUlation of aversive experiences, e.g., job loss or 
marital problems, which occur more frequently in abusive homes than others. As an alternative 
to this view, Justice and Duncan conceive of stress as "a situation which requires adaptation or 
coping behavior by the affected pemon, whether that situation is experienced as pleasant or 
unpleasant" (p. 112). Thus, the emphasis for these authors is not necessarily stress in a punitive 
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sense, but rather changes which occur so rapidly in the life of an individual that major efforts are 
required to cope with them. 

No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 

Table 1 

LIFE CHANGE ITEMS IN THE SCHEDULE OF RECENT EXPERIENCE 

Marriage. . . . . . . . . . . , . . . 
Troubles with boss • • • . . • . • • • • 
Detention in jail or other institution . 
Death of spouse . • • • • • • • 
Major change in sleeping habits • • 
Death of a close family member 
Major change in eating habits. . • 
Foreclosure on a mortgage or loan •• 
Revision of personal habits . • • . 
Death of a close friend. • • • . . 
Minor violations of the law . • • , 
Outstanding personal achievement 
Pregnancy . • • • • • • • • • • .' 
Change in health of family member 
Sexual difficulties • " . . • • • .' 
Trouble with in-laws • . • • • • .. 
Change in number of family get-togethers 
Change in financial state • • • • " . • . 
Gain of new family member. 
Change in residence • • • • • • " • • • 
Son or daughter leaving home .'"... 
Marital separation . • •• ." 
Change in church activities ., .. 
Marital reconciliation. • • • • • , • • 
Fired at work • • • • • • • 
Divorce ............. ' 
Change to different line of work 
Change in number of arguments with spouse • • • • • 
Change in responsibilities at work • 
Begin or stop work outside of home 
Change in work hours or conditions 
Change in recreation • • • • . • . 
Mortgage over $10,000 • • • . . , 
Mortgage or loan less than $10,000 
Personal injury or illness • • • • .. 
Business readjustment. •• .."... 
Change in social activities " . • • 
Change in living conditions • " • • • 
Retirement from work • • " • • • • • • • • • 
Vacation ..... . 
Change in schools 
Begin or end school 

. , 

Life Change 
Unit Value 

50 
23 
63 

100 
16 
63 
15 
30 
24 
37 
11 
28 
40 
44 
39 
29. 
15 
38 
39 
20 
29 
65 
19 
45 
47 
73 
36 
35 
29 
26 
20 
19 
31 
17 
53 
39 
18 
25 
45 
13 
20 
26 

As Table 1 shows, both welcome events, e.g., item 25 "outstanding personal achievement," 
as well as unhappy situations, e.g., item 3 "jail term," are included on the Social Readjusbnent 
Rating Scale. According to Justice and Duncan (1976), the more rapidly life change occurs, the 
greater are the number of adaptations a parent must make. When required coping responses 
become too great, there is a loss of personal control and the chance of an abusive act increases. 
In this first study, scores for life change computed for 35 abusive parents and 35 matched 
controls showed a mean of 233.63 LCU for the first group, and a mean of 123.62 .LCU for 
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controls (p< .001). On the average, the abuse parents were experiencing moderate life ""isis 
during the year before the abusive incident. while the controls we,re ,:ot. . 

From their results Justice and Duncan conclude that rapId hfe change, whether averSIve 
or not contributes to chiid abuse. However, they do not feel that changing life circumstances 
are di~ectly related to abuse, but rather, that life "crisis ... does appear to be an important 
predisposing factor ... 1t (p. 112). Moreover, g~ven our so~iety's demonstr~ted t~end toward 
"greater change in less time,," the study of hfe c~a,:ge mflu~nces on chlldrearmg becom~s 
particularly important. We wIll return to another fmdmg of thIS study later when changes m 
family roles are discussed. 

The second study of life change and child abuse was done by my colleagues and me as p~rt 
of a child abuse and neglect research project in Central Pennsylvania (Conger et aI, 1977). Usmg 
the same scale as Justice and Duncan, we found a mean life change score of 340.2 LCU for an 
initial 18 abuse parents which contrasts with an average of 244.4 LCU for a set ?f 20 ma~ched 
controls (p<.025). The probable cause for our higher scores compared to the earller work IS the 
method of computation. We cumulated life change units back from the date of the abuse event 
for three years, while a one year time frame was employed by Justice and Duncan. 

LIFE CHANGE AND FAMILY STRUCTURE 
These studies are quite consistent in their findings. In, some fashion, rapi~ly chan~ing life 
circumstances apparently create conditions amenable to ChIld abuse. The question re~ams, ~?W 
might we relate these findings to specif~c changes in families? Two aspect~ of chan~e m famlhes 
have been suggested as important. FIrst, we have been asked to consIder famIly structural 
change and then changes in role relationships. The two, of course,. are closely relate~. For 
example, a change in structure from a two-parent to a one-parent famIly has treme!ldous Impact 
on family roles since, in most cases, the single mother, must now assume ,a substantIal number of 
the responsibilities usually expected of the father. GIven the extreme mterdependence of role 
and structure, then, the focus here will be on changing social roles. 

Social roles are essentially expectations or rules about what one ought to do when 
occupying a certain position located in a social ne~work. For e~ample" .n:others ~nd fathe~s 
traditionally have been expected, within broad limIts, to engage m actiVIties speCial to theIr 
roles. Equally important, however, are the expectations an individual develops about how ,he, or 
she should be treated once ensconced in a particular role. These expectations, although enJoymg 
great consensus, are variable and must develop through a process of learn~ng: In fact, 
"expectation," as used here, is not intended to imply a mental state. Rather, It IS use~ as a 
short-hand descriptor of the learning history unique to a given individual. Learning experIences 
can be direct or vicarious, i.e., by observing others. 

When one assumes that occupying a position holds certain privileges, then what H~mans 
(1974) calls "distributive justice" is maintained only when particular rewards are forthcommg to 
those holding a certain role. Once our inputs, e.g., assuming a particular role, fail to garner what 
we feel, are just outcomes, we will experience an emotional reaction. Gelles (1974) has 
illustrated the idea in his description of a birthday party in a family where the husband had 
beaten his wife. At the party, the wife offered the first piece of cake to a guest. The husband, 
having learned that a husband ought always to be served first, stomped out of the house enraged. 
Equity failed, but as always justice is, to a large extent, in .the eye o~ th~ be~old~r. , 

The importance of this discourse on role expectations and Justice hes m the emotIOnal 
reaction which many have when their expectations are not realized. Current trends suggest th~t 
almost one in every two marriages will end in divorce (Hetherington, Cox, and Cox, 1977). ThIS 
finding implies that many role expectations, e.g., those assuming a unified, suburban family with 
strong parent figures, will increasingly fail to be met. Moreover, the trend toward larger 
numbers of working wiVes, many times from economic necessit,y~ means that !Bany. wom~n 
desiring to stay home as'part of their mother role will not. In addltion, s~rr.'e workmg Wives WIll 
achieve more occupational prestige than their husbands, contrary to tradltlOnal norms. Indeed, 
Gelles (1974) has found that such a reversal of expectations contributes to violence between 
spouses which, in turn, correlates with child abuse. 

Thus as more women work and as the single-parent family becomes more common, at 
least for so:ne period of time in the life cycle of most families, traditional role expectations may 
increasingly fail to hold and a great deal of emotional behavio.r m~y result. Importantly, 
aggression is not the only reaction which emotionally charged SItuations may produce. F?r 
example, many upset people may simply withdraw quietly from irritating situations. We WIll 
have to ask eventually what produces such differential responding. 
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Certain individual items on the Social Readjustment Rating Scale help tap a dimension of 
failure in role expectations. For example, Justice and Duncan found that "sex difficulties," i.e., 
problems in meeting marital role expectations, were more prevalent among abuse than control 
families. We also found the same' result in the Pennsylvania study. Additionally, we found 
evidence that men in control families were more likely than abuse fathers to experience changes 
consistent with our traditional views of the male role. For example, control fathers were more 
likely to report important personal achievements, school completion or jo~ advancement. than 
their abusive counterparts. On the other hand, abuse fathers were m?re hkel~ to expe~lence 
changes inconsistent with the male role. For example, they reported a hIgher InCIdence of Illness 
and trouble with the law. Moreover, abusive families were more likely to report major changes 
which may require dramatic shifts in role responsibilities, e.g., hp.alth problems, death of a 
family member, a son or daughter leaving home, or pregnancy. It is interesting to note t~at 
Gelles (1974) found a dramatic relatiort,~nip between this last item, pregnancy, and famIly 
violence. 

To outline the argument thus far, it has been suggested that failure to meet role 
expectations may lead to feelings of unjust treatment and emotional behavior. Some items on 
the Social Readjustment Rating Scale are consistent with this thesis since abusive families 
appear to experience more failure in this area than controls. Thus, 'unlike Justicr' ~nd Duncan 
(1976), our hypothesis is not that change alone causes problems, but rather tha~ t-)Hlbcular sorts 
of change upset family equilibrium by disturbing the 1'01.0 expectations which parents have c0!Be 
to assume as just. Further, the increasing divorce rate, combined with the rapidly developmg 
opportunities for women, suggests that traditional role expectations are increasingly more l~kely 
to fail to be realized. Thus, until or unless our expectations of family roles change, we are hkely 
to see a great deal of emotion generated by these factors. The argument thus far is too simple 
since all that has been done is to restate the frustration-aggression hypothesis Which itself has 
proven to be an unreliable predictor of violence. To say that people may get angry when 
deprived gives little information about what form their anger will take. 

LIFE CHANGE AND SOCIAL LEARNING 
Indeed Bandura (1973) has pointed out that feelings of injustice alone will not produce aggreSSion 
unless'violent response has been learned as an appropriate behavior when one is frustrated. In 
order to test this notion with abuse parents, we dichotomized both them and the control group 
into those with either mild or no life crisis and those with moderate or severe life crisis. In 
addition, both groups are divided into two other categories: (1) those wh? agree tha,t either they 
were or a sibling was severely punished as a child and (2) those who dIsagreed WIth the same 
question. 

Severe 
Childhood 

Punishment 

Table 2 

LIFE CRISIS BY PUNISHMENT AS A CHILD FOR ABUSIVE AND 
CONTROL PARENTS (IN PERCEN'r) 

ABUSE CONTROL 

Life Crisis Life Crisis 

Mild Moderate Mild Moderate 
or or or or 

None Severe None Severe 

Agree 6 41 47 Agree 6 0 

Disagree 24 29 53 Disagree 39 55 1 
.J 

30 70 100 45 55 

n = 17 n = 18 

6 

94 

100 
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As Table 2 shows, not one control parent who was experiencing moderate or severe life 
crisis also reported severe punishment as a child. On the other hand, almost one-half of the 
abuse parents report they were exposed to severe punishment as children and are currently 
unG-::rgoing moderate or severe life crisis. It appears, then, that when severe punishment of 
children has been modeled for a parent, possibly under conditions of life stress, current life 
change will produce similar behavior in the parent. Thus, life stress apparently interacts with 
early learning to increase the chance of an abuse incident. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Certainly, this paper is speculative. But the chain of reasoning seems logical enough in light of 
current information. If a parent has learned to react violently under conditions of stress, that 
violence may be directed toward a child, especially if one's own F,;".;!ents were more likely to 
abuse during periods of rapic change. Moreover, such learning can occur not only if one is 
directly abused but also if stress-produced ag&"ressivity is observed. 

One source of stress is found in changing family relationships where the failure to meet 
role expectations of the parents may produce conditions viewed as unjust or inequitable with 
attendant emotional reactions. Finally, as marital; 'ltability decreases and women continue to 
challenge the traditional roles of males and females, whether through conscious effort or 
economic necessity, there should be increasing numbers of men and women who see their learned 
expectat",ls for family role relationships seriously violated. 

Fortunat1ely, expectations can and will change. Ther'e seems little doubt that economic 
opportunities for women will increase, prompting major modifications in our beliefs about what 

, family members should do. As Homans (1974) has said, what is done becomes what ought to be 
done, and as the interactions between men, women and children change so will our expectations 
for the roles they,pccupy. In the meantime, efforts to teach reactions to stress which are 
nonviolent in nature appear important not only for the prevention of child abuse but also as a 
means for decreasing the generally high rate of interpersonal aggression we experience in this 
country. ' 
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Changing Family Roles and Structures: Where Can a Parent Find 
Support? 
Myra Lappin, MPH 
San Francisco, California 

We have been asked to draw together our various views about changing family roles and 
structures, and discuss whether or not this multiplicity of changes will have an impact on the 
current status of child abuse and neglect in our country. I address my comments to the following 
areas: the changing family roles; the changing family structure; and the problems inherent in a 
family where the parent or parents a!'e isolated socially, have poor self-concepts, and have 
unrealistic expectations of the children in their households. Often, overlaid on this family is the 
uncertainty of adolescence, poverty, migration, prison, unemployment, and underemployment. 

I believe that the role of the family has changed little during the generations within our 
memory. The role of the family, as I see it, is the provision of intimacy for adults and the time 
and space for that to occur, emotionally and sexually. For the children, the family serves as a 
place of learning about what it means to be an adult in our culture and in the child's particular 
subculture. Ideally this period of s.Jcialization should provide protection, be safe, and reinforce 
the accepted mores of the society. Not all familieS or children are lucky enough to have such a 
positive family setting in which to flourish. It is a basic human need to be admired, respected, 
loved and cared for, and to give the same in return. Our job is to address the issues that make it 
impossible for families to become the kind of families they would like to be--without violence, 
abuse, derision, and fear. 

Roles within the family are changing radically. Fathers are expected to be more 
nurturant--to have a greater role in childrearing. Mother:!; constitute an ever greater proportion 
of the work force. In 1972, 12.7 million of the 33 million women in the labor force had children 
under 18 years old, Women are economic providers for their families, while in some families the 
parent roles of nurturance and financial support are merging. In single parent households, one 
parent must fulfill all the parental functions at home and at work. 

The once common extended family, with grandparents, aunt!.\ uncles, cousins, and siblings 
living in close proximity, has now been separated by distance, primarily geographical, but 
sometimes emotional as well. The ready-made supports or "life-lines," necessary during the 
natural crises of life, are often no longer available during "rites de passage" (puberty, marriage, 
birthing, divorce, death, disability). Fintlncially, people may have more resources than ever. 
There are the insurance programs, employ(~e benefits, social security, _public assistance and oth~r 
benefit programs, but these programs do not take the place of necessary emotional support. So 
other solutions, providing "life-lines" for families at these times of "nfl-tural crises," must be 
innovatively created. This is our challengf~. 

My major concern is that our socia,l policies enhance the breakdown of the family, rather 
than strengthen it. 111 the past, A~d to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) was called Aid 
to Dependent Children (ADC) and for families to be eligible the i'ather could not live at home. 
Thus fathers left their homes so that their families would not starve. Currently, in two-parent 
households the averag'e income is $12,000 yearly, whether or not both parents are employed. In a 
single parent household headed by a male, the average annual income is $9,000, while in a single 
parent household headed by a woman with one child, the average annual income is $3,021. Living 
in poverty is being a woman with one child. In a. country that has the l'esources that we do, this 
issue must be addressed. 

We have many answers on this panel and the audience has many also. However, the 
difficult part is implementing them. How do we get the resources redirected so a new 
orientation can be facilitated? We need to provide "automatic" life-lines at times of natural 
crises. 

A young woman delivered a baby in [) hospital in New York City and returned to her bleak 
apartment. Later, she left the apartment to go shopping and the baby was eaten by a dog. It 
became very apparent, upon investigation, that this woman had no life--lines and no supports, and 
no one anywhere along the process of birthing asked her if she needed anything or if there was 
someone to help her after the birth of the baby. That does not seem so difficult at the time of a 
natural crisis: to ask if toe person needs help. But, it is something that we do not commonly do. 
So the time has come to recognize that birthing is definitely a crisis time for many women as 
well as most families. Thus, it is a time for intervention. 
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In San Antonio we are trying to do something 81)0ut this problem of unaided new parents. 
In February of 1977 I had the pleasure of being a member of a small group that created the 
Teenage Parent Network. Usually teenage parents, particularly the girls, are reached in school if 
they remain in school, but once the baby is born most services cease. 

_ !he Teenage Parent Network is a support system. We are assisting adolescents in the 
~ransltlon to parenthood _by connecting them to appropriate community agencies. By modeling 
mterpersonal exchange VIa a three-way telephone hookup system, and with home visits and office 
interviews, the Network broker can show the parent how to ask for and receive assistance. 
Care.f~l documemtation of each client contact will locate these young families and identify their 
speClfI~ needs, w~:ther they be i~ .the area o.f housing, health care, vocational training, or 
counselmg. AddItIonally, we enVISIon promotmg a network of professionals who work with 
adolescents and encouraging them to exchange information and share expertise. Why? Because 
just at the time when a teenager delivers a baby, most of the available progranns are pulled out 
from under her. In San Antonio, we are attempting to help create an independent person who can 
obtain what is TI':leded for her and her family (particularly when she does not have her parents or 
the father of the baby as supports). We believe this Network will enhance her ability to function 
as ~n adult. During .the second year .of our program, we will begin a competency-based 
currICulum (based on hIgh school educatIOnal programs developed in Oregon) called "survival 
courses." They will teach adolescent parents how to use a checking account, complete a job 
applicatiQn, select an apartment, understand loans, take out a mortgage, <!te. 

Prenatal screening is another important area. We know (from the work done by Kempe in 
Denver and Helfer in Michigan) of ways to identify parents who might have poor parenting skills 
and poor parent-child relationships. Automatic means for intervention-helping a family before a 
newborn is injured--is essential. Along with the two previous ideas is the need for preparation
for-parenthood courses. The Exploring .Childhood program, sponsored by the Department of 
Education, is a fine example. But it is only a beginning for a small proportion of our youth who 
are learning the ways of child care, child growth, and development and parenting skill8 while on 
the job in day care cent~rs affiliated with the high school. These parenting courses should be 
available not only for the young and first-time parent, but to th~ 'Clxperienced parent who has not 
adequately handled rearillg a "special" child and to parents who h!,!ve not been able to accept that 
age-appropdate behavior diG'ers from child to child. 

Child care. is crucial. As a nation, we· have not resolved our ambivalent attitude5; yet 
families and children need good quality and s!1fe child care (nonpunitive) during work time and 
after schoo}. Use of flexible work hours, as well as u&e of the work place for day care centers 
and after-school programs are additional approaches to solving the problems of leaving children 
unattended for hours on end. 

Some businesses are beginning to allow paternity leaves for a birth in the family, and it is 
be~oming more acceptable to have fathers in the delivery room. The emerging role of fathers as 
Ch.Ild-caretakers needs more attention. This implies being allowed to leave the work place, 
WIthout penalty, to attend to family responsibilities. Another approach is to make certain that 
young people have access to a job and vocational training as they graduate from high school. 
This is crucial in cases where young people intend to go to college and their financial support 
changes (due to death or disability of parents or family). Thus they have a difficult time in 
finishing their education and yet do not have the training' to support themselves or a family. 

There are ill-defined problems inherent in the relationship between child abuse and drug 
abuse. All too often we pretend not to recognize the problems of drug abuse, especially those of 
alcoholism-alcoholism on the job, the problems of the troubled employee, and the direct 
relationship of alcoholism and the potential for child abuse. However, when employers have been 
willing to address .the problems of the troubled employee with Employee Assistance Programs, 
there has been a fmancial return to the business in increased efficiency, less absenteeism, less 
on-the-job injury and increased wOl'k performance. 

Books developed to orient people to services in their cities are available. In Chicago, they 
have a "Peoples Yellow Pages," while in Philadelphia they have "A. Philadelphia for Children." 
These books, available to the public, allow people to learn abod their community and the 
available services. They include social service programs, activities, free programs, craft 
centers, health programs, legal services, etc. 

. As a final suggestion, I propose a program that hopefully will have far-reaching effects by 
creating a more realistic and serviceable financial security for individuals in our country. If we 
gave $1,000 to every family at the time they had a newborn, placed in trust for the child and 
available to the family only at the time of disability or 50 years later (as what we call now social 
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security), that $1,000 at 9 percent would provide $75,000. If it was $2,500, at fl percent, that 
individual would I'" <::e $185,000 at the end of 50 years. The $199 a month for an, elderly person 
that we often hear'about would be replaced by substantial dollars. Not $86 a month for a wOIJlan 
and her one child on AFDC in Texas, but real dollars: to live on, to share with one's family, or to 
inherit. It is an exciting idea to krtow that a small amount of money could grow so large, that a 
family in times of crisis, disability, or ne~d, coul~ .actually us~ the. trust •. :rIhu.s, money-poor 
families would not continue to be the exploIted famIlIes and the hIgh-rIsk famIlH'ls 10 our country. 
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"Just a Housewife," or The High Cost of Isolation and Devalqation: 
What's the Bottom Line for the Child in the Family? 
Millie Douglas, MA 
Career Consultant, Writer, and Teacher 
Austin, rrexas 

As a coOnselor to women ranging in age from 24-60, I repeatedly encounter the discouraged 
homemaker/mother who feels seriously devalued in her role. Obtaining a "p/ilying job" often 
symbolizes the attainment of some self worth, despite the fact that fully 2/3 of all working 
women have pink collar jobs which yield little money, satisfaction, or status. Her feelings of 
inadequacy are reinforced by the mixed messages she receives from other women, men, the 
media, and her daily milieu. 

As the key figure in the "nuclear family", she is frequently trying to be an effective 
parent while coping with her own frustration and confusion. In a highly mobile society, she is 
often new in town, new in the neighborhood, and far away from family and familiar friends. She 
has few resources to turn to when she is fed up with the constant demands of small children and 
can't afford or can't find babysitting relief. Not surprisingly, she also may feel intensely guilty 
about her desires to escape to "some other kind of life." The bottom line for the child in that 
family may well be neglect or abuse. 

The runaway success of Marabel Morgan's book, The Total Woman, a manual for manipula
tive behavior, is a dramatic alarm bell. Its surface attempt to deal with complex human needs is 
widely embraced. Why? Because thoughtful, experienced, articulate women and men are not 
bothering to offer any usable guidance to the great numbers o~ women threatened by ERA, the 
putdown of home and family, escalat!ng divorce rates and 'the deceptive choic~s they are 
supposed to have in choosing a life style. Thus, it is no surprise that the "Total Woman" 
philosophy rushes into the vacuum with pat tricks and saccharine solutions. , 

Amitai Etzioni employs three concepts useful to our discussion: societal bonds, or the 
glue that holds society together; societal structures such as family, school, government; and 
societal processes, which refers to the ways in which the bonds and the structures can be 
changed. Clearly, the responsiveness of the processes will determine the fate of the first two. 
Therefore, I would like to begin to identify the ways a social network can be developed to provide 
a nurturing base fOJ each child, each coping mother and father. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

There are three main categories of poss~ble action: 

Educated, concerned, and articulate women must make a large niche in the feminist 
movement for the homemaker/mother. The professional woman must become the 
advocatet not the patronizer, if homemaking and the nurture of the next generation are to 
be considered a legitimate career choice. 
Fee for service is a well recognized feature of American life. The woman who works at 
home deserves her share of the economic pie. To have the same minimum economic 
security other wOL'kers demand and receive, coverage by social security, pension plans 
such as Individual Retirement Accounts already approved by IRS, and health and disability 
insurance through a group designation (homemakers are a large insurable group) are 
essential. Divorce or widowhood is difficult enough to bear without the burden of finding 
that the homemaker/mother has no benefits in her own name. 
Let all interested social, professional, and civic workers serve as facilitators and' 
organizers helping homemaker/mothers form (!ooperatives for child care, protection, 
companionship, and emotional support. Self he-Ip groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous 
have demonstrated their effectiveness. Saul Alinsky demonstra:ted the .power in 
neighborhood organization many years ago. These can be the preventive actions: the 
development of helping networks, by building, by block, and by neighborhood, to include 
the lonely, frustrated, despairing parents who cannot give their children a decent chance 
unless they experience some security for themselves. 
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Home Free: A Look at the MOTHERS O~ganization 
Laraine Benedikt, Founder and Coordinator 
MOTHERS Organization 
Austin, Texas 

Needing help is legitimate. Motherhood is a, profound crisis for which we are not ade~uately 
prepared. Although manuals and guides for "effective parenting" and baby-care fIll th,e 
bookshelves, and many valmtl)le how-to-parent groups have sprung up, they all place the emphaSIS 
on the chilo. There is very little information on the growth and, de~elop?1ent of moth~rs. Women 
themselves have only recently been aware that while the chIld IS gomg thr~ugh hIS stages, of 
development (e.g., Terrible Two's, Naughty Nine's) his mother ,is developmg and changmg 
simultaneously. That at any given time one's life incorporates both mternal and external aspects, 
in constant flux. 

The external system is composed of our membership in the cult!l~e: ou! job, social class, 
family, and social roles, how w",". pres~nt our,s~lve~ to and partICIpate m the world. The 
interior realm concerns the meanmg thIS partICIpatIon has for us (Sheehy, 1976). 

The Women's Movement, long neglectful of the homemaker, is now realizing that a civil 
rights program for the professional woman alone is no~ s~fficie~t for liberati~n. The home~aker 
must be included as a vital part of the Movement, as It IS at thIS 'grass roots level that attItudes 
are molded and/or changed. Increasingly, feminists are writing of their experiences as mothers. 
They are joining the ranks of mothers in reaffirming the sublime nature of motherhood, but not 
at the expense of themselves as whole persons. 

THE MOTHERS ORGANIZATION 
MOTHERS was formed in August, 1976, in Austin, Texas. It now involves 300 ~o~hers in the 
Austin area. MOTHERS was formed as a support group for the self-aware, thmkmg mother. 
MOTHERS also has a political thrust in that we believe that the future of wOI?en can be regar~ed 
in a hopeful light only if a new definition of the homemaker is adopted. UntIl women stop bemg 
suspicious of each other and learn to talk honestly about th,emselves-first in groups su~h, as 
MOTHERS, then in unity~ -we will not make any headway m the task of reconceptualIzmg 
motherhood. . 

What is it about motherhood that needs rethinking? 
1. The role of what Jessie Bernard calls "Mother work" in the larger economy. 
2. Society's conflicting attitudes towards the institution, i.e., !he hope t~a~ "th~ ~a~th will 

turn into paradise if mothers will only produce a generatIon of satIsfIed m~Ivlduals-
orally-anally-genitally" (McBride), which contradict~ the ~qually prev~ent att~tude that 
mothering is an unskilled profession, unproductIve, wIth no tangIble eVIdence of 
achievement. 

A SUPPORT NETWORK 
In forming MOTHERS we felt we were dealing with a Catch-22 situation. We had heard phrases 
like "isolated housewife" and "housebound" and that familiar phrase, "I'll ask my husband". And 
here we are attempting to lure the mother out of her home to spend an evening dedicated to her 
own independent intellectual and psychological growth. Could we possibly succeed? 

We decided that the woman who needed a service like this was middle-class, educated and 
had probably left a high-esteem job or career in favor of child-rearing--at least for five or six 
years. She would not be prepared for the incre?ible adj~stment from her previ~us role as earner 
to one as dependent, from concern with pursumg self-mterests to concentratmg ~olely on the 
welfare of another human being. Yet she would be a woman who would understand mtellectually 
that these adjustments and changes in her lifestyle were inevitable. Mothers who were not 
willing to settle down and repeat the feared pattern of, boredom and f:ustratio~ would need a 
group that expressed their own values and goals and provIded an approprIate settmg for them to 
verbalize their concerns. 
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One attitude that women grow up with is that financial stability gor:1 along with being a 
perfectly coping mct.her. But many experts indicate that abuse and neglect d chHdrl";)n in middle 
and upper class homes occurs at least as frequently as in lower income families. It is widely 
assumed, however, that beCause these acts are not reported or are dealt with privately, nothing 
can be done about them. MOTHERS cannot claim to prevent child abuse, but we do offer a 
preventive support system to Hie middle-class housewife. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE ORGANIZATION 
1. MOTHERS provid,~s a forum for discussion of common concerns related to the 
psychological and creative growth of the woman with children. 
2. MO'fHERS provides a support group particularly for women who have made a conscious 
decision to be at home and who have definite goals towards achieving success as a mother and as 
a person. 
3. . MOTHERS places a high priority on home life and is dedicated to raising the status of 
motherhood in a realistic way, by chaUenging the myths of that institution. 
4. MOTHERS believes in maintaining contact with current issues. This will be reflected by 
the variety of topics and invited speakers. 
5. MOTHERS, as a group with special interests and special representation, will monitor and 
react to public affairs affecting its interests or those of its cQildren, and take initiatives by 
proposal and majority vote of members. 
6. MOTHERS supports the idea that motherhood is not necessarily appropriate for all women 
and that being a mother is a matter of choice-not destiny. 

LONG-RANGE PLANS 
a) MOTHERS Centers. 

For many mothers, the physical environment consists of their lonely and isolated homes, 
their cars and impersonal shopping malls. Opportunities for meaningful social interaction at an 
adult lev~l are sorely missing. Superladve day-care nurseries in combination with parks, mEJeting 
rooms and shopping facilities could re-create the "village well" in modern suburbia. The concept 
of a facility which is geared to the needs of the mother and her children is unique, and we feel, 
long overdue. 
b) Studying the well-functioning mother. 

What are the critical differences between a coping and non-coping mother? The 
MOTHERS organization took this question and the idea of a questionnaire whose content would 
be based on the thoughts and experiences expressed by the members of the group to Dr. Mary 
Teague of the University of Colorado. Under her professional guidance we developed the initial 
stages of a questionnaire designed to study the attitudes of the coping mother. 

The questionnaire is experiential in nature. We realize that attempting to systematize 
something as variable as the human persom~lity is no easy task. However, it is our belief that 
this questionnaire, when fully developed, will at least provide a starting point for the study of the 
well-functioning mother. 

Taking a cue from Maslow, through observation, interaction, and questionnaires like this, 
MOTHERS hopes to develop instruments that define and characterize the coping mother. This 
body of women and such knowledge as is developed could well serve as a role-model and a 
normative model for professional action with regard to non-coping mothers. 

APPENDIX: THE COPING MOTHER.S Q,UESTIONNAIRE 

Your Age: 

How many children: 

Your Education level: 

Income of family: 
(Check one) 

Birthdate: 

___________ (Highest grade or Degree) 

1 - 10,000 
10 - 20,000 
20 - 30,000 
30 - 40,000 

above - 50,000 
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Are you employed outside the home at present _____ _ 

full-time 
part-time 

Widowed 
Married Divorced Single 

If married, how long ________________ ' 
Have you ever sought help from a social agency for you or your family _________ _ 

Have you ever had counseling from a professional in private practice -----------

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 

t 'th rfe as a whole since I became a mother. 
~:e~e ~~t cg~~;(~~~~ ~~J~s)nfo~o~t:~y ~~ma~as Ion me I feel helpless and unable to deal 

with the situation. , 
M other was comfortable and content with bemg a mot~er. , 
Si~:e I became a mother I feel guilty about taldng ~uch bme to do thmgs for myself. 
I feel isolated from the outside world,most of t~e hme. . 
I feel "in control" most of the time WIth the chl~d(ren). '" 

~~~e ~io:~efrf~~s/ ;:~ t;~tt~ir:a~~0~:7nf~~I~i~;0~)~;r~i~~~'rather than that I control 

:;~~sband is very understanding and supportive when I am unable to cope (do not answer 

~f le~~ ~~a~o~ r:~~l:r h~S::~~ husband) have most of the responsibility for caring for and 

:~Ee~;;:~~~~~:i!~~;~i:~::~t~~~ ~~rr~t~~~h:J~~!t"~~~~ r"~;:~o~ ~~ ;:'eo:~~. to 
get back to them. , , h h'ld 
I had a larger part than my husband in the deCISIOn to ave c I ,ren. to take care of my 
There are people I trust (relatives or friends) who are avallabl~ 
child(ren) when I want to go out or to get away. 
I wish that I had never had children. 'f 
I feel that I am as good a mother as I am anything else (such as career women, WI e, 
musician, friend, etc.). 
When I was growing up my mother and I were very close. 

~t;~~ It~!e~~;fii:~~r~nf~~S~~~~:j~t~i~~r::'care of my child(ren), I cannot believe that 
things will get better or that the bad times will nev.er ~nd. 
I believe that being a mother is the most important thmg a woman can do. 
I feel that I am not really handling my child(r~n~ ~he way I should. , 
I am involved in and get satisfaction from actiVIties other than m~t~~rmg. , , " 
I feel that I (rather than my husband) have most of the responslblhty of dlsClplmmg my 

child(ren). on someone I have kno~n (including your own I generally base my mothering attitudes 
mother). 

(Each question is scored on a five-point scale from "Extremely true" to "Extremely untrue"). 
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One Mother's Thoughts 
Marilyn Holmes, Administrative Assistant 
MOTHERS Organization 
Austin, Texas 

.. 

I am a mother. I feel very isolated; isolated from my husband sometimes; isolated from my 
friends who aren't married; isolated from friends who don't have children; from people who work 
outside the home; from all people outside .!!!X home. 

I need to be around people from diversified backgrounds, backgrounds other than those of 
the plumber, the TV repairman, the mailman. I need people to talk to, m~e other mothers. I 

. want to learn how other mothers think. I want pOSitive, constructive co,... -;tion with other 
mothers. I want more than just an outlet to complain, but I need that, too. 

I need to talk to other mothers about how motherhood has affected them as people. I need 
this so I won't feel so alone. I need new and stimulating relationships with women and with men, 
too. 

I want to know what other people are doing with their lives. I have a low self-concept. I 
don't feel that my job is see'1 as important. I need help in mothering. Often I don't know the 
answers. No one ever taught me how to be an effective parent. 

I need to learn hov{ to be selfish, to take time for myself, to do things that I want to do. 
This will help me to become a better partner for my husband. I want to explore what other 
husbands think about the responsibility of mothering. I know what.!!!X husband thinks about it-or 
I think I know what he thinks. 

My relatives are so scattered throughout the country. They are so far away. I need their 
support; but how do I get it? Letters and long distance calls don't seem to bring them closle 
enough to me. 

I feel guilty about so many things: when I take time for myself, when I leave my children 
with my husband to go to a meeting at night, when I ask my husband for so much help with the 
children. - --

. Sometimes I think I'm hurrying through these most precious years when my children are so 
young; so sweet, so innocent, so adorable. I want to appreciate this valuable time so very much, 
but I often find myself wishing it away. 

I need support, I need understanding, I need respect from my husband, my children, my 
relatives, my friends, my neighbors, my "business associates", and others. I hope that some day 
when I have this support, understMding, and respect that I'll recognize it and finally feel with 
deep fulfillment and personal satisfaction that I am indeed n truly worthwhile person because I 
am a mother! 
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The Significance of t~e Child's Cultural Milieu and Family 
Environment for his Mental Health and Development 
Wayne H. Holtzman, PhD, President 
The Hogg Foundation for Mental Health 
The University of Texas at Austin 

The critical importance of a family for the developing child is universally recognized. An infant 
could not survive without a nurturing pareilt. Family interactions of mother, father, and young 
child leave a deep indelible impression upon the child's personality. Down through the ages and. 
across the many cultures of man; the family in some form of.'other is the most durable of our 
social institutions. Too often we take the family for granted because of its pervasive influence 
upon us. One only has to experience a disruption of the family or the loss of a loved one to 
realize its fundamental importance. Families differ markedly in life style, social interaction, 
cohesiveness, size, and the degree to which grandparents, aunts, uncles and others are thought of 
as part of the extended family. 

Many families are in trouble today. Family patterns are changing in ways that spell 
trouble for the children of our society. The National Academy of Sciences has just published a 
major report aimed I;tt establishing a new national policy for children and families. Among the 
disturbing statistical trends noted in this report are the following: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

One out of every six children under the age of 18 now lives in a family with only 
one parent--double the percentage of single-parent families in 1950. In single
parent families, it is usually the father who is absent. The effect of father's 
absence depends largely upon why he is absent and the attitudes that remain after 
his departure. Children can develop normally in a single-parent home but it is 
often more difficult: there must be adequate alternative supervision of the child 
while the parent works, there must be adequate contact with the child when the 
parent is at home, and the absent parent should not be denigrated in the eyes of the 
child. 
Adult family members are less available to children today than/a'g'enera1tion ago. 
The number of working mothers with preschool children has tripled, while the 
proportion of worldng mothers with school-age children has doubled since 1950. 
More children than ever are left to fend for themselves. After school hours, the 
passive viewing of television has SUbstituted for parent-child interaction in all too 
many homes. 
The number of illegitimate births, mostly to teenage mothers, has increased sharply 
in the past 15 years. Today one out of every eight births is illegitimate. About 10 
percent of American teenagers get pregnant and six percent give birth each year. 
The Alan Guttmacher Institute (1976) reports that more than half of the twenty
one million teenagers in the United States are sexually active. Of th~ 600,000 
teenagers who gave birth in 1974, only 28 percent had conceived following 
marriage. Although fertility in general has declined since 1960, birth rates among 
young girls have actually risen. This epidemic of adolescent pregnancies 
contributes significantly to the number of infants and young children who receive 
inadequate care. U.S. teenage child-bearing rates are amon@'1 the world's highest. 
The frequent lack of prenatal care and the fact that mOGt/M these mothers are 
very young produces an unusually high percentage of babier/ who are underweight 
and frail. . 
Child abuse, infanticide, teenage suicide, school dropouts, drug use and juvenile 
delinquency have increased concurrently with these other major social changes in 
the family. Youngsters growia)g up in low income families are at especially' high 
risk of damage physically; intell,i.et .. mllYil_?Bilotionally, and socially. 

Presented at the Child Mental Health Workshop sponsored by the American Medical Association, 
November 18, 1976. Permission to reprint has been granted by Dr. Holtzman and the American 
Medical Association. 
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5. The middle-income family of today' in America increasingly resembles the low.
income family of the early 1960's on most of these indices of social disorder. Quite 
clearly, the children of so-called traditional families are also in serious trouble to a 
higher degree than our society can tolerate. 

What can be done about these alarming trends? The medical model of diagnosis and 
treatment by a professional specialist may be an appropriate way to cope with these problems 
which have clearly negative implications for the health of our nation, as well as the mental 
health of our children and families. A different approach that might be more appropriate is the 
public health model with its emphasis upon epidemiology, innoculation, and preventative 
measures. A third point of view is that of the educator, social planner, or policy maker who 
believes that social intervention aimed at eradicating the root causes of social disorder is the 
only long-term solution. Before examining these three points of view in more detail, let's look at 
what we mean by mental health and illness. 

Severe mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia or depressive psychoses are only one aspect 
of mental health problems. Chronic alcoholism, drug addiction, social alienation, child abuse, 
crime and delinquency, some forms of interpersonal aggression, dehumanizing and degrading 
social practices, family disintegration, neurotic behavior, and a host of other common' 
psychological and social problems are of even greater importance in a society that is searching 
for better ways to promote mental and emotional health for all of its people. Absence of mental 
illness is not synonymous with the presence of mental health. All of us are faced at some time in 
life with identity crises, severe emotional stress, frustration, and failure. At one time or another 
each of us desperately needs help. A mentally healthy person is one who not only has learned to 
cope with most life stresses but who also understands wlh:m help is needed. 

While every culture has some way of coping with psychological and social problems, 
complex industrialized societies create for their members unusual stresses 'that require 
professionally trained people to provide a wide range of services to people in need of help. For 
each highly trained professional in the mental health field, a number of paraprofessionals, 
technicians, and volunteer workers are needed for services to be effective. Most professionals 
come from middle-class or upper-class backgrounds, creating particularly acute problems in 
services for the large number of relatively uneducated, lower-class families who desperately 
need help. 

A child's cultural milieu and family environment have a more profound impact on mental 
health and illness than upon any other aspect of individual health and illness because of the 
interpersonal and behavioral nature of mental health. The medical model emphasizes the 
professional expert engaging in diagnosis and treatment of a mental illness. Here the clinical 
skills of the professional and his assistants are of paramount importance in providing effective 
services for an individual in need of help. In most cases, close attention must be paid to 
environment-behavior interactions within the family as well as in the cultural milieu ~h order for 
intervention to be effective. A second approach grows out of the preventative model 
championed by public health. Here the strategy is one of locating the focal points in society 
where high risk of emotional breakdown can be determined and developing social practices that 
are aimed at minimizing the degree of mental illness that occurs. Again, the primary focus is 
upon illness and the prevention of it. The third point of view, which has sometimes been called 
the positive mental health approach, emphasizes educational and social intervention on a large 
scale to overcome the cultural and environmental factors which prevent the full development of 
an individual's growth potential. 

The community mental health movement, which has grown rapidly in the past fifteen 
years, places strong emphasis upon a combination of preventative public health measures and 
social intervention aimed at promoting greater mental health. Clinical services tend to be short-, 
term, to provide crisis intervention. The professional devotes more' of his time to preparing 
others such as parents and teachers to deal with problems themselves rather than offering to deal 
with the problems directly. Both ttl€' :medical model and the community mental health model are 
valid approaches in dealing with the mental health of families and their children. Both also have 
serious limitations that are overlooked all too often. Let's examine the significance of the child's 
cultural milieu and family environment from each point of view. 

Mental and emotional disorders of childhood have bb;cln a primary focus of research 
programs supported by the National Institute of Mental Health since its beginning nearly thirty 
years ago. Research support of child mental health by NIMH can be roughly divided into three 
nearly equal areas: (1) child mental illness, (2) learning disorders, and (3) social disturbances 
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reflected in juvenile delinquency and child behavior disorders. Studies of childhood mental illness 
have concentrated primarily upon infantile autism, regressive psychosis in young childFen, and 
childhood schizophrenia which generally appears between the ages of ten and fifteen. All three 
of these illnesses are serious and exceed!:ngly difficult to treat. A gener'ation ago, it was widely 
believed that pathological behavior on the part of parents was primarily responsible for the 
development of severe mental illness in children. Research in the past twenty-five years has 
uncovered little if any scientific evidence to support this hypothesis. Nor is there any strong 
evidence that the child's cultural milieu plays an important role in the development of severe 
mental illness. While the mental health of the family may be seriously impaired by the presence 
of a psychotic thild, it is unlikely that the child's illness is directly caused by the parent's 
behavior or so(/ial forces in the environment, except L'1 extreme instances. Some of the most 
promising trer.tment methods are those in which parents are trained as therapists to cope with 
the child's ir.ability to communicate normally or to develop normal social relationships. While 
the family may not be primarily at fault in m';lst cases of childhood psychosis, recent research 
has demonstrated that even the severely psychoti~ child responds more normally when placed 
experimentally in a family with "normal" parents. Communication styles in some families appear 
to exacerbate psychopathological symptoms while communication styles in other families tend to 
normalize sChizophrt:nic language and behavior. Clearly, some as yet unknown interaction 
between biological and genetic factors on the on& hand and psychological and environmental 
factors on the other is responsible for the development of severe mental illnesses in children. 

For child mental illness and some specific neurotic symptoms and related behavior 
problems, the medical model with its clinical emphasis upon diagnosis and treatment is still the 
preferred approach. At the same time, it should be recognized that the kind of treatment to be 
prescribed for such disorders inevitably involves family members or substitute caretakers in a 
much more profound way than they are characteristically involv:ed when physical illnesses are 
present.' 

Learning disorders, the second major concern in child mental health, can lead to serious 
emotional and behavioral disturbances if they persist into late childhood and adolescence. 
Modern society places a heavy premium upon learning basic skills in school. Children with 
lea.rning disorders represent the major single cause of school dropouts. Only occasionally is the 
medical model appropriate in coping with such disorders. Labelling a child as having a reading 
disability or minimal brain damage where no direct evidence of such a diagnosis is present can 
adversely affect the child's later psychological development. Most of the experiments involving 
special educational programs to deal with learning disabilities have demonstrated that the great 
majority of such disorders arise from failures within the cultural milieu and the family rather 
than genetic or neurological defects. As many as eighty percent of children with reading 
disabilities can be brought up to normal classroom levels if given special education dudng the 
first two grades of school. Early intervention with infants and preschool children has proven 
equally promising, provided certain general principles are carefully followed. 11 a recent review 
of large-scale experiments in the United States, Bronfenbrenner (1974) has formulated some 
principles of early intervention that are worth noting. 

First and foremost among these principles is tlw development of family-centered 
intervention. The evidence to date indicates that the iamily is the most effective and 
economical means for fostering the development of the child. Active participation of fe.mily 
members is critical to the success of any intervent:on program. Ideally, intervention begins in 
preparation for parenthood and in providing an adequate cultural milieu for nourishment of the 
newborn infant. Large-scale parent-child development centers established as national experi
ments have cleaily demonstrated the value of parental training in the first years of life, fOllowed 
by preschool group experiences in which parent and child continue to work closely together. 
Highly significant results have been obtained not only for disadvantaged black minorities but also 
for middle-class white families, Spanish-speaking Mexican-Americans, and other ethnic groups. 
A closer look at the Parent-Child Development Center, a program for Spanish-speaking Mexican
American children in Houston, illustrates the way in which this type of educational-social 
intervention improves the mental health of children and their families. 

In the Houston model program, social intervention consists of working closely with both 
the mother and father of very young children. Beginning when the child is 12 months old, 
frequent home visits by a bilingual worker introduce the mother to l;l number of techniques for 
intellectual stim.ulation of the child. The mother is coached in her communication with the child 
in order to promote cognitive and personality growth while maintaining strong affectional bonds 
between mother and child. Mothers and fathers meet .regularly several times a month in the 
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~~ening" to discuss their family problems, to share their ideas and to sebt< advice The famil is I 
fa~liiyWI~~~:.s ~~nhs~~u:~~l~~~~:~~~~~t~ a~~e u~~~~fUlfY adf~te"d t~ the cultural mili'eu in which 1he 

When the ch"ld" t .' rm y en uSlastlC. 
mornings a week w~e IS wo yea~~s old, ~other and child attend a specia.l nursery school four 
child is introduced t~es~~~:~ti:t~:~c~~~~~lO~~t~On~~nue ~l~e str,essed at the same ,time ~hat the 
playful environment V'd t ' 0 er c 1 ren m a controlled, stlmulatmg, but 
mother so that she 'ca~ ;0 ape recor~mgs ~~ mo,ther-'C~ild, i~t"eractions are played back for the 
Periodic contacts with thee;a~~~ !~: ::a[:;;:~:~mft or t~nhI~I,tlldn~ desired behavior in the child. 
for entering school. ~ a el' e c 1 IS three years old in preparation 

A model program of this type in 't' all f 
experiments is expensive, particularly whe~o~;~:,a ~ng t 0 the b~st tec~niques for earlier 
research and evaluation accom an 'in . Ie ou as an experIment WIth a great deal of 
program, however, can be apPlkd ~it11O~; aprgogr~~: M()~alt ~f the essentials of such a preschool 
the heavy involvement ' f . rea I~anCl mvestment by use of volunteers and 
such a model program ar~ $~::hn~~e :Jlll, one ca~ rIghtly a:k whe~he,r or not t~e benefits from 
¥et available. Nevertheless, early r!i~~n;h; fmal an: we'. s to thIS Impo.rtapt question are not 
Important findings when the experimental f ro.~ eva ua~l~e research mdlcate the following 
similar families who do not participate: amI les recelVmg the program are compared to 

1. 

2. 

3. 

!:e~~~~~~~~g~~ ~~:~o~hi~eV~~~!f.amt,moth~rs g~ew signific~ntly more affection-
who were more verbally responsive. Iza lOn, s owe more praIse" and had children 

:~~~e obser~~tion scales revealed greater' maternal involvement with the child 
and r. emo lOnal and verbal ~e~ponsivity of the mother, avoidance of restrictio~ 
prog~~~s~~:;:;s~nd more prOVISIon of appropriate play materials on the part of the 

T.he experimental children maintained a nearly constant level of mental abilit over 
~~~~~'ea; f~~~~~a~~l~yb:~~:~~~e;o~~~les and the Stanford-Binet, while the !antrol 

Reports on the effectiveness of sim'l trained mothers have gained in both IQ and S:har Iproff.rams elsewhere indicate that children of 
in comparable homes where the mothers d 00 ae ~evem~n~, compared to children growing up 
"home intervention" programs are lar est 0 n~t receI~e tram mg. The gains resulting from such 
occur in the environment of the chillas w~~ m~st t~kelY t? (;:n~ure when substantial changes 
When adequate health. care nutrition hous' as md e qualIty or the mother-child interaction. 
rearing system are not pr~vided th~ ga' mgt a~ tgenferal support of the family as a child
discontinued. ,ms en 0 ade once the intervention program is 

While there is certainly room for th d' 1 . useful in dealing with learnin disord e me lca model of dIagnosis and l~reatment to be 
effective for improving the men~al healtherosf' tlharge-sclalte, preventative programs are far more 

J 
' . e popu a IOn as a whole. 

uvemle delmquency and antisocial beh . d" d ' of concern in the field of child mental heal~~Ior A 1~?r e.rs consht,ute t~e third broad category 
common childhood psychiatric disorder " n IsoClal b~havlOr dIsturbance is the most 
causes so complex that many expert~ ~~~l~d, ~s lirevale~ce .IS sufficiElntly widespread and its 
psychiatric disorders at all. Such antisocial c a ~nge t e Idea. that such disturbances are 
authority to violeNt criminal acts. Other sig beh;vlOr t~an ran~e from repeated resistance to 
The medical model of diagnosis and treatment~a~ emo lOnal distur.bance n:ay also be present. 
cases where an un.derlying specific disorder can be t~:~~~~~y proven meffechve except in special 

As one mIght expect from social lea' th " 
antisocial children. Erratic discipline neglige~~l~~'ld eory! antlsoc~al parents tend to produce 
factor~, although some antisocial children 1 • --rearm.g practices and abuse are important 
behavIo~ in childhood is frequently continuedh:~ c~nifrlI'flfm~, hnurt~ra,nt paren~s. Antisocial 
genera,tlOn of children. a u 1 e were It IS transmItted to a new 

What are some of the important find' th t h parent-child interactions? mgs a ave repeatedly emerged from research on 

1. 
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affectionate and permIssIve nor the parent who is cold and authoritarian is as 
effective, when effectiveness is measured by the child's later competence in 
dealing with his environment away from home. . 

2. An inL9.nt's intellectual ana socia} development during the first two years of life is 
facilitated if his mother provides varied stimulation, shows affection, ,and responds 
fairly quickly and consistently to his signaL<.I. 

3. A "viciouseyclell develops. in certain families--the child misbehaves, the parent 
punishes, and the punishment only stimulates the child to further misbehavior. 
Families which have been caught up in these cycles can, if they wish, be trained to 
interrupt the cycles themselves and to substitute a pattern of family functioning 
that is increasingly tolerable to both parents and children. 

Parent-child relations are often adversely influenced by psychopathology in a parent. 
Social policies in the United States for the past fifteen years have called for the phasing out of 
mental hospitals and the maintenance of mental patients in the community. While there are 
many desirable benefits from such policies, one negative outcome has been the fact that many 
families that are unable to cope with the mentally ill patient in the home seriously endanger the 
mental health of their children. Children who were born to mental patients twenty years ago, 
when either the husband or wife we.8 initially hospitalized, have been studied recently to see what 
difficulties were encountered by the chUd with a mentally ill parent at home. In one-third of 
these families with mentaHy disturbed parents, at least one child has had severe psychological 
difficulties. In less than one-tenth of these families has any guidance been provided to help the 
children cope with the problems posed by the parent's mental illness. In many families, the well 
parent has turned to alcohol or has dev\~loped emotional problems requiring treatment. Even 
where treatment was prodded to both father and mother, the children were largely ignored. A 
very early return to the home of heavily tranquilized mothers who are then responsible for the 
care of their children, usually without additional help, may be producing deleterious effects upon 
the children. The rehabilitation of a mentally ill mother may take sill: to twelve months, a 
critical period for the family when additional support services are badly needed and too often 

missing. Fanl:Iy relations. and child-rearing practices are topics of continuous concern in m?st 
societies. What does it take to be a good parent? How can I make my child behave? Am I domg 
the right thing when I praise or punish my child? Such questions naturally arise in the minds of 
every parent. The steady flood of boo!<s, magazine articles, lectures, movies, and television soap 
operas concerned with family life and child rearing testify to the central impol'tance of such 
continuous reexamination in our society. Acceptable family patterns and child-rearing practices 
undergo continuous refinement as society changes. Tr ansmitting the primary values, skills and 
other personality characteristics from one generation to the next is the key to survival as a 
society. Granted that biological as well as social factors enter into the development of an 
individual personality, certain shared attitudes, beliefs, and values within tine culture provide a 
common basis for socialization of the child. These implicit attitudes, beliefs and values 
constitute sociocultural premises that are fundamental determinants of shared personality 
characteristics within a given 'culture. For these reasons, studies of families and their children 
within different cultures can shed considerable light upon the significance of both psychological 
and cultural factors as they influence the mental health and development of the individual. 

Rogelio Diaz-Guerrero, Jon Swartz, and I (1975) recently complet(~d a six-yeal' 
longitudinal study of over 800 children and their families in Mexico and the United States which 
.illustrates the importance of cultural factors in child development. A large st8~ff of research 
associates in Mexico City and Austin, Texas, gave an extensive battery of psychological tests to 
each ch.ild once a year for six years. The children were originally drawn from the first, fourth, 
and seventh grades so that a complete developmental conHtmum from age six to seventeen could 
be covered in the six years of repeated testing. Pairs of cases were closely matched across the 
two cultures in order to control for socioeconomic status, age, and sex of the child. Midway 
through the study, intensive interviews were conducted with the mothers in their homes in order 
to obtain information about family life style, home environment, parental aspirations for the 
child, child-rearing practices, and other factors believed to be important influences upon the 
child's development. illustrative of the many findings are the following: 

1. The Mexican family is less likely than the American to have intellectually 
stimulating reading material or study aids for the child in the home. Only rarely 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

does the Mexican parent read regularly to the chiild before the child enters school 
wh~le the majOl',ity of Anglo-A~erican parents read to their children on a regula~ 
baSIS. Most mlddle-class MeXIcan children are unable to read, count

f 
or write 

before they enter school, while most middle-class American parents take pride in 
the fact that their child has made significant progress in these skills prior to school 
entrance. A greater value is placed by An)erican mothers on the development of 
independence and a high degree of intellectual curiosity than is typical of Mexican 
mothers. 
The Mexican child's behavior typically involves a coping style based more upon 
passive obedience and desire to please. By contrast, the American child tends to 
show a more active coping style, a struggle for mastery. Specific anxieties and 
defensiveness about test-taking are more acture for the Mexican child than for the 
Anglo-American. Tests are a necessary hurdle repeatedly demanded of children by 
modern s~ci.ety. An ac~ive copi~g style provides a self-directed means of reducing 
~uch anXIetIes. A passIve-obedIent copmg style leads only to conforming behavior 
In t~e. face ~f .threatening tests, a form of inactivity that seems only to heighten 
specIfIC anxIeties. When faced with a testing situation, the Mexican child is willing 
to cooperate although he will seldom ta.ke the initiative. By contrast, the Anglo-, 
American child will see the testing situation as a challenge to be mastered, an 
opportunity to show how much he can do. 
American children tend to show more hostility and anxiety in their fantasies, as 
well as more vivid imaginations. Differences between boys and girls were greater 
for Mexican children than for American. The Mexican adolescent shows a lesser 
need to be spontaneously impulsive and a greater nl':!ed for independence, a need 
gr.owing out of his increasing awareness that he is indeed highly dependent upon 
others within his extended family and affiliative network. 
On 'psychological and educational tests of cognitive development and social 
achIevement, only minor differences of no consequence exist between Mexican and 
American first graders when social class and education of the parents are 
controlled. As children grow older, however, the performa'nce of American 
children gradually pulls ahead of that for the Mexicans. The more rapid 
devel?pm~nt of the American child through the school years is probably due to a 
cOmbInatIOn of greater intellectual stimulation in the home and different 
instructional methods in school. It is interesting to note that Mexican girls from 
~orkin~-class families are placed at an increasingly noticeable disadvantage with 
Increasmg age. 
A much wider gap exists between children of working-class families and upper 
middle-class families in Mexico than in the United States. The values of the 
working-class parent in Mexico tend to be the most traditional in reflecting the 
earlier beliefs of traditional Mexican society, while the educated classes are more 
similar to both working and middle-class families in the United States. 
Pamily life styw and sociaJ.izaUon pi'actices differ appreciably in the traditional 
Mexican and American families. Fewer Mexican fathers share activities with their 
sons;' Mexican children are g'iven less responsibility in the home and are more likely 
t~ h~v: the~r friend~ chose~ by i.heir parents; Mexican mothers are more controlling 
or theIr chIldren, gIve theIr chIldren less freedom to express themselves and are 
more" likely to admit to problems in child rearing. 

Most of the differences tn personality disc~vered betwaen Mexican and Anglo-American 
\~hildren can be attributed to the differing sociocultural premises underlying the two cultures. As 
Diaz-~uerrero (~973, 1975) h.as pointed out before, the majority of aaole'scent Americans 
subscrIbe ~~ a?tlve sel~-assertIon a.s a sociocultural premise while their f\lIexican counterparts 
prefer affllIatIve obedIence. MeXICans tend to be more family-centered and cooperative in 
interpersonal activities while Americans are more individual-centered and competitive. 
. These examples ~erve to illustrate the general point that cultures differ in ways that are 
Important for personalIty developmen~. of the child. Variations within any modern urbanized 
society SUch. a~ the United States. or Mexico are much gi'pater than the general differences 
b:.tween sO~lehes. Some shared belIefs, values, customs, life-styles, and child-rearing practices 
dIffer c~nsiderably from one family to the next within the same society. Normative standards 
and soclocultural premises only represent the ideals of the society against which' the individual 
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and his family ~lre compared. Marked deviation from such ideals can produce new levels of self
actualization and maturity or desperate feelings of alienation and conflict, depending upon the 
kind of dissonanee and how it is resolved by the individual. In either case, too much deviation 
from societal norms can lead to anxiety and despair. The recent movement in America toward a 
pluralistic society has gone a long way toward overcoming the excesses of' strong social 
conformity pressures, .making it possible for many more individuals to resolve their deviance in a 
mentally healthy V.\I~ly. 

. In spite of these differences nearly all families share a common purpose. Nearly all 
parents want a beth'lr life for their children even though they may not always know bow to 
achiE~ve it. 'rhey want th~\ir children to succeed in school, to be popular among classmates, to 
take pride in their h~~ritage, to be respectful toward their elders, and to live happy, healthy lives. 
As often as not they may set unrealistically high standards for their- children, which leads to 
rejection and disappolintment when failure is recognized. 

A deeper undej~standing of human development, families, and their children throughout the 
life span has been a majot· goal of philosophers, educators, behavioral scientists, and, for that 
matter, parents and (Vhildren themselves. We have begun to discover ways to strengthen the 
forees for constructive growth and mental health. We have begun to understand the conditions 
leading to mental iiIne~~s and malfunctioning of individuals and groups. Enough is already k'1own 
to see more clearly what must be done to help families in trouble if we are to survive as a 
soeiety. A new national policy is needed, aimed at reestablishing the family as the primary 
caring, nurturing and socializing agency of our society. Most families want to be responsible for 
their own development. Most families also need help to ,accomplish their goals. Services for 
families and children she-ule! be made available on a nniver-.,;gl basis. Where choices must be made 
with limited resources, the balance of choice sh!)uld favor children over adults. It must be 
remembered, however, that you ca.nnot [.iay anyone enough to do what a mother and father will do 
for nothing if given a decent chance. Many have called for new national policies placing families 
and children first among our priorities. Few, if any, have expressed this plea as well as Nicholas 
Hobbs (1976) who sta'i::i;!d the following in a major address on mental health, families, and 
children: 

"We need to rekindle the caring spirit in America. To nurture altruistic impulse. 
To reEjtore civility. To rediscQver self in the service of others. To encourage 
fidelity to family. To honor thos~ who fulfill the difficult role of parent, of father 
and mother. We need a revived national ethos that cherishes communities, 
families, and children., out of respe,et for our heritage and in the service of a noble 
national tomorrowp" 
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Changin.g Ji'amily Roles and Structures: Impact on Child Abuse and 
Neglecti': A Cross-Cultural Perspective 
Jill Korbin, PhD 
Department of Psychiatry NPI/SBG 
University of California at Los Angeles 

We are now faced with the difficult task of determining what there is about American sQciety 
and American families that contributes to the incidence of child abuse. I would like to discuss 
the usefulness of a cross-cultural perspective in understanding what conditions may contribute to 
positive or negative childrearing. An understanding of the cross-c~ltural record permits us to 
view human behavior in a mUGh broader context than is possible in studies of the United States or 
of Western societies alone. This in turn will enable us to understand which features of our 
society (and which changes) are most likely related to the incidence of child abuse and neglect. 

American familif;'s have changed considerably in the last several decades. These changes 
include a decline in ext/ended families, an increase in divorces and single parent families, and an 
increase in the percentage of working mothers (Bronfenbrenner 1976, 1976; Chase, 1975; Glick, 
1975). There are problems, however, in making causal inferences about the relationship of such 
changes to the incidence of child abuse. Our awarenesl'! of child abuse and neglect has increased 
markedly since our recognition of the problem 15 years ago (Kempe at aI, 1962). However, we 
still have differing estimates of the actual incidence of (lhild abuse in the United States (Gelles, 
1977). While the number of child abuse and neglect caSlilS that are reported has increaseo} we 
cannot reliably say that child abuse itself has increased. Thus it would be premature to associate 
changes in fami],y roles and structures with child abuse until we have more information. 

Our knowledge of child abuse and neglect stems almost entirely from stUdies of Western 
cultures, the United States in particular. It is an open question, however, whether this is because 
abuse occurs predominantly in Western societies, or whether this is due to an increased 
awareness of the problem and consequent improvements in reporting of incidents. Nevertheless, 
Western cultures are rarely indicative of universal human traits and are often on, the extreme end 
of the continuum for childrearing practices (Minturn and Lambert, 1964; Whiting and Child, 
1953). For example, American parents begin to toilet train their children earlier and are more 
severe in their training methods than are parents in most other cultures (Whiting and Child). 

Child abuse, per se, is a topic covered by no more than a handful of anthropologists. 
Consequently, we need more information; we do not yet know the incidence of what might come 
to be defined cross-culturally as child abuse. The anthropologicalliter~ture, however, presents a 
picture of broad cultural val'iBi":ion in almost eV'ery aspect of childrearing. Cultures and 
'individuals form a continuum of behaviors in their treatment of children that range from harsh 
physical sanctions and early deprivations to total inqulgence and nurturance. For example, in one 
Papua New Guinea culture, a child is apt to lose a portion of a finger or a part of an ear for 
intruding upon the mother's garden (Meggitt, 1965). In another nearby cultur.e, children are 
virtually never punished, even for accidentally killing valuable pigs while pJ,aying (Langness, 
personal communication). ' 

For the purposes of this discussion, I will focus on four of the issues tha~ have been linked 
to the incidence of child abUS9 in the United States: social isolation, understanding of normal 
child development, self-esteem, and role reversal. Some factors that bear on these issues will be 
discussed in terms of our knowledge of childrearing in various cultures around the world. These 
factors include household composition, alternate caretakers, child caretaking, economic roles and 
tasks of family members, support systems for parents, beliefs and values about children, and 
urbanization. Each factor is complex and worthy of extended treatment. The following 
discussion will be an overview of these factors in order to suggest some of the areas in which a 
cross-eultural perspective could contribute to interdisciplinary efforts to rind solutions for child 
abuse. 

Differences in household composition have been rela.ted cross-culturally to differential 
treatment vf children. The sheer number of individuals residing in the same household and the 
adult-to-child ratio have been associated with the treatment of children. Children tend to 
receive more warmth and acceptance in households where thel'e are more adults who can fill a 
caretaker r(lle and fewer children to make demands (Minturn and Lambert). Cross-culturally, 
extended households tend to be the least severe in their child training practices, providing 
children with the most warmth and acceptance. One cannot predict the treatment of children in 
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nuclear households cross-culturally since the caretaker (usually the mother) is able to more 
freely express both warmth and ,anger towards her children. Mother-child households tend to be 
the most severe in their child training practices, with physi~al punishment most frequent, c:oss
culturally. (Minturn and Lambert; Murdock ~md Whiting, 1951; Rohner, 1975; Whit,ing ~nd ChIld). 

However the effects of household composition are not free from complIcatmg factors. 
For example, while extended households tend to be the least sever~ wi.t~ ch~ldren, positive affect 
is sometimes muted to avoid jealousy between the numerous cousms hvmg m the same househo~d 
(Minturn and Lambert, Rohner). Similarly, the specific personnel in the extended household lS 
important. In sororal polygynous households (in which the husband has severa~ wive~ who are, all 
sisters) children are treated more nurturantly than in polygynous households m whlch the Wlves 
are unr~iated (Rohner, Whiting and Child). Spatial living arrangements also have an eff:ct. 
Unrelated co-wives in poloygynous' societies who live with their chUdren in separate dwelh~gs 
have more positive interactions with their children than do co-wives who share the same dwellmg 
(Rohner). . " , . , 

IntraculturB.l st~dies further support the contentIon that household composltIon lS related 
to child treatment. In a study of Kenyan infants, those who resi?ed in extende~ househ,olds were 
held more while being responded to more quickly when they crled, than were mfants m nucle~r 
households (Munroe and Munroe, 1971). In a study comparing nuclear and extended households m 
India, children were subjected to the same frequency of,rejecting behaviors (e.g., "go awa~") in 
both kinds of households. However, the rejecting behavlors were performed almost excluslvely 
by the parents (Ames, 1974). Thus, in the extended households, children resided with additional 
adults who did not display the rejecting behaviors of the parents. , ' 

Associated with differences in household composition, the roles that varlOUS people m the 
household fill are significant in terms of the affect directed at the child (Levine, 1967). For 
example, the presence of grandpaNmts, particularly grandmothers, has been linked cross
culturally with increased warmth and nurturance of children (Minturn a,nd, L~mb~rt, Rohner). 
When the grandmother is the head of the household she tends to act as a dlsclplmarlan; when she 
has a lesser status, she tends to fill a more nurturant role (Apple, 1956). In the study of 
households in India cited previously, grandmothers, while not providing essential physical care for 
the child, were a source of "extras" (Ames). 

The presence and availability of alternate caretakers is clb~ely related to h?useho~d 
composition. Cross-culturally, mothers who are unable to break contmuous contact wlth ,t~elr 
children are most likely to react negatively towards their children (Rohner, 1975; B. Whltm~, 
1969 1972). In the Six Cultures Study ... the mothers in 'India, who were confined to thelr 
courtyards by strict cultural sanotions; were the most Irritable wi~h their children. lV.!0thers with 
heavy responsibility for child care and little opportunity for relIef are the most l!ke~y cr?s~
culturally to "blow hot and cold" towards their children (Minturn and Lambert). In thls llght, It IS 
int'aresting that the United States c0!l1ponent of the Six Cultures Study wai:l the only gr?up in 
wtdch the mothers spent the m['ioL'ity of their time in infan~ ,care without other~ m t~e 
household, or nea~by, to regularly relieve them of the task (B. WhltIng, 1963, 1972). ,chlldren m 
households with a grandmother present who participa!1ts in child care are more lIkely to be 
treated warmlY' and positively (Minturn and Lambert, Rohner). When fathers regularly 
participate in child care and when they at'G important socializing agents, there is a cross-cultural 
tendency for children to be treated with mor~ warmth and nurturance (Rohner). 

The household, however, is not only the source of alternate caretakers. The mothers of 
the Philippines component'of the Six Cultures Study, while not living i~ exten?ed househo!d~, had 
close contact with other women in their neighborhoods who were readlly avallable and Wlllmg to 
assist one another with child care (B. Whiting, 1963). These mothers ranked high on a ~ro~s
cultural scale of nurturance and warmth towards their children (Minturn and Lambert). SOCIetles 
with state organized child care, such as China and Russia, fulfill many of the functions of the 
extended family in assisting the parents with child care responsibilities (Bronfenbrenner, 1970; 
Sidel, 1972). , , 

We can only speculate about the relationship between the importance of extended famllles 
and alternate caretakers C:i7oss-culturally, and the social isolation and lack of others to call upon 
for help in childrearing that appears to play an important role in child ab~se in this c?untry 
(Elmer, 1967; Evans et aI, 1974; Helfer, 1973; Johnson and Morse, 1968;, ~pmet~a and Rlggle~, 
1972; Young, 1964). Even if we could return to the days of extended faml~les"thls would not, m 
itself insure a decline in the incidence of child abuse. But by consldermg cross-cultural 
infor~ation we might learn which features and functions of the extended family situation are 
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important and attempt to apply this information to the solution of child care problems (including 
child abuse) in this country. 

We must also examine the variations in household composition in this country in a total 
culturaJeontext, not simply as' forms of households that can automatically be connected with 
specific child treatment practices and/or child abuse. In recent years, in the United States, 
there has been active experimentation on the part of some parents with alternatives to the 
~lUclear family (Glick, 1975; Kornfein et al, 1977). A project at UCLA is examining childrearing 
m four types of families: single parent families (with the single parent being the mother); 
communal groups; two-parent, socjal-contract families; and legally-married, two-parent families 
(Eiduson, 1974; Weisner, n.d.). This longitudinal study now has information for the first year of 
lif~ for infants in these different types of hOU$(.iQolds. Interestingly, children are as likely to 
thrIve, or to be developmentally at risk, in all of the groups; presumably, while the composition 
of the household will show a relationship to later social behaviors of the children, it is not related 
to deprivation of the child up to one year of age (Weisner, 1976). 

.This study also pr~vides information about social isolation and support systems for parents 
of varIOUS kinds of households as they undertake the task of childrearing. Parents in the four 
types of families showed no differences in their recollections of relationships with their own 
parents. However, it was the legally-married couples who had' the most contact with 
grandparents. Generally, this contact seemed to be supportive lind similar to extended family 
supports, yet from separate dwellings. Individuals in communal groups had less satisfactory 
current relationships with their own parents and were striving, through participation in a 
communal living situation, to provide themselves with a support system for childrearing. Other 
communal group members were available for child care, sharing other household tasks, and to 
provide the mother (and the father) with adult contact. 
. The single mothers in this study were particularly interesting because of the increase in 

smgle parent households (particularly mother-child households) as well as the stereotype of single 
mothers in this culture. This study indicates that in our culture, single mothers do not constitute 
one classification and are not indicative of single pattern of childrel!lring. Thus, it may be 
premature to draw a causal inference between the rise in single parent households and the 
ineidence of child abuse. 

The study divided, single mothers into three groups. The fir.st group was called 
"N~)Stbu~lders" and included those women who made a decision, prior to attempting to conceive, 
to bEl smgle mothers. These women had prepared themselves emoti()nally and financially to 
assu~e ehildrearing responsibilities by themselves. The second group, "post Hoc Adaptors," 
consiste? of those w~men who resigned themselves to the idea of bEling single parents after 
co~ceptlOn but who dId not consider this the optimal situation, They did not plan to rear the' 
ChIld alone .• but something went wrong with their marriage plans. The thil?d group, called the 
"Unwed Mothers," corresponds most closely to the stereotype of ;a young unwed mother, 
unprepared for the task ahead of her. All three groups of single mothers, like the· mothers in the 
communes, had less satisfactory current relationships and less frequent contact with their own 
parents than did the legally married mothers. The single mother~. ]however particularly the 
"Nestbuilders" and the "Post Hoc Adaptors", showed evidence of building suppo;t systems fOe the 
task ,of c~ildrearing outside of the kin-based group. Natural childbirth classes, LEi Leche 
meetmg~" mformal groups of mothers who eXChanged information and babysitting help, and so on 
were utl~Ized to avoid social isolation and to provide information and support in childrearing 
(Kornefem et aI, 1977). Perhaps what we are seeing is parents themselves pointing out the 
support s~~stems. needed for childrearing in the absence of extended family supports. 

Usmg chIldren to care for younger children is significant in cross-cultural childrearing. It 
may also have important implications for child abuse in tliis country. Children of seven or eight 
do much of the infant and small child c~re in many cultures (Rogoff et al, 1975; Weisner and 
Gallimore, 1977; Whiting and Whiting, 1973). While older children can be an important source of 
alternate caretaking, removing the total burden from mothers and other adults much of the 
importance of this practice lie~ in the experience with infants and small children that is provided 
before parenthood. In the Umted States, such sibling caretaking is often impossible because of 
the I?redominant ~i?ling constellati?~ in whi~h fa,milies have two children, separated by only a 
~ew years (B. WhItmg, 1972). AddItIonally, m thIS country, the nO,tion of young children caring 
for even younger ones has been considered abusive (L.A. Times, 8/19/76). Perhaps this is because 
of the work-related abuses of children during and after the Industrial Revolution (Spargo, 1913). 

The lac~ of child participation in the case of younger children raises the important issue 
of the economIC roles and tasks of family members. In our Sio\1iety, children have little or no 
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opportunity to perform tasks that are important to the welfare of the family and that give them 
practice in the nurtur'ance, responsibility, and altruism that they will require as adults and 
parents (13enedict, 1938; B. Whiting, 1972). Cross-cultural studies indicate that children who 
have tasks that are important to the welfare of their household (particularly carIng for younger 
children) develop more positiv,e social behaviors as well as a sense of self-esteem (Whiting and 
Whiting, 1971, 1973). The task of caring for younger children is an explanation of why f7male 
children frequently tend to be more altruistic and nurturant cross-culturally than male chIldren 
(Whiting and Edwards, 1974). In societies where male children perform more domestic tasks, and 
in this country where girls have little responsibility for child care, such sex differences are less 
pronounced. In the Kenyan study group, some of the boys (due to a lack of female children) were 
assigned the care of young children as well as other domestic tasks usually assigned to girls. 
These boys exhibited the traits of nurturance and altruism that are usually associated with girls 
(Ember, 1973). Communal societies, such as China, Russia, and Israeli kibbutzim, have 
incorporated tasks for the well-being of the group into their child care systems. These activities 
are considered important to the development of the child (Bronfenbrenner, 1970; Sidel, 1972,. 
Spiro, 1965). . 

It is curious that we deny children access to adult activities and tasks at the very age that 
children seem most anxious to imitate adult life (B. Whiting, 1972). This has much to do with the 
extreme stance our culture takes in contrasting childhood and adulthood (Benedict, 1938), and 
with the age segregation so prevalent in our society (Bronfenbrenner, 1970, 1975, 1976; 
Greenfield, 1974). Our children "play" house, "pretend" to go to work, and so on. At the same 
ages in many other cultures, children learn how to perform adult activities and tasks through 
actual partiCipation, or, at the least, through observation of adults at work. In addition to being 
denied important tasks, our children are denied access to adult work activities and have little 
opportunity to observe what adults do with their work day (Bronfenbrenner, 1970, 197~, 1976). 
The ethnographic evidence overwhelmingly indicates that children, look forward to assummg, adult 
responsibilities and tasks deemed important by the adults in their household. Since children in 
our society are not often given the chance to be important to the well-being of their household, 
they have decreased opportunity to develop a strong sense of worth and self-esteem (B. Whiting, 
1972). The lack of self-esteem in parents has also been associated with child abuse (Blumberg, 
1974; Fontana, 1964; Johnson and Morse, 1968; Silver, 1968; Steele and Pollo(!k, 1968). 

In addition to providing a source of alternate caretaking and a. medium for the 
development of self-esteem, child participation in the care of younger children has another 
important relationship to the prevention of child abuse. The absence in our society of child 
involvement in caring for other children is coupled with the lack of a passing down of folk 
wiE1dom about childrearing. Folk wisdom, including that concerning childrearing, is no longer 
automatically passed from one generation to the next (Chase, 1975; Mead, 1970; Whiting, 1971). 
In most other culturl:lS, women are surrounded by other women who have had experience in 
childrearing. These more experienced women. usually the mother's kinswomen, help the new 
mother and instruct he'r in the care of her new and developing ctlild. Ul our society grandparents 
and other kinswomen do not usually reside in the same households as new parents, and are often 
not even in the same city. However, the problem is deeper than proximity. With all of the 
changes an<i.:!onflicting advice that is available concerning childrearing, folk wisdom is often not 
applicable or trusted. Whiting cites an example of a woman who bottle-fed her child on a 
schedule as was recommended in her generation, who is of little help to her dau~hter who wants 
to breast feed her child on demand (B. Whiting, 1971)~ Mead has noted that a regularity in 
American childrearing is parents trying to rear their children differently from h?w they were 
reared by their parents (Mead, 1955). Thus parents in the United States, particularly new 
parents, are at a double disadvantage. The experience of their own parents is not put to use and 
they themselves have little or no experience in caring for infants and young children (B. Whiting, 
1971). This is of considerable importance because one factor contributing to child abuse is a lack 
of knowledge about normal child development (Galdston, 1966; Johnson and Morse, 1968; Spinetta 
and Riggler, 1972; Steele and Pollock, 1968). 

The beliefs that Americans have about children and childrearing are another possible 
source of difficulties. Most cultures have definite beliefs about the nature of children and 
whether characteristics are inborn or malleable (Minturn and Lambert). One cultural group 
believes that the child's characteristics are passed to him from the ancestors through his 
mother's milk (Ammar, 1954). Rajput mothers believe that the child's characteristics are written 
on his forehead at birth and are predetermined (B. Whiting, 1963). In the Six Cultures study, 
United States mothers saw their children as a "bundle of potentialities" with inborn 
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c~aracteristics! but. with the ability to be shaped by their environment (Minturn and Lambert). 
~Ith the AmerIcan Ideal that all people flre f:lqual, it is understandable that p'arents believe that 
tne~ .have some control over and responlsibility for their child's successes and failures. 
AddItIo~all~, most cultures have beliefs about the age at which a child should be expected to 
behave m gIven wnys. For example, just as il:ldolescence is not universally a time of st~l'ess and 
traum.a (Mead, 1928), the "te:rible two's'.' of,' our c.ulture are not an inevitable part of human 
experIence: Among the MaorI. of New Zeallil\110, chIldren are expected to be independent at a 
much earlIer i:ge than are chIldren in our eulture. Thus Maori children have their sense of 
a~ton?my and mdependence before ~here is a need to have a conflict with parents (Ritchie and 
RItchIe, 1970);1' In many groups, ch~l~ren are not expected to follow certain rUles until they are 
old enough to un.derstand" ~d partICIpate as full members of their culture (Rogoff et aI, 1975). 
Among the Ngom of MalaWI, for example, when children acquire their second set oiteeth they 
are expected to. follow the rules of theIr culture and be 'responsible for their own actions (Read 
1968). Th.us, It would be unreasonable to punish children for things they are incapable of 
un?ersta~dm~, much less doirj~~. The sancltioning and general acceptance of physical force in 
childrearIn.g m our. cult.ure (Gil, ~970; Gelles, 1977), coupled with the belief that parents can 
s~ape 0: dIrect theIr ChIld, and WIth the fact that most parents have little previous experience 
WIth chIldren, Clan present ~ v~ry difficult situation and a cultural milieu ripe for child abuse. 

The value that sOCIetIel'> place on children and childrearing should also be considered. 
Cross-cultur~l1.y, wanted children are more likely to be accepted and treated warmly than 
unwanted chIldren (Rohner, 1975). A stUdy in Czechoslovakia recently concluded that children of 
mothers who had been denied abortions had significantly more emotional problems than children 
wh~se. mothers had not sought abortions (Los Angeles Times, 10/5/75). Childrl.:. in many 
SOCIeties are valued for their participation in econ9mic activities (Johnson' 1977). In many 
groups, ~he bi~rth. of a child validRtes the marriage c.:,? the parents and raises their status in the 
~ommumty (GallImore e.t aI, 1974~ Rlmm, 1970). In Japan, children are highly valued and the 
Ideal. ?f ~ost ~omen IS t~ be a "mother of promising children" (Wagatsuma, 1977). The 
condItions m WhICh .many chIldren in the United States live brings into serious question how much 
value we, as a SOCIety, place on the next generation (Bronfenbrenner, 1975; Chase, 1975; Gil, 
~970; James, 1975.; Wooden, 1976). In our society, children are no longer an inevitable part of 
lIf7; due ~o effectIve methods of contraception, they can be a ma.tter of choice. Additionally, 
chIldren, m, most cases, ·are no longer a p.articular economic or social asset. Children do not help 
tend . the h~estock, harvest the crops. 01' necessarily support their paren'7' financially or 
emotI~n~lly m thei.r old age. Raising childi"en is costly (Benning, 1976), and even makes such 
nec.essihes as rentmg an apartment difficult (Los Angeles Times, 2/6/77). Children are often 
desn:ed fol.' p~ely psychological reasons. In this light, some of the psychological dynamics 
leadmg to ChIld abuse, such as role reversal, become more understandable (Blumberg 1974-
Galdston, 1966; Sinetta and RiggleI', 1972; Steele and Pollock 1968). ' , 

Urbanization, with, its .structur~l and ~sychological co'ncomitants, also appears to have an 
effect on. jthe nature and qualIty of chIldreal'mg. Changes in household composition availability 
of alt.ernate <:aretakers, and economic requirements of household members are in'most cases 
~SsoCIB:t'a? ~Ith urbaniza~ion. and industrialization. Cases like Japan, however, wher~ 
mdustrI~tl~zB:tIon antj urbamzatIon have not brought the demise of the extended family must be 
further studIed (Wagatsuma, 1977). ' 

. Psychologi~al .factors associated with urbanization are also of interest to the problem of 
ChIld abuse. StudIes m Uganda, Venezuela, Kenya, and among Chicanos, indicate that mothers in 
urb~n a~eas are less s7lf-confident, less self-sufficient, and less sure about their abilities to rear 
~heir chIldren (GreenfIeld, 1974; Graves, 1968; Watson, 1970; B. Whiting, 1969). In general, there 
~s a lower self-esteem among these mothers which arises from their diminishing economic 
Impo.rtance to the household and from the pressures of urban life (B. Whiting, 1969, 1972). As 
pr~vIously noted, the level of self-esteem in parent-child relations is important and is linked to 
ChIld abuse. 

. A discussion of changing American family roles and structures is incomplete without some 
mentIon of women's role •. Our cultUl'e is undergoing change with more mothers working outside 
of the home (Bronfenbren~er, 197~, 1976; Chase, 1975; Glick, 1975). The topic is a large and 
comple~ one, but ! ~?~ld lIke to raIse a few crucial points. First, in most cultUres, women have 
eCOn?mIC re.s~onsibilItIes other t~an, or in addition to, child care and housekeeping (Greenfield, 
~974, B •. WhItmg; 1972). As preVIously noted, the cross",culturai evidence indicates that a woman 
IsolB:ted m child care respons!~i1ities without relief is mOre likely to treat her child in a negative 
fashIOn (Rohner, 1975; B. WhIting, 1972). Second, for a woman to develop self-esteem, she must 
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have a role that is valued by her as well as by her society (B. Whiting, 1972). When women are 
restricted to the homemaker role, they are restricted to an ascribed status; that is, one bas~d on 
characteristics at birth, in this case being feml?<le. This denies women access to the achIever 
status that is valued in our culture (Greenfield,1974),. Since child abuse seems to be associated 
with unemployment of fathers (Gil, 1970; Light, 1973), we might postUlate that a similar 
frustration of not being a productive member of society (functioning in an achiever role) also 
acts on mothers restricted to, and dissatisfied with, the role of homemaker. A study of fathers 
in this country who are assuming child care and household responsibilities while their wives work 
indicates that some of these fathers, like some mothers with total child care responsibilities, feel 
socially isolated with only small children to talk to all day (Levine, 1976). This can be compared 
with some of the Scandinavian countL'ies where fathers and mothl~rs receive more social support 
in childrearing. 1 am not suggesting that all men or all women should 'Work at given tasks, 
whether they are inside or outside the home. Rather, the cross-cultural record indicates the 
importance for all household members-mothers, fathers, and children--to have tasks and 
responsibilities that enhance their self-esteem and provide them with a means for developing and 
maintaining positive social behaviors. Child care, considering the nature o:f our society, should 
be a chosen role rather than an ascribed status (Greenfield, 1.974). Men and women who choose 
to play a large part in the rearing of their children, as well las men and women who choose to 
work outside of the home, should have the support of their society in filling a valued role. 

The American family cannot always provide itself with the support sYl~tems that a cross
cultural perspective indicates are n/~cessary for positive childrearing. Such supports are provided 
in some societJes by the extended family and small, close-knit communities. In other 
industdalizec nations, the state actively provides supports to parents and families 
(BronfeJicr;;iiiidr, 1970). In our society, individual families are left largely to theil- own devices to 
find and build support s~Tstems. It appears inescapable that societal measures must be taken in 
this country to improve the conditions of children and adults which, in turn, will act to prevent 
child abuse. This is not to diminish the importance of psychological factors associated with child 
abuse. Child abuse is a complex interaction of psychological and situational/environmental 
factors (Helfer, 1973; Johnson and Morse, 1968; Kempe, 1973; Kempe and Helfer, 1972). Neither 
psychological nor situational/environmental characteristics are sufficient in themselves to cause 
child abuse or to differentiate between abusive and nonabusive families. Thus, environmental or 
societal changes will not be sufficient to totally eradicate child abuse. However, in the effort ~o 
promote a social milieu that fosters positive parenting, improvements could be made m 
environmental situations that mix unfavorably with psychological factors, causing child abuse. 

Improvement in day care is among the suggestions for improving the conditions of parents 
and children in this country and for reducing child abuse. I would like to make an additional 
suggestion for the structure of day care as an example of how a cross-cultural perspective can be 
utilized in forming solutions to problems such as child abuse in this country. Since young children 
do much of the infant and chiM care in other societies, they should be allowed to participate in 
child care in our society (Whiting and Whiting, 1973). This should consist of active participation 
(with adult supervision), rather than being a book-learning experience. Attaching day care 
centers to existi,l'lg elementary schools and then involving elementary school children in the care 
of younger children has several potential advantages for the prevention of child abuse, while also 
serving the need of our so(.!iety· for improvements in child care facilities. Presumabl~, such a 
practice would enhance the development of self-esteem, and of nurturant, responSIble, and 
altruistic behaviors among the childref. doing the caretaking. As was discussed earlier, children 
in our society have little opportunity to perform tasks that give them practice in behaviors 
necessary for their future roles as adults and parents. Second, the practice would educate the 
members of our \~ociety, from thei~ earliest years, about normal child development, with all of its 
individual variability. This might reduce the problems of new parents in our society who have 
had little experience with children {lnd who do not have access to individuals experienced in 
chHdrearing.. Third, the practice Vltlil<.l;ild provide parents with a source of alternate caret~kers, 
although, optimally, parents would be involved. This would relieve parents of the constant 
interaction with and respol'ls5bility for their children assllciated, cross-culturally, with rejecting 
behaviors toward childl:'t:!n. 

A cross-eultural perspective on childrearing can be a uS(lful complement to what we 
already know about child abul'e in this country. In this discussion I/w.ve presented an overview of 
some of the factors that are important in p,a,rent-child relations, cl'oss-culturally, that we might 
apply to generally improve ctmditions for parents and children and prevent child abuse. !D t~e 
examination of the cross-cultural record, certain facts emerge about human behaVIor m 
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childrearing. Interactions between parents and children are If more likely to be warm and 
accepting when: . the adult-child ratio in the household does not include too many children making 
too many demands on too few adults; others are available to help the mother with childreEH'ingj~, 
responsibilities (this can involve personnel from the household, or personnel from outside: the !, 

household); significant others, particularly grandmothers and fathers, are willingly involved in 
child care; the primary caretaker is not restricted to the household and is in continuous 
interaction with the child, without the opportunity for periodIc relief; the mother has the option 
to participate in economic' roles other than child care and housekeeping-if she wishes; there is a 
familiarity with normal child development and with individual variability (this can arise from 
childhood experience in child care, or from contact with others wM have had experience in 
childrearing and can pass folk wisdom concerning child rearing on to the new parents); children 
are given the opportunity through important tasks, particularly through participation in child 
care, to develop the nurturancc, responsibility, and self-esteem that they will require as adults 
and as parents; there are support systems for parents (this can be through the extended family, 
through the state, through informal networks of parents, and so on); and children are desired and 
valued by their parents and by socie:ty at large. 

. 'rhe task r~.malii<::".fQl' us to apply this cross-cultural information in light of our own··' 
cultural <!ontext. 
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Towards a New·Perspective 
Patricia T. Smith, Director 
Project Thrive 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

" 

For no other group in American life is tr:~ matter of family life more important 
than to the Negro. Our very survival is bound up in it ... No one in. all history had to 
fight against so many physical and psychological horrors to have family life. Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

In 1975, the National Urban League received a federal grant to establish a child 
abuse/ne~lect resour~e project: Project THRIVE. As local project director, I have spent a good 
deal of tIme respondmg'to comments like these: "Why a Black project? Is it because Blacks are 
more violent and tend to abuse? I don't know why you're making a difference; we treat all 
children the same. Ther:e!s just something wrong with an all-Black focus. It's reverse 
discrimina tion. Ii 

I answer these questions in much the same m/Umer that I will address you as readers. If 
we arl~ to dev:lop the child abuse/neglect discipline, \'e must take a pluralistic approach to the 
problem and Its management. Every aspect from policy making to service delivery must be 
explored. We must continually work to dispel the myths and stereotypes about Black families 
that pervade our child welfare system. In their book. Children of the Storm, Andrew Billingsley 
and Jeanne Giovannoni (1972, p. 12) state: 

Of the twin evils of OUi." time, racism and poverty, racism ranks first and poverty 
second as causes of the difficulties Black children face. Neither of these maladies 
is caused within the Black community. Both are generated, operated, and 
perpetuated by the white community and the institutions it dominates. We must 
examine and speak to societal abuse. 

Let ,us examine the dynamics of the abuse/neglect issue as it affects Black families. How 
do we defme abuse and neglect? In 1974, Congress passed Public Law 93-247 which defined 
abuse and negleat. Neglect, as constituted, refers to acts of omission, such as failure to provide 
adequate food, shelter, and medical and emotional care. Until we have a national commitment 
to a full employment economy and guaranteed minimum income for those unable to work the 
poor will continue to "provide inadequately." The failure of society to address itself t~ the 
p:obl~ms ,of poor children is a special failure in relation to Black children because 
dIsproportIOnate numbers of them are born into poverty. 

, ,In defining child abuse, the law specifies acts that are physically or mentally injurious to 
the ~hlld. General characte:ist~cs f?r identifying the abused child have been developed •. They 
requIre, a~ best, so~e subJectIve Judgment on the part of the observer. This may prove 
problema.hc when raCIal elements are a factor. A White person unaccustomed to dealing with 
Black chIldren may observe welts or redness on a fair-skinned child and determine that he/she 
has b7en a~lIsed. What the wo:ker failed to consider was the sensitivity of the child's skin, 
equatmg skm tones of Bla.cks w~th that of Whites and determining the severity of the bruise by 
that frame of reference WIth whwh he/shf;: was familiar. There is a distinct possibility such welts 
could be the results of a mild switching or scratches which manifest themselves in redness and 
immediate swelling but fade in a matter of hours. 
, ,La~guage can pose still another barrier to accurate assessment of situations. People 
InVestIgatmg abuse and neglect must often rely on statements from witnesses and neighhors who 
can confirm that abusive behavior took place. ' 

, A Black n7ighbo~ r:eports to a White police officer that the family in question "bee.t" the 
chIldren all th: tIme. It ,IS necessary to understand that in many Black communities "beating" is 
synonomous WIth "spankmg" and does not connote the severity assumed in the larger white 
context. At the other end of the spectrum, attitudinal racism ofteri prevents Blac\<: children from 

*Orjginally published in Midwest Parent-Child Review, Winter, 1976/77, ~ (2), 1-4. 
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receiving the protection they need (Billingsley and Giovannoni, p. 8). Attitudinal racism exists 
when one racial group thinks or believes another is inferior. 

In the last few years we have witnessed a move by most states toward more 
comprehensive reporting laws. The benefits of strong reporting laws are twofold: they help us 
keep track of those children who have been abused and neglected and provide a better data base 
for ascertaining the scope of the problem. What was well intentioned in design has proved 
hazardous in practice. 'The statistics gained through mandatory reporting are skewed. 
Overwhelmingly it is the poor who are being reported. Individuals working in public agencies 
have greater access to these families and report far more frequently on them than those in 
private or upper-income settings. 

At present Blacks are overrepresented in child abuse/neglect statistics. While the racial 
breakdown is unavailable for most. states, the American Humane Association estimates that in 
1968 the nationwide reporting rate was 6.7 cases per 100,000 for White children compared to 21.0 
cases per 100,000 for nonwhites. 

We can speculate as to why this overrepresentation exists: 

1. There are biases in who generally reports child abuse and who gets reported. There 
is a differential reporting by both states and individuals. Some states, for example, 
combine reporting for abuse and neglect and make no distinction between the two. 
Other states carry statistics that contain only confirmed cases of abuse, and some 
carry both confirmed and suspected cases. Many states and muniCipalities exclude 
coroner's reports of suspected child abuse and maltreatment, often the cause of 
death. 

2. There are state variations in terms of definition of child abuse. The definitions 
range fr:om, "when a parent habitually uses profane language in front of a child," to 
"a condItion in which a child is suffering from serious physical injury inflicted upon 
him by other than accidental means." 

3. Individuals of like social classes and race tend not. to report each other. There is 
underreporting by private physicians and underreporting in suburban communities; 
middle class and upper income families rarely get reported. It is simply made 
easier for them to maintain anonymity (Dowdell, 1976). 

. How do we treat the abused/neglected child and family? Unfortunately, we are just now 
moving away from the posture that removing the child alleviates the problem. Services to 
enhance the welfare of children living with their own families have been only minimally 
developed and do not constitute the majority of the child welfare efforts. We have operated 
from the posture that if the family is inadequate there is little value in maintaining it. 

A major misconception in child welfare has been that Black children have no 
parents, or at best only one. A second assumption has b~(:)n that. the major problem 
within the Black community is parental inadequacy 'whatever the number of 
parents. It is for this reason that child welfare servicerior Black children consist 
in large part of "rescuing" them from these inadequate parents and herding them 
into large impersonal institutions or shelters until they can be placed in more 
adequate homes. These homes are, according to child welfare ideology, hard to 
find within the Black community because of the "pervasive internal pathology" 
(Billingsley and Giovannoni, p. 17). 

We must begin to recognize the Black family as viable and examine and incorporate its 
inherent stren~:ths in our treatment modalities. Robert Hill, director of National Urban League's 
Researc~ D~partment, has identified five of these strengths: strong achievement orientation, 
strong kmshIp bonds, adaptability of family roles, strong work orientation and strong religious 
orientation. We must begin to examine the societal nOl'ms by which such terms as "appropriate, 
adequate, and proper" derive meaning and recognize that such norms were never intended to 
accommodate racial and cultural differences. 

Another approach to the child abuse neglect pl'oblem has been the evolution of parenting 
programs. I endorse such efforts and agree that despite all our educational expertise, this area 
has been neglected. I would caution against, however, the assumption that the new parenting 
materials are universal in their appeal. Clara J. McLaughlin, coauthor of The Black Parents' 
Handbook (1976), says, IIShortly after I became a mother, I realized that I was not able to use the 
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develol)mental scales outlined in a;hy of the books on infant care, without )"eading far in advance 
of my' baby's age. I discovereQI that other black mothers had the same experience." In 
researching for' her book she discovered that the average Black infant develops mentally and 
physically at a faster rate than that indicated by the standard infant development scales. 
Investigation also showed that environmental, genetic, and medical problems common among 
Blacks were not addressed in books on infant care and sometimes not in medical journals! Black 
parents n~ed help deali~g with the po~itic81 and economic influences that affect child rearing. 
Black chlkiren must be taught at an early age to cope with racism. Dr. Spock is not much help 
here. White educators need to be aware of those resources written by and for use with Black 
families. f.llflck researche:~ls, practitionerS', and educators must continue to document and publish 
relevant ma'terials. 

There eire tl~~reral other programs deSIgned to aid in our efforts to combat the, child 
abuse/neglect problem, many of which pose some particular pt'oblems for Blacks. r can thInk of 
two> immediate situai:ions. A local Parents An.onymous sponsor came to me concerned that they 
could not involve Blal(!k parents in their group. When I spoke with these parents regarding their 
feeliHgs about PAl OIte replied, "What Black person that you know is going to sit with a bunch of 
White folks and tell all their business?1I Our community also started ~ program for volunteers to 
be('ome lay thel'~pists .01' p~rent aides to work with parents inv(llved in abusive/neglectful 
situation.,. Theyr,!esigned an elaborate seven-:;week training program nleeting one day a week. In 
a country where Blc.~k family income isa little more than half of White family income, 
tlvolunteerisrn" is pra-<!tically nonexistent! :.tn most families adults wp;rked and could not attend 
day-time trainitlg prog'ramsj those that were at home but intereste' . .:1 in the programs had child 
care responsibilities and could not afford babysitters and/or transportation. 

The problems cited here are not new nor are they unique to the child abuse discipline. The 
probable solutions have been pOdite1 before. In 1968 the Urban League in its Statement on the 
Black Family said, 

"<'he misconceptions about Black families require changes in the basic institutions. 
These institutions need to ser.ve and reflect the pluralistic needs of all the people
black and white. These larger institutions must begin to be specific about the 
needs of Blacks, be deliberate about ethnicity and become truly interracial in 
conception, structure, staff, boards, and services. 

At the same time, parallel institutions must be created at the community level, owned and 
controlled by Black people. These parallel institutions are needed because Black people for the 
most part live in Black communities. Although the community may opt for quality, integrated 
institutions and/or parallel institutions, the guiding principle is the right of the community to 
have a substantial stake in the decision making process of the institutions which exercise control 
over their lives. The business of opening services to Blacks and helping to establish parallel 
institutions is not' an either/or proposition. Institutions must engage in both efforts. 

In 1977, the concerns are still the same. Where will we be in 1980? The challenge is 
yours. 
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Community Development: Possibilities for Effective Indian 
Reservation Child Abuse and Neglect Efforts ., 
Bonnie Palmer, Project Director 
Sally Pablo, Reservation Liaison 
Arizona Community Development for Abuse and Neglect 
Phoenix, Arizona . 

INTRODUCTION 
In the State of ,Arizona there are 14 fudian tribes living on 20 reservations representing over 
19,000 square mIles and 115,000 people. Two of these reservations are located in two states-
A~izona and California, and one is located in three s~ates-Arizona, utah, and New Mexico. The 
trIbal members of two tribes reside in two countries, the United States and Mexico. There are 
si~ilarities and variations in the ~ultures and lifestyles of these 14 tribes. Tribes living in 
Arlzo,na ar~: Apache, C~emehuevI, Cocopah, Havasupai, Hopi, Hualapai, Maricopa, Mohave, 
NavaJO, PaIllte, Papago, PIma, Yavapai, and Yuma (Quechan). 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
In~ian tribes have a special relationship to the federal government on the basis of treaties made 
WIth them as sovereign nations. The recognition of tribal sovereignty entitles each tribe to 
op~rate within its own tribal courts with its own set of codes. Tribal law and order codes were 
wrItten shortly after the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, which allowed Indian tribes the right 
to self-government. These laws and courts are as varied as the tribes themselves. Where the 
states h~ve mandatory laws for reporting child abuse and neglect, the tribes differ in their codes. 
Some trIbes have laws for the reporting of child abuse and neglect. Others have no provisions for 
these, and still others have no codes at all. Tribal courts were not set up to allow the child or 
pa:ents to be rep:esented b~ couns~l or otherwise be advised of their rights. Today, efforts are 
be10g made by tr~b?s t? reVIse theIr codes., Through the Office of Economic Opportunity and 
passage ~f the CIVIl RIghts Act, legal serVIces are made available to Indian people on and off 
reservatIons. Efforts are made to train indigenous people to serve as lay advocates in tribal 
courts. 

The special relationship of the federal government with hdian tribes allows tribes the 
opportun,ity for direc~ federal funding. for the ~stablishment and continuation of programs on the 
rese:vahons., The trIbes, through theIr CounCIls, have the option to employ or not to employ the 
~ervIC~s avaII8.~le through t~e state of Arizona. Tribes are not always receptive to state 
1O,truslOn and WIll effect speCIal agreements to protect tribal sovereignty. One tribe which uses 
TItle XX, funds, for a nu~rition progra:n did so only after a special agreement was reached 
b~tween Its Tr,Ibal CounCIl and the ArIzona Department of Economic Security to protect the 
rIghts ?f tDA trIbe to use tribal norms in establishing eligibility and to use foods that are a part of 
th<: dally diet of that tribe. Another tribe established a special agreement directly with the 
Umted S~at<:s D,epartment of Agriculture to continue the surplus commodity food program on the 
reservatIon 10 lIeu of the Food Stamp Program because of inaccessibility to service offices and 
food stores. 

Some of the federal and state programs used on Indian reservations are the food stamp 
progra~,. AFD<?, employme,nt and trai~ing, ~nd nutrition for the elderly through Title XX. 
Pr~tectIve S?r~ICeS are ava~lable to IndIan trIbes and are utilized by some of the smaller tribes 
WhICh have lImIted reservatIon programs. Most tribes choose not to use state protective services 
and employ their own people to work with child abuse and neglect problems. 
, !n the age of t,echnology and high mobility the Indian family has been affected by the 

dIsruptIOn of the famIly system. Young people are moving into the cities for education and 
<:mplo~ment! weakening the, opportunities for children to learn their tribal ways. Families are 
lIvmg m a dI~ferent e~onomIC system than their parents mny have lived in the past. Families are 
expos~d t~ dIfferent lIfe styles and are in~orporating the'3e into their own lives. In spite of the 
changmg lIfe styles, the extended family system is still v::;;ry much alive in the Indian community. 
It may not be as strong as it was in the past, but it does exist. Children live comfortably with 
grandparents, aunts, uncles, and other relatives. To the Indian family this is a sharing of children 
a~d a m,(~an,s of strengthening family relationships. By living with relatives, the child learns who 
hIS famIly IS and learns the values of sharing his life and material wealth with others. Under a 
functioning extended family system child neglect is rare, because care of children is the 
responsibility of the entire family unit. 
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Indian life, for the most part, goes on at a slow ~:ace. Children are fully accepted and are 
allowed to grow through the normal developmental stages. They are not forced to perform skills 
that they are not yet physically ready to perform. Young children are not forced to learn to 
drink from a cup or ~o use a spoon to feed themselves, nor are they forced into toilet training 
before they are physICally ready. The non-competitiveness in Indian society allows children to 
grow a t their own pace. 

CURRENT TRIBAL/STATE RELATIONS 
The attitudes o~ workers on Indian reservations play a major role in how the Indian people 
respond to serVIces provided, whether they be health, education, or social services. Some 
~orkers on Indian. reservations show their disdain for the life style of the Indian. Through 
19~,orance they alIenate the consumers of their services. Many workers, ignorant of Indian 
cUltural values and norms, make decisions that are detrimental to the Indian family. Too often 
they see neglect where none exists. The person who is working in the Indian community must be 
~war~ of and sensitive to the cultural diversity among the many tribes of Indians with whom he is 
workIng. 

To the uninformed worker an Indian child may be labled as shy, withdrawn, uncooperative, 
or. a slow leB:r~er when t~e ~hild may be .doing what he has been taught as part of his early 
chIldhood traInIng. A ChIld IS taught to lIsten and to learn by observation. He is taught to 
respect other people. He must not interfere in a conversation. Direct eye contact is 
discouraged, for this is a Sign of disrespect. 

Other aspects of child rearing unfamiliar to the worker may be interpreted as neglect. 
The use. of herb.s and teas and the employment of the medicine man to cure illnesses may be seen 
as ~eglIgence In health care. Although many Indian people are using the health facilities 
avaIlable to them, there are families who still adhere to tribal health practices. 

Child abuse and neglect on Indian reservations is dealt with by various agencies such as 
the Bureau ?f Indian A~fairs, I~dian Health Service, Tribal Courts, and tribal service-delivery 
progra~s! .wIth the ~OCIal SerVIces Branch· of the Bureau of Indian Affairs assuming the major 
responsIbIlIty for ChIld welfare on reservations. Like the Indian tribes, each agency has its own 
set o.f ru~es and. regUlations. In one t~ibe, the tribal law and order code has a reporting law that 
provld7s Imm~l1lty to the person makIng the report. However, Indian Health Service has its own 
operatmg procedure and may not feel obligated to follow tribal reporting law. Difficulties arise 
when a child abuse case is not reported bp , 'l"te hospital. 

With regard to state jurisdictio, _,< reservations, conflicts could be avoided if workers 
recognized tribal sovereignty over tribal members, cultUral variations and lifestyles and worked 
with the various agencies within the jurisdiction of the tribal courts. ' 

ACDAN PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Ariz0!1a lives in cultura! and ?emographic diversity. Needs must be revealed by the lo.cal eye. 
SolutIOns have to be deSIgned In a local fashion. Human growth in perspective must be accepted 
as developmental, evolutionary, slow. 

Arizona's project is based on the philosophy that the state's most valuable resource is its 
people. Given the opportunity and encouragement, we believe people can reestablish their sense 
of cO,~munity and ~ersonal ?oncept of belonging (wherever they are located) through "local
focus efforts and WIll commIt themselves to a "good of all" approach to child abuse and neglect. 
Thus the name: Arizona Community Development for Abuse and Neglect. 

. The pro':ect itself functions in close alliance with Arizona's Department of Economic 
Se~urIt:y, the grantee. ~lac7d wit~in the Social Service Bureau of the Department, the project 
maIn tams dose commumcatIOns WIth statewide service personnel, while reserving independence 
of operation through administrative structure. 

. Staff co~sist of a project director, project psychologist, reservation liaison, seven district 
coordmators (fIVe full-time, two 3/4 time), and two clerical workers. All staff are fiscal agent 
empJ10yees except for the psychologist and one coordinator, who are state employees responsible 
to the project director. 

There are six planning districts in the state of Arizona. Coordinators are housed in DES 
dis~ri.c~ installations wit.h t~e availability of ATS lines and some clerical support to facilitate 
actIVItIes. The state offIce IS housed in the DES state office building, Social SlJrvices Bureau. 

. The project,. funded in January, 1975, operates on a $250,000 annual base budget. All 
coordI~ators functIOn under the advice of county as well as district committees. District 
commIttee representatives comprise a project committee to aid the project director. 
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Objectives for all program years have included public and professional awareness, resource 
identification and needs assessment, and training and technical assistance as well ~s advocacy. 
All coordinators have been trained intensively as trainers in child abuse and neglect 8S well as 
community assessment and organizational techniques •. While .coordinator approach varie~ by 
district necessity, public/professional awareness occupIes a fall' percentage of all staff tIme. 
More than 800 speaking engagements are recorded per year .t~roughout t~~ state as well as close 
to 600 training sessions representing 8400 person days of trammg. In addItIon, staff rec~rds show 
over 800 technical assistance events per year (estimated to be i of actual) and 150 mstances 
sta tewide of expanded resources. . . . . 

While ACDAN takes no direct credit for commumtIes' efforts to alleVIate CA/N problems 
statewide, having staff available and accessible to facilitate work on CAIN related issues ~as 
unquestionably proven to be the cementing link between problems and attempts at commumty 
solutions. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY . 
Arizona'S resource project accepted the challenge in 19?5 to demonsti'at~. commum~y 
development as an effective method for establishing statewlde resource. capa~IlI~y for chlld 
abuse and neglect identification, prevention, and treatment. Operatmg wIthm a global 
framework of four basic objectives (public/professional awareness, need/resource assessment, 
resource capacity expansion, and coordination of services) ACDAN has. done exactly that. Mu~h 
has been learned over the past 18 months, but mostly that commumty development works In 
facilitating locall~ designed and sponsored community probl7rn-solving efforts.. . 

Before examining the specifics of ACDAN/ReservatIOn C(i./N efforts, It seems ~mportant 
to remind the reader of some of the "givens" of commumty development. WIthout an 
understanding of the philosophy and corresponding approach techniques of community develop-
ment, the project cannot really be assessed at all. . 

Defined as it is practiced in the Arizona Project, commumty developme,~t represents: 

'a process of social action in which people organize for planning and ~ctionj d~fine 
common and individual needs and problemsj ... execute those plans with maxlm~m rellapce 
upon community resourceSj and supplement those reSOtlfCeS wh~n nece~sary WIth servI~e~ 
and materials from governmental and non-governmental agenCIes outSIde the commumty 
(International Cooperation Administration, 1956). 

Operating "givens" of community development include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

There exists, in a community development effort, a basic belief and trust in people 
and their capabilities for self-direction.. .. 
There exists, on the part of those encouragi~g. the effort, a baslc commItment. of 
"beginning where the people are" and a wIlim.gnr.s;) to commenc~ efforts w~th 
whatever "sparks" are available--in spite of ntlmbers or group mIX customarlly 
valued. 
There exists to the extent humanly controllable, no preconceived plan for the 
imposition of projects, expertise, and/or Ptog!'ess on effort-participant function in 
advance of needs evolving out of the group mt its own pace. 
There exists the recognition of a need f~~)r a facilita.tor .01' ~ncourager o.f local 
initiative, hired or voluntary, free of professional and. l~~tltutlOnal constramts, to 
function in accord with and to support group-paced actIVItIes. . . 
Process facilitators must be generalists, in spite of profes~ional trammg, must be 
perceived as open, caring individuals, and must be conSIdered acceptable a!!Q. 
believable by the community served. . . 
Facilitators must accept and encourage low publlcity and group-dependenc~ 
profiles of themselves in order to bu.ild strength within t~e group a~d the process. 
There exists in community development a de-emphaSIS on tangIble products of 
effort while accountability of process is required as a measure of group 
development. . 
In multi-group efforts, there is an underlying acceptance of and protectIOn for non
uniformity in group approach or levels of concern. 
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9. 

10. 

There is a recognition of several process needs: (a) to work with a cor~ grouQ-a 
nucleus-expecting to train and retrain committee members as they flow m and out 
of the process; (b) to accept the formation of many spin-off, satellite interest 
~ as part of t~e whole; ~nd (c) to recognize d~ve~opmental change as slow, 
with the process takmg approxImately three years to mstitute fully. 
And last there. is a consistent focus throughout the effort on people development 
relat,ed t~ the issule, as opposed to program development for specific achievement. 

ACDAN RESJ<;RVATION EFFORTS 
From the beginning of the project,services have been made available to the resel'v~tions upon 
request, but because of a Head Start training mandate re.quiring gran~ee c?veralfe prIor t~ J~ne 
30, 1976, ACDAN staff stepped up its outreach to IndIan reservatIOns m ArIzona begmmng 
March, 1976. Before June, 1976, ACDAN had facilitated orientation sessions on child abuse and 
neglect for approximately 500 reservation residents: parents, socia.l service s~aff, .health a.nd 
education officials, as well as tribal representatIves. All seSSIOns (totalmg eIght major 
reservation entities to that date) were held on-site and were custom designed for the awareness 
level and resource capacity of the given community. 

In addition, because of ACDAN's community development "model of approach," each 
session required two to three pre-planning sessions with the reservation residents involved to: 

1. Establish initial trust and develop "team rapport"; 
2. Assess basic; level of awareness and concern with CAIN in the respective 

community as well as previous exposure to CAIN training; 
3. Assess basic community resources operating on the reservation; 
4. Encourage consideration for "global" participation as opposed to "restricted" 

involvement i\1 the planning and eYe cut ion of the workshop; 
5. Acquaint the team with written and audiovisual materials available for their 

selection for distribution with suggestions for corrections, additions, deletions; 
6. Encourage selection of local panel and moderator; 
7. Assist in the formalization and in some cases informalization of the workshop 

agenda.. 
To do this required time and the luxury of being accessible to the re~erv?'tion communities when 
the spark required kindling. All ACDAN staff members have teamed up and exchanged districts 
of primary responsibility because of our commitment to being available when there is a need 
(what facilitation is all about), but aLso because of the incredible time and mileage demands 
experienced in servicing Reservation communities. 

. Beginning in September, 1976, ACDAN was able to add a reservation liaison to its staff to 
assume prime responsibility for the expansion of reservation-ACDAN CAIN efforts. With the 
added staff and outreach capability, program efforts have extended to a total of 17 reservations 
and approximately twelve hundred reservation residents. 

With regard to the feasibility of interface between reservation communities and state 
agency services we have learned that: 
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1. Working with reservations is not only possible, but welcomed, given the proper 
perspective, approach, and the capacity to be accessible. 

2. The "non-verbal Indian" has simply not been our experience. When allowed their 
own setting, their own concerns, their own verbal expressions, their own timing for 
involvement, and their own responsibility for contrIbution, and where ACDAN has 
remain(~d low key in direction and has participated as a background supportive team 
membeJ~, reservation residents have proved time and time again to be every bit as 
articulblte and expressIve as off-reservation residents. 

3. Money available from the project has not proven to be a concern to the reservation 
communities with whom we have worked. Reservation communities have appeared 
appreciative of the time spent and the willingness to appear on-site that ACDAN 
staff members have demori<'i:rated as well as for audiovisual materials and training 
resources available through the resource project. 

4. Non-Indian steJf members have been able to relate successfuly to Reservation 
residents when their :approach reflected the following: 
a) Low key/nQJ1"":,lirective behavior; 
b) Minimal demand for attention; 

!j 
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5. 

.. 

c) Willin~ness to be part of the team with its conditions, setting and time; 
d) pommitment to community development approach model; , 
e) C&~acity to be accessible and accountable. 
Being a~f~liated with t~e state has not hindered our rapport with reservation 
commun~tIes as some mIght have predicted. Again, ACDAN feels it is because of 
perspectIve, approach, and accessibility factors. 

CONCLUDING SUMMARY 
Pe~haps . the most ~ignific.ant thing to be. said for community development as it relates to 
reservatIOn efforts IS that It s:ems to be phIlosophically consistent with many Native American 
values. For example, Commumty development: Native 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Stresses coop~ration i~ 'par~icipation as opposed to competition between people. 
Stre~ses maXImum utIlizatIon of local resources, which strengthens the extended 
famIly system as .well.as tribal culture and lifestyle. 
~tress~~ a non-dIrectIve approach to decision making, which eliminates program 
ImpOSItion and promotes self-determination of tribes. 
Enc~u:ages citizen .participation for decision making, thus reinforcing the old 
tradItion of commumty collaboration for community problem solving. 
~.r~m.otes respe~~ .for all, which reinforces the values of human equality and 
mdividual capabIlItIes. 

The staff of the Arizona CAIN Resource Project (ACDAN) has found community 
de,,:elo~me.nt to be an effective method for promoting reservation utilization of state resources 
WhIl~ It I~ not suggested as the only approach, it is felt to be viable enough to merit 
consIder~~IOn by state agencies considering similar outreach efforts to Indian re~ervation 
com mum tIes. . .. ~ 
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.. ~ IlZ2hiP Between Child Abuse and Neglect and Substance 
"Abuse in a 'Predominantly l'tiexican-American Population 

Dario Chapa, Project Director 
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F!'ances V. Rendon, Researcher 
Raul Valdez, Research Associate 
Michael Yost, PhD, Consultant 
Tom Cripps, PhD, Consultant 

The basic objective of this research was to gather data on families known to have a parent who 
was an alcohol abuser,drug abuser, child abuser, or child neglector. Data on both Anglo and 
Mexican-American families was gathered. The major hypothesis was that a positive relationship 
existed between the abuse of alcohol or other drugs and the abuse Or neglect of children. Other 
hypotheses under investigation were that Mexican-American families were different from Anglo 
families; that abusing families (child abuse/neglect, drug abuse, alcohol abuse) were different 
from control families; and that families where child abuse/neglect occurs were different from 
families with a parent who abuses a substance (alcohol or other drugs). 

PROCEDURE 
An interview was used for data collection. It was designed and developed by psychologists, social 
workers, and other experts in the fields of child abuse/neglect, alcohol abuse, and drug abuse, 
including parents who had abused their children in the past, and underwent the cycle of pilot 
testing, revision, and further testing until everyone involved was satisfied with its content and 
form. The final version of the interview contained over 300 questions divided into 10 major 
sections: demographic data, stress factors, children's medical history, responsibility of child 
care, reality perceptions, the respondent's home environment as a child, family relations and role 
expectations, alcohol abuse, marijuana abuse, and other drug abuse. 

The San Antonio Child Abuse/Neglect Research Project (SACA/N) staff utilized several 
local agencies that deal with child abu.sers/neglectors and sUbstance abusers to obtain subjects. 
All respondents used in the sample were parents or guardians of children under eighteen years of 
age, living in the home. The cooperating agencies delivered an explanatory letter to prospective 
clients. Clients were told that they would receive $10.00 for their participation, and those 
wishing to do so signed a release of information form. SACA/N then contacted the interested 
person to set up an interview date. 

The Control group was drawn from the San Antonio Street Directory and a sample of 
addresses in Bexar County (excluding San Antonio). For research purposes, it was assumed that 
people selected for the control group were not child abusers or neglectors, alcohol abusers, or 
drug abusers. The people selected for the control group were contacted in person or by 
telephone, and if they wished tb participate in the study, an interview date was arranged. 

SACA/N used the signed release of information form to compile a mast~r list of names, 
addresses, and classifications of respondents. Each name on the list was assigned a unique 
identification number, and only that number appeared on the interview instrument. The master 
list was maintained in a safe location to insure confidentiality. 

The interviewers represented the three prominent ethnic groups in Bexar County (Anglo, 
Mexican-American, and Black). The Mexican-American interviewers were fluent in both Spanish 
and English. Interviewers interviewed people of their own ethnicity to avoid biased responses due 
to interviewer prejudices, and subjects were assigned randomly to interviewers within their 
ethnic group. To avoid further interviewer bias, interviewers were not told the particular 
classification (i.e., child abuse/neglect, SUbstance abuse, control) of the respondents. 

Interviews were held in various locales, including the subjects' homes, out-patient 
agencies, and residential agencies. After the interview, the respondent was paid $10.00. The 
interview usually took between one and two hours to administer. 

The SACA/N field coordinator reviewed the questionnaires for major errors, and handed 
them to the SACA/N coding staff for keypunching. The extracted information was keypunched 
and placed on magnetic tape for analysis. Names and addresses of respondents were irrelevant to 
the analysis proCess and were not stored. 

Table 1 contains information on the demography of the sample. This study was designed 
with two ethnic groups involved, Mexican-Americans and Anglos. Complete data was obtained on 
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43 Blaok subjects, but this small number did not permit any kind of reasonable analysis. Within 
ea~h of the two ethnic groups, there were four groups: the control parent group (Control), the 
ChIld abuse/neglect parent group (Child Abuse), the alcohol abuser parent group (AlcohoI), and 
the drug abuser parent group (Drug). The number of subjects in each of the groups is contained in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

Mexican-Am erican Anglo-American 

Child Alcohol Drug Child Alcohol Drug 
Control Abuse Abuse Abuse Control Abuse Abuse Abuse 

Item Parents Parents Parents Parents Parents Parents Parents Parents 

Number of 
Males 23 8 65 35 10 2 6 5 
Number of 
Females 36 47 19 27 23 19 1 15 
Total Number 
of Subjects 59 55 84 62 33 21 7 20 
Age Mean 35.1 31.5 30.6 32.5 29.8 31.2 37.6 23.8 
Educa-
tional 
Level Mean 9.7 7.1 9.5 8.9 12.2 9.7 12.7 .11.0 
Monthly 
Income Mean $ 528 235 333 431/ 641 279 479 275 
Subjects 
Currently 
Employed % 46 11 21 40 61 19 43 15 
Number 
Living on 
Income Mean 4.1 5.1 3.3 4.5 3.5 4.0 2.7 3.1 
Subjects 
Married % 68 36 64 74 70 19 57 75 
Subjects " 
Owning Own 
Home % 34 11 15 15 27 10 43 10 
Number of 
Rooms in 
Home Mean 5.3 4.3 4.7 4.2 5.5 4.4 5.3 4.8 
Interior 
of Home 
in Good 
Repair % 58 18 80 26 82 48 43 10 
Number of 
Children in 
Home Mean 2.3 3.7 1.9 2.8 1.8 2.6 1.9 1.4 
Age of 
Mother at 
Birth of 
1st 
Child Mean 23.7 20.5 21.2 20.3 21.6 19.7 21.3 19.1 -.. 
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As Table 1 shows thel'e was very little diffe:rence in the Q1ean ages of the subjects in these 
groups, The one notable difference was that the Anglo Drug group was younger than any of the 
other groups. The mean education level for the Anglo and Mexican-American subjects was 
consistent with that which was obtained in the 19?0 census. The Anglos had a higher educational 
level than the Mexican-Americans. The mean educational level of the Mexican-Americlih Child 
Abuse group was lower than the other three· M(lxican-American groups. Similarly, tt;e Anglo. 
Child Abuse group had a lower mean filducational1Level than the other Anglo groups. 

The mean monthly income of the Mexican.-American and Anglo subjects ks also consistent 
with the income information obtained from thfl 1970 c\~nsus. The Anglos had higher average 
incomes than the Mexican-American sUbjects. The Child Abuse subjects in both the Anglo and 
Mexican-American groups had a much lower average monthly income than the subjects in the 
other groups. Note also that the Chi.ld Abuse groups had a much larger number of people living 
on that income and a much lower proportion of people currently employed. In addition, the Child 
Abuse groups had the lowest proportions of married people (legal or common law). 

Within the Mexican-American subjects" all three Abuser groups showed a small proportion 
of subjects owning their homes. Among the Anglo groups only the Child Abuse subjects and the 
Drug subjects showed an inability to buy their own homes. The si:z;e of the subject's home 
followed this samEl pattern. The Mexican-American Control group had more rooms in their 
homes than any of the Mexican-American Abuser groups, while the Anglo Control group and 
Alcohol group had larger homes than the Anglo Child Abuse group or Drug group. In terms of the 
proportion of subjects whose home's interior was in good condition, the Mexican-American Child 
Abuse and Drug groups and all three Anglo Abuser groups were low. 

The Child Abusers tended to have larger families; that is, the number of children in the 
homes of the Child Abuse groups was gre:ater than the number of children in the homes of the 
other three experimental groups. This finding was consistent across all four groups for both 
ethnic groups. An initial suspicion was that women in the Child Abuse groups might have become. 
mothers at a very young age. This does not seem to be true; no real pattern emerged to indicate 
that mothers in the Child Abuse groups Vle~e younger at the birth of their first child than 
mothei's in the other,groups. . 

RESULTS 
In the spring of 1976 the following analysis was performed with 80 "pilotrt cases (20 Control, 20 
Drug, 20 Alcohol, and 20 Child Abuse). Questions within each of the ten parts of the 
questionnaire were selected for further analysis. Questions were eliminated if there were more 
than 10 percent missing responses or if more than 70 percent of the subjects l'e~90nded with the 
same answer in the case of dichotomous response questions •. 

The remaining questions in each section (excluding the demographic section) were 
subjected to a principal components factor analysis. The factor analytic approach was used with 
a varimax rotation employing Kaiser's rule, and a criteria cut-off for the factor loadings of 0.35. 
The varimax rotated factor structure was interpreted and named. The names and brief 
descriptions of the resulting 22 variables are contained in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 

Factor Analysis Variables Used in Discriminant Analysis 

Additions to family 

Health 

Employment 

Income 

Peer separation 

Personal impact and influ~nce 

Personal contentment 

Change in self-perception 

STRESS1 

STRESS2 

STRESS3 

STRESS4 

STRESS5 

Fl.EALITY1 

REALITY2 

REALITY3 

PARENTS ".' Happiness and freedom from responsibility during ),'esfjondent's childhood 

CHILDRENl - 'l'jme spent with children at home 

CHILDREN2 - Time spent away from home without children 

FAMILY1 Respondent's expectation of child's self-reliance 

FAMILY2 Reaction to time with children 

FAMILY3 Children and family stress 

FAMILY4 Expectations of mate 

FAMILY5 Respondent/Mate communication 

FAMILY6 C~mpatability with mate 

. ALCOHOL1 - Use and effect of alcohol 

ALCOHOL2 - Anxiety and depression relating to alcohol ut-e . ,. 

HEROIN1 Knowledge of heroin use 

HEROIN2 Effect of heroin on self and family 

MARIJUANA - Marijuana use and knowiedge 

The factor coefficients which resulted from the fa~t(lr analysis on the 80 subject s,ample 
group were applied to the data of the .341 subj:ct~ ~ow bemg e~amme~. ,Thus, 2~ new.varlables, 
which consist of the linear compOSItes of mdIvIdual questIons WIthIn the IntervIew, were 
produced for each subject. , , . . 

The 22 factor analyzed variables were compared WIthIn and between th~ ethmc groups and 
experimental groups using a discriminant analysis. Table:3 repr~sents a ~u.mmary, of. those 
comparisons" and the Chi-Square tests associated .with each B:nalysI~. In .addItIon, umvarlate F 
tests were performed on each factor within the varIOUS comparIsons lIsted In Table 3. 
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TABLE 3 

OV.BRALL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSES SUMMARY TABLE 

Group 

CHILD ABUSE vs. SUB ABUSE 

CONTROL vs. ABUSE 

CONTROL vs. CHILD ABUSE 

CHILD ABUSE vs. SUB ABUSE 

CONTROL vs. ABUSE 

CONTROL vs. CHILD ABUSE 

MEXICAN-AMERICAN ABUSE vs. 
ANGLO ABUSE 

MEXICAN-AMERICANS 

X2 

88.102 

105.588 

71.502 

ANGLO-AMERICANS 

40.667 

63.882 

43.201 

43.960 

*Significant at .05 probability level or less. 

df" 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

Overall, the major working hypotheses of the project were confirmed. Highly significant 
differences were obtained for all the overall comparisons in Table 3 with the greatest difference 
between the Mexican-American Child Abuse (CHILD ABUSE) group and the Mexican-American 
Substance Abuse (SUB ABUSE group is a combination of Alcohol and Drug groups). Ethnicity 
proved to be an important variable. Mexican-American Abusers (ABUSE group is a combination 
of Child Abuse, Drug, and Alcohol groups) and Anglo Abusers differ in their questionnaire 
responses at the .004 significance level. 

From the 22 factor analyzed variables, the discriminant analyses attempted to classify 
subjects into experimental and control groupings. The accuracy of those categorizations range 
from 71.1% to 100%. For one of the classifications of much practical interest, 100% of Anglo 
Child Abusers and 93.9% of their Controls were correctly assigned. Among Mexican-American 
subjects, 81.8% of Child Abusers and 81.4% of their Controls were corredtly classified. Mexican
American Controls were classified correctly in comparisons with all Abusers 81.4% of the time 
whereas the Abusers were identified as such 78.1% of the time. Anglo Controls were correctly 
predicted for 87.9% of the cases when compared with Anglo Abusers, who were classified 
properly 93.7% of the time. 

STRESS 
The five stress factors fourl':'! using the factor &11alyses may be described by the sources of stress 
loading high as follows: STRESS1 was Additions to Family, STRESS2 was Health, STRESS3 was 
Employment, STRESS4 was Income, and STRESS5 was Peer Separation. 

Questions loading highly on STRESS]' dealt with the occurrence of pregnancy or addition 
of a new family member in the past two years. Only for the comparison of Mexican-American 
Child Abusers with Controls (p<.Ol) and with Substance Abusers (p<.OOl) did STRESSI differenti
ate. 

Questions loading high on STRESS2 related to illness or injury of the respondent or mate 
within the past two years. Ethnicity proved to be important on this factor. Anglo Abusers were 
more likely (p<.05) than Mexican-American Abusers to experience poor health. The difference 
was more pronounced (p<.Ol) when Anglo Abusers were compl~red with their Controls. 

Employment was the theme of STRESS3. Items contributing substantially to the factor 
were "Work or business changed in last two years?" and "Trouble meeting payments?". Mexican
American Child Abuse subjects demonstrated more employment interruption than did Mexican
American Substance Abusers (p<.05). All types of Mexican-American Abusers had more employ
mentproblems than Controls (p<.05). 
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Income-related items provided the basis for the STRESS4 factor. Mexican-American 
Abusers had significantly (p<.Ol) more income problems than their Controls. Much of this 
difference can be attributed to the Mexican-American Child Abusers since that group was highly 
significant (p<.OOl) in exhibiting more income disruption than Controls. STRESS4 was not an 
important differentiating factor for the Anglo groups. I 

Separation from peers was the central theme of the STRESS5 factor. Loading high were 
items asking about relocation and death of a close friend. For Mexican-American subjects, both 
the Abusers and Child Abusers showed highly significant differences when compared With 
Controls (p<.OOl). The same held true for the Anglo subjects. In fact, Anglo Abuse subjects 
experienc~d more peer separation than Mexican-American Abusers (p<.Ol). 

REALITY 
A set of three factors emerged which reflected the subjects' perceptions of reality, past and 
present. REALITYlwas termed Personal Impact and Influence, REALITY2 was Personal 
Contentment, and REALITY3 was named Change in Self-Perception. 

REALITYI included items which explored the locus of responsibility for events occurring 
in the respondent's life. Subjects were offered the choice of "Your own or other efforts" or "Fate 
or lUck" to explain good and bad occurrences in their lives. Although Mexican-American Abusers 
scored significantly higher (p<.OOl) on the factor than Anglo Abusers, no differences emerged in 
the other comparisons. While the factor has a definite ability to detect ethnic variances, it does 
not contribute to the explanation of child or substance abuse. 

. Subjects reporting less personal happiness presently and in the past scored high on 
REALITY2. Results revealed a greater personal dissatisfaction on the part of AbuSE!rS from both 
the major ethnic groups. The strongest difference was noted between Anglo Abusers anq their 
Controls (p<.Ol). Other significant differences arose in comparisons between Anglo Child 
Abusers and Controls (p<.05), Mexican-American Child Abusers and ControL., (p<.05), and Mexi
can-American Child Abusers and Substance Abusers (p<.05). 

REALITY3 was comp:dsed of items dealing with perception of change in. personal 
happiness from childhood to adulthood. No difference emerged in the comparisons between and 
among the groups. 

PARENTS AND CHILDREN 
A single factor, PARENTS, gathered information on the par'ent's perceptions of his/her own 
childhood. PARENTS proved important in differentiating between Mexican-American Abusers 
and Controls. Mexican-American Abusers were very likely (p<.Ol) to report a relatively unhappy 
childhood as compared to Controls. Curiously, this factor did not differentiate between the 
Anglo subject groupings. 

CHILDREN1 was composed of items dealing with the amount of tlme the respondent and 
his/her mate spent at home and with the children. This factor produced interesting ethnic 
differences. Mexican-American Abusers generally felt that the amount of time parents spent at 
home with children was enough as compared to Anglo Abusers (p<.Ol). Yet, Mexican-American 
Child Abusers were significantly less satisfied than Substance Abusers in this respect (p<.05). In 
addition, Anglo Child Abusers were less satisfied with parental time investment at home than 
their Controls (p<.05). No difSerences were found on the CHILDREN2 factor, which investigated 
the time spent away from both home and the children. 

FAMILY 
Questions asked of respondents explored children's roles in the family, mate compatability, and 
expectations of parents concerning themselves and their ehildren. The six factors which resulted 
from these questions were FAMILY1, Respondent's Expectations of Child's Self-Reliance; 
FAMILY2, Reactions to Time with Children; FAMILY3, Children and Family Stress; FAMILY4, 
Expectations of Mate; FAMILY5, Respondent/Mate Communication, arid FAMILY6, Compatabili-
ty with Mate.. . 

FAMILY 1 dealt with the respondent's expectations of his/her children's ability to care for 
themselves, i~13., self-reliance. This factor had a differ,ent response from the major ethnic 
groups. Mexican-American Abuser parerrts had higher expectations of self-reliance from their 
children than Anglo Abuser parents (p<.05,\', Mexican-American Abusers and Child Abusers had 
higher expectations for self-reliance thant.heir Controls (p<.Ol). The findings of no difference 
between Mexican-American Child AI:,I!l~flrS and Substance Abusers suggests that abuse and high 
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expectations for self-reliance are associated for Mexican-Americans. In Anglos, no differences 
emerged on FAMILY1-

Reactions by respondents to time spent with their children formed the basis for FAMILY2 
This factor was crucial for Anglo comparisons only. Anglo Abusers were more dissatisfied with 
b?th the quality and quantity of time spent with their children than were Controls (p<.05). This 
dIfference a~so ~71d for ~he comparison between Anglo Child Abusers and Controls (p<.05). The 
lack of a sIgnIfIcant dIfference between Anglo Child Abuser and Substance Abuser groups 
suggests the important contribution of negative reactions to time spent with children to all types 
of abuse by Anglo parents. 
, FAMILY3 tapped vari~us stresses, on the family resulting from children's actions. Family 

SIze, ~chool problems, and re~Iance on chIldren were areas explored by questions weighing heavily 
on ~hIS ~actGr. In both ethmc groups, Child Abuae subjects were significantly more stressed by 
theIr chIldren than were Substance Abusers (p<.Ol). Additionally Anglo Child AbUsers reported 
more stress created by children than Controls (p<.Ol). 

, Items dealing w,ith expectations of the respondent's mate formed the FAMILli4 factor. 
Subjects of ?oth ethnIC group~ ~e,re well differentiate~ b,etween experimental groupings on 
FAMILY4. Anglo Abusers had sIgnIfIcantly more (p<.Ol) dIffIculties with expectations of their 
m~te than did Mexican-Amer!c~n A?users •. Within their own ethnic group comparisons, Anglo 
C~II? Ab~sers report~d more dIffIcultIes (p<.05) than Substance Abusers, and considerably more 
?IffICultIes than~heIr Contr?ls (p<.OOl). Anglo Abusers reported significantly more difficulties 
m mate expec~a~IOns ,tha? dId Contr,ols (p<.OOl). Mexican-American Child Abuse subjects re
ported more dIffIcultIes In expectatIons than Controls (p<.Ol), and considerably more (p<.OOl) 
than Substance Abusers. 

~AMILY5 was bas~d on items, examining respondent-mate communication. Only the 
comparIson of Angl~ ChIld Abusers WIth Substance Abusers revealed a significant difference (p 
<.05). The Anglo ChIld Abuser reported less effective efforts to communicate with his/her mate 
than did the Substance Abuser. 

Compatability with one's mate was the essence of the FAMILY6 factor. Although Anglo 
Abus~rs reported more arguments and negative affect in the mate relationship tMn did Mexican
Am~rICan Abu~ers (P<',05), FAMIL~6 was a cruci,a~ factor of the Mexican-American groups. 
MeXICan-AmerICan ChIld Abusers vIewed compatabIlIty as much poorer (p<.OOl) than either their 
Controls, or S~bstance Abusers (p<.Ol). The fact that Controls viewed the mate relationship as 
more compatIble was underscored by their difference in this direction when compared with 
Abusers of all types for both ethnic groups (p<.02 for Mexican-Americans and p<.05 for Anglos). 

ALCOHOL 
Although ,t~e design of, the ,sample provided for alcohol abusers being selected for that 
characterIstIc, the questIonnaIre Included two items to gauge the nature of alcohol use by 
respondents. ALCOHOLI represented the accumulation of several questions on the use of 
alcohol by respondents including where they drink and whether in the presence of their children. 
The re~~lts w~re, much as, expected. ,Mexican:American Ab.users and Anglo Abusers reported 
more VISIble drInkIng behavIOr than theIr respectIve Controls (p<.Ol). Mexican-American Sub
stanc,e Abuser~ rep~rted m~re ,d:inking ,than did Child Abusers (p<.OOl). Although the tendency 
was In that dIrectIon, a SIgnIfIcant dIffere~ce wasn?t reached in the analogous comparison 
be~w7en Anglo, groups. On the whole, MeXIcan-AmerIcan Abusers reported significantly more 
drmkmg than dId the Anglo Abusers. . 

, . The AI:COH<?L2 factor explored anxiety and depression associated with drinking plus 
pOSSIble heredItary mfluences. This factor strongly differentiated both Mexican-American and 
Anglo Abusers from,thei~ respective ,Co~trols (p<.OOl), with the Abusers showing more mental 
symp~oms, a~d, famIly hIstory of drmkmg. Both Mexican-American and Anglo Child Abusers 
:eporte~ SIgnIfICantly (p<.OOl) more of these problems than their respective Controls. It was 
mter~stmg t? ,learn that there was no difference in either ethnic group for the drinking problems 
aSSOCIated WIth ALCOHOL2 between the Child Abuse and Substance Abuse subjects. 

DRUG USE/KNOWLEDGE 
~everB:I items. on the q~estionnaire explored the respondent's knowledge and use of. drugs, 
mcludmg herom and mar.IJuana •. Because use of these drugs is illicit, respondents were reluctant 
to be very open on thIS sect10n of the questionnaire. Regardless three factors emerged' 
MARIJUANA, Marijuana Use and Knowledge; HEROIN1, Knowledge of Heroin Use ~nd HERO: 
IN2, Effect of Heroin on Self and Family. ' 
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Items comprising the MARIJUANA factor covered knowledge of marijuana's form, people 
who use the drug, and personal use by the respondent. As would be expected, Substance Abusers 
of both ethnic groups reported significantly more knowledge and use of marijuana than did Child 
Abusers of the same ethnicity (p<.OOl for Mexican-Americans and p<.05 for Anglos). Abusers 
from both ethnic groups evidenced more knowledge and lise of marijuana than did their 
respective Controls (p<.OOl), indicating the high weighting of the Substance Abuse subjects on 
MARIJUANA. 

HEROIN1 items explored knowledge of the substance heroin and people who use it. As 
expected, Substance Abusers from both ethnic groups showed more familiarity with heroin than 
did ChUd Abusers of their ethnicity (p< .001). The strength of this difference was further demon
strated by the significant (p<.OOl) diflerences between Abusers of each ethnic group and their 
respective Controls. Apparently, ChH;o Abusers are not unfamiliar with heroin, at least among 
Angles. A difference at the .05 level idas found for HEROIN1 between Anglo Child Apusers and 
theil' Controls. HEROIN2 examined effects of heroin use on interaction with childrea at home. 
Ncr differences were found on any of the comparisons. 

DISCUSSION 
Inferences from the data presented in this report must be tentative for several reasons. 
Although the 'findings presented in the Results section are based on 341 subjects, the factor 
strU(~ture was derived from data on only 80 subjects. Some items were not entered into the 
factor analysis due to incomplete data and insufficient distribution of responses. Preliminary 
comparisons of differences on factors and items loading high on them suggest that the factor 
anal:~sis based on the final sample of approximately 1,000 interviews will show somewhat 
different results. ' 

The final sample itself will bear some important improved features. This study contailled 
no Blacks despite the presence of this group as a third main ethnic group in San Antonio, and few 
Anglo Alcohol Abuse clients were located for the study. Both these differences are being 
remedied for the final sample. The subjects in this report were biased toward higher income 
Control subjects, or, conversely. to lower income Experimental subjects. The latter is more 
likely since cooperation from referral sources has been achieved with public or nonprofit 
agencies and their caseloads are skewed to the lower end of the income scale. A correction of 
this problem is not likely for the final sample. 

Definitional issues offer further cautions to conclusions based on this report. After 
considerable difficulty arriving at specific criteria for classifying subjects as child, alcohol, or 
drug abusers, the pragmatic decision was made to accept the referring agency's critf~ria even 
though these differed among referral sources. Since many drug and alcohol abuse clients were 
referred from Victory Outreach, a religious program, the criteria for substance abusers may have 
biased the sample toward inclusion of persons willing to participate in a highly religious program, 
especially among alcohol abusers. 

The overall discriminant alflalysis revealed a clear separation of the various Experimental 
and Control groups. With all of the differences likely to occur less often than one time per 
hundred, the power of th~ questionnaire to reflect differences between Abuse groups and their 
Controls was demonstrated. So were the ethnic differences between Mexican-American Abusers 
and Anglo Abusers. FutUre stUdies of child or substance abuse will need to treat ethnicity as a 
variable, at least in mixed populations including Mexican-Americans and Anglos. 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE 
Results of the chief factors of interest, i.e., drug and alcohol use, were mildly promising. The 
ALCOHOL1 factor did not support our major hypothesis (i.e., a positive relationship between the 
abuse of substances and the abl!se or neglect of children). However, ALCOHOL2 which coupled 
the anxiety or depression associated with drinking and a family history of d1'inldng led to 
interesting findings. In both Mexican-AmerIcans and Anglos, Child Abusers reported more of 
these 'problems than Controls. In fact, they did not differ from the identified Substance Abusers 
of their respective ethnicities. It might be that Child Abusers manifest a certain type of alcohol 
abuse, perhaps learned from their parents, where they drink to relieve troubling mental 
symptoms. Responses to the drug use factors added little. pI'obably because respondents were 
reluctant to state the commission of illicit acts. The significant difference between Anglo Child 
Abusers and their Controls in HEROIN1 which deals with knowledge of heroin and heroin users 
bears close scrutiny to see if it holds up in the final sample analysis. 
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STRESS 
For Mexican-American subjects, STRESS1 revealed that Child Abusers had experienced more 
additions to family within the past two year.s than either Controls or SUbstan<le Abusers. This 
could be a situational stressor that, added to other causal forces, mie;ht precipitate an incident of 
child abuse. STRESS2 was a more sensitive factor among Anglos. Abus~t'$ of that ethnic group 
experienced poorer health recently as compal~ed to Mexican-American Abusers and Anglo 
Controls. This illness or injury may be a precipitant to a form of self or child abuse among 
Anglos. It will be interesting to see if the differences persist in the final analysis. 

Interruption 'If employment was the theme of STRESS3 and bore heavily on differences 
among Mexican-American groups. Child Abusers had the most severe employment instability, 
followed by Substance Abusers and then Controls. Stress inducod by the insecurities of 
unemployment may contribute substantially to instances of Mexican-American child abuse or self 
abuse through chemical means. A related factor, STRESS4, dealt with income and again was a 
crucial factor among Mexican-American Substance Abusers. Perhaps source of income is a key 
factor among Mexicans in determining whether abuse is inflicted upon oneself or upon one's child, 
with disrupted employment related to child abuse incidents. . 

Separation from peers was the central focus of STRESS5. Abusers from both ethnic 
groups had experiall!!ed more interruption of peer relationships than Controls, and this was 
especially true for Child Abusers. This factor was stronger for Anglo Abusers than for Mexican
American Abusers. Perhaps the loss of people with whom to share frustrations and enjoy 
activities and compa.nionship leaves the potential child abuser tense and more vulnerable to 
impulsive striking out. 

REALITY 
While REALITY1 indicated that Mexican-American subjects attributed more l''9sponsibility for 
events to forces external to themselves than did Anglos, this factor did not loom important in 
explaining child abuse and its relationship to substance abuse. REALITY2, which dealt with 
personal, contentment, distinguished far better. Abusers of both ethnicities reported less past 
and presen! personal happiness. For Anglos, this finding was approximately of the same strength 
for bot~ Cn~ld an,d Substance Abusers. Yet, fC!' Mexican-Amel'icans, C/olild Abusers reported 
more dlssabsfac'tlon than Substance Abus~rs. A lac~ of personal colltentment, then, is a 
personality feature that contributes to or results from chemical or child abuse. Whether this 
feature precedes situational stresses or othEi.r forces or results from them bears further 
investigation. The finding of no differences among groups in change of personal happiness from 
childhood to adulthood on REALITY3 is suggestive of personal contentment as an abuse
predisposing conditions triggered by acute events. 

TIME SPENT WITH CHILDREN 
Satisfaction with the amount of time that l,Jarents spent with their children at home had a 
bearing on the groups of interest, especially among Anglo subjects. Anglo Child Abusers were 
~ore dissatisfied with time spent at home with children (CHILDREN1) than were Controls and 
SUbstance Abusers. In Mexican-Americans, the Child Abusers were more dissatisfied than the 
Substance Abusers, but not different than Controls. 

FAMiLl 
Qu~lity of time, with children is influenced considerably by the R~spondent's Expectations of 
ChIld's Self-Rehanc:, F AMILYl. This variable differentiated among Mexican-American groups 
ex7ept between ChIld Abusers and Substance Abusers. Unrealistically high expectations of 
chIldren can lead to frustration with children's "dependencies" and to either child abuse 01' 
substance abuse among Mexican-Americans. . 

Anglos had negative Reactions to Time with Children, F AMILY2, while no differences 
were found among Mexican-Americans. All types of Anglo Abusers felt more n'egative than 
C0!ltr,ols abo~t ,the q~,antit~ and 9uality of ,time spent with children. Apparently, a lack of 
enJoymg one':s tIme wlth chIldren IS frustC'atmg enough among 'Anglos to lead to self or child 
~buse. Child Abusers of both ethnic groups reported more family stress on FAMILY3 than did 
~mbstance Abusers. Apparently, the choice of target for abusive behavior is related to the loc,~s 
(J perceived stre~s. 

.... . .. Th,e remainder of the FAMILY factors dealt with the relationship between mates. 
ExpectatIOns of mates (FAMILY4) clearly differentiated the subject groups. Anglo Abusers 
reported more difficulty in mate expectations than did Mexican-American Abusers. Child 
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Abusers of both ethnic groups reported incompatability of expectations, with this factor 
separating Anglo Child Abusers more from Controls and Mexican-American Child Abusers more 
from Substance Abusers. These strong findings lead one to believe that an atmosphere of 
disharmony is present in many Abusers' homes, especially those of the Child Abusers. FAMILY5 
supported this notion with respect to mate communication among Anglo Child Abusers as 
compared with Substance Abusers. For Mexican-Americans, mate incompatability (FAMILY6) 
revealed large differences among the study groups, with Child Abusers reporting the most 
in congruency. There is little doubt that mate differences are related to child abuse and 
SUbstance abuse with patterns varying according to ethnicity. Most of the ethnic variation is 
explicable as semantif.!. Angle subjects seem to label and evaluate difficulties in communication 
more readily than Mexican-American subjects whereas Mexican-American subjects reveal their 
differences by answering spe~ific, behavioral questions about spouse interaction. Factor analysis 
on the final sample may separate some different items into factors that will more clearly 
partition mate relationships and their impact on the family. 

For this report, practical applications of findings will not be addressed, due to method
ological improvements being made for the final data analysis. However, the data obtained thus 
far emphasizes the importance of exploring the budding of child abuse among substance abusers. 
Further, the relationship between mates in child abuse families is not good, and child abuse 
potential could be explored in families evidencing marital incompatability and the other factors 
identified in this study as djfferentiating child abusers from other abusers. 

Finally, many differences found in this study applied only to Mexican-American or Anglo 
subjects. Service agencies working with chemical or child abusing clients need to become 
responsive to these differences. 

The SACA/N Project is ongoing and will be completed in June" 1978. For further information, 
wi'ite to: The San Antonio Child Ab~se/Neglect Research Project, 2811 Guadalupe St., San 
Antonio, Texas, 78207. 
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Paradoxical Aspects of the HoulSewife/Mother's Role in Society 
Zuria Austin, MSSA 
Free-Lance Writer on Social Issues 
Austin, Texas 

"A jolly place," said he, "in times oj old!" "But something ails it now .. ," Wordsworth-Hart-Ieap 
Well, Pt. II. 

These lines of Wordsworth's are not unlike the statements and sentiments used by 
sociological experts to describe the changes on the home front. Something has gone awry. 

Housewife/mothers have suspected for some time that something was going wrong, but 
only recently have they begun to announce their own"findings". Changes are in the wind! The 
invitation for members of this panel to participate in this National Conference on Child Abuse 
confirms that at least some experts are convinced that the housewife/mother, who is personally 
involved in family life (to say the least) has worthwhile ideas about what the problems are. 

This conference was called to explore ways that the community and family can join 
efforts to meet the challenging responsibility ·of rearing children so that they can grow without 
the scarred personalities that result from abuse and neglect, and so that parents can enjoy and 
take pride in nurturing their children. Families need help in solving specific problems. But 
beyond that, there is the need for the creation of a social and economic atmosphere that fosters 
healthy p.arent-chHd relationships, healthy parent-parent relationships as well. 

However, to talk about the family as "the family" is an evasive generality. If we are 
serious about helping families rear their children more skillfully, we must look at the people who 
head the fam,ily. In this workshop, this means talking about one of the parents-the 
housewife/mother. We must confront reality. She does not perform her role in a vacuum or in a 
controlled, research-type setting. She must handle her responsibilities as mother a,nd homemaker 
in the real world--a world in which her role depends to some extent on factors beyond her 
control. The possibility that her husband may lose his job hovers in the background for many 
wives. Amidst updated announcements of the high divorce rate, she may wonder if she is to 
become one of those statistics. Though educators themselves are unsure, the housewife/mother 
needs to try to understand the school system so that her children stand a chance in it. 
Meanwhile, her children are coping-for better or worse-with influences that originate outside 
the home, and she must it')" to help them make wise choices. Finally, as her childl'en's shoes 
become too small and their je'lns or dresses too short,' she must worry not only about replacing 
clothes, but also be reminded that the children are growing and will be gone some day. Then, 
what will she do with her time, with her love, with her mind? 

The past 25 years have brought significant changes in attitudes about the woman who is a 
full-time housewife and mother. The adjective "successful" is seldom applied to her. The once 
normal expectation that she would stay home is-so we hear-being replaced by the opinion that 
she is abnormal, inadequate or without ambition if she is not occupied outside the home or at 
least preparing for a career. Attempts to offset such opinions and to upgrade the 
housewife/mother's role by semantic sleight-of-tongue through the use of titles like "domestic 
engineer" have failed. The use 01 the title "homemaker" has not brought dramatic 
transformation of attitude, but the use of both titles has given notice that housewife/mothers 
think they are being put down. I use the title "just a housewife" because I believe that more 
needs to be changed than the title, and that one has to begin where it's at. 

It seems strange that mothers were given more credit by society for parenting when-if 
not easier-it was certainly less complicated. Twenty-five years ago Dr. Benjamin Spock was the 
single important voice of guidance for the rearing of children. Now there are hosts of voices 
competing for the parent's ear, each claiming to have a sure technique for rearing children. 
Traditional concerns such as the effect of thumb-sucking on teeth and the effect of toilet 
training on the personality have been augmented with concerns over sex-role identity, 
occupational goals, and similar questions. For the secure parent, all this expert advice is just 
that--advice. For the less secure parent, the oVl'!rload of conflicting advice may add to the 
confusion and may further erode an already fragile self-confidence. The process of obtaining 
assistance may be more confusing than the situation for which assistance is needed. 
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, 't f married women with school-age children were 
Twenty-five years ~go the vast m:J~rI Y ~ccording to Professor Urie Bronfenbrenner ?f 

on the job ,at h?me full tIme. Not so 0 aY~I_a e children were working outside the ~ome 10 
Cornell UmversIty, 54% of m?thers of Isc~~75 ~9% of mothers with children under SIX were 
1975, as opposed to the 28%, 10 19~O. n de; three were working (Washington Post, 1977). 
working; 33% of mothers wI~h ChII?ren un 'dentit 'the roof of accomplishment and 
OGcupation ha~ become a, malor basIS fo: pers~nt~a~ a sou~~e of i~come; it is a source of status 
self-worth. BelOg produetIvel¥' em,rw~ohyet9 dS yrr;,~r do?" inevitably follows the question, "How do you 
in our society where the questIOn, a 0 ' , 

do?". Value clarification is the "in" topic when,educa~~:r m:=~, bb~ t~;=s~~!~S ~~dst~~~~~~~~~~ 
formula by which the role of the hOtU~ew~:~:~ed and computed in our computerized age, 
Understandably, if a so-called value canno e 
it is presumed not to exist. 'f / th d have a career ladder, it has no scale for promotion, 

Although the housewl e rno er oe~ dder starts at the top when young. As she 
only a scale for demc>tion. ~ woma~ on thIS ~are~~~a homemaker she works her way down the 
perfects her skills on the,Job

t
: ~If:' m~~n~r'her children will'leave home, and increasin~ly, 

career ladde,r. Upon near10g e 0 om , f the housewife/mother may, upon reachlOg 
through death or divorce, her husband, ~oo. In act'she not onl has less to do, but that she has 
the bottom run~ of her la?der, abr,uptiY ~I~c~yer i~~rovide job t~aining and placement assistallce 
no home in WhICh to do It. PendlOg, egIS a Ion housewife/mother needs help. After some 
for "displaced" homemakers recog!1Izes that th~ d to be at the peak of a chosen career with a 
twenty years of work, when one mIght be expec e " t 
lengthy vita, the full-time housewif~/mother'~ por~~o~:~t~ ~~~ ~~usewife/mother-even when she 

Paradoxically, in an occupatIO!l-consClou~ -' officiall occupied. John Kenneth 
is at the peak of her career ladder-:-Is not considerea t~t~e a combination of knowledge and 
Galbraith in Economics and the PU~~IC ~urposeii!,;7~~nt~:bution to the economic system. His 
foresight, devoted a chapter to e ousew , hase and delivery of merchandise 
appraisal of these contributions includes~, s~~rc~~~;u~':t~on' ~are of the home and the direct 
(shol?ping), and in the case of fOO~ hr~~~a cI~r~ for the familY: involvement in the provision of 
care of children; pro~urement 0 h;ldr 'and volunteer aid t~ the community's social, health, 
educatio,,'l and recreation for the c ~ en, " 
and educational institutions. AccordlOg to Galbralth, 

't 'y compensations, they would be 
"Were the workers so emplo~ed subject 0 pecumarhe value of the services of the 

by far the largest single category m th~ ~a?:p:~:s~~~iS~CallY' at roughly one-fourth of 
housewife, has been calculated, somew a 1 

Gross National Product." 
, f h h ife is not counted in the GNP. Even though 

But, as Galbraith points out, thIS ~~r7 0 t~ e o~e~ta~ds_it is a household word--she is not 
GNP is a term that th~ dh,~usewdlt~ m~as~~ ~~t:~ above are not counted in the GNP when 
considered to be "occuple ,an e 
performed by the hous~wife. t. pI "d with equal rights legislation, has'struck down many 

The Women's LIb movemen ,co~ '- arket The fact of obvious ability, and 
of the barriers against women in educatlo~ and, ~he labor miven ~omen in the working world group 
the newness of the opportuniti:s to ~~: thIS k~~Il:~~, :~~~n~ lack of recognition of what women do 
recognition and singular at,tentlOn. IS rna arable action to increase the status of women 
at home all: the, mo:e ObVlOU~. ?h\laC~~fh~~:bold 'responsibilities has broadened, the breach 
who are prImarIly lOvolved m amI y ~ h made the latter's work appear more important, the 
between them and employed ~0!llen. as ual' Ri hts Amendment has been lodged by some 
former's work less s~. ?PPOSltIO~ to the Eq~.." r'rg

g 
for employment; they have apparently not 

women who are not 10 the la~or ,orce or pr:~U~~ties for them. The result is that 'women have 
envisioned the ERA as expandI~g rIghts ~r o~~Xperiding energy 0n polarization. Groups of women 
become divided on yet another Issue, an, ar 'ier who has it better. 
who might be mutually hel~f~l are. argumg a~ou: ~~~d~~~ I~::S est~blished in the mid-1930's with 

Federal Aid to FamIlIes WIth Depen en, 1,' d care for young 
th: original ,intention of .e~~l~~~d~~t~:~ t~I1~1~opr~~~~en!~l:~:~0~;uS~nin a single-par~nt 
~~~~;nin T~~i~~°ft::m m:~~~~ ~oUld otherw!se have to leave her children anywhere, or WIth 
anybody or nobody, in order to work and surVIve. 
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Since 1967 the official federal stance has been to strongly encourage the mother receiving 
such aid to seek training and employment. One consequence of this position was the beginning of 
a federally-financed multi-million dollar day care program for mothers in job training. This 
program opened employment opportunities for women. Women who had no prev10us occupational 
status while caring for their own children found jobs in day care centers. As a result, they 
became social security card-carrying members of the work force and were counted in the GNP. 
In a sense the government helped both groups of women, but there was an odd message in this act 
of assistance. Mothers were told that the federal government would pay some women more to 
care for other women's children than it would give in assistance to mothers to stay home. The 
government was saying, in effe~ct, "You are working when you care for someone else's children, 
but you are not working when you care for your own." 

. Gradually, another result of the day care program has become evident. Mothers who 
work, whether because of economic need, desire for more family income, or for self
a~tualization, need day care facilities. The growing dem!lnd for this service, and the high cost of 
providing it, has led to direct federal subsidy of day care centers. Beyond that, the recent 
Internal Revenue reforms include tax credits ($800 limit per family) for the paid care of children 
and dependent handicapped adults inside or outside the home. This form of subsidy for paid child 
care has had a side effect of creating a still greater demand for adequate day care facilities. 

The federal government subsidizes day care centers directly and indirectly. It subsidizes 
institutions caring for dependent and handicapped persons. It subsidizes institutional and foster 
care programs for children from broken homes. It requires that the husband and father be out of 
the home before assistance is granted to dependent children. The government subsidizes the 
fragmented family to n far greater extent than it provides supplemental support that might 
enable a family to remain intact. _ 

These changes and trends have taken place to the accompaniment of constant, calculated 
and frequently infantile radio and televisiop commercials that frequently portray the house
wife/mother as vain, stupid, and gullible enough to buy anything. There appears to be no 
consideration of the damaging effect of these commercials on the family's- self-image. What 
about the woman who has trouble buying enough food to put in her dishes-sparkling clean or 
otherwise--who, is told that if she uses the right detergent she won't need a maid? And, how does 
she feel about the television star extolling the virtue of a substitute orange juice when she can't 
buy the real thing praised by another famous person? It seems odd to think about how much 
these people are paid to demonstrate products that the housewife/mother uses in her "non-job." 

As a result of the cited trends and developments, the full-time housewife/mother at all 
income levels--and increasingly in all cultural groups--has found herself in a devastatingly 
devalued position. She is performing in an occupation that is not recognized as an occupation. 
As she goes about her tasks, she is reminded that each of them would have more importance and 
more value if done by another person for pay. All this has left the impression that it is she who 
does not count. Continuing to work in this atmosphere puts the housewife/mother in the 
untenable position of collaboration with society in a process of self-veto. 

A paradox exists. The housewife/mother in a devalued role is expected to perform 
responsibly, competently, even good-humoredly in the many roles for which even John Kenneth 
Galbraith has given her credit. In a society which places great store by personal achievement, 
the housewife/mother is involved primarily as an enabler, helping other family members reach 
their goals, achieve their potential, and develop strong self-images. This is at best an uphill job, 
and even the most appreCiative and helpful family cannot fully offset the impact of society's 
messages that tell her she does not really count. What's the bottom line for the child-girl or 
boy-growing up in a society that is permeated with these paradoxical messages? 

What does the housewife/mother do when she finds herself in this untenable position? She 
can leave it--and many have. She can deny its existence. She can defend the position in "my 
country, right or wrong" style. She can overplay the submissive dedication to family" Either 
extreme--denial or glorification--is an attempt to cope, but this approach removes any rationale 
for negative feelings she may have about the situation. She can see no reason for her lack of 
incentive to create a caring and stimulating atmosphere in the home. No reason for temper 
flare-ups that may result in specific incidents of child abuse, no reason for those incapacitating 
periods of depression that descend like a cloud. She is finally left with the impression--or worse, 
the diagnosis-that there is no option but to blame herself for being the apathetic victim, without 
ambition, drowning in self-pity. But underneath there is anger, and because of this ang'er--for 
which there is no apparent reason-there is guilt. This sets the stage for a cycle of anger, 
striking out, guilt, over-compensation, anger al~ain for overwork, striking out and around it goes. 
All this with no discernible rationale. 
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What is the bottom line for the child in such a family? What is the bottom line for the 
husband? Children and husbands'are the people most likely to bear the brunt of angry feelings 
that are the result (If societal pressures. It's hard to ten. off society! 

Major policy changes will be .required to create a support system for the family unit in 
which the role of the person taking the major responsibility for the care of children and the home 
is recognized as having value. As an initial step in this direction, I have proposed a Department 
of Households on th(3 cabinet level. Such a department could begin to make some sense out of 
conflicting messages that society is currently sending us. Another proposal which I have made is 
a White House Conference for Homemakers. Such a conference would highlight the importance 
of the responsibilities of the homemakers. I have sent both of these proposals to President 
Carter. 

Housewife/mothers need all the assistance they can get from governmental leaders, 
, legislators, and social scientists. But the time has come for homemakers themselves to 

participate in all planning that concerns the family. 
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.5 f{J~buse: The United Kingdom-Another Country, Another 
rerspective 
Raymond L. Castle" Executive Director 
National Advisory Center on the Battered Child 
National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children 
London, England 

Th~ .c~ild shall enjoy special protection and shall be given opportunities and 
facilltIes, by law a~d. by other me~ns, ~o enable him to develop physically, 
mentally, morally, spIrItually, and sOCIally m a healthy and normal manner and in 
condi~ions of freedom an? dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose, the 
best mterests of the ChIld shall be the paramount consideration (United Nations 
Charter, Principle 2, Declaration of the Rights of the Child). 

INTRODUCTION 
The United 1;l"ations Declaration of Human Rights sets out a clear mandate for children. 
Unfortunately, resolutions, however well intentioned, do not take into account the perversities of 
human nature, and child abuse continues to present a major problem both nationally and 
internationally. ' 

In the past few years an increasing number of countries have become particularly 
concerned at the numbers of children who receive nonaccidental injuries at the hands of their 
par?nt~ or gua:dians. Many of these children suffer trauma that will affact them for the rest of 
theIr lIves! ~hIle o1..1e1's die as the result of their injuries. The tragedy is that a large number of 
these f~mIlIes COUld. ~ave be~n helped and the suffering of these children prevented had those 
responsIble for provldmg serVIce been attuned to the real needs of the families concerned and 
understood what they have to tell us. 

. More a~d mor~ we ~ave recognized that this is a phenomenon that crosses all national 
front~ers and IS one m WhIch we ~an all learn from each other's experiences to the ultimate 
b~neflt of th?se we serve. On the mternational scene, events have transpired quite rapidly. The 
~Irst Internat!onal Congress on Child Abuse took place in Geneva in September 1976. The second 
IS to be held m London at the Imperial College from the 12th to the 15th September. 1978. 

, T~e following is a discuss10n of some of the developments that have taken place within the 
Um~ed Kmg?om that have relevance to any consideration of present service delivery systems and 
theIr effectIveness. 

HISTORICAL TRENDS 
If one studies the historic beginnings of services to protect children, it becomes immediately 
apparent that there have always .been strong links of cooperation between the United Kingdom 
and t~e Unit~d St.ate8. For example, the story of Mary Ellen, whose suffering in 1874 affected 
AmerIcan leglsla~lOn and brought about the founding of the New York Society for the Prevention 
of Cruelty to C.~Ildren, h~d an i?direct but significant bearing on what followed in England. As 
the movement m AmerIca gamed momentum, numerous people were becoming growingly 
concerned about the number of children who appeared to be suffering needlessly in Great Britain 
and many letters were written to the press, urging that some action be taken. ' 

In ~881, f0!l0wing these events! a Liverpool businessman, Mr. Agnew, visiting New York, 
saw.the tItle Socle~y for the PreventIon of Cruelty to Children. He got an introduction to its 
preslden.t, ~r. El?rldg~ T. Gerry, ':'ftO, together with a Mr. F. T. Jenkins, the superintendent of 
the SOCIety s ChIl~ren s Shelt~r, dId all they could to help him in his quest for information 
(M?rton, n.d.). ThIS resulted. m the promotion of a similar organization in Liverpool which was 
sw~ftly followed by ~he se'i..tmg up of the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
ChIld~en .(NS~CC) wlth branches all over the country and a headquarters in London.. That 
or~amzat~on IS now the oldest and. mo~t exp?rienced independent child protection agency in the 
Umted Kmgdom, ~ndoubtedlY owmg ItS eXIstence to the courtesy, patience, and cooperation 
shown by our AmerIcan coJleagues back in those early days. 

PROBLEMS OF STATUTORY PROVISION 
ft~though s~atutory. welfare services are provided as a right in the United Kingdom, it is a 
~msconceptIon to thmk that the state alone can provide all services necessary to adequately meet 
{he ne:(~ds of deprived children. 
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Too often social services departments find themselves short staffed with the added 
problem of very high generic case loads to deal with a situation which frequently preclud,~S' them 
from being able to provide the on-demand availability so necessary for many of the families we 
see. 

. One has only to examine the statistics of the NSPCC 1:0 slee that this agency alone was 
called upon to provide service to 52,200 children during last year and of these, 34,850 were 
potentially at risk of abuse (NSPCC, 1976). 

THE NSPCC RESEARCH-TREATMENT PROGRAM 
By 1967, the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, together with a number 
of eminent members of the medical and legal profession, was becoming increasingly concerned at 
the number of very young children coming to notice with serious physical injuries for which there 
appeared to be no adequate explanation. NSPCC undertook a study seeking to find ways of 
effectively intervening in family situations where children under the age of four had suffered, or 
were in danger of suffering, nonaccidental injury and to create an informed body of knowledge 
about the syndlCome (NSPCC, 1976). By contrast with some other studies, the NSPCC project was 
primarily social work orientated and community based; a consultant psychiatrist and psychologist 
were available to the team for conSUltation and assessment purposes. 

The department was established in October, 1968 and in 1974 was expanded to become the 
NSPCC's National Advisory Center on the Battered Child. As part of its clinical treatment 
program, a 24-hour on-call service is provided to the hospitals and communities of four London 
boroughs. Families are referred for help at any time of the day or night, and self-referrals are 
encouraged. Facilities include a .therapeutic day nursery, play therapy for the children, and 
group therapy for parents. Appropriate psychological and psychiatric services are also available. 
Current research, assisted by a grant from the Department of Health and Social Security, 
involves two projects. The first is concerned with the analysis of video recordings of mother
infant interaction. Its purpose is to discover and demonstrate to workers in the field essential 
behavioral differences between parents who physically injure their infants and those who· do not. 
A second project is aimed at devising a method of investigating subsequent health and 
educational development in children who have suffered nonaccidental injury. 

Over the years, the department has published a number of articles and research reports, 
the latest of which are At Risk, an account of the work of the Battered Child Research 
Department (NSPCC, 1976), and "Case Conferences--a Cause for Concern" (1976). 

Proposals put forward by the department have led to the setting up of seven special 
treatment units by the NSPCC. These units are linked to the National Advisory Center for 
research purposes and have responsibility for administering and monitoring registers of suspected 
nonaccidental injury in their regions. 

The informed body of knowledge accumulated from its work over the last eight years has 
enabled the center to provide educational and consultative facilities to many agencies and 
bodies, both nationally and internationally. There are also strong links between the National 
Advisory Center in the United Kingdom and that headed by Professor Henry Kempe in the United 
States. 

RESEARCH FACTORS HIGHLIGHTED IN THE BRITISH STUDIES 
Family Psychopathology: The Children 
~wo earlier stUdies showed that the greatest number of children coming to attention were in the 
fIve month or under category and that the younger the child, the more Hkely it is to be injured 
and the more serious the injury is likely to be (Skinner and Castle, 1969; Castle and Kerr, 1972). 
This has subsequently been supported in other reports (Rose et al~ 1976; Oliver et aI, 1974). 

Trauma to th~ soft tissues of the face and mouth aPDfJ9.1i'I¥d! in 43,.5 percent of all cases 
notified, and it became clear that bruises and injuries that migh.t q!?pek.l:X '(0 be of a minor nature 
could signify the beginnings of increasingly violent forms of injury~ 'It ~a~ :been pointed out that 
the high incidence of trauma to the face may, like brUising, be em aid t\\ early diagnosis of 11 
nurturing problem that, if modified, may avert serious injury to a chHd.: 

In families where a firstborn child has been injured, records showed 'that there wets a 13 to 
1 chance that a subsequent child would be injured. The high risk in these!.::ramilies is a finding of 
particular importance to all those who take responsibility of weighing up; the risks of supervised 
home care for the nonaccidentally injured child against an alternatjlV'e protective course of 
~~ . 
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Low birth weight is a consistent factor, and in both tlie studies mentioned there was a 
significantly high rate, 13 perc'ent and 14.5 percent respectively, more than twice the average 
nationally for that period. Of the most important factors, feeding djfficulti~s and continual 
crying present as those causing parents most distress as illustrated by the following statement 
from a mother. 

I felt no love for the child when it arrived, and on getting home from the hospital, felt 
very distressed by a feeling of fear and inadequacy. This was accentuated when the baby 
cried to the point of almost uncontrollable rage and revulsion. The need to stop the noise 
was as overwhelming as that of a drowning person to clutch at something solid. 

Family Psychopathology: The Parents 
A number of suppositions are prevalent concerning the parents involved. Some suggest that the 
majority are of psychopathic personality and cannot be helped; others say they are individuals of 
low intelligence. Psychological and social work studies carried out at the National Advisory 
Center with the cooperation of parents do not support these propositions. 'fests (Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale and Cattell Sixteen Personality Factor ']'est) of a group of battering parents 
matched with a control group for parental and child ag'e, ordinal position of the child, social 
class, educational level, type of living accommodation, and nationality, showed that the mean 
IQ's of both groups fell within the Hormal range. The majority are neither mentally subnormal 
nor frankly psychotic, although personality problems of long standing are more common among 
battering parents than the general popUlation. 

The tests did show that parents who injured their children were relatively less able in their 
command of verbal concepts than in their practical abilities, which suggests a rather concrete 
style of thinking, consistent with relative difficulty in seeing the consequences of actions and in 
contrOlling impulses to act. The integration of these findings with those of the social work 
research confirm an implication of immaturity, impracticality, and a tendency to flee into 
fantasy in the face of real problems. 

Our report points out that "there is no support in this investigation for the idea that 
battering (as it is more widely known), is undertaken by the mother while the father passively 
looks on, nor for the reverse situation". Test resl,llts concur in showing abnormalities in both 
parents. The main contributions of the fathers are their own specifically introverted schizoid 
persone. ... ities. They present an abnormally introverted group. 

Close contact with these families reveals that in many cases the parents themselves hav.e 
from early childhood been consistently subjected to experiences of disapproval and rejection. Dr. 
Steele (1970), the eminent American psychiatrist, in his studies of families in which children have 
been abused, writes that "throughout life they (the parents) have pathetically yearned for good 
mothering, returning again and again to their mother, seeking for it but not finding it and ending 
up with disappointment, lowered self-esteem, and anger." Our own experience very much 
supports this view and, indeed, we have been struck by the similarity of paUerns between those 
families being worked with here in the United States I?nd those that we are working witfl in the 
United Kingdom. In many instances, if the names .and details of residence were excluded you 
would be unable to tell which of our countries they actually came from. 

Depression and anxiety are common, although hostility may mask the symptoms. While we 
know that nonaccidental injury occurs in all strata of society, we are seeing the greatest number 
of cases from the lower socioeconomic groups. This is not surprising when one considers that 
families in these groups are generally under much greater social stress and have fewer avenues of 
relief. 

A question raised of late concerns the possible correlation between abused children and 
battered wives. The initial cOllntry-wideNSPCC study identified a grQuP characterized by their 
essentially antisocial behavior of the predominantly aggressive type (Skinner and Castle). There 
were indications that these adults were habitually aggressive and that their behavior tended to be 
released against any source of irritation. In our latest study, nine mothers describe their 
husbands as having been physically violent towards them at some time. 

In these families, the main lines of tension, aggression, and violence flowed between the 
parents rather than between parent and child. Children were more likely to be injured by 
accident rather than design. In three cases, the violence was serious, frequent, and associated 
with drink. The three men involved often resorted to violence in other situations. Although 
there was occasional violence towards the children, the disorder in the family was based 
primarily in the psychopathology of the father and, thus, in the mal'ital relationship rather than 
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in the parent-child relationship. The majority of nonaccidentally injured children do not appear 
to come from families in which the wife· !s also injured. There is, however, some overlap, and we 
will always see a number of parents who are habitually aggressive. These particular cases make 
special demands on those who, while attempting to protect a defenseless child, are confronted 
with the possibility of increasing hostility and tension that might further endanger life. 

PROBLEMS OF PROVIDING SERVICE 
At present, it is estimated that approximately 3,500 to 4,000 children under the age of four 
suffer nonaccidental injury at the hands of their parents or guardians annually in Great Britain 
(Rose et aI). Over the last few years, there has been a growing recognition of the problem and, 
understandably, medical diagnosis, particularly in the field of pediatrics, is now much better than 
it was at the time we started our research. If, however, we accept that this is essentially a 
sociomedical problem that, in a large number of instances, could be prevented, we must also 
recognize that growing awareness and better medical diagnosis alone cannot resolve the problem. 
It will greatly assist in our understanding if those concerned with diagnosis, treatment, and, 
ultimately, prevention, are able to accept that in the majority of cases coming to our notice, the 
parents, due to those factors already discussed, are to a great degree captives of their own 
childhood experiences and have no conscious desire to harm their children. 

Henry Kempe (1976) makes the point successfully when he says "with the exception of a 
r'elatively few sadistic parents, who are child torturers in the Dickens sense of the word, child 
abusers are, themselves, in very deep pain." In our attempts to offer effective support, it may 
also be helpful to remind ourselves that angry, aggressive feelings towards those we love e..re 
perfectly normal emotions. There are probably very few people with childl'en who have not, at 
one time or another, been pushed to the limit of their enaurance and have felt like doing the 
child an injury, using such expressions as "If thii;t child doesn't stop, I'll kill him," or "Take that 
baby out of my sight before I strangle her." Many will recall instances when this kind of situation 
has arisen. How much worse must it be for young parents often living with children in social 
isolation, facing numerous pressures 'and stresses, and unable to cope because of their own 
limited experience of nurturing. These are adults who have very low points of tolerance and who 
do need a considerable amount of reaching out to, in a supportive, nonauthoritarian manner. If 
prevention of injury or reinjury is the aim, the main objectives must be this difficult task of 
demonstrating, within the context of the professional relationship, to parents who are often 
hostile and highly suspicious, a genuine concern and desire to help. 

This must not blind us to the fact that we are going to see some adults who have been so 
badly damaged in their own childhood that they are never likely to be able to provide the 
relationship that is so important in a child's development, and where we will have to act using 
what legislation is necessary to secure the ongoing welfare and healthy emotional development of 
the child concerned. 

Following the tragic Maria Colwell case, in which a child under the supervision of the 
local authorities died, the Department of Health and Social Security issued a memorandum, in 
which it said: "Recent events have left us in no doubt of the need to repeat the professional 
guidance about the diagnosis, care, prevention, and local organization necessary for the 
management of cases involving non-accidental injury to children" (DHSS, 1974), and went on to 
recommend the setting up of area review committees in all regions. While these committees are 
doing much to ensure better management of cases involving nonaccidental injury to children, 
tl.'agedies continue to occur. 

The following is a headline and extract from one of our national newspapers dated 26 
November, 1976. 

Boy 2, Died After False Assumption by Authorities 
In Birmingham, a social worker erroneously assumed a health visitor was 

checking on a two year old boy who later died after a violent attack by his mother. 

The enquiry, formally conducted by the district council and the area health authority, found that 
"the full picture of events was not known to anyone agency involved in the case." The child 
concerned died from abdominal injuries three months after his older brother was taken into care 
as the result of nonaccideX'.tal injury. It was assumed that the older child was scapegoated and 
therefore the younger child was not at risk. Two months after intensive visiting commenced, the 
case was transferred from the Parent and Child Center to the local health visitor, who then 
became the primary worker. 
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IIIt is doubtful whether she realized the real risks that were inherent and she had not the 
time to give adequate support." says the enquiry. nPerhaps the most crucial aspect of decision
making in r~lation to the younger child was the lack of Gonsideration and assessment, both at the 
case conference and the following month at the Juvenile Court." 

A number of problems that could arise anywhere are highlighted by this case: lack of 
communication, changes of worker during the early stages of treatment, a primary worker 
overburdened and not sure of her role, inadequacy of the case conference, and inadequacy of the 
juvenile court. These are situations that all of us will come across from time to time, and it may 
be helpful, to look at some of the lessons we can learn from them. 

First, it must be recognized that our prime responsibility in eases of nonaccidental injury 
to children must be the protection and ongoing welfare of those children. 

In many of the cases coming to the notice of the center, it has been found necessary to 
implement juvenile court proceedings at a very early stage; in a large number of instances, after 
assessment, a period of separation between parent and child has been seen as in the best interest 
of the family as a whole, while initial relationships are being established between worker and 
client. The initiation of juvenile court action as a coordinated part of a casework plan can often 
not only protect the child but also has the effect of protecting the parents from their own 
actions. 

One cannot overemphasize the importance of coordination and cooperation, the free
flowing' interchange of information between all concerned and a recognition of each other's 
professionalism. Often in practice it is quite difficult to get people from different backgrounds 
and professions to truly coordinate and cooperate in a way tha,t would be of the greatest benefit. 
It lays a responsibility on all to do much more in the way of rea(';hing out to other colleagues, 
both professional and voluntary. 

Case conferences should and can be the most effective way of sharing information. They 
need not take a lot of time, providing the conference is structured with an experienced 
chairperson and participants take the time to prepare r'eports on their involvement rather than 
trying to extract information from bulky files at the meeting. In the initial stages of contact 
with these families, there is a need for a high degree of skill and sensitivity on the part of the 
worker involved. As was pointed out earlier, a multiplicity of workers can increase family stress, 
and a type of supervision that \S limited to an anxious watchfulness without specific treatment 
goals is not in the child's best interest (Skinner and Castle). 

In some instances, shortt1ge of qualified and experienced personnel has led to trainees 
being given these cases to handle; in others, because of frequent staff changes, families have had 
as many as three different social workers in six months. Quite often the parents involved see 
this as a reenactment of their earlier life experiences and feel completely rejected and bitter. 
This can have very serious repercussions for any future therapy, particularly if a change takes 
place when, for the first time in their lives, they are just beginning to respond in a positive 
manner. 

Our work with these families leads us to believe that the first few months of contact and 
how they are handled are crucial to any positive movement that might be achieved. It is also a 
period, when the parents will test out the relationship in a variety of ways and be at their most 
demanding. A considerable amount of reaching out on the part of the worker and a great amount 
of time are required. It is, however, the period when the parents, if they are at all amenable to 
help, will begin to respond. 

In circumstances where work is progressing with a family and a change of worker must 
take place, it is of great help to all concerned if the parents can be forewarned and prepared for 
the change by the outgoing worker, allowing them time to ventilate their feelings and, when 
possible, to be introduced to the new worker prior to departure. Frequently, the only notice 
families have received is a short letter saying that their social worker is leaving, or has left and 
another will visit in due course, occasionally followed by a long delay before anyone is act~allY 
able to visit. The builaup ~f tension created for the family by this situE-ition can be a potentially 
dangerous one for the ChIld. Those of us having administrative responsibilities should also 
recognize that adequate support and consultation must be readily available for the social workers 
involved. 

One other aspect that requires our consideration is the effect these families can have on 
those of us who are providing a service. Families of this nature have an uncanny knack of 
highligh.ting our own inadequa.~ies, and continually confront us with situations geared to raising 
our anxIety levels. For the inexperienced, this can produce a state of immobility at a time when 
clear objective thinking is imperative. 
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Richard Galson (1970) succinctly grasps the problem when he says "the anxiety produced 
by anger ~h~ch. is,unassimiliated is highly contagious. It lies about,like a time bomb waiting to go 
off and It mtImidates others to flee, to put distance between themselves and source either 
directly or through the use of one of the many administrative devices available to any clinic or 
agency." One of the most important resources called upon by any therapist involved in this kind 
of situation is a capa~i.ty to bear the anxiety. Just as we accept that there ar~ going to be a 
small number of famIlIes unable to respond to treatment, we must also accept and recognize 
those few instances when the social worker is unable to respond. 

ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
Most research programs into the treatment of abused children and their families stress the need 
to provide a number of services that would not be available under normal delivery systems. In 
the UnitpQ Kingdom there is particular concerll at the lack of specialized treatment facilities for 
ve!'y,young children who may have suffered severe emotiona.l damage (Attention was drawn to 
thIS In a recent report (NSPCC, 1976). There are, however: a number of models now in use that 
hav~ been of benefit to the family as a whole and are generally adaptable to most countries' 
settmgs. Some of those being used in the United Kingdom are described below. . 

CRISIS NURSERIES AND DROP-IN FOSTER MOTHERS 
In setting up a serivce for families in which child abuse had occurred, we were concerned that we 
should learn from the experience of those parents who felt that a'vailable services did not meet 
their particular needs. One of the most pressing of the requirements voiced was for some form 
of nursery facilities where a parent under stress and frightened of injuring his or her child might 
leave him f?r a while without fear or remonstration. It became apparent that many parents had 
s~ffered qUIte traum~tic experiences when seeking this kind of help and had consistently met 
WIth rebuffs of one kmd ?r, another •. Some even felt they had been forced into a tragic situation 
where they had actually mJured theIr child because they could not get the various authorities to 
recognize or understand the urgency of the matter or danger involved. The following is a graphic 
example of this situation. 

I go~ to the point where I seemed to have beHn to (sic) everyone! Things were 
gettmg worse and worse, but no-one (sic) would listen! In the end, I nearly killed 
my baby and then they said it was my fault. .-

Taking these points into consideration, there are two alternatives available. First, a 
nursery w,here the staff are geared to cope with children being brought in for varying periods and 
at any tIme. Our own experience has shown that a nursery of this kind has a particular 
therapeutic value if it is seen to incorporate facilities for the parents. At all times it is essential 
that they are made to feel welcome and have a room in which they can relax without the 
children. We have found that one of the results tends to be the development, quite 
spontaneously, of a self-help group, and many of the newly referred parents respond much earlier 
to treatment because of the help given them in this manner. 

A vital feature of this service is the provision of a transport that goes out in the morning 
to all the homes of the families, brings the children and any parent who wants to come back to 
th~ nursery.and returns them again at ~ight. A member of the nursery staff accompanies the 
drIver who, If necessary, can dress the ChIld tmd ensure that he or she attends if the parent is ill. 

. Another extension of this can be in the form of a preschool playgroup. In both 
Clrcumst~~ces play therapy is of great assistance to the children in preparing them for iater life 
and provIdmg some of the outlets they have not perhaps enjoyed at home. 

The nursery nurses are very much part of the therapeutic team and attention has to be 
given in these circumstances to ensuring that they receive adequate orientation, toward their 
widened role, since they will find themselves as involved with the parents as they are ,with the 
children. -

. The second alternative, whic~ is of particular value in areas where nursery pro.visions are 
poor, IS ~o set up a system of drop-m foster mothers. These volunteer~ are paid a small retainer 
and provIde shor~-stay emergency placements for children at times of crisis. For example, quite 
often mothers WIll telephone when they are going through a particularly difficult period saying 
that they cannot COpl~ and asking if the baby or child can be taken out of the home and looked 
after for a short time. In most instances, an overnight stay is all that is needed, but it is possible 
to extend this for any period up to a week. As with most provisions in this field, the key factor is 
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flexibility, and drop-in foster mothers have to be pr.epared to accept children at any time of the 
day or night. Again, when selecting suitable people, emphasis is placed on personality rather 
than any professional skill. 

We have also tried to recruit from as wide a variety of social backgrounds as possible, 
siF:lce we have that found many abusing parents find it much easier to respond to someone wtJom 
they feel has had the same kind of problems to contend with. Some of our earlier referred 
parents who responded to treatment ar.e helping as part of this network. 

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL CENTERS 
In a few enlightened areas, attempts have been made to set up treatment prog.rams that will 
provide residential facilities for the whole of a family where significant child abuse has occurred. 
There is, for instance, a unit operating at the Park Hospital for Children, Oxford, England, where 
over the last 10 years 230 families have been successfully treated. In essence, these families are 
received into a small family unit within the hospital grounds for a period of 28 days and then 
followed up with supportive services. During this period all the family members experience the 
rare combination of practical help, medical treatment, and applied psychology. 

CONCLUSION 
While we can never hope to completely prevent child abuse, there are a number of ways in which 
we can reduce it drastically. Research in the United Kingdom has shown similar patterns to 
those reported in the United States, in particular, the very young age of many of the children 
involved and the low points of tolerance shown by their parents. 

For any program of preventive treatment to succeed, parents should be able to seek .help 
without being made to. feel guilty and afraid. The provision of such a service requires a team 
approach involving both availability and flexibility on the part of those operating it. Cooperation 
and coordination between all concerned, (both professional and lay personnel), are vital, and they 
can only be achieved if we are prepared to remove some of the artificial barriers that sometimes 
prevent them from occurring. 

Finally, we cannot consider any program of' service to abused and neglected children 
adequate unless we are able to meet some of the very specialized treatment needs of the 
children, many of whom survive physically but are severely damaged emotionally and some of 
whom may have to be removed from their natural parents to a more conducive and nurturing 
environment before this can be effected. 
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Corpo.ral Punishment in the Schools: America's -Officially 
SanctIoned Brand of Child Abuse 
Irwin A. Hyman, EdD, Director 
Nat~onal Center For The Study of Corporal 
Pumshment and Alternatives in The Schools 
Temple University 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

The United States Supreme Court is c' tl . . . 
Florida (Ingraham v Wright 1974) In ~;en y preparmg a deCIsIOn on a case of child beating in 
the buttocks with a 'wooden ' • IS Gas~, a young teenage child was extensively beaten on 
that prevented the child frg~d~::tinTh; resultmg damage r.equired.medical treatment for wounds 

~~~i~~i~o:;te oO~~~:~I~n w~~:h~~II~~;et~~~7r~~~;!S~~n~~~I~~e o~hi~~~b~!nle~~:~~:h~:~~~~~~ 
person was protected b I . . re IS .cruel _and. sadistIc use of force on a young 
throwing, kicking, and !er~~' a~~s~a~~ ~~~~~~e~~ddlmg,. p~chmg, pun~hing, strapping, shoving, 
"land of the free and the ho . a " S receIve everyday m schools throughout the 
bravery have been distorte . m ~ of the brave: Unfortunately, the concepts of t'reedom and 

~r:~!~~~t~~~~~~~y .:~~;~i:'ii!~~y:~!;~:~~~~~%~t~E~~\b~i:~;~~~::Z:~ 
childrei ;'~1s ~~~i:~l~~~~~~u~~a~~~~:l s~epvea~s ad history of officially sanctioned beatings of 
within the American famil por an. encouragement to the use of phy~ical force 
corporal punishment withi/the T~~hg~~se dof thIS paper is to examine the extent to which 
children in the home. Without doubt' this i:~ ~c~::~ence to ,;he use of physical force against 

In t ul ,len or egg problem. 
(Williams ~~s7~fn x~ s~~~:t· children h~storically have been considered to have few if any rights 
the family mirr~rs the cUI~~~a~~r~e~~~e~~~a~~~ l~~~ho: ~:ee p!~cess ~ commoil, it is ~lear that 
by Babcock (1977) a member of the staff f J. 0 orce. recent theoretICal paper 
Punishment and Alternatives in th 0 the NatIonal Center for the Study of Corporal 
family use of physical force for ~i S~h~OlS, suggerS t~at there i~ some basis for predicting 
Babcock in reviewin cro s SClp_Ipe as a unctIon of varIOUS facets of the culture. 
cUl~ures'where corpor~l PU~iS~~!~~~o~~~d~~~h~o~~~t ~g~~~ble c~rrelation of cha~acteristics of 
be mcongruent with other characteristics The m. ~set~ ere c~rporal pumshment would 
?orpor.al . punishment an.a consequent child abuse w~~; fv e~t~f p~edlCtors ~or family (us)e of 
mfhctIOn of pain on infants b th . m aggressIve gods, 2 the 
sO<,!ializing children, (4) low inJu]P'e~g:I~ar%hi~::takerd' «3

5
» ~he ge~eration of high anxiety in 

traits. 0 n, an mcreasmg complexity of cultural 

It is important to recognize that we ar t th h·ld· . 
believe. It wasn't until 1900 that Arne . Ie no e c 1 -l?vmg natIon which we would like to 
other than the father and husband ha~c:n a~ even recogmzl?1 that anyone within the family 
towards children are reflected in the fact nt1gI~gtts at all ~~rinan, 1973): - American attitudes 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals a 0' ~n years ~ the f~undmg of .the Society For 
Prevention of Cruelt to Childre W up m New York orgamzed the fIrst Society for 
majority of Ame~ican~ really do no~'li~n:h:fd:ed t~ht.he almlOS~ in~isputable con~lusion that the 
it is almost al~ays rejected when presented to ~~~ av~~a:c;en~.~~Ion Isn't new (Kemston, 1975), but 

The eVldence adds up to one of t 1. 1 lzen. 
not understand the difference between w~h~~nc us~o~~: at the least, we are ~ society which does 
actually do for them At worst we e Ieve we do for our chIldren and what we 
shadow of our nation'S' capital, a;e ~~P~~~~J O~n~;i~h~ larg~ ~~mbbers of children, some in the 
we can assure the health and safet f . m~n rIg s, ut we do not care as long as 
really a matter of cognitive dissona~c~ t~ur own. ThIS IS not to condemn our society, for it is 
nation of optimists, who believe in our own~o~a; :~erAb~e!1 r:s~~ed. Aft.er ~l, we B;re surely a 
good will through generosit toward an • n m ru ,.we perIOdIcally eVldenC!e that 
relief, and the acceptance of a continUing ~~~i~~l~~ ~yst:m o~ prIvate. c~arities, international 
dictatorships and highly controlled countries which n Immlgrkan s and pol~tIcal refugees from the 

ow rna e up much of the world. Despite the 
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continued corruption of our politicians, the avarice of big business and the seemingly never
ending growth of bureaucracy, American democracy still muddles on and cleanses itself 
periodically. Yet there is a paradox in our view of ourselves and others' vi.ew of us. As a society, 
we are often criticized from within and without as being overly child-oriented and permissive, 
yet in this same society child abuse accounts for more childhood deaths than any other single 
factor (Hyman and Schreiber, 1975), and we permit educators to use often barbaric methods of 
discipline. Infant mortality is quite high when compared with other western democracies; when 
we consider mortality among minority groups alone, it is shockingly high (Coles, 1975).' Perhaps 
one of the best historical anecdotes illustrating our treatment of children as viewed by others 
was related in the Wall Street Journal (Chase, 1975). It seems that a great Nez Perce Indian 
chief was on a peace mission to a white general. He rode through a white man's encampment and 
happened to observe a soldier hitting a child. The chief reined in his horse and said to his 
companion, "There is no point in talking peace with barbarians. What could you say to a man that 
would strike a child?" The chief's diagnosis of our society in the 1800's, based only on his 
peripheral observations of an accepted practice towards children, was unfortunately and 
amazingly accurate if one considers the eventual fate of his tribe and that of others. But then 
our 20th century society has a long series of "broken treaties" with our children. 

It is surprising that the public school is the last remaining institution where a citizen may 
be assaulted by authorities. The police, the military, and prison officials are not allowed to use 
physical force as a method of punishment. How this reinforces and perhaps encourages the use of 
force in the home is difficult to assess. However, the assessment certainly should begin with an 
understanding of the nature and extent of the use of corporal punishment in the schools. Until 
just recently, this area has been of little interest to professionals involved in child abuse. 

The background of the attitudes lind practices which have resulted in a codified pattern of 
institutional violence in our society is enmeshed in a confusion of causes. It is important, 
therefore, to approach the problem by separating the main etiological and conceptual 
framewoI'ks within which the practice of corporal punishment is intertwined. 'The fol~owing 
discussion considers corporal punishment from the three approaches of legal, moral, and 
scientific issues. 

LEGAL ISSUES 
The general definition of corporal punishment stems from a legal framework and indicates it to 
be the inflicting of pain, loss, or confinement of the human body as a penalty for some offense 
(Barnhart, 1963). Black's Law Dictionary (1968) defines corporal punishment as "physical 
punishment, as distinguished from pecuniary punishment or a fine; any kind of punishment of or 
inflicted on the body, such as whipping or the pillory. The term mayor may not include 
imprisonment according l' the individual case." Educationally, corporal punishment has been 
generally defined as "the infliction of pain by a teacher or other educational official upon the 
body of a stUdent as a penalty for doing something which has been disapproved of by the 
punisher" (Wineman and James, 1967). 

Corporal punishment in the schools is not implied when the teacher uses force (1) to 
protect himself or herself, the pupil, or others from physical injury; (2) to obtain possession or a 
weapon or other dangerous objects; or (3) to protect property from damage (National Education 
Association, 1972). 

Th~re are two main areas in which the constitutionality of corporal punishment are argued 
(Reitman, Follman and Ladd, 1972). One focus, that corporal punishment is cruel and unusual, is 
based on the eighth amendment to the Constitution. This rests on a number of grounds, most 
importantly the concept that the application of physical punishment to children violates 
democratic freedom and the dignity of the individual. The other argument, based on the fifth 
and fourteenth amendments to the Constitution, is that corporal punishment violates due process 
of law. This is divided between SUbstantive due process and procedural due process. Under the 
substantive issue, it is argued that corporal punishment is often conducted in an arbitrai'y and 
capricious manner and does not bear a reasonable relationship to a societal purpose. Under the 
procedural issue, it is argued that before' being punished, one is entitled to certain procedural 
safeguards, such as notice of charge, rifrht to a fair hearing, etc. (Friedman and Hyman, 1977). 

Currently, 47 states allow or specifically endorse through state legislation the use of 
corporal punishment as G means of disciplining children in public schools (Friedman and Hyman). 
Some, states such as Hawaii, are currently reviewing their statutes and have imposed temporary 
bans on the use of physical punishment. Maine has a new statute, but its meaning is unclear. 
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Among thos!';; cl)untl'ies which have abolished corporal punishment are Poland, Luxembourg, 
Holland, Austria, France, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Cyprus, Japan, Ecuador, Iceland, 
Italy, Jordan, Qatar, Mauritius, Norway, Israel, The Phillipines, Portugal, and all Communist Bloc 
countries (Reitman, Follmann, and Ladd, 1972; Bacon and Hyman, 1976). 

MORAL ISSUES 
Puritan and Calvinistic traditions of American society and the early medical realities of infant 
and childhood mortality resulted in attitudes which are abhorrent to modern thinking concerning 
children. Estimates of mortality suggest that occurrences of measles, typhoid, small pox, 
diphtheria, dysentery and respiratory ailments resulted in 8. third of all infants dying each year 
(Coles). For mosi. of those who did surviva, childhood certainly had its pleasures, but pleasure 
was generally considered by religious society as evil. Even if one did }.ot subscribe to the 
Calvinistic belief that c~ildren were "imps of darkness" the historical precedent for maltreat
ment of children goes back even to the schools of Sumer 5,000 years ago (Radbill, 1974). The 
most severe practice of corporal punishment leads to murder, and the concept of state-supported 
infanticide or child murder is not new. As late as the 16th century, the belief of inherent evil in 
children was so strong that Martin Luther, assuming that they must be inhabited by the devil, 
indicated that retarded children should be drowned (Radbill). 

In America, the practice of corporal punishment has been overt and publicly sanctioned 
from colonial days. The "spare the rod and spoil the child" philosophy of that colonia.l era was 
reflected in the schooling of the times. Manning (1959) reports that a schoolhouse, constructed 
in 1793 in Sunderland, Massachusetts, had an ominous whipping post built into the schoolhouse 
floor. Erring young students were securely tied to the post and whipped by the schoolmaster in 
the presence of their classmates. Manning also reports, in a similar vein, about "paddling" 
devices being prominent implements of the classroom in the 1800's. Paddling rods, canes, and 
sticks were placed conspicuously in the classroom, easily accessible to the teacher. 

The issue of moral lessons taught by paddling in schools is currently illustrated in the state 
of Maine. The Maine legislature recently enacted a law forbidding the use of corporal 
punishment in all schools. Shortly after passage, a number of groups of citizens and educators 
began lobbying for the return of corporal punishment. Especially vociferous were teachers, 
parents, and stUdents from Maine Christian Schools (Connolly, 1977). Ralph 1. Yarnell, executive 
director of the Northeastern Regional American Association of Christian Schools, claimed that 
spankings, paddlings and whippings teach students "obedience, thrift, and other virtues." 

An elementary school principal from Bangor Christian School stated that paddling does" 
"wonders for helping a student mature." These kinds of statements reflect a belief that 
punishment has a cleansing effect in removing sinful thoughts and preventing sinful acts. Even if 
one accepts various religious views of sin and immorality there is scientific evidence to indicate 
that the preventive aspect of punishment is greatly limited and overrated (Bongiovanni, 1977). 
Despite this, many Americans have a religious conviction that schooling cannot occur without 
paddling (Hyman, McDowell, and Raines, 1977). 

RESEARCH 
A staff member of the National Center for the Study of Corporal Punishment and Alternatives in 
the Schools completed an extensive and exhaustive reVlew of the research on punishment during 
the last ten years. His findings are indicated below (Bongiovanni): 
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The use of corporal punishment by school p"ersonnel provides the child with a real
lif~ model of aggressive behavior which has been demonstrated to be imitated by young 
chIldren (Bandura, 1962; Bandura, Ross, and Ross, 1961, 1963). Not only do children 
imitate such aggressive behavior, they also tend to employ these aggressive behaviors 
when faced with frustration in their own lives. In a study in which children observed a 
model being punished, a learned fear reaction was demonstrated to have occurred, 
although they were not recipients of any punishment (Berger, 1962). The implication for 
school personnel is that the use of corporal punishment may provide a living model of 
aggression which may be imitated by the classroom childreri. Such a model may provide a 
problem-solving method which can be utilized by the child in various settings. In addition 
by visibly punishing a child in the presence of others, the other children may becom~ 
fearful and anxious. Such conditions are not conducive to socialization or learning. 

The available research on punishment, when applied to schools, suggests that it is 
ineffective in producing durable behavior change, is potentially harmful to stUdents and 
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person~el, and is highl~ impractic~l in the light of the controls necessary for maximal 
effectiveness. The maxlm~l ef~ec!lveness of corporal punishment can only be achieved by 
close adherence to the baSIC prmCIples and factors WhICh have been shown to influence its 
ultimate ~ffective~ess as a behavior-reducing method. In light of the role of school 
personnel m educatIOn, and the welfare of the student, corporal punishment appears to be 
impractical, time-·consuming, and contrary to the goals of education. 

. The pote~tial for social disruption constitutes the primary disadvantage of 
pumshment. In light of these negative side-effects, the possible reduction of undesirable 
behavior should clearly be secondary in importance. The need for discipline and adherence 
to rules is a necessary part of education. However, there are many alternatives to 
corporal punishment which may be utilized by school personnel. 

. Those ?:,ho .de~end the use of corporal punishment as a practical method tend to 
VIew the pr~ctIcallty Issue from t~e perspective of school personnel only. As a method, it 
can ~e applied to .anyone, there IS !l0 nee? for any type of specialized training, it can be 
applied to all settmgs, and no speCial eqUipment except a paddle is necessary. The fact 
that. most school. personnel ~re physically stronger than the children makes corporal 
pumshn:ent espeCially attractIve" In defense of corporal punishment, Killory (1973) cites 
four crIteria of punishment to be considered: first, it should result in the greatest 
behavior change; second, it should demand the least effort on the part of the user; third, it 
sh?~d re~ult in behavior. that. is relatively permanent; and fourth, it should produce 
mlmmal SIde-effects. ThIS wrIter contends that, by the research evidence available, 
corporal punishment meets none of these criteria. 

~ot only is punish!'"ent an ineffective and ineffi('ient method of teaching, in more severe 
forms It decreases learnmg. An extensive review by Rosenshine and Furst (1971) considered 
seventeen studies which were based on counts of teacher use of criticism. Criticism in all 
studies was generally defined as negative statements, demeaning students or their actions and/or 
the use of threats. Almost all of the studies reviewed indicated a negative relationship between 
te~~h~r criticism and student achievements. In ten of the seventeen studies, stronger forms of 
crItiCism were clearly more negatively correlated with achievement than milder forms. 
Rosenshine and Furst conclude that "teachers who use extreme amounts and forms of criticism 
u~ually have classes that achieve less in most subject areas" (p. 51). Although all of the studies 
Cited are correlational, there is certainly considerable evidence against the use of severe 
criticism and threats. 

. Resea~ch indicates that the use of corporal punishment is much more extensive than many 
beheve. J?ur~ng the 1971-1.972 sch~ol year, the Dallas public schools reported an average of two 
thousand mCldents of phYSICal pumshment per month (National Education Association, 1972). In 
the Houst0l! pu~lic schools, it was reported by Dr. J. Boney, an administrator, that during a two
month perIOd m 1972, 8,27£1 paddlings were administered (Elardo, 1977). With a. student 
population of about 200,000 children, this averages out to about four "licks" per child per year. 
. Finally, there is some evidence that increasing use of corporal punishment tends to 
mcrease the rate of school vandalism. Lee Hardy and Virginia Miller (Hyman, et al, 1977) made a 
study of twelve schools on the outskirts of Portland, Oregon, and found that rates of the use of 
corporal punishment appeared to be correlated with increases in the cost per pupil of vandalism 
agamst school property. Although the study is limited, it certainly suggests a fruitful area for 
further investigation. 

IS CORPORAL PUNISHMENT A FORM OF CHILD ABUSE? 
This paper .has attempted to summarize some of the literature and writings collected by the staff 
at the NatIOnal Center for the Study of Corporal Punishment and Alternatives in the Schools. 
For one year we and our organizers have attempted to offer evidence that reveals the practice as 
a particularly insidious form of child abuse. Funding has been extremely difficult to obtain and 
therefore our impact has been limited. However, this paper represents an opportunity to impress 
upon child abuse workers the importance of this issue. 

With the information available it is difficult to measure to what extent family attitUdes 
support or cause the use of corporal punishment in the schools and to what extent the official 
practice encourages the use of force in the home. The two pllB.ctices certainly are closely woven 
into the fabric of our society. 

There is some evidence that home-school pracltices of child rearing go hand in hand. An 
intercultural study of aggression by Bellack and Antell (1974) considered the playground behavior 
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of children· in Germany, Italy and Denmark. Observers recorded aggressive behavior by adults 
and children. The results indicated a correlation between adult and child aggression which also 
reflected cultural beliefs about child rearing. The greater aggressiveness in German institutions 
and child rearing results in greater peer aggressiveness. The belief in force as a method of 
discipline in Germany was reflected in a poll which showed that 60% of parent respondents 
believed not only in spanking but in actually beating their children (Bellack and Antell, 1973}. 
While Germans practice corporal punishment in the schools, the Danes and Italians do not. TheIr 
rate of interchild aggreSSion on the playground was much less than that of Germans. 

While the study is limited, it reflects the belief by some scientists that some of man's 
inhumanity to man may be revenge'for the indignities suffered in childhood, and that children do 
model aggressive behavior as a method by which to solve problems. 

Several American studies indicate that a large percentage of parents and educators favor 
the use of corporal punishment in the schools either as a regular method of discipline or ~s a last 
resort (Hyman et aI, 1977). Everyone, in fact, seems to strongly favor corporal pUnIsh.me~t 
except those who receive it. And among those who receive it, perhaps the best explanatIon IS 
given in another study by Elardo, who interviewed ele~entary s~hoOl children. ~ost said ~hat 
some kids would prefer paddling to other forms of pUnIshment 10 order to "get It over WIth." 
They also felt it did no good in changing behavior. One articulate child said, "S~metimes y:ou get 
accused falsely of doing something. If you get paddled and later prove you dId not do It, you 
can't get unpaddled. But if you lose an activity, maybe by the time the activity should occur you 
can prove your innocence and still get your activity" (Elardo, 1977, p. 18). . . 

To the present writer it is clear that the legal use of corporal pUnIshment 10 the schools 
has led to actual physical acts which are abusive to school children. How can we expect parents 
to not use this type of force when we officially sanction its use in education? Although we 
haven't measured the extent to which school corporal punishment encourages family use, it is 
reasonably clear from the evidence presented that there is a relationship. We can't answer t.he 
"chicken or egg" question of which comes first. However, a modest and reachable goal for ChIld 
abuse workers would be the elimination of the use of corporal punishment in the schools. Our 
center, within the limitation of its modest funding, will offer legal, research and historical data 
to support this cause. We also offer workshops on alternatives. I believe that a concerted drive 
by interested educators, legislators and child care workers could result in almost total 
elimination of officially sanctioned corporal punishment in schools within five years. 
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v< A Study of Attitudes of Caregivers 'l'oward Use of Physical Force 

\Nolan Rindfleisch PhD, Assistant Professor , , 
Sehool of Social Work 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 

INTRODUCTION .. 
Injury to children resulting from use of physical force 13 a social phenomenon ~ha.t has at~ract.ed 
intense public and scientific interest in the last 10-15 years. While use of phYSICal force m ChIld 
care has been seen primarily as occurring within the home, Gil (1975) argued that physical force 
is also to be found at the institutional and societal levels. The institutional level includes 
settings such as day care centers, schools, courts, child welfare agencies, welfare departments, 
and correctional and other residential child care settings. 

. State reporting laws have typically adopted a narrow definition of which caretakers ca.n be 
considered child abusers. These laws have focused attention on force used within the horne. 
Studies of the incidence and causes of child abuse have typically omitted child caretakers outside 
t;he home. 

This study focused on child caretakers outside the home: ~es~ondents were diJ:,ect 
caregivers in child welfare institutions. The task assigned to these mstItutIOns has evolved smce 
colonial times. This evolution of purpose is reflected in the century-long debate over the 
relative merits of foster family care and group care. Popular and professional preference for 
family care· and concern about alleged negative effects of group care gave support to a 
movement to de-institutionalize the SUbstitute care of children in this country. Since the 1920's, 
many orphanages have adopted psychologically oriented programs and have shape? th(:dr 
acceptance criteria to exclude non-disturbed children. Nationally, the number of such reSIdential 
treatment centers inereased markedly between 1945 and 1965. 

De-institutionalization of SUbstitute care has led to a decrease in the number of children 
in institutional care. In Ohio on January 1, 1928, there were about 140· public and private 
children's homes with a total population of 11,470 children in residence. As of January 1, 1976, 
there were 33 private children's homes and 46 public children's homes with about 3800 children in 
residence. 

For over 100 years, the state of Ohio has had a program of visiting certification, and more 
recently, of licensing of children's homes to achieve two general objectives: (1) to ~ecure 
protection from abuse and exploitation for those children who require care away from theIr own 
homes; (2) to secure speciali~ed treatment in group care settings for those childr'en who require 
it. 

To achieve these objectives of protection and quality group care, th;3 Ohio Bur:eau of 
Licensing and Standards holds licensed child caring institutions responsible for following a 
number of guidelines in the operation of their programs. Among these guidelines is one in 
particular that is concerned with the treatment of the child. This guideline, or rule, prohibits the 
following practices: 

"There shall be no form of physical abuse, using such things as implements, 
restraints, straps, whips, sticks, paddles, utensils, tools; no physical manipulation of a 
child to hurt him, including forcing things into his mouth, striking, pulling, twisting of ears 
or limbs; causing severe physical discomfort through prolonged exertion by requiring him 
to run, jump, stand, hold limbs in strained and/or awkward positions and similar 
punishments." (ODPW) 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTEXT 
Caregiver-child relationships were viewed in this study as a form of social exchange. When what 
caregivers receive from children over a period of time is seen by them as not roughly 
proportioned to what they have given, feelings of distress gradually build up. We call this distress 
Hinjustice distress". Sense of injustice is a dynamic through which use of force is generated. This 
factor was seen as exerting Ii direct influence on the level of force espoused by caregivers. 
Respondents were asked how much resentment they would be likely to feel if they were the 
caretaker in the hypothetical situation. Responses were made on a five point scale from "none" 
to "a great deal". 
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. . ~e were interested in understanding what social factors evoke a view of physical force as 
a Just~fla~le method of ~oping with challenging child care situations. Secondly, to what extent do 
orgamzatIOnal factors mfluence variation in the attitudes of direct caregivers toward use of 
physicd force? 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES 
Goode's (1973) analysis of "violen~e between intimates" was used as a frame of reference for this 
study. Underlying the relationsl"nps predicted between var'iables derived from this model were 
several assumptions: ' 

1. All sociB:l systems.require,a minimum degree of control and order if they are to survive 
and phYSIcal force IS one 01 several means that can be used to achieve them. 

2. Those who control service organizations make a distinction between the wishes and 
interests of their beHeficiaries. A divisiveness exists between beneficiaries and 
organizations which s0metimes results in hostility and conflict. 

3. Service organizatir:;ls must develop mechanisms to cope with the self activating properties 
of clients in Ol,'.(l·.;!· to insure that change activities are not rendered ineffective. 

4. Children's r!0rnes are, in part, force-based structures and use of physical force is a 
legitiJTl.f:te resource available to them as they seek to achieve their objectives. 
The.:fiusal factors in this study were those which accounted.for varying predispositions to 

use of f:.;rce in caregiving. They are the status variables which available demographic analysis 
sug~-:;sts are characteristic of certain violence prone collectivities. They constitute the socio
cultural context within which force use occurs: 

1. . Length of time employed in present job; 
2. Length of time employed in previous job; 
3. Work schedule; 
4. Sex; 
5. Age; 
6. Race; 
7. Region of residence; 
8. Community size (early); 
9. Community size (cmrrent); 
10. Marital status; 
11. Social position of respondents' fathers; 
12. Education; 
13. Income. 

Those factors which Goode defined as resulting from social pressures and structural 
position were represented in this study by certain potentiating components of organizational life. 
These. compo~ents al'e: (1) the extent to which living unit management practices are institution 
or reSIdent orIented; (2) the d·n·goree of staff participation in organization decision making; (3) the 
degree of caregivers' control over their immediate work environment. 

The caregiver-child interaction was viewed as a form of social exchange. The resulting 
feelings of ce.regiver distress were seen as exerting a direct influence on the outcome variable. 

The dependent (outcome) variable is an attitude--level of force. In this study five 
~y~othetical care-giving situations were presented to the respondents. They were ask~d to 
mdICate how often they would take each of six possible actions. One of the actions was to take 
no physical action at all. A force index was derived for each respondent from data which 
reflected the severity and frequency of the actions they chose. 

The null hypotheses affirmed that all variables proposed in the model were independent of 
the outcome variable, level of force. The variables in the following two way combinations are 
independent of each other: 

1. Th~ extent of felt injustice and the level of force. 
2. The scores by living unit on resident management practices and level of force. 
3. The extent of centralization due to direct care staff participation in decision making and 

level of fClrce. 
4. The extent of centralization due to hierarchy of structure and level of force. 
5" The age oj: direct care respondents and level of force. 
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6. 'fhe sex of direct care respondents and level of for~e. 
7. The race of the direct care respondents and level of force. 
8. The early town residence size of direct care respondents and level of force. 
9. The region of residence (0-17) of direct care respondents and level of force. 
10. The social position of fathers of direct care respondents and level of force. 
11. The formal education level of respondents and level of force. 
12. The town size (current) of direct care respondents and level of force. 
13. The marital status of direct care respondents and level of force. 
14. The income of direct care respondents and level of force. 
15. 'fhe length of time of direct care staff in their positions and level of force. 
16. The work schedule of direct care respondents and level of force. 
17. The length of time of direct care staff in previous direct care jobs and level of force. 

METHODOLOGY 
This study was designed to explore the relationship between a number of factors (20) and 
attitudes toward use of force by caregivers in children's homes for dependent, neglected and 
disturbed children in central and southwestern Ohio. One hundred caregivers in 15 children's 
homes serv~d as respondents. They represented 42 living units. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Background characteristics of the respondents can be summarized as follows: Forty-one percent 
of the respondents held their present jobs one year or less; another 30 percent held their jobs four 
year's or more. Of the 100 respondents, 37 were men and 63 were women. Fifty-nine were in 
their first jobs. While 58 worked a shift schedule, 40 were on a "live in with relief" schedule. 
Thirty-five percent of the sample were und~r 25 years of age. Another 38 percent were over 45 
years of age. Forty-four percent of the respondents were single and had never married. Fifty
six percent were married or previously married. Fifty-seven percent of the respondents were 
sing'le and had never married. Fifty-six percent were married or previously married. Fift~ ~even 
percent of the respondents' fathers held jobs classified as working class and below. Forty-two 
percent of the respondents hM completed high school or less. 

Forty-one percent of~he respondents had level of force scores in the 4-6 range. Another 
29 percent had scores in the 6-1£ range. The level of force mean score was 5.49 on a 12 point 
continuum. 

Felt injustice mean scores for the 100 respondents ranged from 2.6 to 3.74. The mean felt 
injustice score for all respondents on the five situations was 3.2. 

The mean score of 42 living units on resident management practi,ces was 14.9. The lowest 
living unit score was 5 and the highest score was 35. 

The mean for hierarchy of authority was 1.94 on a scale ranging from 1 (low) to 4 (high). 
The mean for participation in decision making was 3.39 on a scale rang!ng from 1 (low) to 5 
(high). 

We next determined the strength of associations between a number of variables expected 
to be related to level of force. A number of these variables were found to have a strong or 
moderately strong degree of association with level of .force: age of respondent, education of 
respondent, marital status, work schedule, early commun~ty size, resident management practices, 
participation and felt injustice. 

Levels of force selected by respondents to manage challenging child care situations could, 
be expected to increase if a direct care staff member was older, had a lower level of education, 
was or had been married, was reared in a smaller community, experienced higher degrees of felt 
injustice, participated seldom or never in decision making, "lived in" on a 24 hour basis, and 
worked in a living unit where resident management practices are more organization centered. 

A number of other variables were found to have a weak association with level of force: 
current community size, length of time in job, length of time in prior job, sex of respondent, 
income of respondent, hierarchy of authority, region of respondent, and race of respondent. 

In order to build a larger structure of understanding, we determined how much of the 
variance in level of force was uniquely explained by each independent varia.ble. We then 
combined the sevel'al variables into several sets and examined the relationship between each set 
and level of force. Next, we combined these sets to determine the amount of variance in level of 
force these sets in combination would be able to explain. This structure of explanation was then 
developed separately for sample subgroups based on categories of sex and education. 
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Several variables were found that uniquely explained larger amounts of variance in level 
of force: (1) felt injustice, 17 percent; (2) resident management practices, 8.3 percent; (3) 
participation in decision making, 5.3 percent; (4) age of respondent, 4.4 percent; (5) .early 
community size, 1.3 percent. 

We examined the contribution each set made to explaining val'iance in level of force. 
Background variables in combination accounted for 34 percent of the varianc~ in level of force. 
The organizational set accounted for 16 percent of the variance in level of force., Felt injustice 
variables accounted for 16 percent. When felt injustice was taken in combination with the 
organizational variables, 29 percent of the variance was accounted for. 

We next d~termined how strongly the independent variables taken together relate to level 
of force. All of the variables taken in combination were found to account for 39.4 percent of the 
variance in level of force. This same analysis was developed for subgroups in the sample based 
on categories of sex and education. It was found that the multiple correlation coefficient 
obtained for all variables and level of force for the whole sample taken together was similar to 
the coefficient for women (.634). A multiple correlation of .788 was obtained for men and. 704 
was obtained for respondents with some college. 

Overall, the variables listed above as most significantly a~sociated with level of force 
occurred, in general, as expected. 

The relatiVe strength of background and organizational variables suggest that much of the 
former was probably mediated by the latter. However, background variables improved the 
predictive capacity of organizational variables by five percent. 

The strength of the coeffiGient obtained for all variables and level of force confirms our 
premise that a multi-dimensional model would yield significant results. 

IMPLICATIONS FOB. POLICY AND MANAGEMENT 
What are the practice implications of the general finding that knowledge of the ~ge, 
organizational characteristics, and inequity distress of caregivers can improve our prediction of 
level of force by 40 percent? What implicatiolls do these results have for minimizing the use of 
physical force? Furthermore, what implications do the results have for improving the quality of 
specialized forms of group care? 
. The extent of societal support for force use was reflected in the strong degree of 
association between the background variables taken in combination and level of force (1:'=.580). 
The Supreme Court decision in support of state laws that authorized corporal punishment in 
public schools is reflective of this general tendency in our society to support force use. The 
extent to which respondents could be expected to enter a caregiving situation with a readiness to 
respond forcefully was reflected in the unique contribution of age and early community size of 
the respondents to explaining variation in level of force. A SUbstantial proportion of variance 
explained by background variables seemed to be mediated by organizational variables (1'=.554) and 
these in turn were mediated by felt injustices (r=.412) and then expressed as attitudes toward use 
of force. 

Lower espoused levels of force by younger caregivers f;!ould be interpret(;,!d as on effect of 
uncertainty in their roles, of having come to maturity in a pedod of "permissiveness" and antiwar 
feeling, and of having higher levels of education. The highel: force levels of older caregivers can 
be interpreted as an effect of their having come to maturity at an earlier period when use of 
force was widely supported in the society as a normal means in, care giving. It will be recalled 
that 35 percent of the respondents were under 25 and 38 percent were over 45. Another 41 
percent were in their present jobs under one :)l'ear and 3S p'ercent were in their present jobs over 
four years. In addition, those who were younger tended~o stay in their jobs for shorter periods of 
time (r=+.56). This data suggests that one segment of the cht.l.dren's home field ma.y be attracting 
older caregivers. However, since the yotmg~~r caregivers remain for shon~~ periods, the question 
should ge posed as to whether the younger caregivers would espouse h1gher levels of force were 
they to continue in their jobs beyond four years. 

Other stUdies (Krause, 1974; Raynes, 1975) have concluded that background variables were 
not significantly related to the caregiver behavior measured. In view of these findings the fact 
that older respondents tended to justify higher lew~ls of force stands out as exceptional. 

The Civil Service qualifications for tJ.1e HCilUseparent II position (Appendix) are one year's 
experience in household management al1di the ~are of children at the family level. Since 
caregivers with less educaUon are more likely to jlse higher levels of force, it would be desirable 
to, establish a minimum educational qualification. High school completion would probably change 
the age distribution in the direction of the younger categories. 
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Lower centralization of decision making and resident centered management practices 
were found to contribute to lower levels of force. An implication of this finding is that efforts 
to increase caregivers' participation in decision making along with efforts to individualize 
children's care will probably lower the amount of force likely to be used. 

Erlanger (1974) and Kohn (1969) analyzed the influence of stress on the levels of physical 
force used by caregivers from lower social segments. They agree that the conformity orientation 
of lower status caregivers ~an be viewed as a consequence of limited education and constricting 
job conditions. 

Based on our findings about the influence of inequity distress on level of force, we suggest 
that caregiving may flow less from generosity and according to need, and more on the oasis of 
feelings resulting from fairness in the exchange between the caregiver and children. It should be 
recalled that respondents were given the opportunity to indicate how often they would take each 
of six actions to deal with a given child care situation. One alternative was to take no physical 
action at all. Respondents could have chosen to do nothing or break off with the child. To the 
extent that respondents chose physical actions, we would suggest they perceived other 
alternatives as unviable given the situation as they experienced it.· 

Our data suggest that caregivers also deal with their inequity distress by leaving their 
jobs. The likelihood that respondents under age 34 would also be in their jobs under four years 
was very high. Our presumption in the care of younger caregivers is that inequity distress is a 
factor in their shortel' periods of tenure. The influence of inequity distress on younger caregivers 
was illustrated by one respondent who reported that she was completely drained and would be 
leaving the home in three months. The expectation that slle would be leaving her job at the end 
of one year on the job seemed to enable her to make it through her shifts. 

The interrelation of these factors in the case of older caregivers is exemplified in an 
anecdote reported by one respondent: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

Ali older caregiver with over four years tenure used considerable force to control a boy in 
his living unit, thus violating a home rule. He took the boy to the Superintendent and saitl, 
"Support me in what I did; if you do not, the boy is yours; Pm leaving." 

Some practical implications of OUf findings include but are not limited to the following: 

Steps should be taken to deprivat.ize the living unit so caregivers are not given to feel they 
need to be masters in their own :;'louse. 
Deployment of caregivers should be planned so that more caregivers are in the living unit 
at peak hours. Back-up should be provided at all times. 
To counter caregiver feelings of being drained and burned out, some equivalent of the 
military's "rest and rehabilitation" could be considered. 
Efforts to recruit and retain caregivers in the 25-35 age range should be undertaken. 
A distress scale, similar to the one used in this study, might be employed as an aid in staff 
selection. 

In summary, use of 8. research approach that analyzes the relationship between a number 
of factors taken together and level of force should be of considerable assistance in extending our 
understanding of the sources and dynamics of violence against children. This research approach 
should also help in the development of effective approaches to preventing and managing this 
phenornen~m, especially as it is manifested at the institutional level. 
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APPENDIX I 

LEVEL OF FORCE IN RELATION TO 
O:aGANIZA,]~IONAL AND BACKGROUND VAlUABLES 

Variable 

Feit Injustice I 
Felt Injustice II 
Felt Injustice III 
Felt Injustice IV 
Felt Injustice V 
Resident Management Practices 
Participation 
Hierarchy 
Length of Time in Job 
Length of Time in Prior Job 
Work Schedule 
Age of Respondents 
Sex of Respondents 
Marital Status 
Education of Respondents 
Income of Respondents 
Community Size (current) 
Community Size (e~dy) 

*p .05 

\' .\ 

r 

.196 
-.119* 
.129 
.369 
.117* 
.322 
.341 
.272 
.253 
,,257 
.308 
.518 

-.193 
.414 
.404 

:-.OiO 
-.279 
- .. 301 
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. ~ENDIXII 

AMOUNT OF VARIANCE IN LEVEL OF FORCE EXP~~AINED BY 
FELT INJUSICE, ORGANIZATIONAL ANDI 

BACKGROUND VARIABLES ; 

2 
r r 

Felt Injustice (#4) .369 .136 

Felt Injustice (# 5) .409 .167 

Felt Injustice (1f3j .411 .169 

Felt Injustice (#1) .411 .169 

Felt Injustice (#2) . .412 .170 

Resident lVianagement Pi'actices .503 .253 

Unit Participation .553 .306 

Work Schedule .561 .315 

Unit Hierarchy .562 .316 

Age .600 .360 

Marital Status .606 .367 

Community Size .616 .380 

Respondent's Education .622 .386 

Length of Time on Job .627 .386 

Community Size (current) .627 .393 
• 628 

·!),OA ' . 

Father's Status .""...,"'2: 

Time in Other Homes .628 .394 

Sex .628 .394 
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Percent 
Explained 
Variance 

13.6 
3.1 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
8.3 
5.3 
0.9 
0.1 
4.4 
0.7 
1.3 
0.6 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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APPENDIX III 

MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS (r) BETWEEN SEVERAL SETS OF 
VARIABLES AND LEVEL OF FORCE FOR 

SELECTED SQB.,POPULATIONS 

I~ 

Total 12th Grade Over 12th 

Felt Injustice -'] 
',1 

Participation and 
. Hierarchy 

Participa tion, 
Hierarchy, 
Resident Management 
Practices 

Organizational Vari
ables (3) and Felt 
Injustice . 

Background Variables 

All (in combination) 

Sample Women 
(n=100) (n=63) 

r r 

.412** .449* 

.372** .322* 

.419** .356* 

.554** .572* 

.580** .552* 

.628** .634 

Men 
(n=37) 

r 

.503 

.398 

.587* 

.681* 

.683 

.788 

and under 
(n=41) 

r 

.499 

.304 

.305 

.611* 

.438 

.736 

Grade 
(n=59) 

r 

.463* 

.1.18 

.355 

.533* 

.511 * 

.704* 
__ ....\11 __ .:·..,. . __ ''''-' ___ ~ ______ '--f.'--________________ _ 

F ratio ~;ignificf:l.!)I~e: *::;~ .05; **=p .01 

APPENDIX IV 

HOUSE PARENT II 

NATURE OF WORI\:IN THIS CLASS 
This is responsiblel

l 
work in supervising the care and training of dependent or physically 

handicapped childreJIl. . 
. . .~n emplo¥e~! in this c!ass is responsible for a housing unit of children at a county 
InstItutIOn, and m:that capaclty serves as a SUbstitute parent for the children. Employee 
supervises the mai/lners, morals, ~onduct, and physical cleanliness of the children and has 
responsibility ~o.r Iljousekeeping functions of the unit supel'vised. Work is performed under the 
g'eneral superVlSIOn, of a House Parent Supervisor. .. I . 
ILLUSTRATIVE E1f{AMPLES OF WORK 

Dire~~~ tM household activities of a fairly large unit, and the training and supervisio,p of 
boys or girls In a$,signed tasl(s. . 

Participates in religious, moral, and social ti'a.ining of the children and acquaints. them 
with institution(ll rules in regard to discipline, personal habits, and living, eating, and sleeping 
arrangements. . 

Counself) and advises children on personal problems. 
Advises/superior as to necessary supplies, repairs, and equipment fo!' the unit. 
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Supervises health and sanitary conditions in the unit; and renders aid in minor accidents or 
illnesses. 

Conducts children to activities on the institutional grounds and accompanies them outside. 
Performs related work as required. 

ESSENTIAL, KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the modern principles and practices of guiding and training dependent or 

physically handicapped children. . 
J<nowledge of the materials, methods and equipment used in large-scale housekeeping. 
Knowledge of simple health and safety precautions and of first aid methods. 
Ability to secure cooperation of children and guide them in work, play and recreational 

activities. . 
Ability to appreciate the problems faced by children suffering physical handicaps. 
Abili ty to~\ prepare simple behavior reports. 

" 

QUALIFICATI~:S . 
. One ye#~r'S\\ experience in household management and the care of children at the family 
level. ;1 I.! 

if " . 
The c~tss sd.,ecification which appears above is intended to be sufficient merely to identify 

the class an9'/ be mi\lStrative of the kinds of duties that may be assigned to positions allocated to 
the class anclshoul~l not be interpreted to describe all of the duties performance of which may be 
required of ~fDPloY~es holding a position assigned to this class. 

Revised 12/~1162 \, . 

RECEIVED: iiSTATE PF OHIO, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE, Jan. 19, 1973 
I, .1 

Bureau of' Lil~ensing dhd Standards 
I 
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Stuart Vexler 
Texas Youth Council 
Austin, Texa.:; 

Eile~',l Raffaniello 
Educational Psychology Department 
University of Texas at Austin 

A model of the relationship between child abuse and delinquency is presented in this paper: Thi~ 
mode! is used as a framework for analyzing prog'rammatic interventions that should be conslderea 
in dealing with this problem. That there is a relationship between child abuse and subsequent 
delinquency seems fairly well established by previous studies. The thoughts presented here are 
based on the belief that if we can analyze and understand those forces that maintain this 
relationship in individuals and in groups, we may be able to design our interventions to break 
down this support. Prevention of child abuse would, of course, resolve much of the problem, and 
interventions aimed at this goal are also considered. . 

There are three ways in which child abuse and delinquency may be related: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Abuse as a child leads to subsequent delinquency. 
The same set of factors that leads to child abuse leads to delinquency. 
In some cases, child abuse contributes directly to delinquency, while at the same 
time factors that are supporting child abuse are also supporting the development of 
delinquent behavior. Clear cause and effect relationships are difficult to establish 
outside of a laboratory setting. Interrelatedness is less difficult to establish but 
more complex to analyze. (Table 1 below attempts to graphically illustrate some 
elements in this interrelatedness, using a conceptual framework of antecedents, 
behaviors, and consequences.) 

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL 
Two assumptions underlie this model. The first is that child abuse is a behavioral problem. The 
second is that child abuse is a community problem and responsibility. A quick review of some of 
the literature related to this topic may help clarify the assumptions made in this model. 

1. 

2. 
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Excessive physical punishment and aggression. 
Eron Walder, and Lefcowitz (1971), as well as Sears, Maccoby, and Levin (1957), 
found positive significant relationships between the severity of physical punishment 
in the home and aggressive behavior in children. 
Modeling. 
Bandura (1971) has shown the importance of modeling of aggressive physical 
behavior in adults in the subsequent adoption of such behavior by children. As the 
research indicates, our primary models during infancy will be imitated. These 
models are our parents. If parents deal with frustration by physical aggression, or 
if they show a tendency to react to stress by phYSically lashing out, children will 
adopt this behavior as their own if there are no countervailing forces. 

If we try to perceive child abuse as the infant would, we may get an 
interesting perspective on this relationship. A young child's perceptions of cause 
and affect can be assumed to be muddy at best. A child who has just been beaten 
will most likely remember little but that his parent was frustrated and/or aIlgry and 
that he was beaten. The only association which can be firmly established on that 
basis is that when a big person gets angry or frustrated, physical aggression is the 
response. 

One obvious but significant implication of the modeling perspective is that 
child abuse will perpetuate itself and multiply ns each generation teaches the next 
how it is done. This does not mean tl;at child abuse will always beget violence. 
Bandura notes that: 

1 

J, 
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3. 

4. 

" 

A person can acquire, retain, and possess the capabilities for skillful 
execution of modeled behavior, but the learning may rarely be 
activated int9 overt performance if it is negatively sanctioned or 
otherwise unfavorably received. When positive incentives are pro
vided, observational learning, which previously remained unexpressed, 
is promptly translated into ac!tion (p. 8). 

Lack of consistency in child rearing. 
Becker (1964) found that children with problems most often came frqm households 
where parents exhibited a lack of eonsistency in their' responses to various child 
behaviors. While successive physical punishment will seldom be a consistent 
response to children's behavior, we can assume that, where excessive physical 
punishment appears, there is also an inconsistency in the child-rearing practices in 
the home. 
Teaching of verbal skills. , 
Hess, Brophy, and Shipman (1971) have shown differences among S~S groups In the 
modeling of verbal skills by mothers ~f infants and young chlld~en. ~ our 
framework, given the alternatives of talkIng a problem out or respondIng phYSIcally 
to it, youths from homes where excessive physical punishment was used can be 
expected to act;:,:.'tut physically. 

TWO NOTES ON PERSPECTIVE 
1. Importance of a behavioral perspective. 

We will, in a sequel paper, be discussing the importance of the emergence of ,a 
managerial orientation in the development and maintenance of ~rogramma~lC 
interventions. For now, it is important only to understand that thIS managerIal 
orientation Z'equires variables defined such that they are observable. . 

Over the years, one of the prime arguments for a behavioral orientation has 
been that it does not rely on inferred emotional states whIch cannot be observed,or 
measured. The whole emphasis on accountability in government is going to, reqUIre 
even greater emp'hasis on the observable and measurable. We are not speakmg here 
of a "Clockwork' Orange" type of behaviorism or even behavior modification. We 
are certainly not talking of control of behavior primarily t~rough ave~sive 
conditioning, which in the mind of the public often appears to, be fIrmly assoCl~ted 
with behaviorism. Rather, our approach is to try to deal WIth human behaVIOrs, 
complex patterns of behaviors, and the forces which tend to rein~orce and maintain 
these behaviors. Behavior is law.ful (Skinner, 1953). All learmng follows lawful 
processes that Clill be known. Human behaviors are assumed to be a function of 
perceived reinforcers. Behaviors that are reinforced will increase in frequency. It 
is also true that it is easier to change beha.viors than it is to reform characters 
(Eysenck, 1960). One reason is that under a behavioral approach, specific problem 
behaviors and specific objectives and goals to be reached can be defmed. 

2. Child abuse as a community problem. 
In contemporary management science, it is axiomatic that the manner in whic~ the 
problem is defined will determine what intervention is deemed approprIate. 
Rar€Jly, if ever, in the literature is it still suggested that ct!Hd abuse is simpl~ a 
func:tion of a pathology among individual parents. It is a social, or commumty, 
problem and one frequently related to a specific type of community. Literature on 
child abuse shows that abuse is most often associated with communities of low 
socioeconomic and minority ethnic status. 

An individualized orientation to a problem like child abuse would lead to a 
pI'oblem definition that would tend toward individualized approaches deve~oped by 
the caseworkers dealing with individual clients. On a statewide level, thIS would 
lead to shotgun approaches with interventions varying depending~1n t~e specif~c 
background, orientation, and skills. of the caseworker. The view that c~Ild abuse IS 
a community problem requires us to develop a comprehensive int7rven,tIO~ 5t,r~tegy 
that considers and uses community forces rather than solely dealmg WIth IndIVIdual 
problems and dynamics. 
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TABLE 1 

CAUSAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF CHILD ABUSE AND DELINQUENCY 

ANTECEDENTS 

Frustration (caused by) 
-economic needs (poor housing, 

unemployment) 
-inability to control children's 

behavior through nonabusive 
means 

Poor impulse control by parents 

Modeling of poor impulse control 
by parents 

Poor verbal skills 

Subcultural values condoning/ 
encouraging physical 
aggression 

BEHAVIORS 

Delinquency 
Child abuse 

Child abuse 

Poor functioning in 
public schools (educational 
advantages) 

Child abuse 
Delinquency 

CONSEQUENCES 

Delinquency 

Delinquency 
Child abuse 

(in subsequent 
generations 

Delinquency 

As mentioned above, Table 1 is based on an interactive model of child abuse and 
delinquency causation. This model is based on the belief that some child abuse, primarily through 
imitation, leads directly to the development of delinquent behaviors, while at the same time 
many of the same forces that support child abuse also support development of delinquency. 

Sets of contextual situations that might lead to child abuse are presented in the chart. 
The first involves problems related to lower socioeconomic status. If one assumes, as Maslow 
(1968) has, that human needs can be ordered hierarchically, then we can also assume that people 
at the bottom socioeconomi(:ally will often have problems in meeting the most basic of needs. 
Problems in meeting basic needs may not only make life a frustrating, stressful experience but 
also leave little time (or money or energy) for self-development and other "luxuries" which might 
improve par'ental skills. There is no question but that insecurity with regard to food, clothing, 
and shelter lead to greater than average amounts of frustration and stress in the home. Together 
with a lack of education in child rearing, this frustration or stress could lead to child ab':!se. 

Some child abuse has been linked to inability on the part of the parents to control their 
impulses (Helfer and Kempe, 1974). Lack of impulse control is often cited as a cause of 
aggressive physical behavior in a variety of settings in addition to child abuse (McKee and 
Leader, 1955). Many of us may often, in. the middle of an excruciatingly frustrating day, feel like 
pounding the desk or slamming the door, or even hitting someone, but have the social skills 
necessary to control these impulses. Where this impulse control is lacking, and a crying or 
misbehaving child is being especially irritating, child beating may be seen as a "natUral" learned 
response. 

Particularly in lower SES groups, there may be a variety of cultural forces that tend to 
support child abuse. A partial listing of these forces would include th~ following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Reinforcement of machismo or a distorted idealization of what manhood is may 
lead large groups of people to approve, or at 'least condone, aggressive acting out, 
particularly on the part of males. 
Religious beliefs may cause some to condone child abuse. For example, among 
c2rtain groups, the belief in a punishing god may be transferred to a belief in the 
appropriateness of physical punishment for misbehavior by, children. 
There is often a lack of education or lack of knowledge about (a) the fact that child 
abuse is bad and (b) other ways of controlling behavior. About five years ago, my 
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wife and I had to go to Houston while our car was in the shop, so we took a b~S. 
Seated across the aisle .from me was a young woman, perhaps 20 years old, WIth 
three small children. Sihe was playing a little game with the youngest, who was 
about one year old. This game consisted of holding the child up in the air ~til he 
cried and then spanking him until he stopped crying. She would then caress hIm for 
a minute or two and then hold him up in the air again until he started crying. I 
observed this incredulously for a few minutes and then leaned across the aisle and 
told her that she really shouldn't be hitting her child like that. She looked up at 
me, very innocently, and said, "Why not?" 

I told her that, first of all, she was the one who was making the child cry by 
holding him up in the air. It was not, therefore, fair for her to punish him for 
crying when it was her fault. I also told her that if she hit her child, he would tend 
to view hitting as an appropriate way of communicating with people and would, 
when he got older, probably hit people himself when he did not like what they were 
doing. I then asked her something like, "Do you want to, raise a kid w~o goes arou~~ 
hitting people anytime they do something he doesn't lIke?" She saId that she dId 
not. About five minutes later, she looked over at me across the aisle and said that 
she was glad I had told her not to hit him because she really did not know that there 
was anything wrong with it. I asked her if her moth~r had beaten her when she w~s 
a child and she said that she, in fact, had. Bemg a good graduate student In 
educational psychology, I asked how she felt about that now. She said, "I hate my 
mother." 

The point of this story is that this woman did not know that she was dQiing 
anything wrong. Ausubel has found that while ~idd.le and high SES parents show ,a 
decisive tendency towards following whatever IS "10" or popular among trends 10 
child rearing (Spock in the late 1940's, PET in the early 1970's), low SES par,ents 
tend to use the same child rearing practices as those under which they were ,raIsed. 
Families which rely on physical punishment to control others' behavior may be 
simply unaware of other means of contrOlling behavior. , 
The decline of extended families. Often cited as a major factor 10 the 
deterioration in American society is the decline of the extended family as mobility 
has increased and as the integration of older family members into family Hfe has 
decreased. We are seeing the disappearance of the extended family. This extended 
family afforded some safeguards against child abuse. For example, older members 
of a family, who themselves may have had experience in child rearing, ar~ ,no 
longer watching over the raising ?f new genera~ions. Secondly, exten~ed famIlIes 
provided an escape valve for perIods of exceSSIve s~ress and frustration. Un~er 
such circumstances, the extended family could be relIed upon to care for the chIld 
for a few hours or even a few days while the mother, or mother and father, went 
through a period of stress. Thirdly, families have tended to become more and more 
isolated from those to whom they were close, which contributes to the general 
trends towards greater alienation in our society. 

FAc'tORS DIRECTLY SUPPORTING DELINQUENCY 
The national youth strategy developed by HEW (1971) has identified a set of factors that tend to 
support the devlelopment of delinquency in youth. Two of these variables are very closely related 
to low socioeconomic status and membership in a minority ethnic group. These factors are 
alienation and a lack of access to positive social roles. Those individuals who are furthest from 
the mainstream of American society are most likely to feel alienated~ Low SES youths are also 
least likely to ha'Ve access to jobs and other prominent social roles v~lued in our society. These 
factol's, in themselves, without any child abuse, would tend to mcrease the frequency of 
delinquency in this group. l?eelings of rejection by one's parents, which might be expected to 
accompany child abuse, would also most likely support alienation ,among youth. ~hat we are left 
with is a whole set of social forces that tend to support both delmquency and chIld abuse at the 
same time. Having considered causal factors, we must look at the interventions these causes 
would dictate. 

CULTURAL INFLUENCES AND INTERVENTIONS . 
Emphasis on cultural forces supportl'lg delinquency leads . to a~ examination of, cultural 
differences between this group and the culture of our commumty whIch has deemed chIld abuse 
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to be both wrong and illegal. It is especially critical in light of the fact that our government and 
social service institutions are primarily directed and staffed by represent~tives of the dominant 
or mainstream culture. The result is a situation of our government attempting to enforce middle 
class values on a group which has another set of valUes. This predicament is certainly not limited 
to problems of delinquency and child abuse but is a critical fMtor in almost all of our social 
interventions. As long as models of individual pathology prevailed in dealing with a problem like 
child abuse, the question of cultural values could be ignored. Once we begin to deal with the 
problem as a social phenomenon and understand that this behavior endures because it is supported 
by cultural forces, the question of values and culture becomes critical. 

There is an additional cultUral value that must be considered in this situation. The 
sanctity of the family has been an important value in American culture since our society began 
to be formed. In fact, there still remains a gr~at resistance towards allowing the government to 
interfere in the internal affairs of the family. 

In the past, since child abuse so often involved no one except the members of the family, 
it was not felt to be a· community responsibility. The community has become more and more 
aware of the extent of child abuse as we have become more aware of the causes of social 
problems. As child abuse has become identified as not just a danger to the health and safety of 
young children, but also asa source of delinquency in our society, concern over dangers of 
government interventions into family life have become considered to be secondary to concerns 
over protecting our society from the problems of child abuse and delinquency. As soen in Table 2 
below, most of the interventions proposed would harness whatever community forces are 
available, at the same time considering those individuals involved as individuals. 

PROBLEM 

Child abuse 
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TABLE 2 

THREE FOCI OF INTERVENTIONS 

CAUSAL 
EXPLANATIONS FOCUS 

Poor economic conditions Community 

: Parents 

group/.< external 

Children 

Poor impulse control Community 

Poor verbal skills 

Parents 
individual! ~ 

internal ~ 

Children 

Community 

Parents 

INTERVENTION 

Increase community resources 
-day care; job placement 

Offer skills 
--to get at resources (ja~s, 

"hardware" ) 
--~~o deal with stres!,? without 

aggression 

Offer placement in' d~y care, 
residential enl"ichment pro
grams. after schoo'} activi
ties; older youth groups, 
advocacy, jobs 

Provision of crisis intervention 
centers for families, children 

Therapy aimed at 
-communication skills 

(verbal) 
-self-control (individual 

therapy) 
--appropriate models 
-communication skills 

Schools; MHMR 

Communication skills 
training 
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CAUSAL' 
PROBLEM EXPLAN A TlONS' FOCUS 

Children 

Inability to control , Community 
children through. other 
means 

Parents 

Children 

Physical aggression 
as norm (cultural) 

Community 

Parents 

Children 

INTERVENTION 

Communication skills 
training remediation program 
(school) 

Day cai'e; CINS residential 
centers 

--community schools/churches 
other parenting skills 

Parenting skills training . 
(reality therapy, behaVIor 
modification. PET) 

Individual therapy, 
ruternate care 

SchOol provide and support 
Churches non-physical and 

non-aggressive 
values; provide 
positive outlet 
for aggression 
(sports) 

Churches provide and sup-
Parent port non-aggres-

groups sive model 
Peers 

School; church programs; 
recreation; "Big Brother" -
appropriate models 

THE CHILD AS FOCUS . b " h 1 f 'ly" interventions to some While the current password in social services se~)l1s t~ e' W .().e amI. tt"n' a whole 
focu" must be on the child. Infol~mat1on on chIld-rearmg pa eI ns I 

extent ~~r even
a 
if that "community consists of only a number of city blocks, i~ g~ing t? be very 

~~~~h~~l ~~rents who are child ab~s~rs ma~ of~e~ ~:~;~ ~~~fala~~~~~c~~~y ~~n~~e~,e~r~:~:y 
~~i~~~:;~£d ~~::~~;~:E't:,:~i:£0i:~::-=r;::,~' :::;~:-:~~SU~~d ~~~~~: 
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abrasions, or less obviously, a cowel'ing personality) will most often bring child abuse to the 
attention of OUI' social service intervenors. 

Primary prevention is viewed as the most efficient mode of intervention into a social 
problem. Primary prevention in child abuse, it would seem, could be accomplished most easily by 
either preventing adults who would abuse their children from having children, giving all parents 
good parenting skills, or severely limiting exposure of children to potentially abusing adults. Of 
these choices, the only feasible alternative without a massive restructuring of society would be 
the provision of parenting skills on a broad level. Since parenting skills are so often passed on 
from one generation to the next, our interventions should begin as early in the child's life as 
possible to expose the child to models of good parenting. The child will not only be raised better, 
but will also learn from himself or herself positive wa.ys of child rearing. Chart III outlines some 
interventions based on the child as focus.. Deficits are identified, and interventions deemed 
appropriat~ at variot/s age levels for the children are proposed. The problem is assumed to build 
the older a child gets. A developmental perspective would imply that problems not solved and 
needs not met will require more intensive interventions the older the child gets. The tree can be 
assumed to grow as the twig is bent. Trees and twigs are much easier to bend when they are 
,young. It is easier to alter behavior patterns that are less firmly established. (See Table 3.) 

Although this chart should be largely self-explanatory, some aspects of it should be 
emphasized. The i.ntervention required becomes more and more intensive as the child gets older 
and his own behavior patterns become more firmly established. Consideration is given to the 
child's developmental needs. During infancy and early Childhood, a loving, nurturing environment 
is most likely the child's greatest need. From ages four to ten, a positively-oriented, supportive 
environment will help the child develop the feelings of confidence and industry that are the main 
developmental crises during these years. As the child becomes a teenager, and perhaps more set 
in his ways, a. more structured environment may be necessary to correct what are now fairly 
ingrained deficits. 

AGE 

0-4 

4-:10 

11 and above 

TABLE 3 

FOCUS ON THE CHILD AND HIS/HER NEEDS 

DEFICITS 

Consistent parent/child 
interaction 

Inappropriate model of 
frustration ~ aggression 

Poor verbal skills; 
Poor impulse control; 

These characteristics 
will oft~n be deVeloping 
but requ~re parent models 
or other significant adult. 

Inappropriate peer models; 
Poor verbal skills; 
Poor impulse control; 

INTERVENTION 

Remove child to more "loving" en-
vironment, work with parant 

-Self-control 
--Parenting skills 
Provide appropriate model to work 

w,ith child and parent(s) 

Remove child to more supportive 
environment; work with parent (same 
as above); offer enrichment through 
the schools, recreation programs 

Groups with "pre-delinquents": focus 
on communica.tion skills, impulse con
trol, structure after school progr.ams. 

Work with parents 
-same as above 
-remove from the home to a more 

structured environment 

Tender licensed care may be appropriate for this middle age group, but it is felt that much 
more than this will be necessary for the younger and older children. Coinciding with this pattern 
are cultural values which dictate that youngest children be treated with thf:1 greatest compassion 
and as children get older that they be held more and more responsible for their own bEihaviors. 
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At the Same time, as the youth is getting older, particularly during the ear1y teens, his mobility 
is much greater, more responsible behavior is expected of him, and the damage which he is 
capable of doing should he act out is much greater. Subcultural values supporting aggression 
would tend to reinforce the need for a more structured environment for this youtYi, often 
rl9ferred to as a predelinquent. 

A ca.usal model relating child abuse to delinquency has been developed. Interventions 
aimed at the community, parents, and the abused children are proposed. Three assumptions are 
made about the best conceptual frameworks for interventions. The first is that the problem 
should be treated as behaviora.l. If we can stop parents from abusing their Ghildren (behavior) 'we 
have solved the problem. Seeond, child abuse is supported by cultural and community forces and 

~'is therefore a community responsibility. Third, the effects of child abuse are more severe and 
Decome more firmly ~stablished the older the child gets. Child abuse should be. treated as a 
developmental problem. The interventions proposed follow fl'om these assumptions. For many 
years, social service interventions have been based on assumptions similar to these. Often these 
assumptions were b,\Gitly made and emphasis on one variable or another varied from time to time 
and place to place. Current programming requires the development of models based on problem 
analysis. Evaluation should tell us if these models are more functional than thosl} of the past. 
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\aximiZing the Impact of ~search in ::il~-~~:~lc17Z="~-"C, 
A Practitioner Views Research 
Robert M. Friedman, PhD 
Florida Mental Health Institute 
Tampa, FloridaG 

The title of this panel, "Research: Too Much or Too Little?," prompts consideration of a series 
of very significlmt but until recently infrequently asked questions about the value of research. 
For example, what has been the impact of research on complex, multifaceted social and clinical 
problems such as chil~ abuse and neglect? How do we evaluate the productiveness of research in 

,dealing with so.cial problems? JUst what might we realistically expect the contribution of 
research to be, given the vast array of sociological and psychological factors contributing to 
complex social problems, and how rapidly might we expect that contribution to be made? 

Although a combination of cautiousness and cowardliness prevent~ me from attempting to 
answer these questions in a brief presentation, I want to examine several issues that seem to bear 
on the answers. I choose to do this believing it will provide a useful starting point from which to 
then review research in child abuse and neglect, and offer recommendations about priority areas 
for future research. 

" 
EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF RESEARCH ON SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
In order for research to have a significant impact on a social problem, that research must 
influence the actions of others. There are three basic target groups that researchers hope to 
influence: social policy makers on all levels of government as well as citizen and special interest 
groups who may influence the policy malcers; practitioners who deal qirectly with the problem; 
and other researchers and. theoreticians. While a Single research undertaking may be directed at 
more than one target group, it has impact only to the degree it affects at least one of these 
groups. 

After research has been conducted, the first step in successfully influencing these target 
groups is effective dissemination of research findings. Traditionally, the predominant means of 
dissemination has been through publications in professional journals and presentations at 
professional meetings. Such forms of dissemination, while presumably effective in communica
ting findings to other researchers, are notably less effective in reaching social pcolicy makers 'and 
practitioners. Techniques of successful dissemination to these two target groups are not as well 
developed and serve to severely limit the potential positive impact of research on a social 
problem. (' 

In attempting to overcome thl,s problem, researchel,'s interested in fnfluencing social 
policymakers have begun to testify more frequently before government bodies, meet fcrmally 
and informally with nongovernment groups of influence, and prepare more readable and less 
technical reports for government groups, private groups, and the mass media~ Researchers 
interested in reaching practitioners have resorted more and more to workshops, consultations, 
the preparation of manuals, workbooks, and audiovisual training materials, as well as the mass 
media. The impact of these attempts to improve effective~ess of dissemination remains to be 
determIned. ':::.:.,. c~ :,' . 

Given the limitations imposed upon the contribution research might make to socia! 
problems by the dissemination issm~, then next important question is what type of research will 
have the greatest sphere of influence. In this reg~rd, the potential impact of research directed 
tQJ.yards social policymakers is great, for these policymakers exercise control over substantial 
resources. Indeed, to the extent that a problem is judged to require action on a social or 
economic level as opposed to a clinical one, then it is only through influencing social 
policymakers that significant progress with the problem is likely to be made. 

Although for different reasona, the potential impact of research directed towards other 
researchers also seems great. Such research has potential for ultimately producing findings that 
radiate beyond just one social problem to have positive effects on several. For example, 
research into cognitive development in early childhood may conceivably impact one day on 
educational problems, retardation, behavior problems, and antisocial behavior. Research aimed 
at practitioners is likely to have more limited ef,fects. It has neither the potential of influencing 
people who control substantial resources, such a.Ji policymakers, nor of impacting on a series of 
social problems such as in more basic l'esear{!h. 
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To this point, the discussion has looked at general factors that affect the contribution 
research makes to complex'social problems. The questions of the target group to whom the 
research is directed, the effectiveness of dissemination efforts to that group, the sphere of 
influence of that target group, and the potential breadth of influence of the research findings 
themselves have all been briefly discussed. With this background, it is now time to consider some 
special factors in research in child abuse and ~eglect that stand to affect the positive 
contribution to be made in these fields. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF RESEARCH: DEFINITIONS OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
Probably the first special problem that must be mentioned about research in child abuse and 
neglect deals with the definition of the phenomenon under study. Debate on definitions has 
focused on several different issues. One of the issues has been the degree of comprehensiveness 
of the definitions, with some researchers opting for very broad definitions. For example, Gil 
(1973, p. 7) has proposed a definition of child abuse as: . 

Any act of commission or omission by individuals, institu'tions, or society as a 
whole, and any conditions resulting from such acts or inaction, which deprive 
children of equal rights and liberties and/or inb~rfere with their optimal 
development. 

Child abuse typically has been defined in terms of specific physical injuries inflicted upon 
a child by a caretaker. Furthermore, most definitions have required that the injuries be 
"intentionally" inflicted. Since intentions cannot be observed directly, their presence (or 
absence) can only be determined through inference. This imposes a special burden on researchers 
to demonstrate that the phenomenon they are studying under the name of abuse is a "t'eliable" 
phenomenon--that is, that there is a high degree of agreement between judges on the 
appropriateness of that label. Few researchers, however, have discussed the question of 
interjudge reliability (see Friedman, 1976 for a review of this issue). ' 

Further, it has been pointed out by several researchers (Gelles, 1975; Giovannoni, 1975; 
Parke and Collmer, 1975) that one way of conceptualizing abuse is not as a set of behaviors, "but 
rather a culturally determined label which is applied to behavior and injury patterns as an 
outcome of a social judgment on the part of the observer" (Parke and Collmer, 1975). From this 
important perspective, the researcher is burdened with describing the social judgment process I;>y 
which the label of abuse came to be used. 

The problem of definition is equally serious in the study of child neglect. The most 
significant and extensive attempt to tackle this problem has been made by Polansky and his 
colleagues (Polansky, Borgman, and DeSaix, 1972) who developed a childhood level of living scale 
which yields separate scores in ~he physical care and cognitive/emotional care sphere. Other 
researchers, however, have enUmerated many more different categories of neglect. For 
example, Webb and Friedman (1976) proposed nine different forms of neglect in trying to arrive 
at a series of reliable operational definitions for a proposed national study of incidence of abuse 
and neglect. Probably, the type of neglect most difficult to define adequately has been 
emotional neglect (Whiting, 1976). 

PRIVATE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
While child abuse and neglect are not restricted to the family or the home, most of the research 
conducted has focused on abuse and neglact at home. Most of what goes on in homes, including 
much child neglect and most acts of abuse, are private family events. Further, since these 
problems represent acts for which legal action may be taken, they tend not to be acts which are 
voluntarily brought to thfl attention of individuals outside the family by members within the 
family. This private nature of abuse and neglect presents a serious problem for researchers. It is 
an obstacle that is shared somewhat by researchers into other illegal or private phenomena, like 
crime, or aberrant sexual behavior. 

The private nature of child abuse, as well at its PQtential seriousnesg, makes it 
unsusceptible to direct observation and requires that heavy reliance be placed on. the verbal 
reports of participants who are typically asked to reconstruct events after the fact. Given their 
own direct or secondary involvement in the situation and the speed with whil~h events preceding 
abusive acts may escalate, these participants are often not in a position to 'ceport accurately on 
the events that occurred. This lack of direct or at least accurate information presents a serious 
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problem, particularly to researchers who are interested in the effects on abuse of factors in the 
immediate family situation. 
. . .In the case of abuse, a related problem results from the infrequency of abuse. This makes 
It. dIffIcult to analyze the events preceding and following the abuse to determine if there are 
patterns of interaction which regularly accompany it. The researcher who is interested in 
studying an?/or ~odifying a behavior problem such as noncompliance by child to parents, for 
example, wIll typIcally have an opportunity to observe several such incidents within just one hour 
of obseryation .. The researcher who is interested in studying a low-frequency behavior such as 
abuse wIll tYPICally never observe the behavior in question, and will receive only reports of 
questionable acclIracy of the circumstances surrounding the abuse. 

. . Because abuse and neglect are private events for which legal action may be taken, an 
addltIonal probl.em created for researchers is the difficulty found in obtaining representative 
samples of subJects. Most research in the field has been conducted with families from low 
socioeconomic backgrounds. 1'0 what extent this is because such families are more likely to be 
involve? in abuse and negl€ct, vs. simply being more likely to be detected, is difficult to 
dete:mme. At best, however, sampling biases make it difficult to generalize the results of 
s!ud~es. At worst, when t~e extent to which sampling biases exist is unknown, the generality of 
f1Od1Ogs cannot be ascertamed. The problem of sampling biases has already been demonstrated in 
child abuse research where victims of abuse seen in hospital samples have been shown to differ 
from those seen in agency samples (Friedman, 1976). The extent of differences in lower class 
abuse or neglect vs. middle class vs. upper class cannot yet be determined. 

One more problem related to the private nature of abuse and neglect is that the incidence 
of the problem cannot be readily estimated. Without the availability of such data in local 
comm~nities, the effects of community-based prevention efforts cannot be readily determined. 
AgenCIes that seek to evaluate the effects of their program in preVenting abuse or neglect ,are 
hindered in doing so by absence of accurate, low cost, easily attainable data on which to base 
their evaluations. 

VARIED FORMS OF ABUSE AND NEGJ.JECT 
Anol~er problem for researchers in abuse and neglect is the multitude of forms the problem 
behavIOr takes. Even where individuals agree that particular acts or conditions constitute abuse 
or neglect, the behaviors they discuss may vary considerably. In studying causes of abuse, for 
e:x:ample, can we generalize from findings about parents who use their hands to injure children to 
those who deliberately inflict burns or those who use instruments? 

.A related issue deals with the fact that while legal considerations typically require a yes 
or no Ju~gment be m/ide about the presence or absence of abuse or neglect, this dichotomous 
formulatIOn represents a gross conceptual oversimplification. It is more accurate to 
conceptualize a continuum of abusive or neglectful behavior rather than a dichotomy. (See 
Young, 1964, for one of the few stUdies that included comparisons of mild and severe abusers and 
neglectors.) By looking' at abuse or neglect as an all or none variable in their studies, researchers 
may make interpretation of their results more difficult. 

In addition to the different forms abuse and neglect may take, the age of victims varies 
across the full range oj; ehildhood. The individual and family dynamics that contribute to abuse 
or neglect with very young children may differ considerably with Qlder children. 

This brief discussion of several special problems within regear~h in child abuse and neglect 
does not exhaust the topic. Rather, it was intlended to focus on a few of the more prominent 
special problems, particularly as they limit or slow the contributions that might reasonably be 
expected to be gained from research in these fields. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH IN CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
Given the varying potential impact of research directed towards policymakers, practitioners, and 
other researchers~ and the special problems of research in this area, what are the directions for 
future research that should receive priority attention? 

First, there is a serious need for efforts that help define the scope and seriousness of the 
problem. A part of this is certainly to continue efforts to determine the overall incidence of 
these problems. Without this information, it is difficult for policymakers to determine how many 
resources should be allocated to the problem, and what the effects of interventions have been. 
. . ~anus (1974~ has pointed out that the question of frequency or incidence is only one step 
10 defm10g the serIousness of a problem. A second step involves assessing the severity of the 
consequences of the acts. In abuse and neglect the immediate severity of the consequences has 
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all too frequently been dramatically illustrated. However, there is far less information available 
about the more long-term I~onsequences of abuse and neglect. Available information tends to 
have been gathered through ex post facto analyses in which it was difficult to determine causal 
relationships, and without adequate contr~l groups (see Friedman, 1976 for a review of the 
research on long term effects of child abuse, and Polansky, Hally, and Polansky, 1975, for a 
similar review on child neg;lect). A recent study by Elmer (1977) clearly points to the need for 
control groups. While longitudinal studies are slow, costly, and beset by high attrition rates, they 
pr~v~ide the best potential for yielding clear information-information about the probability that 
chIldren exposed to particular acts or conditions of abuse or neglect, or raised in particular types 
of family environments, wJ.ll have severe problems or engage in dangerous behavior at a later 
time. 

Second, to help guide policymakers there is a need for research that stUdies the effects of 
social, economic, and educational programs and pOlicies on families. Too often in the past 
programs or policies have dealt with a particular problem but, at the same time, have had 
unintended and unexpected effects on other problems. As important as educil,tion is, its effects 
on families are often disruptive despite the best efforts of educators. 

Third, a strong need exists for research o-,?- programs aimed at preventing child abuse and 
neglect. In fact, for maximum efficiency in view of the relatively low base rate of occurence of 
a?use and neglect, such programs should focus on preventing other types of serious family 
dIsorders as well as abuse and neglect. In a very lucid discussion of prevention in mental health, 
Cowen (1977) recently suggested that primary prevention efforts might well be directed towards 
the measurement of environments, such as family environments, and an assessment of their 
effect~ ?n behavior within the family and on the development of competence in family members. 
In a??ItIon, resea:ch 0!1, the effects of quality service opportunities made available to high-risk 
famIlIes who are IdentIfIed at an early tIme, and programs to prevent unwanted pregnancies and 
to prepare teenagers for family life should be increased. 

Fourth, at the same time broader research efforts aimed either at guiding policy decisions 
or preventing abuse and neglect are occurring, efforts should also be strengthened to look for 
causal factors within family units. Researchers might examine problems such as the skills and 
knowledge needed for effective parenting, the effects of physical punishment procedures and 
alternative child-rearing practices, the sequential patterns of interaction between family 
members, with particular emphasis on the escalation of aversive exchanges into violent behavior, 
and the problems involved for families in making the transition when a new member enters the 
family. These research efforts should involve direct measures of family interaction patterns 
wherever possible. Up to this point, most of the research on causes of abuse and neglect has 
focused on identifiable characteristics of individual members rather than studying patterns of 
interaction and other situational influences (Burgess and Conger, 1977; Panyan and Friedman, 
1976; and Reid, 1976). 

Despite the discussi?n that routinely takes place about the importance of the family unit, 
an? the stresse~ placed on It, there ha.~ ~een relatively little research on families. For example, 
whIle there. eXIsts large amounts of m!ormatIon about developmental norms for children and 
intellectual and personality norms for adults and children, there is little in terms of behavio;al or 
psychometric norms for families. Further, our diagn')stic systems all tend to be individual-rather 
than family-ori:nted. Research eff~r~s, ~oth with!n and outside the fields of abuse and neglect, 
would be well dIrected towards obtammg mformatIon on functioning of effective and ineffective 
families. 

. Fifth, since child abuse essentially represents an act of violence perpetrated against a 
ChIld, ano.ther area o! importance for a.qdit~onal.research is the stUdy of violence. In particular, 
research mto causatIve factors from a sOClologIc,al and psychological perspective and means of 
contrOlling and modifying violent behavior patterns is needed. The emphasis by ~evpral authors 
on studying violence within'the family (Steinmetz and Strauss, 1974j LystaQ, 1974) is a positive 
st.ep in this regard. ~r(im a conceptual standpoint it appears more beneficial to group child abuse 
WIth other forms of mtrafamily violence rather than grouping it with child neglect. 

Sixth, despite greater difficulties in disseminating research effectively to practitioners 
than to other researchers, it is important to continue efforts at answering questions of great 
consequence for people who regularly deal with these problems. There clearly k 8. need, for 
example, for more researc.h in. identifying abuse and neglect, particularly when the types of abuse 
and neglect, such as emotIonal, are hard to define. Also, research on the social judgment process 
by which labels such as abuse and neglect are applied should be conducted. More research is 
needed on the effects of various types of interventions. In what circumstances does foster care 
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placement prove valuable to youngsters, and when should youngsters be left at home, for 
example. Continued rigorous evaluation is also needed for direct service programs and 
innovative treatment procedures. An important component of such research should be attempts 
to replicate findings at new program· sites, and with different treatment personnel. 

With all the research, but particularly with that which is directed towards practitioners, it 
is important that input into the formulation of the problem and the methods be obtained from 
practitioners. This will increase the potential usefulness of the findings for workers in the field 
while also providing researchers with ideas and information from those who daily deal with the 
problems of abuse and neglect. To the e}(:tent that research ultimately directed towards 
practitioners can be tied into ongoing service efforts, then the findings are likely to realistically 
reflect the problems as faced by practitioners. While it may be impractical for service 
personnel, overburdened as they typically are in chitld welfare, to devote large amounts of time 
to data collection, such personnel frequently will willingly support the research effort if their 
input has been sought, the project realistically presented to them, and tQe~ see some benefit 
from the stUdy. 

Seventh, there exists a need to integratE) and synthesize the existing Lody of knowledge 
concerning abuse and neglect. Vnless this is systematically and regularly done, policymakers, 
researchers, and practioners will have difficulty keeping up with new information in the field, 
and there will develop a large collection of unconnected findings and unsupported myths. 
Further, there is a great need to integrate the knowledge concerning abuse and neglect with the 
knowledge gained in other related fields. To the present, abuse and neglect have been studied 
relatively in isolation from such relevant fields as the study of aggression, family process, 
personality measurement, and child development (see Friedman and Friedman, 1976 for a 
discussion of the relationship between social work research on abuse and psychological research 
on aggression). It would also help to bring scholars in these related areas more directly into 
research efforts in abuse and neglect. This would be a relatively low cpst way of reducing the 
existing overabundance of unconnected findings in the field, and substantially increasing the 
empirical and theoretical base of several fields. 

Eighth, the field of child neglect has been neglected too much. Greater attention has 
clearly gone to studying child abuse despite the fact that the frequency of neglect is considerably 
higher than abuse (Polansky, 1976). Research efforts to study neglect in its various forms should 
be substantially increased. 

This list of areas deserving special attention for further research in abuse and neglect is 
brief and selective. It clearly does not include aU the important areas requiring more study but 
rather only selectively highlights what seem to be some of the most critical ones. 

CONCLUSION 
To this point we have discussed issues pertaining to the impact research might make on social 
problems and examined special problems of research in child abuse and neglect. A number of 
priority areas for further research have been presented. Given the multiple factors that 
contribute to child abuse and neglect, and the preliminary state of knowletlge, the priority areas 
have been diverse and have included both basic and applied research, prevention and treatment, 
and societal-and family-oriented research. It clearly seems too early in the study of abuse and 
neglect to ignore any of these key areas. 

In a sense, this brings us back to much the same kind of question examined earlier. Were 
the research described here to be implemented, what should we expect the impact to be on the 
problems of abuse and neglect? 

Among the positive outcomes to be expected from such a research program are that both 
policymakers and practitioners would find themselves with a more objective basis for making 
important decisions. For policymakers this would come from having more accurate information 
on the seriousness of the problem, the effectiveness of existing programs, and the effects of 
supposedly unrelated programs on the problems. For practitioners this would come from hb. ving 
more of a data base from which to draw in making the critical treatment and placement 
decisions they continually confront. 

Furthermore, it is anticipated that the results of research into prevention and family 
functioning would increase knowledge that would be of value not only to the fields of abuse and 
neglect but to the broader areas of child and family problems. While much of the knowledge to 
be gained from the mt.:'lre basic research would not be of immediate use, such knowledge should 
add to eXisting social and behavioral science knowledge to ultimately enhance the effectiveness 
of both preventive and treatment programs. 
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E must be emphasized, however, that given the multiple forms of abuse and neglect, the 
val'ious factors that contr'ibute to it that are beyond the control of researchers, th,e definitional 
difficulties and other special problems hindering research in the area, the slowness of the 
research pl'ocess and the need for findings to be replicated, plus the problems in effectively 
disseminating findings to target groups, it would be unduly optimistic to expect substantial 
impact from much of the research for several more years. All too frequently in the past 
researchers have generated problems for themselves by creating unrealistic expectations of t}le 
immediacy and magnitude of the gains that might come from their. wOI?k. This has been done (6ut 
of their own concern for social problems, or to try to get a foot in the door, or to keep a one"up 
position with funding sources, policymakers, and practitioners, but has served to create a STowing 
disenchantment with research by the public as well as by practitioners. 

To the extent that this disenchantment unduly restricts the opportunity researchers are 
given to contribute to important social problems, this is unfortunate. While it may be 
appropriate for expectations concerning the potential impact of research on complex, 
multifaceted social problems to be lowered, ultimately it is most likely to be through slow, 
painstaking, but careful programmatic and cumulative research that our knowledge will be 
increased. By focusing research at those issues most likely to have a high impact, by soliciting 
input from knowledgeable nonresearchers as well as other researchers in and out of the field of 
abuse and neglect, and by not overselling the promise of research, our effectiveness in reaching 
critical audiences with our findings while minimizing cost and delay can be maximized. 
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Treatment and Research: One Entel'prise or Two? A Behavioral 
Perspective 
Robert L. Burgess, PhD 
College of Human Developm~nt 
The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pennsylvania 

In his opening remarks, Dr. Bill Philips used an analogy of a supertanker making a relatively small 
15 degree change in course. The point of the analogy was that to make such, a sI?all cour~e 
chan e the officer of the deck must order a hard right turn of the rudder. ThIS faIrly drastic 
res~nse will still r~~quire a full 15 miles for the desired change in c~urse to take effect. ~ the 
spirit of this analog'y, I will argue that a similarly drastic change m the re~earch behayI;>r of 
students of child abuse and neglect is necessary if we are to improve, even ~ lIttle, our abIlIty to 
predict, control, and explain the occurrence of abusive and negl~~t~ul beh~vIOr~. " 

In suggesting the need for a change in our research actIvIties, I WIll orIent my diScussI~n 
around four "topics: the relationship between treatment and research; current problems m 
research; what we have learned so far; and the focus for future research. 

TREATMENT, RESEARCH, OR BOTH , , 
There is a widespread assumption that research and treatment (or practice) are mh~rently 
different enterprises. In contrast I shall discuss the possibility that research an? practice ~an 
usefully be considered as one set 'Of behaviors. This possibility is real, ~or the fIeld ?f apphed 
behavior analysis or behavior modification provides us with a case study m the collapsmg of the 
roles of the scientist and practitioner. , ., , 

By 1968 this approach to scientific analysis of socially sIgmficant behaVIOr, grew to s~ch 
proportions that a new journal was founded, the Journal of Applied Behavior An~lysls., In, the, fI~st 
issue of the new journal, Baer, Wolf, and Rislc::y (19,68) o~tlined the m~Jol~ ?lStI~gUlshI~g 
characteristics of the research which would be ,PublIshed ,m the Jour,na;. The :Itleof ,theIr classIC 
paper was nSome Current Dimensions of Applled BehaVIOr AnalySIS.' Let us conSIder each of 
these dimensions. 

Applied Research ., th h 
Whether research is designated as b~sic or applied ~s not to ~e .. deCIded by e \esea.rc 
procedures used but by the interest WhICh the larger SOCIety s~ows, m ',he ~roblems studIed. ~~ 
with the concepts of abuse and neglect, we are ,faced ag~m WIth ,the Importance o! SO~Ia.L 
definitions. Applied research is that which studIes behaVIors conSIdered, at that hIstorICal 
period, to be socially important or relevant. ,,' 

Both applied as well as basic research may be concerned WIth dI~covery. ~ppl,Ie~ resea~ch 
is simply constrained to examine variables which have some hope of bemg ,effect~ve m ImprOVIng 
the behavior under study. Indeed, as with basic research, we can e?g~ge m appll~d research for 
several reasons. One, the researcher may simply try to apply eXIS~Ing theoretical o~ ,gener~l 
principles to solve problems of a practical nature. . The t~eoretIcally alert practlho?er IS 
especially able to exploit the serendipitous finding and contrIbute to ~nowledge generation :: 
well as its use; Two, the applied researcner may attempt to ~xtend d,ellber~tely and systematI 
cally the generality of established principles to new doma,Ins: ThIS actIve c~ncern for the 
question of generalizability of research findings produces fmdmgs of a theoretIca~ as well as 
applied nature. Three, the researcher may try to uti~i~e the ~atural ecology to dIscover new 
principles. Such discoveries very often are not antIcipate,d oy theory: ,In such cases, ~he 
familiarity of the researcher/pral~titio~er. w~~h h~s ~r ,her subject matter IS mvaluable. Appl~ed 
behavior analysts generally assume .hat me mdlvldual researcher can be concerned WIth 
application, extention, and discovery simultaneously (Burgess and Bushell, 1969). 

Behavioral Research , , 
Useful and effective applied research is practical. Thus, it should focus ItS attention on deeds 
rather than just words. It should focus upon what people can be brought to do, rather than wh~t 
they can be brought to say about what they do. As I shall point out ~n the section on problems m 
research, students of abuse and neglect have placed undue emphaSIS upon verbal reports about 
behavior rather than upon the behavior itself. Yet, Baer et al noted: 
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... there is little applied v~lue in the demonstration that an important man can be made to 
say that he no longer is impotent. The relevant question is not what he can say, but what 
he can do. 

Analytic Research 
The analysis of behavior requires a believable demonstration of the conditions responsible for the 
occurrence and nonoccurrence of the behavior under study. We achieve such an analysis when we 
can exert systematic control over the behlivior. Analytic behavior applications, then, achieve or 
strive to achieve experimental control of the processes under stUdy. 

Research of this kind must address numerous difficult problems. First, the behavior under 
study must ?e reliably qu~ntified.This is of major importance when we deal with emotionally 
charged t?PICS such as ch;;ld abuse and neglect. The fact is, however, the social Significance of 
the behaVIor under study c,annot be allowed to absolve us of this important task. Our failure to 
deal adequately with the demands of reliable measurements will doom our best efforts to failure. 

, Second, we must identify and describe the procedures we use as precisely as possible. The 
applled researcher's or therapist's path to hell is paved with impreCise procedures. Third, our 
procedures must be subject to replication. In fact, the best criterion to use in assessing the 
adequacy of procedural descriptions is whether or not they can be replicated by a trained reader. 
And, surely, the efficacy of any intervention program must rest on its successful replication. 

Four, when a set of procedures has been found to produce successfUl results, we then need 
to analyze those procedures into their effective components. Which of the procedures are 
necessary? However, given the current state of our knowledge about the causes of child abuse 
and neglect, our primary concern at this time should probably be with getting reliable results 
rather than with component analysis. . 

Finally, we shOUld focus our efforts on getting results whi.:!h can be generalized over time 
and across $ettings. The likelihood of our success here depends ('!onsiderably on our successfully 
dealing with the first four problems mentioned. 

In answer, then, to the question of Whether we need more research or more practice, I 
suggest we need applied behavior analytic stUdies which will make obvious the importance of the 
behavior changed, its quantitative characteristics, the experimental conditions which isolate 
what was responsible for that change, the exact description of the procedures responsible for 
that change, and the conditions which must be met to assure the durability of that change. 

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN RESEARCH 
In keeping with the previous sections, I have selected three problemt:: to comment on in this section. 

Words vs. Deeds 
In the area of child abuse and neglect, there has been far too great an emphasis upon what people 
say about t~eI?selves rath~r than on what they do. A considerable amount of oqr uncertainty as 
to the prmCIpal determmants of abuse and neglect may be attributed to the research 
~ethodo~ogies .e~ployed in most st~dies. Most of this research has relied upon secondhand 
mformatIon, chmcal assessments, ratmg scales, survey questi6nnaires, and the secondary analysis 
of official statistics. 

Undoubtedly, these in dir,'act assessment procedures have their place and I am not 
suggesting they be discontinued. By themselves, however, they simply may not be capable of 
yieldin~ the kinds of unbiased, highly detailed accounts of behavior necessary in the search for 
determ~nants of abuse and neglect, for design of effective treatment programs, and for 
evaluatIOn of those programs. Moreover, major discontinuities have been discovered between 
interview reports and the actual behaviQr of parents and chiidren during home observations (Jones ot aI, 1975). 

, For ,these reasons! we need to rc::store soine balance to our research efforts by encouraging 
studIes WhICh employ dIrect observations of behavior and which make those observations in 
ecologically valid settings (e.g., the home) at the time those behaviors occur, not retrospectively. 

Low-frequency Behavior 
A second problem centers around our focus on dramatic, sensational behaviors-behaviors which 
typically are low-frequency events. Low-frequency behaviors are difficult to study for several 
reasons, such as our inability to be present when they occur and to predict their occurrence with 
any accuracy. Basically, we must address ourselves to higher frequency behaviors-behaviors 
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which can be specified precisely, which occur on a day-to-day basis, and which can be modified. 
Family interaction patterns, physical as) well as verbal, meet these requirements. Family 
members interact daily, and the quality of these interactions as they occur day-to-day, week-to
week, indeed year-to-year, may be far more significant to a child's and a family's development 
than the drastic but seldom occurring physical assault leading to severe injury (Burgess and 
Conger, 1977). Moreover, by focusing on patterns of family interaction we can, then, examine 
the full range of child abuse from relatively mild psychological abuse such as sarcasm, ridi,cule 
and disparagement, to common form@ of physical punishment such as spanldngs, all the way to 
excessive and violent physical attack. 

Component Analysis 
A third problem wi~h much of the research on child abuse and neglect has been the failure to 
assess carefully the components of the various procedures used. This especially applies to 
demonstration studies. While the "shotgun" approach may be defensible at an early stage of 
research, we eventually must determine the necessary and sufficient procedures for effecting 
behavior change. . 

Component analyses require not only precise specification of procedures and behavioral 
events but, to be effective, they also need carefully designed longitudinal studies to assess the 
effectiveness of our procedures over time. Recent developments in sequential-longitudinal 
strategies make this need even more imperative (Nesselroade and Baltes, 1974). 

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED 
Most of the recent excellent reviews of research literature indicate that l:tbusive and neglectful 
behaviors have multiple determinants-psychological, sociological, and situational-and that 
these are learned behaviors which are transmitted from one generation to the next (Bels){y, 1977; 
Parke and Collmer, 1975). Moreover, these behaviors are often symptoms of a more fundamental 
problem involving the lack of effective social skills. These behavioral deficits become ~specially 
critical dur.ing times of stress and when the parents are trying to effect some change in their 
child's behavior (Burgess and Conger, 1977). 1;i'inally. it is becoming increasingly evident that the 
problem is interactional in nature. The assignment of blame is simply irrelevant, for the child 
may be an active agent in his or her own abuse and neglect. 

Thesl:l research findings; i.e., the multidimensionality of abuse and neglectj the fact. that 
they are lea.l'ned behaviors transmitted intergenerationally, that they are symptomatic of general 
social deficits, and that they are basically interactional in nature, all have implications for our 
future research and treatment efforts. I will outline some of these implications in the next and 
last section. 

FOCUS OF :RESEARCH 
Clearly, we still have so much to learn that we should foster as much diversity as possible. 
Within this framework of diversity we should, however, place much of our emphasis on the 
analysis of parent-child, indeed family, interaction. This emphasis is dictated by the fact that 
this is where the action is. Abuse and neglect do not occur in a vacuum. Instead, they occur 
within a social matrix and that matrix consists of the recurring behaviol' exchanges taking place 
between various members of the family. 

Given this, special emphasis should be p~aced on the isolation or the causes or 
determinants of these deviant styles of interaction. If we are to do this effectively, we must 
design stUdies which have experimental and longitudinal components. In this way our research 
efforts will not only be socially significant, i.e., applied and behavioral, but will also be analytic. 

It is my view that a concern for service delivery sysfems, treatment modalities, 
preventive programs. even massive social change, independent of the search for causality, will be 
futile and costly in human as well as economic terms. 
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Research: Too Much, 'roo Little? 
Roy C. Herrenkohl, PhD, Director 
Center for Social Research 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 

INTRODUCTION 
Many of you may know a children's story entitled "The Emperor's New Clothes." The emperor, so 
the story goes, asks his tailors for a new suit of clothes, and his tailors oblig'e with (in "invisible" 
new suit. This is really a bit of consumer fraud. However, the members of.the emperor's ~ourt, 
rather than tell him that he has been hoodwinked, exclaim the beauty of the new clothes. Led on 
by this social support the emperor declares there is to be a royal parade. He participates dressed 
in his new suit of clothes. During the parade, the emperor's subjects comment about the beauty 
of the new clothes; all, that is, except one little boy who exclaims that the emperor has on no 
clothes at all. 

The story ends there. However, recently, it has been found that there is more to the 
story. Actually, the new information was unearthed in archaeological diggings in the old 
Moravian community in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where I live. . 

The additional parts of the story pertain to what happened at the emperor's parade. There 
were, in fact, two other persons at the parade who realized that the emperor had on no clothes. 
One was a social worker and the other a social researcher. Now, it happens that not one but two 
versions of what occurred were found. Experts have analyzed them and cannot determine which 
is authentic. Thus, I must leave it to you to decide. 

One version says the social worker and the social researcher were on different sides of the 
street. Seeing that the emperor had no clothes, both went into action. The social worker 
obtained some clothes, rushed to the emperor, and began arranging a home visit to determine if 
other members of the family were in a similar state. The social researcher, coming from the 
other side of the street, asked that no services be provided until a matched control equal to the 
emperor in incorne, education, and occupation could be found, then began an in-depth interview 
to determine how the emperor came to be in this situation. 

The second version says the social worker and the social researcher were standing on the 
same side of the street. They had worked together before, and when they saw the emperor's 
situation, moved into action together. The social worker made provisions for meeting the 
emperor's needs for clothing. The social researcher, without impeding the provision of services, 
set out to determine ways to prevent recurrence of the fraud, to assist the social worker to 
determine the effectiveness of the services provided, and to follow up on the family after 
services were terminated. 

I do not know which version you feel is the real one, but I know which one I would like to 
think is the real one-the one in which there is cooperation. It also seems to me that the title of 
this panel, "Research: too much or too little?", implies that the two activitjes come from 
different sides of the street. By contrast, I suggest that the real concern should be to encourage 
more cooperation between service and research. 

Undoubtedly, service and research represent different perspectives. The former meets 
immediate human needs and works to resolve serious human problems. The latter seeks answers 
to questions about the same human problems: Why do they occur? How can they be resolved? 
Do they r€)cur once they have been resolved? 

I wonder, however., if we have become too focused on the differences in [lerspective; 
Have we lost sight of the advantages of cooperation? Those advantages affect not only the 
quality of our professional activities but also the quality of life of the families that are the focus 
of those activities. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE PROGRAM 
I want to describe a child abuse demonstration program in which research is part of a 
multidisciplinary child abuse team. The service agencies involved are two county child welfar(~ 
programs, two county mental health programs which provide group and family therapy, and Head 
Start, which provides parent education services! Research and evaluation are parts of the 
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multidisciplinary team and are provided b 
for Social Research. In addition to deiel~ ~esearch tea,m .trom ,the Lehigh University Center 
prog~am, the research team also conducts t$~ng a~d taSslstmg, wIth evaluation of the service 
serVICed by the local child abuse program since 1§~~Je~;: ~~ I,S a

f 
follow-up study of families 

Development. The other funded b the N' " IS S U Y IS unded by the Office of Child 
c?ping behaviors (both pa;ent and cKild) by ~~~nal :fust}tut7,of lV!ental Health,' examines family 
sImilar backgrounds who have not been 't d p:rmg amIlIes Cited for abuse with families of 
relationship oetween service delivery and l'e~~:rch ~~a;f~use. In short, there is a cooperative 

EXAMPLES ?F COOPERATIVE INTERACTION 
How does thIS cooperative relationship work? t 
importantly, through opportunities to excha~gen?d only ~hrtOugh our working together, but most 
example, the child abuse casework staff a d 1 eas, an 0 share results from research. For 
research team for discussions We also h n superVIsors meet monthly with members of the 
me b f • ave a l'esearch R"lvisory grou ' , , m ers rom each service component which - . , p, comprIsed of lIaIson 
example, the advisory group discussed at leng· th mq eet:. regu,t

f
arlY t? dIS?U~S policy issues. For 

before research was initiated. ues Ions 0 confIdentIalIty and related issues 
There are several examples of the t f 

provide service deliverers. . ype 0 research we do, and the kinds of results we 

Study of Stresses on Families Cited for Abuse 
One part of our research involves recontact' f T ' 
liv~s are like now, after service, compared w~~~ w~~~ ~~s CIted for abuse, to determine what their 
us mto homes over a two-county area to interv' ey were ,at the tIme of abuse. This takes 
comp~ring past to present, we have document lew pa~ents. While we have not yet done analyses 
famIlIes live. We work with a list of 39 s ed the

f 
sIzeable amount of stress under which these 

occ~r most frequently. We have also calcou~~~es 0 stress. To dat~, we have determined which 
famIly. Thus, we can provide to the servic ed the numbe: of, dIfferent stresses within each 
experience. We have also found that they ;s:taff ; ~yr~mah? pIcture of stresses these families 
of intake. In one instance, a caseworke our, IS 0 Id~ntIfy stresses during the early phases 
previously identified. r by usmg our lISt found several areas of stress not 
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Table 1 

128 Families Having Different Sources of Stress Percentage of 

Sources of Stress 

Insufficient Income 

Problem Children 

Marital Confli.cts 

Responsibilities of Parenting 

Unemployment 

Breakup ot Family, 

Physical illness 

Loneliness 

Unfulfilled Ambitions 

Conflicts with Relatives 

Children's Behavior in School 

Conflicts with Neighbors 

Crime in Neighborhood 

Crowding in Home 

Trouble wi.th Police 

Lack of Home Conveniences 

Mental Illness 

o 

Percentage of Families 

25 50 75 

'''. ,.~ .~ ... 

-

Table 2 

- t f 128 Families Having Different F uency and Percen age 0 . 
req Numbers of Stressors Per FamIly 

Number of Stressors Number of 
Per Famil~ J.'.§)niHes 

1-10 46 

11-20' 56 

21-33 26 

128 

100 

Percent 

36 

44 

20 

100 

Study of the Quality of ~arent-chi~d Interac!~~~~hild interactions. Members of the :e~~arch staff 
Anoiher area we ,tudy IS the quahty of \'.":;.s/her young child in four types of actlVllles. Somi 
observe a mother or father playmg. WI\ I h lp to t~leir children and express .less approval 0 
results show that abusive parents ~lV~ ess e 1 are~ts 
their chlld's performance than nOntiOUSIVe contro p . 
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ABUSE 

16.6% 

6.8% 

10.0% 

0.3% 

N=10 

ABUSE 

11.2% 

4.7% 

14.1% 

15.3% 

N=10 

Table 3 

P ARENT-CHILD INTERACTION 
Percent of Intervals in Which Parent Helps Child 

CONTROL 
TYPE OF' TASK 

24.8% Puzzle 

5.3% Playdoh 

17.5% Felt Boarrj . 
0.0% Book 

. 
N=10 

Table 4 

PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION 
Percent of Intervals in Which P,arent Shows Approval Toward Child 

CONTROL 
TYPE OF TASK 

23.5% PUzzle 

13.2% 
Playdoh 

19.1% 
Felt Board , 

32.7% I Book 

N=10 

Children from abuse families express less affection and indicate less pleasure than non abusive ~ontrols. 

Table 5 

PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION 
Percent of Intervals in Which Child Expresses Affection Toward Parent 

ABUSE 
CONTROL 

7.8% 
17.4% 

Puzzle 
.,~ 

0.6% ! 1.3% 
Playdoh 

'.0 1.0% 
2.5% 

Felt Board 1---_ . 
12.3% 

21.3% 
Book 

TYPE OF TASK 

N=10 
N=10 
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ABUSE 

5.6% 

19.0% 

11.2% 

12.7% 

N=10 

Table 6 

PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION 
Percent of Intervals in Which Child Expresses Pleasure 

CONTROL TYPE OF TASK 

8.3% Puzzle 

30.7% Playdoh 

18.5% Felt Board 

30.7% Book 

N=10 

As part of this study, we have developed a videotape illustrating positive and negative 
qualities of parent-child interactions, and have used it for in-service training of caseworkers and 
Head Start home visitors. We are currently examining ways in which Head Start home visitors 
can work with parents to improve the quality of parent-child interactions. 

Study of Family's Progress While Rec~iving Service 
Another area of study is monitoring a family's progress during its partici~ation in the service 
program. The service staff helped us develop a list of issues which reflect where progress could 
be expected. We developed scales to measure change related to these issues. These scales are 
then completed by each service component on each of their families. Scales are redone every six 
months. Comparisons of ratings from the beginning and end of each six-month period can be 
made in different ways. One way is si.mply to determine whether there was positive change (that 
is, progress), negative change (that is, deterioration), or no change at all. Then, each of the 
three types can be tallied. There are different numbers of changes that could occur, depending 
on the number of family members. In the two families depicted here, a total of 40 changes are 
possible. Fifteen positive changes occurred in the family with only one negative change, a net 
positive change of 14. The second family bl'.;j three positive and two negative changes, a net 
positive change of one. 
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Table 7 

PROGRESS EVALUATION 
Changes Over 6 Month Period 

Family 1 
Child 1 Child 2 

1. General Status of Q!!!ldren 

Phy,~ical Health NC NC 
Educational Status NC NC 
Nutrition NC NC 
Social Skills (withdrawn) NC NC 
Social Skills (aggressive) NC NC 
Self-Concept NC + 
Developmental Status NC NC 

2. Abuse/Neglect (Childr1en) 

Physical Abuse NC NC 
Physical Neglect NC NC 
Emotional Neglect NC NC 

3. Home Environment (Famil~) Famil~ 

Violence + 
Stimulus Deprivation NC 

4. Famil~ Standard of Lfving FH MH 
Physical Health NA 
Employment + 
Retard/Educ. DisabiHty NC 
Vocational Limitation NC 
Financial Status (Family) NC 
Housing (Family) NC 

5. Parent's Social Relatedness 

Community Participation NC NA 
Use of Comm. Resources NC 

? ; 
6. Parenting Skills NC 

7. Famil~ Stresses 

Alcohol Use/Abuse NC 
Drug Use/Abuse NC 
Legal Problems NC 
Coping with Stress NC 

" I 8. Famil~ S~stem 

r 
Marital Conflict 
Extended Family Conflict 
Functioning 
Adequacy of Family Goals 

+ = positive change 
- = negative change 

NC ;: no change 
NA = not present 

NC 
NC 

NC 

, 

Family 2 
Child 1 Child 2 

NC NC 
NC NC 
NC NC 
NC NC 
NC NC 
NC NC 
+ NC 

+ + 
NC NC 
+ + 

Famil~ 

+ 
+ 

FH MH 

NC NA 
+ 

NC 
NC 

+ 

NC NA 
+ 

NC 

N"" ~ v 

NC 
NC 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
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Study of Service Accounting,; , " 
Another area of study focu~iid on determining the type and amount of services provided to 
families. One objective is to determin('~'l~ich services and how much service are instrumental in " 
families making progress. Th&'iresult is'tt:service accounting system" which provides information' 
on the number of times a family receives a specific service, such as home visits, and how much 
time is spent providing each type. A listing of the services provided one family over a seven
month period looks like this: 

Table 8 

SERVICES PROVIDED TO FAMILY 
7 Month Period 

Type of Service 
'rime 
Spent 

HRS MIN 

MARCH: 

APRIL: 

MAY: 

JUNE: 

JULY: 

Telephone Contact Related to Family 

None 

Supervisory ~~ession 
Transportation 

Casework Services (Other) 

Telephone Contact with Family 
Casef P.,onf erence 
Hon,,, 'Visit 
Grou~)rherapy 

AUGUST: Transportation 
Home Visit 
Telephone Contact with Family 

SEPTEMBER: Transportation 
Home Visit 
Conference with Family in Agency 
Case Conference 

30 

15 
50 
r 

.-;.-

45 

2 30 
10 

1 15 
2 50 

25 
1 

20 

6 25 
5 45 
1 

30 

J' 
(I" 

;t 

Number {If 
Interacti~hs r 

II 
II 

)/ 
21 
)/ 

-;<~ 

1 
1 

1 

5 
1 
1 
2 

2 
1 
2 

12 
5 
2 
1 

In addition to the research use of these data to examine the effects of service on progress, 
the service providers use the data to prepare for court hearings and to write reports. We are also 
asked to assess issues such as how much time caseworkers spend in "transportation" (i.e., getting 
to and from home visits, clinics, etc.) to help them decide whether to add a transportc::tion aide. 

Study of Recidivism 
Another example involves a central theme of our research activities, 'the identifi~ation of 
recidivism or recurrent abuse, and the determination of conditions associated with recidivism. 
This is proving to be an interesting undertaking. We have read am! analyzed the case records of 
families cited for abuse since 1967. From tl1is Jias come an analysis which shows that 73 percent 
of these families have only one citation. This is shown in the following bar graph: 

,,' 
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\\ Table 9 

PercentagEI of F~1nilies Having Different Numbers of Abuse Citations 

Q<;Q 
V\ 

~ 
" 

~ 

~ ~ 

1 Citation 
73% 

, (246 Families) 

2 Citations 
8% 

~, ........ 

3 Citations 
15% 

j. 

/"" 

4 Citations 
4% 

Howover, as the next bar graph shows, only 31 percent of the families with one citation 
have only one abusive incident recorded in the case record: 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

o 

Table 10 

Percentage of Families Having Different Numbers of Abusive Incidents 
(246- Familil~s) 

N' 
N' 

>8:~ 
~ 

w 
N 
% 

S88 
1 Incident 

31% 

r ... ~_ 

~ 

~ 
Multiple 
incidents 
at same 
time 

16% 

!YIN f<,i. 

";0 

XX ~ 

80 
More than 1 
incident at 
different 
times 

24% 

~ 
~ 
N<,«f<,i. 

~Q< 

K5<X 
><,Nt, 

~ 
;<;<.;<",><., 

More than 1 
incident at 
different 
times and 
multiple 
incidents at 
same time 

29% 

Our current estimate is that of the families with an ,abuse incident, 53 percent will have one or 
more incidents at a later time. This figure was surpdsing to the casework staff until we began 
discussing who these families are. These statistics sU,l11ulate curiosity and further exploration of 
the reasons for repeated abuse, and the characteristi(\s of families woo have repeated i'1.cidents 
of abuse. . 
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One aim of our study of recidivism is to pinpoint the characteristics of families in which 
abuse is likely to recur and to make this inf9!'mation 8.vailRole to service providers. If this can be 
accomplished, it will then be possible, when a first COl'lt.1Ct with a family is made, to estimate 
the likelihood that abuse will recur. Such information would, in turn, be available when making 
decisions about what services to provide. , 

In essence, we are working to develop a new role for the researcher, that of a working 
member of a multidisciplinary service team with the responsibility to gather, systematize, and 
where necessary, int~J:'£)i'et result,s that will enhance the effectiveness of services . .The key. to 
coopeJ;!ltion is commui'ilcation between service and research staff. Rathel' t~an mformatIon 
O'cirlg only to funding agencies and professional peers, it must also go to the serVICe team. In our 
case, it generally goes first to the service team. Our experien~e has been that such 
communication is beneficial to both service and research. 

There are, to be sure, different perspectives held by service and research components. In 
the long run, however, when there is cooperation, researchers may be able to avoid many dead 
ends and blind aUeys, and service deliverers may be able to focus their efforts in directions that 
are most effective in reducing the problems of their cHent families and enhancing the quality of 
family life. 

',:? 
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1/ <Evaluation of an Ongoing Treatment Program: Initiations, 

Problems, Implications 
Martha, Perry, PhD, Research Consultant 
Christina Narr, MSW, Executive Director 
Panel for Family Living 
Tacoma, Washington 

This paper will discuss service evaluation as implemented at the Panel Ft\r Family Living, 
Tacoma, Washington. The authors' over-riding concern is to effectively sprea'd the concept of 
eValuation throughout social services. 

Mpst workers, of course, affirm the principle of evaluation. We are willing to judge, by 
one standard or another, whether the services we provide are adequate or effective. At the 
Panel, for example, one good measure of our service is whether (),~, not our clients continue to 
abuse or neglect their children. But while we can estimate in this rather crude form the success 
or failure of our service program, we are in no position to examip0 particular aspects of that 
program or make more than the most subjective judgments about which facet of our services is 
most suitable for an individual client. 

We feel that to be useful, an evaluation program ought to help us answer these types of 
questions. A good evaluation program can, we think, be useful in several ways: 

1. It can provide an objectiVE! measure of the change in clients as they participate in 
services. 

2. Information gathered for the evaluation can be used to help workers make more 
accurate diagnoses. 

3. An objective evaluation program can help agencies be more accountable both to the 
client and to the community. 

4. Service evaluation can help the agency decide whether it is meeting its goals and 
help it determine ways to improve its services. 

5. And, finally, a good eValuation program will generate data that is useful to the 
field as a whole. 

SETTING 
The Panel For Family Living grew out of a need identified by a.juvenile court worker and a legal 
aid attorney about six years ago. They felt that Tacoma and PIerce County offered insufficient 
services for parents either accused of being or adjudged to be abusive or neglectful. These two 
workers began to organize other professional volunteers and slowly a coherent organization began 
to take shape. 

The 'Panel is a private non-profit agency governed by a board of directors. Since May, 
1974, the Panel has been supported by a demonstration grant from the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. 

The Panel's current full-time staff includes an Executive Director, a Training Specialist, a 
Direct Ser,vices Supervisor, an Outreach Worker, an Office Manager, and a Research Assistant. 
Current funding also supports Dr. Perry's work as a part-time Research Consultant. 

Our activities fall into five general categories: community coordination, community 
education, professional training, client services, and, of course, reseal'ch. 

Client services include group therapy, parent education classes, outreach services, and 
parent aides. Group therapy and parent education sessions are run by conSUltants employed on an 
hourly basis. The parent aides are volunteers paid a modest stipend. The outreach work is done 
by two of our paid staff and includes counseling, referral, and informational services provided 
'almost exclusively in the client's home. 
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AGENCY PITFALLS , , 
The Panel's initial funding application included a research cO~'ponent, but that overly-am~ItI,ous 
effort showed meager results and left some continuing hostIllty toward research or statIstical 
evaluation. 

About 18 months ago, when Dr. Perry joined us, the Panel ~as perha~s readY!Qr a new 
research project. It had a new executive director and a new supe:vIso~ of cl1e~t, serVIces, both 
committed to service evaluation. There was, however, that Imgermg hostility toward any 
research that might dIsrupt ongoing activities. . 

Hostility continues in a muted fashion, and it indicates one of the less?~s we have learn~d: 
unless there is a genuinely open attitude on the part of the agency, a real wIllmgness to question 
current methods or techniques, it is really impossible to carryon decent research. If all the 
agency wants is a justification of current practice, it had best, avoid res~arch altogether. The 
authors have tried to make the research effort as non-threatemng as possIble, although we have 
been quite open about the fact that we hope it will suggest changes to be incorp~rated ~n, o,ur 
service program. And we have wor,ked to involve both the staff and the board m the mitIal 
design process. , 

Unfortunately, however, it seelms as if the process of research and the process of s,ervm,g 
clients are destined, at times, to clash. Service agencies are always overburdened, and m thIS 
particular field are overburdened with clients needing ,immediate hel~. The work~rs who h~ve 
been asked to administer questionnaires or do observatIotls must contmually negotiate the flOe 
line between the demands of the research and the overwhelming needs of the client for, rapid 
Service. Thus, it frequently happens that a client is receiving services before the full mtake 
interview-including the battery of tests necessary to th~ research-has been complet~d. , 

All this should not be taken to imply that meamngful research can't be car:rIed out 10 a 
service agency working with abusiv~ or neglectful parents. We n:tust, however, warn th8;t there 
will be traumas and that everyone involved should be aware of thIS at the outset. GOOdWIll from 
both research and service perf:Jnnel is absolutely critical to the success of such projects. 

In light of this, Dr. Perry designed a research projec~ t,o fit the re~liti~s ?f the Panel's 
day-to-day operation, one that would evaluate' the Pane~ a~ It IS, not re?esign It In accordance 
with some res'I"arch scheme. And that, of course, was dIffIcult, for serVIces are seldom offered 
in a style that falls into a lIeat research design. , , 

For example, randC')m assignment to services is both impractical and, perhaps, clImcally 
undesirable. The Panel's; clients often are referred by other agencies, and frequently are sent for 
a particular service. 'fhe Panel outreach staff also W~l1ts to retain the option to exercise clinical 
judgment in assigning clients to services. As ft practical matter, this traditional assignment 
pattern could not be altered. But without random assignment it is difficult to compare the' 
various services offered by the Panel. , 

For similar reasons, a random group of clients could not serve as a control group. ThIS 
would involve withholding service, unacceptable for many reason~. This control group proble!ll 
also is complicated by the fact that the clients are both relatively heterogenous and f~w In 

number. So characteristics within the g-roup could not be studied because the number avaIlable 
for analysis became quit\~ small. 

These examples suggest the perils of research design within the strictures of a s~all 
agency. Most workable designs fail to control many, rival hyp~theses, and therefore, fall to 
provide definitive answers about the effects of a particular serVIce. But careful plannmg and 
hard work can lead to a design that will yield systematically greater detail about clients and 
what is happening to them-if not the ultimate answer as to "why" it is happening. The research 
also can raise questions that may lead to new ideas on treatment and to new insights about the 
clients and the agency itself. 

Having designed an evaluation project, however, it was still necessary to avoid ,or: dispell 
the lingering distaste for research. Dr. Perry studied the Panel's stated goals and elICIted the 
workers' views of these goals as they governed everyday operations. She created a design and 
selected measures that would provide information that was directly relevant to the staff, and 
then met with the staff, the board, and others to explain the design and relevance of the 
measures. 

Her clinical experi~nce was a real advantage. She was able to talk with the staff and the 
consultants on the basis of her experience in dealing with clients, and was able to understand 
their concern about the utility of the data to be collected. In fact, as the data collection began, 
she provided interpreted summa.ries of test scores to workers, and was able to make ten~ative 
treatment suggestions. This quick response was extra effort for her, but it helped to wm the 
staff's support. 
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Although a firm believer in the utility of statistical information, she readily acknowledged 
that objective data may not be the total answer to questions of case management or evaluation. 
This affirmation of clinical skills also helped increase cooperation. 

Having created the design and chosen the measures, she began a serIes of training sessions 
for the workers who would administer the battel'y of tests. She pretested the measures with 
several clients and administered the tesles to the initial group of children. She was thus assured 
that the plan was workable and was able to provide useful suggestions to the workel's about 
administering the tests. She worked to laelp the workers understand the measures and the utility 
of the data derived from them, since they would be more apt to put in the necessary time and 
effort if they believed the results would be worthwhile. 

THE DESIGN 
The basic design is quite simple. The plan was to evaluate each new client just prior to serVi' 
again three months later (having documented the kind and amount of services received during 
that time), and finally upon termination. In reality it has been a bit sloppier than that. 
Sometimes services began before the first evaluation had taken place. The interval between 
pretest and the second evaluation varied from 2 to 7 months. And, finally, termination data 
proved difficult to get--clients had a tendency to "disappeal''', and workers a tendency to Ifforget" 
this final evaluation. Nevertheless, in a yei:{'~s time we collected sufficient evaluation data to 
provide useful and provocative information. 

One other aspect of our evaluation project may be of interest. Although there are many 
descriptions of child abusers, there are few controlled studies that indicate unique characteris
tics of parents who abuse their children. It is not clear that these descriptions do any more than 
identify a lower socio-economic class population, where abuse and/or neglect mayor may not be 
found. Since the Panel would be accumulating considerable data on lower social class abuse 
clients, we decided to take the next step and compare these clients with a carefully matched 
group of non-abusers. 

The data was to perform two major tasks: (1) describe in detail the characteristics of our 
clients and their families, tapping especially those characteristics identified by others as related 
to child ,abuse; and (2) document changes in clients, including both changes specified by the 
treatment staff and changes in areas that were not necessarily singled out for treatment. 

We also included measures of some characteristics that we did not expect to change. This 
was important, since there is a danger that extreme scores--which we expected in many areas-
will become less extreme at post testing regardless of what intervenes simply because of 
unreliability in procedures. Including non-changing variables measured by the same or similar 
procedures guards against this difficulty. 

These goals and the practical problems of working in a clinical setting guided the selection 
of measures. The result was a multi-method procedure which utilized interview, paper and pencil 
questionnaires and inventories, observation, and child testing. The entire evaluation takes from 
1 t to 3 hours, depBnding on whether two parents are in the home, whether the child of concern is 
in the home, and whether the parents can read. The worker handles the interview and 
questionnaires; trained graduate stUdents do all observation, the child testing, and the entire 
evaluation for control subjects. The many categorie;s of Panel clients were collapsed into three 
basic groups. The "Abuse" group includes those labeled as having physically abused their 
children, regardless of degree of severity,and those labeled as both abusing and neglectful; 59% 
of the clients included in the analysis have this label. "Neglect" includes all severities of 
neglect; 17% of the clients fall here. "High Potential" includes those labeled at high risk for 
abuse, neglect, or both; 24% of the clients are high potential. The small number of sexual abuse 
and emotional abuse clients are not included, nor are the few families whose target child is over 
age 12. 
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Client Referral Characteristic 

Sex 
Female 
Male 

Marital Status 
Marri(,:ld 
Single 

Mean Age 
Females 
Males 

Unemployed 
F<::i'ii?':"\'i!s 
Males 

Social Class1 

3 
4 
5 
Unknown 

Number of Children 
One 
More 

Age of Children 
Under 5 
5 or older 

Referral Souree 
Medical 
Public Agency 
School 
Court 
Self 
Other 

Table 1 

" Demographics 

Control 

66% 
34 

84% 
16 

26.5 
28.6 

81% 
18 

6% 
56 
38 

43% 
57 

47% 
53 

Abuse 
59% 

64% 
36 

80% 
20 

26.4 
28.8 

76% 
24 

6% 
48 
34 
12 

32% 
68 

39% 
61 

14% 
48 
3 
6 

23 
6 

Neglect 
17% 

74% 
26 

42% 
58 

28.5 
30.2 

86% 
25 

0% 
26 
58 
16 

50% 
50 

53% 
47 

26% 
47 

0 
21 
5 
1 

High Potential 
24% 

85% 
15 

50% 
50 

25.2 
28.3 

86% 
25 

4% 
31 
54 
11 

46% 
54 

69% 
31 

13% 
29 
13 

0 
38 
7 

1Hollingshead, August B. "Two Factor Index of Social Position." Mimeographed, 1957. 

DATA 
The data presented here are selected from two of our studies. Last fall we did an interim 
analysis of the intake information on our client groups compared with each other, and each 
compared with the control subjects we had tested. These comparisons are of group data, and are 
identified in the tables by the word Group. More recently we have done a partial analysis of our 
matched control study. This analysis utilizes a pair-wise matched comparison of abuse clients 
and controls, and is labeled Match in the tables. 

A number of people have proposed that parent characteristics are important in defining an 
Abuse group. We included several of these. A consistent finding has been a history of parental 
abuse and neglect in Abuse groups, and our data support this finding. In our group, however, the 
non-abusing spouse (the "Passive abuser") was as likely as the abuser to have been abused as a 
child, which suggests that previous history may dispose one to tolerance of abusive behavior. 
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Self-esteem was included as a variable of interest to clinicians because an earlier study 
(Melnick and Hurley, 1969) found significant differences between controls and abusers on this 
variable. However, we did not fin'd differences for the Abuse group overall. Our High Potential 
clients differed from both the Abuse clients and from the Controls., 

On the other hand, anxiety, as measured by the Spielburger (1968) trait measure, 
consistently differentiates Abuse from Controls, as well as the High Potential group from 
Controls. 

Abused or Neglected as Child 
Group 
Matched N=27 

Resp. N=16 
Not N= 7 

Self-esteem1 

Group 
Matched 

Re!:1p. 
Not 

Anxi~!i 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

+ p<.10 
* p<.05 

N=32 
N=16 
N= 8 

N=26 
N=15 
N= 8 

Table 2 

Parent Characteristics 

Control 

13% 
16 
18 
25 

N=32 
72.0 
67.0 
64.3 
67.6 

N=32 
36.4 
40.0 
42.7 
37.1 

** p<.Ol 
*** p<.OOl 

Abuse 

50% 
44 
44 
43 

N=32 
67.3 
63.3 
60.1 
60.2 

N=31 
42.8* 
46.4* 
48.0 
47.4 

Neglect 

28% 

N=13 
63.8+ 

N=12 
39.7 

High Potential 

43% 

57.4*** 

N=13 
48.2** 

1 Eagley, A. H. "Revised Janis-Field Scale" in J. P. Robinson and P. R. Shaver eds. 
Measures of Social Psychological Attitudes. Ann Arbor: Institute for Social Re-
search, 1973, pp. 76-80. 

2Spielberger, C. D., Gorsuch, R., and Lushene, R. E. State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. Palo Alto, 
California: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1968. 

In the Family Environment Scale developed by Moos (1974), three scales (Cohesion, 
Expressiveness, and Conflict) make up what is called the relationship dimension. The High 
Potential group differed from the Controls on Expressiveness and Conflict, and approached a 
significant difference in Cohension. Abusive males, in the group study, and th ose responsible for 
the abuse, in the matched study, were significantly lower than Controls in Expressiveness. The 
significant difference in COI).flict between Abuse and Control groups appeared only in the group 
analysis. The apparent "normality" of the Neglect group on these scales is surprising. 
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Cohesion 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

Expressiveness 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

Conflict 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

N=27 
N=16 
N= 8 

+ p<.10 
* p<.05 

Table 3 

Family Environment: Relationship' Dimension 

Control Abuse Neglect 

N=32 N=31 N=12 
54.2 48.7 60.7 
53.1 49.2 
53.7 47.4 
50.0 52.0 

53.9 48.9 54.3 
55.6 49.0 
57.2 44.2* 
52.1 55.8 

39.7 45.6* 40.3 
42.9 47.3 
43.6 48.1 
42.0 48.9 

High Potential 

N=13 
45.5+ 

47.1 * 

50.5* 

Another aspect of family relationships is how discipline is carried out. To tap this, we 
developed an analog measure we call the Situation Interview, a 15-item interview in which a 
typical and frustrating home situation is read to the parent. The task is to verbally role play the 
response and to describe what actions, if anYI would be taken. The interviews are tape re!!orded 
and later coded. 
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Table 4 

Situation Interview: Negative. Verbals 

Control Abuse . Negative High Potential, 

Attack N=32 
1.4 

N::;:32 
1.3 

N=14 
.69+ 

N=16 
1.1 Group 

Matched 
Resp. 
Not 

1'1=26 
N=12 
N= 8 

1.3 1.6 
1.2 2.2 
1.1 1.3 

Blame 
--Group 1.9 

1.4 
1.2 
1.1 

1.9 
1.7 
2.1 
1.0 

.619 .86 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

9hallenge 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

3.3 
3.0 
3.2 
3.4 

3.2 
3.5 
3.7 
3.5 

2.4 2.4 

Attack, blame, and challenge combined 
Group 6.7 
Matched 5.5 

Resp. 5.1 
Not 5.6 

+ p<.10 
*p<.05 

** p<.Ol 

6.3 
5.7 
6.1 
5.8 

3.6** 

,,-' _·-r} 

4.7* 

Table 4 includes negative verbal codes. There are no sigriifj.~ant differences on Attack, 
Blame, or Challenge individQally, but when these are grouped, /Iboth the Neglect and High 
Potential groups are lower than the Control. It also looks as if spouses of abusers may be slightly 
lower than the abusers on the "direct negatives," Attack and Blame. 

A possible explanation for these findings may be foued when we look at the other verbal 
codes. In. Table 5, we find that all client groups are less likely than Controls to Command or 
Direct th¢ child, and that the Abuse. and Neglect groups also reason less. These findings do not 
hold for t~1e Abuse group in the matched comparison, although tho~e not responsible for the.·abuse 
are lower in both than those who are responsible. In. other words. the Neglect and Abuse groups 
(particularly the spouse not responsible for the abuse) are more passive and unwilling or unable to 
verbally take charge of the .situation. The person responsible for the abuse takes more command 
of the situation, but tends to be more negative in doing so. 
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Table 5 

Situation Interview: Verbal Codes 

'Control Abuse 
Command, direct 

Neglect Hign Poi~ntial 

Group 6.9 4.7** Matched 6.0 
c::"> 

5.2 Resp. 6.4 5.2 Not 6.0 4.8 

3.9*** 4.1** 

Reason 
Group 5.7 3.3** , Matched 5.1 3.7 

~ Resp. 4.7 4.3 Not 6.1 3.6* 

3.5* 4.3 

Other verbal 
Group 1.8 2.1 Matched 2.3' 2.3 Resp. 2.4 2.2 Not 1.5 2.6 

2.5 2.6 

No verbal 
Group .72 1.7** Matched 1.0 1.4 Resp. .83 1.3 Not 1.4 2.4 

2.9* 1.1 

* p<.05 
** p<.Ol 

*** p<.OOl 

The same interpretation for th.e spouses ?f abusers is suggested when actions are analyzed 
(Table 6). They tend toward "No Action" and slIghtly smaller amounts of both aversive and non
aversive discipline. Apparently they simply are more passive. 

The failure to find differences between groups here is somewhat surprising. Perhaps the 
analog nature of the ~easure allows respondents to monitor their responses, particularly their 
sta~e.ments about actIons. H~wever, we are accumulating independent evidence supporting 
valIdltYc

of 
the measure. More lIkely, the gr,oups are composed of different kinds of people-those 

who :egularly use. av~rsi~e discipline, and those who do not, but may fly off the handle 
occasIOnally. The dIstrIbutIon of scores seems to support this view. 
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Table 6 

Situation Interview: Action 

Control Abuse' 

Non-iiversive discil2line (D+) 
Group 5.7 5.0 Matched 5.7 5.3 Resp. 6.0 5.8 Not 6.4 5.0 

4.7 5.8 

Aversive discil2line (D-) 
Group 3.8 3.7 Matched 4.0 3.9 Resp. 4.2 3.3 Not 4.1 2.1 

3.5 3.6 

Q:!:LQ: 
2,,2 Group 2.5 Matched 1.'( 1.8 Resp. 1..2 

)~ 
1.8 Not 3.1 2.8 

Other action ~ > 

f,"',2.4 

( 
2.5 

Group 1.7 1.7 Matched 1.9 1.3 Resp. 1.4 1.3 Not 1.8 1.4 

1.8 1.9 

Nothing 4.8 5.0 Matched 4.5 5.4 Resp. 4.2 5.6 Not 4.3 7.0+ 

5.6 4.4 

+ p<.lO 

Some other findings from the Family Environment Scale bear mentioning. Five scales 
make up the Personal Growth dimension. On two of the five-Independen~e and Active 
Recreation Orientation.,-all groups, including Control, scor~ significantly lower than the norm. 
We equate the Active Recre~Jion Orientation, in some respects, with the isolation that is 
hypothesized to be related to child abuse. This aspect of the iSlolation, at least, appears to be a 
social class phenomenon, as does the failure to provide independence for individual family members •. 
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Family Envb'onq!ent: P~rs~hatdr9wth Dimension 

Jndependenc~ 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

N=27 
N=16 . 
N= 8 

Achilwement orientation 
-- Group 

Matched 
Resp. 
Not 

II 

lhtellectl.::-..L cult:!ralorientatlon 
Group 
Matched 

Resp. 
Not 

. 
Active recreation orientation 

Group 
Matched, 
( Resp. 

Not 

Moral religious emphasis 
. l3roup 

Matahed 
Resp. 
Not 

+ p<.10 
* p<.05 

Coritrol 

N=~2, ", 
42.8 . 
42.8 

,42.0 
44.6 

46.3 
45~8, 

,~ 

43.8 
. 46.0 

45.3 
44.0 .',::;:., 

44.3 
41.5 

40.2 
38.6 
35.9 
45.3 

57.8 
56.7 
55.6 
Su.6 

Abuse 

46.0 
46.7 
49.0. 
39.0 "i/ 

'/ 
43. '[ :I' 
42.9 f 
40.3 II 
44~ol 

310 
35.9' 
35.1 
38.5 

53.0+ 
53.3 
52.3 
53.6 

';1' 
" !NegaJive 

", J, 

N=12 
44.8 

50.8+ 

'42.8. 

43.5 

51.6+ 

High Potential 

\ 44.2 

\ 
\-

\' 

38.9 

. :. 

51.3* 

,; It has been suggested that abuse families ar,e poorly organized. Our data indicates that 
~hey do not perceive themselves t~i,s way., ,This raHses an

J
lnteresting ethi9al issue: perhaps we 

lmpose our standards on these familIes and thus '(!Qndemn them for being poorly organized wh~n 
they neither perceive themselves so nor differ frc)rn others in their social class. ' 

TabJle 8 

Family Environment: System Ma.intenance Dimension 

Control Abuse Neglect High Potential~ 
Organization 

Group 52.1 50.4 Matched 49.3 51.0 Resp. 48.3 49.4 Not 51.3 51.3( 

55.3 46.6 

Corltrol 
'7";--'7Qroup 

51.7 48.4 Matched 53,0 48.8 ,Resp. 53.6 48.8 \\~ot 52.5 49.1 

54.5 

., 
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SUMMARY 
Let us summarize what. is emerging from these stUdies. .' 

First, it is important ~rJr agencies to note. that different client populations may differ in 
their needs. At the Panel, as~e have analyzed ours~wvices, we have discovered that the service 
provided does"p-":It vary for ~';{her group classi!ication or,lor in~ividu~11 profile. I~ should. 

Second; both abusers'and spouses receIve the samF,! serVIces, but the serVIces do not attend 
to theiir Arffering needs. Both clinicians and researchers should pay more attention to such 
differ4mces. " , ' 

'I',hird, our High Potential group fits the classical d"escription of child abusers more clos~11 
than d~~~' the Abuse Group--and of course it WOUld, sin9a its members are labeled on that basIS. 
But thisraiseshin issue of identification and labeling.' We would not argue that these people do 
not need treatment, but perhaps they should receive it in a setting which does not label them and 

, which directs its services more specifically to their needs. 
, Finally, while w'1oo fiw~?me differe~ces between our A~use gr?UP ~nd~ur ~ar~f~lly 

"matched Control group on' anxiety! expreSSIveness and approprIate dlrection In discIplme 
situations, we do not find diff·erences on some factors one would expeot them ba,sed on the 
clinicallore--self-asteem, a family environment of independence, recreational resources, family 
organization, and nG\gative verbalizations. Perhaps this lore needs to be more critically 
examined.;'.·:" , 

We do not present these as definHive findil1gs,but as initial.attempts to discover better 
ways of serving our clients. The research project has been diffi.O!~lt and time-consuming, but we 
feel it has been of great value to the Panel. We believe thatottiet:small agencies would find the 
elldeavor equally rewarding. 
.~J ..... -
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A Practitioner Views Research 
Mary Ann Chalmers, MSW 
Urban Childhood 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

:'1n order to tr;!l~' one must first understand." From this premise, stated by Norman A. Polansky 
~? Roots of Fu .. zlzty, comes the, rationale foz: our research. In addreSSing this panel's topic, 
,ReseB:rch: Too Much ,or Too LIttle?" I want to base my remarks on my dual role: first, as the 

~Iel~ dI~ector of a major research study into child neglect; and secondly, as a practitioner in an 
mstItutIon for boys who have been placed there because of neglect and deprivation. . 

, Becaus~ I,have held these two jobs simultaneously for the last two years I have, perhaps, a 
unI5lue apprecl~tI.on for, ~oth theimpo~tance of research and the importance of direct practice. 
ChIld~<:n and tnelr famIlIes cannot walt for researchers to find out what needs to be done. The 
practItIOner must go ahead. 

, In working :vit~ chil~ren i~ placement, I am confronted daily with making decisions about 
theIr treatme~t, ~?rkmg WIth Chll? care staff, and involvjng natural' families in planning for the 
fu~ure of th~Ir chIldren. One 9UICkly learns how useful theory is in working with neglected 
chIld~e~, theIr parents, and theIr, caret~~ers, and ye~ theories are incomplete. Obviously, e. 
practIt~oner .cannot afford to be ImmobIlIzed by the mcompletei1eSS of his knowledge. At the 
same tIme, he can be aware of what he does not know. 

Addressing what we do not know about the causes of nea'lect is the attempt of our 
research effort, "The Apathy-,Futility Syndt'ome: An Urban View fr under the direction of Dr 
Nor~an A. pp~ansky. In ~art, it is a replication of the 1972 study p~blished as Roots of Futili~ 
~y, FI~t: low-mcome, whIte, Appal~chian families having a child in Head Start participated in 
that s~udy. The mothers of these chIldren were rated in terms of the level of child care given. 
, In o~.r rece~~ study we replicated this sample in an urban setting. In addition, 46 low
mcome whIte famIlIes, all of whom have a child between the ages of four and seven living at 
home, w~l'e refe~red to the study as ".neglectf~l" by soc,ial service agencies. One more group was 
also studIed. ThIS ~as ,a sample of smgle, whIte, low-mcome mothers who had a child between 
the ages of four and seven. 

'Fo s~mmarize, the r,ecent s~i.ldy had tw~ groups, a control sample and a neglect sample, 
bot~ ,or Wh!;~ ,were comprI~ed of mtact and smgle-parent families. One hundred twenty-five 
fam~lIes parllclpated. The mdependent variable which distinguished the groups was the social 
serVIce agency referral of the neglect sample. 

. ' In our research" w~ investigate~ the major influences affecting the le~el of care children 
re~elv:. Our ~yp?thesIs. IS that the ChIld's level of care depends upon the mother's functioning, 
whlC~ m turn IS aeterm.med by her personality. Other factors, of'course, enter in, S11Ch. as the 
emo~I~nal and econ0!TIlC support she receives from her husband, the social and economic 
condltlons of the .taml~y, the relationships s~e has with extended family, friends, and community, 
th~ level. of he: 1I1te~lgence, and her phYSIcal health. An in-depth assessment was made in a 
serI~s of I~tervlew~ WIth the m~ther and i~ a single interview with the father, if he was present. 
All mterviews were condu~ted 111 the famIly home. For these interviews, a structured format 
was followed and a narratIve summary to cover each contact was written. All interv;,awswere 
con~u~ted by one of thre~ staff mem~ers, each of whom holds a master's degree in social work. 
AddItlonally, a psychol~glCal evaluation for each pareqt and their four-to-seven year-old child 
was completed. A portIon o! the sample of mothers and children was medically screened. 

_ ~th~ugh we worke~ m sever'a! areas of Philadelphia and its surrounding communities, the 
pr~domm~m f;avor ~as ,gIven to the study by our largest group, families living in Kensington. 
ThIS sectlon 01. th~ CIty IS marked by block-long lines of brick rowhouses facing each other across 
nar~ow s~reets. LI~e so many other old neighborhoods, some blocks refl-sct the care and prid~ of 
theIr reSIdents whIle others S?~W severe neglect. Factories infiltrate residential areas so that 
the bloc~ wh~re. we had our offIce, which was in a converted house, faced a large meat packin 
p~ant WhICh, mCIdentally, closed during our tenure in the neighborhood. Almost every corner ha; 
elt~er a b!lr, grocery store, or doctor's office. Most neighborhood families were raised in a 
curIO!ls mlx~ure of both pride in and hostility toward the community and the outside world. 
Kensmg~on IS a very larg~ area and although parts are racially integrated, the area in which we 
worked IS populated by. whIte families. 
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Most families work in neighborhood factories or blue-collar jobs. The highest aspiration of 
men is to achieve a position within the city police and fire department. Unemployment is 
chronic, and numerous families are suppqr.'ted by the public welfare system. Single-parent 
families overwhelmingly depend on welfare for' support. In fact, '12 percent of the single mothers 
in our study require public assistance. 

In this neighborhood the education attained by people in our study is between the eleventh 
and twelfth grade. That our control sample completed high school either thro'lgh school or 
through equivalency tests marks a significant difference between the two groups. The neglect 
sample as a Wtlole shows less ability to complete high school. 

Presently, all data has been collected and is being analyzed. Because of this, Vie can only 
speak about our impressions of the results, and only in very general terms. All research social 
wOl'kers were impressed by the enormous, struggles of the families studied. Even when a family 
was intact and functioned relatively well, the parents often revealed an almost desperate worry 
apout the childr,9n, the marriage, money m~nagement, and themselves. The families did not see 
themselves in control of their lives, and the social worker viewed most families as quite fragile 
and barely hangin~~ on. 

Although, in general, we saw struggling families, those that were identified as neglectful 
and were referred to the study by social service agencies were in far worse straits. 
Simultaneously, several major problems were seen, only one of which was child neglect. For 
most families, their own individual needs were so overwhelming that children became only one 
more worry in a long list of Mncerns. 

During the study, a mother was asked to assess her child's learning ability. Even in making 
this assessment most mothers in the neglect sample believed their children were average to slow, 
while most control sample mothers believed their children to be above average. It appears 
mothers in the neglect sample cannot even allow themselves the pleasure of bragging about their 
child. 

Neglectful mothers frequently could not recall important developmental milestones in 
their child's life, whereas control mothers almost always COUld. In fact, 50 percent of the 
neglectful mothers responded "don't know" or "can't remember" to at least one of three 
developmental questions. Only 3.8 percent of the contt-bl mothers responded similarly. This 
appears to be another indicator of the neglectful mother's inability to be in touch with her child's 
life and, indeed, to enjoy his growth and development. 

In the neglect samplE;, W'~ see evidence of pathology and social problems which existed in 
the parents' own fnmilies and still continue in this generation. Many neglectful parents were 
themselves neglected, never having had a parent to nurture them or to provide a suitable role 
model. Although the pllttern of intergenerational neglect is present, it does not account for all 
problems. 

In making preliminary personality assessments, we feel safe if. saying that neglectful 
parents, in particullll"} evidenGe character disorders. severe neuroses and psychoses, and mental 
deficiency. In the control sample we also find these problems, but there is a difference in the 
intensity and extent to which these traits 8.re exhibited. Analyzing this data. to' see how 
significant these differences are is the task currently underway. 

In terms of social relationships the two groups report quite differently. The neglect 
sample ranks very low in social participation. Fewer belong to so.cial organizations or religious 
groups, they attend fewer activities in the community, and their relationships with others are 
few and sometimes nonexistent. . 

PreviOUSly, I mentioned that the intergenerational cycle of neglect operates in some 
families. Confirmation of this is illustrated in our finding that 31 percent of neglectful parents 
were themseh'es placed outside their families of origin while only 8 percent of control parents 
were placed. Overall, 37 percent of Qur neglect sample currently has at least one child in 
placement while only 6 percent of thl9 eontrol samp.le has placed a child. Single, mothers in each 
group are responsible for 80 percent of placements. While it is obvious that single parents must 
resort more fl'equently to placement of children, we see a much stronger relationship in the 
neglect sample between those who were placed in childhood and adults who now place their 
children. . 

From our preliminary work we recognize that most neglectful families are those often 
termed "multi-problem families." Experience shows that work with these families requires long
term intervention. Changing the life pattern of these families is never easy. Even removal of 
children from their poor home situations does not guarantee the children will become good 
parents •. 
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In the past there hilS been a fair amount of discussion about and recognition of the fact 
that family life has not been giv~n adequate priority. In acquainting ourselves with. the families 
in our study, it is apparent that many family needs are not met. Famili.es who are managing to 
survive but who desire help (usually counseling or psychiatric help) often cannot get what they 
need. Sometimes lack of money is a factor, bilt more often families do not fit~nto categories 
prescribed by service agencies. ." .. 

Although neglectful families were involved with various agencies, the resources required 
to do the necessary long-term intensive work were not present. When considering that the jobs 
which rated lowest in complexity in a recent University of Wisconsin study were foster mothers, 
child care attendants and nursery school teachers, it is safe to say that society's best efforts are 
not being directed toward helping the most difficult families. 

At thIs point in our research, we cannot say that there is only one cause of child neglect'. 
The causes tire many and the solutions take many forms. KnoWlt;;dge cannot evolve and people 
cannot be he!lped to change and grow unless money is allocated for the advancement of theory. 
Before any dliscussion about funding further research can take place, we must be convinced that 
reseat'ch has a function in social work and do more to convey its prior.ities. As researchers and 
social workEirs we must first be convinced research is necessary, then a priority must be 
established within the government, within the agency, and within .ourselves to insure its 
successful beginnings and ultimately its dissemination and use. We are only at the beginning of 
research into child abuse and negleQt,so we must realize that many more questions will be asked 
than answered. Nevertheless, we are obligated to the profession to ask them. . 

Speaking as a practitioner as well as a researcher, to me the answer to the question is 
unequivocal: we clearly need more research to guide our practice. 
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On Defining Emotional Abuse: Results of an NIMH/NCCAN 
Workshop 
Ira S. Lourie, MD, Deputy Chief 
Center for Studies of Child and Family Mental Health 
National Institute of Mental Health 
Rockville, Maryland 
Lorraine Stefano, BA 
Grac;luate student in Social Work 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

The issue of emotional abuse was the topic of a pre-conference worksl{op held in conjunction with 
the Second Annual National Confex:ence 9n Child Abuse and Neglect, April, 1977, in Houston, 
Texas. This workshop was co-sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health and the 
National Center. on Child Abuse and Neglect. The participants were leaders in the fields of child 
development, mental health, child abuse, and law. 

The participants met for two days as a full committee in an attempt to define emotional 
ab\use from the perspective of mental health and child development. Given the projected 
difficulty of that task, a lower level objective was also stated in which the task was to explore 
those issues that needed to be clarified before such a definition could be determined. 

This report is written so as to reflect the process of the workshop. The overlap and 
repetition of ideas mirrors the problems that this group had in coming to grips with numerous 
vital issues. 

INITIAL CONCERNS AND VIEWS OF EMOTIONAL ABUSE 
Mental health professionals have avoided the topic of emotional abuse. This avoidance is the 
result of the profusion of seemingly insoluble dilemmas regarding the accuracy of mental health 
evaluation of children's disorders and the legal restraints which are particularly present in any 
definition of abuse. Each parti.cipant made an initial statement about his or her own picture of 
these dilemmas. A summary of these ideas is a study in dichotomies. The process of the 
workshop was then to work with these dichotomies until some resolution could be found. 

A primary dichotomy was the issue of definitional scope. Should there be, as some 
.- participants advocated, a broad definition of emotional abuse or, as the others advocated, a 
narrow one? Proponents of a broad definition spoke of service intervention focusing on the 
protection of the rights of the child. Those favoring narrowness spoke of the criminal aspects of 
the reporting process and their concern for the protection of the rights of the parents. 
Ultimately, any definition must serve both of these ideals. For this reason, a distinction was 
made between the construction of a mental health definition and one for use in the fields of 
social welfare and law. 

A second dichotomy concerned the focal point of this definition--child b;';havior or 
parental actions? Should this definition be based on manifestations of mental injury in the child, 
or should it concern parental actions which are injurious or potentially injurious? In other words, 
should it be based on (1) the actual abserved disturbance in children (i.e., clinical dIagnosis of a 
mental injury); (2) a hi.gh likelihood that abuse will occur, given the familial environment; or (3) 
observed parental behaviors that at'e clearly abusive r'egardless of the effect on the child? The 
major objection to using behav,ioral manifestations of mental injury in the child as the only basis 
for definition is that we would then exclude the child who does not exhibit a typical behavior, 
who remains invulnerable even though victimized by a.clearly abusive situation (the Oliver Twist 
syndrome). On the other hand, if only parental behaviors are considered as the basis for the 
definition, we are equally limited, for the same reasons. The current state'Jf diagnostic 
knowledge cannot clearly predict that any set of parental actions will directly cause emotional 
damage in children. Thus, can such actions in themselves be called abusive? Consensus was that 
further discussion must consider both parental actions and child behaviors. 

With further regard to parental actions, several other dilemmas arose. One concerned the 
inclusion of acts of commission along with acts of omission. Secondly, the question of intent 
raised ,greater debate. While some participants felt that parental intent to injure was a 
neces~h.ry parameter in calling a situation abusive, others felt that it should not enter into our 
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definition so that abuse of unconscious ori'1" ld observe deviant behavior in the child can w~m wou not be excluded. Simply stated, if we do 
action or inaction? Further, these pOjnt-' or mus:~, trace the~e behaviors back to parental 
distinguish between an environm t . ~ ,:were, ex ?nded to conSIder whether or not we can 
poverty) as opposed to a persona~~ ~~~i~~~=~v:bS~!~::I~i~~~t~~:Ch the fmllily may find itself (i.e., 

The need for mandatory reporting of em rib its effect on the therapist~client relationship 0 IO~ a use by mental health professionals aj.((!f 
participants felt that mandator re ortin was a 0 seen as a problem for discuss~on. Some 
working relationship with the cli~nt ~nd g ~as necessary; others felt that it couldi\~stroy a 
profe~sional help. This led to the questi~O~f :~rv~ nOl~~f~~ purpose for t~ose ~I:ead)i: seeking 
emotIOnal abuse. While it was enerall 0 s ou e e person who IdentIfIes and labels 
by a mental health rofessiona g ,,! ,agreed that an evaluatIon would probably be conducted 
abuse would proba~y be mad; ~~e ~m~~l~ andlfoften more critical identification of emotional 
implications of who had the ualific~t! we ~re w,orker elI' o,ther ~ommunity agent. The 
considered to be a vital issue'in {he d~vel~ons \0 rentI,fy abuse, mvolvmg mental injury were 

Abuse by SOCiE't was an th ' pmen 0 any mterventIon system. . 
parents, but also socie~y shouido bee~:~portant ~oncern. Some par~icipan~s f~lt that not only 
schools, foster homes, and detention faci~f~:,pon~~!e, for ~r.~ abu~es In ,our InstItutions. such as 
that greater abuse often occurs whe~·h:i. . IS mc u, ,conSIderatIon of the popular feeling 
institUtions or foster hiome$. With' cur~nCt~" 't) are tak, out, of ~h? h?me and placed in 
abuse does not necessarily lead to help. Do hl,,,- a.~use ~aws! the,IdentIflcatIon and reporting of 
not be able to help them? And, even if we w~a~~~ . to Just Ide,!IfY arid label more families and 
have the professional expertise to change emot'o ne r~o~rces I.e., I?oney, ~taff), do we really 

Further, it was fE.\lt that an d f" " I na y a ,usIve parents mto lovmg parents? 
taking into consideration the syst!m eo!n~~\Oe~vof ~,mot~onal ~bus? would need to be formulated 
safeguard against furthel' abuse b that en Ion m WhIch ~t would be used, in order to 
intervention in child abuse, some f:lt that system;; I Wh~n lo?kmg at the current system of 
society, specifically, the unjust scrutiny a~~rr:nnd aw 1~, unJus.tly applied to one segment of 
definition of emotional abus\e allowance m 0 emna IOn or the poor. In formulating a 
this unjust application of the iaw. ust be made for cultural and class differences to avoid 

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES 
Following the initial statement of concerns d' f ' were discussed in further d~Hti1. In conside~fn Vt~WS 0 emotIOnal, abuse, several of the issues 
group chose to deal only with a clinical ment g ese exp~e~s~d VIews and concerns this work 
legal or social welfare definiticln. However aft!: healtht ~e~ImtIOn o~ ~~otionl'\l ab~se and not a 
formed, consideration must be. iven to' a me,n a, ealth defInItIOn of b!11otlonal abuse is 
s8.fe~uards. This clinical defini1ion mus:h:JS~tal apPIlC:t~o~ of such a ~efinition, with its needed 
conSIderation of the special service delivery sy ~ expan e Into the, sOClal,wel~are reB.lm through 

In attempting to define Elffiotio s e!lls ne~essary for ItS apphcatIOn. 
dichotomy between viewing pa,rentat~ a~~:le, dIscus~IOn centered a:o~~d an examination of the 
dynamic relationship between pl!lrental and Ch?ldb~h~VI?rs. An,y defI~Itlon J?ust recognize the 
parent or child that defines abuse but rath I e aVIOrs. It IS not Just an Isolated behavior of 
account is severity, causation, l!lnd duration)~:d b~anc~'l~~tween parental, behavio!' (taking into 
therefore loc>k beyond the parental behavior'S to th ~c, In s reactIon to thIS behaVIOr. We must 
Any behavior alone cannot be looked u on s ,ell' In uence upon the behavIor of the child. 
looklad at as part of an interrela,tional s~ste~ ~ ~Ign or symptom of 7motional abuse, but must be 

, With these safeguards in mi~d e wee~ paren~ and ?hIld. , 
ChIld were listed including both acts' :ra~~ntal, b~havlo~ wh~c~ mIght resu~t m mental injury to a 
constructed the list began to iook like th mmlss~on an omISSIon (AppendIx I). As it was being 
further strengthened the imprel~sion that s~c~~l~ne ,of a lecture o~ child ,pathology. This fact 
In aln attempt to define emoticlnal abuse we ha~ i~~or~ ~lo~e do not constItute emotional abuse. 
developmental dynamics betwe/~n parent and ch'ld lee remvented the wheel" of assessing the 
abu!3e~ the sevedty and causation of these beh I ,. t then follows,that, when defining emotional 
of p~tterning and the repetition of behavior arav~ors mtus\ be c~nsIder,ed. In a~dition, the matter 
conSIder both the timing and the develop ~ \mpor an conslderatIl.>lls. It IS also necessary to 
parental, behavior may be identified as abu:t:~ :'t~ont~~id Oft these ,behaviors. For example, a 
but not for a girl. I a c I a age 6 but not at age 12; for a boy 

The concept of intent to cause injurv d' incidental physical injury-unless related to "grwas ISclussted at length. Cases of accidental or oss neg ec --arl~ not seen as being the result of 
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abuse. The current concept .of abuse is described by the' term inflicted injury. The intent to 
harm or injure, whether for punishment or in ariger, is ne('essary in the definition. If this concept 
is extended to mental injury, the observer would have to prove that a parent had intended to 
harm or injure before a diagnosis of emotional abuse could be made. However, the causality of 
mental injury is not as direct as with physical injury, and intention is not often visible as a desire 
to cause mental injury. It was, therefore, decided that parental intent must be excluded from a 
definition. When intent could be demonstrated it would be important diagnostically, but its 
absence could not be similarly used. For example, when a parent displays severe and repeated 
scapegoating behavior that leads to sever.e depression in the child, the situation is emotionally 
abusive regardless of whether or not the parent intended to be abusive toward the child. 

Attempting to list child behaviors which might indicate that these children are victims of 
emotional abuse proved to be an even more difficult task than the listing of parental behaviors. 
It seemed that the best way to link child behaviors to commissive and omisf!ive parental acts was 
by assessing the impact of the magnitute of !;,arental behaviors (Appendix I). Again, it must be 
remembered that these child behaviors serve only as tools to help in assessing the dynamic 
system between parent and child. It is necessary to look at these behaviors within the context of 
the developmental stage of the child to alloW for the exclusion of transient or age-appropriate 
symptoms. Allowances must also be made for the invulnerable child who does not exhibit any 
atypical behavior even though exposed to what is considered a clearly abusive situation. We have 
all come in contact with children who appear to be living in intolerable conditions but do not 
seem to exhibit any atypical behavior. So again it seems that we cannot direct our definitions to 
either child or parental behaviors exclusively. . 

Therefore, the balance between parental behaviors of sufficient duration and intensity and 
child psychopathology that could be attributed to these observable parental behaviors was seen as 
an essential element of any clinical definition of emotional abuse. The strength of the causal link 
between parental action and child behavior must be brought into perspective. This definition 
must distinguish between emotional problems in children to which we can find some causal 
parental relationship, and' emotional abuse. Otherwise, a case could be made that every 
disturbed child who walks into a mental health center is emotionally abused. 

W,a cannot just observe the child and/or parental behaviors. Instead, we must examine the 
severity, duration, balance, and ~ausation of parental behaviors, taking ihto account the 
environmental cond\'~ions surrounding the family, Only in this way will we be able to distinguish 
the invulnerable child, the emotionally ill child, and, most importantly, the emotionally abused 

child. From the discussion above, the group attempted to set forth, for discussion, a definition of 
mental injury as the basis of emotional abuse with due consideration to the needs of the child and 
the rights of the parents. This definition inclUded actions by p~~$nts which cause or permit 
mental or psychological injury or abnormality in a child, and was stated: II An injury to the intel
lectual or psychological capacity of a child, as evidenced by an observable and substantial 
impairment in his or her ability to function within his or her normal range of performance· and 
behavior with due regard to his O/' her culture," In discussion, however, this definition of emo
tional abuse was found to be deficient. While it met the needs of the mental health professional, 
it was too broad to fit certain legal constraints, namely the rights of the parent and the best 
interest of the child. In order to include both hlental health and legal concerns, a dual set of 
definitions was proposed. This two-level definition would help to allow for a broad area of 
service intervention at the sameUme allowing for, a narrow area of legal intervention to protect 
the rights of the parents and to insure the best interests of the child. 

Our present system of managing abuse and neglect does not alloW for the flexibility 
required by a two-level definition of emotional abuse. Therefore, a process must be developed 
for implementing this definition through evaluat;on and intervention while at the same time 
attempting to safeguard against the possible negative consequences of this intervention. This 
intervention system must also be a two-level system which will serve to operationalize the two" 
level definition of emotional abuse. ' 

TWO-LEVEL DEFINITION AND SERVICE SYSTEM 
A primaJ'Y principle in the definition of emotional abuse and neglect appears to be a two-level 
definition integrated into and made operational by a two-level service system. Throlighout the 
workshop, as presented above, the need for these two levels was pervasive. 

As stated earlier, a two-level system for defining emotional abuse appears to be the best 
way to allow for maximum service intervention with minimal legal intervention. Through this 
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type of system, mental health services could be offered to many families, with legal interventiQn 
used only as a last resort. 

It was felt that the evaluation of the mental health aspect of the definition should 
ultimately be made by a mental health professsional. This professional would take the issues 
mentioned above, such as the nature and severity of both parental and child behaviors, and put 
them in the context of cultural norms as well as extenuating environmental conditions of a 
familial situation. Any decision regarding emotional abuse would require evaluation of past, 
present and future treatment intervention for the family, including any past treatment att,empts 
the family may have made or is now making. In the decision to diagnose, one must ask what 
types of resources are available or will be available to a family labeled "emotionally abusive." 

The need for a broad definition to include all these considerations is clear. HiJw(wer, it 
was readily admitted that the initial, and perhaps more important, evaluative decision would 
most often be made by the child welfare worker who first comes in contact with the family. 
And, further, our present protective service systems are not flexible enough to accept such a 
broad definition without the high probability of negative consequences of the evaluation and 
intervention, and the alienation of parental rights. Therefore, a newly designed intake systern 
must be designed, modeled to fit the need for both a broad definition and protection of parental 
rights. . 

The mental health definition of emotional abuse and a system of service delivery that 
allows us to operationalize this definition must be created concurrently, relying on the 
identification of certain service elements within the community to offer aid to emotionally 
abusive families. The first level would be a non-judgmental intake system based on the 
evaluation of child development in relationship to parental actions--a mental health level. 

The second level of this system would require community intervention at a legal level and 
would be reserved primarily for families who are uncooperative at the mental health level or for 
those situations requiring immediate controls. It is here that a narrow definition of emotional 
abuse--one that would reqUire community intervention into family life--would be used. This 
definition would demand a legal setting for evaluation. The choice of the legal evaluator is not 
easy. The present court system could serve this purpose. Our judiCial system offers certain 
options for intervention which range from cCiurt-ordered observation of the family to termination 
of parental rights. However, with each step there must be time for mental health consultation 
and evaluation, taking into considere.tion the family's reaction to intervention. Some argue that 
our present system cannot handle emotional abuse and, instead, legal evaluation regarding 
intervention should be based on community standards. Perhaps community stand,ards setting can 
be seen as more just, in that it would allow for cultural and social economic influences. A 
community-based committee to set standards would hopefully help to safeguflrd against the 
discriminatory judicial application of cm-rent child abuse laws. A third alternative is the 
introduction of a community-based committee into court procedure. 

In an attempt to operationalize some of the current concerns at the mental health and 
legal levels, a model system for reporting, evaluation and intervention was presented by Lauer 
al1d Hall (Appendix II). The model shows that we are first and foremost concerned with providing 
services to the family at the mental health level. However, if the family refuses to cooperate at 
this level, a system of legal intervention must be invoked. This legal system hopefully serves to 
persuade the family to accept mental health treatment. The system allows for time to evaluate 
the treatment progress of the family and to assess any changes that may be occurring in the 
parent-child relationship. Through the system of legal intervention both the rights of the child 
and the parents are preserved. It is only as a final step, when all other forms of intervention fail, 
that severing of parental rights is considered. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Time constraints did not allow for a further discussion of the definition of emotional abuse, nor 
the process by which this definition would be implemented. However, through the presentation 
of current concerns and views of emotional abuse, a discussion of the issues that must be 
considered in attempting to define emotional abuse, and an examination of a two-level definition 
and service system for emotional abuse, recommendations for defining emotional abuse were 
generated. They are: 
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1. Emotional abuse and neglect must be defined by the mental health professional. 
~. The definition of emotional abuse and neglect must be determined on two levels: 

clinical and legal. 
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3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

c 

The definition must take into consideration the service system in which it is used. 
A ne~ intake, investig~tion, and service procedure must be developed to handle 
emotIonal ~buse cases ?lfferently than phYSical abuse and neglect cases. 
The reportmg of emotIonal abuse and neglect should not interfere with treatment 
families may be already receiving. 
Rep?rti?g must not ~e discriminatory by race or social standing. . 
InstltutIOnal and SOCIetal abuses must be considered. 
Federal funds should be made available for training and research into the impact of 
emotional abuse and neglect .statutes. 
NIMH and NCCAN should follow up on this work group by holding further meetings 
and by attempting to change federal standards. 

The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official 
policy of the National Institute of Mental Health and the Department of Health Education and 
Welfare. ' , 

APPENDIX 1 
Parental Behaviors Which Threaten Mental Injury to a Child 

PARENT BEHAVIOR 

ABUSIVE IF CONSISTENT GROSS 
FAILURES TO PROVIDE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Love (empathy) 
(Praise, acceptance, self
worth) 

Stimulation (emotional/cogni
tive) (talking-feeling-touching) 

Individuation 

·4. Stability/permanence/continuity 
of care 

5. Opportunities and rewards for 
learning and mastering 

6. Adequate standard of reality 

7. Limits, (moral) guidance, 
consequences for behavior 
(socializa tion) 

CHILD BEHAVIOR 

1. 

2. 

3. 

TOO LITTLE 

Psycho-social dwarf
ism, poor self -esteem, 
self-destructive be
havior, apathy, depres
sion, withdrawn 

Academic failure, 
pseUdo-mental retar
dl\tion, developmental 
delays, withdrawn 

Symbiotic, stranger 
and separation anxiety 

TOO MUCH 

Passive, sheltered, 
naive, "over self
esteem" 

Hyperactivity, driven 

Pseudo'~maturity 

4. Lack of integrative Rigid-compulsive 
ability, disorganization, 
lack of trust 

5. Feelings of inade
quacy, passive
dependent, poor 
self-esteem 

6 • Autistic, delusional, 
excessive fantasy, 
primary process, pri
vate (unshared) 
reality, paranoia 

7. Tantrums, inpulsivity, 
testing behavior, 
defiance, antisocial 
behavior, conduct 
disorder 

Pseudo-maturity, role 
reversal 

Lack of fantasy, play 

Fearful, hyperalert, 
passive, lack of 
creativity and 
explora tion 
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8. Control for/of aggression 

9. Opportunity for extrafamilial 
experience 

10. Appropriate (behavior) model 

11. Gender (sexual) identity 
model 

12. (Sense of) (Provision of) 
security/safety 

8. Impulsivity, inappro
priate aggressive be-, 
havior, defiance, 
sadomasochistic 
behavior 

9. Interpersonal diffi
culty (peer/adults), 
developmental lags, 
,stranger anxiety 

10. Poor peer relations, 
role diffusion, 
(deviant behavior, 
depending on behavior 
modeled) 

11. Gender confusion, 
poor peer relations, 
poor self-esteem 

12. Night terrors, 
anxiety, excessive 
fears 

Passive:-aggressive, 
lack of awareness of 
anger in self/others 

Lat!K of familial 
attachment, exces
sive peer dependence 

Stereotyping, rigidity, 
lack of creativity 

Rigid, stereotyping 

Oblivious to hazards 
and risks, naive 

ABUSIVE IF PRESENT TO A SEVERE DEGREE 

1. Scape-goating, ridicule, 
denigration 

2. Ambivalence 

3. Inappropriate expectation for 
behavior/performance 

4. Substance abuse 

5. Psychosis 

6. Threats to safety/health .. 

7. Sexual abuse 

8. Physical abuse 

9. Threatened withdrawal of 
love 
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1. 

2. Rigidity 

3. Poor self-esteem, 
passivity 

Poor self -esteem, 
depression 

Lack of purpose, 
determination, dis
organization 

;Pseudomaturity 

4. (Depends on behavior while intoxicated) 

5. (Depends on behavior/type/frequency) 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Night terrors, anxiety 
excessive fears 

Fear, anxiety, with
drawn, pseudo
sexuality, hysterical 
personality 

Sadomasochistic be
havior, low self
esteem, anxiety, 
passivity, anti-social 
behavior, self-de
structive dangerous 
behavior 

Anxiety, excessive 
fear, dependency 

fo' 

o 

I 
i 

, \ 
I 

. i 
1 

10. Shaming 

11. Exploitation 

(No eval.
reporter 
not reliable 
or rational) . 

.. 

10. "Lack:' of superego, 
conSCIence 

Excessive superego, 
self punitive 

11. (Depends on behavior/frequency) 

APPENDIX 2 

Example of a System/Law 
Developed by I,auel" and Hall 

M; H. C. Voluntary 
,Pvt. M.H.I-_ ........ M.H. Eva!. 

D.S.S. -child's Sx 

o {'Over-concerned parent or 
unsi.:?stantiated identification 

(Uncoop. 

parent) 

-parent(s), 
behavior 

Yes 

Yes 
(Coop. 

(Uncoop. 
parent) 

" 

JUVenile Court Yes 
(Involuntary conse- ,.....r------_-.:~ 
quences begin) 

REPORTED 
D.S.S. requests 
evaluation .•• 

Prelim. hearing' 

(Uncoop. 
parent 
leaves 
treatment) 

Voluntary 
Treatment 
Services/ 
Resources 

(Petition 
denied) 

(Registry, if 
any, expunged) 

(Guardian for child appointed) 
(Parents provided counsel) 

r--~~---___ 
Involuntar'y 
M.H. Eval. 
-child's Sx 
-parent(s)' 
behavior 

-Report to Court 
Adjudicatory & 
dispositional 
hearing 

(Registry, if 
any. expunged) 
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Yes . (Guf.Ll'dian' follows child) 

Disposition Options 

® _---,~ t B M~r=---_--..;;:©""----, 
Court-order'ed 
clinical observa-. 
vat ion off family 

I 
.i 
I 

Court-ordered 
treatment &: 

other resources 
for par'ent(s) &: child 

I 
/ 

I 

Child removed from 
home to other setting 

CD Short Term ~ Long Term 
(predicted to (predicted 
improve at not to im-
home shortly prove at 

home soon) i 

/ I 
TIME (COU~T REVIEWS--timing depends upon severity of abuse, clinical 

indications of treatment progress, and legal rights) 

I 
I 
I 

Do 
clinical 

Observati~ons '.! \ indicate I ! 

need of ! 

? @? 

© 
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Has 

treatment> 
resulted 

in parental 
change &: 

child better?/ 
/ Yes 

No 
(But can 

observe 
now) 

o 
(Continue 
treatment) 

® ® 
No 

(Condition 
worse -
Need to 
remove 
child) 

© 

(Further 
treatment 
needed) 

® 

1\ 

" 
II 
" i ~ 

"NO 

Yes 
(Adoption 

proceedings 
or continued 
long term 
placement or 
other disP9'"
sHion) 

CD 

Yes 
(Further 
treatment 
needed) 

® 

No 
Petition to 

sever parental 
rights filed 
by D .S.S. 

Court hearing 

Emotional Neglect of Children 
Leila Whiting, Director 
Child Abuse and Neglect Training ProjElct 
National Association of Social Workers 
Washington, D.C. 

.. 

Of all situations confronting those who work with children, perhaps the most difficult to deal 
with' is emotional neglect. Physically abused children can be identified more easily because of 
the signs of physical trauma they often bear. With increasing visibility of children's problems 
over the past five to ten years, more adults are willing to report physical abuse to the 
allthorities. Those who work in the child protective field know, however, that even reports of 
physical abuse frequently are difficult to substantiate. Often a neighbor may observe a physical 
assault on a child, but later investigation reveals no outward evidence such as bruises, broken 
bones, or lacerations, and in situations like these, child abuse often is not found. 

The protective service worker im.'estigating such a report, however, all too frequently 
finds severe family dysfunction, that parents and child are having family problems. These 
parents frequently feel inadequate, and may handle their child or children inappropriately in ways 
which are, if not actually harmful to the child psychologically, at least not conducive to the 
child's maximum psychological growth. . 

Even when abuse is SUbstantiated and clearly evident, the child rarely suffers only physical 
abus.e. What usually accompanies the parent's physical abuse are angry shouts such as: "You 
dumb idiot, you never le.arned not to spill the milk!"; "You never listen to me. I have to teach 
you hbw to listen!lI; "You~l.'e thick headed. You're pig headed, just like your father!"; "Stop crying! 
Don't you know all the neighbors will hear you? Stop crying! If you don't stop ci'ying this instant, 
Pll give you something to cry about!"; "I have never seen such a pig sty! I have told you 75 times 
to clean up your room! You never do what you're told! You are a lazy slob!"; and, "I have to 
spank :YiPu to teach you how to behave!" Endless examples can be added, and usually this 
emotion\~l abuse is continuous. Sometimes it is more subtle. There may be no shouts or 
reprimands, but a withholding of emotional warmth, which also stultifies the child. 

In: hearing about abusive parental behavior, we learn that parents who physically abuse 
their c:hildren feel poorly about themselves, lack conviction of their own self worth, were treated 
in the sarr,le fashion when they were children, have poor impulse control, learned violent ways of 
expres:sing:themselves, are easily enraged, and cope pooriy with stress. Parents who emotionally 
abuse their. children are basically the same kind of persons, They may have greater control over 
physical impulses or, for some reason, what they learned early in life was not a physical 
expression CIt violent feelings. Basically, the psychological pattern is, however, extraordinarily 
similar. '. 

It is l1are to find a physically abused child who also has not suffered severe emotional 
trauma or abuse. As with physical abuse, emotional abuse runs the gamut from children who 
suffer such severe emotional damage that they withdraw into schizophrenic isolation, to very 
mild forms of emotional disturbance which m~y nelVer find their way to the nearest child 
guidance clinic or family counseling agency. :i 

Since no one knows how prevalent emotional abuse is, one can ask if it is important enough 
to require action. In many communities the definition of child abuse covers the broad spectrum 
from emotional neglect to physical abuse, with emotional abuse almost as an aftert.hought, often 
under the umbrella concept of "child neglect." Most public welfare agencies investigate reports 
of phYSical abus(~ and neglect as well as emotional abuse, and generally the numbers seem to run 
2-1,. or more'in favor of neglect. That is, for every case of physical abuse, two cases of neglect 
are reported. Also, many cases not substantiated as physical abuse are substantiated as neglect 
or emotional neglect. Public agencies, therefore, delegated with the responsibility to receive 
manqr,ited reports~ experience problems in identifying and legally substantiating emotional 
negUict, and then deciding what to do about it. tl Since we know emotional and physical abuse are based upon an intergenerational eycle, 
wheN~ children, in a sense, catch this d!sease at their parents' knees, how then can we intervene? 
AddiHonally, that which is regarded as emotional and physical abuse is relative to the 
community. Within a state, that which is considered abuse may differ in rural and urban areas. 
As with physical abuse, emotional abuse respects no socioeconomic class. 
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. I attended a recent workshop devoted to identifying emotional abuse of children in which 
w.or~sho? p.articipants, almos.t all o~ whom were direct service providers, found great difficulty in 
dIsbngUlshm~ be~w~en ~motIonal dIsturbance ~nd emotional abuse. The emotionally abused child 
was not eaSIly dlstmgulshable from the emotIonally disturbed one. Once a child is hurt, the 
pare~t beeo.mes the kc::y fa?tor in tle(!iding whether the situation is reportable; that is, when the 
emotIOna! dlstur?ance IS pomteG1 QU,\' to the parent, perhaps repeatedly, and the parent refuses to 
remedy It despIte support, then he. or she may be reported as being emotionally abusive. 
Howeyer, wf!1munity psychiatric clinics, child guidance clinics, and family I~gency waiting rooms 
are fIlled wIth pe~ple who, sometimes in spite of themselves, r!lis(~ their children as they 
the:nselves were r~Ised, and now have emotionally disturbed children. ,:rhese children have been 
sUbjected to emotIOnal abu~e, almost none of which was inflicted malicliously or deliberately by 
the pa:ent or caretaker. GIven these parent's' own feelings of inadequacy fI'om lack of adequate 
nurturm~ wh~n young, ~oupled with the increasing stress of today's llife, we have an increasingly 
severe sItuatIon regardmg the child's mental health. 

Ho~, then c~n we identi~y emotional disturbance? We must carefully assess the child's 
p~ych.ologlCal, phYSICal, and socIal development, the parent-child relationship, and how the family 
functIons. It may be that protective services can only help in extreme cases. 

. Soci~ty today is r.eluctant to intervene with families which may use objectionable methods 
to raIse chIldren, and mIld abuse often may occur due to this reluctance. Certainly, we cannot 
s~y,.!lW~ know better" to each family where we suspect mild dysfunction exists. A careful line of 
dI~tmctIOn must be drawn between a family which is moderately dysfune.tional and one in which a. 
chIld desperately needs help and protection of rights. 

Although ~assionate feelings such as horror and rage are more likely evoked with physical 
rather than emotlona~ abuse,. parental outrage at being reported and "investigated" for emotional 
~buse ~re factors wIth WhICh to contend. Parental hostility and resistance often make it 
ImpossIble for them to accept any services offered. Lest you think emotional abuse of children is 
less dan;aging. than physic~l abuse, and that society has no right to protect children from such 
nonphysIcal VIOlent behaVIOr, I refer you to research documenting the permanent, damaging 
effect of early parental emotional deprivation on human beings and other mammals. 

Maternal deprivation means many things, and there may be some who say "Why not talk 
about 'paternal' deprivation as well?" It is because for most mammals the mothe; must care for 
the infant until it becomes somewhat self-sustaining. It is the moth~r who nurses washes and 
groon;s th~ kittens until they can drink from a bowl or find their own mice. 1'1' any ca;e, it 
certa~nly IS. true that human fat~ers ca!1 ~ive the same kind of loving care to an infant, and 
eert~ml~ wIth regard to human chIldren It IS clear "parental" can be SUbstituted for "maternal" 
deprlvatIon. A father who provides the same loving, tender care to an infant would not 
eventually rais\? a damaged child just because he was not a "mother." The high suicide rate 
am?ng ~dolesc~nts and young adults is related directly to their earlier ,emotional deprivation, just 
as JllvE:ilile ~elmquenc~ ha~, a direct r.elatio~ship to early childrearing practices. As with physical 
abuse, em?tIonal deprIvatIon has serIOUS, lIfe-threatening; long-range, and irreversible effects on 
the emergmg person. 

I want to cover briefly some ways we hurt children through a system designed osbensibly 
to help them. Two systems commonly used are the juvenile or family court, and foster care. 
These systems are related closely to problems of abuse and neglect since a child cannot be 
removed to a foster home without -court approval. Although sometimes usefUl foster care can be 
a source of additional a~d seve~eemotional abuse to a child. It is important: therefore, for the 
local departm.ent of SOCIal serVIce and local courts to coordinate efforts, for judges to acquaint 
themselves wIth departmental procedures and views concerning the removal of a child from his 
h0f!1e, .and also f?r th~ court to devise methods to support the department in its efforts to 
mB.l?~am the famIly WIth needed, supportive, continuing services. It equally is important that 
SOCIal workers learn how to conduct themselves in court, what constitutes admissible evidence 
and. how to gather m~terial and present it persuasively. Judges are, like all of us, victims of 
the~r culture. Somet~T?es a. local derartment ~eeks. court intervention in order to provide a 
perIOd of watchful wB.ltmg WIth a famIly. SometImes It wants the judge temporarily to remove a 
child, and y~t hopes. the child will .be returned home if the family cooperates with the local 
department m resolvmg some of theIr problems and improving their functioning. You can view 
this. ~s "constructive coerc!on." Sometimes the local department wants the court to uphold the 
deCISIOn to remove the ChIld to foster care for an indeterminate time period or requests the 
court ~o permaner:tly remove a child from his home, to terminate parental rights, and to declare 
the ChIld a ward 01 the state so that release for adoption can be effected. 
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Removing a child to a foster home can be a very traumatic, abusive experience for the 
child even if his or her own home wB,S, by community standards, inadequate. It was the child's 
own home with parents the child lqved""whether they were "good" or "bad," a home where the 
child understood some of what was expected, and had a rough idea of what would be likely to 
happen as a l'esult of certain behavior. The meaning of the attachment between a child and his 
or her parents cannot be underestimated. When we break that attachment we risk serious 
psychological damage to the child. 

Additionally, children have their own built-in time sense and .perspective •. Something 
which seems passing to US may seem lengthy to an infant. For a slightly older child (a toddler), a 
week seems more like a month. We must think in terms of the child's time frame. What we 
perceive as "short term foster care" (i.e., six months) for the child can be a significant part of his 
or her experience, where significant, new emotional ties are formed. If they must leave that 
care, they will again suffer deprivation from the loss of emotional ties they formed. A child 
under s~x years, in foster care six months, may have lived away from home for a significant 
proportIOn of his or her life. Upon returning home, he or she now has lived in three homes. That 
can be a very difficult experience, and the ability to form positive relationships with others, even 
if good to start with (which is unlikely), is now damaged. 

Children are not adults, and we must remember their emotional capability differs greatly 
from adults. They cannot give rational form to or reach conclusions about their difficulties. 
They respond to threats to their emotional security with increased anxieties, or they distort their 
reality while pretending it is not true. How often do you hear a very small child on his or her 
way to some unpleasant experience reasuringly talk about how it is not really happening? 
Parents sometime share this inability to cope with stress by doing the same thing. Sometime 
parents "pretend that it is not so" to a child. Parents who feel anxious about their child having 
his tonsils taken out, for example, will say that they are going to visit "Aunt Martha.1I With both 
child and adult this sometimes is viewed as lylog'. 8.Y.4d seen as a most undesirable characteristic. 
It is, however, a response to stress and an att~m.pt; to. make an unmanageable situation more 
manageable. Lying, or other behavior, always serves a function, and to be helpful we must 
understand its function, rather than unthinkingly criticizing the particular symptom. The 
difficulty children experience in foster care emanates from their need for per;nanency and the 
damage they suffer as a result of broken emotional ties. 

Taken from their own home:;, children experience feelings of shame, guilt, and confusion, 
and tend to express this through defiance and anger. They become mistrustful. Most children, 
removed from their homes because of the danger there, think they are being punished. No 
matter how well prepared the child is for placement-and often a protective placement allows 
for little or no preparation--separation from parents is traumatic, and children will utilize, as do 
all of us, whatever defenses they have to shield them from this very painful experience. 

In placing children, therefore, it is very important to allow them as free and full 
expression of feelings as possible. As adults, we often have difficulty seeing a child in pain and 
try, therefore, to convince the child and ourselves that it really is not happening. Children take 
their cues from adults, and quickly learn to suppress unacceptable feelings. These subsequently 
ma~ be expressed in other forms, such as hostility, bed wetting, stealing, and other symptoms. 
ChIldren, for whom society decides placement is needed, already are the victims of ~:tuations 
where they could not develop good coping mechanisms. Therefore, their ability to deal with the 
pain of placement is ,minimal. 

The way most foster care homes, are organized results in clhildren being unable to develop 
healthy psychological traits. Most agencies make it clear to foster parents that having a foster 
child is only temporary. Sometimes foster parents must sign eontr,acts in which it is clearly 
stated the child can be removed at any time, either by the agency or at the foster parents' 
request. Foster parents, therefore, go into this relationship knowing the tie eventually will be 
broken. Usually, a background of shared experiences with a child develops parental tolerance and 
gevotion which helps parents and chilg weather rough spots during growing years. This is 
unavailable in foster family situutions, therefore making it difficult for foster parents to invest 
themselves in a warm, giving relationship, especially during the initial, rough, testing period. 
The ol(i~r the child, the less endearing he or she will seem to frOster parents. The older child will 
have hud more oppoi'tlmity to develop undesirable characteristics as a result of living longer in a 
difficult, I1()nnurtUl'ing envi'ronment. Therefore, no matter how kind and generous foster parents 
are, there i,'3 something inherent in this situation which results in a very tenuous relationship. 
This relationship may barely meet the child's incredibly complex needs for permanency, 
consistency, and love. Also, if the biological parents visit the foster home, it becomes even more 
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complicated for the child to relate and react to two sets of parents, end then feelings of loyalty 
and disloyalty are activated which sometimes paralyze the child's ability to i\m::!tion. Children's 
developmental needs can thus rarely be met adequately by foster care placement. 

Special situations exist in which foster care obviously is the best answer, such as when a 
child's life is endangered either by physical or emotional abuse. However, in order to avoid 
further institutional abuse and neglect early and permanent planning should be completed, so that 
parent, foster parent, child, and worker can all know what lies ahead. Only in this way ca.n 
chances for further emotional abuse be minimized. Foster care should only be a last resort. All 
efforts should be made to make the child's natural home more protective. . 

Considering eJ.l this, therefore, if a home can be made safe and if the parents can be 
helped in some way, it is preferable to leave the child at home with careful supervision and 
continual, supportive help. Economically and psychologically, it is less expensive to provide this 
service to a family, even over several years, than to provide foster care service. It also is 
cheaper to provide outpatient psychiatric care, which many of these children seem to need. 

The second best alternative is short-term foster care with natural parents closely involved 
with the placement, and working ha.rd to become more protective and nonabusive, followed by 
the child's return home with continual supervision and careful counseling. If a child must be 
removed permanently, the quic)(er he or she can be released for adoption and placed, in an 
adoptive home, the better. However, this is not a. reality for many cases. Many courts will not 
terminate parental rights quickly, even when the evidence proves this is in the child's best 
interest. 

Many children are too old or too disturbed to be adoptable. However, if long-term roster 
care is necessary, the foster parents should know this and be committed to retain the child on a 
long-term basis or permanently) and encouraged to invest themselves in helping raise the child as 
their own. This obviously is not as good as a child's natural home, but at least everybody knows 
what to expect. Also, there is no expectation that the child will return home, thereby abruptly 
breaking another relationship in its formative stages, and so the foster parents can invest 
themselves in the relationship. 

In working with emotionally abused children, one must never forget that parents, too, are 
vulnerable people and often need help. Supportive services necessary for physically abusive 
families are necessary also for emotionally abusive families. Upon hearing case presentations, 
consultants often realize families seem unskillful in parenting techniques, and sometimes the 
suggested remedy is to "teach" parents how to be more effective, using demonstrations, parent 
education courses, parent effectiveness training groups, and other instructional programs. All 
these programs can be useful for a certain group of persons. However, to parents who already 
feel inadequate and incapable of parenting, and who do such a poor job that their children are 
damaged, such attempts usually succeed only in convincing them of their inadequacy. When a 
parent cannot hold a crying child because of feelings of revulsion or helplessness, to tell him or 
her: "Oh, why don't you pick him up and cuddle him? Let me show you how," is to say subtly, 
"You are an inadequate and helpless parent, and do not know how to care for your child." 

Selma Fraiberg of the University of Michigan has worked on an infant mental health study 
an,d demonstr'ated an effective technique of "reparenting parents" rather than teaching them how 
to be more effective parents. Reparenting is not teaching parents more parenting skills, it is 
empathizing with parents who cannot hold a crying child because they had no one give them 
attention when, as children, they cried. You talk with parents about their feelings of 
helplessness and rage when no one hears their cry, when no one responds to their pain. It is a 
careful, skillful way of helping parents. It can be more effective after a child has been 
emotionally abused to suggest, for example, a day care center for the child, not on the basis of 
being better for the child but because it gives the parent an opportunity to do something he or 
she likes and wants, which would gratify his or her needs. 

People who have their needs gratified are better able to gratify another's needs. A person 
sometimes can be a better part-time parent when he/she is not constantly at the beck and call of 
a child with whom he/she feels inadequate. But to suggest day care placement for a child's own 
sake sometimes can turn off parents to the extent that they no longer want to listen. Suggesting 
that a homemaker help a parent cope with children is more effective if the homemaker is viewed 
as someone who will not simply shuffle off the kids to school each morning, but instead help the 
mother feel better about herself, and assist her. 

Casework or psychotherapy will not be effective if the client is approached from the point 
of "teaching" him or her how to be better. Only if they are approached with skillful 
understanding, compassion, and a willingness to allow the parent to become dependent in order to 
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reliVt~ some of his or her childhood de rivatiio ' 
~ccomplish thsir goals. Social workers h~ve lo'ng?~e~~n t SOC~~1 t~Orkers or .therapists successfully 
ecome dependent on them, that this will' e~ d au~ ey must not allow their clients to 

.Dependence and indepflndence are relativ g%n er lIfelong dependence and helplessness. 
mdependently did not' become so b ell an p~ople who are incapable of functionin 
profeSSional may nef-d to use this dep!~~~~e ~:o brofessIOnal "fostered" their dependence. Th! 
go~e fY rejecting dependent needs, ~r by tellir;g the;~ Pt,;;~nt~ become independent, and this is not 
e 0 ~rated. Allowing Clients to test the prlf ' l' elr ependent needs and demands will not 

ge~~ WIth parent~l dependence needs sometim~eSe~~~~~I~ ~~nce:n, and the worker's willingness to 
e er than tellmg them, at the beginning th t d em Improve better and faster. This is' 

tolerated. ' a ependence IS something that will not be 

SUMMARY 
Children who suffer emotional ne lect or 
ident~fy and help these children a;d their f~~~~e:r:hthe hurt chi~dren of hurt parents. We must 
~motIonal abuse is devastating and can aff t th ene~er pOSSIble, because damage caused by 
mvolved in defining emotional disturbance ale~ e .ChIld permanently. The complex issues 
parental response to the identification of th :l emotIonal abuse may be resolved in terms of 
par~nt refuses to recognize or obtain help fo: li~~!~~~:'d tha.t .is, emotinnal abuse occurs when a 
asslsta!lce should be planned carefully and ch'ld I, s ~ entIfled emotional disturbance. Family 
~hen lIfe-!hreatening situations occur 'Since th I nn s ould only be removed from their homes 
m an unSUItable home. Homemakers' su ' e removal may be more damaging than remainin 
day care, and ~pecial education prow.a~~o~~~~e ~~s~work ~erv~ces, referral f~r PSYChotherapl 
should be co?rdmated carefully. . . a e· approprIate forms of mtervention, and 

EmotIonal maltreatment is perh f 
this ,as some definable or indefinable :::mo~e 0 t~.e most difficult areas to define. Do we label 
~ap In the parent-child relationship or some ~e~e~tIld? '?~l we mean there exists some specific 
reportable offense?" If it is, we need careful' or ptO eIT,! Of. th~ parent? Should this be a 

more, a way of "preventing" the crime and int mea~s o~ assessmg mdIvldual situations and even 
not be committed. The ran17e of arentin ervem!lg m such a way that further "offense~1f will 
clearly perceived in order th:t parcfnts can t behaVIOrs mu~t b~ explored, and societal values 
these values. e encouraged to raIse children in' accordance with 
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complicated for the child to relate and r~act to two sets of p~rents, .~nd then fee~ings of !oyalt,y 
and disloyalty are activated which sometimes paralyze the ChIld's abIlIty to functIon. ChIldren s 
developmental needs can thus rarely be met adequately by foster care placement. 

Special situations exist in which foster care obviously is the best answe;, such as when. a 
child's life is endangered either by physical or emotional abuse. However, 10 order to avo!d 
further institutional abuse and neglect early and permanent pla~ning should be c0l!lplet.ed, so that 
parent, foster parent, child, and worker can all know what lIes ahead. Only 10 thIS way can 
chances for further emotional abuse be minimized. Foster care should only be a last resort. All 
efforts should be made to make the child's natural home more protective. . 

Considering all this, therefore, if a home can. be made safe. and if the paren~s. can be 
helped in some way, it is preferab~e to leave the ChIl? at h~m~ WIth caref~l supervls~on i\~d 
continual, supportive help. EconomIcally and psychologICally, It IS less expensIve. to provIde th~s 
service to a family, even over several years, than to provide foster. care serVIce. It also IS 
cheaper to provide outpatient psychiatric care, which many of these chIldren sep.m to nee.d. 

The second best alternative is short-term foster care with natural parents closely lOvolved 
with the placement, and working hard to become more protective and ~onabusive, ~ollowed by 
the child's return home with continual supervision and careful counsel1Og. If a ChIld must be 
removed permanently, the quicker he or she can be released for adoption and placeQ .in an 
adoptive home, the better. However, this is not a reality for many cas~s •. M~y cour-t~ ~Ill not 
terminate parental rights quickly, even when the evidence proves thIS IS 10 the ChIld s best 
interest. . 

Many children are too old or too disturbed to be adoptable. ~owever, If ~ong-ter~ foster 
care is necessary, the foster parents should know t~is and be commIt~ed to :etam. the ChIld. on a 
long-term basis or permanently, and encouraged to lOvest themselves 10 helplOg raIse the ChIld as 
their own. This obviously is not as good as a child's natural home, but at least everybody knows 
what to expect. Also, there is no expectation that the child will return home, thereby ab:uptly 
breaking another relationship in its formative stages, and so the foster parents can lOvest 
themselves in the relationship. 

In working with emotionally abused children, one must never forget that PI1",'nts, too, ~re 
vulnerable people and often need help. Supportive services necessary for physi~:'dlly ab~sIve 
families are necessary also for emotionally abusive families. Upon hearing case presentatIons, 
consultants often realize families seem unskillful in parenting techniques, and sometimes the 
suggested remedy is to "teach" ~arents ho~ ~o be more effective, ~sing de?lonstrations, parent 
education courses, parent effectiveness trammg groups, and other Instructional programs. All 
these programs can be useful for a certain group of persons. Howe~er, to paren~s w~o already 
feel inadequate and incapable of parenting, and who do such a poor Job that theIr chIldren are 
damaged, such attempts usually succeed only in convincing them of their inadequacy. W~en a 
parent cannot hold a crying child because of feelin~s of revulsion or helplessness .. to tell hIm or 
her: "Oh, why don't you pick him up and cuddle hIm? Let me show you how," IS ~o s~y subtly, 
"You are an inadequate and helpless parent, and do not know how to care for your ChIld. 

Selma Fraiberg of the University of Michigan has worked on an infant menta~. health study 
and demonstrated an effective technique of "reparenting parents" rather than teachmg them how 
to' be more effective parents. Reparenting is not teaching parents more parenting skills, it is 
empathizing with parents who cannot hold a crying child .because they had no ~ne giv~ them 
attention when, as children, they cried. You talk WIth parents about th~Ir f~elmgs. of 
helplessness and rage when no one hears their cry, when no one responds to theIr pam. It IS a 
careful skillful way of helping parents. It can be more effectIve after a ChIld has been 
emotio~ally abused to suggest, for exa~ple, a day care center for the ~hild, not on the. basis of 
being better for the child but because It gives the parent an opportumty to do someth1Og he or 
she likes and wants, which would gratify his or her needs. 

People who have their needs gratified are better able to gratify another's needs. A person 
sometimes can be a better part-time parent when he/she is not constantly at the bec/( and call of 
a child with whom he/she feels inadequate. But to suggest day care placement for a child's own 
sake sometimes can turn off parents to the extent that they no longer want to listen. Suggesting 
that a homemaker help a parent cope with children is more effective if the homemaker is viewed 
as someone who Will not simply shuffle off the kids to school each morning, but instead help the 
mother feel better about herself, and assist her. , 

Casework or psychotherapy will not be effective if ~he client is approached fr0l!l the ~oint 
of "teaching" him or her how to be better. Only If they are approached wI~h skIllful 
understanding, compassion, and a willingness to allow the parent to become dependent In order to 
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relive some of his or her childhood deprivations can social workers or therapists successfully 
accomplish their goals. Social workers have long been taught they must not allow their clients to 
become dependent on them, that this will engencler lifelong dependence and helplessness. 
Dependence and independence are relative, and people who are incapable of functioning 
independently did not become so because a pr.ofessional "fostered" their dependence. The 
professional may need to use this dependence to help parents become independent, and this is not 
done by rejecting dependent needs, or by telling them their dependent needs and demands will not 
be tolerated. Allowing clients to test the professional's concern, and the worker's willingness to 
deal with parental dependence needs sometimes can help them improve better and faster. This is' 
better than telling them, at the beginning, that dependence is something that will not be 
tolerated. 

SUMMARY 
Children who suffer emotional neglect or abuse are the hurt children of hurt parents. We must 
identify and help these children and their families whenever possible, because damage caused by 
emotional abuse is devastating and can affect the child permanently. The complex issues 
involved in defining emotional disturbance and emotional abuse may be resolved in terms of 
parental response to the identification of the problem: that is, emotional abuse occurs when a 
parent refuses to recognize or obtain help for a child's identified emotional disturbance. Family 
assistance should be planned carefully, and children should only be removed from their homes 
when life-threatening situations occur, since the removal may be more damaging than remaining 
in an unsuitable home. Homemakers, supportive casework services, referral for psychotherapy, 
day care, and special education programs may all be appropriate forms of intervention, and 
should be coordinated carefully. 

Emotional maltreatment is perhaps one of the most difficult areas to define. Do we label 
this as some definable or indefinable harm to a child? Do we mean there exists some specific 
gap in the parent-child relationship or some defect or problem of the parent? Should this be a 
"reportable offense?" If it is, we need careful means of assessing individual situations and, even 
more, a way of "preventing" the crime and intervening in such a way that further "offenses" will 
not be committed. The range of parenting behaviors must be explored, and societal values 
clearly perceived in order that parents can be encouraged to raise children in' accordance with 
these values. ' 
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This is the question with which we will deal: nls neglect neglected too often?" This is r.imilar to 
the man. who was asked, "How is your wife?" ailQ answered, "Compar·ed with wfiat?" The logical 
comparison for neglect is with "abuse," and the question can be reformulated, "Is neglect 
neglected too often as compared with abu§e"?" ' 

As I see it, a-,r2Jview of the relevant material results in a resounding and unequivocal 
answer: yes, neglect is neglected far too often as compared with the attention and focus given 
to abuse. , . ~,', ," :', P., .' . 

State abuse and neglect reportmg laws reflect thIS: for. many years every state reqmred 
the reporting ()f abuse. For 1). long time, howev~r.·many states did not require the reporting of 
neglect, ,and as of April, 197 ~, three states still do not require neglect to be reported. . 

The literature which reflects what is being stUdied, discussed, researched, and practiced 
overwhelmingly reflects this.';' A conscientious tally of publications over the last HI years shows 
19qQoks published em child,c~buse. By contrast, only three books were written on child neglec.t
and',all by the sam~,authors, Norman Polansky and his colleagues. This is roughly a 6:1 ratio in 
favor of child abl!$~;\'; 

Periodiqelliteratul'e is even more heavily W'eighed in favor of abuse as compared with 
indifference to neglect. The Journal of Clinical Child Psychology, for example, offered a special 
issue on child abuse (Spring, 1975) but not on neglect. In special issues of Children Today (May, 
June, 1975) devoted to child abuse and·neglect, six of 10 articles exclusively focused on abuse. 
The'other four are concerned primaI'ily with abuse although they devote some consideration to 
neglect. As a consequence of the preponderant concern with abuse as compared with neglect, 
t.he Library of Congress has a special entry for abuse but not for neglect~ 

A review of the latest available Child Abuse and Neglect Reseal'cn Projects and 
Publications (May, 1976) also shows an equally unbalanced listing of projects and publications 
concerned with abuse. ',," 

There is, in r~c~pitul~f.ion~ no inoex which one sensibly can employ to assess the time, 
energy, and resource~ devot~d to&buse and neglect, and which does not confirm that abuse 
receiVes the overwhelming share Of i")W!h time, energy, and resources. 

" The present conference program, once again, reaffirms the preponderant concern with 
abuse. Twenty-two different panels or workshops are concerned ,exclusively with abuse in one 
form or another.I' Only two workshops or panels are concerned exclusively with neglect-a 11:1 
ratio in favor!lof abuse. \:,f;--' 

It might be argued that this unbalanced, lopsided state of affairs is justified-ju$tified on 
the basis QI. the number of children affected by abuse as compared with neglect, and by the 
greater seriousness.pf the problem of abuse. However, the argument can be proven incorrect. 

Every statistIC we have available shows many more children are affected by neglect. Our 
most recent comprehengtve national statistics are published by the National Clearinghouse on 
Child Abuse and Neglect which collates reporting statistics from each state. ItHighlights of 1.975 

" ''National Data," m(),ge available by the Clearinghouse in February, 1977, showecd twice as many 
cases of neglect wE're l'eported as compared to abuse~ The report says this 2:1 ratio in favor of 
neglect is b'iaselj to show a lower than true ratio because many states do not require. neglect to 
be reported!. It a1so shows that New York has a 5:1 ratio for neglect va. abuse, angs. 6:1 ratio in 
Michigan. . 

A 1976 report by the Standing Committee on Health, Welfa.l'e, ,and Social Affairs to the 
Canadian House of-Commons shows a 7:1 ratio in favor of neglect. 

It is difficult to demonstrate that neglect is a more serious problem than abuse 
considering the sevel'it:,'- of harm inflicted. If one considers the mi'mber of fatalities as the most 
severe manifestation of harm, then an attempt~an be made to demonstrate the severity of 
neglect, The National Clearinghouse Report published in Oatober, 1976, shows that 631 children 
died in 1974 due to abuse; no comparable figures are given in the 1975 reports. By contrast, 
nobody has tallied the number of children who died dUra to lack of proper madical care, or who 
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fell out of windows or down stairs, or ingested poisonous substances, or were hit by cars-all 
because parents neglected tv take reasonable precaution and care. 

In contras.t with the 631 child abuse fatalities reported by the National Clearinghouse in 
197~, on~ could lIst th~ unnece~sar.y fatalities caused by community neglect of infant needs. Our 
n~tl(~nal mfant. mortalIty rate IS hIgher than many other countries, and varies from state to state 
withm. the Umted Sta:es. In 1975, a U.S. Public Health Service report, "Reducing Infant 
!Viortahty: A.,re We DOIng Enough?" noted that, "If every state in the nation had achieved the 
~nfant mortalIty rate.as reported by the best states in the period 1968-1970, 53,000 infant deaths 
m that two-year perIod coul~ have been prevented." About 26,500 preventable deaths occurred 
e~ch year, not beca~s~ of dellberat~ abuse but by community neglect to provide mother and child 
wIth ,n~cessary nutrItIonal and medIcal care; 26,500 neglect fatalities as compared to 631 abuse 
fatalItIes. If c?untered, b~ the well-worn "tip of the iceberg" argument, the argument is applied 
equally ~o possI~le . statIstIcs on neglect. In both cases, this may be the tip of the iceberg. The 
neglect .1ceberg IS lIkely to be, however, considerably larger than the abuse iceberg when both are 
uncovered fully. 

If a greater number of children are affected more severely by neglect while more time 
e~ergy, and :esources arc:: devoted to abuse, this raises another question. Since we are concerned 
wIth the. SOCIology of SOCIal problems, why, and at' what point in time do some conditions aC:lieve 
commumty concern? 

Durk~in: on~e ~aid, "An action shocks the community conscience not because it is criminal 
but rath~r ,It IS c:Immal b~c~use it shocks the community conscience." We do not reprove it 
because It IS a crIme, but It I~ a crit.ne becaus~ w~ deplore it. The objective situ.ation may not 
have changed, only our perceptIon of It--the subjectIve condition-changed. 

.. Anyone who worked in the ghetto areas in the 1930s knew that drug use, particularly of 
marIjUana (then called reefers), was frequent. Anybody working in these areas in the late 1,940s 
and early 1950s kno~s /?overty'was a problem. Both "drugs" and "poverty" were "discovered" by 
the general co.mm~mty m.the 1960s.and o~ly then became "social problems." 

" The DbJec~Ive realIty ~re!5ardmg chIld abuse did. not change much before the discovery of 
the bSlttered ChIld syndrome m the early 1960s. ChIld abuse was "discovered" before the late 
19th century, and a whole network of child protective agencies were concerned with this problem 
long before ~he "batt~red child syndrome" emerged. The Children's Division of the American 
Humane SocIety publIshed pamphlet after pamphlet and books were written about child abuse 
but nobody appeared to listen. No fewer children were battered in the 1930s-1950s than in th~ 
1960s and 1970s. Why the recent surge of interest in abuse? I 

It see~s many factors fortuitously converged to supplement and reinforce each other and ' .. 
helped explam the emergence of child abuse as a social issue of importance in the late 1960~ and . 
1970s. Some of these factors are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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W~ile child abuse and neglect was previously the primary concern of social workers'; 
ChIld abuse was rediscovered by the medical profession in the "battered child 
syndrome:" The problem of child abuse, separated from neglect, then received 
sponsorshIp of .a m~ch t.n0r~ prestigous and pOlitically powerful profession. Child 
abuse has medIcal ImplIcatIOns and components; to a far less degree so does child 
neglect; , 
C~ild abuse is more .dra:n.atic.' more easily identified, and more easily defined than 
ChIld neglect •. The JustIfIcation for community intervention is easier to defend in 
the case of chIld abuse, and opposition to such intervention is less intense. 
We.are ~oth rel?elled and fascinated by violence. We oppose it yet the mass media 
belIeve It pro~Ides the most compellingly interesting news. As contrasted with 
neglect, abuse mvolves mUch greater public affect and reaction-
The "battered child s~dr0'!le" emerged about the same time the children's rights 
movement be~an groWInIf m strength. Support for child abuse legislation and 
pr~grams R!so mcreased smce such activity is 'interrelated with the ideology of the 
chIldren's rIghts movements; 
Child a.buse. pr?~ides an issue about which the community feels it accomplishes 
somethI~g sIgm~ICant for chil~rc::n at low cos~ to th~ community budget. Accurate 
co~t estImates mvolved are dIffICUlt to obtam. It IS estimated, however, that all 
ChIld abuse I?r~blems fun~ed by federal money has invol"l';!d the expenditure of 
about $20 mIllIOn. A serIOUS attack on child neglect, whkh frequently involves 
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proDlems resulting from inadequate family income and resources would involve, in 
all likelihood, much higher public oxpenditures; 

5. No vested interest group opposes child abuse legislation and activity. Nobody 
opposes taking action against child abuse. 
Emerging under the auspices of prestigolls professional groups and being low cost, 
dramatic, and without vested interest group opposition, child abuse legislation has 
what 0iln be described as an amazing l\typical career~ Within one IO-year period, 
legislation which had not previously existed in any state was adopted by all states
namely child a,buse reporting laws. A federal child abuse prevention and treatment 
act also was passed. 
Contrast this with the bitterly fought campaign to get federal legislation against 
child labor-which adversely affected many more children than child abuse, or with 

. the struggle to obtain passage of other socially progressive policy changes-
mother's pensions, unemployment insurance, workman's compensation, or the 
current efforts to obtain passage of the Equal Rights Amendment. It is difficult to 
think of any social policy change which was adopted so widely so quickly as was 
child abuse legislation; and 

6. There is 'an additional, more speculative, and more politically sensitive and 
converging consideration which must be noted. This is the need for the reorganized 
Children's Bureau to have a clearly acceptable and understandable function. The 
government was initially interested in child abuse through the activities of the old 
Children's Bureau, which sponsored a conference on the problem in 1962. When the 
Children's Bureau was reorganized in 1969 to become the 'Office of Child 
Development (OCD), most significant functions were reallocated to other units 
within the federal government. The newly established OCD needed a rationale for 
its .existence, and child abuse became an issue which the office could develop. As a 
consequence of the need for and interest in a legitimate func.tion and concern, the 
OCD, supported by appropriations from the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 
Act, sponsored much of the activity which gave visibility to the child abuse 
movement. The demonstration projects, research, training programs and materials, 
resource centers, and this conference are, to a considerable extent, offspring of the 
OCD. Support for these speculations can be found, for those interested, in the 
recent analysis of the history of the OCD in the Brookings Institution Report, The 
Children's Cause by Gilbert Steiner. 

In recapitulation, it is true neglect is neglected when compared to abuse. This is true 
even though the relative number of children affected and the relative seriousness of the two 
forms of maltreatment do not justify such neglect. 'I'here are reasons which help explain the 
discrepancy between the high concern with abuse and lesser concern with neglect. 
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Neglecting Neglect: The Dilemma of Labeling and Accountability 
Robert Borgman, PhD, Professor 
University of Southern Mississippi 
Hattiesburg, Mississippi 

Social welfare personnel long have been aware of the destl~uctive consequences of negative 
labeling of people they attempt to serve (Cohen., 1966; Goffman, 1961). Being labeled a 
neglectful parent or a neglected child evokes a self-image that one is literally a bundle of odious 
and sinister qualities. Such demoralization may result in profound discouragement about 
attempting to perform necessary parental tasks. 

Parents may react wine ~mbitterment about bif::ing regarded as neglectful. Their 
resentment may lead them tr.;1htackor q~fy those who have so labeled them by continuing or 
increasing the deviant chp.d care about wfiiepthe community complains. Prolonged protective 
services to neglected children may be necess~ry partly because of withdrawal by parents from 
their children as a consequence of their demoralize,tion and embitterment about being labeled. 

Children also may be demoralized by being regarded as neglected. Some refer to 
themselves as "welfare children", which means children who are abnormal and from whom the 
community can expect little that is desirable. For other youngsters, the label of neglect calls 
their attention to parental deficiencies, thereby stimulating them to attack the parent or the 
welfare worker. These expressions of child resentment further impair efforts of parents and 
practitioners to develop more adequate child caring. 

Labeling also has negative consequences for social welfare professionals. The label of 
"neglectful" may block perception of 'Lhe pf,U'ent's assets, resources, and adequate child rearing 
practices which may be crucial in mobilizing the family to resolve its child care difficulties. 

For these reasons, social service practitioners may prefer to provide services that protect 
children and increase parental skill without engaging in labeling activity, especially in a public 
degradation ceremony. Thus, services to families with problematic child care'may be offered, if 
po~~ible, on the basis of an informal agreement with the family, and in some instances without 
gYcm cer.tifying them as clients of the agency. Parents may be taken to court only as a last 
resort when they refuse to cooperate and child protection appears imperative. Only a fraction of 
all families against whom justifiable complaints have been made are ever taken to court 
(Kadushin, 1974). For example, a study in a small urban county of New York Showed that only 20 
percent of confirmed child neglect complaints were heard by a judge (Polansky et al' 1975). 

Social workers also avoid negative labeling by providing protective services in contexts 
and for reasons that enjoy more socially positive value. For example, day-care, needed primarily 
to compensate for substandard parenting, is provided and justified in a context of enabling the 
parent to secure or maintain employment. 

Practitioners, in doing diagnostic assessment, may focus upon the ~.ssets, resources, and 
skills of the~iarents concerned and attempt to encourage greater utilization'of tJ',t <;e rather than 
trying to correct their deficiencies. Professionals also may show more concern wtth identifying 
and encouraging constructive parenting' Skills, and in removing environmental and social obstacles 
that may prevent their practice. 

Finally, some social service professionals attempt to "decertify" parents already labeled 
as neglectful, both to the client and to the complaining public. In doing so, treatment helps the 
parents to list their assets and accomplishments of which they are proud. The practitioner also 
advocates for the family concerned by encouraging others to recognize positive characteristics 
of the parents and socially desirable achievements of the children which can be ascribed to the 
parental rearing. 

ACCOUNTABILITY 
However, this treatment strategy presents difficulties with regard to professional, political, and 
financial accoUntability. Some might even say it is fatuous, hypercritical, or outright dishonest. 

The nonclient constituency perhaps has the right to insist that social services be directed 
, explicitly toward stated problems and objectives for which funds have been allocated and not 

toward other purposes, worthy though they may be. In fact, federal appropriations since 1970 
increasingly have stipulated that population groups receiving' funded services be publicly labeled 
according to specified criteria. 
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For example, use of AFDC funds to finance foster care requires children be adjudicated as 
neglected or abused. Thus, the welfare agency is faced with three options, none of which is 
desirable: the children and parents must undergo a negatively toned legal certification 
ceremony, thereby risking arousal of client embitterment and demoralization; the foster care 
plan must be discarded, although it is needed and has been agreed to by the family; or the foster 
care plan is financed entirely by state and local funds. 

Another example includes a social work researcher who seeks a feder'al grant to study 
what intervention strategies and skills increase quality of child care by parents who are client~ of 
a chUd welfare agency. The proposed research is judged by reviewers to be ethically and 
scientifically sound, and to qe so<:!ially significant. Eowever, the grant sought would be funded 
from allocations for child neglect!! and abuse research. Thus, the grant review committee insists, 
as a condition for receiving the grant, that the researcher study only those cases which courts or 
agency personnel have designated as manifesting child neglect or abuse. Hence, the researcher l~.' 
either must abandon the project, or engage in an activity that will direct the attention of the 
agency to negative characteristics or labels of their clientele. 

Social service personnel experience an increasing burden of legal and professiona,~ 
accountability to clients and potential clients. Social welfare professionals often have been 
accused of straying into problems and population groups without a clear invitation to do so", aI7,d 
frequently without articulating their purposes and objectives (Polanskiy et a1). Thus, there Is 
some justification for both the client and nonclient public to expect those offering services to 
label potential recipients in ways that establish need for the service. This provides potent'ial 
recipients opportunity to l'efuse the service as inapplicable to them, and to prevent unwarranted 
intrusions into their lives. . 

In ~ulTlmary, application of the neglect label, as a condition for providing protective 
services, may have such negative consequences for the f&milies involved that it defeats 
objectives of these services. Yet employment of the neglilct label is increasing in order to 
justify provision of needed prote(~tive services. Thus, requirements for financial and professional 
accountability run counter to practices known to facilitate improvements in the quality of 
parenting. There is no easy solution to this dilemma. The challenge is to nnd ways of achieving 
accountability without risking the negative consequences of labeling. 
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~fspectives on the Prevention of Child Abuse: Can It Be Done? 
David L. Williams, Jr., EdD, Director 
Early Childhood and Informal Learning Program 
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory 
Austin, Texas 

Child abuse and neglect has emerged from its hidden "skeleton in the closet" status of past 
centuries. It is now recognized as a serious threat to the lives of today's children and tomorrow's 
adults. With the alarming rate at which reports of child abuse and neglect have increased, 
society can no longer afford to ignore these conditions. If effective ri1ethods of reducing and 
eliminating child abuse and neglect are not immediately found, society may well be contributing 
to its own demise. A high level of violent behavior in parents has the potential to increase its 
acceptability and serves as a model for children as they grow and develop. We should be 
concerned with children as both the victims of abuse now and as potential victimizers when they 
reach adulthood and parenthood. 

Child abuse and neglect are not restricted to any particular socioeconomic class or racial 
group in America. While most of the reported cases are from low-income, nonwhite families, a 
significant number of cases from low, middle, and upper income white groups go unreported. The 
apparent differences between groups, in terms of the reported incidences of child abuse and 
negl,ect, have been attributed to: (1) discriminatory attitudes and practices of reporting sources; 
(2) higher incidence of social deprivation among certain ethnic/cultural and economic groups; and 
(3) ethnic group differences with respect to child rearing practices, values and attitudes. 
Usually, low-income ethnic minority group \i'!lmilies are overrepresented as clierits of agencies 
and institutions which report child abuse ana neglect cases. Thus, they appear disproportionally 
in incidence data. The number of reported abuse and neglect cases involving nonminority and 
nonpoor families is an unknown quantity mainly because sufficient reported case data are 
unavailable. 

The issue of who abuses and neglects children the most is not a basic point of this paper. 
Rather, the issue is whether or not effective methods can be developed, and strategies employed, 
which can help decrease child abuse and neglect in America. This question is a serious challenge 
to our society. Its resolution is the responsibility of all who have a concern for the well-being of 
children and parents. The results could have a significant effect on the quality and future of 
American society. 

Child abuse and child neglect are of major concern today among those who work with 
children and their parents or caretakers. In this paper abuse and neglect are dealt with as one 
issue, although many experts in the field view them as two distinct and separate problems. 
However, many authorities express the viewpoint that if the causal factors which lead to physical 
child abuse can be effectively dealt with, the problems associated with neglect, malnutrition, 
sexual abuse, exploitation, and any other actions that hinder a child's normal mental and physical 
growth will be concurrently resolved. 

DEFINING CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
Agreement on a definition of child abuse and neglect has been difficult to achieve. Several 
factors seem to contribute to the inability of the authorities to arrive at one clear position. 
These include the following: (1) disagreement among writers in the field; (2) disagreement among 
agencies as to what should be reported as instances of child abuse and neglect; (3) disagreement 
as to whether or not to include physical,emotional, and sexual abuse in one definition; and (4) 
disagreement about associating abuse with neglect. 

Some variations in the meaning of abuse and neglect can be observed through examining 
the following definitions: 

(1) Walters (1975) Physical abuse of a child is action taken by a parent or adult 
caretaker that results in physical harm or injury to the child or failure to act on a 
child's behalf wherein death C)f the child will result from continued inaction or 
neglect. Neglect and abuse are not synonymous or interchangeable: neglect 
implies (a) failure to act, and, (b) inaction deemed harmful .and del~berate. Sexual 
abuse is the utilization of the child for sexual gratification or an adult's permitting 
another to use the child in such a manner; 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

~~mte and Helfer (1972) Nonaccidental physical injury (or injuries) as a result of 
acts or omissions) on the part of his parents or guardians; 
Gil (1968) An occurrence in which a caretaker, usually an adult, injures a child, not 
by accident, but deliberately by (commission or omission); 
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse (1976) Nonaccidental physical 
injury, malnourishment, neglect, sexual abuse or exploitation of children; any other 
action that hinders the normal mental and physical growth and development of 
children; 
Gil (1970) The intentional, nonaccidental use of physical force or intentional, 
nonaccidental acts of omission on the part of a parent or other caretaker 
interacting with a child in his care, aimed at hurting, injuring, or destroying that 
child; . 
Justice and Justice (1976) Any nonaccidental physical injury inflicted on a child by 
a parent or other caretaker deliberately or in anger. Child neglect is a separate 
problem: neglect is omission; abuse is commission; 
Polansky, Hally, and Polansky (1975) Child neglect is a condition in which a 
caretaker responsible for the child either deliberately or by extraordinary 
inattentiveness permits the child to experience unavoidable present suffering, 
and/ot~ failure to provide one or more of the ingredients generally deemed essential 
for de'Veloping a person's physical, intellectual and emotional capacities; and 
Zalba (1966) Child abuse is when physical injury has been inflicted on a child,by his 
or her parents or parent substitutes to the degree that life and/or health has been 
endangered. 

It is quite evident that there is no one clear cut and satisfactory definition of child abuse 
and neglect. Due to this lack of clarity of definition, there have been problems with respect to 
developing and carrying out comprehensive identification, treatment, and programmatic efforts. 
It is generally felt that a clear definition of what is meant by child abuse and neglect is a 
necessary precondition to dealing effectively with the problem. Workers in the field also seem to 
think that it is preferable to deal with abuse and neglect as separate entities because they 
involve different things. In doing so, better programs can be conceptualized and implemented. 

SOCIOCULTURAL BACKGROUND 
Elements long ingrained in our society provide some insight into the genesis, continuance, and 
increase of child abuse and neglect. The following is a brief discussion of these elements: 

(1) 

(2) 
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Religious Origins. There are those who attribute the acceptance of child abuse and 
neglect to passages in the Bible and teachings of Judeo-Christianity. Both the 
Bible and Christianity have long been considered as guideposts for the conduct of 
our lives on earth. Many people use these two elements as the foundation of their 
relationships to others, especially children. Walters (1975) cited portions of the 
Bible which condoned the murdering, sacrificing, cannibalizing, threatening, 
physical abusing, and sexual abusing of children. Thus, the Bible and related 
religious teachings appear to have helped establish many of the beliefs held today 
concerning chidren's status, their rearing, and in some instances, their behavior and 
sexual relationships. 

Walters (1975) stated that the biblical passages which appear to condone 
such wrongs upon children are subject to differing interpretations. Many clerics 
offer biblical and other reiigious citations which admonish parents to care for and 
love their children. But it is the interpretation by lay persons that seems to be the 
problem. Regardless of how clerics and others convey· their messages, there are 
portions of the Bible which establish the grounds for punishment and even abuse of 
children. Thus, some parents and other caretakers make their own interpretations 
of biblical passages and justify the punitive measures they use in dealing with their 
children. As a result, child abuse and neglect are legitimized, internalized, and put 
into action when deemed necessary by parents and other adults. 
Literary Origins. Walters (1975) states that fairy tales, nursery rhymes, folklore; 
fables, songs, stories, and other forms of literature are often used to help children 
grow, develop and prepare for life. Such literary works, while aiding in the 
development of roles and relationships among people, also contain sections which 
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express varying degrees of violence to be administered to children and adults for 
not abiding by the wishes of others. 

Many of these literary works are an integral part of the enculturation 
process parents provide to their children. The pictorial aspects, verbal messages, 
and adult interpretation of stories, tales, etc. have been used by adults to frighten 
or threaten children into behaving in desirable ways. While such efforts may have 
served their purposes temporarily, the long-range effects may create deep-seated 
fears and apprehensions in children about themselves and others. For adults, the 
effect has been to create a false rationale for heaping abusive and neglectful acts 
on children. 

(3) Legal Origins. Historically, laws have only minimally protected children from adult 
wrath and abuse. Torture, cruelty, exploitation, and even the killing of children 
were considered milder crimes than these same acts against adults. Even laws 
protecting animals from cruelty were enacted before those protecting children 
(Walters, 1975). Thus, the law has only recently begun to recognize the spt::cial 
na ture of childhood and to see a child as a special kind of human being whose 
protection has to be expressly attended to. 

Given the long history of child abuse and. neglect which has not until lately 
been expressly prohibited by law, it cannot be presumed that almost two thousand 
years of legal oversight will be significantly reversed overnight. New laws are 
usually built upon laws of the past. That being the case, the enactment of new 
legislation to prctect children will, for a few years, still take a back seat to the 
rights of parents and caretakers (Walters, 1975). Laws reflect the cultural history 
and heritage of society. The lack of legal protection and sanction has to some 
extent contribut.ed to abuse in our society. 

CAUSES OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
Many ideas, beliefs, and theories have been postulated in an attempt to pinpoint the causes of 
child abuse and neglect. An examination of some of these positions is presented in the following 
paragraphs. 

Kempe and Helfer (1972) stated that parents who abuse their children share a common 
pattern of parent-child relationships charac:terized by a high demand for children to gratify the 
parents, and by the use of severe physical punishment to ensure the child's proper behavior. The 
stage for abusive acts appeared to be set by: (1) high vulnerability to criticism; (2) disinterest 
and/or abandonment by spouse or other important person; (3) affronts to their already inadequate 
self-esteem; and, (4) the demanding, aggressive, and emotionally deprived nature of their own 
childhood experience and learning. 

An assessment of four major categories could be made: (1) to rtetermine whether or not 
the potential to abuse or neglect {?l'tists and (2) to provide insights into the causes of abuse or 
neglect (Kempe and Helfer~ 1972). The four categories outline: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

How parents were reared themselves.; 
How parents create and hide behind a wall of isolation which prevents them from 
seeking assistance; 
How husband and wife (and othe~ children or adults) interrelate, especially with 
respect to mutual support or lack df it; and 
What parents envisioned and demanded as expectations for their children's 
behavior. 

The Children's Division of the American Humane Association (1963) found that: (1) 
uncontrolled father outbursts; (2) deep-seated emotional problems of mothers; (3) a wide range of 
internal family problems; (4) emotional immaturity of parents; and (5) families with no father 
living ,at home accounted for most of the child abuse cases reported. Delsor'do (1963) reported 
that fIve types of abuse could be identified from his studies and that each type implied a cause 
for parental abusive actions: (1) abuse because of acute mental illness; (2) abuse due to the 
overflow from parents' aimless way of life; (3) abuse following nonspecific disturbances in 
parents' physical, emotional, or social state; (,1) abuse resulting from parental harshness in 
disciplining children; and (5) abuse caused by parents' misplaced conflicts. Zalba (1967) stated 
that major contributors to abuse and neglect of children were parents': (1) personality system 
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(including psychotic, angry, abusive, depressive, passive-aggressive, or cold-compulsive-disciplin
ary parents); (2) family system (including impulsive but generally adequate parents with marital 
conflicts); and (3) person-environment or family-environment system (including parents with 
identity (role) crisis). . 

Kaufman (1959) states that: (1) uncontrolled aggressive and sexual behavior; (2) lack of 
relationship to the community; and (3) a psychotic core stemming from fear of annihilation leads 
to the externalizing of feelings through attacks on children. Kaufman postulated that many 
abusive parents are not continuously or overtly schizophrenic. Instead, many of them have 
episodtl! outbursts which include: (1) loss of self-control; (2) loss of reason; and (3) loss of 
judgment. It is during these outbursts that abuse. and neglect of children are most prevalent, as 
parents seek to relieve these anxieties. 
. Gladstone (1966) found that seven factors collectively disposed parents to resort to the 
physical abuse of their children in order to spare themselves the conscious experience of their 
own intra-psychic distress: (1) reliance upon projection (of negative feelings) in defending 
against intra-psychic stress; (2) translating affect states into physical activity without 
intervention of conscious thought; (3) presence of intolerable self-hatred where child becomes 
scapegoat for parents' unconscious sense of guilt; (4) correspondence of children by sex, age, and 
position in the family to events in the parents' own life which occasioned great self-hatred; (5) 
relative lack of alternative modes of defense against conflict because of environmental factors 
(poverty, illness, domestic demands, social isolation, and housing problems); (6) compliance with 
the abusive act by marriage partner due to dependence and a reciprocal willingness to support 
projective defenses; and (7) relative absence of available authority figures (grandparents, 
religious or social authorities). 

Milowe (1966) stated that children themselves may in certain cases be a contributing 
factor to their own abuse. Milowe thus concluded that Ii parent's childhood loads the gun; present 
life conflicts caus~ the parent to raise it; the child's specific needs help pull the trigger. Steele 
and Pollock (1968) reported that: (1) child rearing patterns; (2) intensity in the expression of 
these, patterns; (3) lack of adherence to expected obedience and conforming behavior; (4) demand 
for hIgh performance and parental need satisfaction; (5) breakdown in ability to "parent;!! and (6) 
insensitivity to variation of children's needs were all provocateurs of the child abusing and 
neglecting actions of parents. 

Makeover (1966) observed that conditions which cause physical abuse of children often 
differ in degree rather than in kind from those which result in neglect and deprivation. Physical 
abuse is usually precipitated by: (1) lack of impulse control; (2) mental illness (frequently in the 
form of chronic paranoid schizophrenia, psychopathic personality, severe passive-aggressive 
character disorder, agitated depression, unresolved postpartum depression); (3) alcoholism and 
narcotic addiction (these are usually precipitant actions due to parent inability to control and 
deal with impulses); (4) mental retardation; (5) social stress (poverty, overcrowding, etc.); (6) 
early marriage; (7) parental immaturity; (8) low educational level; (9) unemployment; and (10) 
provocative behavior of children themselves. Makeover points out that items six through ten 
may not be as much direct causes of child abuse and neglect as other items, but can contribute. 

Merrill (1962) described four distinct clusters of personality characteristics which 
generated child abuse and neglect actions by parents. These clusters are: (1) hostility and 
aggressiveness-continually angry at someone or something; (2) rigidity, compulsiveness, lacking 
of w,a~mth, reasonableness and pliability in parents' thinking and beliefs; (3) strong feelings of 
paSSIVIty and dependence-sad, moody and immature; and (4) physically disabled fathers who 
stayed at home while mothers wor.ked and supported the family. A typology of abusing parents 
was developed by Morris (1965) which revealed personality traits which contribute to the abuse 

, and neglect of children: (1) parents who experienced distress and guilty feelings about their 
relationship with and treatment of children; (2) undercontrolled and impulse-ridden parents who 
are angry about their relatio~ship but blame the child for the trouble; (3) over controlled parents 
who feel correct in the parent/(,h:ld relationship and plan the abusive actions; and (4) parents who 
respond to inner stimuli and events, rather than to the real world of the child. 

Young (1964) proposed a theory of multiple causation, or a combination of factors that 
appeared to lead to causes of child abuse. Among them were: (1) the abuse that parents 
themselves suffered as children; (2) institutionalization; (3) "being different from other members 
of the famny;" (4) an unpleasant childhood; (5) neglect; and (6) possible organic differences. 

Walters (1975) states that the search for causes of abuse seemed endless, a position 
strongly reinforced by the above review. He presents three widely accepted explanations of the 
causes of child abuse. They are: 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

" 

Our entire heritage has led us to permit the abuse of children. It is our Judeo
Christian tradition coupled with our predilection for violence which makes abuse a 
natural, rather than unnatural, outcome; 
The cause of child abuse can be found in poverty conditions: lack of income, health 
care, ~nd social services; run-down neighborhoods; and inadequate. housing, 
educatIon, CI.lltural, and recreational facilities; all of which contribute to the 
development of deviant behavior, which results in child abuse; and 
The cause of child abuse is parental pathology, which assumes that parents or adult 
abusers are "sick" or have something psychologically "wrong." This opinion holds 
that, to greater or lesser degrees, the abusers of America are confused and employ 
abusive mea~ures as a result of internal pathology. 

. Thus,·some current thinking tends to view child abuse as a problem in itself, while others 
see It as a symptom of a deeper sickness or negative aspect of our society. At one time or 
another, poverty, alcohol, family stres~, neglect, social class, individual pathology, and related 
"ca~ses" all have been used to explam crime, mental illness, mental retardation, juvenile 
delmquency, and a host of other societal problems (Walters, 1975). 

PREVENTION OF· CHILD ABU:3E AND NEGLECT: SOME PERSPECTIVES 
Ch,ild abuse and neglect pose serious problems for the effective growth and development of 
chIldren! as well as for the well-being of tomorrow's citizens. Unquestionably, an overwhelming 
need, eXIsts to add,:ess and ,resolve th? problems which contribute to, and eventually cause, 
abUSIve and neglectmg behavlOr. Many Ideas, strategies, and programs have been proposed which 
attempt to deal with these problems. Again, there is a wide variety of opinions on how best to 
app~oach ~nd bring unde~ control the child abuse an~ neglect crisis in our society. Within this 
varIety eXIsts the potentIal to develop a comprehenSIve plan and program of action which could 
adequately serve the victims (children) and the perpetrators (parents, adults) of these two 
flagrant violations of human rights. 

Unfortunately, the prevention of child abuse and neglect is not as easily accomplished, as 
many of the programs that have been developed seem to indicate. Some preventive efforts are 
at best cursory attempts to resolve the problem while others focus on specific aspects of the 
larger problem. Such programs are fragmented in their efforts and require revision and 
expansion if effective methods of coming to grips with the pr·:iblem of child abuse and neglect 
are to be successful. A brief examination of some select,~d preventive measures is presented in 
this section. . 

Justice and Justice (1976) state that the optimal goal in child abuse is to prevent the 
a?use ,from happening--t? prevent explosive elements in a potentially abusing family system or 
sItuatIo~ from ever ~ommg together, so that the violence never occurs. This is called primary 
preventIon. Once ChIld abuse has occurred, the goal then becomes keeping it from recurring-to 
defuse the abusing situation so that the violent behavior is (~liminated. This is called secondary 
prevention. 

Secondary preventive approaches to solving child abuse and neglect problems have 
inl'!luded the following: (1) group therapy; (2) lay therapy; (3) support services' (4) self-help 
groups; (5) casework counseling; and (6) psychotherapy. ' 

The primary preventive approaches presented by these authors were as follows: (1) 
non:specific strategies which involved intervention at all lev\~ls: host (parent), agent (child), 
envIr.onment, and vector (culture); (2) specific strategies which required identification of and 
inte:rvention toward sp~cifi,c high risk groups or conditions; high-risk parents, children, 
envIrl'mments, or til cornbmatIOI1 of all 'three; and (3) other strategies (intermediate intervention) 
such as in-servic9" pUet, lI)),'@~service programs, and public education and awareness programs. 

Soman (1974) has ~"r(jposed her own program of action to end the destruction of children by 
parents and adults. The~lements of such Ii program include: (1) a National Children's 
Ombudsm~n Off~ee~ (2) m~~datory high school counseling and parent education courses; (3) 
pare:nt-chIld aC~lOn mCliVem(M on consumer products and national safety consciousness-raising 
seSSIOnSj, (4) natIOn~ health /~are and housing programs; (5) neighborhood community houses; (6) a 
decent Income polIcy for!! all; (7) interagency knowledge pool; (8) on-the-job training for 
parenting; (9) central elea,r,iinghouse on child statistics; and (10) national 800 hotline number fO'r 
troubled parents and chilq;.cen. 

'fhe National CqI!imittee for Prevention of Child Abuse (1976) has advocated a number of 
ways to prevent chil?abuse, all of which fall into two broad categories: (1) direct prevention and 
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(2) indirect prevention. NCPCA stated that direct prevention programs were designed 
specifically to control the problem of child abuse. Such progl'ams could be aimed at either 
primary prevention: predicting and eliminating child abuse before it occurs, or at secondary 
prevention: preventing\' future abuse after a situation has on\~e been identified. Indirect 
prevention programs focus on the factors that contribute to child abuse (e.g., housing, 
employment, child-care training, etc.). 

NCPCA also emphasized that education must play an important role in efforts to decrease 
child abuse and neglect. The following means were proposed to accomplish this: (1) education 
for parenting through prenatal programs with parenting courses, group sessions, homemaking 
courses, and parental skills courses in high school; (2) education for coping to reduce the feeling 
of being unable to handle stress. This might be done through effective use of such parent support 
groups as Parents Anonymous, which often provides both· crisis intervention assistance and 
support on an ongoing basis; and (3) education for self-worth to better understand oneself, and 
feel self-worth and acceptance. This would help parents to understand and interact better with 
children as well as adults, and aid in reducing the feelings of rejection experienced by many 
abusers. 

Renvoize (1974) offered several suggestions for programs seeking to reduce child abuse 
and neglect: (1) cossetting and mother-centered gatherings could be of inestimable value to 
those who unexpectedly find themselves nervous and unc~rtain of their capability of rearing a 
:I;iny, frighteningly vulnerable infant; (2) a system of mothering aides; (3) night nurseries; and (4) 
involvement with Mothers Anonymous. 

Renvoize concluded that alterations to child abuse codes were needed to help prevent 
child abuse and neglect. In addition, there has to be a change of attitude on the part of doctors, 
social service workers, the police, and everyone of us. It is our job to learn how¢o pluck parents 
from the abuse and neglect ladder before they have progressed very far up the ladder. To do that 
we need knowledge, money to finance the acquisition of that knowledge, and endless compassion 
and understanding. Is that too much to ask of our society in order to preserve our most precious 
commodity-our children? 

Walters (1975) proposed a set of short range, intermediate, and long range goals which 
must be undertaken to address the problem of child abuse and neglect. The basic goal would be 
to assist the "patient" (America) in recognizing the need for help, and to increase the valuation 
of children in AmerJcan society and the observance of their rights. 

A sample of Walters' goals are: 

(1) Short-range goals 
a. A federal cabinet-level agency concerned with children and their rights; 
b. The abolition of institutionally prescribed abuse, especially where caretal(ers 

are responsible for children not their own: and. 
c. Treatment of abuse by the mentally ill and victim-precipitated abuse: 

(2) Intermediate goals 
a. Research conducted at the national level under auspices. of the cabinet-level 

agency: 
b. Establishment of a National Parents' Institute under the cabinet-level agency 

and a State Parents' Institute in each of the fifty states; and, 
c. Establishment in each community of some central resource where anyone with 

family problems could go for help: and 
(3) Long-range goals 

a. Implementation of a Children'S Bill of Rights, constitutional guarantees, and 
increased rejection of violence as a means of resolving problems: 

b. Careful and systematic dissemination of rational information about violence, 
its origin, and its effect until the idea that violence is negative becomes 
ingrained in our national character; and 

c. Development of alternative roles for children, especially in education. 

Walters concluded that addressing his set of goals would bring us full circle in our study of 
child abuse, starting and ending in the culture and society in which we live. Child abuse finds its 
roots in our heritage and is expressed through members of the SOCiety. When we change-and we 
will change for the better-the problem of child abuse will decline and then disappear. 

Morris, GOUld, and Matthews (1974) hold that (!onstructive, preventive intervention is 
necessary in the cycle of violence, and punishment is nec'$sJ;lary to prevent physical neglect and 
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abuse of children. They proposed that the follOWing set of .cr!teria was a. necess~ry part of an 
effective program to prevent child abuse and neglect: (1). ~xlstmg comm~mt~ serVICes that w~rk 
.in a coordinated manner: (2) clear ~ines, of !lccountabillty and co~rdm~tI~n. among agenCIes 
involved; (3) assistance to parents durmg the fIrst few m~rlth~ of theIr ~hI!d s mfa~cy to ensure 
nurturing parenthood: (4) creative new uses and combmatIons of eXI~tmg serVICes; and (5) 
collaborative programs under public health and public child welfar~ agenCIes. ~' 

Morris et al concluded that preventing neglect and battermg depends, m the long run, on 
preventing transmission of the kind of social deprivation which takes children's lives, dama.ges 
their physical health, and retards their minds, and which contributes, through tho~e who surVIve, 
to a rising population of next generation parents who will not be able to nurture c~Ildren. ., 

Gil (1970) stated that measures aimed at the prevention or gradual redll/:JtIon of. speCIfIed 
social phenomena cannot be expected to achieve their purpose unless they Ke deSIgned ~nd 

. executed so as to intervene on the causal level. Therefore, he recommended the folloWIrla
measures: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Systematic educational efforts aimed at gradually changing the. ~~~vailing child
rearing philosophy and developm~mt of clear-cut cultural proh~bh10n.s and legal 
sanctions against the use of phYSICal force as a means for rearmg chIldren .could 
produce, over time, the greatest possible reduction of the incidence and prevalence 
of physical abuse of children: 
Poverty, as has been shown, appears to be related to the phenomenon o~ phys~cal 
abuse of children among the socioeconomically depriv~d. The multIple lmks 
between poverty and physical abuse sugg7st that ?ne Imp?rt~nt. route toward 
reducing the inciilence and prevalence of ChIld abuse IS the elImmatIon of poverty 
from America's affluent society: and . 
Deviance and pathology in areas of physical, .soc~~ll intellectual, and emotIonal 
functioning of individuals and of family units have been fou.nd to be !:mothe: set of 
forces that may contribute to physical abuse. The followmg measures, alll~ed at 
the prevention and amelioration of these conditio~s and .at the strengthen~ng of 
individual and family functioning, should be avaIlable m every commumty. as 
components of a comprehensive progre.m to prevent the occurence of phYSICal 
abuse of children and also to help individuals and families once abuse has occurred: 
(a) comprehensive family-planning programs: (b) family-life education and counsel
ing programs for adolescents and adults: (c) comprehensive, hi~h quali.ty, 
neighborhood-based, national health services: and (d) ~ range. of hIgh qualIty, 
neighborhood-based social, child welfare and child protectIve serVI·ces. 

The three sets of measures proposed were aimed at different causal aspects of physical 
abuse of children. The first set would attack the culturally determined core of the 'ph~nomenon: 
the second set would attack and eliminate a major condition to which child abuse IS lInked: the 
third set approaches the causes of child abuse indirectly. Gil concluded that it wou~d be futile t~ 
argue the relatiVe merits of each of these approaches. Instead, all three are Important ana 
should be utilized simultaneously. 

PREVENTION: CAN IT BE DONE? 
The information presented in the previous sections of this paper has delinea~ed some o~ the ro~t 
causes and proposed strategies for dealing with child abuse and negl~!!t m our SOCIety. GIl 
contended that a key element in physical abuse of children in the Umted Sta.tes was that the 
context of child-rearing does not exclude the use of physical. force toward chIldren b~ parents 
and others responsible for their socialization. Rather, AmerIcan culture ~ncourages.m sub~le, 
and at times not so subtle, ways the use of a "certain measure" of physwal force m rearmg 
children in order to modify their frequently nonsocial inclination~. This .cultural tendenC'y was 
found in child-rearing practices of almost every segment of AmerICan .soclety. It ~a~ supported 
in various ways by communications disseminated by the press, radIO, and teleVISIOn, and by 
popular and professional publications. . 

Gil researched the kinds of forces that singly, or in various combinations, result at certam 
times in culturally unacceptable "excessive" or "extreme" use of physical force .by caretakers 
against children. Findings from the nationwide surveys tend to sugges.t the followmg for~es: (1) 
environmental chance factors; (2) environmental stress factors: (3) deVIance or pathology m areas 
of physical, social, intellectual, and emotional functioning on the part of caretakers and/or the 
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abused children themselves; (4) disturbed intrafamily relationships involving conflicts between 
spouses and/or rejection of individual children; and (5) combinations of these sets of forces. 

Judging from these elements, Gil concluded that the phenomenon of physical abuse of 
children needed to be seen as five-dimensional rather than uniform: (1) a culturally determined 
permissive attitude toward the use of physical force in caretaker-child interaction, and the 
related absence of clear-cut legal prohibitions and sanctions against this particular form of 
interpersonal violence; (2) specific child-rearing traditions and practices of different social 
classes and ethnic and nationality groups, and the different attitudes of these groups toward 
physical for-<3e as an acceptable means of achieving goals; (3) environmental chance circum
stances, which may transform an otherwise acceptable disciplinary measure into an unacceptable 
outcome; (4) the broad range of environmental stress factors which may weaken a person's 
psychological mechanisms of self-control, and may thus contribute to the uninhibited discharge 
of aggressive and destructive impulses toward physically powerless children who are perceived to 
be causes of stress for real or imaginary reasons; and (5) the various forms of' deviance in 
physical, social, intellectual, and emotional functioning of caretakers and/or children in their 
care, as well as of entire family units to which they belong. 

Viewing the issue of child abuse and neglect across these dimensions indicates the need for 
a broad, comprehensive, well-defined program of activities to deal with these problems. 
Prevention requires the mustering of a cooperative effort from individuals, families, neighbor
hood communities, cities, states, regions, and the federal segment of our society. It means that 
parents and caretakers must work individually and collectively in the pursuit of ridding our 
society of a most damaging element--child abuse and neglect. Such an effort must at a 
minimum, include the following important elements in order to r~spond with a "yes" to the 
question of whet.her or not the prevention of child abuse and neglect can be accomplished: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Short, interm~diate, and long range intensive activities and efforts to make all 
citizens aware of the damaging effects, temporary and permanent, of child abuse 
and neglect; 
A mass infusion of children's worth and dignity, and their growth and developmental 
needs into the education and training experiences of all Americans at every level; 
A well-defined, closely-linked, cooperative program of prevention among all 
agencies which deal with people and their concerns and problems, to insure 
continuity in resolving issues affecting their clients; 
The enactment and implementation of legislation to protect the rights of children 
and provide the best possible situations for nurturing their developmental needs; 
The provision of the financial resources needed to aUeviate all of the conditions 
which create the potential to abuse and neglect children; 
A redefinition and refocusing of the basic attitudes, values, and practices of 
members of our society in their intrapersonal and interpersonal activities; and 
Creation of new roles for children in our society so that they become truly 
prepared for future roles, with widened potential to develop into unique human 
beings instead of products from yesterday's assembly line. 

What is proposed here is not new. Authors have at one pOint or another indicated all of 
these elements as necessary in the prevention of child abuse and neglect. The seven general 
preventive approeoches presented here represent -an attempt to synthesize the suggestions and 
recommendations discussed in this paper. Tomor/'ow, and maybe twenty years from now, these 
approaches should remain constant as bases for' the prevention of child abuse and neglect. 
Newness must come in the form of our willingness to act with respect to these problems. It will 
be those new actions, new attitudes, and new directions concerning the young of our country that 
will be the measure of our success in dealing with abusive and neglectful acts toward children. 
As we move in those directions, the verbal yes will become a visual yes because we shall see the 
fruits of today's labors (preventive programs) in tomorrow's vineyards (future societies and 
generations). 
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Recent Trends in Prevention of Child Abuse (Non-Accidental 
Injury) 

. George W. Starbuck, MD, Medical Director 
Children's Protective Service Center' 
Kauikeolani Children's Hospital 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

The future approach to the prevention of non-accidental injury (NAI) in children is stimulated by 
conferences such as this second national gathering of people from many disciplines and with 
varied interests. I would like to suggest some changes in emphasis and direction, will pose more 
questions than answers) but hopefully, the questions will be provocative and useful in considering 
future planning. Having been a chairman of the Committee on Accident Prevention, American 
Academy of Pediatrics. and presently involved in the field of child abuse, I am reminded of the 
similarities between the development of both programs insofar as prevention is concerned 
(Starbuck, 1958). 

NATIONAL LEVEL INTEREST 
P.L. 93-247, passed in 1974, provided money to develop programs in addition to those already 
supported by other government agencies. Consolidation of all these programs into a more 
cohesive one has not been accomplished. Four broad approaches in the attack on prevention of 
NAI/neglect by NCCAN have been education, research, prevention, and legislation, which is 
similar to those used in Accident Prevention. Professionals in the health, legal, education, law 
enforcement and social systems have been encouraged to increase their involvement in the field 
through additional training in all aspects of child NAI/neglect. Increased funds for ['esearch 
programs and large grants for'demonstration programs to develop innovative ideas in prevention 
have been made available. Advice in changing state child abuse laws has been offered, model 
laws for termination of paren'tal rights have been proposed, as well as changes in areas of legal 
importance: all in support of'a second approach to legislating preventive measures. 

EARL Y IDENTIFICA 'l'ION--RECOG NITION 
The renewed drive to increase public and professional awareness could overexpose the population 
to the brutal aspects of the NAI and neglect problem. The low-key approach of sensitizing 
people to the need of early recognition by constantly being alert to possible NAI is essential; 
physicians especially should be more quizzical in their approach to the diagnosis and treatment of 
patients. It is the leading question in histOl'y taking that will often reveal a clue. 

One impressive fact the study of NAI and neglect has highlighted is the er,foneous 
inclusion in accident statistics of a large number of NAI and neglect cases. Accidents are still 
the greatest killer up to the age of 35 years. They are socially acceptable; NAI and neglect are 
not. This pollution has concerned workers in the field of accidental injury for a long time. Of 
the 2000 children under 15 years of age who die in house fires annually, about one-third are left 
unattended. Death from clothes being ignited ~y small children playing with matches is also due 
to lack of supervision (Wheatley, 1973). What about the child who wanders into the next yard, 
falls into a pool and drowns, or the child who wanders into the street and is hit by a car? What 
about death from ingestion of medication left within easy reach of a child, or of poisonous 
substances stored under the sink? W!lat about injuries found in an emergency room? Kempe 
(1971) states that roughly 25 percent of all fractures in children under age three are inflicted. I 
am certain that many accidents, including deaths, are properly being classified as NAI and 
neglect cases, which removes them from accident statistics. 

RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
In the past few years, many studies have been initiat~d and articles written on every imaginable 
aspect of abuse and neglect. In reviewing Child Abuse and Neglect Research: Project and 
Publications, November 1976, I found 141 descriptions of ongoing projects and a list of 261 
published documents. Of the numerous publications listed, only rarely did a study use controls or 
comparisons. To my mind, the omission of controls in research in this field is.a major weakness 
and requires immediate correction. Should one criterion in this field be! to mandate controls in 

.. research designs, especially those concerned with prevention? 
. The tendency to deny that findings in one area are peculiar to that locale is questionable, 
i.e., findings in Hawaii differ from those on the mainland due to location and population 
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differences. There may be differences in geographical areas such as Boston or New York on the 
mainland. We must not lose sight of this when ~e design prevention programs or any other 
programs for that matter. In the future, the saiM research program shoul? be repeated in 
different regions with definitions, hypotheses, methl,')dology, controls, etc., bemg the same. A 
meaningful comparison would th9n be possible. Cert~~n asp~~ts may be similar, but oth,er~ must 
be different. If a difference is demonstrated, other lmodal1tIes of treatment may be 10dlcated 
and program development must take this into account. Studies will take longer in some areas 
where the incidence of NAI and neglect is limited due to population size. However, important 
findings and better programs may come from these areas. , 

Klein (1971) points out that the low birth weight infant is high risk for the battered ChIld 
syndrome. In 1975, while studying the low birth weight infant as a high risk for abuse and 
neglect, a cursory review of cases hospitalized at Kauikeolani Children's I;Iospita~ in Honolulu 
indicated little if any difference in the incidence of NAI and neglect of low bIrth weIght neonates 
when compared to that expect.ed in children of normal birth weight (Starbuck). The accepted 
incidence of NAI and neglect in children of normal birth weight has been ab~ut 8 percen~. ,Of 
particular interest, a recent 1976 controlled study (Starbuck, 1976) of thIS cursory f1Od1Og 
revealed that there appeare~ to be no significant diffEfence in the dis!ributi~n of the birth 
weights between the NAI chIldren and the controls (X = 3.21100; df - 4; P - 0.5232). The 
findings thus fail to show that NAI children begin as high risk neonates. Without controls, the 
incidence was also about the same for the negleet and NAI/neglect cases. 

Controls 
NAI 
N eglect/N AI-Neglect 

KCH Hospital cases 

35 
42 
31 

108 

8.6 percent 
7.1 percent 

11. 0 percent 

In Klein's study the cases defined as "battered child" included severe neglect while in the 
Hawaii study the cases were physical NAI but not neglected under four years of ages including 
"battered children." If the latter study contained a sufficient number of "battered child" cases, 
using Klein's definition, would his findings be confirmed? Of 525 confirmed cases of NAI and 
neglect in Hawaii during 1974, 167 were under three years of age and of these, the "batteredll 

wer'e very few. Should each geographical area use the same treatment and prevention measures 
relating to the NAI but "non-battered" child? 

The term "battered-child," in the -majority of p.eople's thinking, includes all types of 
physical abuse, severe or mild. To some, "battered child" means only severely ~njured children 
under the age of four; to others, severely abused, usually under the age of three; to others, the 
seriously injured small child, inferring that they are under one year of age. Others yet include 
neglect in their definition. Should the definition be standardized? What is the incidence of low 
birth weight in unhospitalized NAI children? 

We also need to study the high risk nonabused child. Initial interest in Accident 
Prevention was directed toward accidental poisoning, which caused less~han 2 percent of aU 
accidental· deaths in children under age 14. In 1958, 60 percent of the American Academy of 
Pediatrics State Accident Prevention Committees were spending 100 percent of their time on 
poison control exclusively; consequently, study direction had to be changed. Aren't we spending 
too much of our time on the NAI child? What about the high risk family with numerous children? 
We say all these children are at risk, but are they abused? Do these children become abusers? 

Are we correct in labeling children as "scapegoats?" Lauer's (1974) study does not support 
this theory. If the term "scapegoat" is to hold up, shouldn't we say that it is the only child being 
injured at the time? Skeletal surveys of other children in these families often turn up a 
surprising number of unrecognized bone injuries. Would they be the "scapegoat" at that time? Is 
it: ·a Shifting phenomena dependent upon who is getting the physical NAI? Is it possible for a child 
to escape neglect or verbal abuse in a multiple C'lhild family with these characteristics? There 
must be some degree of neglect with all these children. 

What about the high risk parent who does not currently cause NAI? We can overidentify 
the high risk and direct our approaches to them. The high risk approach must be modified and 
stUdies of this group need to be undertaken. 

Identical studies in different geographical locations need to be carried out. Identical 
services may not be required in evel'y area. 
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What is the rate of reabuse in t~_e nonseriously injured child, or the neglected child? Are 
the long term effects the same, better~or worse, tflan in the seriously injured or neglected child? 

What do we do about the male aouser who seem~)'!.(j have different characteristics than the 
female abuser? 

The recent arti,cle by Elmer (1977) with a c.ontrolled follow-up of traumatized children 
mak~s one refl,,:ct agam on t~e numerous stUdies with conclusions not based on controls. While 
readmg her article,. one realIzes the, i~portance of controlled studies, and the !leed to sharpen 
ou: resea:ch by add10g them. The f10dmgs of "~o differel1ce" in incidence of low birth weight 
chIldren, 10 ~ .contro~ gro~p when compared WIth the a,bused group also supports this need. 
,~omparlso~ IS ImpOSSIble wlth~ut them. However, in.a controlled study by Green (1974) entitled 
PsychologICal Sequelae ?f ctald Abus~ and Neglect," the impact of chronic physical abuse and 

neglect on the ego function and behavIOr of school-aged, inner city children revealed that both 
the abused and negle~ted ~oups. were f~und to be considerably impaired relative to the normal 
controls. ~long; b~th d~menslons. Elmer gIves several possible explanations for her findings. Why 
the OpposIte f1Od1O~s 10 these two controlled studies? This is as confusing as the varied definition 
of ~he ba~tere~ Chl!d, as well as the opposite finding of Starbuck and Klein regarding low birth 
weIght be10g hIgh rIsk for abuse and neglect. 

Many ac~ept NAI/neglect as a disease-a disease of society. The epidemiological 
app~oach t~ aCCIdent prevention as advocated by McFarland (1962) is echoed in a 1976 article by 
JustI~e, WhICh, recommends the epidemiological approach for the prevention of NAI and neglect. 
The fIrst step 10 the treatment of any disease is prevention. . 

By definition, to prevent is to avoid NAI, but it is unrealistic to think all NAI will be 
stop~ed. ,~hat ,are the early indications that lead to NAI? The predictions we have are weak. 
OverldentIflc~tIon must be reduced. If 85 percent of all parents identified as high risk for NAI 
and neglect WIll never c~use NAI (Light, 1973), it is improper to label them in this way. . 
, , ~dv~nces are bemg made through education, research, and legislation. Early and correct 
IdentlflCatl~n; better reporting;, i~creased sensitization of the professional, nonprofessional and 
lay POpUlatl~n; as well ,as tra10mg prog~ams all result from our preventive assault on this 
p~oblem: It ~>eems to be mferred that gettmg the results of current prevention programs quickly 
WIll rapIdly prevent NAI and neglect in an impressive way. I predict this will not take place and 
that any new pr,event~ve approach ~i!l show its effects slowly and steadily, as did the preve~tive 
measures used m aCCIdent preventIon. NAI prevention may come about sooner because a lot of 
knowledge accumulated f:om accident prevention can be applied to the proble~ of NAI/neglect. 
In the early ~ays of ~~cldent preventIon, we spoke of changing motivations of the family in 
regar? to acc~dental mJury; we used anticipatory guidance; we tried to chane:e child-rearing 
practICes; we mcreased ~~ild g;uidance and intensified all efforts for better well":baby care. We 
were thwarted by the crlsls-orlented attitudes of people, just as we are now in our efforts to 
preven~ NAI~neglect. H0'Y can we get at this mass of people? It is no easier in NAI/neglect than 
It was ill aCCident preventIon. 

We must learn more about the stresses associated with raising a child in poverty (Cupoli 
and Newberger, 1977). We need to spend more time during routine examinations counseling 
pa,rents abo~t problems and how to cope with them. We need to reach people who do not have 
pr~v~te phYSICIans or pediatricians or clinics, and who depend physically as well as mentally on 
crISIS care rather than preventiv:e care. 

SECONDAR Y PREVENTION 
In, secondary pr~we~tion a wider use of the knowledge and skills of the disciplines involved in 
pr~mary preventIOn IS essential. , Certainly, psychological and psychiatric diagnostic evaluations 
are more n~cess~ry. Collabora~Ive team conferences take on increased importance in supporting 
the casew~.'ker 10 her formulatIOn of a treatment plan. All NAI/neglect cases do not need the 
collaborative team c~n~e,rence, b~t it shOUld be a requirement for cases of repeated NAI. What 
measur~s prevent recIdIvIsm? A fIve-year review of cases seen at Children's Protective Services 
Center 10 Honolulu showed the rate of recidivism to be three times greater in cases not teamed 
(Starbuck, n.d.). 

PREVENTION PROGRAMS 
A number of ~ifferent prevention programs are active in Hawaii. Some are complete' others are 
near completIon., One 1974 study of relationship of low birth weight and NAI' risk began 
modestly, ?~t rapIdly becam,e. overpowering. The intervention and observation of this study had 
three condItIOns. The experImental group (E) received the entire intervention and observation as 
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designed. In a second group (C), the par'Emts "received contact for data gathering by the 
researchers, but no therapeutic interventiop. The thIrd group (C2) received no therapeutic 
intervention and no contact. Some of our problems were: , 

1. Difficulty in obtaining physicians' reports 
2. Difficulty in obtaining parental consent 
3. Difficulty in obtaining parental compliance 
4. Difficulty in avoiding dropouts 
5. MobIlity of patients 
6. Distances 
7. Lack of funds for sufficient manpower 
8. Fear by physicians of infringement on their perrogatives 
9. Lack of communication with patient (information was given to the primary 

physician and no response) 
10. Informed consent 
11. Quality of data 
12. Missing data 
13. Difficulty in locating controls 
14. Contamination of data. 

Benefits: 

1. Education of delivery room, nursery, and floor nUl'ses (re. claiming period) 
2. Indication that low birth weight in neonates was not high risk for abuse 
3. Confidence and cooperation of involved physicians spread to their peers and 

preventive services better accepted 
4. Beneficial program to some physicians 
5. Problem focused on when we h~ve a right to enter anyone's life 
6. Approaches must be entirely through comprehensive supplementary services tI.nd 

not a single reason such as N AI risk 
7. Immunizations, nutrition, or life sty~e 
8. Importance of controli!J . 
9. Importance of eValuation 
10. Importance of program design 
11. Importance of training personnel 
12. Avoid missing data; it is usually impossible to retrieve. 

One of the demonstration programs funded by OCD is being carrj.ed out by the Hawaii 
Family Stress Center at the Kauikeolani Children's Hospital. An oV'ervitlw of this program 
~m: . 

OVERVIEW OF THE HAWAII FAMILY STRESS CENTER 
The Hawaii Family Stress Center has been established under the auspices of Kauikeolani 
Children's Hospital. The overall g()al of the Center is to develop effective, innovative 
approaches to prevention and treatment of child abuse/neglect~ and to facilitate the development 
of a coordinated system of services in Hawaii. ThG Children'S Protective Services. Center, under 
the joint auspices of the Department of Social Service/Kauikeolani Children's Hospital, is the 
major affiliate agency with which the Center coordinates/ 

Core staff of the Family Stress Center include a Project Director, Program Coordinator, 
Paraprofessional Supervisor/Training Coordinator, C8se-coordinator, a half·-time Fiscal Officer 
and two secretaries. Several neW services have been developed on a sub-contractual basis. 
Center staff also provide training in the dynamics,of child abuse/neglect and technical assistance 
in program development. Major components of We system include: 

LEGAL CONSULTANT SERVICES: 
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A lawyer experien:ced in child abuse/neglect 
serves as a consultant to the Center. His main 
function is to assist in obtaining court custody 
where specialized assistance is needed, in the 
role of guardian ad litum. The legal consultant 
has developed a training manual to assist social 
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PROFESSIONAL POOL: 

SHELTER CARE PROGRAM: 

HALE LOKAHI: 

EARLY IDENTIFICATION PROJECT: 

HANA LIKE HOME VISITOR 
PROGRAM: 

OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES: 

workers in preparation for and taking cases to 
court. He is currently working' wi,~h the court 
system to increase effectiveness of court proce
dures related to child abuse/neglect. 

A group of paraprofessionals, including communi
ty outreach workers, logistic case aides, and 
homemakers has been established. These worK
ers have been trained in dynamics of child 
abuse/neglect. They are being deployed to work 
with child abuse/neglect cases with professional 
case managers from several agencies, and hope
fully will serve as a service integration mecha
nism through interagency use. 

Kokua Kalihi Valley has established an emergen
cy shelter for spouses and children who hav.e 
been or are at risk of being abused. It is 
available for an average stay of six days when it 
is unsafe for a mother and child to remain at 
home. It serves approximately 200 families a 
year. 

Child and Family Service has established an 
integrated family service center in Waianae. 
This center coordinates the activities of services 
to families under sever'e stress and at high risk of 
child abuse. The key to the Center's effective
ness is a relaxed, non-threatening atmosphere. 

Screehing and interviewing procedures have been 
developed at Kapiolani Hospital Prenatal Clinic 
to identify highly stressed families who may be 
at risk of abusing their newborn infant. Families 
found to be at high risk are defined as in need of 
extra services and are referred for foUowup by 
the Home Visitor Program. 

Family Service Center has established a Home 
Visitor service. Paraprofessionals are trained in 
the dynamics of child abuse/neglect and parent
child interaction techniques. They make home 
visits to families identified by the Early I.D. 
project to work with parents in developing a 
positive relationship with their newborn. The 
program combines a lay therapy and parent-child 
interaction approach to prevent incidence of 
child abuse and neglect. 

Transportation, emergency financial assistance 
and babysitting are provided by the Center. The 
Center makes referrals for day care, medical 
care, em.ployment assistance, family planning, 
and marital counseling. 

A Sexual Abuse Diagnostic and Treatment Service initially funded by the Center has 
already become a state-financed program. $200,000 was approved for the Department of 
Health's budget in order to establish a statewide sexual abuse (including rape) program. 

A manual on the dynamics of child abuse has been produced and can be purchased from 
Kauikeolani Children's Hospital in Honolulu. 
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A second program-Shelter Care-wfls obviously needed ~n the c~mmtmity and through the 
use of state funds, it can be an ongoing prqgram. Ways to do thIS are bemg worked out. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Help vulnerable families without special regard to NAI 
2. Make helpers (workers) more knowledgeable about the dynamics of abuse and 

neglect 
3. Decrease over-identification 
4. ' Standardize definitions. One makes his own definitions and then proceeds to 

develop his own program 
5. Strenthen our predictors on indices of NAI 11 
6. Conduct and compare identical controlled studies from different geographical areas ~ 
7.. Increase knowledge of stress associated with child rearing 
8" Education of public should keep pace with means to properly screen and handle all 

reports 
9,. We need to study: 

a. NAI children not hospitalized 
b. high risk children who have been been injured 
c. children in high risk families who have not been injured 
d. high risk nonabusive parents 
e. rate of repeated NAI in children not seriously injured 
f. female vs. male characteristics of NAI 
g. "scapegoating" 
h. incidence of low birth weight in NAI/neglect children not hospitalized 
i. long term effects of NAI/neglect on the nonserious cases 

110. Integrate teaching of NAI/neglect as a routine into all child care education. It 
should not be treated as an isolated entity. I 

H. Support the PHN in early identification of families in need of "extra services" ,~ 
12. Provide additional means for manpower and service to families needing "extra 

services." 

This last recommendation was made at the hearings before the Select Subcommittee on 
Educa.tion of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Friday, October 
5, 1973. I pleaded repeatedly, as did others, I am sure, for a substantial increase in the bill ~or 
service from the proposed 20 per(~ent to as much as 40 percent or more. I felt that the agenCIes 
mandated to give protective services to these cases could not possibly do so without money. I 
also reported this to our congressman from Ha.waii, stating there should be a smaller percentage 
of funds in the bill for research demonstrations. The appeal was not effective since there was 
still a 20 percent limit on the amount available for service when the bill was signed into law. 

I reaffirm my recommendation as others are doing at this time; namely, that money for 
the mandated state agency must be increased now for necessary additional manpower and 
financial support for "extra services." This money must also be used for preventive services, of 
course. What good does it do if we find a family in need of lIextra services" and have none 
available for them? 
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The Future of Training/Education for the Prevention of Child 
Abuse and Neglect .. 
Michael D. Usdan, EdD, President 
Merrill-Palmer Institute 
Detroit, Michigan 

I want to focus upon two major areas pertaining to training/education for the prevention of child 
abuse and neglect. 

One relates to strengthening the family as the major preventive strategYj and the other is 
the central role of the public schools as a vital institution in deterring child abuse and neglect. 

I believe a strong; suppqrtive family is the most powerful deterrent, and that other 
training/education approaches, while valuable, have less chance of meaningfully ameliorating the 
basic conditions which generate child abuse and neglect. . ' 

I contend that the single most effective training/education approach is to create greater 
public awareness of the profound changes which have occurred in the basic structure of the 
family which undergirds the development of all children. As a society, I do not believe that we 
have fully comprehended the significance of crucial trends regarding marriage and the basic 
organization of the family which currently profoundly influence the lives of millions of children. 
What are some of these significant changes which have so dramatically changed the definition of 
the American family? Without understanding these changes, and the powerful social and 
economic forces which influence parents and in turn their children, we cannot readily understand 
the underlying causes of child abuse and neglect. Cognizance of the frustrations and 
powerlessness of parents, in other words, is essential to understanding why child abuse and 
neglect is escalating. Primary prevention strategies logically must be predicated on 
understanding the causes of abusive behavior towards children. I argue that escalating child 
abuse will continue unabated until public policies more realistically begin to reflect basic 
changes in the way households or families are now formed. 

Recently, the family has gained added recognition as perhaps the pivotal societal 
institution, and yet our citizens are aware of only the tip of the iceberg of profound and rapid 
change in the basic structure of the American household. These changes, of course, significantly 
influence the parent-child interaction system that is: 

critical in children's physical, social, emotional, and cognitive development. It is 
this system that affects parents' abilities to enjoy and guide their children in 
mutually satisfying ways. It is this system that is being identified as a critical 
factor in the childrearing process, with special implications for child abuse. Som(~ 
children are difficult for some adults to "get along" with, some children and parents 
provoke each other, sometimes there is insufficient bonding and attachment; any or 
all of these conditions can cause the parent-child inte'faction system to go awry 
(Education Commission of the States, 1976, p. 3). 

Only in very recent years, indeed months, has the public comprehended the changes in the 
larger social system which have so dramatically and rapidly altered family units. For example: 
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Sixty percent of American families are metropolitan residents; 
Many families move frequently, both short and long distances; 
Families are having fewer children. The average household size in '1974 was 2.97 persons. 

In 1973 the live birth rate in the United States was the lowest in history; 
The number of single-parent families is increasing, both because of divorce and because 

the parents never married; 
Over 50 percent of all women are in the labor force; over 39 percent of all women with 

children under six work out of the home; 
Stable,multi-age communities and the extended family huve been replaced by communities 

linked by interests, age, and income level; and 
Child bearing among adolescents seems to be increasing. In our society these young 

people have had little or no exposure to young children and even less to how to rear 
children (Education Commission of the States, p. 4). 
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,Su~~ significant social changes obViously influence and change child rearing patterns in 
very sIgmfICant ways. 

Many children are cared for out of the home for part of the day. Some are simply left 
alone. The babysitter and day care center are as much a part of many American 
families as grandmother and at)flt used to be; 

Childrearing help and support from a supportive spouse or other family member are not 
available to many parents. Isolation I~nd frustration may result, with no one to take 
over and to provide some relief;' 

Because divorce is usually a transition period between marriages, many children relate to 
two or more S(~ts of parents, sometimes in quite informal arrangements; 

Cultural and religio'Us constraints on behavior, many of which !!ffect child rearing, are 
looser--for example, what one eats and the manner in which family meals are 
provided. Physical punishment and control of children is generally sanctioned in 
our society. The constraints that keep this violent tendency within the bounds of 
physical safety seem to be less rigid, perhaps reflecting the increase in violence in 
our total society; 

Technological devices for which no norms have been developed have been incorporated 
into childrearing and family patterns in sometimes deleterious ways. Television is 
probably the most obvious example of this; and 

Men have gradually been excluded from the childrearing process. There is little or no 
research related to the role of the male in childrearing, yet there is a high 
involvement rate in child abuse for fathers and stepfathers (Education Commission 
of the States, p. 5). 

An understanding of these social changes is basic to the rationale for and content of .any 
program whose objective is the prevention. of child abuse and neglect. The literature on child 
development compellingly confirms the pervasive influence of the family or home background as 
a critical variable in determining the educational achievement of young children. Thus, 
knowledge of changes in family or household formation patterns becomes a sine qua non of effec
tive child abuse and neglect prevention efforts. 

I want to idfJntify briefly some of the major trends and changes regarding the family which 
so significantly affect childreal'ing patterns. At the outset, it may be useful to emphasize that 
although family furmation continues unabated, the structure of the family is changing and 
becoming more diversified. Indeed, the nuclear family, the traditional cornerstone of our social 

. system, is now in the minority, with less than 40 percent of the nation's households having the 
typical pattern of father, mother, and children living under one roof. Almost one-third of 
households now consist of a husband and wife living in a household without children. This 
demonstrates that attitudes towards having children have changed significantly in recent years, 
with fertility rates declining among women of all age groups. Current household formation 
patterns also reflect the increasing tendency for WDmen to postpone marriage, with more highly 
educated women staY,\ng Single longer and opting for careers. One-thir,r of toda.y's households are 
headed by single adu.lts, with dramatic increases in female-headed hvtlseholds as divorce rates 
escalate and decisions to stay single become more common. 
, The American family, in: fHct, is being redefined dramatically, and parents are being 
mfluenced and their children affected by social and economic forces over which they have little 
or no control. These changes have affected not only the poor but increasing numbers of middle
class citizens as inflation, for example, requires double incomes with working mothers helping to 
maintain standards of living. 

If one accepts the family I:lS the key institution in a child's socialization, it is not 
surprising that children are affected negatively by such rapid change. Many are familiar with the 
frightening data which indicate, for example: that the rate of infanticide rose more than 50 
percent between 1957-70; that paren1t-perpetrated child abuse is soaring; that 'the rate of suicides 
among children aged 10-14 has doublE\d in two decades; and, that the rate of armed robbery, rape, 
and murder by juveniles has doubled illl the past ten years. 

These developments, as well as increases in school drop outs, drug, and alcohol offenses, 
assaults on teachers, and illegitimate births among teenage mothers have been discussed widely 
in recent years. The major issue we must address is what we, as a society, do about the problems 
of raising children in a world ill which families undergo such stress and change, and are 
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influenced so significantly by social forces such as te:chn?logy, the rn:a:ss media, and economic and 
racial discrimination, over which they have little control. 

It seems essential that our educational institutiooo lake a greater leadership role in 
projecting to the public at all age levels the profound social changes which change our lives. 
Indeed, the general public remains remarkably and dangerously unaware of the impact upon our 
social structure of forces such as urbanization, the erosion of the extended family, and the 
influence of television. Too many people still regard the women's movement Ql' ideology as an 
aberration and not a profoundly pervasive social, economic, and political force which will 
permanently influence our society in very significant ways. Too few of our citizens, for example, 
fully comprehend how the dramatic decreases in the number of stable two-parent families 
undercut the support base for millions of youngsters. Too many of our citizens still regard these 
problems as being limited only to the poor, and do not realize fully that family disorganization 
and disintegration affects all communities. 

Thus, I argue that the first element of successful child abuse and neglect prevention 
progra.ms should be massive public information campaigns which will project to a still 
uncomprehending general citizenry the profound social changes which impact up or: families and 
which unleash the pathologies and frustrations which result in mistreatment of children. The 
myth that the nuclear family is still the norm must be shattered, and citizens, as well as 
govel'nment policy, must become more attuned to reality. Child abuse and neglect programs 
must be predicated upon knowledge of these new social realities and ap~i:'opriate support systems 
built in terms of these realities. 

If greater understanding of the significance and ext~mt of current social change is an 
essenti.al element of child abuse and prevention programs, how can such understanding be 
conveyed most effectively? It is here that public schools can become a uniquely effective 
mechanism for disseminating the new social realities of our time. No other institution has the 
social penetration .and potential grass roots outreach of public education. As adult and 
continuing education programs grow, the public schools, which now have empty classroom space, 
are natural vehicles for parent education and related programs in neighborhoods throughout the 
country. In other words, the public schools are the logical instrument for a dramatic expansion 
of adult education programs, and these programs should have heavy parenting components. The 
schools, needless to say, must also provide as a basic element of their regular programs for young 
people, much more realistic and ml:laningful offerings in areas such as child development and 
family life. In fact, schools could become the essential neighborhood OJ:' community cornerstone 
of new famlly supports and institutions. 

It will not be enough, however, to educate parents on nutrition, consumerism, childrearing, 
and so forth. We must build more comprehensive support systems for families and children. 
Support systems in all areas, for example: economic, to provide some form of guaranteed 
income; medical, to provide preventive services such as universal immunization programs; child 
care, to make available a wide range of day care and home care services for children; and 
categorical services, to provide assistance to children with special physical and emotional needs. 

Indeed, we may have to invent new institutions to accommodate the far-reaching 
a4\ter'ations in family life which develop. We need ~reative thinking and flexibility as men and 
women cope with a host of new problems concerning child care in our society. For example, the 
women's movement has precipitated growing concern about the status of women. Can women 
have status in their jobs and concurrently sustain nuclear families? Schizophrenia can result 
from this dilemma, and difficult decisions frequently must be made which profoundly affect the 
lives of the men, women and children involved in such situations where family and work priorities 
must be sorted out. 

Within the immediate future, public policy must reflect more accurately the social 
realities which we have discussed. The family, traditionally and understandably, has been off 
limits to outside interference in our society. For the most part the family has rsmained 
"private," and many, with ample justification, are apprehensive about tl1e potential intrusiveness 
of government programs. Indeed, many would subscribe to a policy of guaranteed incomes in 
which families would be given resources to make their own danisions. In any event, many issues 
will be decided on political and economic bases, and it behooves researchers and practitioners in 
the child development and family life fields to build closer ties to policy makers at every 
governmental level. 

If we are to build the supports for families necessary to curb child abuse and neglect, we 
must influence the creation of enlightened governmental policies. This requires the "children's 
lobby" to become far more knowledgeable in policy processes if we are to implement programs 
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th~t will, for ~xample, redistrib~t~ tax revenue, support mothers who opt to ste.y home with 
chII~ren, prOVIde a range of SUbSIdIzed services for child care in parental absence, and promote 
fleXIble work schedules for men and women. 

IYI~ny parents need ~elp. They are over~helmed by a welter of complex social, economic, 
and pol~tIcal changes and Circumstances. If ChIld abuse and neglect is to be pre~iented, help must 
be prov~ded to these beleaguered p~re.nts. Information about child growth and development must 
be pr~vIded,. and better understandmg of the dynamics of child-parent relationships Inculcated. 
M.ore mtensive eff?rts must be made to end the social isolation of parents, particularly those 
WIth very young chIldren! and parent~ must .share their concerns more openly and frequently with 
other parents. 'Fhe SOCIal penetration and 'outreach of the public schools must be capitalized 
upon more meanm~fully as a .community base for developing new and more responsive support 
systems for more dIverse famIly structures. . 
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INTRODUCTION , 
Child abuse is a major problem affecting many thousands of children from all socIal strat~. 
Increasing knowledge of the general factors th8.1: operate in causing :hil~ ab'~I'1~ has resulte~ m 
earlier and more accurate diagnosis. Effective therapy is n~w bemg l~stItuted at the fIrst 
indication of injuries in an attempt to break the cycle of parent-mduced ChIld abuse an? neglect. 
Although the overall dyP~lJ.mics operating to produce ~hild abuse and ,neglec,t are beco~I!1g bett~r 
understood, the specific factors that allow us to predIct abnormal chIldrearmg patterns ,m ~ertam 
families have not been generally established. The ability to make accurat: pr~dlctIOns, of 
abnormal parenting practices will greatly facilitate the initiation of effective mterventIOn 
before significant damage has been allowed to occur. , 

This study examines the feasibility of predicting Ihe potential for some abnormal ChIld
rearing practices, of which child abuse and neglect is one extreme example. It con~entrates on 
the perinatal and early neonatal periods, since these offer an excellent opportumty to make 
assessments of a newborn infant's behavior: to observe the mother's and father's re,sponses t,o 
their child, and also provide easy accessibility to individuals as they become a famIly; permIt 
observations of the mother and child during a critically sensitive time (Klaus, 1972); and al!0w 
pediatric intervention to begin early whenever t!1ere is indication that poten,tially h~rmful ChIld
rearing patterns may occur. Intervention at this time, can be aime,d at I~creasmg ,strengths 
within the family so that the child may have the opportumty to reach tus phYSIcal, emotional, and 
intellectual potential. ' 

METHODS 
From November 1971 to March 1973, a population sample was drawn from 350 moth~rs who were 
having either their fir~t or second child at Colorado General, Hosp~tal. Infan~s wIth neonatal 
conditions severe enounh to require transfer to the neonatal mtenslve care umt were excluded 
from the study. " • , , 

Some or all of the following screening procedures were carried out to determme WhICh 
parents were most likeYy to be predictive of "abnormal parenting practices." 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Collection of prenatal information: Data ~ere gathered regarding ~he pare~ts' upbringing, 
feelings about this pregnancy, expectatIons for the unb?r,n c~Ild, ,attItudes to":ards 
discipline, availability of support systems, and the present lIvmg SItuatIons. (AppendIX 1, 

a). } , t" Administration of a questionnaire: (Schneider et al, 1972 A 74-Item, ques IOnnaIre was 
administered to the mother during the prenatal or early postnatal perIOd. The questions 
covered information similar to that obtained in the prenatal interview. 
Assessment of labor and delivery room information: These9ata were collected by one or 
more of the following methods: , 
a. Mother-infant interaction forms were completed by the labor and delIvery room 

nurses. The nurses recorded the parents' verbal and nonverbal interactions with 
their child during their first encounter with him/her (Appendix 1, b). , The nUNrcl also 
added any additional pertinent observations about the parents' behaVIor. 

b. In a number of instances, with the parents' permission, videotapes were made of 
mother-infant interaction so as to be able to carry ollt a mOl'e thorough assessment 
of the quality of this interaction and to check the aCGtlracy of observations made 
by labor and delivery room nurses and physicians. 

~ 
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c. 'rhe delivery room staff was encouraged to provide anecdotal information regarding 
their observations of the parents and children. This information was also utilized 
to assess pal'eoting potential (Appendix 1, b). 

4. Observations and/or interview during the postpartum period: During the postpartum 
period, the parents were again interviewed to obtain data or expand upon information 
gained during the prenatal interview (Appendix 1, c). Information obtained from direct 
observation of the mother-infant interaction during the postpartum stay in the hospital 
was also recorded. 

From the data gathered in two or more of these areas, parenting potential was assessed. 
One hundred mothers identified as having psychological, interactional, and life-style dynamics 
(Steele and Pollock, 1968; Riser, 1974) Which might result in "abnormal parenting practices" were 
randomly assigned to a "High-Risk Intervene" group (N=50) or a "High-Risk Nonintervene" group 
(N=50). Fifty mothers who also delivered their first or second child at the hospital in the same 
time period and who were assessed as low-risk in terms of abnormal parenting potential were 
selected as controls. 

"Intervention" in this study meant the provision of pediatric care by one pediatrician at 
the Medical Center where the child was born. This pediatrician examined the infant during his 
stay in the newborn nursery, talked with the parents on the postpartum ward, and scheduled the 
first pediatric clinic visit to take place before the infant was two weeks old. Thereafter, the 
pediatrician saw the child at scheduled bimonthly visits. Additional pediatric visits took place 
whenever the doctor or the mother felt that the child should be seen. In addition to seeing the 
child during visits to the clinic, the pediatrician also contacted the family by telephone two or 
three days after discharge from the hospital, as well as during the subsequent weeks when a 
clinic visit was not scheduled. Additional telephone calls were initiated by the pediatrician to 
ascertain the status of any problems that might have become apparent in previous clinic visits 
and/or telephone conversations. The physician also contacted the family to provide support to 
them whenever a medical or other crisis was lmown to be present. It was not pointed out to the 
study families that this service was exceptional; it was simply provided as part of the child's' 
well-baby care. ' 

In addition to the contact between the pediatrician and the family, "intervention" also 
included vmek1y home visits by public health nurses. The public health nurses had been notified 
of the pertinent findings obtained in the interview, assessment of the delivery room interaction, 
and the questionnaires. Whenever necessary, referrals were made to other medical facilities or 
mental hiSalth clinics. Lay health visitors (Kempe, 1976), who visited in the 'homes to assess the 
entire family and to provide liaison with the professional health system, were utilized whenever 
indicated. 

"Nonintervention" meant that the investigators did nothing directly for the family after 
discharge. However, all of the available information was routinely shared with attendtng hospital 
staff, community agencies such as visiting nurse service, and the family physieian or clinic. 

When their child was between the ages of 17 and 35 months (m~an age 26.8 months) a 
home visit was made to 25 randomly-selected families in each of the three categories: "High-· 
Risk Intervene" (HRI), "High-Risk Nonintervene" (HRN), and "Low-Risk~1R). During this home 
visit, the mother was interviewed and medical and social information involving the entire family 
was collected. Also, observations of mother-child interaction were made and the Denver 
Developmental Screening Test (DDST) (Frankenburg, 1970) was administered to the child. 

The incidence of various findings was determined for each child during the first 17 months 
of life (at the time of detailed evaluation, the youngest child was 17 months olq). In order to 
determine whether the measures I,lsed had validly predicted a group at risl< for deficient 
parenting, children were assessed for the presence of inciderits' of "abnormal parenting 
practices," which included a11 verified reports of abuse and neglect to the Central Child Abuse 
Registry, injury secondary to lack of adequate care and supervision, injuries suspicious for 
inflicted trauma, failure to thrive which was seemingly secondary to deprivation (Schmitt &: 
Kempe, 1975), relinquishments, foster care placements, and parental kidnappings. Children were 
also assessed as to the number of incidents of trauma thought to be true accidents. reasons why 
children were no longer in their biologic homes, their immunization status, and their performance 
on the Denver Developme':ltal Screening Test. 

Centr'al Child Abuse Registry reports and indications of "abnormal parE}t1ting practices" 
involving medical concern were categorized for all three study groups as a comparison of the 
effect of intervention. Data were also compiled to help indicate which of the four screening 
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procedures (prenatal interview, questionnaires, labor and delivery room observations, or 
postpartum interviews and observations) resulted in the greatest percentage of correct 
predictions of "parenting potential". 

The three groups were compared by ordinary chi square tests appropriate for 3 by 2 
contingency tables. These "total" chi squares were partitioned into single degrees of freedom chi 
squares appropriate for comparing the two high-riSk groups with the low-risk group (HR vs. LR) 
and the "High-Risk Intervene" group with the "High-Risk Nonintervene" group (HRI vs. HEN), as 
discussed by Kastenbaum (1960) (See Table 4.). 

RESULTS 
1. The Ability To Predict 
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a. Indications of abnormal parenting: By the time of detailed evaluation there were 
22 indications of "abnormal parenting practices" in the high-risk gToUps (25 HRI and 
25 HRN) and 2 indications in the control group of 25. The high-risk groups differed 
significantly from the low-risk group (p<.Ol). In the total population sample (150 
children), eight high-risk children and no low-risk children were reported to the 
Central Child Abuse Registry (p< .04). 

There were 3 cases of failure to thrive (weight below the third percehtile, 
height and head circumference above the thh d percentile) thought to be secondary 
to deprivation in the HRI group. Although children in HRN group were not followed 
as closely, information was obtained by chart review and contact with the child's 
physician that two of these children exhibited failure to thrive thought to be 
secondary to deprivation. There were no such cases in the low-risk group. 

b. Accidents: There were 31 children in the high-risk groups and 11 childr.en in the 
low-risk group who had sustained at least one accident which required medical 
attention during the time period of the study. During the first 17 months of life, 22 
children in the high-risk groups and 4 children in the low-risk group had at least one 
accident requiring medical attention (p<.02). 

c. Immunization status: At one year of age, 47 out of the 50 high-risk children (25 
HRI and 22 HRN) were up to date with their immunizations. In the low-risk group, 
24 of 25 had similar immunization status. The difference is not statistically 
significant. 

d. Denver Developmental Screening Test: DDST assessment of high-risk children 
revealed that there were 3 whose results were recorded as questionable, 3 children 
who were untestable, and 44 who were normal. In the low-risk group, all 25 were 
normal. There is no statistically significant difference between these groups. If 
the results of the DDST are examined by counting the number of clear failures (test 
items to the left of the child's chronological age), 10 high-risk children versus no 
low-risk children had clear failm'es (p<.ll2). 

e. Reasons for no evaluation: There was a significantly increased incidence (p< .04) of 
infants assessed as being at risk for "abnormat parenting practices" not being in 
their biologic home at the time of the follow-up evaluation. All low-risk children 
were in their biologic home; but 8 high-risk childrelJ were either in foster carc~, 
permanently living with relatives, or had been legally relinquished. 
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Table 1: 

Summary of Statistical Analysis 

Partitioned :x2 results 

Item HRI HRN LR HR-LR HRI-HRN Total 

Total study 
population (150): 

Central Registry 
p<.03 reports 6 2 0 p<.04 p<.08 

Detailed evaluation 
ofpopul.ation (25 
in each category) 

Central Registry 
reports 

at time of home 
evaluation 
(mean 26.8 
months) 2 1 0 p<.22 p<.48 p<.36 

by 17 months 
of age 1 1 0 p<.60 p<.99 p<.30 

Indications of , 
abnormal parenting 
practices 

by time of home 
evaluation 11 11 2 p<.OI p<.99 p<.OI 

by 17 months 
of age 10 19 0 p<.Ol p<.99 p<.Ol 

Failure to thrive 3 2 0 p<.20 p<.60 p<.30 

DDST not normal 
by test manual 3 3 0 p< .08 p<.99 p<.20 

(see Frankenburg, 1970) 
p<.10 p<.02 by failed items 7 3 0 p<.02 

Accidents 
by time of home 

15 p<.14 p<.78 p<: .33 evaluation 16 11 
I 

by 17 months 
p<.02 p<.56 p<.05 of age 12 10 4 

Not in biologic home 5 3 0 p<.04 p<.36 p<.07 

Appropriate immu-
nization status 
at one year 25 22 24 p<.72 p<.16 [><.16 

Inpatient treatment 
p<.l1 p<.Ol p<.Ol 

2. 

for injury 0 5 0 

Results of.Int;:rvention on the Incidence and Outcome of Abnormal Parenting Practices 
a. Incidence: Between the HRI group and the HRN group there were no significant 

statistical differances on the basis of Central Child Abuse Registry repcrts, 
indications of "abnormal parenting practices," accidents, immunizati.ons, or Denver 
Developmental Screening Test scores. 
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b. Outcome: Another way to measure the effect ~fiAterv8i,tion within the high-risk 
groups is to describe the quality of differences in the types of "abnormal parenting 
practices" that occurred. No child in the low-risk group or ,the HRI s:rou~ suffered 
an injury thought to be secondary to "abnormal parentmg pracb?es' t~at w~s 
serious enough to require hospitalization for treatment. However, fIve chIldren In 
the HRN group required inpatient treatment for serious injuries, (p< .01)., The,se in
juries included a fractured femur, a fractured skull, barbltu~ate, I~g~stlOn,. a 
subdural hematoma, and third-degree burns. Although these fIve injUrIeS were 
treated in local hospitals, only two of them had been reported to the Central Abuse 
Registry. 

Screening Procedures . ' , 
Information from observations of labor and delIvery room interactIons was analyzed 
individually and. resulted in 76.5% correct predictions of parenting potential. , The 
questionnaire alone resulted in 57.5% correct· predictions and the postpartum inter
view/observations resulted in 54% correct predictions. If a.ll four parameters are used 
together, they resulted in '19% correct predictions. . 

During the initial interviews and observations1 four, factor~ were c~nsldered as 
possible indicators of high risk: the mother's race, the famIly's SOCl?eCOnOmlC status (as 
determined by the hospital's financial ratings), the mo~her's marItal status,. a~~ the 
mother's age. In the study population, the mother's race dId not prove to be a SIg~IflC~t 
variable. There was a trend toward "financial difficulty" in mothers in the hIgh-rIsk 
groups. The mother's marital status and age differed significantly ?etween the higl~-risk 
groups and the low-risk group; single and young mothers were consIdered to be at hIgher 
risk for abnormal parenting practices. 

DISCUSSION 
Child abuse is now being reported approximately 300,000 times ~ach year in ,ou: ~ount~y: ,!,he 
figure rises to 1 million if neglect is included. About 60,000 chIldren have slgmfIC~n,t I!1J~rles; 
about 2,000 die and 6,000 have permanent brain damage (Kempe, ~976). !YIult~dISC1p~Inary 
research (SOCial, pediatric, nursing, psychiatric, and legal) has made possIble ear~e: dIagnOSIS ~nd 
more successful treatment programs. However, as in many other aspects of medICine, preventIon 
is the ultimate goal. . ,_ 

Medical and nursing staff who work in the prenatal and labor and aellvery areas and the 
neonatal nursery 8:re ideally situated to make sensitive observations of a family's interactional 
behavior. The assessment of attitudes and feelings has been a part of pediatriCS for many years. 
It is now time to formally utilize these assessments in the implementation of supportive 
intervention for families in need. Systematic use of a prenatal interview, questionnair'e, labor 
and deliveryobsElrvations, and postpartum interviews/observations can iden~ify. a popula~i?n ~t 
risk for "abnormal parenting practices". These data show that acc~rate predICtIOn of famllie.s In 
need of extra services is possible, as evidenced by the statistical dIfferences between the hlgh
risk groups and the low-risk group in the areas of "abnormal parenting practi?es", Central Chi~d 
Abuse Registry reports, the number of accidents (by 17 months of age), chIldren no longer In 
their biologiG homes, and children exhibiting clear failures Oil the DDST.. , . 

Recently there has been an increased awareness of the abnormal behaVIOr characterIstIcs 
and the developmental lags seen in abused children (Martin, 1975, 1976). This has been observed 
in the children after documentati01l1 of abuse, but with the assumption that the children have 
been living in an "abusive environment" prior to the physical abuse. In this study, 20%; of children 
thought prospectively to be at risk for abnormal parenting had at least one clear faIlure on the 
DDST. These are children thought to be living in an environment deficient in parenting. 

It is a belabored point that battering parents tend to lack motivation toward initiating 
helping services. However, when the health care providers (pediatricians, public health nurses, 
and lay health visitors) initiate an outreach approach with high-risk families, a comprehensive 
medical program can be successful. . 

Now that it is largely possible to identify a population .at risk for "abnormal parenting 
practices," the next step is to determine the success and practicality of initiating early 
intervention with these families. Although there was no statistically significant difference in the 
incidence Q,f lIabnormal parenting practices" between the HRI and the HRN groups, there was a 
qualitative difference in the injuries in the study groups. In the HRI and the low-risk groups, no 
child required hospitalization for treatment of a serious injury thought to be secondary to 
"abnormal parenting practices". However, in the HRN group five children required treatment for 
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trauma or poisoning. One of the five serious injuries (the burns) was preceded by relatively minor 
inflicted trauma, including cigarette burns, scratch marks and strap marks. These all received 
medical attention but were never reported, nor was an attempt made to involve other helping 
agencies in an effort to prevent further injuries. There is a possibility that the third-degree 
burns and the resulting contractures could have been prevented if intervention had been itlitiated 
promptly. In another case, a subdural hematoma and its resulting intellectual deficit and 
neurologic handicap might have been prevented if intervention had been instituted during a 
"social admission" to a'l}ospital just prior to the injury. If appropriate interventions to alleviate 
social pressure had been"undertaken at that point, there is a possibility that the injury would not 
have occurred. In the low-risk group, injuries (a minor burn and a metacarpal fracture) thought 
to have occurred because of negligence both involved children over two years of age. These 
children were well into the accident-prone toddler years, whereas injuries in the high-risk groups 
occurred at younger ages. 

There was also an increased incidence of failure to. thrive in the high-rIsk groups. Early 
identification and effective intervention in one case of failure to thrive in the HRI group was 
therapeutic for that child. This baby was promptly hospitalized at five weeks of age when failure 
to thrive was discovered. The weight gain was re-established in the hospital and failure to thrive 
completely rel'iolved by four months of age. On the two-year follow-up, the child had normal 
growth parameters. 

Therefore, in the HRI group, it appears that modest intervention prevented any injuries 
severe enough to require hospitalization for treatment and any injury that resulted in prolonged 
disability. The less serious injuries and the failure-to-thrive baby in the HRI group were 
promptly reported and effective community intervention established, which may have prevented 
subsequent, more serious, problems. 

The concept of early preventive pediatric and community intervention will, it is hoped, 
lead to progress in prevention of the harmful effects of child abuse and neglect. Families 
identified as being in need of extra services must have access to intensive, continuous 
intervention which is both positive and supportive. It makes little sense to provide excellent 
prenatal, obstetrical, and neonatal pediatric care in our hospitals, only to abandon the most 
needy young families at the hospital door and leave to chance, or to parent motivation, the 
needed access to helping professionals. 

SUMMARY 
In this study, information gained from observers in the delivery room was most accurate in 
predicting potential for abnormal parenting practices. The questionnaire did not add 
significantly to the accuracy of prediction. If delivery room observation is not feasible and only 
one opportunity for evaluation exists, the early postpartum period affords the best opportunity 
for collection and analysis of prenatal, labor and delivery, and postpartum observations. Such 
observations are non-invasive and should be part of obstetrical and postpartum routine. 

Immediate, effective intervention by phYSicians, public health nurses, and/or lay health 
visitors i~an significantly decrease many "abnormal parenting practices." In this study, such 
intervention prevented serious injury in a high-risk population. 

Aeknowledgements-The authors wish to thank Gary O. Zerba, Ph.D., Department of 
Biometrics, University of Colorado Medical Center, for his valuable assistance in the statistical 
det€rminations. 

Appendix 1: Warning Signs 

These are indications of possible problems. A high-risk situation is created by varying 
combinations of these signs, the family's degree of emphasis upon them, and the family's 
willingness to change. The interviewer must take into consideration the mother's age, culture, 
and education, as well as observations of her affect and the significance of her feelings. Many of 
these signs can be observed throughout the perinatal period; they are listed in this order because '" 
they are found most commonly at these times. 

la - Observations during the prenatal period 
The mother seems overly concerned with the baby's sex or performance. 
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The mother exhibits denial of the pregnancy (not willing to gain weight, no plans for the 
baby,"fdusal to talk about the situation). 
This child could be "one too many." 
The mother is extremely depressed over the pregnancy. 
The mother is very frightened and {llone, especially in anticipation of delivery. Careful 
explanations do not seem to dissipate the fears. 
There is lack of support from husband and/or family.. . .' .. 
The mother .and/or father formerly wanted an abortIon or serIously eonsldered relmqUlsh
ment" and have changed their minds. 
The parents come from an abusive/neglect.ful background. . . 
The parents' living situation is overcrowded, isolated, unstable, or IS mtolerable to them. 
They do not have a telephone. 
There are no supportive relatives and/or friends. 

1b - Observations during delivery .. 
Written form with' baby's chart of parent's reactIon at bIrth. 

How does the mother LOOK? 
What does the mother SAY? 
What does the mother DO? 

When the father attends delivery, record his reactions as well. . 
Passive reaction, either verbal or non-verbal: mother doesn't touch, hold, or exam me 
baby, nor talk in affectionate terms or tones about the baby. . . " 
Hostile reaction, either verbal or non-verbal: mother makes mapproprIate verbalIzatIons, 
glances, or disparaging remarks about the physical characteristics of the child. 
Disappointment over sex of the baby. 
No eye-contact. 
Non-supportive interaction between the parents. 
If interaction seems dubious, talk to the nurse and doctor involved with delivery for 
further information. 

1c - Observations during the postpartum period 
The mother doesn't have fun with the baby. 

1-
2. 
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The mother avoids eye {~ontact with the baby and avoids the direct en face position. 
The verbalizations to the infant are negative, demanding, harsh, etc. 
Most of the mother's verbalizations to others about·the child are negative. 
The parents remain disappointed over the sex of the child. . . 
Negative identification of the child: significance of name, who he/she looks lIke and/or 
acts like. 
The pB.rents have expectations developmentally far beyond the child's capabmHe~. . 
The mother is very bothered by crying; it makes her feel hopeless, helpless, or lIke crymg 
herself. 
Fee9ings: the mother sees the baby as too demanding; she is repulsed by his messiness, or 
ignores his demands. 
Changing diapers is seen as a very negative, repulsive task. 
The mother does not comfort the baby when he cries. 
The husband's and/or famU;v's reactions to the baby have been negative or non-supportive. 
The mother is receiving little or no meaningful support from anyone. . 
There are sibling rivalry problems or a complete lack of understanding of this possibility. 
The husband is very jealous of the baby's drain on mother's time, energy and affection. 
The mother laeks control over the situation. She is not involved, nor does she respond to 
the bal:cy's needs, but relinquishes control to the doctors or nurses. . 
When attention is focused on the child in her presence, the mother does not see thIS ItS 
something positive for herself. 
The mother makes complaints about the baby that cannot be verified. 

Appendix 2: Positive Family Circumstances 

Parents see likable attributes in baby, see baby as separate individual. 
Baby is healthy and not too disruptive to parents' lifestyle. 

~~~~ ______ ~.-----~--.-.-------------------..r----------------------------------

7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Either parent can rescue the child or relieve the other in a crisis. 
Marriage is stable. 
Parents have a good friend or relative to turn to, a sound "need-meeting" system. 
Parents exhibit coping abilities; i.e., capacity to plan and understand need for adjUstments 
because of new baby. 
Mother's intelligence and health are good. 
Parents had helpful role models when growing up. 
Parents can have fun together and enjoy personal interests or hobbies. 
This baby was planned or wanted. 
FutUre birth control is planned. 
Father has stable job. 
Parents have their own ho.me and stable living conditions. 
Father is supportive to mother and involved in care of baby. 

Appendix 3: Special Well'-Child Care For High-Risk Families 

Promote maternal attachment to the newborn. 
Conta.ct the mother by telephone on the second day after discharge. 
Provide more frequent office visits. 
Give more attention to the mother. 
Emphasize nutrition. 
Counsel discipline only around accident prevention. 
Emphasize accident prevention. 
Use compliments rather than criticism. 
Accept phone calls at home. 
Provide regular home visits by Public Health Nurse or Lay Health Visitor. 
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Prevention of Child AbiIse and Neglect: Thoughts on a Family 
Systems Approach 
Brian Grodner, PhD/Training Director 
Peanut Butter and Jelly Therapeutic Pl'e-school, Infant, and Family Center 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

~. \ 

Currently, the two major models of primary prevention focus on (1) individuals who have a high 
probability of abuse due to personal cha~acteristics and (2) societal and environmental fectors 
which influence the occurrence of abuse." The first model, which is favored by Kempe and Helflar 
(1972) as well as others, utilizes questionnaires, hospital observation, etc., and attempts to 
predict the likelihood of child nbuse from criteria largely based on individual characteristics. 
Health personnel follow and involve themselves with individuals who "score" at risk. 

This approach originates from a personality or psychopathological model of child abuse. 
The most impor~ant ingredient in this model is parental character deficiencies and early 
experiences, Whi9'~ may cause or preqispose, the parent to abuse his/her child. While m~ny 
proponents of thid model acknowledge that a child (seen' as different) ,plus a form of crisis ar~ 
requisite before abuse can occur, the child's difference is usually explained as a projection air 
unrealistic expectation, and the crisis as. a precipitator, not a, cause, of abuse. Research on the 
relationship of personality characteristics to actual abuse has frequently been inconsistent and 
filled witllproblems; e.g., low agreement of authors, lack of control groups, anecdotal and ex 
post facto design (Gelles, 1973). 

The sociological-environmental model favored by Gil (1970, 1975) and Gelles (1973) states 
that external environmental stress, cultural values and norms, and societal attitudes are the 
major determinants of child abuse. PoJitical decisions,$uch as redistribution of resources, 
changes of national attitudes toward children, eliminating poverty and unemployment, etc., focus 
on institutions as well as families. Widespread programs in childrearing are seen as the most 
importa~nt and meaningful measures for prevention of child abuse and neglect. 

While there is much merit in both intervening with individuals likely to abuse their 
children, and dealing with the ills of society as they relate to children and fami1ies,~Here are 
also enormous logistical and political problems in these approaches. Serious doubt e~ists that 
questionnaires (or personality characteristics in general) can predict accurately instart~es of child 
abuse. Child abusers vary greatly; many people with "child abuse characteristics" never abuse 
their children. Labeling of families, whether publicly or not, may cause more harm than good. 
On the oth~r hand, poverty,ilappears to be a stable element in our society. Like~vise, broad 
chang(~s in national attitudes toward children and vi9lence seem unlikely to occur •. 

Some of the other problems with these appr~>aches are: (1) greater emphasis is place.~ on 
interv(mtion-treatment programs, ,rather than prev~mtion programs (although both programs'now 
are t8!king a back seat to research); (2) course~1 and workshops. on parenting (e.g,;, Parent 
Effectiveness Training) are not likely to be attended and accepted by the people mes!); in need; 
and (3) preventive intervention is directed towar:d~ parents and environmental situations (Alvy, 
1975) while the children are gener'ally ignored. 

Considering the state of the art and political realities, the most germane problem is the 
scatter gun or low specificity approach being used. We must pinpoint more ,accurately and focus 
more specifically on those families who will abuse their children. Certainly, heWing all families 
or all poor families is a worthy goal, but whether or not the limited child abuse prevention funds 
should be used in this way is another question. If families at risk can be pinpointed more 
accurately and given preventive intervention combined with a program of integrating abusing and 
nonabusing problem families, then many programmatic and political problems will be solved. The 
program must focus 9)l,both parent and Child, and be able to help them with psychopathology and 
environmental stress when present, as well as with emotional and developmental problems of the 
child. Such a prevention-intervention program is successfully in operation at the Peanut Butter 
and Jelly Therapeutic Pre-school, Infant, and Family Center (Albuquerque, New Mexi~o) in its 
Family Systems Approach to the prevention and intervention of child abuse and neglect. , 

The Family Systems Approach (Grodner, 1977) states that child abUse is part of a pattern 
of relationships and reciprocal' transactions between parent and child, as well as other family 
members, in which all parties playa part. Theoretical influences of this approach include: 
family therapy, the effects of the child or infant o1'1-.i~s caregiver, and research by Chess, Thomas 
and others on the interplay between child teI~.JPeramen~ characteristics and parental-childrearing 
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practices and attitudes (Chess, 1971). Without denying the role of personality deficits or 
environmental-societal influences on child abuse, the particular relationship and specific 
transactions of the parent-child dyad are extremely important and generally neglected 
determinants of child abuse and neglect. 

In most models of family therapy; the family is seen as a system, concerned with 
homeostasis, norms, and communication, rather than individual psychopathology and symptoms 
(Haley, 1970; Ackerman, 1966). While much specific individual behavior (juvenile car theft, etc.) 
is viewed from a perspective of the family system, it is interesting that child abuse, which by 
definition is a family-based relationship behavior, is largely viewed as individual pathology. 

Recent research (Lewis and Rosenblum, 1974) regarding the effect of the child or infant 
on its caregiver shows the great influence children have in shaping the relationship between 
parents and themselves. . 

Chess and Thomas (Chess, 1971), in their longitudinal studies on the genesis of behavior 
disorders, found correlations betwe,en behavior problems and the interplay of parenting activity, 
attitude and child temperament. When emphasis was placed on parents or children alone, no 
strong relationships were found. In fact, parents of behaviorally disordered children were not 
markedly different from those parents with "normal children." Many difficult children disrupted 
the parenting, abilities and eventually altered the parenting attitudes of their caregivers. 
Sameroff (1975) believes that prediction of children's long-range developmental outcome is 
dependent on an interactional model of individual constitutional makeup and caretaking 
environment. 

It seems reasonable that the interaction of child and parent" and to some extent tf;~ child 
itself, is a greater influence on child abuse and neglect than has generally been acknowledged 
(Grodner, 1977). For example, child abuse could develop as in the following scenario: A child 
with a 'difficult temperament' may receive parenting inappropl'iate for him from 'normal parents' 
which results in behavior problems for the child. Parents are likely to react with increased 
discipline and/or tolerance of frustration. Chances are thus increased that the parent will not be 
able to control impulses or temper, which result in abuse and n reciprocal pattern of child 
behavior and parental abuse. 'I'he observation that many abused children are, were, or h!lve 
become difficult to handle, hard to tolerate, obnoxious, etc., lends credence to their playing 
more than the passive role many theorists have given them (Grodner, 1977). 

With a family systems orientation, it is possible to look at the parent-child relationship 
and transactions along a continuum from well-functioning mental health norms to severe child 
abuse and neglect. Amount and intensity of physical discipline, quality of care and stimUlation, 
and other relevant issues may be ascertained. Families who are having difficulties with these 
issues, but are not abusing and/or neglecting their children, are the 'prime candidates for 
preventive intervention. 

The Peanut Butter and Jelly program also deals with families curI'ently abusing and/or 
neglecting, as well as emiCitionaJ., developmental, environmental, and/or parenting problems not 
directly related to abuse or neglect. 

It is no longer ne(:,l;)rJBary to focus on criteria such as personality characteristics which are 
related only indirectly. statistically, or not at all, to actual child abuse/neglect; or focus on 
environmental ill sues which affect large groups of people, few ·of wbom will ever abuse or neglect 
their children. 

Intervention, as well as prediction, may be directly related to the interaction of abuse. 
Many preventive and remedial interventions focus on personal parental problems, such as giving a 
parent the mothering she never had, while disregarding the problems of the child. This approach 
IS believed both necessary and sufficient to stop child abuse. However, neglect of services to the 
child is not only unfortunate, since the child plays a part in the abuse cycle, but also precludes 
preventing or changing the emotional and developmental problems of the child, which Martin and 
Rodel'leffer (19?6), as well as others have found to be common. We believe that working with 
parents and Child together can make possible a change in child development and behavior 
relationships, attitudes, parenting skills, and stop or prevent abuse and neglect. ' 

'. The program consists of therapeutic classes, outreach and home programs, with supportive 
and adjunctive services including psychological, language, speech, training and consultation. 
ParentG.jnteract with, and model interactions between, staff members and their child (Grodner, 
1977). Parents also have an opportunity to learn new ways of dealing with their behavior and 
feelin~s which formerly resulted, or in the future may result, in an abusive response. Improved 
behaVIor and development of the child, and improved parenting, have a reciprocal cumUlative 
effect in the prevention of abuse and neglect. Activities, such as personal therapy and help with 
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environmental stress, are accomplished as part of the individual family's treatment plan. 
However, to combat a patient's poor sell-concept and sense of isolation, the acquisition of 
parenting skills and group warmth frequently accomplishes more than individual counseling 
intervention. A delivery system and environment sufficiently individualized and sensitive to 
work effectively with the so-called "difficult parent," is one aim of the program. 

The integration of abusing and neglecting families with those who have other types of 
psycho-social-environmental problems, limits program stigma and aids in developing an individual 
functional approach to vif~wing families with problems or in high risk situations. In summary, 
using a family systems approach (which is not mutually exclusive to other approaches) with 
families at different pla'eGs on the ehild abuse and neglect continuum is an innovative, yet 
practical, approach to tine problems of both prevention and intervention in child abuse and 
neglect. 
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Working with l'eenage Parents: High School Redirection 
Dorothy Joseph, Project Director 
Barbara Dixon, Instructor 
Cecelia Barnes, Instructor 
High School Redirection 
Board of Education of the City Of New York 
Brooklyn, New York 

High School,Redi~ection is an alternative high school which has, since its inception in April, 1969, 
served a "hIgh rIsk" population of students. They corne to us alienated from the traditional 
educational system, and seeking an alternative way in which to complete their high school 
ed~cation: Our school population comprises potential dropouts; economically, academically, and 
socIally dIsadvantaged students; some emancipated minors; and young mothers and fathers. They 
haye in common the desire to remain in school and to get a high school diploma. This is 
eVIdenced by the fact that they are not mandated to our school but rather apply voluntarily from 
any city high school within the five boroughs of New York City, and in most cases remain on a 
waiting list from one to six months. 

Our school, which is organized on an alternate week basis, is committed to an approach 
which, in addition to stressing the improvement of basic academic skills, has also seen a 
tremen~ous need for out-of-school learning experiences and ongoing group and individual 
co~nselmg. ~~sed on ~his commit~ent, in 1974 we organized an optional program in early 
chIldhood trammg. ThIS program mvolves both male and female students in alternate week 
assignments in a day care center where they work under the supervision of trained day care 
perso~neL On the other weeks, they return to school where they are instructed by our day care 
coordmator, ,Ms. Cecelia Barnes, in early childhood methodology and pedagogy. We saw \.~'is 
program, WhICh has been extremely successful, as important both in terms of possible career 
~raining, in the field of early childhood education and, perhaps more significantly, as a beginning 
m the fIeld of parent awareness which we felt would do much to decrease the potential for child 
abuse. We feel strongly that child abuse is often caused by past negative e~periences of the 
abusers, as well as lack of information and preparation for parenthood. 

, Initially, this program was funded on a very limited basis ($13,000 for teaaher salary, $250 
for mstructional supplies). Additional space is being made available to us for the coming school 
year and we plan to set up an experimental and pilot day care center in our school. It will be run 
by our high school students under the supervision of a professional early childhood coordinator. 
Hopefully, we will include in this day care population some of our students' children some staff 
childrrln, an~ some children from the impoverished, mainly Spanish-speaking commudity in which 
o~r school IS, physicall~ located. The reason for this mix is an attempt to bring children of 
dlffe~ent, rM!al, an~ soclo~cono~ic bac~grounds together in the interest of decreasing the racial 
polarlzatlOn WhICh IS so eVIdent In our CIty and our country today. 

!II addition, in line with our concern about the lack of parent preparation within our 
educatxonal system, we have instituted a course in parenting. In it, our stUdents receive 
~forJ?lation regarding pregnancy, abortions, early childhood development and growth, adolescent 
IdentIty problems, constructive methods in parent-child relationships, and child abuse. The 
pare!lting cl~ss is ~aught by Mrs. Barbara Dixon, who i~ licensed in home economics and biology 
and IS e:!l:perlenced m health-related areas. 

. The p:oble?Is in instituting both the day care training program and the parenting class 
have I,..;=-"'!."l fl~anclal-we have h~d to take the staf~ time out of our regular city tax levy 
allocatIon WhICh has, ther-efore, mcreased the class SIze of the rest of our regular offerings. A 
request from the day care training ~rogram for funds for instructional materials was granted, but 
for 0!lly $250. We have no allocatIon from the central board for our parenting course. During 
the fIrst two years of our program we were unable to pay for our students' transportation to the 
d~y care centers during their alternate week assignments, whicll produced an unreal and unfair 
fmancial burden for our unpaid student participants. 

" We are deeply, concerned that in our society there are more stringent requirements for 
?rlvmg a, motor vet)IC~e than there are for becoming a parent. We strongly advocate the 
mtroductlo~ of the ~~tbJect of the ~nderstan~ing and prevention of child abuse into the secondary 
school currICulum. ,ve feel that ChIld abuse IS caused by ignorance of more constructive methods 
of relating to children and the daily frustrations faced by parents. These frustrations are closely 
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linked to conditions such as poverty, under-education, and poor hO\.ising. There are few resources 
available to help people to understand and alleviate these stresses. Since children represent a 
P?werless group in our society, they b~ar the brunt. The discussion and sharing of experiences in 
hIgh school classes would go a long way toward preparing present and future parents for healthy 
and constructive ways of dealing with their children. 

APPENDIX 1 

Parenting Course Description 

The course is structured to present the students with various methods of parenting. The students 
are given the opportunity to recall memories of their childhood, to look at themselves and their 
values, and to think of different solutions to future problems involving themselves and their 
children. We cover topics such as conception, pregnancy, abortions, birth control, stages of child 
development. discipline, and child abuse. 

The course is in an experimental stage. This is its first year at High School Redirection. 
The classes are coed, including both parents and expectant parents. The response has been 
superb. The stUdents feel it is a valuable contribution to their educational development. 

APPENDIX 2 

Day Care Aide Training Program 

Students are placed in a day care center and come to school on alternate weeks. The emphasis of 
the program is to give the adolescent some tools, skills, and teaching techniques to use with 
young children. Trainees are required to cover units which include: 

1. Approach 
2. Observing - (Anecdotes) 
3. Listening skills (crying-a sign of stress) 
4. Puppets 
5. Fables 
6. Language Arts-making books 
7. Pre-reading 
8. Mathematics 

a. Attribute blocks 
b. Unit blocks 
c. Cuisenaire rods 
d. 1000 beads 
e. 100 .cubes 

9. Water Play 
10. Sand Play 
11. Science-plants; small animals. 

Socialization of the child is of great importance in the day I'!are program. Students study 
the society and its effects on the child. Issues discussed include community politics, cultural 
differences, and family roles. Nutrition is discussed in this course because some children have 
special diets for religious or health reasons. 

On the job, the stUdents serve as teacher aides. They are expected to show good 
attendance, punctuality, and good service to children. Some students are placed in offices, but 
most work in classrooms. They assist the teacher with activities for the social, physical, 81'10 
intellectual development of the children. Typical activities include block building, story telling, 
table toys, mealtime, naptime, indoor activities, birthday parties, and holiday celebr'ations. 

After graduation some stUdents have been succesofulin securing full-time positions in the 
day care center in which they volunteered. Some stUdents have gone on to college to study early 
childhood education. All have expressed interest in child care careers. 

W: are planning to open our own child development center in our high school facility. The 
center WIll be staffed by stUdents who have all been involved in the day care aides training 
program, and attended by the children of the high school students, staff, and neighboring 
community. 
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A Public, Education Program: The Obligatioufllld the Opportunity 
William G. Moore 
Joseph Davis Consultants, Inc. 
New York, New York 

The focus of this discussion is not just the subject of public awareness in the field of child abuse 
and neglect bu1i',th:fbl'oader subject of pubiic:,relations for your organization: public relations for 
the social service agency, large or sm~ll, public, private, or volunteer. Public relations. Do you 
recoil from the concept? Very possibly and..it is understandable. Through misuse, it has come to 
have most unfavorable connotations. For millions of us it smacks d manipulation, slickness, and 
at times; flagrant dishonesty. Misuse may be society's greatest single problem. Misuse of 
inventions, like the ga,soline engine, of the products of the pharmaceutical industry, of the arts of 
printing a;'i.d movies and television, of plans and programs to help the poor and the disadvantaged, 
and most important olf all, the misuse of human beings. So why should the techniques of public 
relations be any exception? The point is that these techniques do exist.~:.sometimes We are 
aware ofthe~; often \'We are no~. But they are being used and misusea a:1Htround us every day 
with varying degrees of success. Used ;for what? Primarily to persuade: "Reg!stration ,fjf hand 
guns is an infringement of. ow: constitutional rights;" to change attitudes~ "Mob'Uoil it; only 
concerned with keeping America strong;" tlO change behavior: "You can do it fasier {~~d better 
with a microwave oven." To repeat, publil~ relations techniques are used primarily to persuade: 
"Try AI(~oholics Anonymous;" to cha~ge attitudes: "Black men:lfnd women are entitled to the 
same opportunities as everyon~' else;" to change behavior: "Physical punishment of 'chilqren 
produce;s unfavorable results." 'J,lhe techniques are the same. It is the uses to which they ar~' put 
that covnt. But the techniques are availabl.3. 

Since there are proven techniques that can be used to persuade, change attitudes, and 
change 'behavior, do you not have an obligation to make as effective use of them as you can? It 
seems to me that you do because an impOl'tant part of the job of every person engaged in any 
kind of social' work is to try to convince othElrs of (7the importance and the pragmatic value of the 
work you are doing. In this, you are seeking to enlist their support. You believe that your work 
is important. That is why you do it and why you stay with it. It is certainly not the prospect of 
riches that attracts you, nor are you in it because it is easy and pleasant. The satisfaction of 
knowing that your work is important is not enough, however. You will accomplish far more if the 
community at large, as well as other groups, also believes it is important. Otherwise you!" efforts 
will not get the support they must have if you are to achieve reasonable results. Suppose that 
the community comes to believe in the importance of the subject with which you are concerned. 
Exc~lllent; but this!) not enough either. If the community is to,support your efforts, it must also 
be convinced that your organization does a good job. You have an obligation to persuade others 
that this is trq.e .• ;. You should do this, of course, only if you can do it in good faith-in other 
~r.ds, only if y'oti ~ doing a good jobo:. '. 

To summarize thus far, there are proven techniques which can be used to persuade, change 
attitudes, change behavior. These techniques are available to ,you,and you h~,\t..,i:l responsibility, 
an obligation to make use of them in your work. . -~.-., 

As Joseph Califano said the other day, the profession you have chosen is surely the noblest 
work of man or woman. Look around the society. Can you really think of anything more 
important than doing what little we can, each in his or her own way, to make things a ,little 
better fqr someone else? Most of you do believe this, of course. Otherwise you would not be 
here. You would be elsewhere, dilig~ntly pursUing the accumUlation of capital. 

There are two things that impress me about your work. The first is tt>·~/ basically. what 
you are trying to do is help the individuals you deal with to be the persons they were meant to be. 
Yuu are ttying to help them realize their potential • .. lrt one of Martin Buber's boOKS, Rabbi Zusya 
is discussing this subject :with his followers. He cohcludes by saying,'1fAnd when I die and go to 
meet my God, he will not ask, 'Why were you not Moses?' He will ask, 'Why were you not 
Zusya? .111 

The second thing that strikes me about your work is that you are agents of change. 
Change is what your work is all about. You spend your days and years in trying to change 
attitud~s and behavior so tnat you can change lives. Now, the more people whose attitudes and 
behavior you can change, the more people you,·can help. It now becomes apparent that the term 
"public relations" is not the one W'f) should b~ using. Aside from its uncomfortable connotations, 
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it is too loose for Qur purposes. I suggest that instead we think about the concept of public 
education. We are trying, each in our own place in our own way, to educate the public on the 
subject of child abuse end neglect. If we can do so in good faith, we work to make the public 
understand that our organization is an effective element in this work. 

What are our chances for success? What kind of climate are we working in? Some may be 
tempted to answer gloomily, IINot very good. Look around you.1I I admit that when you look 
around, what you see at first glance is not too encouraging. 

One could be forgiven for concluding, at times, that ours is an economy fueled by money 
and powered by greed. Surveys show that a majority of people are convinced that most 
businesses (not all, but most) will, if they can get away with it, sell anything to anybody at any 
price. A company has recently introduced a line of ;sweet alcoholic beverages designed 
specifically to attract the young men and women of our country. A headline in the April 1, 1977 
issue of the Wall Street Journal reads: "Fearful Firms: Human Rights Stand By Carter Disturbs 
Companies in the U.S." The subhead reads: "They Fret over Retaliation in Latin America, 
Russia; But No Business Lost Yet." 

Examples of love of money to the exclusion of other considerations abound. As far as 
government and politics are concerned, it seems that the most important thing President Carter 
could do before he leaves office would be to restore faith in the leadership and in the institutions 
of our country. Right now such faith is at a very low ebb. 

But there is another side to all this. The very nature of conditions today work to the 
advantage of all of us. How can this be? Because excesses produce reactions. I believe that 
increasing numbers of people are becoming convinced that greed ma! be doing us in, that we 
could ju'>t pollute ourselves off the planet, and that in a society where violence appears to 
increase with every year that passes, we must be doing something wrong. Therefore, more and 
more people--old and young, but especially young--may be increasingly willing to listen to the 
voices of people like you. "That doesn't add up," I cali hear someone saying. Because of inflation 
and economic problems generally, communities everywhere are demanding, for example, that 
school and welfare budgets be cut. True. It may be, however, that the revolt is not so much 
against what is being done, but how it is being done. There is a growing demand for evidence 
that what is being done is having some effect, that money is being spent' carefully and not 
wasted. For V&st numbers of people, the revolt is not so much against expenditure, but against 
waste, slickness, and dishonesty. I would submit that, although we have a lot of things working 
against us in our efforts to bring about change, we have a lot of things going for us, too. 

There is not sufficient space to go into any detail on how to prepare effective public 
education programs. I used the word nprogram", not "campaign.1! "Campaign" implies an effort 
of limited duration. In public education, we need to think of continuing effort. I would like to 
offer a few general thoughts, however, and make one specific.suggestion: the National Center on 
Child Abuse and Neglect in Washington has published a rather concise manual that more and 
more organizations apparently are finding of practical help. It is called "How to Plan and·Carry 
Out a Successful Public Awareness Program on Child Abuse and Neglect." We wrote it for people 
with little or no experience in public information work. It is designed for organizations that are 
limited in staff and short on funds. The emphasis has been on being practical. If you are not 
familiar with it, you can g-et a copy by writing to the National Center in Washington, Box 1182. 
You may find it helpful. 

Here are a few suggestions on how to approach the problem of conducting a public 
education program. J am reminded of Yogi Berra. Some years back, he was managing the New 
York Yankees. They won the pEi'El.'1ant that year, and they were expected to "do inl! the St. Louis 
Cardinals in the World Series rather easily. They did not. To the surprise of most, the Cardinals 
triumphed. A few days later, a newspaper reporter interviewed Yogi to find out why he thought 
they had lost. HI think we lost," said Yogi after a moment's reflection, Hbecause we made the 
wrong mistakes." The wrong mistakes. There is a lesson for us here. Mistakes we are bound to 
make. What we do not want to do is make the wrong ones. 

It has been my observation that most public education programs are likely to go wrong at 
the very beginning, in the planning stage. There are two all-important factors to consider here: 
what audience do you want to reach and what do you want to 8.ccomplish with that audience? It 
is not possible to exaggerate :the importance of carefully thinking throug'h the answers to these 
questions. 

In approaching the problem, it is helpful to examine the word "public" and look at it very 
carefully. We may mean the community as a whole, but we may not. It is useful to think in 
terms of many "publics" or target audiences, not just one. Educators are a "public" in this sense; 
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so are legisla.tors, physicians, law enforcement people, and social workers. You may want to use 
mass media such as television, radio, and the press to reach the community as a whole. On the 
other' hand, you may want to zero in on the so-called "influentials," such as civic and labor and 
business leaders. The March 29, 1977 issue of the Wall Street Journal notes that "Toymaker 
Kenner Products and the New York City schools heldaworkshop to teach babysitting and child 
care." 

Interesting things are happening outside the United States, too. A recent issue of 
Advertising Age carries a story about the spectacular rise of the consumer movement in Jap~n, 
in the city of Kobe. The Morinaga Company, a large dairy, operates parents' centers to. WhICh 
people can come to get advice on raising children. It also operates a "helpline" or "hotline" that 
has handled over 100,000 calls in two years. Perhaps there is an idea for us here. Perhaps 
business leaders are a "public" worth focusing on not just because of their general influence but 
because of their potential for direct action. In any event, it is vital to define carefully, before 
doing anything, what audience you want to reach. 

Task number two involves defining what it is you want to accomplish with your target 
audience. The audience you want to reach and your objective in reaching it will determine how 
you go about the job. It will determine the content of your message and it will determine the 
means, the media, and the techniques you use to reach them. (The medium is not always the 
message.) 

If you determine that your audience is the general public, perhaps your goal will be to 
inform or educate. Child abuse and neglect is a serious problem, and it extends across all races 
and classes. Or, child abusers need help too. Perhaps you want to do more than educate: you 
want to stimUlate action. Do you want to encourage third party reporting, for example, or 
remind folks. that they have an obligation to report suspected cases? Or do you want to limit 
yourself to encouraging self-referrals? 

If your Gcganization is not geared up to deal with broad public response, then you may 
want to limit your objectives. You may want to confine your objective to one particular aspect 
of your services: obtaining more foster homes; recruiting volunteers; generating requests for 
speakers or educational materials; publicizing educational workshops for teachers or other 
professionals; or publicizing parenting classes for teens. 

The subject of public relations for the social work agency and how it can be used to create 
public awareness of the problems of child abuse and neglect and build support for the work of the 
agency have been explored in this paper. The following list is a summary that can perhaps serve 
as a guide for those facing the problems associated with developing public awareness and public 
education programs. 

1. As professionals, you need to gain support in the community for your organization's 
activities in child abuse and neglect. . 

2. Therefore, you have an obligation to educate, i.e., persuade, change attitudes, change 
behavior. 

3. There are proven techniques available to you for these purposes. 
4. As change agents, you should employ these techniques in your public education efforts··

unless, of course, you can develop more effective ways on your own. 
5. Before doing anything else, think through the objectives of your program. Define 

carefully the target audiences or "publics" it is appropriate for you to reach. Then assign 
priorities. 

6. Carefully think through eX/llctly what it is you want to accomplish with your target 
audience. 

7. Remember that if it is appropriate for your of-ganization, a community-wide public 
education program will provide a backdrop for your efforts with various other target 
groups, a backdrop that will make these specific efforts more effective. 
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v The Most Common Misconceptions about Child Abuse 

': f 

Rosalyn Bandman, ACSW, Director 
Susan Beavers, MSW, Coordinator 
Child Abuse Project 
Children's Hospital 
Columbus, Ohio 

This paper is presented to examine ten of the most. common misconceptions about child abuse, to 
explain the evolution of these misconceptions, to compare them to the realities, and to 
emphasize the need for community reeducation. Many misconceptions are related to one's 
personal feelings, perceptions, and social and cultural norms which consequently support a 
"comforting" attitude rather than a realistic approach toward abuse. 

CHILD ABUSE ONLY OCCURS IN LOWER SOCIO-ECONOlViIC FAMILIES 
Statistics regarding the socio-economic characteristics of abusers are skewed since most 
identified cases of chilrl abuse are reported by hospital emergency rooms, clinics, and social 
service agencies patronized primarily by lower socio-economic families. Cases of abused 
children seen in private practitioners' offices are frequently from more affluent families and are 
not reported. In hospitals and social service agencies, professionals are more skilled in the 
identification of child abuse and are more familiar with abuse laws and reporting techniques than 
are private practitioners who either fail to recognize abuse, refuse to get involved, or attempt to 
handle the abuse situation themselves. . 

Stereotypes of lower socio-economic families and middle and high socio-economic families 
perpetuate the misconceptions. Lower socio-economic families are thought of as being 
uneducated, prone to physical violence, problem-oriented and transient while middle or high 
socio-economic families are perceived to be educated, resourceful and capable of controlling 
viol~~t impulses. Finally, the majority of middle, upper-middle, and higher class socio-economic 
famIlIes do no~ want to believe that abuse exists within their communities, much less that it 
happens to theIr own children or is perpetuated by adults in financial circumstances like their 
own. Current literature demonstrates that abuse occurs in all socio-economic levels races 
nationalities, and in all religious groups (To day's Education, 1974). Although education is mor~ 
comprehensive today than at the time abuse laws were first introduced in the early 1960's, 
extensive. education is not only needed for altering the pattern of abuse but 'also for identifying 
~n~ t~eatmg abuse regardless of socio-economic level. In addition to educating the professional, 
It IS Important to educate the general public, emphasizing that services are available to help the 
abuser and the abused. 

ABUSE OCCURS BECAUSE PARENTS MISJUDGE THEIR OWN STRENGTH WHEN PHYSICALLY 
DL'SCIPLINING CHILDREN . - t. -

. This atti~ude presumes that abuse is .merely the over-extensioa, of-discipline, and focuses only on 
the physI~al result rather than on the cause of abuse. For example, bruises on the buttocks are 
consid~red the re~ul~ .of a spanking. However, abuse is· actually the result of a complex pattern 
of devlant parentmg mvolvmg: (1) the parent's potential to abuse; (2) the "special" child (for 
exa~ple, a h~peractive or premature child, a child with a birth defect, a spouse's child by a 
preVIOUS marrIage, etc.) for whom the parent has unrealistic expectations; and (3) a personal or 
family .crisis (Helfer and Kempe, 1~'I4). Parents lash out because they have inadequate 
constramts and are recycling their parents' rearing patterns. It is not how ihard a child is struck, 
?~t rather where, with what, and under what circumstances, which determines th~ extent of 
mJUl'Y· For e~ample, we saw a chUd at age three mont!1s wit~_b!ack eyes and bruises around the .. 
face. The ChIld, according to his 17-yeal"·0Id mother, would not stop crying although she changed 
the baby, fed him and played with him. Out of frustration she hit him in the face six times 
before she reacted to what she was doing and stopped. This mother had multiple scars from 
being physically abused by her father as early in her life as she can remember. In early 
adolescence she was rapBd by her fE;thf~r 'lnd finally ran away from home. She perceived her own 
child's crying as a~other fail~re and reach~::;l to her own feeli~gs of inadequacy in the only way 
she knew, by phYSIcally lashmg out. Support systems, education, and treatment are just a few 
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ways of helping a young mother Wi<e her perceive herself more appropriately, redirecting her 
energies toward good parenting while aiso offering protective services to the child and ultimately 
preventing the recycling of abuse. 

ABUSIVE PARENTS ARE PSYCHOTIC 
The idea of an adult victimizing a defenseless child and the horrifying nature of the injuries in 
some abuse cases makes it easy to believe that an abuser is mentally ill. This is the most 
comfortable attitude to adopt. Mrs. Jones, the 20-year-old mother of a child seen at Columbus 
Children's Hospital was, in fact, psychotic. She stabbed her nine-month-old baby twenty-one 
times and then turned on herself. The mother heard voices saying the child would be killed so she 
decided she would do the job herself. Fortunately, the child's stab wounds from the initial abuse 
were superficial. The psychiatrist diagnosed Mrs. Jones as a paranoid schizophrenic, hospitalized 
her, and treated the event as a single acute episode, although her history indicated the contrary. 
After receiving what was 0c;l'i;Ji0.ered adequate treatment, the child and mother were reunited, 
the mother presumably being' ''';;.:pable qf safely caring for the child. The mother, after another 
psychotic episode, was again hospitali:t:ed but this time before injury to the child. The mother's 
illness is now perceived as chronic, the prognosis guarded, and protection for the child essential. 
We emphasize that the above case situation is the exception, not the rule. Studies show that less 
than 10% of abusers exhibit serious psychotic or neurotic behavior; this figure is consistent with 
the incidence of psychosis or neurosis in the general population (Steele, 1970). Columbus 
Children's Hospital statistics concur with national statistics. Out of approximately 670 cases of 
abuse identified at Columbus Children's Hospital in 1975 and 1976, fewer than 5% of the 
perpetrators of abuse were neurotic or psychotic. 

MOST ABUSED CHILDREN ARE THE RESULT OF UNWANTED PREGNANCIES 
Many times after a parent has expressed fru:.stration over or inflicted injUl'y upon a child we 
perceive the parent's actions as a lack of emotional and physical bonding stemming from an 
unwanted pregnancy. In actuality it may be post-birth frustrations that make the child 
unwanted. Interviews with abusive parents indicate that in many instances the abused child was 
a planned pregnancy or, if the pregnancy was unplanned, the infant was accepted at birth. 
Accepting the established profile involving a potentially abusive personality, a "special" child and 
a crisis situation, we conclude the circumstances leading to abuse are unrelated to parental 
expectations during pregnancy. It is not the unwanted child, but the child who cannot meet the 
adult expectations of parenting and who is unable to assume the role reversal, who is abused. 
Mrs. K. wanted to become pregnant, and underwent extensive medical treatment, having been 
married five years before she conceived. When she had her child, she could not tolerate his 
crying; she would frequently put him in his crib, close the bedroom door and turn up the stereo to 
drown out the screaming. When examined at the hospital, this five-month-old had radiological 
evidence of multiple factures at different stages of healing. The mother had grown up harboring 
the guilt from being rept:J'ltedly blamed for her mother's hysterectomy after her birth. She had 
had an emotionally deprived childhood, developed a passive-aggressive personality, and married a 
passive, ineffectual man. Emotional abuse had left its scars, but fortunately she and her husband 
responded to therapeu.tic intervention. 

CHILDREN ARE SEXUALLY ABUSED BY ASSAILANTS UNKNOWN TO THEM 
Society would like us to believe that incest is the universal taboo, that intrafamily sexual abuse 
does not exist, but. that in some cultures incest is an acceptable norm. Seventy-five percent of 
sexually abused children know their assailants. The younger the child, the more likely the abuser 
is a family member (Fontana, 1973). Over one-third of the 280 abused children reported in 1975 
from Columbus Children's Hospital were Sexually abused. Onf'!-fouI'th of the 103 sexuaHy abused 
children WerE\ under the age of six, and tW0-thirds were under 12 years of age. Three-fourths of 
the perpetrators of these sexual abuses were fathers, stepfathers, grandfathers, mothers' 
boyfriends, victims' boyfriends, uncles, babysitters, and known neighbors. Statistics in 1976, 
although not complete, follow the same trend. Out of 93 cases, 82 had previously known their 
assailant, with 20 of those cases identified as parent incest. Sexual molesting of a child ranks as 
one of the lowest status crimes, therefore it is difficult to imagine that a parent could "use" his 
child for sexual gratification. This particular crime tends to evoke social stigma which triggers 
emotional feelings, therefore hampering effective communication between the professional and 
lay community. We need to establish programs that will lessen the stigma in order to minimize 
the trauma to the child. These would include education, identification, and treatment 
management. 
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CHILDREN ARE ONLY ABUSED BY PARENTS AND/OR PARENT SUBSTITUTES 
This miscon~eption evolves from the belief that parents have the ultimate responsibility for a 
child and al'e therefore responsible for the child's well-being. Further, the assumptions are made 
that children in licensed or regulated institutions are safe from abuse and that individuals who 
have chosen a profession related to working with childr~n do not abuse those children. Child 
abuse can occur in any environment where adults possess the potential to abuse and a child 
cannot meet the adult expectations. Settings in which abuse occurs outside the home include 
schools, foster homes, day care centers, and schools for the retarded, just to name a few. In 
Ohio! corpo~al punishment in the schools is permissable by law, and when this discipline becomes 
abusI~e, It IS rarely reported. An example IOf school abuse is John, a 14 year-old-boy who wa.s 
descrIbed by the teacher as one of the "best" children in the classroom. Yet this boy WB,S 

presented to Col~mbus Children's Hospital Emergency Room with severely bruised buttocks, the 
result of a paddlmg by his 'teacher. John, interviews showed, was not fulfilling the teacher1s 
expectations for him. Emotional abuse is also frequent in a classroom when a teacher scapegoats 
a particular child with put-downs, ridicule. or adverse comparisons. There is need to have clearly 
defined investigatory responsibility for abuse Qceuring in such institutions. Until there is equity 
in enforcement of the law, the extent of institutional abuse will increase. 

CHILD ABUSE IS A MEDICAL AND SOCIAL PROBLEM RECOGNIZED BY THE COMMUNITY 
Many communities are unable to comprehend the complexity of child abuse and are unaware Of 
the exte~t of,thic problem. Recently, 25 cases of measles in a nearby community were identified 
as an epIdemIC, yet 394 cases of abuse reported by a Single hospital are unrecognized for their 
epidemic proportions. A community's. limited awareness is reflected not only in its denial of the 
existence of child abuse, but also in its lack of social services. Even if services are available 
they are limited to working hours or restricted to certain populations or age levels of Children'. 
Counties still exist in Ohio which fail to acknowledge even one abuse case in several years. For 
example, an 18-'year-old father brought his three-month-old baby to Columbus Children's Hospital 
from, a neighboring community hospital. The child had burns on all five fingers of one hand and 
maSSIve subdural hematomas. The father gave the history that he had tripped over an electrical 
cord while carrying the baby. The child landed on a table top, bounced to a chair and then to the 
fl~or, causing the he~d injury. ,He claimed that ,the burns were from boiling milk accidently 
spIlled on th~ bab,Y's fmge:s earlIer !hat ~eek. Although this young man never acknowledged that 
he abus,ed hIS ChIld, he dId recogmze hIS need for help and was willing to become involved in 
counselmg. He was a "loner" and even his 17"'yeal'-old wife was running away from him, 
presumably from fear of injury. Hospitalization for diagnostic evaluation and treatment was 
recommended, b~t the county social service agency "sat" on the case. The young man was 
arrested, and durmg the first ,weekend in jail attempted suicide. Six weeks later, having had no 
le~al counsel, M cour,t hearmg, and no therapeutic intervention, he escaped from jail, still 
mlst:ust~ul" f~arful, WIthout support systems, and with his life in jeopardy. Communities, like 
abUSIve mdlvlduals, have to be helped to acknowledge that a problem exists before such 
patterning of mismanagement can be reversed. Education can only be effective if its purpose is 
realized. 

ABUSIVE PARENTS CANNOT CHANGE THEIR BEHAVIOR 
Th~s misconception persists because abuse recycles. Violence is thuught of as part of a parent's 
eXIstence, ~d" as mentioned earlier, the abusive individual is considered psychotic. These are 
common attitudes of the general public, but the fact is that the majority of families do respond 
to ~pp~opriate ~nte~vention. Co?esive re,lationships between direct service agencies and 
supportive orgfJmzatIons are essentIal. AbUSIve parents are basically mistrustful individuals who 
will question, ilWhy would anyone like me? What strengths could anyone possibly see in me?" 
(Ke!npe ,and Hel~er, 1972). T~e, Gray family was first seen at C.olumbus Children's Hospital when 
theIr chIld SlJlStamed a superfICIal hematoma of the SKull requiring medical attention. History 
r~vealed tha.t abuse had been evidenced before, but the parents had never sought help. Marital 
dISC?rd, .. ~n, ineffectUal parent-child relationship, and the lack of support systems were a few of 
the Idendfled problem areas. Mr. Gray was reared in an abusive environment where beating was 
almost a daily ritual from his early years until age 17. He was made to feel inadequate by his 
pa:ents and ?onsequently ?eveloped a, poor self-concept which limited his academic learning and 
:emforced hIS sense of faIlure. He dId not know how to relate appropriately to his two children 
m any way and the television became his only escape. His abusive pattern was touched off by 
any noise interfering with his self-isolfltion. The mother was somewhat stronger, but also had 
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weak emotional ties, making identification and alliances difficlUlt. She would support her 
husband, but then reinforce her parents' negative attitudes toward him. These double messages 
further intensified his feeling of "I'm no good". Treatment is llI:)t short term, but intensive, 
requiring extensive commitments of many individuals: professionals, nonprofessionals, and 
extended family members. Wilth recognition of the father's strengths, family supports, and the 
desire for change, this family was able to develop healthy goals. Individual counseling, family 
therapy, parent education, and infant stimulation all helped to produce change resulting in 
improved parenting skills, a compatible marriage, the father maintaining the same employment 
over an extended period of time and returning to school and learning to read, the mother getting 
her high school equivalency diploma, and the parents buying a house. These changes helped to 
effect healthy family interaction. Initially they could perceive nothing positive in things othl'!rs 
did, parental expectations were unrealistic, and family dysfunction was raging. They can now 
reinforce positive behavior and, if a crisis becomes unmanageabJ.e, they will seek help before 
disaster occurs. This family demonstrates the kind of change we see with the majority of 
families that receive comprehensive services at Columbus Children's Hospital. 

CHILD ABUSE OCCURS MOST FREQUENTLY IN SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN 
A variety of reasons can explain this misconception. Babies are viewed as innocent, loveable, 
cuddly, and warm, incapable of intentionally defying a parent totally, incapable of provoking 
physical abuse. It is difficult to conceive of the infant, physically helpless, as a victim. As an 
adjunct to the misconception that abuse is an extension of discipline, the assumption is made that 
abuse occurs more frequently in older children because parents become more forceful in corporal 
punishment with the older child. Furthermore, the seemingly logical assumption can be made 
that older children are better able to verbalize abuse incidents since they routinely come into 
contact with professionals such as doctors, dentists, school teachers, social and recreational 
leaders who are trained to identify abuse. In reality, almost half of the children who are abused 
are under six years of age. 'At Columbus Children's Hos!:-'.cal in'1975, 47% of abused children 
were under the age of six, 26% were between the ages of six ~tnd twelve, and 27% were over 
twelve years of age. In 1976, 50% were under age six, 25% betweem six and twelve, and 25% over 
twelve years of age. The younger child, because of his physical and emotional growth, has 
numerous needs to be met by a parent. If this parent is preoccupied with meeting his or hel' own 
needs or relies on the child for gratification, physical and/or emotional abuse can occur. Parents 
who have unrealistic expectations of their child's behavior become frustrated when the child does 
not perform appropriately. 

Close medical follow-up for new-born infants, and observation of the interaction between 
a parent and the new-born child can help identify abuse potential, and parenting courses at the 
high school level and elsewhere can teach more appropriate means of managing the child and 
understanding the child's physical and emotional needs. 

CHILD ABUSERS SHOULD BE CRIMINALLY PROSECUTED 
Laws of various states are consistent in defining child abuse as\ a crime. Generally, the 
community perceives child abusers as "criminals", and therefore feelB they should be imprisoned. 
In practice, however the legal system treats many problems relating to child abuse as civil 
matters, removing the need to prove who committed the abuse, but I'!learly providing protection 
for the abused child. Unlike criminal laws, the civil child abuse laws are used to protect the 
child and to provide treatment pr'ogramming for abusive families so that negative parenting 
behavior patterns can be modified. Less than 5% of perpetrators of child abuse are criminally 
prosecuted, partly because it is particularly difficult to cvnvict the chHd abuser. The standard of 
proof must be beyond a reasonable doubt, and genera.lly no witnesses have observed the 
occurenae of abuse. When there is Ii witness, a coalition frequently e~!{ists between the witness 
and perpetrator. Failure to convict the abuser in a criminal proceeding' often encourages him to 
continue the abuse. A civil action is generally more effective in protecting the child, and in 
addition allows therapeutic intervention. 

At times, however, because of the nature and seriousness of the abuse (death, irreversible 
brain damage, etc.) a criminal action is justifiable. Even then we need to direct our education 
toward enabling the community to empathize with and offer help to an alrea.dy distraught, 
emotionally confused individual. If we can perceive the adult not as a violent parent but a person 
in need, then accepting him in spite of our initial emotional reaction becomes less difficult. 

Misconceptions about abuse affect the overall efforts at identification, treatment 
management, and prevention. Can we appropriately deal with a problem when there is continued 
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denial? Can w.e enforce laws differently for parents than we do for teachers ins~i~utioits etc? 
Can we huma!llze ~n abuser or should criminalize him? These are the "always" questions' whi~h 
need m.ore ~~~~ussIo.n betl:'e~n prof~ssionals and the lay community if we are to succeed in 
protectmg ~;.l.l<iten, In provIdmg serVIces to the abuser, and in preventing the recycling of abuse. 
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Designing and Utilizing a Public Awareness Programto Attract 
Self-Referrals 
Gary D. Matthies, Project Director 
YMCA Family Stress Center 
Chula Vista, California 

INTRODUCTION 
The YMCA Family Stress Center, located in Chula Vista, California (South San Diego County), is 
one of twelve centers funded by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in its first 
"round" of funding, The National Center was created on January 31, 1974 with the signing (by 
President Nixon) of the "Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act" (Public Law 93-247; 
commonly referred to as the "Mondale Act"). 

The Family stress Center del.ivers a wIde range of services which are specifically designed 
to prevent and/or treat child abuse and neglect. One of these services is public awareness. The 
original planners of the Center (a consortium of individuals representing the YMCA, San Diego 
County Human Resources Agen('y, Welfare Department, and Board of Supervisors) had such 
foresight that they included a $5,000 start up budget for a public awareness campaign (funded by 
San Diego County) to advertise the creation of the Family Stress Center with its services-24 
hour emergency intake ·in particular. I . (as the Center's newly-hired director) was extremely 
pleased with this component since the proposal mentioned the attraction of self referrals as a 
goal. I had been experimenting with this phenomenon for four years with considerable success, 
considering the very meager budget with which I had to work. 

Mr. Gary Beals of Beals Public Relations was contracted with to produce the materials for 
and carry out the start up ~ampaign. His work and the responses to it were so positive that I 
have kept him on a retainer ever since the "start-up" period ended (July 1, 1975). 

The most striking (and surprising) result of our public awareness program is that our self 
referral rate currently· constitutes 65% of all referrals. This percentage has been steadily 
increasing over the two years the Center has been operational. This response has been the most 
significant reason for our Center's commitment to the belief that every community should spend 
as much time, energy, and money on attracting self referrals as it expends on getting others to 
report child. abuse/neglect. Both are necessary and both should work together. 

This paper presents the how and the why of our Public Awareness Program: 

HOW.'IlIE PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM WAS AND IS DESIGNED AND OPERATED BY THE 
YMCA FAMILY STRESS CENTER IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 
The start-up campaign was designed by the proposal writers, with some later alterations. During 
the months of April, May, and June of 1975 j we produced the materials listed below: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

2000 two-color posters; 
500 two-color bus posters; 
Brochures, three-fold, two-color, colored stock, 20,000; 
Television spot announcements, 30 seconds, with slides. 
(Production costs only; air time is free). 

The following question was kept in mind as we produced the materials: "How do you 
interest and involve people in child abuse and neglect solutions when the drama and shock value 
of showing injured children is not only counter-productive, but actually harmful to children in 
stress-filled homes?" We concluded that the answer was empathy. This could be generated 
easily enough by a caring staff on a one-to-one basis, but to put that fe·eling of concern and 
understanding on paper was not a simple matter. It takes more than a flair for writing or a 
technical understanding of child abuse. Where were the 'Words going to eome from? Possibly 
right out of the mouths of your staffers and clients. So from the beginning Wt1 asked them what 
they felt about the program (Communications audit). The best copy for brochures and news 
stories came not from well-polished intellectualizing, but the gut issues. 

One immediate example of the ongoing necessity of listening to clients and changing the 
emphasis as a result was with our brochures. Before the opening of the Center, it was decided 
that three similar brochures would be the ideal communications forms. Thus 10,000 copies of a 
brochure titled "Who would hurt a kid? Anyone can. Unfortunately a lot of us do." were 
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produced. Another 5,000 copies of this brochure were produced in Spanish. These pamphlets 
were designed to be distributed to the generai public. Another brochur'e, of which 5,000 copies 
were printed, was headlined IIIt's not easy to be a parent. II These pamphlets were created for 
abusing or potentially abusing parents. The tone of this piece was caring and empathetic. Within 
a month of completion, we l~ll realized that this brochure, with its universally recognized 
h~adline (to which we found nearly everyone could say IIBoy, isn't that the truth!II), was being 
pIcked up far more often than the others. That brochure is now in its third printing while the 
IIWho would hurt a kidll version is still in stock. 

At present, the concept of IIIt's not easy to be a parentll either headlines all public 
awareness advertising that we do, or is incorporated in its text. 

The start-up campaign went 'llpublicll in July of 1975. Along with the posters, brochures, 
and radio and TV spots, there were feature stories and news releases in local newspapers. 
Initially, the meetings between Beals, myself, staff, advisory board and clients were very 
frequent. Auditing of responses was done continually in order to plan ahead for future public 
awareness endeavors. Over the last 1 t years, the meetings have been less frequent (but ,):ill at 
least once a month), but they have been with the same people for thEl same reasons. This has 
resulted in an ongoing program which has been well planned, executed, and evaluated. 

Everything that has be,en designed, produced, and utilized for our public awareness 
program has been consistent with the following guidelines: 

1. Build the Child Abuse Center's prestige or favorable image. 
2. Promote the services provided by the Center. 
3. Foster the good will of the community in which the Center operates. 
4. Build the good will and confidence of donors. 
5. Overcome misconceptions and prejudices about parents who have abused or neglected 

their children. 
6. Prevent or forestall attacks against the Center. 
7. Build the good will of government agencies which interface with the Center. 
8. Help attract and encourage the best people to .staff or volunteer at the Center. 
9. Educate the public on the Center as a non-threatening, worthwhile organization. 
10. Investigate the attitude of various groups toward the Center. 
11. Coordinate in forming new child abuse or neglect policies. 
12. Help dir<;lct the course of change within the Center. 
13. Promote self-referrals. 

, As the list above indicates, promotion of self-referrals is not the only objective of our 
pu?lIc,awareness program. However, we have found that those means utilized to meet specific 
objectIves have supported all of the objectives listed, includl/ng the attraction of self-referrals. 
Some of the means utilized principally to meet other objectives have. been general news releases' 
stories ~bout individual staff members (published in papers covering the area where the stad 
pers~n lIves); phot0!5raphs an,d quotes o! staff members for a IIPR Kitll; a PR fact file (including 
ongom~ news, storIes ~elatmg to chIld abuse/neglect secured through a clipping service); 
magazme artICles, radIO and TV shows (monthly t hour interview programs); hundreds of 
presentat~ons to organizations, agencies, and professionals; conferences and workshop training 
presentatIOns; a newsletter; 01~r logo, buttons, and needlepoint patterns (both the buttons and the 
needlepoint depict our slogan IIIt's not easy to be a parentll). A few examples of the numerous 
mat~riaL5 designed especially to attract self-referrals are: brochures, public service ads, public 
serVICe announcements (radio and TV), and wall and bus posters. As a result of our ads and 
announcements, the Center has been given thousands of dollars' worth of free space and time. 

WHY AN INTENSIVE EFFORT TO ATTRACT SELF-REFERRALS SHOULD BE A COMPONENT 
OF EVERY COMMUNITY'S CHILD ABUSE/NEGLECT SYSTEM 
Th,e best reason, for a public awareness program to attract self-referrals is that it promotes 
prImary preventIOn. Over half of our self-referred clients call in before any reportable 
abuse/ne~lec~ h~s taken place. W,e have l~~eled these persons as "high-risk", and our clinical 
observat~ons mdlCate that these clIents exhIbIt the same psycho-social dynamics and problems as 
those clIent,S who are referred by the "system" (i.e., Juvenile Court, Probation Department, 
C.P.S., hospItals, etc.) after abuse/neglect has been SUbstantiated. 

, E1~en Selfridge, Family Stress Center counselor and Ph.D. candidate, is presently doing her 
dIssertatIOn on "A Comparison of Personality Characteristics of Self-identified Abusive and 
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Neglecting Parents with those of System-identified Abusive and ,Neglecting Parents". This 
research is designed to corroborate our clinical o?servations., She WlP compare 2~ parents from 
each group. Each will be administered the MichIgan Screenmg Pr?fIle of p~rent~ng,,(Hel~er and 
Schneider, 1977), the State-Ti'ait Anxiety InventorY."Self EvaluatIon QuestIonnaIre (Splelbert, 
Gorsuch, and Lushene), and the Thematic ApperceptIon Test (TAT). Test results of both groups 
will be compared with each other and with a normal (control) group. 

Ms. Selfridge's hypotheses are as follow: 

1. Self-identified parents feel as negative about their own parents as system-identified 

2l ~~~;!~ee~:i~~~~sparents have frustration tolerances as Jow as those of system-identified 

abusive parents. 'd t'f' d t 
3. Self-identified parents are as isolated from othe~ people as areh~y~tem;~ en I /~h P:;=~e~-
4. Self-identified parents have expectations of theIr chIldren as Ig as , ose 0 e 

identified parents. , , ' ' 
5. Self-identified parents are as symbiotic in their relationshIps WIth theIr chIldren as 

system-identified parents. , , , . 
6. Self-identified parents are as threatened by other people a~ ar~,s~ste~~Idt~nt,Ifle~'i~r:~t:~ 
7. Self-identified parents are as pathogenic in their relatIOns IPS WI elr C I r 

system-identified parents. "d t'f' d 
8. Self-identified parents are as anxious at the time of testmg as are system-I en I Ie 

9. ~:~;~~~ntified parents are as anxious in general as system-identified parents. 

If these high risk parents do have the same problems as substantiated flbusers (and we 
believe they do), then it just makes good sense to place a great deal of ,time, energy Il?d money 
into getting them to self-refer. This will prevent a great deal of suffermg (by bO,~h chI~dren(,and 
parents), family break-up, out of home placements, and expensiv~ "after the fact serVIces J •• e., 
law enforcement, probation, CPS investigations, court costs, hospItal costs, etc.). 

Attracting self-referrals who have already abused/neglected also make,S good sense. The 
clients who come in on their own are, by this act, showing that they are motIvated to seek and 

use help. 

A FINAL NOTE . , ' 
The public awareness program described in this paper ha~ been very s~~cessful,I~ attractmg self-
referrals. It has been, and is, designed to be of a qualIty, non-pumtIve, POSltIV7 ,nature. If a 
similar program is to be utilized elsewhere, the services that ba~ up the adverhsmg ,must also 
be of a quality, non-punitive, positive nature (as is the case wlt.h th~ YMCA FamIly s~ress 
Center). The two components must flow with each other so that cl~ents are not surprIsed, 
disappointed and/or angered by the initial and on,going responses to theIr appeal for help. The 
services must also be of sufficient quantity to avord the same problems. 
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~" {Jl ~lina's Statewide Child Abuse and Neglect Public 
Awareness Ca.mpaign (SCANP AC) 
Larry Sage, Program Consultant 
North Carolina Department of Human Resources 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

Child abuse and neglect is f1 community problem that will require the involvement of the 
commurlity to find its resolution. No matter how many laws we pass, how many services we want 
to offer, or how much money is provided, it will be the community's attitude that will contribute 
the most in determining how the child and his family will be helped. 

In order to begin, the community must be aware of the problem, that it does exist in their 
own community. What is ehild abuse and neglect? Why does it occur? What are the community's 
responsibilities to the child and his family (not only under the law)? What has it to offer to help? 
These questions and others need to be answered. 

Are public awareness campaigns positive or negative efforts in the areas of child abuse 
and neglect? .It has been shown that public awareness campaigns can in some way affect the 
community's response to the problem. The fact of the matter is, however, we really do not have 
enough experience to help us assess accurately what effects awareno.ss campaigns have. We are 
still experimenting. 

Much of the success of a campaign depends on how it is organized, the theme and scope, 
as well as the type of materials used to get the message across. One elso needs to decide on 
what type of response he is seeking and how to perpetuate the process of the campaign, 
redirecting or reemphasizing in order to achieve the campaign's goals. It must be well thought 
out, not only for effectiveness, but to prepare for the impact on service delivery. 

Most campaigns seem to be run by the agency having the legal responsibility to respond to 
the problem. A campaign should involve more than that agency. If abuse and neglect are 
considered as a community problem, then key elements of that community should be involved in 
organizing and conducting an awareness campaign within the community, especially relating to 
the social and cultural complexes of the family in that community. This is not to say that the 
mandated agency should not take a lead role, but it could enhance its ability toO respond to the 
problem by involving and sharing it with others. This is what North Carolina has attempt'3d to 
do. 

lt began when North Carolina was chosen as one of the 20 sites to demonstrate the media 
materials developed by Joseph Davis Consultants for the National Center on Child Abuse and 
Neglect, through the efforts of the Protective Services for Children Unit of the State Division of 
Social Services. The Department of Human Resources sanctioned the development of a campaign 
and the Protective Services Unit was given overall responsibility for the development and 
coordination of the campaign. 

A group of 24 individuals from various public and private human services agencies and 
organizations from across the state were asked to help plan and organize the campaign. They 
developed campaign strategies that included setting target populations, t~rget goals, objectives, 
evaluation metnods and exploring availability of funding. Nearly a year went into planning' and 
organizing the campaign. This group became known as the Statewide Child Abuse and Neglect 
Public Awareness Campaign (SCANPAC). 

Four regional committees were formed to assist in identifying contact persons in each 
county and in forming and coordinating county committees. Throug.l'lOut the organizing of the 
state, regional, {lnd county committees, the main emphasis has been to invite Ii variety of people 
to participate in the campaign program. In this way the major theme of the campaign, that child 
abuse and neglect are community problems; could be put lnto practice. 

SCAN:i?AC was formed to help plan a way to heighten the public's awareness about the 
problems of child abuse and neglect. The organizing of the campaign brought it to the county 
level and got a number of individuals from the community involved in conducting the campaign. 
It now appears that participation in an awareness campaign not. only increases the community's 
knowledge and sense of responsibility, but can also set up opportunities for the community to 
work cooperatively, as an agency and non agency group. Participation permits the community to 
go beyond just public awareness and take a serious role in problem definition and resolution to 
protect children and help families. The effects of this are already being seen ill North Carolina. 
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Let us now look at how SCANPAC is structured and examine basic responsibilities and 
activities that have evolved over the past year. The Protectiv(9 Services for Children Unit first 
arranged for North Carolina to be a recipient of the NCCAN materials by recommending the 
state's participation to the Department of Human Resources through the Division of Social 
Services. Receiving the sanction and responsibility to demonstrate these media materials, the 
Unit organized and helped develop SCANPAC as structured on the chart below: 

I. 

STATEWIDE CHILD ABUSE/NEGLECT 
PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 

(SCANPAC) 

Organizational Chart 

Department of 
Human Resources 

I 
Division of 

Social Services 

I 
Protective Services t--- State 
For Children Unit SCANPAC 

J 
Steering 

Committee 

I 
I I 

Funding/ Who/ 
Resources How 
Committee Committee 

Region I 
SCANPAC 
Committee 

34 
County 

SCANPAC 
Committees 

I 

Region II 
SCANPAC 
Committee 

16 
County 

SCANPAC 
Committees 

J 
What/ 
Where 

Committee _. 
I 

Region III 
SCANPAC 
Committee 

17 
County 

SCANPAC 
Committees 

l 
Evaluation 
Committee 

i 

-~ 

Region IV 
SCANPAC 
Committee 

~
2 

County 
SCANPAC 
Committees 

'rhe following is an outline of the responsibilities of the various parts of the structure. 

Protective Services Unit 

A. Organize SCANPAC of public and private hUman services agencies and organiza
tions. 

B. Gain approval from the Division of Bocia! Services for--
1. use of Division of Social Servic(!s funds for the campaign; 
2. use of the NCCAN materials; and 
3. participation of Division of Social Services regional and county staff. 
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II. 

m. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 
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C. 

D. 
E. 

Provide a staff member to SCANPAC who will ..... 
1. arrange to produce and distribute state SCANPAC and steering committee 

minutes and meeting announcements; 
2. coordinate SCANPAC activities; and 
3. make arrangements for state SCANPAC and steering committee meetings. 
Aid in duplication and distribution of materials. 
Provide technical assistance and ongoing planning for continuing campaign 
program. 

State SCANPAC 

A. Approve c&iio.paign strategies, goals, and objectives using NCCAN and other 
materials as proposed by the steering committee. 

B. Recommend to and gain approval from Protective Services for Children Unit for 
use of NCCAN materials and Division of Social Services staff and funds. 

C. Organize and coordinate structure to implement campaign. 
K Evaluate effect of campaign. 

Steering Committee (consists of c:'lairpersons of four committees, Protective Services 
staff member, state SCANPAC chairpe1'30n, vice-chairperson and secretary) 

A. Develop specific campaign strategies on a continuing basis. 
B. Assign responsibilities to and coordinate committees. 
c. Develop a budget. 
D. Assist in evaluation of campaign. 

What/Where Committee 

A. Preview, select, and develop media materials, special events/features, and other 
interpretive/promotional aspects of the campaign. 

B. Put together kits of materials for regional and county SCANPAC committees. 
C. Provide training in the utilization of the campaign materials for the regional and 

county SCAN PAC committees. This includes follow-up sessions eVlery three to four 
months. 

D. Assist in evaluation of campaign. 

Evaluation Committee 

Develop, if!lplement, and coordinate evaluation of the campaign. Report the results to aid 
in determ'ining effectiveness of the strategies, goals, and objectives of the campaign. 

Who/How Committee 

A. Establish and coordinate four regional SCANPAC committees by identifying and 
coordinating agency 8.nd. non agency resources. 

B. Provide a contact person for each regional SCANPAC committee. 
C. Aid regional SCANPAC committees in setting up county SCAN PAC committees. 
D. Collect minutes from the meetings of regional and county SCANPAC committees, 

forwa.rding crJpies to state SCANPAC chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary, and 
Protective Services for Children Unit. 

E. Provide general review of regional and county SCANPAC committees, campaign 
plans, progress in utilization of materials and programs, and recommendations. 

F. Request addiUonal or new materials, as well as any specific information needed, 
from thr: Protective Services for Children Unit. 

G. Coordinate with regional chairpersons meetings, places and dates for training and 
follow-up review sessions. 

H. Assist in evaluation 6f campaign. 
, 

Regional SCANPAC Committees 

A. Establish and coordinate county SCANPAC committees. 

o 
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B. 

C. 
D. 

Forward to Who/How Committee's regional SCANPAC committee contact person-
1. county SCANPAC committee's minutes, requests for materials, information or 

other resources; and 
2. general review of campaign plan, progress in utilization of materials arid 

programs, and recommendations. 
Assist in evaluation of campaign. 
Coordinate with Who/How Committee meeting places and dates for training and 
follow-up review sessions. 

VIII. County SCANPAC Committees 

A. 

B. 
C. 

D. 

Establish multidiscipline committee to conduct campaign by-
i. distributing materials; 
2. doing public speaking; and 
3. giving media presentations on TV and radio and work with newspapers. 
Rais~ local funds to help finance county campaign. 
Assess the county's needs in protective services and assist in developing needed 
resources. 
Assist in eValuation of campaign. 

. As one can note from this outline, the structure permits the breakdown of certain 19.5pects 
ill the development of a campaign, creating a two-way flow of communication and involving a 
variety of people inter:ested in and willing to work together on the problems of child abuse and 
neglect. 

Having such an organization for the purpose of an awareness campaign provides a vehicle 
to utilize a variety of materials developed both within the stale and nationally. ThE~ ,main 
conc~.rn that a pr~graln of this nature has is the implementation of another awareness campaign, 
partIcularly a natIonal one, that makes no attempt to coordinate strategies and activH:iEis with 
states having their own campaign programs. There are many of us who are interested in doing 
something to combat the problems of child abuse and neglect, yet we must make sure that we do 
not send mixed messages. 

National campaign efforts should make f!very attempt to coordinate with states that have 
their own campaign programs in order to help supplement and support the states' programs. 
Established state organizations can be utilized by national programs to distribute national 
awareness materials. Involvement and coordination of key groups whl'Jther national, statewide, or 
local will ?e the greatest single factor in the success of any public awareness campaign. 

'YhlIQ Nr,)tth Carolina's:SCANPAN is coordinat2d by a statewide committee that develops 
the basIc pl,..;,gl·am .md materials, a great amount of flexibility is left to the county SCANPAC 
committee~. !n t~il} way they can meet their own specific needs in conducting the campaign. 
The orgamzatIOn IS based on time, volunteered by agencies or private individuals, in order to 
participate in the campaign. This method appears to be working in North Carolina where an 
estimated 550 individuals are inVolved. 

How long should a campaign be carried out? As long as it is needed. Muc/;l depends on 
what is to be accomplished. SCANP AC may continue for two more years. 'fhe first phase, a 
general broad audience awareness concentration, is now going on. The second phase will deal 
with special professional and political groups. A third phase might be the developm~nt and 
formation of programs that would contribute to the prevention of child abuse and neglect, ,such 
as parent education courses. 

We recognize that II great deal needs to be done in North Carolina to further promote the 
development of an effective prote~tive and preventive program for children. Providing 
direction, resources, and materials :'rom the state level down to the county SCANPAC 
committees, as well as information, reepmmendations, etc., from these comrr<ttees will give the 
program a sense of coordination, s:tpport, and commitment towards accomplishing the goals and 
objective~ of the campaign. A similar approach is needed between state and nation.e}.~<llmptljgns. 

Child abuse and neg18ct are community problems. Without community involvement in its 
own education, as in a media campaign, we cannot really hope to deal effectively with the 
problems. 1'hey cannot be dealt with solely by state and federal gove·'nments. North Carolina's 
SCANPA<? shows one way of developing a productive relationship among a group of people where 
efforts WIll hopefully develop the opportunity to provide more effective programs for the well
being of the child and the family. 
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;~P8ifig Report ~ata in Defining the Community Context of Child 

Abuse and N egiect 
James Garbarino, PhD 
Boys Town Center for the Study of Youth Development 
Boys Town, Nebraska 

This paper addresses the~complex issue of u'sing report data to analyze the community context of 
child maltreatment. It attempts to go beyond the many limitations of such data, principally their 
socioeconomic biases and their unassessed relation to actual incidence. The focus here will be on 
the practical use of available information, specifically how a local child protective service 
agency can use its own data to better understand the community it serves. By examining the 
demographic and socioeconomic correlates of 'reports, the relation of abuse to neglect cases, 
differentiations of reports by source, and the geographical pattern of reporting within a given 
jurisdiction, an agency can develop a community' profile that will more accurately portray the 
"human ecology of child abuse and neglect" and thus enhance intervention through informing 
policy and directing research. 

'{'H.E PROBLEM: USING REPORT DATA 
An analysis of child maltreatment must begin with the available data on reported abuse and 
neglect. Systematic reporting is a recent innovation (Gil, 1970; Radbill, 1973). The first nation
wide survey of reported cases (Gil, 1970) was only undertaken for the years 1967-1968 •. New 
York state, a leader in this endeavor, began its centre! registry in 1966, but it was not until 1973 
that reporting had improved enough to be able to accurately cC:>mpal.·e child maltreatment 
patterns across New York's counties (Garbarino, 1976; Gray, 1973). Unfortunately, cross-state 
and even within-state comparisons are often impractical because of major problems in achieving 
comparability across reporting units (Garbarino and Crouter, in press). Clearly, to e~amine child 
maltreatment reporting it is orucial to choose a setting which contains sufficient cross~unit 
reliability. This decision can ':ille based on a review of policies and practices as well as on a 
prelimJnary empirical test of tM direction and magnitude of correlations, as is ill.!;strated below. 
An agel'wy studying its own (.area can judge whether or not such comparability exists. It can 
encourage it by training its i'ield workers to consistently report and describe cases in a useful 
way, and by encouraging members of the community to report suspected cases. 

To date, report data have been used principally tOE.l)3timate the incidence of child 
maltreatment. Even a recent analysis by Nagi (1976) does li~'W~ more than estimate incidence 
and undert~i:~a limited epidemiological classification of'cases (e.g., by sex, race, and age). Such 
work has been criticized on the grounds that the very processes which generate report data 
introduce a systematic socioeconomic bias, resulting in the underrepresentation of affluent 
fl;imilies. At least three factors contribute to the bias: (a) private physicians account for a very 
small proportion of the reports (only 3% in Gil's d~.ll)j (b) agencies are less likely to intervene 
with affluent families than with poor families; and (c) affluent families are generally more able 
to maintain the privacy and isola:tion which permits child maltreatment to occur unreported 
(Parke and Collmer;d975). For these reasons, it is assumed that reporting practices tend to 
underrepresent afflueh'~> families, a crucial bias to be kept in mind when attempting to understand 
the epidemiology of maltreatment. As'Light (1973) has pointed out. however, it is possible to use 
the report data to assess relationships within groups, if .not across groups, as wHl be shown. 

. ----
THE POTENTIAL USES OF REPORT .DATA 
Even given their",limitations, report data have untapped potential to help researchers better 
understand child maltreatment in. its complexity. Although case reports vary from state to 
state-and sometimes even from county to county-in the type of information recorded and the 
depth of detail, the reports contain a promising array of usefUl information. 

Consider the data contai?,ed in a typical report based on the National Center on Child 
A9~lJ.se and Neglect form: (1) the Cddress allows the researcher to pinpoint the case by census 
tl'act or even street block for later correlational analysis and estimation of rates by sub-unit; (2) 
information on the children, including victims and non-victims, their ages and sex, can facilitate 
research .on family size and birth order. in the abusing and neglectful family; (3) data on the 
parents' marital §.tatus permits one to classify cases by family structure; (4) information about 
the perpetrator allows study of the characteristics of adults prone to abuse children; and (5) 
source dnt!, permit the researchers to analyze the source of the report (e.g., neighbors O. 
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officials) in order to test a ";rari2ty of hypotheses about the actual reporting process itself (e.g., 
that the "closer" the reporting source to the family~ the better the protection for children). 

Given this basic case information, the researcher can supplement report data with other 
data such as can be obtained from U.S. Census r'eports: income, housing, characteristics of 
female-headed households, and other demographic variables. Investigation into community 
resources may reveal local sources of useful information. For example, the University of 
Ne~raska's Center for Applied Urban Research has conducted survey-based analyses of housing 
WhICh have proved useful as supplements tty an on-goxng study of "social habitability" in Omaha 
neighborhoods, of which child maltreatment studies are a part. 

TECHNIQUES AND CONCEPTS: A CASE STUDY 
Having collected direct and supplemental information, the next stage is systematic analy.sis of 
the data. The first step is to determine which phenomena are most strongly related to 
maltreatment by doing simple correlations of demographic and socioeconomic variables with 
the~e rates. Second, partial correlations, controlling for iI).come (two income measures are most 
~seful; the proportion of families with high income, ie., greater than $15,000, and low income, 
I.e., less than $8,000), allow examination of the same relationships while pulling out the variance 
a7co~ted for by, income dif,ferences. At this point research branches out into a variety of 
?ll'e~~IOns depending on the Interests and goals of the investigators. If a pattern of counter
intUItive results emerges (e.g., a positive relation between high income and maltreatment or 
betw~en family deprivation and maltreatment) then the validity of the report data may be 
questIoned and explorations to assess cross-setting reporting differences begun (Garbarino and 
Crouter, in press). If no systematic correlational patterns emerge, the report data may be 
presumed to be unreliable-i.e., subject to overwhelming random error--given the legitimate 
assumption that there are "sociological" correlates of .child maltreatment (Parke and Collr.ler 
1975). Following is a description of one procedure which focuses on reports by community sub~ 
~reas. ~t will be described in the next sectio~, using work in DQUE.rlas County, Nebraska, as an 
IllustratIve case study. 

"Screening Neighborhoods for Intervention" is a project which has attempted to pinpoint 
"high risk" and "low risk" neighborhoods, using a·ctual and predicted rates of child maltreatment. 
The goal of this series of stUdies was the development of a multivariate model of the correlates 
of child maltreatment. The research focuses on sub-areas (N=20) (e.g., planning department 
program areas) and census tracts (N=93) within a single county, including urban and suburban 
areas. The data include: (1) child maltreatment rates per 1000 families (reflecting current views 
of maltreatment as a symptom of family pathology) provided by local and state child protectIve 
services; (?-) socioeconomic ~d d,emo~aphic data from the 1970 census report and 1975 update; 
and (3) neIghborhood and attItudinal Items f1rom research by Omaha's Center for Applied Urban 
Research (CAPR) within twenty ,C!ommunity sub-areas. Based on previous analyses (Garbarino, 
1,976; Garbar~no a~d Crouter, in press; Garbarino, Crouter, and Sherman, in press) and a 
literature reVIew, fIve factors were chosen IlLS particularly relevant for inclusion in the analysis: 

A. Percent of households with inc:ome less than $8,000. 
B. Percent of households with income more than $15,000. 
C. Percent female-headed households. 
D. Percent married women (with children under 6) in the labor force. 
E. Percent living in residence less thar. one year. 

Child maltreatment itself was expressed as three variables, all generatec >y the reports: 

A. 
B. 
C. 

OverWl rate of reported child maltreatment per 1,000 families. 
Reported child abuse per 1,000' families. 
Reported child neglect per 1,000 families. 

I 
Because previous work (e.g., Banag:ale and McIntire, 1975; Garbarino Crouter and 

Sh~r~an, in press; B~njalI!in et aI, 1976) suggested that an adequate level of' reliability and I 
valIdIty had been obtamed In Douglas County's reporting Sjlstem by 1976 (the period {elr which the ' ... 
dat~ were ~olle~ted), and because .the analysis introduced statistical controls for possible 
SOCloeconomiC bIas, the data were Judged to be adequate for the purpose of thle screening r 
procedure. 
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A series of multiple regression analyses were undertaken. The initial results are 
encouraging. In the study of 20 sub-areas within Douglas County, the five factors were found to 
account for a large proportion of the variance: 81% for total maltreatment, 77% for abuse, and 
84% for neglect. Even after controllipg for economic factors, the demographic facto~s 
accounted for a SUbstantial proportion of the variance. 

Table 1 

Results of Multiple Regression Analysis for 20 Doug18.s 
County Sub-areas: Reports per 1000 Families 

Economic Factors 

Demographic Factors 
(controlling for 
economic factors) 

Percent of Variance Accounted For 

Total Maltreatm ent Abuse 

62%\ 43% 

19% 34% 

Neglect 

61% 

23% 

Data were compiled on the source of the report. These sources were then classified either 
as "close" to the family (e.g., neighbors and relatives) or as "distant" from the family (e.g., 
agencies and institutions). These data allow analysis of the percent of repor-ts from each type of 
source as a function of the socioeconomic and demographie characteristics of the area from 
which. the reports come. The ratio of distant to close sources provides a useful index for this 
purpose. Moreover, it is possible to e>ramine the correlates of reported maltreatment separately 
for the rate per 1000 families reported by distant sources and the rate reported by close sources. 
These analyses can shed light on several important phenomena. . 

Table 2 presents the results of these analyses for the 20 Douglas County sub-areas. The 
results for the 93 census traets parallel these results but are somewhat attenuated due to the 
small values which result in less reliable indices. 
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Tabll~ 2 

The Correlates of Reporting Source for 20 Douglas County Sub-areas 

A. Simple Correlations 

Percent with incomes less 
than $8,000 per year 

Percent with incomes more 
than $15,000 per year 

Percent female-headed 
households 

Percent married women 
(with young children) 
in labor force 

Percent living in resi
dence less than one year 

OVerall rate of reported 
child maltreatment per 
1000 families 

B. Multiple Regression 

Economic Factors 

Demographic Factors 
(controlling economic) 

Percent of Reports from:* 

"Close" Sources "Distant" Sources 

r = -.60 r = .60 

.' r = -.55 r = -.54 

r ::: -.58 r = .58 

r = -.54 r = .58 

r = -.27 r = .39 

r = -.52 :r = .55 

Ratio of 
Distant to Close 

r = .60 

r = -.51 

r = .51 

r = .49 

r= .43 

r = .61 

... ~ . 
Percent Variance Accounted For: 

Rate Based on 
Close Reports 

40% 

36% 

Rate Based on 
Distant Reports 

41% 

34% 

*Note: Some cases are unclassifiable from available records, thus the close and distant percent 
do not total 100%. Separate, though nearly sign-reversed identical correlations are thus 
presented. 

The data may be usefully addressed to two questions: (1) Does the proportion of the 
reports fr.o~ e8.ch source vary .sys~ematically as a function of socioeconomic an~ demographic 
characterIstics? (2) Is the multIvarHlte model different for the rates based on dose vs. distant 
sOUl'ces? 

The r~sults presented in T~ble 2 answer the first question in the affirmative. In general, 
the proportIon of reports comIng from close sources varies directly as a function of 
socioecon?mic level. ,!,he economically richer the area the more likely it is that a report comes 
from a neIghbor, relatIve or other source close to the family. In low income areas reports are 
mo!e likely to ~?me from institutional, "distant" sources. Similarly, the demographic variables 
WhICh are positIvely correlated with the overall rate of child maltreatment-stress in the 
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maternal role, transience, etc •. -are positively correlated with the Iikelihti.,\od that a report comes 
from distant sources. Indeed, the cor'~lation betweei~' proportion of repo.rts coming from a 
distant source and the overall reported Ute of child maltreatment is high (i~=.5\5). 

Addressing the second question,' the results of the multivariate analyses reveal very 
similar correlational models for the rates based on reports from close vs. distant sources. These 
results, when coupled with the findings presented above, suggest that the r\at(~ of socioeconomic 
bias in reporting may be more complex than previously thought.' 4.si,mplistic model of 
socioeconomic bias would suggest that the correlates of maltreatment sh\?Uld be substantially 
different for rates based on distant vs. close sources since the former is pre~llUmably biased while 
the latter is not. In fact, impressionistic reports from local child protecti';ve services and law 
enforcement personnel stress that persons from the low-income (high rat\~ of maltl'eatment) 
areas are less likely to report ("rat on") their neighbors and relatives. This hypothesis is 
consistent with the data. It sheds a different light on the "bias" in reporting which leads to a 
greater probability of a person from a low-income, demographically stressful context being 
reported by an official, distant source. This hypothesis deserves further study since it may 
provide an important insight into the community cOhtext of child maltreatm€:nt., 

These analyses provide a basis for "screening" the 20 areas. The multiple regressions 
generate a predicted rate (based on the socioeconomic and demographic factoll's) which can be 
compared with the actual rates. Figure 1 shows the actual rates for total maltreatment plotted 
against their predicted values. 
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Figure 1: l 
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Actual Rates of Total Child Maltreatment (~ef~\OOO families) Reported: 
Based on Multiple Regression Equation Containing Socioeconomic and 

Demographic Factors for 20 Douglas County, Nebraska, Sub-areas 
(1976 Child Prote(~tive Services Report Data)* 
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*Numbers indicate sub-area identification codes 
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As can be seen, most values fall quite neal' the diagonal line indicating a close 
c?rresponde~ce. be~ween predicted and .actual rates. Several areas, however, are highly 
~Isc~~p~nt, mdIcatmg that, based on sOCIoeconomic and demographIc data, they are "high" or 
~ow rIsk areas of the county. The policy implications BJ'e clear. Once identified these 

dIscrepant are~ can. be inves~igated in depth to determine the source of the discl~epandy, and, 
whe~e approprIate, IJ~terventlOn can be undertaken.-~II1~e5ti~.Slti""'Li!'L~-e~G=YVith -lower than 
PrredI~ted rates may show (a) that report!ng is not adequate and/or (b) th~t gal'tig"ula.rly ,eff~c.tive 
famIly s~pport systems" countsl-act t~e I~fluence of socioeconom'ic and demographic factors. L'1 

those cases where the actual r~te IS .lar greater than prediGted, different hypotheses are 
generated: (a) there may. be partICularly stressful circumstances in the area and!or.(b) family 
~uppo:t syst:ms .may be. madequate. The "proceduraiir hypothesis, that these differences are 
assOCIated wIth dIfferentIal rates of SUbstantiation of reports, must, of course, be tested. 
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This screening' procedure was applied to Douglas County's 93 census tracts as well, and the 
findings p~rallel the results for sub-areas, although the correlational relationships are somewhat 
attenuated\due in part to the greater lability of the maltreatment rates for the smaller 
geographic units. Figure 2 shows the plotted total maltreatment rates against the predicted 
rates for the census tracts. It is important to remember, however, that sub-areas and census 
tracts are not neighborhoods in the psychosocial senee and hence our model still laeks an exact 
ecological framework mirroring the local phenomenology of the community. 

Figure 2: 

Predicted .and Actual Rates of TotafiChild Maltreatment (per 1000 families) Repqrted: 
Based on Multiple Regre~~'~ .... .F.quation Containing Socioeconomic and 
Demographic Factors fori:,~~ ,;t:tglas County, Nebraska, Census Tracts 

(1976 Child Protective Services Report Data) 

• 
110 19 

90 

. 
70 17 

• • l4.29 21 

50 
. -. 

18 
Predicted • Rate 40 
per 1000 
Families 30 

• 
2 • 

81 
10 Actual R.~te 

.. per 1000 families 

10 30:,:-_ 50 70 $0 110 130 140 200 
'_J 

The value of the multivariate screening process is that it pinpoints the problf~matic areas. 
In other parts of the country, variables other than the five cited here may be found to be more 
useful in the analysis. Once a "diagnosis" is made, specific intervention prOf:rams can be 
implemented, depending on the area's needs: e.g., a cam[)aign to improve repor~ting, a human 
services field office, a job training program, or a community activities center. Researchers may 
find this'approach useful in identifying contrasting settings in which to conduct obSlervational and 
interview studies of family functioning. 

A local agency may find it useful to take action based on the data, dealing 'With the source 
of the report. Such an approach could identify areas in whicQ reports com.a largely from 
institutional sources, such as hospitals and s.ocial service organizations ("distant" sources), and 
those with reports from personal and social sources, such as neighbors and family ("close" 
sources). Investigation of areas with high and low actual vs. predicted values may be aided by a 
simultaneous assessment of reporting sources, the strength oll inadequacy ()f local service 
organizations,and the extent of family support systems. . 
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Report data on child abuse and neglect cases have great potential for the child protective 

service agency attempting to effectively serve its area of jurisdiction. Given thll',t reporting 
occurs at a valid and reliable level across sub-units in the area of jurisdiction, the agency can 
make use of the wealth of information contained in the reports. Moving bey<)nd mere.ly 
estimating incidence, useful research is needed on "the ecology of child maltreatment"-the 
complex interplay between individual, social, and institutional dynamics operating in the 
community. Using report data and supplemental census and local statistics, an agency can 
perform regression analyses to (a) screen neighborhoods for areas of high or low risk in ,child 
maltreatment, (b) explore the sources of reporting, and (c) research the differing ecologies of 
child abuse and child neglect as they occur in' the local area. This approach will allow service 
and policy groups to work directly with the research community to develop more effective 
prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect. As a systematic method of policy-oriented 
research is applied to different communities, we will begin to piece together a fuller pic.ture of 
child abuse and neglect, a significant indicator of the quality of life for children and families in 
contemporary American society. 
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Using Needs and Resources Assessment Data to Plan Resource 
, evelopment and Coordination 
Janne B. Dinges, Project Director 
Special Projects Bureau 
Texas Department of Human Resources 
Austin, Texas 

BACKGROUND ON THE PROJECT 

..... 

The Child Abuse and Neglect Resources Demonstration (CANRED) Project was approved on 
January 1, 1975, for an initial six-month planning period as a resources demonstration project. 
Because of the evaluation focus and broad scope of exploratory research, the Project was later 
recategorized by HEW's Office of Child Development as a research and evaluation project. 
CANRED is funded by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, and is administered by 
the Texas Department of Human Resources, Office of Pianning and Management Systems, 
Special Projects Bureau. 

ThE! goal of the CANRED Project is to contribute, at both the regional and state office 
leveL,;:, to the Texas Department of Human Resourcf~'s ongoing efforts toward identifying, 
investigating, treating, and preventing child abuse and neglect. The Project's goal is to be 
achieved through the following objectives: to evaluat~t the Department's computerized central 
registry of child abuse and neglect cases; to evalua.te the Department's public information 
campaign on child abuse and neglect; to develop a proc~!dural guide for protective se'rvices needs 
and resources assessment by developing and testin!,t an assessment methodology in six 
representati'V'e counties; and to develop a procedural guide for resource development and 
coordination by reviewing the literature, other efforts in this area, and the efforts of the local 
staff in the six representative counties. 

Both evaluations, as identified in the first two objectives, have been completed. This 
workshop focuses on current CANRED developments toward completion of the last two 
objectives. 

PROBLEM OONSTRUCT 
The problem upon which the CANRED Project's work in the area of needs and resources is 
focused can be stated as the lack of an effective and efficient process to identify, address, and 
meet individual client needs. Specific deliverables of the P:;'oject have been produced to address 
several .\T!~jor inadequacies observed in the operation of the service delivery system in its flow 
from identified need to met need. 

OBS'ERVATION 

IDENTIFIED 
NEEDS 

I ADDlitSSED 
NEEDS 

-----" 

C-l~ MET 
NEEDS, 

---J)"" 

PROBLEM CQNSTRUCT 

PROBLEM 

SOME NOT 
IDENTIFIED 

SOME~OT 
ADDRESSED 

SOME NOT 
MET 

Figure l. Problem Construct 

PROPOSED SOLUTION 

~ 
NEEDS 

ASSESSMENT 

>- RESOU,RCE 
DEVELOPMENT 

>- RESOURCE 
COORDINATION 
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In the observation of individual client needs, often they are identified by the servic~~ 
delivery system, but in many instances they are not. A methodology for needs assessment has 
been developed by the Project to more systematically and more accurately identify needs. 

However. of all the needs identified, some are addressed and some are not. Since the lack 
of resources is a major source of this aspect of the problem, resource development is necessary 
to reduce the instances of needs identified but not addressed by the. service delivery system. 

Of the needs addressed, some remain unmet. Since much of this aspect or the problem 
originates in the ineffective interaction among interrelated service providers, more systematic 
resource coordination is an essential part of any solution. 

The concept of this portion of the Project is a systematic approach from the identification 
of needs and resources through resource development and coordination to an improved delivery 
system. But this systematic approach is not that simple. What is required is a proce,ss that is 
more specific, more detailed. and more practical than is found in the current literature on needs 
and resources. 
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
The first step in this systematic approach, as designed by the CANRED Project, is a needs and 
resources assessment. The rmrpose of the assessment is tcf identify the following: the needs of 
abused and neglected children and tpeir families in the community; the resources available or 
potentially available to meet those needs; the ,2arriers to the utilization of available resources; 
and the ~'or service needs for which no resources exist. . 

In seeking this information. an immediate issue is raised by the question, whom do you 
ask? It can be assumed that as the: fxperiences and perspectives of different groups of 
respondents vary, so may their l'esponres. Therefore, to get a comprehensive view of the 
community's definition of needs, data~iiust be collected from various sources throughout·· the 
community. 'I'he data sources includ~d in CANRED's methodology are as follows: protective 
services delivery staff; protective SE':tvices clients and client groups; delivery staff of other 

. resources; protective services case records; political and community leaders; and leaders of 
voluntary organizations. " 

. The needs and resources assessment methodology must be designed to allow for the best 
feasjble information from each data source. ,The data collection techniques included in the 
CANRED methodology are interviews, self-adiiiinistered questionnaires, anq case reading. ,For 
each data source, the choice between the interview and questionnaire is dictated by 
considerations of staff, time, and othl3r resources available. 

Clients 

Primary. Service Providers 

Secondary Service Providers 

Leaders of Voluntary Organizations 

Reflected basic sUbsistence type services 
and job related services such as housing 

Reflect those services required for docu
mentation of services they provide 
(Example: court related services.) 

Each resource looked beyond those services 
provided by their own agency 

Service needs indicating those services 
commonly used by middle-class families 
(Example: alcohol, drug abuse, marital 
counseling.) 

Figure 3. Needs 

When CANRED tested the methodology, the findings from different data sources did in 
fact reflect their differing perspectives. So whose opinion counts and how much? How do you 
determine what the "real" needs are if each data source provides a different list? Recommended 
is a process of aggregating an overall list of needs across data sources. The assignment of 
weights to each data source is basically a subjective judgment, but it can be systematically 
applied to reflect a sort of "consensus." In the CANRED application pf the methodology, the 
weights are assigned in proportion to the judged level of knowledge of' child abuse and neglect. 
To obtain the primary needs list, the aggregated listing of the ten most important needs c! the 
community's abused and neglected children and their parents, the following weights are 
recommended by CANRED: protective services delivery staff - ZiO; protective services clients 
and client groups - 25; delivery staff of other resources - 25; protective services case records -
10; political and community leaders - 5; and leaders of voluntary organizations - 5. The top ten 
needs listed by each source are scored and the scores combined for the primary needs list, with 
needs in rank order by their aggregate score. 

Once the primary needs list is obtained, the needs and resources assessment findings on 
the resoUI'C~S, barriers, and gaps associated with each primary need are reviewed. With these 
additional data factors, th~primary needs list becomes the list of target problem areas, or the 
ten top needs, each with its respective available and potential resources, barriers, and gaps. 
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LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS 
'Fhe list o~ t~rget p'~ublem~r:as is the final product of the needs and resources assessment, but it 
IS not suffIcIent for determmmg the action areas, or which of the target problem areas should be 
addr7ssed., The other factors to be taken into account are local considerations. These local 
cons!~eratIons are factors which could influence the feasibility or likelihood of success of 
speCIfIc efforts planned. Local ,consi~~rations, as concElptualized by the Project, fal(into the 
areas ?f personnel, CGsts, soclO-polItIcal environment, and legislative and administrative 
regula tIons. 

Personnel 
A primary consi~erati?n in an~ attempt at resource development or coordination i~ the agency 
personnel who WIll be mvolved m the effort. For resource development and coordination efforts 
to b~ suc?essful! the impc>r,tance, of this area should not be underestimated, as personnel 
cons!derat!ons WIll h~ve a dI~ect Influence on outcomes. The specific aspects of personnel 
consId~~atIOns f?r reVIew are Job functions, level of staff involvement, staff time, and the locus 
of decIsIOn-makIng. 

Job Functions. !he )ob f~nctions of the personnel charged with responsibility fot resource 
development a~d coordmatIon WIll affect the outcome of the effort. In the planning proc:ess, the 
followmg questIons should be addressed: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Will resource development and coordination staff perform other job functions? 
(CANRED found ,tha~ to ~om~in~ direct deliv:ery functIons with resource develop
ment and coordmatIon IS dIffICUlt because of the priorities of crisis cases. 
However, on a planned basis, it could also be viewed as a stress relief for direct 
delivery staff.) 
Is someo~e d~signated w!th responsibility for insuring that resource development 
and coordmatIon are carrIed through and that findings are validated? 
Are the roles and responsibilities of staff at each level clearly defined and mutually 
understood and recognized? 

Level of Staff Involvement. Since all levels of personnel may be involved in various 
aspects of the resource de~elopment, and coordination activities, efforts shOUld be made to 
engage all agency personnel m a commItment to and consensus on this effort. Agency staff must 
clearl~ understand how efforts toward resource development and coordination will be useful to 
the~ In p:rforming their jobs. This is particularly important for staff involved with direct 
serVIce delIvery. . 

Staff, Time. Resource development and c~ordination is not a short term process. Success 
may be achIeved only after many months or sometimes years of planned and consistent effort. 
'Fherefore, ~:m a lon~-term ~a~is, sop~isticated service integration will require a considerable 
mvestment m staff bme. It IS Imperahve that the scope of activities planned be realistically set 
to allow adequate personnel time to complete the activities. 

, Focus of Decision Making. The question here is what deciSion-making authority will those 
WIth, the ,res~urce ,develop!llent and coordination job fUnctions have? The answer to this question 
has ImplIcatIOns In a varIety of areas, including the credibility of the effort the likelihood of 
success, and the appropriate scope of activities to be selected. ' 

Cost 
Cost is another major ~rea, of local considerations that should be examined prior to resource 
development and coor?ma,tIOn, efforts. Important factors regarding the cost of resource 
deve~op~ent and,. c?Or~matlon mclude known sources of funding, potential sOUl'ces, and funding 
restrIctIOns and lImItatIOns. ' 
, In reviewing known sources of available funds, considerations shOUld be given to both 
mternal and external sources. It is important to identify which agencies and individuals have 
acce~s to ~unds, an? also the ex.tent to which funds ~re fixed or are negotiable. Known sources of 
fundI~g ~Ill constItute a stable base for expenditures to conduct resource development and 
coordmatIOn. 

. Data collected in the needs and resources assessment on potential levels of service 
commltment ~y voluntary organizations partially addresses the topic of potential sources of 
funds. PotentIal funds added to' known funds defines the upper limit of expenditures that can be 
planned for resource development and coordination. 
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A realistic appl'aisal of funds available for resource development and coordination requires 
the identification of all restrictions and limitations of fun.dings. It is important to recognize tha.t 
the stability and time limitations of funding sources may vary, that some funds will require local 
matching funds, and that 'aCcldptance of funds often mandates compliance with specific 
regulations and ot.her requirements. 

Socio-Political Environment 
A third area of local considerations for review is th~ sOQio-political environment. Information 
about three grQups within this environment is particularly rele.vant--the community as a whole, 
advocates, and political leaders. 

In regard to the community, specific information for planning resource development and 
coordination activities would begin with the extent, origin, and focus of community support for 
such efforts. Also important to know are the dominant characteristics of the community (i.e., 
conservative, liberal, socio-economic distribution, ethnic composition), and any currently 
sensitive or controversial issues. Planning can be improved by a consideration of the success of 
related past efforts and of specific indi~ations as to the most appropriate timing for attempting 
the particular project planned. Also, an objective study should be made of the potential benefits 
to the community and the visible outcomes of the planned efforts. 

Advocates as a socio-political group must be analyzed to discover who has a vested 
ir:ter;:st in a particular resource development and coordination effort and can assist in obtaining 
support for it. Sources of potential advocates (e.g'o, parent orgtmir~at1ons, civic groups, school 
officials, boards; as well as previously unknown or unconsidered individuals) can come from any 
sector of the community. 

Political leaders should be examined for extent to which they are the actual leaders of the 
community. Their power bases and channels of communications also need examination. One 
should also pay attention to individual perspectives and interests such as political affiliation, pet 
projects, philosophy toward the poor and government, and possibly relevant campaign promises. 
In working with these leaders, emphasis can be placed on any of their previously expressed 
priorities that are supported by findings. 

Legislative and Administrative Regulations 
Legislative and administrative regulations comprise the fourth area of local considerations which 
needs to be reviewed to select action areas. All publicly funded resources function under various 
legislative and administrative regulations that are often very complex and comprehensive. 
Familiarity with such regulations is important for the continued operation of all affected 
agencies in the community. One must b.e aware not only of internal policies, procedures, 
regulations, and restrictions that could impact upon resource development and coordination 
efforts, but also relevant federal regulations, regulations of other agencies, and state and local 
laws and ordinances that are in effect or proposed. To ignore these realities is to risk the 
success of the effort planned, or, at best, to increasli! the expenditure of resources required. 

DEVELOPING A PLAN OF ACTION 
By screening the target problem areas through the review of local considerations, feasible action 
areas are identified. The next step in the process is to develop goals and objectives for dealing 
with each action area. Goals should be developed first, and related objectives then delineated 
for achieving each goal. The objectives should be concise, realistic, and measurable, so that 
progress in accomplishing them can be easily evaluated. The objectives should focus on the 
problems in each action area. 

As an example of the goals and objectives concepts, if a gap in socialization programs is 
an'action area, then a goal could be "to develop a socialization program for abused and neglected 
children and their families." An objective to achieve this goal could be "to initiate a Parents 
Anonymous chapter." 

After goals and objectives for a particular action area have been clearly defined, it is 
important to delineate specific tasks for accomplishing each objective. Tasks should be specific, 
and personnel responsible for a specific task should be clearly iClentiJied. A realistic schedule for 
completion of each task should also be established. For the objective lito initiate a local Parents 
Anonymous chapter," a task might be lito identify clients interested in participation," which 
wouldbe accomplished by a particular unit of the local proteetive services staff between 10/1/77 
and 10/31/77. 
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,. To insure that the goals end objectives for the plan of action remain clear and focused~ 
forn'!.iOll tools such as a. management'by objective form and tracking schedule can be maintained 
for each~ction area ·addr'essed. In order to monitor progress, the tasks delineated on the 
tracking sC)'\<?d""le should be reviewed and assessed on a regular c..t>:sis. This periodic review allows 
for appropri~\~e changes to be made, such as rescheduling, reallocation of staff, or the delineation 
of additional tasks. 

TECHNIQUES FOR RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND COORDINATION 
There are two basic techniques for resource development and coordination: inform·"ltion sharing 
and establishing support. Neither of these techniques is new; their planned lJi~ in a goal
oriented, systematic approach to resource development and I(!cordination is. 'these techniques 
are, in essence, strategies, for establishing the environment necessary for effective resource 
development and coordinatron. 

Information Sharing 
Information sharing is the most important component of a resource development and coordination 
plan. CANRED defines information sharing as an ongoing and established system' of 
communication that involves staff at all organizational levels communicating on all aspects of 
service delivery. Most techniques used to achieve resource q~velopment and coordination include 
some form of information sharing'. Though not a new concept for service delivery organizations, 
it is seldom formally delineated as a function of staff at any level. In order to be effective, 
information sharing must ble a well-established and ongoing process. 

The CANRED Project contends that the primal'y protective services resource agency in 
the commmlity should take the initiative and responsibility for both internal and external 
o':'gartiz8tion of an information sharing system for protective services. Acceptance of this 
responsibility involves a strong commitment, both philosophically and in terms of resources. 
However, the importance of information sharing in achieving resource eo ordination and 
development goals cannot be ignored. The following sections will describe the essential elements 
of an effective information sharing system. 

Internal Information Sharing. In the context of a service delivery agency, internal 
information sharing is the exchange and coordination of information among all areas and levels of 
staff within the agency, including administrative, support, and service delivery staff. Informa
tion on all aspects of operations, including goals, objectives, programs, services, service needs, 
constraints, and barriers to service delivery should be shared. To be fully effective, internal 
information sharing should iritclude both informal and formal communication. 

Information sharing through informal communications often originates in a social context 
at coffee or lunch. To the extent to which informal communications enable staff to increase 
their mutual understanding!. respect, and trust, it also improves the possibilities for more 
effective formal communication. Informal communication is unstructured and may seem 
superficial, but the resultant improvement in staff relations helps to avoid the misunderstandings 
and POluI'izations that often ,occur in the formal setting. 

Formal commUl1icatil)n for information sharing can occur internally through contacts 
specifically arranged for this purpose. Planning for information sharing should inr:-Iude the 
allocation of adequate staff time and resources. The information sharing system must be 
designed to integrate administrative, support, and service delivery staff so that all are working 
toward common goals and objectives. 

External Information Sharing. The successfUl, establishment of an information sharing 
system within an agency will also enhance communication outside the agency. External 
information sharing, as it applies to a service delivery agency, is the exchange and coordinlition 
of information with any extraagency group or individual directly or. indirectly related to the 
service delivery system, including other current and potential service providers, clients, civic 
organizations, and the community at large. Many of the principles discussed in regard to internal 
information sharing also &pply to external information sharing, including the concepts of formal 
and informal communication. Effective external information sharing involves all levels of staff 
and addresses all aspects of service delivery. The most impol'tant requirement for external 
information sharing is the formal establishment of this function with adequate levels of priority 
and resources. 

Strongly ~\mphasized in the literature is the importance of information sharing with 
clients. Glient input t'i) the service delivery system is essential. Title XX requires client 
participation not, only J.n needs assessment but also in the process of planning programs to meet 
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identified needs. Clients also have a key perspective for feedback on the effc;ct~veness of past 
efforts for resource development and coordination. Feedback from clielliS can be .obtained 
through a formal data g~thel'ing process designed to determine clients' needs and problems. . 

. Publi~ Relations. Information sharing is vitally important in the area of public relations. 
!'ublIc rel~L.lns ,,!,it~ the community mCNilases understanding and support of the agency's role and 
~mpro~es .ItS publIc Image. ~ublic relations with community an<;'l political leaders is a key fact.or 
m ach~evI~g goals for resource development and coordination, and informal contacts are very 
effectIve m these cases. Building l',elations and establishing rapport with political and community 
leaders is.a slow an? time-c?nsuming process, but one. that has many long range benefits. Formal 
presentatIons, .medla materIal~, talk shows, and publi~ forums can be effectively used to share 
Imformatmn WIth the commumty and thereby improve the 3gency's public image. ' 

Establi:;,hing Support 
. t'1t:r-nal. Estab!ishing support is the second basic technique for resource development and 

coordmatIon.. It requIres conSIderable investment in resources and staff time. Support f(>r 
plann~d resource development and coordination efforts must first be established within one's own 
agen~~ and its board, if any. This means developing a formal system for achieving consensus, 
obtammg formal approval, obtaining direction, and providing systematic and continuous feedback 
on progress and proble~~. In relation. to the i>?ard, establishing support consists of obtaining 
formal approval, defmmg membershIp commItment and potential avenues of support. and 
obtaining feedback on progress and problems. Support from agency staff and the board sho~ld be 
established before soliciting support fr.om outside SOUi·Ce~. Once formal approval and active 
suppo:t o~ the staff and the board have been obtail:'ted for- a particular resource development arid 
coordmatIon effort, frequent communication is ne~essury to insure its continuity. , 
. Ext:rnal. Establishing external support fOI' resource development and cool'dination efforts 
IS equally important to the agency. 'l'he contact wi.th clients through service delivery provides 
the opportuni!y. to involve the clien~s in planning, evaluating, and. hopefully, supporting services. 
The opportumtIes for support by clIents of resource nevelopment and coordination efforts can 
also be enhanced through communication with and involvement of client advocate groups. 

.. One of the. most effective techniques for establishing support and early commitment to 
speClf~c problems IS through individ~al direct contact. Since this requires a great investment of 
tIme, ItS use should be balanced agamst the benefits that can potentially be incurred. Individual 
con~a<:t can be effectivel~ utilize? to g~in support from any segment of tl)e population, but, 
realIst~~ally, the use of th!S. t.echmque WIll usually be limited to thoOle individuals most directly 
affectmg th~ planned actIVItIes for resource development and coordination, such as political 
leaders, fundmg sources, advocate groups, and service providers. 

Meetings are one of the most obvious and often used techniques for establishing support 
~or plan~ed resourc: d~v;lopme~t and coordination efforts. Meetings allow personal contact, 
mteractlonl an? avaIlabIlIty ?f fIrst hand knowledge to many people while minimizing time and 
?nergy . expendItures. Meetmgs can serve as a mechanism, for public information, thereby 
mCl'easmg support ?f planned efforts. Differeilt philosophical positions. levels of commitment, 
roles, and .expecta~lOns can be shared and consensus sought through the group process. 

WhIle meetmgs can establish mu.ch of the credibility and support of individual contacts 
gro~p.communication has its own unique dynamics. Prior plans, goals, or objectives may well b~ 
modIfIed. ~hrough th~. group process. Meetings involving different interest groups offer 
opportumtIes for coalItIon, but also risks of polarization. Also, it is important to plan followup 
meetings to identify progl~ess and problems. 

The use of media is an excellent method of getting relevant information on current and 
planned.eff?rts to the general public. HC'~ever, be aware that this may have either a positive or 
a negatIve mfluence on efforts to establIsh support. The impact and scope of the media should 
not be underestimated. Despite the possible negative effects, however media is valuable 
because it reaches virtually the entire community with information and soli~itations of interest 
and thereby promotes acti.ve community response. ' 

IMPLEMENTATION 
The actual implementation of resource development and coordination plans can take place 
throug~ a number. of alternative arrangement~. The deitermination of which arrangements are 
used WIll be a logIcal consequence of the entIre resourc:e development and coordination Dr.ocess 
that h~ o~curred up to this po!nt. Implementation is f1 formal process of goal attainment, the 
actualIzatIon of the plan of actIOn. The formal arrangements to be produced include cooperative 
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interagency agreements, formal contracts, and funding ~~rr,angements. These constitute ' 
specifically delineated agreements for shared respon~libilitiesflfol' services. As t,heY,arE7 tes!ed, 
strengthened, and proven, these formal arrangements mcvetoward t?e,status ,of mstI~utIona!lza
tion; they become an accepted and fullyuti~}zed part of the' commumty s ongomg serVIce debvery 
system. It is the contention of the CANRED Project that the CANRED process for resouz:ce 
development and coordination, with its systematic and objective approach and use of com~un!ty 
involvement, will significantly increase tht.1 success of resource development and coordmation 
efforts.' 
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Central Registries and Repo~ing Systems 
Robert Lebsack, PhD, A~~ociate Director 
National Study onChiKLAbuse and ,Neglect Reporting 
American Humane Association 
Denver, Colorado 

\\ .~ ~:~ '-. ,', I: 

The Children's Division of the AmericaJ Humane Association ha's~' s'ince its inceptioi:.?'!provided 
leadership' .to the nation in child p~otective s'ervices. One of the services providell:! ,by the 
association has been in the area offesearch concerning the nature and causes of child neglect 
and abuse. ' 

Early research by the division indica.t~d that a great need existed in the na:tion for a 
national data gathering effort to permit better understanding of the natui'e,1ncidence, 
characteristics, consequences, and related data on this great problem. " 

Beginning in 1957, the first of the continuing series of state of the art surw~ys in child 
protective services in the United States was completed. A follow-up study was madf~ in 1967 to 
highlight the continuing nature of the probl/am and to pinpoint needs for the next decade. The 
third in the series~ IIChild Protective Service.s in the United States, 1~77 ," is now in pl:ogress. 

The 1967 survey indicated that few states had systematic plans for gathering; data on the 
problem. By 1970, only 19 states were required by law to me.intain a central regis.try" In,.1972 
and early 1973, this number increased to 29. In these, however, the responsibilitil~s were often 
shared by several agencies. While most states, placed the central registri~s" in the state 
departments of sq.eial services, two placed them in the health services depafttilent,' and two 
others assigned thE£ registers to law enforcement or justice departments. While today only one or 
two states do not mandate a central register, this division of responsibility still e:ll:ists with some 
reporting still going to the departments of health and some to the justic,e dep~tments. The 
increase in state requiring a central re,gister during the last five years ha!j been/gratifying; the 
process of translating a legislativernan.date into" a well-orgtmized, responsiVe syst,em has not yet 
been completed. i' 

At the time of the second sU1,'vey most states required i'eporting of ab\~se only, and in 
.. many cases as an extension of criminal law rather than as a process of defi'ning I~ocial need. At 

present, our summary;, of national reports indicates that only eight states do l;lptJpclude neglect 
in their reporting requirements. :; .... >il 

,.Legislation concerning childr.en's services reflected a srmilar wide dive'rsjty in the decade 
of the sixties. A Children's Division survey of legislation in 1964, followed by art, update in a 1966 
survey, led to the widely accept§,!d report "Child Abuse" Legislation in th~ ~970's." This was 
revised and reissued in 1974, and a current revision is now being made. .' i'; Ii .. 
.. Perhaps the most dramatic study was the publication in 1969 of irprqitecting the Child 
Victims of Sex Crimes Committed by Adults," which dealt with the extent (~f sexual abuse to 
children. This report reflects three years of research into the problem. An in~idepth ~xamination 
of records in police administrations, hospitals, social ag~ncies, and juve,qpe cei,\ters rev'&aled that 
the incidence of sexual abuse in New York City for the study's three-year p,'~riod exceeded toe 
total number of all cases of child abuse reported to the official system in :!the state for those 
years. UnfortUnately, the situation today is little better. Sexual exploitatiQ'n and abuse are still 
of massive proportions in the nation, and are virtually unreported and ~mrecognized by the 
"gatekB',pe!'s" of our delivery systems. ,: 

These research efforts clearly indicated the need for a central d~,ta gathering system 
based on a common reporting form and using standard definitions. Such a sys,tem was proposed to 
the Office of Child Development, Children's Bureau early in 1972. At that time ~nterest in this 
project was great but funding was ngnexistent. However, as national intere;st in child protective 
sflrvices increased requests for datl't became more insistent, and the projeciF was funded on a six
month exploratory study in 1973,' the year before the National Center;for Child Abuse and 
Neglect (NCCAN) was established under Public Law 93-247. This initial period was devoted to 
planning the system and developIng the first reporting Jorm, Standard Form 0023. Evez:y state 
reporting form that existed at the time was studied, and the best featurEJs of each selected. A 
meeting of representatives from all states was held in Denver to resolve details of the program. 
Forty-four states sent representatives to the planning session. The stall/dard form was printed 
and issued, and official reporting began in April, 1974. From the initial i<lozen or so states that 
participated at the time, the number' grew to 23 by the end of the year. 
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When the results of the first year's operation were reviewe,d, ~e.veral problef!1s were 
isolated. The length and bulk of the original form created problems 10 fIlm~ and handlmg., An 
analysis of returns indicated that many questions were redundant. A m~etmg of the advIsory 
committee to the NCCAN Clearinghouse was held in early ~975 to revIse, th~ form, and t~e 
present 0024 form was the composite of the suggestions. ThIS form was ~Istribute? .for use, 10 
mid-1975. Minor editorial corrections have been made, but the basIC materlal rc:mams 
unchanged. At the present time the form is used by 32 states, and five other states submIt data 
in magnetic tape form, based on forms similar to ours. , 

The national study is deeply involved in the development ~d refIOeme~t of state central 
register systems. The basic decisions each state faces when entry IOto the national study system 
is considered are ,such questions as: 

1. Which individuals or members of classes are mandated to report? 
2. What provisions are made to insure ci.:mfidentialitr of data? " 
3. Is the emphasis to be placed on 24-hour reb'leval capabIl~ty afnd the tracking

t aspects, or upon the quality and accuracy of the repOl'tIOg or manage men 
purposes? ,,' 

4. Is the responsibility for conformity to ~eportIOg re~Ulr:ments to be plac:d 10 a 
state central location, or with the supervIsors at the dIstrIct or county level, 

Data for the years 1974-1975 have been summarized ,in two brief,reviews, "Highlights of 
. the Data for 1974" and one for 1975. Detailed tables are avaIlable fo~ serIOUS rese~rc~ers. 

At this time, we"are conducting an intensive systems analysIs to determ10e If, response 
time can be dramatically shortened and if data files can be restructured to permIt almost 
immediate cross-tabulati;ns by stat~ or county for any variable desired by the research group 
interested in the data. 'h· t t f 

The national reporting system today represents notable Impro~ement over 1;. ~ s a e 0 

affairs in 1972-1973. There remains, however, much to be done to arrIve at the establIshed goal 
of a uniform reporting system based on <:om~on definitions of ?lements and, on c0!TIplete 
coverage by each state of its counties or dIstrIcts, and the e~tenslOn of report1Og to mc~~?e 
neglect in each state. Goals for the remainder of t~Je grant perIod, through Decemb~r 31, 1 .. 71, 
are te ... f.t1(!ourage remaining states to participate in the program in the form, best sUIted ,to each 
state's capabilitie's, to encourage all participating states, to include neglect 10 the reportmg, an~ 
to provide technical assistance to states, thereby enablmg them to have 00mplete coverage 01 
reporting within the state. . ' ' 

As the concepts of the central register options presented by the. National Institute on 
Community Development become ,known ~hrough0.ut the. natio~, the national ~tudy staff will be 
available to provide technical aSSIstance 10 plannmg automatic data process1Og systems (ADP) 
where needed. , ' b t '11 

This consultation will include not only our own staff and techmcal advlsors, u WI 
include, through our advi150ry committee members, assistance from specialists from other sta.te 
agencies who have ~et ~nd solve~ many of th~ problems that will be faced by states newly 
considering ADP applIcations to thelr central regIsters. " 

Our goal of a fully functioning national system by 1980 can be attam~d. ,The Ide,as and 
concepts developed 'and defined in this meeting and in the October, 1977 meetmg 10 WashIOgton, 
D.C., will go a long way in making our goal a reality. 
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The Central Registry: Help or Hindrance? 
Kay Drews 
American Public Welfare Association 
Washington, D"C. 

"Where have we been and where are we going,'! is the theme of the Second National Conference 
on Child Abuse and Neglect--how appropriate for central registries! We probably should als(.j.add, 
"What have we done to our families and our delivery of services?" 

Central registries have been or are being developed in most states partially in response to 
the requirement for meeting eligibility for state grants from the National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect. In many states, the establishment of a central registry has been accomplished 
without addressing some very vital questions or anticipating negative consequences. 

Probably the most significant question and that which engend~~rs negative reactions is: 
should names, addresses, and other identifying data be included on a central registry? Before 
answering that question, it is necessary to define what is a reportable. case of child abuse and 
neglect and to define the function of the central registry. Many state systems currently house 
several thousand names of abusing and neglecting families. These families' problems may range 
from a custody battle to the death :Jf a child, but the names are all on the same registry . 

How can a name ur even a statistic on a central registry have any meaning when there is 
such confUsion as to what constitutes child abuse and neglect? When does discipline become 
abuse? What is emotional abuse and when does it occur? Do not most of us at some point 
inadvertently emotionally abuse or maltreat our children? Did we escape the central registry 
system merely due to circumstances of time and place? 

Some states require every complaint of child abuse and neglect be reported to the central 
registrY. and an immediate investigation initiated. The initial report would then be followed by 
an inteI'im or final determination. The worker investigating the case must attempt to fit that 
family's problem into a specified category of either "founded" or lIunfounded" abuse or neglect. 
If the <}omplaint was based on an isolated incident in which a situation of minor maltreatment 
actually did occur, it, in all honesty to the system, must be submitted as a founded report. For 
example: frustrated over a child's lies, a parent strikes the child across the face. In dismay, the 
parent realizes the blow left a handprint on the child's face. Someone calls in a complaint upon 
seeing the child's face. The worker investigates-there are indeed physical signs of abuse. The 
worker has little room for choice--the report relates to the incident, but ... It is the "but" that 
causes such anxiety for workers. Does this isolated incident justify the family's name remaining 
on the central registry until sometime after the ehild's eighteenth birthday, as is the case in 
some states? Whether or not that family's name goes on the central registry depends more on 
the particular worker'S decision whether or not to strictly follow the policy. The family is at the 
mercy of the worker. In states where an Imfounded report goes into the central registry, the 
length of time befol'e it is purged varies from six months to an indefinite time after the report, 
depending on the state, Some states enter all reports into the registry but purge a report as soon 
as it is determined unfounded. It is assumed that if a second report comes in on a family which 
has an unfounded report on file, doubts will be raised about the first investigation. Or, it is 
sometimes stated that the unfounded report goes into the central registry for the purpose of 
establishing whether abuse or neglect actually occurred. The second rationale is the weaker of 
the two in assuming that the central office could determine whether or not abuse or neglect 
occurred without ever conducting an investigation. 

Many states have procedures through which a family can request an amendment or purging 
of their central registry record. This, of course, also applies to unfounded cases. I question why 
a family who has suffered the agency-inflicted trauma of having its name submitted to a central 
registry as unfounded must endure further trauma of initiating and following through on the 
purging of the information. The more sophisticated may understand their rights and hope that 
the purging follows. However, all families falling into the category of "unfounded reports" live 
with the cloud that any future accident or confrontation with their child will result in a 
determination of founded abuse. Is it the registry's intent to disrupt the normal functioning of 
innocent families? . 
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.( If the worker sUbmhs the earlier described example as a founded case, what positive 
purpose does it serve? It increases the statistics by one more case. That statistic is now in the 
system alongside the severe and chronic cases. Some systems do distinguish between serious an<;l 
nonserious cases. The American Humane Association, reporting on its Study for 1975, indicated 
that 51.3 percent of abuse cases in the study resulted in minor injury or no visible injury, and that 
32.8 percent were unspecified. That means only 15.9 percent of the case reports the American 
Humane Association received represented known severe cases (neglect was not broken down by 
severity). The 15.9 percent (and possibly some of the unspecified 32.8 percent.) represent 
families who seriously need protective services. However, caseworkers are swampeduttempting 
to provide protective services to the 100 percent that are categorized as abused plus those who 
are neglected. This results in inadequate service to those in need. 

Do we not inflict family crisis on those we categorize and place on central registries as 
abusing and neglecting families without providing adequate supportive services? It is necessary, 
therefore, to define what is a reportable case of abuse and neglect and look at it in terms of the. 
purpose of reporting. ; 

The purpose of reporting and the functioJ of the central registry must constantly be 
addressed and readdressed. It is a mistake to constantly feed information into a central registry 
without regular reevaluation as to whether the information is necessary, or, more importantly, 
whether the information has positive or negative effect on delivery of services to abused and 
neglected children. The various functions of central l'egistries are: (I) Iftrackinglr families; (2) 
assisting in the diagnosis of cases of abuse and neglect; (3) case management and monitoring; and 
(4) providing statistics for research and program planning. 

The first three functions require inclusion of identifying data such as name and address in 
the central registry. At this point, we should address the pros and cons of each function. 

TRACKING 
The earliest stages of the concept of central registries was based on the need for a tracking 
system. Statistics on \\\'hich to base the success or failure of such a system have not been 
documented. However, cBrtain issues must be addressed. First, have not social service agencies 
for years contacted the agency in a family's prior jurisdiction concerning previous contacts with 
a family? It is doubtful that the value of having this information on the central registry 
outweighs its disadvantages. Even if 10 out of 31,000 cases were tracked through the central 
registry, does that justify the other 30,990 names being maintained? Tracking does not 
commence until a new incident is reported. Therefore, it has little value in terms of prevention. 
If previous history is the issue, central registry informaUon is scanty. Good social work 
investigation should produce more information than would be available throug!1 a central registry. 

Second, families do not limit their transiency to within state lines. There is not a 
universal, reciprocal central registry nor do I think there should be (i.e., problems of 
confidentiality would arise as the network becomes mammoth). Again, there are no statistics on 
which to base any assumptions. However, reevaluation of the need for tracking should include 
how many of the cases on record have moved, and of those, how many are now out of stat~. Of 
those who have moved within the state, it should be determined how many have required an 
inquiry to the central registry as sole source for information. 

Third, the l'ationale for tracking often addresses the assurance of continued contact with 
families who move to avoid agency intervention. This statement reflects an agency's confusion 
over its identity. Most protective service workers dislike and deny their role identification as 
being investigative or punitive. They prefer to be considered supportive. If a family moves 
solely because of agency intervention, then the agency should evaluate what it has done in terms 
of service and support. However, it is more often the case that a family has moved for economic 
reasons. The rationale, based on moving solely to avoid agency intervention is weak. 

ASSIST IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
Another function of a central registry is to assist profeSSionals in diagnosing a case of child abuse 
and neglect. To use the central registry as a crutch for identification is dangerous. If a name is 
not on the central registry, a physiCian or other professional might doubt his or her own 
suspicions and not report. Conversely, if a prior report is on the registry based on one 
individual's interpretation, the professional may not investigate other alternatives to abuse and 
neglect. It is certainly not following the rule of innocent until proven guilty. Case consultation 
based on the immediate problems would be much more valuable. 
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CASE MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING , , 
With therllassive vo~ume of cas.e reports, case management a~d momtorl~g are ne~t to 
impossible from one centralized location unless the system, l~ computer:.lzed. ~It~ a 
computerized system it would be possible to monitor a case untIl I~ ~loses. ,Such momtorI~g, 
however must be based on regular input from the local agency provldmg serVICe to the famIly. 
In reality, supervisors within an agency should monit?r ~ases !n their workers' ~ase~~ads. To 
monitor a case from one central location would reqUIre mclusIOn ?f seve~al ~arI,ables such ,as 
services needed vs. services available and would require understandmg the tamlly m terms of Its 
response to worker effort. It is a valuable program ~lanni.ng, tool to ,be able to assess, needed 
services vs. available services but this hardly requires Identlfymg data m the cen~r~l regIstry: It 
is more valuable to provide training and tools to supervisors so that they can effICIently momtor 
cases and conduct program needs assessments which then can be forwarded to the state. 

STATISTICS , f 'd' t l' t' A function of central registries which require no identifying data IS th,at ? ,proVI m,g s a IS ICS 
for research and program planning. This function is probably the ~ost Ju~tIflab~e ratI,onale for a 
central registry. This function is totally unrelated to t~at of tr:ackI~g, d,Iagnosls, or case 
monitoring. With proper data inclusion, valuable demographIC and epIdemIOlogIC data relate~ to 
child abuse and neglect can r\~sult. Data can be analyze~ for research purposes and pOSSIble 
further refinement of tne definition and identification of ChIld abuse and neglect: 

Program planning can and should be based on the ~eeds of the populatI?n served. For 
example if data on a central registry could show a correlatIOn between ~rematurlty and abuse, a 
program' could be developed based on that specific pro~J.ern ~het~er It ble related to moth?r
infant s'eparation or the difficulty of caring for a preemIe. AlSO, If data ,showed a correlatIon 
between. the hyperactive or learning-disabled child and abuse, a supportIve program could be 
developed for parents of these children. , . " , ' ,., 

'In addition, there is little danger in sending statIstICS on mmor mJury or ~e,glect If only 
statistics are submitted. It is valuable to know if there exists a problem defmmg need for 
protective services vs. need for other family services. " .' , 

We must stop the hypocrisy of saying we are protectmg chIldren B:nd ~amIl~es., We ~p~ak 
of a nonpunitive approach to child abuse and neglect, yet our central reglstr~es WIth I?entIfymg 
data may put our children and families under greater stress than they were prIor to regIstry. Are 
we not trying to reduce stress? 1f so, are we not defeating our purpose? , 'Would not each ~f, us 
fight a battle if our name was placed on the registry as we faced the daIly ~,hallenge of raIsmg 
our children? If the system was developed according to the age-old adage, Do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you," I doubt we would need to h~ve.~a~es ,and addresses on a 
central registry which has become the catchall for most pa~en~-chiid. d,IfflCultIes., , 

We should use central registries statistically to aSSIst m defmmg and desIgmng programs 
and services to lessen child abuse and neglect. 
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The State Central Regi~ter: Linchpin of a State's Child Protective 
Services Program 
James S. Cameron, Director 
Bureau of Child Protective Services 
New York State Department of Social Services 
Albany, New York 

The New York State Department of Social Services, is res~onsi~le ,for supervi~ing th~ ~~~~~ 
rotective service program in each of the state's 58 socIal serVIce dIstrIcts. ~he Bureau ,0" I, 

~rotective Services, located in the department's divisil)n of services, haa ongomg r~spon~lbdg~'l~: 
this ~aI'ea. Additionally, the bureau maintains and operates th,e State ,Cen~ral Re~lster, or 1 u 
Abuse and Maltreatment with its toll-free telephone hotlme, WhICh IS the lmchpm of the 
state/local child protective service pbogram. 

THE ROLE OF THE STATE CENTRAL REGISTER , , 
The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect has defined seven areas, lIT WhIC~ a succes~ful 
state central register operation can become involved. A central regIster WhIch functions 
optimally must effectively do the following: 

1. Assist diagnosis and evaluation by providing or locating information on prior 
suspicious occurrences and prior treatment efforts;, ' , 

2. Improve handling of child abuse and m~ltreatment ~ituatIOns by provldmg conve-
nient consultation to workers and potential reporters, ( 

3. Refine diagnosis by providing feedback to those who ma,ke reb ports; 't ' (~ll 
4. Measure the performance of local child protective serVIces y mom ormg \~? ow-up 

5.~~~:Jf~ate community-wide treatment efforts by monitoring follow~up report,s; , 
6. Facilitate research, planning, and program development by provldmg statIstIcal 

data on the handling of reports; and , , 
7. Encourage reporting of suspected chil? abuse an~ maltreatment by provldmg a 

focus for public and professional educational campaIgns. 

A review of the activity of the Bureau of Child Protective Services and the register operation' 
reveals that substantive progress has been made in most of these areas., , , 

With regard to assisting in diagnosis and evaluatio~, state c,entral regIster speCIalIsts seek 
maximum information from callers so thatilll names and mformatI?n repor~ed can b~ thoroughly 
cross-referenced. They immediately notify county child protec~IlJe servIC~ staff If there are 
opened or closed cases on newly transmitted reports. Wh~n a prevIOus report IS found, the rep~rt 
is assessed for the \?urpose of making verbal summarIes to local wo~kers: The loc~l. ch~ld 
protective service unit is asked to watch closely th~s~ ~ases that sho~ hIgh rIsk !actors ~n prI~r 
reports. The sperl.talist summarizes past cases for mitIal use b,y a cluld pro~ectIve serVICe umt 
when a case is transferred from one county to another,. smce the regIster has excelle~t 
capabilities for facilitating transference of cases. Local, workers are en~our~ged to submIt 
informatio~ to the register that is succinct and comprehenSIve, and to keep m mmd the goal of 
developme:tit, of useful data. Most importantly, specialists listen ~d p~ss ,on any r,elevant 
information . besides reportable matters that may help casework. dlag~~sIs mterventIon and 
treatment (e.g., other service agencies already involved, current famIly crIsIs).. , 

Consultation to improve handling of child abuse and maltreatment IS an Imp~rt~nt 
responsibility. Th~ register is staffed around-the-clock for inquiries and reports, and, speClah~ts 
extend themselves in a friendly and professional way to all callers. They pr,ovide 9ua!Ity 
consultation based on training and past social service, exp~rience as, well as theIr contmUl~g, 
emerging knowledge which comes from the variety of SItuations to ~~Ich they ar; exposed daily. 
The aim is to provide consultation that is realistic in ligh~ of prevaIhn~ prof~sslOnal, legal, and 
policy considerations, a fusion sometim;s difficult !o obtam. When an Immedlat? ~swer cannot 
be given to a problem, the specialist WIll consult WIth a knowledgeable person withm the bure~u 
in order to gain clarification, and later respond. The special~st may also refe: many people daily 
to other services after it is found that the caller is not seekmg help for ,a ChIld, abuse/m,altre,at
ment situation, but for another problem that can be aide~ by other, sOCIal serv,Ices. ThIS bUl~ds 
goodwill for the register and reinforces its focus as a helpmg operat~on. In all mvolvement WIth 
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local districts, specialists reach for good working relationships with local child protective service 
workers in order to build mutual understanding in helping children and their fllmilies. 

Refinement of diagnosis by providing feedback to those who made reports is currently 
done by referring reporters back tp ~he local districts. A summary of findings is thus provided as 
required by the child protective {~l;;rviceg statute. Referral to the local district, though, while 
satisfactory for meeting this statutory provision, is not likely the best vehicle for refining the 
relevant diagnosis. Accordingly, new procedltreS will be explored and developed during the 
coming year., . 

Measuring performance of the local child protective service by monitoring follow-up 
reports is one of the register's most important functions. Specialists review each dispositioned 
and closed case coming from local districts to evaluate the' quality of contacts ,and the 
appropria.teness of the decision. The local child protective service unit will be contacted if th~ 
decisions and actions taken do not seem to be in the best interests of the children reported;, 
Following consultation it may mutually be decided that the determination may stand or th~;t 
corrective action is required. Local child protective service personnel ~~re aware they must be 
able to give a reasonable account of what they do in cases. Conc:qmitant with this, regist(~r 
specialists must follow through to get revisions when improper reporting and actions appe8(r. 
Specialists must keep their program supervisors informed of unresolved individual case situatidns 
as well as pointing out discernible trends relative to local reporting and follow-up. Special~sts 
must understand the system under which local child protective service personnel work so that an 
overall context is established for evaluative purposes. To that tmd, specialists are given an 
opportunity to review and comment upon the Annual Plan for the Provision of Child Protective 
Services for the counties they monitor. 

With regard to coordinating community-wide treatment efforts by monitoring folloW-Up 
reports, the register does not accommodate this function ex:c~pt as it notes areas of inar>pro
priate or inadequate follow-up, and brings this int.)rmation to the attentioh Or! the local agen'cy. 

The register plays an important role in facilitating resear~h, planning, a.nd program 
development relative to development of statistical data. Specialists code information from 
dispositioned cases for eventual conversion into nonidentifying st.:.:tistics. They are 8.vailable, on 
a limited basis, to extract necessary information for an occasional r.esearch project. Specialists 
are committed to making accurate trB.l'tRcriptions so that statistical information is enhanced. In 
response to planning and development, specialists spontaneously make program suggestions and 
are asked for opinions based on their work 'sxperience. Because New York State's central 
~egister has one of the greatest~torehouses of raw data on ohild abuse and negl€lct in the nation, 
officials hope that ultimately it will be used maximally for bona fide research purposes. 

The register provides a /focus for public and professional education campaigns and 
encourages the reporting of. ~n~8pected child abusfl and maltreatment. Sp(~cialists are not 
formally involved in educationaI campaigns, but t'1ey do as much as possible in their phone work 
to educate the pU~~tic about the phenomenon of qhild abuse and maltreatment. Each day they 
receive many callseoncerning the definition of child abuse' and treatment activities. Specialists 
are limited to brief conversation but refer many callers to sources where they may receive mori1 
phone information or literature. Often, the register serves the point of introduction to the field. 
The Bureau of Child Protective Services and the department make available pamphlets on the 
reporting system and disseminate reporting guidelines and other information to the public. Most 
local districts in their own public education campaigns have used the regist1er and its toll-free 
number as the focal point. , 

The role of the register specialist has expanded. The specialist must make countless 
professional judgments about many complex situations. The job is far from mechanical in nature, 
but rather calls for a high degree of resourcefulness and flexibility. The register is young and 
emerging. with certain areas remaining to be developed. However, it has fulfilled its early 
promise, and portends more effectiveness in the future. 

OPERATION 
The New York State Child Abuse and Maltreatment Register receives oral and electronic reports 
of suspected child abuse or maltreatment and monitors the provision of child protective services 
24 hours a day, seven days a week. A statewide toll-free telephone number, 800-342-3700, is 
available for use by any person wishing to report cases of suspected child abuse and 
maltreatment. The register is also available through this number for authorized persons to 
determine the ex!stence of prior reports in order to evaluate the conditions or circumstances of a 
child. 
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REPORTING PROCEDURE,~ . , 
All persons required to re[?ort and others wishing t.o report a case of suspe~ted ChIld abuse or 
maltreatment make initial oral reports to the regIster through the sta.tewide toll-free p~one 
number (except in those districts which were reauthorized in 1976 to recelve reports locally, .I.e., 
New York City, Monroe County, and Onondaga County. Local reports are then transmItted 
immediately to the state central register).' ... . 

The specialist receiving the report obtams l!lform~tIOn from t~e rep?rt1Og s~urce, 
seaN~hes the register files for prior reports, and then Immediately transmIts all 1OformatIon to 
the appropriate local child protective service for its investigation and follow-up. 

Each local department of social services has developed a system whereby reports 
transmitted by the state register may be received 24 hours a day, seven dars a w:ek. A person 
making an oral report of suspected child abuse or maltreatment must submIt a wrltte? report on 
Form DSS-2221 (Report of Suspected Child Abuse and Maltreatment)! used s.tate~Ide, to the 
local child protective service within 48 hours of oral report. Upon receIpt of th~s wrItten report, 
the local child protective service must immediately send a copy to the state regIster. 

INQ UIRY SYSTEM ..... . . 
During 1976, there were 2.101 reque~ts. for mformatIon ~ont~1Oed 10 reports mamtamed 10 the 
register. This compares to the 1,560 sI~Ilar reque~ts reCeIVe? In 197?. . . 

Information in the register and 10 local ChIld protective serVIces IS confIdential and only 
available to: 

1. A physician who has a child before him whom he reasonably suspects may be abused 
or maltreated; 

2. A person authorized to place a child in protective custo~y w~en he r.eas~nably 
suspects the child, may be abused or maltreated, and reqUIres mformatIon 10 the 
record to determine placement of the <:!hillj in protective c~~tody; . 

3. An authorized agency responsible for the care or superVISIon of a subject of the 
repol't; 

4. Any person who is the subject of the report; . . 
5. A court, upon finding the information in the record necessary for determ1OatIOn of 

an issue before the court; 
6. A grand jury, upon finding the information in the record necessary for determina-

tion of charges before the grand jury; 
7. Any appropriate state legislative committee responsible for child protective 

legislation; and , 
8. Any person engaged in bona fide research. ,; 

/! 
When an authorized person (e.g., physician, subject of a repor!!itc.) requests information from 
the register the person's identity is verified before information is released. Whenever 
information' is released the status of the report is identified as "indicated" or "under 
investigation." Any pers~n given access t~~' identifying information from th~ register. or fr;oII? a 
local child' protective service is informed that he ma~ no~ ~.8.ke publlc s~ch IdentIfY10g 
information unless he is a district attorney and the purpose IS to Il1lLiate court action. 

AMENDMENT, EXPUNGEMENT, AND, SEALING OF CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS, AND FAIR 
HEARINGS ,,'-
All information obtained, reports wffitten, or photographs taken concerning repor.ts of suspected 
child abuse or maltreatment are confidential and can be released only to authorIzed persons as 
outlined above. 

The local child protective service must notify the register within 90 days of the initial 
oral report as to whether -the report is "indicated" or "unfounded." The r.egister expunges 
unfounded reports by removing all identifying data from cross-reference flIes and reports. 
Written notice of the expungement of an unfounded report is sent to the subjects of the report 
and to the local child protective service. The copy of this notice is itself expunged after it has 
been established the subject has received notice. 

The record of all other records to the register is kept on file and will be sealed no later 
than 10 years after the subject child's eighteenth birthday. A sealed record will not be made 
available unless the State Commissioner of Social Services, upon notice to the subjects of a 
report, approves. 
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Upon request Ute s'.lbject of Ii report is provided, by certified mail, a copy of all 
information contained in the I'egister, except data which would identify the person who made the 
report or who cooperated in the investigation of the report if this would be detrimental to the 
reporter's or investigator's safety or interests. 

The subject of a report at any time subsequent to the completion of the investigation may 
request the state commissioner to amend, seal, or expunge the record of the report. ' 

A request for expungement results in a full-scale review by the department of r.eports of 
child ahuse or maltreatment contained in the register and the circumstances surrounding these 
reports. The request is either granted or. denied. If denied, the subject of the report, upon 
request, may have a fair hearing scheduled and conducted, usually in his home district. A fair 
hearing is an administrative review of the reports which is conducted by the Department of 
Social Services and is not a court action. State and local child protective services staff are 

. parties to ~he proceedings and attend all hearings. 
During 1976, 685 requests for copies of reports of information from the register relative 

to requests for expungement or amendment of reports were received in addition to 198 formal 
requests for expungement, comparable to the 372 requests received the previous year. On behalf 
of the subject, the bureau seeks clarification of a request for information. This is only done 
after the subject of the report is notified by letter of his rights under the child protective 
services statute ,and that a report of alleged child abuse or neglect has been made. Previously, it 
was not uncommon for the subject of the report to request, in reaction"to the notification letter, 
copies of information, amendment, expungement, and a fair hearing without regard to the natural 
sequence of events. The decision to expunge, for example, leads automatically to an action 
which obviates the need for a fair hearing. States which may be developing registers similar to 
New York's must work assiduously in this area. 

Twenty-two fair hearing decisions were rendered, resulted in confirming the decision 
made by the department not to expunge the reports as requested. In two of these, it was 
directed that certain portions of the reporting forms be amended. In six decisions, it was 
directed that reports be expunged as requested by the subject(s) of the report. 

MONITORING LOCAL AGENCY OPERATIONS 
The department reviews the operation of child protective services in each local district from 
several vantage points. Observations and evaluations based upon the department's monitoring of 
follow-up reports submitted to the register is a viable monitoring mechanism. 

Register specialists monitor the daily activity of local agencies in a variety of ways. All 
unfounded, indicated-closed, and some open cases are regularly reviewed to ensure local case 
activity meets the requirements of the law. An unfounded case is one in which no credible 
evidence is found to substantiate the allegat;,ton of child abuse or maltreatment, and all 
identifying data are expunged. An indicated-closed case is one in which there was some credible 
evidence to substantiate the allegation and the case is being closed because all available services 
appropriate to the case have been rendered. 

Because of this activity, register specialists are in a unique position to spot trends 
concerning the activity of local districts. A perception is gained from the review of follow-up 
reports as well as daily telephone contacts with local agencies. When problems are discovered, 
information to resolve them is routinely passed along to program personnel within the bureau. 
Experience shows that local districts tend to cooperate when issues of mutual concern are raised 
with regard to handling of reports of child abuse and neglect made to the register. 
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GOVERNMENTAI~ INTERVENTIONS 

The necessity of a role for government in the effort to deal with child abuse and neglect was 
expressed in the FOCUS section. The papers here elaborate on those themes to better define 
what that role should be and to explore the complex legal issues that must always result from so 
significant an intrusion as child abuse and neglect intervention makes into the lives of families. 
The papers in this section do not uniformly advocate governmental intervention. Unfortunately, 
governmental intervention with a problem does not guarantee its solution, and may result in a 
spectrum of new problems or even an exacerbation of the original one. 

Most of the papers concerned with the role of government:.:.. seek to delineate distinct fed
eral, state, and local roles for approaching the planning and provision of services for child abuse 
and neglect. The role of the federal government is seen as a facilitator, offering financial, 
informational, and organizational resources to states to assist them in program development. 
The state's role is to create and administer the service delivery programs, as well as to provide 
technical assistance to the local government. The local level is seen $.s being where the action 
is: the level at which services actually reach families in need, and also a source of information 
which should feed back into the system to assist federal and state governments in planning. 

In such a three-tiered system, it is inevitable that there will b(.' conflicts between levels. 
These conflicts are sometimes seen as evidence of fragmentation, which often has the effect of 
creating a lack of continuity through the hierarchy. They can, however, be looked upon as 
creative tensions which, if developed, can lead to better planned and more creatively 
implemented programs through controlled feedback to guide governments in creating 'policies 
that strengthen and support--not stress--families. 

The legislative and legal issues papers define three main responsibilities of the legislli\-ture: 
creation of an effective reporting act, funding of child protective services, and funding of 
programs for primary prevention. The legislator can also serve as an educator and as a creator 
of community consciousness. Special interest groups are urged to initiate legislation and work 
for its passage. Such activities in the area of creating modellegi,slation should be structured to 
ensure full participation in planning from all interested parties, e.g., service providers, 
behavioral scientists, legislators, and juvenile court judges, whose opinion has sometimes been 
neglected in the past. Major trends in the area of model legislation are identified: definition, 
mandatory reporting, central registries, and issues concerning parents' and children's rights. In 
addition, the legal implications of the institutional use of corporal punishment are reviewed, 
along with comments on limiting it through formal legal action. 

In discussing the state as parent, authors grapple with the question of how much power the 
state should have to intervene to disrupt the family unit, and the more difficult question of 
whether children are eV6;\ valued in our society. The evidence presented portrays the state as a 
highly negligent parent, and raises serious questions about the practices of foster care and 
institutionalization. Certainly there are instances when the ~te must act as parent; how to 
fulfill that parental role "in the best interest of the child" has yet to be discovered. 
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,The Role of the (Federal) Cornmunity 
Nancy J. Amidei, MSW 
Member and Consultant (Senior Rese&rch Associate) 
The Family Impact Seminar 
Washington, D.C. -, 

.. 

- -: .~~: 

As you think about the role of the community in relation to famili<£s there is a particular 
"community" that should be kept in mind. The community that I am going to talk a~out this 
morning is, ironically, something that is rarely thQught of in those terms: the'" federal 
government. Yet it is nonetheless a group of individuai~: with a vital and immediate involvement 
in what goes on in' the lives of families and childreQ and should not be ignored. As a member of 
the Family Impact Seminar I am part of an effort that is trying to look at the role of government 
in relation to f.amilies, and attempting to design a ,process by which the government would pause 
in its proceedings and consider::-before it enacts new policies, adds money to old programs, takes 
something out of the system, or puts somettiing else in place-the impact of the change on 
families. . _ 

The Family Impact Seminar is made up of people drawn from three different kinds of 
backgrounds: from public policy, from academic life, and fr.om clinical practice. It includes 
Salvador Minuchin, a leader of the family therapy movement; Rosabeth Kantor, who stl\dies the 
ways in which the government as an employer affects;\ families; Urie Bronfenbrenner, who has 
spent many, years studying families and',children; and Robert Mnookin, a law professor 
specializing in family law, aS"well as the heads of family studies centers, a pediatrician, a home 
econoll;).i,st, students of the women's movement, and present and former government figures like 
former HEW Secretary Wilbur Cohen. It is a val'ied, thoughtful, and distinguished group of 
individuals. 

The idea for the Family Impact Seminar goes back several years to hearings conducted by 
then Senator Walter Mondala, while he was head of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Children 
and Youth. In the course of a seriesc0f hearings on the state of the American family, one witness 
remarked that it is indeed ironic that the federal government should be required to stop and 
con13ider the environmental impact af proposals, but not required to stop and thInk before taking 
actions that might impact on families. That was such a reasonable idea that 'Senator Mondale 
immediately said he would plan to introduce legislation to establish such a system. 

() He and his staff quickly realized, ho.wever, thaf this was a much more complicated 
proposition than it originally seemed. But the idea was a very attractive one, and so a little later 
the, Subcommittee's staff director, Sidney Johnson, left the Senate to set up a private 
organi2;ation that could design a process to assess the impact on families of various public 
policies. ThatorgaQizatioTl, is the Family Impact Seminar of Washington, D.C~, '. 

From the ver~·ti\l'~t~J was clear that the Family Impact Seminar had to be an independent 
~orum that had no dir~(!'Il tn~Olve.ment with th.e gover~ment itself. Any of you who were involved 
In the battle to enat'!t the> Chlld and Famlly Servlces Act a few short years ago know how 
sensitive 8l matter it is'to talk of involving government in the lives of families. That bill ,never 
became l~lW, in part;because of the flood of angr:.y letters, telegrams, and calls from all across 
the country at the prospect that government might become involved in the ways that American 
families eonduct their lives. The campaign may have been ba.sed on a misunderstanding about 
what the,)bill would do.H enacted)~t.91aw, but 11: reflected a genuine concern on the part of, many 
that families are a privat~ ~~tter and not a proper focus of government activity. The 
experienl:!e of that bill wasYvery sobering, and was not .lost on Sidney Johnson or the private 
fOl!~da.tkms that providethe_,F~mily Impact Seminar with financial SUPPOT.'t. 

- Curiously enough, if government is ever required to consider the impact of its policies on 
families;=that re?,uirement will not put' government into a position of influencing how families 
live. Every day the people in public life adop't policies that affect families. They may not be 
labeled "family policies" but they aff'ect families just the same. We are long past the point 
. where ~he federal government could bl~ put in a position of influencing families; that is happening 
all the time. What we al'e asking is t.hat a process that has gone on for as long as we have had 
government in any form be made more responsible in relation to families. At the very least, we 
believe, government should not act nn ways that add to the stress that modern life puts on 
families. 
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1f anything, the, 'Family Impact Seminar is in a large and growing company. "F5.mily" has 
become the new buzz word. Everybody seems to be getting on the "family" bandwagon. Many 
people who continue tq, do the things they've always done, now describe them as "family 
interventions" or "familY·:"·~elated activities." It is as tnough we have just discovered that people 
live in families, despite the fact thllt clin!~ians wor~ing in the area of human services have 
always been in the business of trying to work with families. It comes as no news to them that 
f'our-year-olds do not live an independent life in indellendent households. Young or old, whflther 
living physically with other people or alone, all of us live our lives in relation to other people who 
comprise our families. We just pay more attenti(Jn to that fact these days. But the current 
popularity tn!'-t "family" has makes me cautious. I~, makes me want to pull back a little bit and 
pay very careful attention to the kinds of things that are being said in the name of the family. 

It has al$} made me aware of the fact that pec.lple seem to be lined up on one of two sides. 
On one side ru:-e those who say that the American f'amily is doomed. You can recognize that 
group by their adjectives. They describe the family in the gloomiest of terms: it is dissolving, 
disintegrating, disappearing. One well-known sociologist recently wrote that according to his 
calculations, by 1990 there would not be one American family left. I have not had the heart to 
tell my mother. 

I personally find myself lined up with those who are on the other side of this discussion. I 
would not deny that families are undergoing rapid and dramatic change, or that they are under 
stress" but I want to go one step further and point out that there has never been a time when that 
haS not been true. Families have always lived through social change. There has been no time in 
the history of any society in which families have not been under some kind of stress. As recently 
as fifty years ago a large portion of American families were recent immigrants whose entire way 
of life had been left behind, or who were facing the prospect of raising children with one or both 
of the parents dead in early adulthood. Those were terrible streins. But then as now, families 
somehow try to cope. Those of you who work with troubled families are no doubt frequently 
struck by how often even the most troubled families are trying desperately to make things worI<. 
It is a very interesting phenomenon. Families survive the death of one or several members, they 
survi\.e separation and deprivation of various kinds, they survive terrible tragedies and 
devastating problems. It makes rpe want to cast my vote, if one is asked for, with my mother 
and father, with my brother and ~!~ters and their children, with my large assortment of Italian 
relatives, and with all of those who say that the family is probably here to stay. What we ought 
to be doing is supporting family life, rather than leaping so eagerly into print tQ write it off. 

Some of my feeling on this point grows out of an experience I had some years ago while 
working with the Senate Nutrition Committee. I learned then the danger of not appreciating that 
anything can be heard in more than one way. At the risk of a slight digression, lid like to recount 
one incident In particular. I became particularly interested in some of the testimony that the 
Committee heard on the links between malnutrition and mental development. Some of the same 
witnesses who appeared before the Committee were invited to the White House to meet with a 
group of scientific advisors. As scientists tend to be, those witnesses were caut50u-:f i~l t~~.'r 
description of the evidence, careful to limit it to just what could be proved, and not prepared t6 
draw Bweeping conclusions from the facts before them. So when they were asked whether 
mtilnutrition and mental development could be related, they said yes, but only under certain very 
circumscribed conditions. All the caveats were in place. You are telling us then, the White 
House advisors repeated back to them, that if the malnutrition is serious enough, prolonged 
enough, and occurs at critical enough points of development, it can result in permanent mental 
damage. Yes, the scientists said, it can. Then why, one of their questionel's wanted to known, 
are we wasting all the anti-poverty money? If people are irreversibly damaged, he reasoned, why 
not simply write them off? . 

That story may not be perfectly accurate, and there is no way of knowing precisely what 
was said, but it is one of the reasons that I find myself particularly disinclined to say that there 
is no hope for families. I am worried that someone' may decide that if the state of the family is 
hopeless, we should not bother to "waste" any money or provide any services to them, but instead 
should simply r1write them off." I'm not ready to write them off. I think we ought to do whatever 
we can to help and support even the most troubled families. The Family Impect Seminar and the 
task we have set out to accomplish represent one very small way of t.,'ying to find ways of doing 
just that. 

One thiqg we can all do is try to look at families in a i.~ss glib and prejudicial way. A 
sociologist named Robert Hill has noted that there is a tendency to confuse family structure with 
family functioning. We tend, for example, to equate one-par.ent families with bad or 
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dysfunctional families. Just think how often we describe them as "broken" families. By the same 
token we tend to equate two-parent families with good families, ignoring the abundant evidence 
that many single-parent families function very well, and many two-parent families do not. 
Instead, we take no,te o:t the structure and immediately make a judgment about how the family 
behaves. We use divorce statistics to Pi?OV® the point that the family is an institution in decline, 
when all they Mn actually tell us is that .legal divorce is easier to obtain and couples whose 
relationship is no longer sound no longer feel constrained to stay together. Wait, Hill says, and 
look at how those families function before drawing your conclusions. 

If you stop to consider all these things that I have touched on briefly-the fact that 
government actions already affect families, the realization that everyone seems to want to claim 
credit for being involved with the family issue, the way our language has led us to glib and often 
erroneous notions of what is happening to families--you will begin to appreciate something that 
we at the Family Impact Seminar have lea.rned the hard way: there is no magic formula for 
putting the idea of family impact analysis into practice. What is such a simple idea on thG 
surface, namely that gov~rnment should not do things that are going to hurt families, turns out to 
be a very complicated business indeed. 

At the simplest level the idea poses problems. If, for example, all government decisions 
affect families, and they do, then to what decisions should something like family impact ana]ysis 
apply? How do you draw the limits to what should be included? Should it apply to decisions Hke 
whether we a~Tee to go to war? Certainly that has an immediate and often devastating effe~ft on 
families. Or should it only apply to decisions like whether or not we put more money into child 
health services? 

There are many very basic questions to be asked. What kinds of families do we want 
government poliCies to support? (For some people that raises fears of government suppor't for 
hippie communes and group marriages.) How do different policies impact on families at different 
stages of family development? Assume for a moment that pro-family tax policies would include 
enacting only measures that are supportive of families with young children. You will quickly 
discover that policies which are supportive of that kind of family may not prove to be good 
policies from the point of view of families composed entirely of people over 65, or families in 
which there are adults who are responsible for an elderly parent or a handicapped but grown-up 
family member. The same policies apply to everyone, so we need to be very clear about the 
kinds of families we have in mind and the goals we want to achieve before we know what it 
means to adopt policies that are supportive of families. 

Or, looking at families in structural terms, should we try to insist that government 
policies support extended family networks? We know that such family networks exist in the life 
styles of many Americans, but particularly among Black, Hispanic, and Southern European 
families. Can government policy be expected to take into account the fact that grandparents 
and aunts and uncles and cousins sometimes contribute emotional and financial support within 
their families and provide social supports that no public institution has managed to achieve? If 
government wanted to support those family networKS, how would it do so? 

Which family-related interests should take precedence? We know that unemployment is 
bad for families. Does that mean we should consciously adopt or reject certain economic policies 
depending upon whether or not more heads of households are going to be employed? What about 
teenagers? Tbey are not usually heads of households, but they are member's of households, and 
forming families of their own may iJe condit.ional in part on whether or not they are employed. 

What happens when the rights of different family members appear to be in. ~onflict? Do 
the rights of parents automatically take precedence over the rights of children, or the reverse? 
What about the rights of foster family members, of divorced and separated parents, of 
grandparents after a divorce has taken place? Should family impact analysis try to take all of 
them into account? Even if it wanted to, would that be possible? 

Finally, we have to ask whose v8,lues should apply. 'fhat may be the most difficult 
question of all to resolve. The simple business of only doing things that are good for families, of 
asking that government only' enact policies that support families and do not cause harm, is doubly 
complicated when values are introduced. Whlit does help or harm a family? Many people would 
differ on the question of whether freeing families from burdens is not also a way of relieving 
them of responsibilities that they should carry. For ex.ample, is providing day care a way of 
helping families bear their child-rearing responsibilities, or a way of interjecting government in a 
function that should be carried out only by families themselves? What about abOl'tion? Or issues 
like integration and the vigorous prosecution of anti-discrimination efforts? Think for a moment 
about providing fa.mily planning services for teenagers. Whose values are going to be applied 
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when we try to assess the family impact of that? Do we want to give someone in a government 
office or in the Congress the power to decide the goodness or badness of a given policy when it 
is oW' families that will be affected? , 

All of these are terribly difficult questions. At the Family Impact Seminar' we make no 
claim to having found the answers yet, but we are struggling with the questions and eager to have 
them considered by as many people as possible. And we are not discouraged. We are convinced 
of the need for the careful, independent, thoughtful cOllsideration of these issues. We think that 
it is inevitable that we ask the Ql)estifms and face up 'to their implications, and hopeful that our 
early thinking will help to make the public policy process more ethical and responsible in relation 
to families. We have begllll our task by identifying topics which might be suitable for model 
legislation that could be ready by the end'of 1978. We have begun to look at issues such as the 
biases toward institutionalization in the various health reimbursement programs like Medicare 
and Medicaid, at the placement of children outside their homes, at the impact of unemployment 
on families, and at the government's employment practices in relation to its own employees. We 
think issues like these may ultimately provide the focus for some model family impact 
legislation. 

There is one point on which we differ among ourselves and would welcome reactions to: 
how a family impact analysis process can build in feedback from families themselves. Families 
are not like trees and waterways; they cannot be analyzed in the same way that environmental 
impact statements can be written about our natural resources. There is probably going to have 
to be some way to enable families to teLl government how its policies affect them. We will need 
a process that includes comment from communities and the people who work with families, so 
that we can learn first-hand how families are being affected and whether policies ought to be 
changed. I find myself thinking in terms of what I call community canaries. You may remember 
those poor canaries that were sent down into the coal mines to test whether there were poisonous 
gasses in the air. We need to identify and develop people or institutions around the community 
who have a sense of when the climate has become harmfuL to families and who, like the canaries, 
could warn us that something important to families is changing in helpful or harmful ways. If the 
people in public life are indeed going to be made to stop and think before enacting new policies, 
adding money to programs, or ending programs and policies that are already in place, then we 
will need to involve the families themselves and their communities in the process. If you who 
Tvork with families have any, thoughts on that subject, we at the Family Impact Seminar woUld be 
very glad to hear them. 

I will make just one last comment, even though it will reveal the fact that I am an 
unredeemable optiinist. I realize that dealing with your subject, child abuse, can be terribly 
discouraging at times, and that it puts a tremendous strain on the people who try to find new 
ways of working with these families. I think that is why I want to conclude with something 
hopeful. When I was new in government I went to a meeting that was supposed to mark the 
conclusion to about a year and-a-half of work on a new idea. Everything was supposed to fall 
into place, and in theory there was nothing left to be done but sign the papers. The meeting, 
however, was a disaster, and eighteen months of planning and meeting and memo-writing, along 
with all the inevitable calling back and forth among the agencies, suddenly went right down the 
drain. I was devastated, but the person I had gone into the meeting with said, "Don't be 
discouraged. If the world had been a demonstration project, it would have never been refunded." 
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The Role of Governments in Relation to F3:milies-The Federal 
Perspective 
S'. M. (Pat) Murphy, Director 
Program Development Division 
Regional Office of Human Development 
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Dallas, Texas 

FROM INADEQUATE EXTREMES , , 
There a(,e two basic extremes in social policy the federal government should avoId: ~1) 
"benevolent paternalism"--the government should be all things to all people; and ,(2! ,~'bemgn 
neglect"-let the social problems resolve themselves, or lea.ve total. responslbIlh.Y and 
accountability to state and local government or private and nonprofIt enterprIses. . 

Both extremes have been pursued during the sixties and seventies. NeIth~r proves 
effective in reducing family bI'eakdown, strengthening quality o~ family life. Ol: :reducmgabuse, 
neglect, or delinquent behavior. Nor do they develop a truly mteg.rated seryIce.s .approach to 
family problem-solving, or help a family cope with the stresses and crIses of dally hYIng. 

, "Benevolent paternalism" never provided the res?urces nece.ssary to ~~tc~ the level.of 
expectation or verbalized commitment to the "Great SOCIety." "Bemgn ~e.g!e.ct faIled to prOVIde 
national direction or leadership in social policy, and left ~he responsIbIlItIes ~f advocacy and 
social planning almost entirely to state and local levels WhICh were frequently III prepared and 
often reluctant to carry out these new roles effectively. Resources failed to equal the needs and 
expectations of the constituency. . . . '.' . 

The 'failure of these two extremes, plus the onset of spIralmg mfiatron B:nd mcreased 
tensions in to~/tY's society; results in more competition among; speci~l needs constItl!ent groups 
for the same' ;,:vel of dollars now funneled through a confusmg varIety of categ?rIcal grants, 
"special" rever • .!Je sharing, general revenue. shnring, and research and demonstratIon programs. 
The needs of the family most often are lost m the struggle. 

TOWARD A NEW STRATEGY . 
There is currently no comprehensive national public policy on social services. ~rabella Martmez, 
Assistant Secretary of Human Development, Department of Health, Educ~tion, and ~elfare,. has 
as her major g01l1 the articulation and legislation of a ~ew national polIcy for. SOCIal serVIces 
constructed around four basic concepts: (1) addressmg the whol~ p~rso~, ~2) focus on 
strengthening the family as a unit; (3) building supportive commumty mstItutIOns; and (4) 
developing "livable" communities. The basic thrust would be to support the development, of 
efficient, effective, accountable, and compassionate delivery systems for comprehensIve 
integrated social services for the family. . ' . . 

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Joseph .A. (::alIfano, Jr., 10 .hIS P?lIcy pape~ on 
the American family written for President Carter durmg the ~976 presIden.tral camp.aIgn, 
graphically expressed the federal government's proposed role and ItS challenge 10 developIng a 
new social policy concerning services to American families and their children: 

The changes, opportunities, and difficulties families are experiencing a.re th~ result of a 
complex set of circumstances and influences. Some ref~ect p~rsonal .a~d mterpersonal 
actions and' attitUdes. Others are the result of economIC, SOCIal, relIgIOUS, or cultural 
forces. Some are easily understood; others are not. . ' 
One set of influences is public policy. Unlike many other c0l!ntrIes.' AmerIca has no 
official, explicit family policy. But the absence o! a form~l fan:Ily pO,lIcy does not mean 
we have no family policy at all. What we have; !nstead, IS an m~onsIstent patchwork of 
policies affecting families. Some are explicit, dIrect, and conscIously adopted. Others 
are implicit, indirect, and largely unexamined. 
It is precisely those public policy implications that we need to ex~lore. . . 
Clearly, there is no "federal solution" to all the prob~ems our ?lfferent types of famIlIes 
are experiencing. Any effort to produce one would be mapproprIate. . . . _ 
An appropriate government role, instead, is the examination of ~h~ way ItS polICIes ana 
programs may be contributing to family difficulties, so that polrcles and p~~grams that 
hurt families can be ended and policies and programs that help famIlIes can be 
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strengthened. As Dr. Edward Zigler, Professo~ of Psychology at Yale Univet'sity and 
former Director of the Office of Child Development, stated: "We can and should demand 
the rejection of apathy and negaJivism and expect a renewed commitment to t~e 
pror;>osition that families are indeed important and that it is the Federal Government's rOle 
to help reduce the stresses and to help meet the problems confronting families." 
We need to understand far better the changes which have occ,urred in the structures, 
values, and circumstances of our families and the pI'essures and problems that they are 
facing. irhe task will be extraordinarily complex, and short-term "solutions" to many of 
the problems will not be found. Values, jobs, lifestyles and needs of families vary widely. 
To envision a single model family or a single way to raise children would do great damag~ 
to the pluralism and diversity that make our country strong; would be beyond the 
legitimate concerns of government; and could produce at least as serious j;:roblems as 
ignoring altogether the impact of policies on families. 
But the challenge must be accepted, for our strength as a nation depends more 011 the 
vitality, love, and compassion of our families than any other sing~e policy, progra~ .01.' 
institution. To address the issue, we must expand considerably the dIalogue about famIlIes 
and children, increase the accumulation and dissemination of our knowledge on the 
subject, and actively solicit the views of concerned parents, youth, experts, and 
organizations. . .. . . . 
While a comprehensive understandmg of the ,problems facmg far~1l1IeS and chIldren WIll 
take time, there are some problems we can and must confront now: 

We must provide jobs for parents and curb inflation. Nothing is more essential to 
America's families than a strong and healthy economy. 
We must restore trust and confidence in our families as the basic institution for 
meeting human needs. 
We must begin to review the impact of Federal programs on families so we can 
change those which are destructive and strengthen those which are supportive. 

Families are the cornerstone of national well-being. There can be no mor.e important task 
than to strive forcefully and thoughtfully to assure the freedoms and opportunities from 
which they draw strength (Califano, 1976). 

STRENGTHENED FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL PARTNERSHIP 
Proposed roles of the various levels of government within a new strategy for soc.~ial services to 
families should be developed and implemented on a partnership rather than adversary basis as has 
sometimes (all too often) happened in the past. That partnership must be premised upon: (1) 
mutual trust; (2) joint commitment to common social goals and objectives; (3) a clear 
understanding of and agreement to both the distinctiveness and interrelatedness of the roles of 
each partner; and (4) recognition and acceptance of the legislatively mandated programmatic, 
regulatory, and fiscal authorities and responsibilities of each level of government unless or until 
more appropriate legislated roles may be effected more in keeping with joint goals, objectives, 
and social policy. 
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Within the partnership concept the following roles seem appropriate: 

1. The Federal Role: 
a. Dynamic leadership and catalytic action by top-flight, highly qualified 

national and regional staff; 
b. Formulation, with appropriate state and local inputs, of broad national social 

policy, goals, and objectives; 
c. A White House conference on the family in today's world; 
d. Research, demonstration, and evaluation projects which are national or 

regIonal in scope, impact~ or potential for replication; 
e. Quality technical assistance to state and local governm~nts and agencies as 

well as private agenci~s ana organizations, including consumer groups; 
f. Devdopment, dissemination, and assistance in using model legislation, 

standards, prog·rams.,and service delivery systems; 
g. Assure a basic 'service level for every family in the United States': (1) 

national legislation; (2) basic funding; (3) minimum standards/regulations; 
and (4) monitoring/evaluation; and 

I 
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2. 

3. 

.. 

h. Serve as convener of the federal, state, and local partnership, including 
support of the basic mechanism for joint policymaking, and setting of 
priorities, goals, and objectives. 

The State Role: 
a. Develop and implement statewide social policy, comprehensive family 

service plan, and priorities, goals, and objectives consistent with national 
P.olicies and g.oals, and specific state needs; 

b.Pr.ovide leadership and serve as catalyst in encouraging appr.opriate state 
legislati.on, programs, and appr.opriati.ons t.o meet state goals and .objectives; 

c. ES,tablish viable partnership with c.ommunities to assist them in pla.nning f.or 
, and serving families within their jurisdicti.onsj 

d. \)Assure minimum standards and levels' .of service f.or all families through.out 
the state; 

e. Establish effective and cQiilpassi.onate delivery systems; 
f. Monit.or state/federal funded services, their implementation and impact; 
g. Provide state inputs to federal policies, goals, objectives, legislation, 

standards, and regulations affecting families and their environment; 
h. Fund and evaluate appropriate state research and demonstration projects; 

and, 
i. Assure quality training at all levels for staff serving families and children. 
The L.ocal Role: Where the Action Is! 
a. Assure delivery of services appropriate to priorities of need; 
b. Identify gaps in services; 
c. Develop and implement comprehensive service plans, coordinated delivery 

systems, and evaluation feedback; 
d. Promote grass roots consumer and citizen participation in formulation of 

policy, legislation, appropriations, and programs at all three government 
levels; 

e. Promote maximum use of local resources to supplement state and federal 
resources; 

f. Implement and evaluate programs, standards, and regulations concerning 
services to families; 

g. Provide the key to the "livable" community, so necessary to the well-being 
of families; and, 

h. Promote federal, state, and local partnership but keep partners honest and 
realistic in identifying and addressing the critical needs of families with 
appropriate individualization according to geographical, 'ethnic, socioecono
mic, cultural, and structural differences of each family llnd each member 
thereof. 

Why all this effort? Why the need for renewed joint commitment? Why a new priority on the 
family as a unit? Why is action demanded now?--because of the plea of a child: 

REFERENCES 

Come, grow up along with me; 
The best is yet to be! 
Help me become what I was meant to be--
And I will return a thousandfold each preciolls opportunity! 

Yes, Come grow up along with me; 
The best, indeed, is yet to be! 
A thousand tomorrows are in your hands 
Why not invest a few in me? 

S. M. (Pat) Murphy 
• i 

Califano, Joseph A., Jr. "American Families: Trends, Prp.~~s and Recommendations." A 
preliminary report to Gov. Jimmy Carter, September'i7, 1976. 
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The Role of State Government 
Homer O. Elseroad, EdD, Director 
Elementary/Secondary Education Services 
Education Commission of the States 
Denver, Colorado 

The history of government intervention goes back as far as Hammurabi, the 18th century B.C. 
king of Babylon who included the first recorded building regulation in his famous code. It 
prescribed simply that if a house fell down and killed the occupant, the builder should be put to 
death. Modern experts consider this .a model code because it stresses performance instead of 
prescribing the details of construction. Thomas Jefferson, in his inaugural address, promised 
Americans "a wise and frugal government which shall restrain them from injuring one another, 
which shall leave them otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and 
improvement." However, with the increasing size and complexity of our whole economic and 
social system, it's obvious that a larger, more complex society generates more and tougher 
problems. As Kenneth Bolding of the University of Colorado has pointed out, an astronaut in a 
space capsule has to follow a far stricter regime than a cowboy on the prairie. A space age 
economic and social structure must have rules that a cowboy social structure didn't need. 

We, have in our country an ingenious balance of powers, a disequalibrium, a creative 
tension that works two ways. First, our system of government is based on three tiers, three 
levels of federal, state, and local governments. This system is part and parcel of our political 
and legal heritage. The Tenth Amendment of the Constitution states, "The powers not delegated 
to the Ul)ited States by constitution nor prohibited by it to the states are reserved for the states 
respectively or to the iJeople." Second, the powers of government are divided among the 
executive, the legislative, and the judicial branches. 

On the wall in my offic~ hllngs a quote from Justice Learned Hand which says, "The Spirit 
of Democracy is a spirit that is never quite sure it is right." At times I indulge myself, as 
perhaps you do, in damning the federal government or the courts for injecting themselves into 
the business of state or local government. At times that criticism is no doubt justified, but let's 
examine the phenomenon for a mom\\nt. The field of education is the most familiar to me. In 
education, the greatest amount of criticism of federal government or court intervention centers 
around desegregation of schools" People are forever criticizing the feds or the courts for taking 
over the prerogatives of local boards of education or of the states concerning school districting, 
assignment of teachers, busing, etc. 

Examples: At one time our state legislatures were controlled by a disproportionately 
large number of legislators from rural districts. Finally the courts were drawn into this issue and 
ordered reapportionment-the one person-one vote rule. In 1965 Congress passed the 
Elementary-Secondary Education Act which among other things provided for compensatory 
education-Title I-providing for additional educational resources to compensate for the 
education deficits suffered by children from poor families. Last year Congress passed sweeping 
provisions for the education of handicapped children. These are now causing serious 
implementation or finance problems in some stat.es. 

Why do these stresses-sometimes conflicts--exist? They are the product of our system. 
The rural-controlled legislature, for example, couldn't really be expected to voluntarily vote 
itself out of existence-fortunately-in our system. The role of the court was to order it as a 
right of the people. Obviously, state legislatures could have outlawed segregation-could have 
provided more adequately for the education of children from poor families or for the education 
of the handicapped. In fact, some states did in each of these instances, but some states didn't, so 
there came a time when the courts or the Congress acted to extend these provisions to all 
people. 

Sometimes, I think, the federal government goes too far, by making explicit regulations 
rather than establishing principles and broad standards and giving state and local government 
more opportunity for initiatives in implementation. Sometimes I wish advocate groups would 
work h/:lrder and be more successful at the state and 10Cl.lllevels instead of.looking to Congress to 
solve all our people problems. 

Like it or not, the trend toward more government regulation in both public and private 
efforts is here to stay. For example, in 1970 the federal government spent 1.6 billion dollars on 
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economic and social regUlatory agencies and produced 54,000 pages of regulations. In 1975 the 
figures were 4.8 billion dollars and 72,000 pages of regulations. 

With this three-tiered system of government and division among the branches, it is 
inevitable that there will arise tensions among these units of government. The area of chi~d 
abuse and neglect is certainly no exception. It does seem clear to me, however, that all 
components of government have a role to play. The local government most vividly experiences 
the pain and agony of child abuse and neglect. The states have the legal jurisdiction to intervene 
on behalf of the child in peril. Likewise, the federal government has a leadership role to play in 
terms of allocating resources and generating new knowledge and approaches that would be useful 
to states. 

Decisions about the role of the federal and state governments should grow out of basic 
assumptions: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Federal actions should be designed to strengthen the state--not weaken it. Incentives, 
encouragement, supports that will cause the states to face up to their responsibilities are 
preferable to federal actions that take over state functions or ignore or bypass the states. 
We need better mechanisms for national planning among states. The federal government 
performs an essential role in establishing national goals and planning for their 
achievement. 
Some activities are bigger than anyone state can do. These activities can be done more 
efficiently or effectively by the federal government. They should be identified and the 
federal government should do them or provide for their being done by public or private 
agencies. 

With these assumptions in mind: 
Strengthening and working through the states; 
Identifying national goals and planning for their achievement; 
Performing nationally those functions that can be done more efficiently or 
economically by the federal government, 

I think the federal role includes but is not limited to: 
Conferences, seminars, and workshops to train state leadership; 
Prepara,tionof publications on child abuse and neglect; 
National awareness building; 
Providing for and financing research; 
Providing for and financing development of materials: 

curriculum for youth; 
parent training; 
staff training in education, welfare, etc., agencies; 

Funds to states to help finance their work. 
The state role includes, but is not limited to: 

. Enactment of good state laws; 
Training leaders at state and local levels; 
Coordination of agency services; 
Enforcement; 
Counseling and other family help and supports; 
Development and implementation of curriculum in the schools; 
Development of programs and providing for parent education; 
Supervision and quality control of public and private institutions for children. 

I think those of us in education and welfare often underestimate the existence and the 
subsequent influence of state government. The states support public schools, universities, and 
prisons, build highways and hospitals, and run public welfare systems, but this is not necessarily 
the full picture. They require and issue our birth cer1:ificates and our bUl.'ial permits and between 
the alpha and the omega of our mortal existence they protect our rights in various other ways. If 
we hunt, fish, drive a car, marry, teach, practice law or medicine, or enter into a wide variety of 
other professions or callings, we must have a state license. We buy, sell, lease, rent, and inherit 
property under state law. In short, to the extent that our activities depend upon or are 
controlled by government, that entity is usually the state. 

In closing, it seems 'there will continue to be conflicts-creative tensions--between state, 
federal, and local governments. Certainly in this area of child abuse and neglect. emotions run 
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continue to be a measured amount of comprQmise on the part of all ,entities. rhis is as it S~lUld 
be. To aban<ion. the states, to seek answers to the problems ~lU1~prote;Ction without the 'I 
states, is t~ misunderstan<:i)~ur~system and to undermine i~. 'l!'~ld ~!!. the)states~ tlp'iinv:olve . 
the:m to theIr utmos~ capadit''3; !S ~o str~ngthe~~ our system I. n all of Its en~v(:)rs and rP~·~J~cbons. I 
:ThIS may keep th(;! fIres of te11sIOn burmng between the fedel'al, government and the st:B.t~S, but it 
is the .;energy of this very fire which has propelled our system since the birth of the Nation. 
Thomas Jeffe'l'son wrote that the only way the states can avoid the abuse of national power is to 1 
"strengthen the state governments and this cannot be done by any change in the federal 
constitution. It must be done by the states themselves." 

1 
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The Role of State
C

l111d Federal Government in Child Protective 
Services: Support for a Community Program 
Linda A. Liverman, MSW, Chief 
Individual and Family Services 
State Department of Social Services 
Columbia, South CaroUna 

In dealing with child abuse and neglect, state and federal government agencies must, together, 
assume supportive roles ,to local communities. The supportive role of the federal government 
must be one of generalized policy formulation and the financing of services to be offered in local 
. communities, with appropriate guidelines, yet with flexibility which will allow for adequate local 
variation to meet specific community needs. State government should then assume the role of 
offering technical assistance to communities in assessment of needs, organization of local 
coalitions, training of ser-vice, deliverers, ma,intenance of appropriate services and continuity of 
service delivery across community boundaries. 

While the federal-state-Iocal megasystem for the delivery of child protective services 
may boast of widely acknowledged success in the areas of public awareness, expanded knowledge 
of the maltreated child phenomenon, and treatment innovation on a lim.ited basis, the overall 
service delivery to abused and neglected children and their families has been largely inefficient 
and less than effective. Except for a 'few highly funded pilot and demonstration projects. the 
child protective services effort may be characterized as having placed Band~Aids on broken 
arms. This is not so much a reflection on the dedicated individuals at all levels as it is a 
commentary on our present service megasystem. 

Robert Levine in Public Planning: Failure and Redi~eJ~tion states: 
--..:.....~":-::::-.-':-

Public programs in the United States have not worked we,ll in the past nor do they 
in the present. The major reason for this outcome is t.hat programs designed to 
fulfill policy objectives are laid out by planners., for operation by administrators, 
with the administrators fulfilling the plan by followil1g a hierarchy of rules. The 
planners and administrators at the top layout the basic rules as general guidelines; 
the middle-level administrators make them into detailed rules of procedures; the 
operators at the bottom must apply them by interpretations based on adm~nistra
tive discretion. In this process of interpretation thi:l original policy objectives more 
often than not get lost or even reversed. Ordinarily they are changed around not by 
malfeasance but by honest attempts at interpretation with each attempt a little bit 
off and the cumulated result far from the intended objective of the public program 
(Levine, 1972). 

{{ 

This generalized bureaucratic problem is exacerbated and compounded by a number of 
other factors. With all our federal programs directed toward family life and the amelioration of 
family dysfunction, our nation has no overall family policy. As Joseph Califano wrote to then 
presidential 'candidate Carter, "Unlike many other countries, America has no official, explicit 
family policy. But the absence of a formal family policy does not mean we have no family policy 
at all. What we have, instead, is an inconsistent patchwork of policies affecting families. Some 
are explicit, direct" and consciously adopted. Others are implicit, indirect and largely 
unexamined. An appropriate government role is the examination of the way its policies and 
programs may be contributing to family difficulties, so that policies and programs that hurt 
families c:im be ended and policies and programs that help families can be strengthened." Since it 
is difficult, if not impossible, to separate the various neegs of children, an ideal family policy 
would necessarily include all areas of need which would inc('lrporate and integrate such programs 
as child protective services, substitute care, adoption, child care and child development. 

A second major difficulty is the unclear responsibility and authority for child protective 
services programs at both federal and state levels. On the federal plane, in the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, child protective services is a service of Title XX and is 
administered by the Office of Child Development through the Children's BG\reau. This 
relationship was, until very recently, further complicated by the fact- that these organizations 
were second-level agencies operating within separate larger agencies. The merger of the Social 
and Rehabilitation Service and" the Oifice of Human Development would appear to have had a 
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posi~ive effe~t on this problem. At the state level, this role ambiguity of child protective 
serVIces contInues. Often in these cases there is a question of jurisdiction between child 
protective units of public welfare agencies and law enforcement or various afencies of family or 
juvenile courts. ' 

. . O~e primary problem results from fragmentation of the legislative branch of goverPJment. 
JUrIsd~cbon of program laws affec~ing children and their families is divilded among several 
com II! It!ees. These laws g~ne:ally have been developed over the years with mtle attention paid 
to eXIstmg statutes or contInUIty of program philosophy. Further, most chHqprotection and child 
develc:pment legislation is funded on a temporary basis, making long-ranl~e planning and the 
establIshment of long-range goals exceedingly difficult. 

Another malady of our present megasystem is that ours is a diverse" nation with varying 
local resources, needs, and resource development. It is unrealistic to assllme that one fedoral 
program with its detailed set of interpretive regulations can meet the spec!ific needs of abused 
and neglected children in Baltimore, Mai-yland and Beaufort, South Carolina; Cedar Falls, Iowa 
a!ld. Palo. Alto, C~ifornia. Although the underlying family dysfunction may be manifested 
sImIlarly In tI.lese dIverse locales, their unique subcultureSl, local community attitudes toward the 
problem, avaIlable resources, and the state of those resources must all be considerations in the 
implementation of a local program. 
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The National Association of State Directors of Child Development (1976) suggests~ 

The deterrent to better services most frequently mentioned is money, and there is 
no doubt that a greater share of the vast resources of our nation needs to be 
channeled into services for young chHdren. However, if by some stroke of m&p'ic 
w.e were suddenly given all the money we think we need, our problems would ~ot 
dIsappear. Most of the deterrents we now have would be with us, and many of the 
needs of children and their families would remain unmet. 
The fragmentation of services among the countless federal, state and local 
agencies and other service organizatiohS, both public and private, 'is a prime 
prob!em .and. ti?us the task ~f penetrating this maze and obtaining a single desired 
~ervIce. IS dIffICUlt for an Informed and experienced professional. It is next to 
ImpossIble for the average family with a child with multiple needs; and, in far too 
many cases, the poor and uninformed simply never obtain the services tlvailable. 
Suffic: it to say that services are almost hopelessly fragmented among a multiple 
of bodIes, and -ways must be found to gather these services from where they exist 
and focus them upon the needs of the individual. child or family. 
Another ~haracteristic of many delivery systems currently being operated or 
pro~osed IS that they are designed to deliver singular rather than multiple services. 
Dehyery syst7ms set up within single state or local agencies or by narrow-purpose 
publIC and prIvate groups, by and large, deliver only those services in which the 
personnel in the particular agency or group have specialized t~~aining or· services 
which fit the comparatively narrow purpose of the group. Ways must be fOlund to 
develop delivery systems which are designed to pr~vide a broad or comprehensive 
set of services to meet the multiple needs of young children and their families. 
A glaring weakness of our present efforts can be seen in the fact that services are 
spotty rather than universal. This is occasioned in part, but only in part, by a lack 
of funds. Other factors contribute to this problem. 
Geographic areas or localities with the greatest concentration of resources tend to 
provide more services for their children while other remote or impoverished 
localities are neglected. 
Categorical programs limit services to certain economic, ethnic or special category 
gr~ups to the eX~lusion. ?f others with equally pressing needs. Many needs of 
chIldren and theIr famIlIes are not related to economics, geography, or ethnic 
background. 
Finally, our ?elivery systems often fail because they lack stability and continuity. 
The best delIvery system one can conceive is of no value tomorrow if the basis on 
which it is built disappears today. Delivery systems which depend for their 
exintence on funding which ;8 temporary, short term or unstable cannot assure 
c~ntinuing se~vices. The ~ame ~an ~e said for delivery systems which are set up 
WIthout benefIt of supportmg legIslatIon or other appropriate sanction to undergird 
them and provide stability and continuity. 
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Given our past and present experience with federally initiated programs, it would seem 
appropriate that the federal government assume three primary roles with regard to child 
protective services. 

ThEl development and maintenance of a comprehensive and long range family policy is the 
first of thltlse roles. Our nation needs a unified plan: a guide for future decision making; a policy 
from which social services programs can emanate with consistency to meet the service 
requiremei'lts of today's families and children. A policy must be developed that will take into 
account wrying lifestyles and the constantly changing American family. This policy should 
recognize the traditional strength of the family and seek to reinforce it as a cornerstone .of our 
society. A family policy must not purport to have all the answers, nor imply that government 
can meet all the human needs of its people. Where extended families are available, they should 
be utilized as resources. Where they are not, the community will become a social support 
network when needed. An overall family policy is vary much needed to reflect the present 
condition of the family. However, great care must be taken to assure that such a policy does not 
determine family life. One central policy also will enable the fragmented program segments to 
be pulled together in both the administrative and legislative sectors of the federal government. 

Funding, the second major role of the federal government, not only should allow but should 
actually encourage maximum allocation at the service delivery level. Experience has 
demonstrated that the various administrative levels of our present megasystem receive 
disproportionate funding in comparison to the service delivery level, especially Viewing the 
legislative body's intent in earmarking this money. The funding role is more difficult to control, 
and is ineffiCient, as a direct result of the disjointed and narrow-focused programming in child 
protective sei.'vices and other services for children and their families. One alternate funding 
method would utilize an allotment system similar to revenue-sharing disbursement. It would not 
be difficult to establish a monitoring system more accountable to local taxpayers as well as less 
expensive than layer after layer of administration. This kind of distribution would free middle 
management, particularly at the state level, to be involved.in technical assistance directly to the 
service delivery level. Another asset of this type of funding is that it allows for the flexibility 
necessary to implement programs which will meet the need of each unique community. 

In order to operate any social service program efficiently, it is necessary to have 
information to answer a number of questions: What kinds of new intervention and treatment are 
being tried? Which ones work? Which do not? Which program innovations are being piloted? 
What are current trends and projections? Answers to these kinds of questions are useful for 
Ciirecting service administrators but are not readily available outside the various regions. Thus, 
the third primary function of the federal government would be to act as a central clearinghouse 
for the collection and dissemination of information. To some extent this already is happening. 
The regional resource centers do a reasonably good job of this. However, at present, there is a 
long time lag between production of materials and when they ree.ch other areas through the 
system. It is expensive and inefficient to conduct research in areas where results already may be 
available but coordinated information is lacking. 

Present state-level agencies are as enmeshed in bureaucracy as those at the federal level. 
If child protective services are to be appropriately and efficiently delivered to children who are 
at risk, and their families, the primary role of the state level needs to be. altered from 
administration to technical assistance and program development. Certainly, administration 
should remain as a part of state office overall responsibility. Also, while the argument of 
diversity of need and resources is applicable within states, a need exists for some continuity 
throughout a state. This becomes evident when ancillary resources, such as substitute care, are 
examined and are found to be unavailable to the extent needed in a particular area. 
Standardization is necessary within states because each locality operates under the same state 
laws and in the same court systems. 

To insure quality service delivery, technical assistance and program development must be 
coordinated in a number of different areas: needs assessment, community organization, training. 
and program evaluation. The expertise to perform these functions already exists in most state
level agencies . .Too often, under our present system, we opt for outside consultants when the 
most knowledgeable individuals are already on hand, probably having established a working 
relationship with those to whom the technical assistance is being offered. 

Technical assistance in' the area of needs assessment will be important in both initial and 
ongoing phases of child protective services delivery. State-level personnel will help set up 
i.nstruments to discover needs, resources, potential community involvement, and existing 
strengths and weaknesses which will affect programming, then assist in the eValuation of data. 
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ot~er evaluation too~ could be used on a contmuing basm Where~e technical aSS:8::C: c=~~C~"~" 1 
be Instrument design or outside expert opinion. 

The problem ?f child abus~ and neglect is not confined to a single agency, locality, or 
class of. people. It IS a commumty problem, which, to be ameliorated, will require an entire 
commumty eff.ort. S~ate of!ice pe~sonnel, ~ith expertise in community organization, should 
w~rk clos7l¥ WIth servIc~ delIverers to establ1sh local coalitions of professionals and concerned 
privat.e CItI.zens for ChIld protective services. In this regard, we have had an interesting 
experIence In South Carolma. When we established definitive child-protective services units in 
thIrt~~n ~f ?ur most Dopulated cou~ties in 1973, we also assisted those communities in setting llP 
multidISCiplInary commIttees for ChIld protective services. 

While we have no abundance of resources in our state, these counties ai'e the best 
entlowed, As a result of these committees, most of the child protective units in these areas have 
received support from their communities. There are exceptions, of course. It was not until this 
past year that we discovered that the smaller, more rural areas can make excellent use of 
resources which are more limited. When coordiM.ted, they not only operate more efficiently but 
support each other professionally as well. 

. State-produced training for service providers and supervisors fulfills not only the technical 
aSSIstance function .but it. gives con~inuity to. the delivery of child-protective services. Training 
for n.ew w?rkers ~ ChIld-~rotectIve serVIces should be handled by individuals who have 
experI~nce 1~ the ~Ield and, Ideally, who rotate into direct service work on some regular basis. 
Followmg t~IS basIC but ~omprehensive ~nitial training, more advanced and specialized training 
should be ~ffered at set mtervals. Agam,. the real experts are practicing on active caseloads 
every day II! eve:y state. In Sout~ ~ai'~lma we hav; decided ~o use a comprehensive training 
program WhICh WIll lead to the certifICation of all ChIld protective service workers by October 
1~77. W~: plan ~o implement a prodedure by which no worker will handle an active caseload 
WItho:xt fIrst havmg demonstrated a certain minimum level of competence. We are still in the 
plannmg st~ges. Pr~bably. we will use a combination of an examination to evaluate knowledge 
base and SImulated mterviews to test interviewing skills, as well as giving feedback to the 
worker. 

~O? .often, our ~r~sent s~stem gives service workers and their supervisors the tremendous 
responSIbIlIty of provIdmg ChIld-protective services but it does not give them either the 
resources or the authority to get the job done. 

T~e. commitments. from s~ate a~d fe~eral efforts must manifest themselves in assuring 
~~re. effICient and e~f?ctIve servlc~ dellvery If we are to come to the point where we go beyond 
LL",a~mg. constant crISIS to prevention, adequate treatment and maintenance, and strengthening 
famIly hfe. 

This can be accomplished through a concentration of our efforts at the service delivery 
level. 
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Enablers OJf Enforcers: The Role of Governments in Relation to 
Families-A State's Perspective 
DonnaPressma, ACSW, Director 
Protective and Children's Services 
Connecticut Department of Children and youth Services 
Hartford, Connecticut 

The United States is a "placement of children" nation. Natural families and psychological 
families are not preserved whenever possible. A~chaic ,~tate delivery systems for child welfare 
services are to blame. Federal agencies within the' Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare and every state agency delivering legally mandated protective and children's services 
must honestly evaiuate its current philosophies and overall goals concerning the child, the family, 
and the (~ommunity. Most state agencies' programs and policies do implement: (1) the 
preservation of natural families whenever possible; (2) the minimizing of placement of children; 
(3) the recognition of the primary importance of the psychological parent to the child; (4) the 
ability to keep families in crisis together whenever possible while providing the necessary crisis 
services; and (5) the inclusion of parent participation in setting and reviewing treatment goals via 
the use of contracts. 

There are many good state social workers across the nation who believe in strengthening, 
respecting, lind rehabilitating natural families whenever possible. But these social workers are 
too often given unreasonably high caseloads and little quality training, and are asked to work 
within delive.ry systems that make placement of children away from home the easier, more 
'expedient treatment choice. 

The Children's Bureau's objective must be to facilitate five basic program priorities with 
states. If states support the five values stated above on the rights, respect, and responsibility 
due to familieB, then the following basic statewide resources and programs must be implemented: 
(1) a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week statewide hotline created by paper or phone to standby 
emergency protective services workers; (2) trained, live-in emergency homemakers; (3) 
immediately a(~cessible day-Care; (4) public and private agency coordinated comprehensive 
emergency services; and (5) more continuity of services between protective services and foster 
care and adoption (usually the same famIlies are involved). 

, Along with these resources and programs are three basic program goals that state social 
workers must be trained to carry out: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

Adequately and permarlently safeguard abused/neglected families as opposed to 
curing such families. (Workers who have such skills would decrease the time the 
child is placed out of the natural family and would decrease the number of children 
plac€\d during the treatment period); . 
Focml treatment on the interaction between parent and child (Dr. Alexander 
Zaphiris stresses this point). Although a parent or a child may need some individual 
services, to treat the family members separately avoids the real problem. It is in 
the interaction of child and parent that the conflicts and tensions arise which lead 
to abmle or neglect; and 
Recognize early, whenever possible during the assessment of severe cases, the 
parent(s) who does not want her/his child, or who is hopeless in terms of 
rehabilitation, or who will take so long to be rehabilitated that her/his child cannot 
tolerate being placed for that amount of time out of the home in temporary 
placement without additional extreme trauma. (In such cases, workers must be 
trained to seek legal action to protect the child and gain for her/him a permanent 
nurturing placement plan which often means adoption or long-term foster care. 

How should the federal government facilitate states achieving these goals and objectives? 
States now need to ascl'iQ~ to and implement statewide innovative programs tested in national 
abuse/neglect demonstrution centers. Changing existing state delivery services designs and 
procedures to take into account such promising recent research takes: 

l. A major commitment of administrative and legislative professionals within the 
state government and 
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2. A different kind of enabling help from the National Center on Child Abuse and 
Neglect. 

State bureaucracies respond first to two principle:;;: (1) being shown cost-effective designs 
(unfortunately, professionals wish that human cost-effective values were what really caused 
change) and (2) federal seed money that would enable the state to do something new, normally 
not possible to do with state funds. 

Prevention, early identification, and crisis services should be less costly in the long run 
than trying to rehabilitate long-standing family breakdown. Also, the prognosis for rehabilitation 
worsens the longer the problems persist unaided. The National Center on Abuse and Neglect 
must encourage states with technical assistance and seed money to try new, direct crisis services 
that would also be long-term cost-saving. For example, a trained, live-in emergency homemaker 
who might keep a family in crisis intact, as described in the CES m01el, is a large, temporary 
expense. But foster care for the same three children for several Yf:. 1 is far more expensive. 
And once children are separated from their families, they often 3pend several years in 
placement. States are reluctant to redirect large amounts of current "board and care" funds 
from foster care and institutional care payments to "services in the home" payments. The 
concern is that there then would not be adequate funds for placement of children if the in-home 
services failed to keep down the number of placement requests. 

How can the federal government enable states to change their delivery systems to more 
cost-effective systems? It takes money to redesign, and money for planning change that states 
rarely have budgeted. Federal dollars temporarily spent for innovative, direct services could be 
well-spent here. Once the new design is in place, federal money should be phased out, and then it 
should be the state's responsibility to meet the ongoing mainten~mce expense. Also, to enable 
change, the state's current level of funding commitment must be guaranteed so that no state 
funding is decreased due to this additional temporary federal funding. 

What else do states require from the federal government? They need enabling h~lp via 
consistent technical assistance consultation. They do not need as many detfliled technIcal model 
packages into which many states cannot fit themselves. 

The process of redesigning a state's philosophy, goals, and delivery system is far more 
important than immediate adaptation of the "best model;" by working intensively with 
knowledgeable federal consultants, with public and private sector professionals, and citizens, 
states can reexamine and redesign (grass roots up) their services. By going through this process 
grass roots up, many more state people become educated and committed to improving services. 
Models are most useful to be looked at initially.and learned from in order to incorporate key 
concepts and parts of several good models along with some "down home" ideas to develop into 
each state's own unique delivery system. 

Too few good, innovative concepts are ever implemented in delivery of services to the 
masses of abused and neglected families. Public Law 93-247 mandates a National Center on 
Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN) to enable states to upgrade their services. NCCAN needs our 
ongoing support and constructive feedback to plan technical assistance, training, and research 
relevant to the public and private sectors of our states. To further'this goal, I l'ecommend there 
be state public and private sector representation on its HEW advisory board. The National 
Center Child Abuse Advisory Board to the Secretary of HEW should do more than insure internal 
coordination of NCCAN's programs with other HEW programs. 

Let us be advocates, planners, and partnertl with the federal government on behalf of 
abused and neglected children and their families. 
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Enablers or Enforcers? Role of Governments in Relation to }i'amily 
Eleanor Tinsley, President 
Harris County Child Welfare 
Houston, Texas 

The elementary school nearest our home was going to have a meeting for parents concerning a 
neVJ school program. The follOWing notice went out: 

Our school's cross-graded multi-ethnic, individualized learning program is designed 
to enhance the concept of an open-ended learning program with emphasis on a 
continuum of multi-ethnic, academically enriched learning using the i.dentified 
intellectually gifted child as the agent or director of his own learning. Major 
emphasis is on the cross-graded multi-ethnic learning with the main objective being 
to learn respect for the uniqueness of a person. 

This is the reply the principal received ~rom one parent: 

I have a college degree ••• speak two foreign languages and four Indian dialects ... have 
been to a number of county fairs and three goat-ropings ... but I haven't the faintest 
idea of what you are talking about. Do you? 

Each of us has a responsibility to make the federal government responsive to the needs of 
our communitIes and specifically to the children this conference is all about. The problems of 
gobbledegook language, time-consuming detail, and the lack of flexibility could be solved, and to 
anyone who thinks the Carter Administration, or any other, will move too fast, we remind them 
of anthropologist AshJey Montagu's comment: 

We should not worry about wrecking the machinery of social organization by 
exceeding the speed limit of rational inquiry ... (we should) expect the inertia of 
tradition to continue in the great tradition of tradition. 

The questions: for this conference are, "What is the future of services for the abused child? 
Is the federal government a help or hindrance? Does the solution rest with dollars and controls 
coming from Washington or is the answer to be found in individual communities taking action 
with the financial ('>esources to back their commitments--in effect, putting their money where 
their mouth is?" 

Those of us who are "Johnny-come-Iatelys" to the field of child abuse should reflect. for a 
few moments on the history of this movement. Early efforts were of a broad social-action 
nature and were concerned with: promotion of child labor laws, creation of shelter care for 
children who were separated from their homes, detention facilities to keep children out of jails, 
abolishment of baby farms, support of special courts for children-a push which led to the 
formation of the juvenile courts, and promotion of child protective services under aegis of local 
Humane Societies or Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. These constituted the 
only agencies specifically operating to prevent neglect, abuse and cruel treatment of children. 
These agencies were to be found in almost every state of the Union during the late 1800s and 
early 1900s. However, most of them went out of existence when the great depression of the 
1930s drastically cut down the ability of the private contributor to support these operations. 
With funding almost impossible to obtain, all but a few hardy Societies for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children folded up or merged with other family and children services, with a loss of 
the protective function. Among the survivors is the New York Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children, the first Child Protective Agency in the world, created as a consequence of 
the notorious "Mary Ellen Case" in 1B74--the first recorded case of child abuse. 

Since the Social Security AQt of the 1930s, child protective services have become the 
responsibility of public Ghild welfare. Impetus was given to these programs by the mandate in 
the Social Security Act Which requires child welfare services on behalf of "neglected, dependent 
children and children in danger of becoming delinquent." The 1962 amendments further stressed 
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the ~a~date by ~ef~nin~ public child welfare "as services for the purpose of preventing or 
reme. ym.g, or assl~hng m the solution of problems which may result in the neglect ab~se 
exploitation, or delmquency of children." , , 

~ .. While this mand~te i~ clear, it has not proven specific enough. Nor has it stressed with 
SU!ftlclent .(orce the oblIgatIon of each state to implement its responsibility for full services to 
pro ect children. 

Vincent DeFrancis, Director 
following testimony before Senato; 
Colorado: 

Children's Division, American Humane SCJciety, gave the 
Walter Mondale's Committee on Child Abuse in Denver, 

Child prote~tion requires a highly skilled, profesllional social wOI'ker-not just the 
ave;ag~ SOCIal worker, but a very highly trained social worker. It requirE~s a large 
stad with a l~t of back~p .service-backup not only in terms of clerical staff, but in 
t:rms of. various speCialIzed consultants. There is need for psychiatric and 
Psych?l?glCal consultan~s; there is also a great n~:ld for legal consultation. All this 
make~ It a very expensive program, one that is not within reach of most private 
agencies. 
Money .is a f~ctor which brought about governmental responsibility for child 
pr?tectIve ~ervlCes: Only through the tax doiIar can communities afford to carry 
this expensive service. 
Legislation can mandate: a lot of things, but the implementation of that mandate 
~ust come from somet~m~ ~ther than the compUlsion of the la\o''; itself. Education 
IS a better answer. This IS m tune with the old proverb about taking the horse to 
water. You can order doctors, you can order teachers and you can order social 
workers to report contact with cases of suspected child abuse, but you cannot 
enforce that ord~r: . The sures~ w~y to implement the mandate is to create a sense 
of mora! respo?slbllIty and oblIgatIon to report. 
Protectmg?hlld~en is a cooperative process involving the protective service 
agency~ the Juvemle courts, and the medical profession. 
There IS one l~s! member of the team-the broad community. The community 
s~rves. by provldmg the sinews for the program--sitlews in two wavs: (1) the 
fma~Clal ~esources so the program can be developed in keeping with U eds and in 
keepmg WIth total demand and (2) in terms of identification of children! 

. A 1~57 national survey wa~ the first assessment of what and where child protective 
services eXisted, .unde~ whose auspices, and an evaluation of capacity to meet need. Findin s 
~~~~~e~~~:g~a~~~~e C~~l~~~: communities to impl~ment government obligations for service fo 

A follow-up ~tudy 10 years later showed there were more good programs, fewer token 
ones. Two v.e~y glarmg. weaknesses were documented by the study: (1) every state bemoaned the 
lac~ ~f suffl~le~t fundl~&" to expand services in keeping with need and (2) every state voiced a 
nee or speCIalIzed trammg for staf~ assigned to duty in child protection. 

ls ~r:; current su~vey do<.mmentmg the resources providing protective services for children 
revea .. at such services are. ho~sed in the public social services programs of ever state and 
commumty. If the commumty IS to be a real partner in the solution of childYabuse the 
knowledg~ many of you as professionals have must be translated and shared at the ass ~oots 
leve~ rlr~'~d w~ must try to understand what goes on inside the individual that pr~uces the 
even ua C.I .a user. Are there any qualities we can identify? Let me suggest two Sometimes 
~he a~t~,orlt~rlan parent orders a child to obey his commands, but does not com~unicate the 
k Wh~. d Do It because 1 told you to.'~ If the ch~ld is a little slow in responding, he/she is apt to be 
u~~~r~etan~c~~~ ~~~ ~:hmtellw~en tthlshsam;'Hchlld misbe~aves at school the parent is at a loss to 

. . . e eac er, e always mmds at home." Education can hel . 
th\~OOl, t~e abilIty to ~r8.nsfer learning-communication is an answer. A second handle 10g~~: 
pro em might be learmng to con.trol our feelings. Individuals who later become chil 
nfver ~arned to postpose the de~lre for immediate gratificatiDn. So when something g!:~~S;~: 
a wor or at home, they "take It out" on someone not able to fight back often a child T 
~buse of drugs and alcohol are outward signs of wanting immediate gratification • he 

Those who have ~orked direct~y with delinquent or truant children rep~rt that the first 
answer seems to be to lIght force With force; knock them around when they misbehave. But 
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after this has b(~en done for a while, the desired change in behavior does not result. Knowing the 
rules and the retlson for them are first steps in changing behavior. 

Those W:lO have been on the firing line with the worst cases of juvenile delinquency tell us 
that the way to change behavior is to show concern for the individual, really caring, taking time 
to talk with and listen to children. My Baptist preacher has a bumper sticker that says, "Have 
you hugged your kid today?" I grew up with lit saying that just has five wordS and it applies to 
everyone in this room, at this conference, and even to those child abusers we are trying so hard 
to understand and change. The five words are, "Everyone wants to be someone." Children need 
to grow up feeling they are someone and worth something. When adults work with their own 
children or with those who have been abused, there are five more words that can change lives. 
They are so simple, no gobbledegook, all one syllable, "I am proud of you." 

This sort of information can be taught to parents, but just as important is a fourth tool 
that we can employ, but it takes money and commitment. Family living concepts must be taught 
in school--by the seventh and eighth grades. Those who nef;\d it most are least likely to be around 
for a home living course as a senior in high school. 

Children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds have several strikes against them in 
addition to inadequate food and shelter. They are often left alone, neglected because a parent 
must work and cannot or does not get adequate supervision for small children. Often, the 
importance of education is not .realized in such homes, and when a youngster misses class; th,e 
more apt he is to fall behind and become more truant or become one of that growing category of 
children we call CHINS, children in need of supervision. 

A philosophical question that might be discussed is: should there be a national minimum 
standard of care for all children in the United States? If we answer affirmatively, then we must 
grapple with whether the standards should be set in th,e form of guidelines or laws. Guidelines 
are based on the assumption that communities do care about children and, given the knowledge, 
will act responsibly. 

Laws must reflect community standards or they will not be followed. Laws do not shape 
community values, but can use dollars and funding as an Imforcer. They also make funding 
available and in turn enable the community to carry out guidelines. Thus, laws have elements of 
power to enable and/or to enforce. 

This is a concrete example of what often bogs down otherwise well-intentioned programs. 
A close friend lives in River Oaks, one of Houston's most fashionable areas. For the past five 
years she has driven across town to an elementary school in it lower socioeconomic area where 
there are many children who need special help. She has a beautiful, brightly painted learning 
center with lots of resource material, but she is about to ask for a transfer to a school nearer her 
home where there are fewer children who have special needs; You ask, "Is she burned out?" The 
answer is "No," but the paper work is crippling her program. ;reachers are not willing to fill out 
all the forms deemed necessary by someone, somewhere. The objective of the forms is good--to 
protect children's and parents' rights. However, do you really think it is in anyone's best interest 
for there to be 25 separate forms that must be filled out by either the teacher or the parent or 
the child before a child is taken from his or her regular classi'oam and given the special help the 
teacher feE~ls is needed in reading, math, eye-hand coordination, visual, or other learning 
disabilities? . 

Where do we go from here? In Texa,s we have had the state government's support in an 
attempt to provide dollars for more and better services fOl' neglected, dependent, and abused 
children. A law has been passed that makes It a misdemeanor not to' report a case of child abuse. 
The role of government is not an either/or with regard to enabler or l:lnforcer--it is both. 

We have the laws and they should be used with federal dollars, but we must r~new Qur 
commitment to solving the age-old problems of bureaucracy such as: lack of fle:ltibility~ tf'1e 
multitude of copies required that we wonder if anyone ever reads, and the languag-tJ that has 
made larger agencies come up with a new breed ·of cat, the proposal writer. I am afrll-id we are 
apt to say with Snoopy, "There is no problem so great I can't run away frpm it." 

FOOTNOTES 
;i 
/' 

IThe American Humane Association, Children's Division, Speaking Out for Child Proteq~ 
tion. Denver, Colo.: 1973. 
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Mo~l Child Abuse and Neglect Legislation , , 
Judge James H. Lincoln 
Juvenile Court of W~wne County 
Detroit, Michig-an ' 

One of the great issues of our times is, "What role shall government play in the life of a child?" 
The problem is as complex and multifaceted as civilization or human nature itself. 
'i) Anyone, regardless of cr~dentials, who claims to be an expert on this great issue, will be 
viewed as a charlatan a century from, now. We are all alchemists when it comes to this issue, 
whether we are professors; psychiatrists; psychologists; social workers; attorneys; administrators; 
employees of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; judges, etc. In light of 
historical perspective each of us will be considered alchemists. Behaviol~al sciences are at least 
1,000 years behind the exa~-e' sciences. I was raised by a kerosene lamp" and the plumbing was 
behind the lilac bush. In one lifetime I have seen man progress from a k~\rosene lamp to walking 
on the moon. That is 1,000 yeaJ~s of progress in the exact sciences in one 'short lifetime. As far 
as behavioral sciences are concerned, there has been a great amassing of questionable data and 
even more questionable theories. Much change but little progress! Of cOLlcse, human behavior is 
much more complex than putting a man on the moon. However, those engaged in the exact 
sciences can disenthrall themselves, and look at their problems objectively. In the behavioral 
sciences (including the legal profession), we are as conditioned to certain aJtitudes and reflea-es 
as Pavlov's dog. In other situations those with claimed expertise know so little about the il~sues 
that they simply follow some leader who is:sldlled and articulate in expounding one of the latest 
popular styles or fads. In the 17 years I have beeno!). the bench, the behavioral sciences have had 
as many styles as women's clothing. This is als9:;~l"ue"titthe legal profession. ", 

One can classify those in thisnationw,hO't-v!'ite model laws, standards etc., for t\egle~ted 
and abused children into three groupings,:i6r · classifications--right, left, and center. The 
behavioral and legal scientists that represent the right are largely on the West Coast and the left 
on the East Coast. 

(1) 

(2) 

The Rig:ht: This group of eminent behavioral scientists is chaired by Michael S. 
Wald, professor, School of Law, Stanford University, Stanford, California. He, 
together with more than 50 behavioral scientists, heavily laden with credentials 
(with a sprinkling of attorneys and a token judge or two), hl;lS drafted model neglect 
and abuse laws and standards for the Institute of Judicial Administration (IJA). The 
work of this committee will be presented to the American Bar Association (ABA) 
for approval. It is an outsfiinding.,w,ork. The West Coast proponents would severely, 
restrict the role of government in the life ofa child even to excluding thousands of 
neglected children needing help. They are content to help most children in need of 
help, but whether most means leavin,g out 49 or lQ percent is debatable. 
The Left: One effective and authoritative spokesman for this group is Doug!as 
Besharov,. Director, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C. Besharov can back his views and 
proposals with recognized national authorities. Pr~fessors ${lnford F,ox and Sanford 
Katz, together with Besharov's cO,mmittee, have credentials similar to the right or 
West COast. There is no way to "settle differences by weighing credentials. The 
East and West Coast are loaded with cr,edentials. 

HEW either has or will issue model statutes and standards on every conceivable aspect of 
neglect and abuse. The East Coast Group would greatly expand the role of government in the life 
of a child. Of course, this is done under considerable congr~ssional direction. The Mondale Act 
classifies IImental injury" as child abuse. A mother yelling at her child in the backyard would be 
registered as a child abuser. If the East Coast (HEW) has its way, by year 2,000 there could be 
more social workers than any other profession in the nation. 

Several examples of East Coast thinking are explained in a letter I directed to Besharov a 
few months ago. It was pl'irlted in the February issue of the National Council of Juvenile Court 
Judges' newsletter. I explairled that in the proposed HEW criteria for foster homes, the children 
would have concerts, plays, etc. HEW set standards where the majority of parents will need a 
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court to declare their cpildren neglected in order for youngsters to receive these necessities of 
life (by HEW standards). ' 

If one could determine how the two philosophies affect specific wording in proposed model 
statutes or standards, it would be like fighting two tons of feathers. These documents total 
hundreds and hundreds of pages. I only recently found time to review the Model Act to Free 
Children for Permanent Placement, with commentary, developed by Professor Katz and his very 
"credential laden" committee. Of course, termination of parental rights is only a small fraction 
of the scope of neglect and abuse. However, it is not hard to choose a few parts of this proposed 
statute that would hardly fit the West Coast philosophy. Example: The grounds for involuntary 
termination are much broader than West Coast would seriously consider to adopt. 

Judge Jean L. Lewis, Circuit Judge, Portland, Oregon, said, "Section 4(a) (3) (iii) indicates 
that the construction of a parenti-child relationship will greatly diminish the child's prospects for 
early integration into a stable ~fnd permanent home. If the goal is to reunite a child and his 
parents, then it seems that every reasonable safeguard must first be found to get the child back 
in his home. At what point does continuation of a relationship diminish the child's prospects for 
early adoption?" This is one of many, many observations that could demonstrate how difference 
in East and West Coast philosophies would lead to different model acts and standards. 

There are many factors in the development of model acts and standards that have little or 
no relation to philosophy. At this point there is little about which to d~bate. Both the East and 
West Coast handle these matters with equal excellence. I refer to such matters as found in 
section 16 of the Model Termination Act developed by Professor Katz. This requires a report 
within 90 dt<ys after the order of termination by the agency as to long-term placement, etc. 

I, of course, highly favor the Model Termination Act drafted by the Neglected Children's 
Committe,e of the National Council of Juvenile Courts Judges (NCJCJ). Without trying to 
balance the merits of these various model acts, note that the NCJCJ Model Termination Act 
(funded by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation) is vastly improved over the 50 termination 
laws now in effect in several states. It is "legal as hell" because it was drafted primarily by 
juvenile court judges, with heavy reliance on behavioral scientists. 

We should consider section 12(b) of the act drafted under Professor Katz's direction for 
HEW. This proposed model act provides that in cases where the natural father's identity is Q 

unknown to the petitioner, the court may ask the mother about the natural father, but "may not 
compel disclosure by 'Ole mother." The juvenile court judges who developed the NCJCJ Model 
Termination Act would never approve such a provision. The Supreme Court, in the Stanley case, 
provides that the natural father be given notice and oertainly, before publication, every effort 
must be made to give personal notice. Such a statutory provision will result in litiga.tion that 
should be avoided. I have a petition before me in the Wayne County juvenile court to set aside an 
adoption. The natural father claims due diligence was not used to locate him before publication 
was used to give him notice. Regardless of what happens in these cases, it is be'st to avoid 
litigation over whether or not service is proper. 

I do not say these things critically. I say them analytically. How can two groups of 
behavioral scientists and representatives of the legal profession develop such opposite views and 
recommendations? Let us list all possible reasons which, together, exhaust the possibilities. 
Remember, I have seen no minority reports from either group. 

(1) There is careful selection of those serving on each committee concerning their 
preconceived views; 

(2) The impact of leadership in each group determines the broad philosophical approach 
to the maHer under consideration; and 

(S) The third possibility is that a combination of the first two account for a result that 
could not happen once in a billion times. 

Suppose we take 70 behavioral scientists, each with impressive credentials. We randomly 
divide them into two grouP~\. Then, the two groups consider the same subject and arrive at 
different views and philosophies. The two groups differ as much as heads and tails on a coin. 

Such a result does not occur solely by chance. It would be like tossing a coin in the air and 
correctly predicting the outcome 70 times in a row. That is one chance in a billion. It would not 
happen by chance in an eternity. Thus one way or the other the conclusions reached by the East 
and West Coast are determined before any meeting or consultation with behavioral scientists. 
Why have committees in the first place except for prestige purposes! 
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The following eXhibits2 are for your consideration. 
Exhibit One is a letter to Professor Wald, dated February 24 1975. The 1975 draft has 

been chang~d somew~at but is e~sentially the same. I prepared a rep~rt to the NCJCJ last week 
recommendmg that ~t oppose thIS committee's report, and I did point out that it was usefUl as a 
counter-balance agamst the equally extreme views of HEW. This report is too lengthy to include 
here: It has not yet been approved 'W NCJCJ. It expressed my views, and I wili be glad to 
f~rmsh a copy to anyone on request. .Exhibit4 Two, relating to the East Coast position, was 
dIrected t? Besharov, dated September 4'51975. Exhibit Three is a two-page excerpt from the 
February Issue of the NCJCJ newsletter. My correspondence and statement concerning HEW 
standards and model laws are numerous and lengthy. 
• ! We have discussed. the left (East Coast) and the right (West Coast). We should cleariy 
mdlc~t~ another alterna~Ive. I labeled this the "Center" only because it is the onlv' ground 
remammg;. All other te~rltor~ is occupied by either the right or the left. I 

. It IS, however, mlslead~ng to label this position the Center. The position of thiFj large but 
I~nored group expounds ~o phIlosophy that would lead us into either of the other two positions. 
Tne g;roup la~eled (or. mIslabeled) the "Center", believes we should rise above principle and be 
practICal. Th.IS group IS well aware that with perfect logic one can proceed to the grand fallacy. 

. T~u~, I~ the devel?pment of model acts, standards, regulations, etc., there should be a 
maSSIve mjeetlOn of the VIews of several juvenile court judges. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

T~ese judges shoul~ help draft the project, and should also be present at the 
dISC?SSlOn sta~e. It IS ~ot worth a damn to be called in after the p'roject has jelled. 
Havm.g experIenced thIS, I know very well that my presence at one meeting only 
constItutes "t?kenism.:' It can then be said that NCJCJ was included. Nonsense! 
. ,!,he faIlure to mclude a massive injection of the thinking of juvenile court 
Judges I~ an old and respected abuse. Perhaps the most flagrant example of this 
oc~urs ~n the "Tas~ Force Report on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime" 
prmted .I~ 1967 and Issued under the names of Katzenback and Vorenberg. To lend 
authen~IClty to the report, five juvenile court judges are listed as advisors. My 
name I~ one . of those. Four of the five judges listed were never consulted 
concermn~ t~IS document. The Supreme Court has quoted this report as the Bible 
of authorIty m no less than three decisions. Much of the report is unmitigated 
nonsense. Much of the task force staff came from HEW. 
.. Vorenberg was the executive director, and if he did not know juvenile court 
JUdges were completely excluded from the project, then he did not know what the 
hell went on in the project. That -is what I think happened .. His staff wrote and/or 
assembled the report, and then added names to impress everyone. . 

I want to clarify that no one has misused judges' names in relation to any 
~e.gle~t and. ~b~~e pr~je~t. ,The ~ast~n~ West Coast may not desire massive 
mj~ctlOn of JUdICIal thI~kmg In theIr prOjects, but they have not misrepresented or 
claImed support th:y dId not have. However, I want to strongly stress that the 
Center has .been, WIth a number of exceptions, either ignored or given only token 
representatIon. 
How many j~dges should serve on the committees responsible for drafting model 
acts .. regulat.lOns, etc.? Wh~n Professor Katz was good enough to invite me to one 
of .hIS .commlttee meetmgs 111 New York, there were several judges and behavioral 
sClent~sts, ~tc., p~esen~. The sa~e situation existed when I visited Professor Wald's 
commIttee m Cahforma. I receIved lengthly material from Mr. Besharov after it 
was dr:aft~d,. a.nd .r knew by merely thumbing through it that he excluded any 
exten~Ive JudICIal mput from the draft. Frankly, the situation should be reversed 
~nd all these committees shOUld contain ten judges to every behavioral scientist 
mstead of te~ behavioral scientists to every judge. 
How shOUld Judges be selected to participate in these projects for writing, model 
acts, ~tandards, e.tc.? The few judges who have been asked to serve on these 
comm.lttees b? e.lth~r the East or West Coast have been well-qualif,ed and 
experIenced •. rhelr VIews shou.ld certainly be heard. However, the judges selected 
~a~e seldom represe~ted the VIews of a vast majority of juvenile court judges. This 
mdlcates the very skIlled way in which these committees are set up and composed. 
It also may account for the strong division between the East and West Coast. 
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Ideally, the president of the NCJCJ should nominate five or ten judges for these 
committees in addition to those selected by the chairman or director of the project. As a matter 
of fact, the judges who served on these committees for the East and West Coast are e.s 
intelligent and well-1nformed as any of me 3,000 juvenile court judges in the nation. 1 have had 
several on the committees I have chaired, and their contributions were second to none. There is 
no question of the ability of the East and West Coast to select intelligent, experienced, and 
highly capable judges. However, if the president of. the NCJCJ had been permitted to inject the 
massive thinking of a considerable number of perhaps less gifted judges into the development of. 
these model acts and standards, we might not have such fractured and fragmented recommenda
tions that will surely confuse state legislators and everyone else. HEW and IJA-ABA are a 
million miles apart, and NCJCJ is somewhere in the middle. 

Both the East and West Coa~t either have or will have a very legitimate complaint should 
they try to massively infuse judicial thinking into their projects. I do not want to suggest judges 
are busier than professors or others in the behavioral sciences, but sometimes it is damned hard 
to get judges to take time· from court to work on a project. I know this because I am a former 
president of the NCJCJ, and have been a member of at least 75-100 judges' committees in the 
past 16 years. Recruiting judges to work on these projects is frustrating. No committee that I 
ever served on or chaired worked harder than the NCJCJ Neglected Children Committee. I have 
chaired this committee for two and one-half years, and we have developed an excellent model 
terminating act. It has a good chance of being adopted without changes by the Michigan 
Legislature tbis year. The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation financed the project. It takes 
judges only a small fraction of funds to produce excellent model legislation as compared to the 
East or West Coast projects. A cam(H is a horse designed by a committee. After reaching a 
certain point, the larger the committee, the more likely the end product will have several 
"humps." . 

The East (HEW) presents the greatest concern.· Legislatures and state governments follow 
the federal dollar like a hound dog follows a rabbit. I personally believe HEW should 'not issue 
model legislation and standards. The injection of the federal government in this role is a two
edged sword. Neither IJA-ABA or NCJCJ can use federal grants as bait to impose undesirable 
uniformity in the 50 states. The federal government should stay out of this business. 

Two weeks ago the casework services director of the Wayne County juvenile court came 
to me with a case where the baby was found dead after being released from a hospital that had a 
grant to treat drug and alcohol addicts. It is not unusual for heroin-addicted women to be 
admitted to the hospital, give birth to a child, and both be treated because of heroin addiction. 
This hospital fears to report abuse cases that Michigan law mandated be reported prior to release 
of the child. But the experts in Washington decided to delve into the very complex business of 
confidentiality, and through law and regulation make it a violation for the hospital to report 
these cases. We are going into federal court hoping to receive a deClaratory judgment to have 
these cases reported. This is not the first child that has died that could have been saved if 
reported under the state statute, but was not reported because the federal government stuck its 
nose into something better left to the states. , 

The state can complicate the very complex problem of confidentiality without receiving 
any help from Washington. There is no special wisdom in Washington, and all states had laws on 
this subject. There was no v~lid reason for the federal government to be involved unless to make 
more jobs for a larger bureaucracy. 

The bUsiness of promulgating standards, model acts, etc., by HEW has a far different 
result than when accomplished by IJA-ABA or NCJCJ. The states can take it or leave it when 
tht;se organizations get involved. But Congress and HEW have clout. Many states have taken the 
baIt on the Mondale Reporting Act in order to receive federal funds. The states should decide 
whether "mental injury" or '!yelling at a child in the back yard" is a proper act to be subject for a 
reporting system under child abuse. The end result may be a monolithic system imposed on the 
50 states as a result of enforcing uniformity through the bait or requirement of federal grants. 

We have not come that far down the road. Much that was good when I went on the bench 
in 1960, both in behavioral sciences and law, is now considered bad, and much that was 
consi~ered hB:d is .now.viewed as g?od. ~e need another two or three decades of variety, 
experimentatlon, dIversIty, and masswe nonmterference by HEW. After we' finish writing aU the 
laws, model statutes, and regulations, the social worker will be the most important factor in 
handling neglect and abuse cases. I say this in all dl,l~_respect to the rest of us who work in the 
system. . 
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When the year 2,000 rolls around some of you here tl)day will still be debating the role 
government should play in the life of a child. Maybe if you keep a copy of this statement in your 
files, you will find that much qf what J have said will remain relevant in the twenty-first century. 

If the East Coast (HEW) has its way, over a period of decades the social worker will 
present as big a threat to our way of life as the atomic bomb. If the West Coast gets its way, 
tens of thousands of abused and neglected children will not receive protection. In the meantime, 
whether you are a caseworker, a judge, or whatever, just keep on handling your caseload. 'r~)'e 
greatest sense of achievement I have received from hearing a multitude of abuse and neglect 
cases is that in applying my very best thinking and efforts, I am convinced that life for these 
children has been improved because I have been allowed to serve in this time and place. A judge 
must have gray hair to look distingUished, and hemorrhoids to look concerned. But most 
important, he should realize he is not infallible. I view myself as a concerned, inquisitive, and 
learning alchemist. 

My personal wish for each of you is that when you approach retirement, as I do now, that 
you will have some mea~ure of my sense of fulfillment that comes from working in one of the 
most demanding of all professions. I refer to anyone whose work concerns troubled children. 
Neither you nor I must depend on the East or West Coast, or the Center, in order to make our 
own unique, exceptional contribution to our time and place. 

FOOTNOTES 

1Louis W. McHardy, "Lincoln Speaks Out On Proposed Standards," .Juvenile Court Newslet
ter, 1977, 48 (1), 10. 

2Exhibits have been omitted here because of space limitations. Interested readers may 
contact Judge Lincoln directly (ed.). 

3 James H. Lincoln, Letter to Professor Michael S. Wald, (February 24, 1975). 

4James H. Lincoln, Letter to Douglas Besharov (September 4, 1975). 

5McHardy, "Lincoln Speaks Out" p. 10. 
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5YJ-'b~ v\ Child Abuse Legislation 
1 Anne Lindeman, State Senator 

Arizona State Senate 
Phoenix, Arizona 

My paper is divided into three parts: initiation of legislation; introduction of legislation; and, 
legislative trends in child abuse treatment and prevention statutes. 

INITIATING LEGISLATION: ORGANIZATIONS AND THE PUBLIC 
The public must become more aware of the growing problem of child abuse, and what legislative 
action is being taken or can be initiated in this area. There are numerous social legislation 
advocates competing for attention and dollars at the state a1nd national levels, so it is important 
to define the problem, and determine how much legislation and/or dollars are needed. SOCilll 
legislation has a major impact on millions of people, and a steadily growing proportion of state 
an'd federal budgets is being devoted to it. Since inflation causes the dollar to be spent at its 
peak efficiency level, expertise is a necessary element in drafting social legislation-thus, thle 
socialleg'islative advocate. 

rhere are essentially three ways an idea or problem may be brought to the attention of tl 
state legislature: the legislature, or a legislator, may act on its own; the legislature may reac1t 
to public outcry on a particular issue; or interest groups may bring a problem or an issue to thE) 
attention of the legislature. My paper deals with interest groups and their attempts to makEl 
legislatures recognize problems in the area of child abuse and neglect. 

Social organizations, such as child abuse organizations and agencies, have substantial 
power because of their Imowiedge of problems and effects within ~rtain systems. ThesEl 
organizations must learn to use wisely this knowledge and power. One mUst remember that ideas 
are more effelctive if based upon a realistic assessment of what can be achieved. Though 
initiative is encouraged in developing ideas for child abuse legislation, no idea is viable unless 
supported by SUbstantial facts and public support. 

One of the primary steps to initiate legislation effectively is to form a broad base of 
supporters. Involve as many diverse groups and individuals .as possible. Examples of groups which 
have been involved in child abuse legislation are: law enforcement groups, attorneys, child abuse 
agencies and clinics, the League of Women Voters, child protective service organizations, 
medical groups, education groups, and others. Usually no single group can lobby a package 
through the state legislature, so coalitions are commonplace in the legislative arena. Coalition 
groups hit hardest those who urge numerous social changes, and also allow the public to identify 
with at least one of the groups. 

There are several models which reappear in child abuse systems throughout the country. 
In order to form an effective coalition, the groups working out of these models must first 
educate each other. The establishment of an open communication network between different 
organizations and groups concerned with child abuse is essential to the coalition. I feel it 
worthwhile, for the purpose of illustrating system differences, briefly to outline four models and 
how they envision child ~buse. . 

The Medical Model. This system usually is composed 9f physicians, hospital personnel, 
community health centers, medical schools and related faciliti~s. The system usually proceeds as 
follows: the battered child is recognized; the child is protec~ed, if necessary, through hospital 
retention; the medical staff heaLs any bodily or emotional ills to the extent possible; they report 
any suspected abuse or neglect; and, on a limited basis, they encourage treatment or 
rehabilitation of parents or guardians involved. 

Due to the separate and diverse factions composing this sytem, it is difficult to establish a 
well-coordinated and integrated team approach to child ~buse. The private physician often plays 
a much smaller role in the medical model due to time, interpersonal skill, court activity, and 
financial limitations. 

The Legal Model. The development of more inclusive, mandatory reporting laws allows 
for development of public awareness, which in turn triggers action. Broadening the base of those 
mandated to report (expanding from physicians to relatives, neighbors, friends, teachers, school 
nurses, social workers, and public health nurses).is a current legislative trend. The immunity 
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cl~uses in such legisla~ion protect and motivate people to report abuse and neglect. Immunity 
eXlst~ under presu~ptIon of good faith. Pre~ently, controversy exists over providing criminal 
sanctIons for the faIlure to report a case of ChIld abuse, molestation, or neglect. 

. The Role of the Education~;,;. System. The educational system has constant contact with 
chIldren, placing it in a promiSing position. Educators must cultivate an increased awareness of 
the prob!ems of child abuse, pr~mote legislation! and deve~op prevention/intervention programs. 

Smce ~chools can be an Important force III combatmg abuse, the question arises as to why 
they are not mvolved more e~tensively. In some states, they are not acknowledged by reporting 
laws. Thes~ laws d~ not prOVIde for ma~~atory reporting by educational officials or immunity for 
such rep~r~mg: :rhls causes school offICials to be leery of involving themselves in abuse cases. 
Also, polIt~cs IS mvolved because the parents are voters, and their votes affect the educational 
sy~tem. :r:mall~, schools fee~ that even if they report abuse, they cannot interfere with parent
Chl~d re!atIonshI~s, or offer any treatment. A possible solution to this dilemma might be to enact 
legislation allowmg more freedom for schools in relation to child abuse. 

The Soci~l Servic.e Model •. Traditionally, chil~ abuse problems have been the responsibility 
of state protective servICe a~encies or. welfare serVIce programs. These agencies are composed 
largely of ca~eworkers. BaSically, theIr procedure consists of: the identification of abused and 
neglected children; the treatment of parents or guardians; placement of children if necessary' 
and foll.ow-up programs. The first priority of this model is the protection of ~hildren. Thi~ 
syste~ ~volves medical,. legal, psychiatric, and educational aspects of the problem. Many social 
ag.enCles als? try t~ prOVide optI?ns to the parents or guardians involved. One inherent problem in 
thiS system IS the high turnover m protective service workers. This may be due to the enormous 
pressu!'e caseworker~ experience, and the fact that it is a 24-hours a day, seven days a week job. 
Also, mcreased publIc awareness compounds these problems by increasing the case loads workerE 
must ha~dle. We must ~lso remember intervention by government in parent-child relationships is 
an emotlOnall~ c~arged :ssue, .and often the caseworker can provide only a temporary solution. 

The c~Ild abuse Issue IS :omplex and requires the multidisciplinary input from all groups 
concerned WIth ~ealth, educatIon and welfare of children. Organizations must pool their 
resources and their contacts. They must educate each other concerning relevant matters. They 
must ~stablish a network Of. communication which can effectively organize facts, experience of 
agenCle~ or groups, ~omparIso.~s of other. state systems, comparisons between agencies, possible 
alternB:tlves, suggestions and lOeas, and present problems in eXisting systems. Coalitions must 
recog~Ize. th~ various models of child abuse systems, the ramifications of each, and of each 
combmatIon of systems. Als/}, most efficient use of resources must be stressed. This is where 
expertise is essential in synthesizing systems and ideas. , 

While gr?ups educate each other, they must reach out tO, the public. Community 
awareness of :hIld abuse an~ neglect did not heighten until the early sixties. This resulted from 
a lack of medIcal and. techm~al ~ools which aid in dif~erentiating aceidental and deliberate injury 
or n~glect. ;\1'>0, be!?re .thls t~me adults preoccupIed themselves with social, economic, dnd 
physIcal.survival, leavmg lIttle time for child developmental needs. Finally, there existed almost 
sacr~d. rIgh~s of par~nts to t:eat children as they saw fit. Armed with hard scientific data, 
phYSICIans first highlIghted chIld abuse as a national problem. 

Since the sixties, ~he public has slowly started reacting to the problems of child abuse. 
Increased aware~ess provlde~, at least, support for governmental intervention in crisis situations. 
Howeve~, ag.enCl~s must still overcome the fear of potential governmental intervention in a 
nonab?SIv~ SItuatIon. Many opponents of legislation, in reality, oppose an overreaction and a 
r.esultmg Imbalance of aut~ority to the Orwellian concept of total government control of family 
hfe. Therefore, commumty education and well-planned legislative proposals are keys to a 
successful effort. Involvement o~ key community leaders and the general public is essential. 
Letters and phone calls from co~stItuents capture a legislator's attention, particularly when they 
come fro,? people who do not directly benefit from the institution of programs as related to jobs 
and .salarles. A ground swell of public opinion is easy for a legislator to spot. Therefore, the 
publIC must .be educated, involved, and encouraged to accept the proposals. Caution: be 
prepared for mcreased reporting as a result of awareness. . 

Once a c0B.!ition is fo~m~d ~nd an accurate pool of materials exists, community education 
has been acco~plIshed, and It IS bme to meet with legislators if contact has not already been 
made. A well-mformed person from each group, and an overall coordinator should be chosen to 
prJes~nt the proposal to a receptive sponsor. Present him with an outline of legislation, keeping 
m mmd past and present law. 
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Obviously, the use of coercive tactics will be counterproductive under most circum
stances. Such attitudes will harden or activate opposition, and will destroy future contact or 
access to those legislators involved. This should be remembered when selecting group 
representatives. , 

Legislative staffs cannot be ignored. They have considerable impact on the legislative 
process by drawing attention to certain problems and issLes, and developing d"'l.ta in support of, or 
in opposition to, certain legislative proposals. Staffs are also more. accessible to group 
advocates, and can be instrumental in planning legislation, contacting legislators, and arranging 
testimony. . 

INTRODUCING LEGISLATION 
As a rule of protocol, first contact the committee chairperson, then contact the members. Bring 
a reasonable number of representatives from your groups. Representatives should be well 
prepared, organized, and have documented facts to answer a variety of questions. It is always 
beneficial to have representatives with established credibility, and who have no political ties (a 
known Democrat may lose Republican votes and vice versa). 

When the advocate enters the legislative arena, he must expect compromise. Distinct and 
conflicting interests are usually encountered. These interests must be reconciled and a 
temporary coalition formed in order for the legislation to have a chance of passing. Remember, 
it is easier t,o kill legislation than pass it. However, beware of ov~rcompromising the SUbstance 
of the bill. 

Select articulate spokesmen who are knowledgeable and confident to present testimony at 
committee hearings. Administrative staffs of the agencies which will implement the programs 
are another source of influence. In formulating policy, legislators depend heavily on the 
technical expertise of legislative liaisons, researchers, and planners. It is unwise to overload 
testimony. Pick a few persons who represent a variety of groups; refine the testimony; and, hold 
mock sessions if necessary. 

Do not forecast the legislator's position based upon his past actions ':I~' voting records. 
Know what votes arc in your favor. If it appears the vote win be in your favor, be relativelY 
quiet. If not, promote your legislation firmly, but be cautious not to close future doors. 

If the legislation passes from committee, it goes to the floor for debate. First, approach 
the leadership because they are usually the power bases. Next, go to the indivlduallegislators. 
Again, count the votes. A program is not worth the paper it is written. on if you do not have the 
votes. 

The same procedures are used should the legislation pass from one house to the other. 
Stay on top of the legislation all the way to the governor's desk. 

LEGISLATIVE TRENDS 
Model legislation currently exists in the area of child abuse. Its purpose is to protect the best 
interests of the child, prevent further abuse, preserve the family unit whenever possible, and 
encourage cooperation between states in dealing with child abuse and neglect. 

Before child abuse can be examined, it first must be defined. Is it a series of physical 
actions or lack of actions? Is it revealed in the physical evidence of harm done to a child? Does 
it include sexual molestation which may result in no visible physical injury? Is it evidenced in 
severe emotional problems? Is it verbal as well as physical abuse? Many states, like Arizona, 
include lIinental injury" in their legislation. Also, the variety of religious and ethnic groups in 
this country pose a problem because different values and child rearing practices must be 
preserved as individual rights. 

Child abuse cannot be handled effectively if it is not rtco~nized. Arizona has taken steps 
to conform to the trend of expanding mandatory reporting laws. Also, immunity for those 
reporting abuse is part of the model legislation. This was discussed in more detail earlier in the 
paper. 

The model legislation provides for mandatory me(1ical examinations or coroner postmor
tem examinations (should death occur), and includes procedures for such reports. The legislation 
also authorizes protective custody should there exist a situation in which there appears to be 
imminent danger to a child's life or health. 

An interesting trend in legislation is the belief that since a child has the right not to be 
abused, he or she ,l.ilso should have access to legal representation. This brings a major issue into 
~ight: yvhat ~re ~1,~e ~egal ~nd moral rights of individuals vs. those of institutions? 'fhe first step 
In dealmg WIth thIS Issue IS to create an awareness of the current rights and responsibilities of 
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individuals vs. institutions in each state. The next logicru step is to draft legislation so no 
questions can arise as to who has what rights. If holes exist in the laws, the courts are sure to 
find them ... eventually. 

A strongly voiced idea calls for creation of 8. central receiving agency for data on child 
abus.e and neglect. Such a central agency will serve several functions: (1) it will enable citizens 
to identify more easily those places where abuse can be reported, and thus increase reports; (2) it 
will facilitate accurate and complete record keeping; (3) it will provide information concerning 
statistics, legal intervention, tr\9atment, and allow follow-up studies; (4) it will enable 
identification of repeated abuse; alnd, (5) it will formulate a body of. data from which research 
may be initiated and maintained. ' 

The research generated by such a system could be immeasurable. Long range effects of 
chilrl abuse (retardation, emotional disturbance, or neurological damage) could be examined. 
Generational cycles of child abuse-abused children becoming abusing parents--could be 
identified. The effectiveness of various treatment programs also could be compared. These are 
only a few possible topics which could be researched. However, record centralization is a very 
controversial issue, and must be approached very carefully • 
. In order to deal with child abuse, we must ultimately examine and resolve these issues. 
The legislature is a major component in resolving them. 

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, I want to reemphasize the major points in child abuse legislation. First, the public 
must be sensitized to the problem of child abuse and neglect. Second, no one group or 
organization can stand alone in advoct\ting legislation or in implementing effective programs. 
Third, a system concerned with child abuse cannot function without the support of the 
community or use of its resources. .Finally, an open communication network between the 
organizations, the legislature, and the public is vital to any social program. 
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The Role of the Legislator in Child·Abuse and Negle,ct 
Jan Meyers, State Senator 
Kansas State Senate 
Overland Park, Kansas 

During our just-completed session of the Kansas Legislature, I introduced a bill, now passed by 
both houses and signed into law, which expanded our child abuse and neglect reporting act. 1'he 
bill calls for: 

1. Several professions to be added to those already mandated to report; 
2. A peace officer to take a child into protective custody for 48 hours if a judge is not 

immediately available, and if the child is in imminent danger; 
3. The reporting of a death due to suspected child abuse to a coroner; 
4. Information programs to be conducted by the secretary of SRS; 
5. The safeguarding of one's job, if it is jeopardized because the person followed the 

law in reporting ~,case of child abuse and neglect; and 
6. The exchange. of information concerning child abuse .:a,nq neglect across state lines 

if laws of confidentiality are equally strict in both states. 

The first changes in the former bill were suggested to me by the Kansas Chapter of the 
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect. I then was contacted by nurses, 
pediatricians, policemen, and teachers. The final bill. resulted from working throughout the 
summer with these groups. When the bill was prefiled in December, it had solid support because 
it was not my bill, but theirs. They testified at committee hearings and wrote letters. 

Regarding the problem of child abuse and neglect, I think state legislators have three 
major responsibilities. We mu.."lt first ensure the state has a good child abuse and neglect 
reporting act, and that it meet:~ the needs of the people and respects their rights. Along with 
some o,f our time-honored concepts (that are good and valid) concerning the sanctity of the home, 
the right of the parent to discipline, and the importance of the confidentiality of records, we 
must give equal weight to the concept of advocacy for children, who, in some cases, desperately 
need our help. 

In the bill just described, the most controversial portion was the section authorizing a 
peace officer to take a child into protective custody for 48 hours if the child is in imminent 
danger, or if a judge is not immediately available. There were numerous questions about this 
section, and several legislators received petitions which spoke of "the right to discipline," but the 
bill passed the Senate with 40 yeas and no nays. . 

Part of the legislator's job is to continue educating people. After all the magazine and 
newspaper articles, television shows, and meetings, we must continue educating people about the 
problem of child abuse and neglect. As elected officials we must continue saying we have no 
desire to interfere in the home or to stop the disciplining of childrel1 unless,within that home, 
and in the name of discipline, a child is being injured or killed. We do not want to replace the 
family with the government, but we must protect children who are being hurt. 

So our first responsibility is to ensure our states have reporting laws that are 
comprehensive, responsive to the needs of children, and respectful of people's rights. 

Our second responsibility as Jegislators is to provide funding for an adequate number of 
child protective workers with bearable case loads; provide them with treatment alternatives and 
I'~sources such as foster homes, emergency shelter, day care, and home visitors; and assist 
parents in becoming more competent in their parenting role. 

Our third responsibility is to provide impetus and funding for prevention of child abuse and 
neglect. We must: 
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2. 

3. 

Fund and provide adequate family planning services for those who need and want 
them; 
Continue our research in order to determine who our vulnerable families are. We 
must be willing to try pilot programs, and then follow through and determine what 
is and is not effective; and 
We must provide the impetus, state planning, and funding for parent education. 
This is complex and difficult. It will be controversial. Those people who worried 
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about the sanctity of the home and the right to discipline will express concern 
about education for parenting. 

Also, education is complex and difficult to deal with because there are so many different 
ways to undertake it, and we have no extensive experience with any of them. Do we make 
education mandatory in high scnool, junior high, or earlier? If it is not mandatory, w.ill the ones 
needing it most take it? Should we offer it alongside social studies, biology, and home 
economics or in community colleges and churches after people have become parents? If so, how 
will we att~act people to these places? As a Menninger Foundation child psychiatrist suggested, 
maybe we should give parents a tax deduction if ,they pass !l test covering a!J:elevi,sed course ,on 
parenting. Not a bad idea! Helping people wIth parentmg calls for a statewIde plan WIth 
participation from all professions, disciplines and agencies. 

However, we sometime~ bog down in complexities. What we are really ~rying to do is help 
people feel good enough about themselves to nurture another small human _bemg; to underst~nd 
the scope of responsibilities in maintaining a sound happy family system; and to develop the SkIlls 
necessary for raising children. That should not be so h!lrd. , ' , 

Betty Caldwell, my favorite expert on parentmg, bebeves we can star! by teachmg SIX 
basic elements that would fit all subcultures and are not offensive or controversIal: 

1. The importance of loving your child; 
2. The importance of interacting emotionally with your child-talking to, holding, and 

playing with your child; 
3. The developmental milestones: at what age does a baby sit up, walk, and say 

"daddy;" 
4. Basic health care and nutrition; 
5. The importance to a child of predictability and stability in his life; and , 
6. The importance of parenting: how important you are as a parent to that ChIld, 

especially during the first five years, and how important it is to the parent, child, 
and society that parenting be done well. 

Caldwell also said if objectors say there is no time for parent education 'in the school 
system, "Then take out algebra." She does not really mean remove algebra, but that p~rase does 
state what our society considers important. We have given top priority to algebra, and no 
priority to parenting. , 

To summarize, this is how I view the role of the legislator as related to ChIld abuse and 
neglect: to provide a good reporting act; to provide funding for child protection workers and 
treatment alternatives; Jlnd, most importantly, to work for prevention. 
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Child Abuse: Whose Prob~em? 
Micha~l O'Pake, Esq., State Senator 
Pennsylvania State Senate 
Reading, Penn~ylvania 

Child abuse is a "hurt" for all communities. Children from all sot.);ial and economi.c classe.s ~re its 
victims. Abuse and maltreatment of children transcends f.!lass, sex, race, and natIon~l orlgm, and 
is a frightening problem in a troubled society in which the indIvidual is dehumanIzed and the 
family fragmented and torn apart. . ' 

In 1975 over 2 800 cases of child abuse were reported m PennsylvanIa. In 1976, the last 
nine months of which ~aw the operation of the new statewide hotline, more than 6,400 suspected 
cases were reported. How many go unreported we never really know-until they make the news 
as a death statistic or an especially offensive case. ..' . 

In attempting to curb what appears to be an epIdemIc of ChIld abus~; ~ mtroduced Sen~te 
Bill 25 at the beginning of the legislative session in January 1975. The bIll IS a co~prehensive 
proposal, redrafted after the governor's veto of an earlier child abuse bill, Se~ate BIll 1166, an~ 
attempts to present a coordinated attack on the problem. !It an e.ffor~ to satIsfy the govern~r s 
objections to Senate Bill 1166, Senate Bill 25 underwent fIve legIslatIve d:afts before reachmg 
final form. The' bill w'as unanimously passed by the Senate (45-0), on ~prI1 28, 1975, and then 
overwhelmingly passed by th~ House (169-22) on October 15, 1975. Fmally, on November 26, 
1975, the governor signed the bill and Act 124 became law. . '. . 

Pennsylvania's prior child abuse law was enacted m 1967. ThIS act merel! reqUIred 
doctors, school nurses, and teachers to report suspected cases of abuse to county ChIld. welfai'e 
agencies •. Since the prior law was enacted, there have been almost 10!000 cases of ChIld a~use 
sufficiently serious to be i'eported in Pennsylvania. During 1968, the fIrst .full year of reqUIred 
reporting, there were only 568 cases. And although the number escalated m recent years, most 
experts feel this is only the "tip of the iceberg. II • 

Though most people are horrified and ~relitly d~sturbed when the~, r.e~d abou~ partIcular~y 
horrible cases in the newspapers, the questIon remams why only the tIp of thIS problem IS 
exposed. There are several answers. They include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Far too many persons seeing suspected cases turn away and deny the existence of 
abuse or neglect; . ' . 
Many pez'sons are unknowledgeable 'about the establIshed protectIve servIce syst~m, 
and do not believe that if they report a situation there al''* adequate serVIces 
availablla; . . . 
They fear retaliation despite the guarantee of the law that they are Immune from 
prosecution for good faith reporting; and 
Some, most sadly, just do not want to get involved. 

In an attempt to modernize and reorient the former law, Act 1~4 presents a 
comprehensive vehicle to detect and report ~hild abuse so, as to prevent Its recurrence. 
Presently, abused children urgently need an effective child ~rotection ~ervic~ to prevent t~em 
from suffering further injury and impairment. Child abus7 IS a .recurrmg thmg. Most ChIld
abusing adults were abused as children. The purpose of ~hIS. act IS to encourag,~ ~ore compl7te 
reporting of suspected child abuse cases, and to establIsh m each county a ChIld protective 
service agency" capable of investigating such reports swiftly and completely. . .. 

This proposal also provides children protection from furt~er abuse b~ makmg rehabIlIta
tive services available for children and parents to ensure the ChIld's well-bemg, and to preserve 
and stabilize family life wherever possible. A recent surve¥ indicates 85 percent of a sample of 
juvenile delinquents studied were abused before the a~e of SIX.. . . . ' . 

The prior law was a weak reporting statute WIth no unIfor~ defInItion of ChIld ab~se, and 
no safeguards protecting the data now stored in the central regIster. Presently, 67 dIfferent 
county agencies operate independently and with varying degrees of su(!cess. Too often, ca~es of 
child abuse are not detected until it is too late, Ilnd even then teachers, casewo~kers, and Judges 
are frustratod 'by the technicalities in t..l-te law which seem to ignore that chIldren also have 
rights. 
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Act 124 provides the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

Defines abused ch'nd as " ••. a child under 18 years of age who e)chibits evidence of 
serious physical or mental injury not explained by the available medical history as 
being accidental, sexual abuse, or serious physical neglect, if the injury, abuse, or 
neglect has been caused by the acts or omissions of the child's parents or by a 
pel1son responsible for the child's welfal'e provided, however, no child shall be 
deemed to be physically or mentally abused for the sole reason he is in good faith 
being furnished treatment by spiritual means through prayer alone in accordance 
with the tenets and practices of a recognized church or religious denomination by a 
duly accredited practitioner thereof or solely on the grounds of environmentul 
factors which are beyond the control of the person responsible for the 'child's 
welfare such as inadequate housing, furnishing, income, clothing and medical care;" 
A statewid~ toll-free hotline, operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to make 
reporting easier; 
Expansion of the categories of persons required by law to,rl~port cases; 
Immunity from civil and criminal liability for any person who acts in good faith in 
reporting suspected child abuse; 
A modification of the rules of evidence in juvenile court to take into account the 
realities of child abuse; 
A temporary protective custody provision to protect children in emergency 
situations; 
Mandated rehabilitative services and child protective services in each county; 
Establishment of a "pending complaint file" of child abuse reports under 
investigation; and a "statewide central r-egister" which shall consist of founded and 
indicated reports; and 
Strict regulations and procedures concerning the confidentiulity of records. 

The protective custody provision permits a child to be taken into temporary custody only 
by an examining physician or by a director of a medical facility for a period no longer than 24 
~ou:s when nec:essary to protect the child's life or health. This section also requires that such 
lImIted protectIve custody take plac,e in a medical facility or other appropriate facility l'ipproved 
by the state department of public w(~lfare. In no case may the protective custody be maintained 
longer than 72 hours without a detention hearing before a juvenile court judge who dceid\es what 
the child's welfare requires. ' 

The record-keeping duties of the department playa very vital role in combating the 
problem .of child abuse. If a person suspects a possible case of abuse, he may call a report into 
the hotlme 01' to the Child's Protective Service (CPS). Thereafter, the initial report will be 
rec?~ded in. a "pending c?mplaint file" and such information will be accessible only for the 
offICial dutIes of the deSIgnated employees of the Department of Public Welfare. Then, only 
upon a follow-up investigation and determination by the CPS that the report is "founded" or 
"indi~ated,'.' t~e report will be entered into the central register. This provision will deter 
ho.spital-sklppmg (frequently used by abusers to avoid detection), aid physicians in identifying 
prIOr patterns of abuse, and very importantly, provide monitoring to ensure that the local child 
pr~tective agency promptly investigates suspected reports and provides necessary services to the 
ChIld and parents. New York State, which already enacted similar child abuse legislation has 
experienced astonishing results since the installation of toe central register and hotline sy;tem. 
In 1972, prior to the register's operation in New York, only 3,319 reports of suspected child abuse 
or maltreatment were received. For the first fuU calendar year in 1974 an unprecedented total 
of 29,912 reports involving 59,636 children were re(!eived. 

l?etailed r.egulations of the statewide. register and pending complaint file are aimed at 
preserv!ng ~he. prIvacy of the persons involved, while at the samE) time maximizing its function to 
determme InCIdences and patterns of abuse. The following safeguards are built into the bill to 
protect such confidential information: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Access to th,e central register is limited to the CPS and only upon positive 
identification by the department; 
Immediate expungement of all "unfounded" reports; . 
Procedures permitting the subjects of reports to amend, seal, or expunge the 
records of the report; 
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4. Initial reports which are not determined to be indicated or founded within 60 days 
of receipt will be expunged completely; and 

5. Restrictive limitations on the' information to be contained in the pending complaint 
file and central register. 

A major new emphasis in Act 124 is in rehabilitative services. So often complaints ~re 
heard "Why should we report these cases; nothing happens anyway." Act 124 mandates a ChIld 
prote~tive service agency in each county which shall provide multidisciplinary teams, counsel!ng, 
homemaking services, and other supportive services needed by a family with abused or deprIved 
children. Other states have first legislated an improved reporting and detection. system an? later 
provided for follow-up social services. In Pennsylvania, Act 124 attemps to do both m one 
comprehensive piece of legislation. 

Some concern has been expressed about the rules of evidence section in Act 124. To those 
who argue there are constitutional problems, I urge a review of the New YC/rk court decisi0,ns 
which uphold the constitutionality of a similar provision in the Ne~ york law." The co~tr~vers~al 
section permits a juvenile court judge to take into account the realIties of ChIld abuse m luvem~e 
court proceedings. As you know, the majority of child abuse cases occur within the home. It IS 
very difficult for the prosecutor to sustain the burden of proving nonaccidental injuries to a child 
as abuse. Because of the lack of witnesses many cases are summarily dismissed in juvenile court 
only to reappear later at a hospital, all too frequently with greater inflicted harm. Act 124 
includes provisions that take into account the secrec.y of the infliction of child abuse. When the 
physical evidence shows that the gross physical neglect or injury is not explained by available 
medical· history as being accidental in nature, the person alleging an accident has the 
responsibility of satisfying the juvenile court judge that it was an accident rather than a!>us<;. 
This slight modification would apply only in juvenile court, where the welfare of the ChIld IS 
supposed to be the only issue. It would not apply in any subsequent criminal proceeding, should a 
district attorney decide the facts warranted criminal prosecution. Many juvenile court judges 
strongly support this change in the juvenile court proceeding. 

It is hoped that with the passage of Act 124 more than just the "tip" of the child abuse 
problem will be visible, and that more and more persons will become involved and help us deal 
with this problem. Unless we recognize the need to take compassionate action to improve the 
plight of these children, we consign them to a life of continuing peril and deprivation. From the 
most practical and humanitarian point of view, increased protection and rehabilitation ?f such 
children certainly is more effective than dealing with the hardened results of frustratIOn and 
aggression. I hope Act 124, when properly implemented and sensitively applied, will achie~e the 
goals of protection and rehabilitation, responding to the cries of thousands of helpless mfant 
victims. 
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. Adjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal: 
A Legal Mechanism.for Accountability 
E. Ronald Bard, PhD, Executive Director 
Family Life Development Center 
Department of Human Development and Family Services 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

In the field of child abuse and neglect juvenile and family court judges have long spoken of and 
written about their overcrowded courtrooms and court dockets. Some judges have also sought to 
establish themselves in the role of a facilitator or catalyst with social workers providing 
assistance to dysfunctional families. They have felt that the law, as interpreted and 
implemented by the court, should be more of a treatment tool in the social worker's 
rehabilitation kit than a club to force unwilling parents to change their aberrant behavior. Many 
practitioners have also felt that existing child. abuse and neglect laws have not afforded the 
abusing or neglectful parent a legal mechanism to hold the authorized social services agency 
accountable for the lack of mandated services. In other words, there has often been a lack of 
confidence in the system which is mandated by the law to provide rehabilitative services to the 
dysfunctional family. 

The New York State Assembly, with the urging of that state's Temporary Commission on 
Child Welfare, has sought to respond to these important issues through the passage of legislation 
which utilizes the concept of "adjournment in contemplation of dismissal." The purpose of the 
new law (Section 1039, New York Family Court Act) is to provide "an expeditious means for 
affording protection to abused or neglected 0hildren and their parents under the supervision of 
the Family Court and a child protes.tive agency without having to resort to a time-'consuming and 
stigmatizing adjudicatory hearing." '. 

Before we examine the specific sections of this law a general overview of 1ihe law might 
prove helpful. The law attempts, through the mechanism of a quasi-contractual arrangement, to 
bring about a negotiated agreement between the natural parents (and their attorney), the child 
(and his attorney), the social services agency (and its attorney), and the court, so that all parties 
become aware of their responsibilities to each other and their rights under the law and are given 
notice that they will be held accountable if they breach the contract. Upon the breach of the 
contract the agreement breaks down and the parties face the adjudicatory phase with its often 
unsuccessful outcome for any of the parties. 

Subsection (a) of Section 1039 provides that: 

Prior to or upon a fact-finding hearing the court may upon a motion by the petitioner with 
the consent of the respondent and the child's attorney or law guardian or upon its own 
motion with the consent of the petitioner, the respondent and the child's attorney or law 
guardian, order that the proceeding be adjourned in contemplatioIL ·0f dismissal. The court 
may make such order only after it bas apprised the respondent of the provisions of this 
section, particularly subdivision (e), and it is satisfied that the respondent understands the 
effect of such provisions. 

This SUbsection establishes a legal mechanism to temporarily avoid the both stigmatizing 
and time-consuming adjudicatory phase of child abuse and·neglect cases. There must be a motion 
made by the petitioner (the Department of Social Services) or a motion by the court itself, with 
consent of all the parties, that the proceeding be adjourned in contemplation of dismissal. 
Before the court lTlay make such an order, however, the respondent parent and the child's 
attorney must consent and the court must be satisfied that the respondent parent understands the 
legal situation. The court must especially be satisfied that the respondent parent understands 
Subsection (e) which states: 

Reprinted from Juvenile Justice, 1976, 27(3) 
National Council of Juvenile Court Judges 
University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 
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Upon application of the petitioner or the child's attorney or law guardian, or upon the 
court's own motion, made at any time during the duration of the order, the court may 
restore the matter to the calendar, if the court finds after a hearing that the respondent 
has failed substantially to observe the barms and conditions of t~e order or to cooperate 
with the supervising child protective agency. In such event, cIrcumstances of neglect 
shall be deemed to exist and the court may thereupon proceed to a dispositional hearing 
under this article and ~ay, at the conclusion of such a hearing, enter an order of 
disposition authorized pursuant to section one thousand fifty-two with the same force and 
effect as if a fact-finding hearing had been held and the child had been found to be an 
abused child or a neglected child. 

Subsection (e) provides a means for the petitioner or child's attorney or law. ~uardian to 
hold the- respondent parent accountable to substantially observe the terms and con~ltIons of the 
order as defined in Section (c) and to establish the fact that the respondent parent IS expected to 
cooperate with the supervising child protective agency. If the court fip?s after a hearing that 
the respondent has failed substantially to observe the terms and condItI?nS of th~ order or to 
cooperate with the supervising child protective agency, the court may dec!de t~~t Clrcum~tances 
o£neglect shall be deemed to e~ist, and the court .may then procee~ to a dISposItIOnal hearmg. 

Some critics of the law have objected to thIS part of SubsectIOn (e) on the grounds that the 
fat;>t that a parent who has not yet been adjudicated an ~~using or neglectfull?arent should not be 
foreclosed from the protection of due process for faIlmg to cooperate with the effort~ of a 
supervising child protective agency. Some have also said that, a.lthough they suppor~ the mtent 
of the legislation, they felt it would have been better for the legI~lature !o ~ave proYIded. for the 
holding of a fact-finding hearing before adjourning in contemplatIOn of dismIssal whIle wItnesses 
are still present and evidence available. . 

Although the criticism is correct, in that a serious question. of the du~ p~ocess pr.otectlOn 
due the respondent parent is at risk, the issue must be faced that If a fact-fmdmg hearmg were 
held before adjourning in contemplation of dismissal the whole purpos.e of the. n~w law woul.d be 
compromised. As was mentioned earlier, the purpose of the law IS to elImmate the tIme
consuming and stigmatizing effects of an adjudicatory hearing. It must also be remembered that 
the respondent parent has, in the first i~st~nce, the choice of .whether to agree to the 
adjournment process or to proceed to the adjudIcatory state (~ubsectlOn .(a». Another factor to 
consider is the risk the petitioner takes in agreeing to an adjournment m te;ms of the. l.oss ~f 
witnesses and other presently available evidence. During an adjournment pe!IOd the petItIoner s 
witnesses may disappear or have a lapse of memory. Other necessary eVIdence may become 
stale. 

On a more practical level, it is unlikely that the petitioner would agree to. the 
adjournment route unless it had confidence that the particular respondent parent was a lIkely 
candidate for assistance without the necessity of adjudication. 

It is also possible for the court to use the occasion of the hearing mentioned in Subsect!on 
(e) to give the respondent parent a last warning before ruling that circumstances of neg~ect eXIst. 
The author believes that this could provide an additional opportunity to perhaps aVOId the due 
process question mentioned earlier. ' . 

It should be pointed out at this time that that this law h~s provlded a ?1eanS where.by the 
child protective services agency is mandated to account for Its stewardshIp. Subsection (d) 
provides that: 

Upon application of the respondent, or u~on the co~rt's own motion,. made at an.y time 
during the duration of the order, if the ChIld protectlve agency has faIled substantIa~l¥ to 
provide the respondent with adequate supervision or to observe the terms and conditIons 
of the order, the court may direct the child protective agency to observe. such terms and 
conditions and provide adequate supervision or may make any order authorIzed purs~ant to 
section two hundred fifty-five this act. 

This section provides that if the child protective service agency does not provide the 
respondent parent with "adequate supervision" or fails substantially to observe the terms. and 
conditions of the order, the respondent or the court itself may initiate a Show Caus~ proceedmg. 

One of the important elements in Subsection (d) is the reference to SectIon 255 of the 
Family Court Act. That section states: 
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It is hereby made the duty of, and the family court or a judge thereof may order, any 
state, county, and municipal officer and employee to re[ilder such assistance and 
cooperation as shall be within his legal authority, as ma T

.i ., be required to further the 
objects of this act. It is hereby made the duty of, and t~~) )nily court or judge thereof 
may order, any agGncy or other institution to render su~,/information, assistance and 
cooperation as shall be within its legal authority concerning a child whO is or shall be 
under its care, treatment, supervision, or custody as may be required to further the 
objects of this act. The court is authorized to seek the cooperation of, and may use, 
within its authorized appropriation theI'efor, the services of all societies or organizations, 
public or private, having for their object the protection or aid of children or families, 
including family counseling services, to the end that the court may be assisted in every 
reasonable way to give the children and families within its jurisdiction such care, 
protection and assistance as will best enhance their welfare. 

One court that interpreted this section said, after review:ing the legislative history of the 
law, that Section 255 "was designed as a specific remedy to enable the Court to cut through the 
bureaucracy, fragmentation and lack of co~rdination which so inhibits the provision of services 
for families and children before the Court." 

The legislature has shown by its reference to Section 255 that its intention is to provide a 
means for respondent parents to be provided the kind of services needed to overcome whatever 
present obstacles they have to proper child rearing. 

We have seen that this law provides for an adjournment. period during which the parties to 
the action may attempt to avoid the adjudicatory phase and be given an opportunity to have the 
petition dismissed. To understand the time frame during WhkCh this opportunity is afforded we 
must examine Subsection (b) which states: 

An adjournment in contemplation of dismissal is an adjournment of the proceeding fol' a 
period not to exceed one year with 'a view to ultimate dismissal of the petition in 
furtherance of justice. Upon the consent of the petWoner, the respondent and the child's 
attorney or law guardian, the court may issue an order! extending such period for such time 
and upon such conditions as may be agreeable to the plarties. 

\ 

The next issue to be considered is what the adjournment order entails. Subsection (c) 
states: 

Such an order may include terms and conditions agreeable to the parties and to the court, 
provided that such terms and conditions shall include a requirement that the child and the 
respondent be under the supervision of a child protective agency during the adjournment 
period. Such agency shall report to the court in such manner at such times as the 'court 
may direct. 

Under this SUbsection the parties to the action are given an opportunity to agree on a plan 
to help the parents and to unite the family. Let us take a moment to discuss this subsection 
because, in this 'writer's opinion, it holds the key to the success of an "adjournment in 
contemplation of dismissal." This author believes that the intention of the legislature is that the 
adjournment order be, in effect, in the nature of a written contract between all the parties 
stating very clearly what each party is expected to do to fulfill its obligations towards effecting 
rehabilitation of the family. 

In the case of the social servi0es ageney their attorney should consult with them before 
agreeing to any particular treatment plan. The agency attorney must understand his role in this 
setting. He serves, in effect, as the spokesmen of the agency and should not overstate the ability 
of the agency to perform the services agreed 'upon. Because the agency will be held accountable 
for that which they agree to provide, the nature of services to the family in the agreement 
should be realistic and should be performed. 

In the instance of ,the attorney for the natural parents, he must make sure that his clients 
understand their obligations under the agreement and their ability to perform. They must also 
understand the penalty for nonperformance and the effect it will have on their attempt to keep 
the child with them. The attorney also must attempt to have the social services agency provide 
the most useful services to the family, and then he must be prepared to hold the agency 
accountable under the agreement if' they fail substantially to provide the agreed upon services. 
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In the. case of the attor,ney for' the ~hi:rd;:~thiJ writer finds a real 'weakness in the law in 
that Su~sectzon ~d) does not have a mechanism for the child's attorney (or law guardian) to hold 
the socIal serVIces ag.ency accountable for failure to provide agreed upon services to the 
respo~~ent. (parent~). As many of us who have reprl:)sented children know, oftentimes even when 
rehabIlItative serVIces are not being provided by the social services agency the parents (or their 
attorn~y) are relueta~t to complain or are not interested enough to complain. In other words 
they eIther are afl'ald of the system or are willing to leave well enough alone. The child'~ 
atto:ney must be i...:.i! advocate who serves as the fulcrum of the agreement between all the 
pa~tI~s. He must,1tl effect, keep both the social services agency and the parents hon!,!st by 
mSIstmg that the agency. actually provi~e the agreed upon services and that the parents avail 
themselves o! .these servfce~ so as to brmg about,as quickly as possible, a situation which will 
allow the petition to be dIsmIssed. ' 

. The court! ?f course, has its role to ~lay in the treatment plan. The court must insist upon 
strIct accountabIlIty on the part of all partIes. It must not lend its imprimatur to an unrealistic 
treatlpent plan nor to a plan that will result in no appreciable change in the family circumstances 
even If successful. . :; 
. The ~ew York law pr?viding for illegal mechanism in attempting to bring accountability 
Int? the ch!~d welfare law IS a st~p in the right direction and should be enacted by state 
legIslatures In. the same way and wIth the same speed as the model child abuse reporting laws 
were enacted In the 1960s. 

FOOTNOTES 

1The Childrerf:of the State I: A Time for Change in Child Care (Preliminary Report of the 
Temporary State Commission on Child Welfare, May 1975): 58. • •. 

2 . 
76 Misc. 2d at 785. 351 N.Y.S. 2d at 606. 
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Corporal Punishment in the Schools 
Patricia Connell 
National Juvenile Law Center 
St. Loui~,. Missouri 

This paper deals with some of the legal impUcations of the use of corporal punishment in our schools. 
In it I will outline some of the theories and methods of limiting corporal punishment through formal 
legal action. A review of the common constitutional claims advanced in federal court litigation will 
be made with a summary of recent court decisions indicating the state of the law today. The 
possibility of uSing state court tort remedies against individutq teachers,. as has been suggest.ed by 
the U.S. Supreme court Justice Lewis Powell, will be explored. Statutory and agency regulatIOn of 
the practice will also be discussed. Finally, my own comments on alternatives to attempted legal 
control of the problem will be offered. 

Federal court litigation seeking to end the use of corporal punishment in the schools is usually 
based Oll one or more of three basic claims. The first and primary basis is that corporal punishment 
violates a child's right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment as guaranteed by the Eighth 
Amendment t~ the U.S. Constitution. It isathis theory upon which claims by adul~ members of thl:) 
armed forces, adults in penal institutions, and juveniles in correctional facilities have succeeded 
in eliminating the use of corporal punishment against themselves. 

In the educational context. this claim has been advanced in an increasing number of law 
suits. Most recently, a group o~' students from Dade County. F~orida, rel~ed. ~po~ thi~ clB:im 
in Ingraham v. Wright, a case deCIded by the U.S. Supreme Court. . The plamtlffs In thIS actIOn 
did not advance the broad proposition that all corporal punishment was cruel and unusual, but 
only that the part~r-ularly harsh punishment which they bad received fell within the protection of 
the Eighth Amendment. In its decision, a sharply divided Court ruled that the U.S. Constitution 
offers no basis for granting relief to the children. Dealing with the Eighth Amendment claim, 
the Court reasoned that the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment was . originally 
included in the Bill of Rights to protect those convicted of a crime. ConseqHently, students 
could not assert the protection to shield themselves in an educational setting. This decision 
runs counter to a number of earlier lower federal court decisions wn\fh, without discussing the 
issue, had just assumed that the Eighth Amendment claim would apply. 

A second line of attack which has been used in many cases is the assertion that e. child 
cannot be physically punished without consent of the child's parents. This claim is grounded in 
the theory that slnce- parents possess a superior right to the care, custody, and control of their 
children, this control should extend to the decision whether or not to corporally punish their 
children. 

This issue received limited Supreme Court review in the recent case of Baker v. Owen in 
which a federal "district cours: in North Carolina ruled that parental consent was not necessary 
prior to physical punishment. The Supreme Court, without an opinion, summarily affirmed this 
decision in May, 1975. That decision runs counter to several federal di~trict court opinions 
including a cas!,! in the Western District of Pennsylvania,Glaser v. Marietta. 

A third basis. of attack on the use of corporal punishment in educational settings is 
grounded in the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. This theory would require 
that physical punishment only be administered after the imposition of certain protections such as 
prior notice that an offense may occasion the use of corporal punishment, notice of the offense 
for which one is being punished, and some chance to defend oneself against the claim that an 
offense has been committed. 

The lower court opinion in Baker v. Owen specifically addressed this issue and required the 
safeguards mentioned and the administration of punishment in the presence of a second school 
offici~l! anptPp~n request of the r>arent a written explana~i0!l of t~e punishm~nt and reasons for its 
imposItIon. SInce the Supreme"Court never ruled on thIS Issue In Baker as It was not.ap~ealed to 
the higher Court, it was a case of first impression when presented in Ingraham v. Wrzght. After 
conceding that freedom from bodily punishment was a liberty protected by due process, the Court 
concluded that imposition of administrative safeguards, while intruding significantly on the 
educational process, would add little to the child's protection. This fact, coupU~d with a belief that 
the i'openness of the school environment" and the availability of civil and criminal remedies against 
teachers adequately protect children, was sufficient justification for the ruling that due process 
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procedu11s were not necessary prior to the imposition of corporal punishment on students in the 
schools. -

From a litigation standpoint, then, it seems the feCi.;;/l"al constitution does not protect the 
child from imposition of physical punishment. It is intel'esting to note that both the lower court 
opinion and the opinion of the Supreme Court in Ingraham addressed this problem. Deploring the 
use of gross physical abuse that had been alleged in the case, the court directed the plaiI].~ffs 
that they might turn to state court tort and criminal remedies to redress their grievances. In 
dispensing with the due process issue the Court specifically relil:'!,d on the existence of these 
alternative remedies as justification for disallowing the constitutional claim. 

Although this is a tactic which has always been available to the individual, as an attorney 
who deals daily with the rights of juveniles, I see many problems with this approach. A primary 
problem with the case-by-case method of dealing with individual abusive teachers is that it only 
deals with the extreme forms of physical abuse. In Ingraham the student needed hospital treat-

I ment and missed 10 days of school as a result of punishment. Surely we wish to limit physical 
violence long before it occasions the need fer medical treatment. 

We have now started to articulate standards of emotional abuse against parents. Are not 
I some of the methods employed against school children likely to be as damaging as anything done 

by parents? It is inconceivable to me that any of this type of activity might be limited through 
private damage actions. 

A second problem is that children in general, and especially those children against whom 
physical punishment is most likely to be inflicted, are largely underrepresented in the legal 
system. Even the attorney who may consider taking such a case on a contingent fee basis, which 
is the norm in damage actions, will attempt to assess the likelihood of recovering a monetary 
judgment against a school teacher. Since the chances are slim in most communities, the lawyer, 
unless 'motivated by some altruistic reasons, is unlikely to take the case. The state court remedy 
then will only be available to that small percentage of families who can afford to employ an 
attorney and pay for the representation prior to commencement of the action. , 

I If, indeed, state court actions become successful on a large-scale basis, I see a third 
hurdle to the effective limitation of corporal punishment through the courts. This hurdle is the 
use of liability insurance to prote~t teachers against claims of physical assault. As has happened 
in the case of police and fire employees, it would not be unlikely to see provision bf such 

I 
coverage as a major contract demand by teachers' unions when negotiating with their school 
boards. 

Whether or not any of these problems present insurmountable difficulties to individual 
re.'!overies, there exists today a fourth factor, which I believe makes state court remedies totally 

. ineffective. In most of these actions the teacher will likely demand a jury as the decision-maker. 
I Dr. Gertrude Williams, a child psychologist instrumental in the formation of the American 
I Psychological Association'S Task Force on Corporal Punishment, related her experience when she 
, appeared as an expert witness in a damage suit against a teacher. An 11 year old girl had been 
beaten on the hands and buttocks by her over six foot tall male teacher for refusing to leave the 
cloakroom. 

After deliberating for 45 minutes, the jury decided in favor of the teacher who had 
testified on the need to maintain order -in the classroom. During a recess, I heard someone 
say, "A kid suing a teacher? What'll they think of next?" And as we filed out of court: "A 
teacher shouldn't have to worry about getting sued for doing his job!" and "That'll teach 
her t01~et out of line. Can you imagine what would have happened if the kid had won the 
case!" 

It is this attitude which is found in most of our communities that, in my opinion, is the major 
obstacle to limiting the use of physical force in the clas:sroom. 

If litigation, either through federal constitutional or state court damage actions, 
ineffectively limits corporal punishment, are there other legal methods that can be employed? 
One possible method is the enactment of state court statutes forbiddIng corporal pu~3fhment. 
New Jersey has had for some time a statute forbidding the use of corporal punishment. A few 
other states, such as Massachusetts, Maine, and Maryland, have morr5r~]eTIt}-y placed seme 
legislative limitations on the use of phYSical punishment in their schools. ,-, 

Even in these states, however, the problem has not been totally solved. The last 
Massachusetts legislative session considered a proposal,geeking to repeal the ban on corporal 
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punishment. And in sharp contr~st to the feVfHtates which have'limited its application 21 states 
have statutes specifically authorizing its use. ' 

Anoth~r method of Iimit~ng or eliminating corporal punishment that has been attempted in 
som~ areas IS agency regulatIon. In areas with sympathetic administrators this can be a 
partIcularly valuable tool, especially since an agency head may feel immunized from public 
opinion favoring corporal punishment. 

. . In Pen~sylvania, the Commonwealth's Department of Education establishes regulations and 
gUIdelInes, WhICh are to be followed by the state's public schools. Their guidelines which were 
approved In September 1974, while np~ eliminating corporal punishment required that it only be 
administered with parental approval. A few months ago, Commonwe~lth Court invalidated the 
departm~nt'~ author,ity to iInlWse such regulations on its member schools in the case of Girard 
School pzstrzet v. Pztteng~r. ,I~ would seem then, at least in some states, that agency 
regulatIOn may not effectIvely lImIt corporal punishment. . 

.How then are we to approach the problem of attempting to eliminate the use of physical 
force In ~he ,c~ass~oom? ~o answ:r this question it is first necessary to consider some of the 
common JustIfIcatIons for ItS contInued use and look for alternative solutions to the difficulties 
suggested. ' 

With more and more incidents of v!o,lence and disruptive behavior in schools today, 
parents, educators, students, and commumtIes have become increasingly alarmed. These 
occurrences are seen by many as a primary reason for sanctioning corporal punishment in schools. 

Unf?rtunat:ly, there ar~ few programs available to schools and communities dealing with 
the reductIo~ of vIOlen:~ and disruptIo~. One helpful step toward dealing with this problem is to 
offer. coordInated traInIng and techmcal assistance to teams of local school personnel and 
community representatives interested in planning interventions tailored to their specific needs 
and resources. 

T~e U.S. Office of Education and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration are 
coope:atIng. to apply the school team approach to the prevention and reduction of school crime 
and dIsruptIOn.. The ~c?hol and Dru~ Abuse ,Education Program, which currently operates a 
system of ~eglOnal TraInIng and Techmcal ASSIstance Centers, will be expanded to train pilot 
demonstratIon teams. 

ApprOXimately 80 teams will be trained, representing a cross section of schools serving 
grades 5 th,rough 12, which evidence a history of school crime or disruptive problems or which 
h~ve ex/?erienced, the consequences of these offenses in terms of fear, discord, and interference 
WIth. ~he educatIOnal process. Ea,ch team will consist of seven members including an 
admInlstrat?r, classroom te~cher! g~Ida~ce counselor, school security officer or disciplinarian, 
representatIve of the local Juvemle JustIce system, community representative, and a student or 
other young person. One team member will also serve as coordinator responsible for coordinating 
team activities and maintaining a liaison between the school and the center. 

Each team will survey the school and community to assess their own problems and then 
formulate a set of goals to b~ met within a. give? time period. The resources of faculty, 
st~de.nts, parents, and oth~r~ m the commumty WIll be drawn upon with the experiences of 
eXIstIng programs and addItIOnal suggested approaches being supplied by the centers. By 
encouragmg ,students to partiCipate more fully in school activities, including such programs as 
peer counselIng, the teams hope to produce added pride and interest in the schools. Parents and 
the c~mmunity ~ay be involved in programs like cafeteria monitoring as efforts are made to 
e~tnblIsh an enVIronment more. conducive to learning in which stUdents are free of the fear of 
VIolence. 

, Through an interagency funding agreement, a grant of $1,233,000 will be used to fund this 
proJect. Three of the regional centers in midwestern and western states have been awarded the 
contracts to provi~e assistanc~ to the local.schools. The program is funded until September 30, 
.1977, and an ?ngoI~g ~v~luatIOn process WIll be used until September 30, 1978, to assess the 
Impact of the InterdISCIplInary team approach upon crime and fear of crime in the schools. 

Whether plans such as this will decrease violence in schools remains to be seen. The 
answer, ~owever, may. be intimately tied to a second argument for corporal punishment: such 
co~du~t I~ necessa~y In ~rder that teachers can protect them!lelves from violent youth. This 
ObjectIOn IS a false Issue SInce even in states where physical punishment is forbidden there exist 
exceptions for this ,situation in which the teacher is defending herself/himself again~t a physical 
~ttack •. Fur.the,r eVIdence of the dishonesty involved in this approach is offered by the statistical 
data whlC~ m~icate that corporal punishment is most likely to be used against the younger and 
smaller ChIld. 
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,)A final problem often cited as an excuse for hitting students is its efficacy as a classroom 
control mechanism. Teachers indicate that it is the swiftest, surest method of dealing with 
disruptions, takes little time to administer, and causes immediate behavior change. While these 
results certainly make life easier for the teacher, one wonders what effect they have on the child 
who is taught that the use of physical force against children is acceptable behavior. 

I have already stated that I do not believe litigation offers the promise of eliminating the 
physical abuse of our children in schoolrooms. I leave to you the question of whether state or 
federal legislatures are likely to act by way of statutory revision, realizing of course that 
children do not possess a potent political voice. . 

What is certainly necessary, and what might have some effrfut, is to begin to deal with 
attitudes. The American public must be taught to view corporal pllinishment for what it is, an 
officially sanctioned form of violence having effects upon the student which last long after the 
sting or bruises disappear. Teachers must be offered alternative methods of classroom control. 
Teachers' unions and school boards must likewise be reeducated to take formal positions opposed 
to the use of physical punishment. Finally, parents must be encouraged to demand that the 
physical abuse of th~ir children in our nations' schools cease. . , . 
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Weeping in the Playtinle of Others: An Update 
Kenneth Wooden, Executive Director II 

National Coalition for Children's Justice 
Princeton, New Jersey 

~ ~ 

Last year I wrote a book called Weeping in the Playtime of Others. The basic premise .of this 
book is that the incarceration of children (dependent-neglected to delinquent) within our· country 
is a multi-billion dollar industry perpetuated by the politics of jobs, corruption, professional 
power, and public misinformation, while the very children we are mandated by law to protect are 
forgotten and destroy¢d. 

Now, a year later, I find that although there are signs of change and some grass-roots 
activities directed 'at jhvenile justice reform, the premise of Weeping in the Playtime of Others 
remains tragically intact. 

When Dr. Jerome Miller closed the juvenile institutions in Massachusetts, not one person 
lost his or her job. Fylly confident that their unions and thew politicians would protect them, the 
employees reported to'''empty buildings each day for three years, and wiled away their time 
playing pinochle tournaments, at a cost of $1.6 million to the,Baystate taxpayers. 

An update: In summer, 1976, George Phyfer, director of the Alabama Department of 
Youth Services, decided to close Roebuck Campus. Formerly known as the Alabama Boys 
Industrial School, the 260 acre facility was a i,actory of failure. Each year, taxpayers were 
spending $16,000 per youngster, compared to only $7,000 to place the same child in a more 
human group home. The facility suffered bad publicity when a police officer found two iron 
cages where children repeatedly had been placed in solitary confinement over the past sixteen 
years. Roebuck Campus was also a fire trap: It would cost $340,000 to bring the school facilities 
up to minimum fire safety requirements~ 

Reaction to George Phyfer's decision to close the school was spontaneous and diffuse. A 
group of employees known as "SAVE OUR SCHOOLS," P.O. Box 9719, rallied support in the 
Birmingham area with a flyer directed !,It.the business community: "SAVE THE CHILDREN: Loss 
of a one million dollar payroll plus the $500,000 spent locally is of concern to Birmingham 
Businessmen!" ' 

The political community also responded. Last September 4th, twenty-seven elected 
officials, including four state senators, fifteen state representatives, the county commission, the 
mayor, the district attorney and one lone guardian of a youth committed to the old reform 
school; filed suit to keep the school open. Circuit Judge Willim Barber quickly heard the case. 
He not only agreed to keep the school open; but ordered Roebuck Campus to be taken away from 
the Department of Youth Services and turned over to the First· National Bank of Birmingham, 
which would act as trustee. 

Victorious in court, toe politicians, known locally as "the Sunset Committee," vowed to 
re!TI0ve Director George Phyfer and destroy the Alabama Department of Youth Services. 

" Currently, both the department and George Phyfer are fighting not only for the kids, but their 
"lives", as the Sunset Committee sinks lower and lower in the darkness of their own political 
intrigue.' 

Closely related to the"'pq~itics of jobs is the politics of professional power. I found it 
str~.nge during my three years of investigating that the w~ll-trained professionals within our 
juvehile justice iqdustry never once collectively decried the practice of locking up noncriminal 
children--status offenders (truants, runaways, etc.) and dependent and neglected--with criminal 
children and adults. Nor did I hear their educated voices anguish over the desolation of children 
locked away in solitary confinement. Nor did I hear the rage of the medical profession match the 
rage of children who were driven to suicide. In fact, the National Association for Mental Health, 
Inc., responded to inquiry on its opinion of extended isolation as follows: "The ••. Association ••. has 
taken no formal position on solitary confinement of children or any other penal practice, nor do 
we have any data on the effect of solitary confinement on the growth and 'development of 
children or such confinement leading to suicide or on suicides witt)tn juvenile penal facilities." 

With the help of U.S'. Justice Department files, including FBI reports, I documented that 
'within the facilities of the $52 million publicly supported Texa" Youth Council, children were 
gassed while in solitary confinement and pregnant girls were forced to take abortion-inducing 
pills, among various other inhuman punitive measures. Conditions were so cruel that Federal 
District Court Judge Wayne ·Justice ruled that Texas was in direct violation of the Eighth 
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Amendment (Cruel and Unusual Punishment) as well as other articles of constitutional faith. 
Never before! in the history of American juvenile justice was a case so thorol:lghly investigated, 
documented and validated as Morales v. Turman. 

An update: The state of Texa.s appealed the. court-ordered human reforms and ~udge 
Justice's decision to close down some of the youth f~cilities. In the spring of 1976 a three-Judge 
Federal Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orlea.ns heard the case. The higher court thre~ the 
case out on a point of procedure: the original case should have bee!1 hea~d by a three-Ju~ge 
court. Therefore, the Morales cas~ had to be retried. The outcome IS dubIOUS. Cost and bme 
required for a retrial are probably prohibitive. But however it ends, what can ne:rer be thro~n 
out on "a point of legal procedure" is the massive evidence of horrors which the trIal recorded In 
the journal of the times in which we live. . 

Anoth.~r entry in that journal is the death of Donna Hvolboll at Artesia Hall, another 
Texas facility. Donna's l'accidental" death was later proven to be murder at the ha.nds of the 
owner of Artesia Hall. The convicted man was later freed, however, because of Inadequate 
Texas licensing laws ••. "The legislature did not prescribe a statutory code for operators of child 
care institutions to provide care for its residents." 

An update: the unremitting stream of horror stories per~uaded t~e. Texas State 
Legislature tQl pass a new licensing act in 1975. But there are two ya~mng g!l~s ~n It: (1) It d?es 
not cover sta:t€'-operated facilities; and, (2) "The department may, In specIfIc Instances, waIve 
the compliance with a minimum standard on a determination that the economic impact is 
sufficiently great to make such compliance impractical." 

State licensing and inspection laws are supposed to be "the policemen on the beat," 
protecting incarcerated children, especially in private facilities. Yet, the sad truth is that most 
state licensing laws are ineffectual and/or ignored. Why? Who takes that cop off the beat? Who 
ensures that he isn't checking the doors against the prey of night? Could it be the private 
associations of child care owners with well-financed lobbies in state capitals? Could it be 
misinfOl'med state iegislators? Could it be an uninformed public? I say "yes" to all of them. 

Even though the American Bar Association recommends the removal of status offenders 
from the courts and Congress, in 1974, passed the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act which 
calls for the removal of noncriminal children from penal institutions, the National Council of 
Juvenile Court Judges stands adamantly against such obvious reform. As recently as November 
16, 1976, at the First National Conference on Issues in Juvenile Justice and Child Development, 
Judge Margaret C. Drisl:!oll, their president, took a strong stand against the ABA new ~tandards: 
"The Juvenile Court Judges of this nation cannot stand idly by and watch the destructIOn of the 
juvenile court system." 

Judge Driscoll also stated that "youngsters who are status offenders are often more 
emotionally disturbed than children who commit criminal acts." My question to the judge is: 
When ''t).re the status offenders more emotionally disturbed-before' they are locked away with 
serious 'offenders or after they have had the experience of lock-up, institutional drugs, legalized 
child abuse, etc.? 

An update: Recently the Pennsylvania House of Representatives voted overwhelmingly to 
comply 'with the new federai law dealing with juvenile delinquency prevention. This would 
change the status of offenders from "delinquent" to "deprived." It also provided an enlightened 
clause to end the depressing practice of placing thousands of Pennsylvania youths in adult, county 
jails. 

Pennsylvania Juvenile Court Judges t>ubll~ly opposed the measure because they claimed to 
have no alternatives to county jails, and effectively teamed up with two state senators to kill the 
reform measure-Senate Bill 748. How can one gauge the personal interests of judges? Do they 
truly desire alternatives before supporting the removal of status offenders from jails or do they 
fear a loss vf their professional power? I have my own opinion, but I leave the answer to you, the 
taxpayer, the concerned child worker, the humanist, to decide. 

The third politics at work is the politics of corruption. I'm not just talking about stealing 
monies by fraud or whatever. I mean the corruption of P.Y.A.-Protect Your Ass-as practiced 
by most sister agencies within state government. 

An update: In September, 1976, a CBS "Sixty Minutes" program-Interstate Commerce of 
Kids--showed that the state of New Jersey was sending kids hundreds of miles away from their 
homes and families for questionable treatment in a private, profit,;,making facili.ty in Florida. A 
public-interest lawyer found enough evidence during a visit to the center to ask a Newarl< judge 
to reconsider t,efoLl~ returning two boys who were home for Christmas vacation. 
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While one state was investigating the facility for consumer fraud, the New (Jersey 
Attorney General's Office was defending' the practice of shipping kids out of state as well as 
defending its sister agency-the Department of youth and Family Services {DYFS)--responsible 
for the placements. New Jersey taxpayers unwittingly provided travel expenses for officials of 
the profit-making school who flew frolm Florida to defend themselves. It is ironic that U.S. 
District Judge Alvin B. Rubin, in his pI'€ICedential ruling (Gary W. v. Louisiana), ordered mentally 
retarded Louisiana children, being wal'~)housed in Texas, to be returned home, yet the New Jersey 
State Attorney General's Office acted as the private law firm for a facility that earned a million 
dollars in profit last year for warehousing hapless out-of-state youngsters. 

Of all the things that I persona:lly uncovered, nothing disturbed me more than the loosely 
operated $90 million National Health Care program for the Uniformed Military Services 
(CHAMPUS) (Department of Defens~) in Washington, D.C. Incompetent administration and 
corruption were the breeding grounds for musht'ooming "child care" units. Sixty percent of these 
units did not exist prior to Congressional funding of this program (in 1966) for emotionally 
disturbed children. Abuse was (and still is) widespread, including exorbitant fees and poorly 
defined medical services. 

In July, 1974, nationally televised hearings on abuses of the CHAMPUS program were 
conducted by Senators Henry Jackson and Charles Percy. After months of intensive 
investigations, the Senate Subcommittee on Permanent Investigations released its findings on two 
facilities: University Cent(~r in Ann Arbor, Michigan; and, Green Valley in Orange, Florida. 

It was Green Valley and its controversial director, Reverend George von Holsheimer, that 
drew national attention from Time, the Washington Post, the N.Y. 'rimes and the major TV 
networks. The charges were bizarre but true: urine injections to cure allergies; supplying 
children who threatened suicide with a loaded gun and telling them to use it (one did); chains and 
electrical cattle prods~ etc., etc. 

Senator Jackson called it worse than the German concentration camps and questioned how 
such conduct could go on in America. The Comptroller General of the United States wondered 
aloud about $184,000 in questionable billings by the Green Valley School. On national television, 
the interest of Washington politicians equalled the brilliant TV lighting. 

An update: June 9, 1976. 

SEN. PERCY: On July 24, 1974, GAO (General Accounting Office) appeared before 
this Subcommittee and testified regarding an audit questioning a payment of $184,000 by 
CHAMPUS to the Green Valley School. On May 24, 1975, CHAMPUS referred this to the 
General Counsel, Department of Defense, and on March 26, 1976, Defense referred the 
matter to the Justice Department for investigation. I have since learned from the staff 
that the FBI, which is currently investigating the questionable billings, has been unable to 
locate the records of the Green Valley School. Why did it take CHAMPUS a year to turn 
the matter over to the Justice Department?.. You did not have a hearsay piece of 
evidence. You had the Comptroller General of the United States testifying that there was 
$184,000 of payments that they couldn't account for. What is so complicated about 
turning this over to the law enforcement agency of the government and having them do it? 
What did your delay accomplish? 

COL. PENNER: I hope a document that would ultimately lead to some decisive 
.~ judicial action. 

SEN. PERCY: In the meantime, the records are gone. 
COL. PENNER: I am at a disadvantage in that I wasn't personally involved. The 

work on assembling the documents was done by our legal staff in Denver. 
SEN. PERCY: You simply cannot justify the delay? 
COL. PENNER: I personally can't. No. 

And on February 14, 1977, Reverend von Hilsheimer wrote a Ms. Ruth Rice, "Green Valley 
was closed for economic reasons a year after I left it and has yet to have a single charge against 
it substantiated by any sworn witness at all. Not a single one." 

Let me now address myself to the problem of labeling children "mentally retarded" to 
insure incarceration and out-of-state placement for the sake of securing federal and state 
monies. In the words of one "mentally retarded" child from Kansas: 

"From the cities Dark and Gray 
They send their children far away" 
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It is these children who suffer most from the neglect of their distant states and parents, 
for they are truly forgotten and rarely checked by the sending states. A recent report by the 
General Accounting Office in Washington, D.C. concluded that millions of' donal's have been paid 
by HEW to ineligible institutions where children sometimes languish in dirty, crowded and, 
crumbling conditions while bureaucratic administrators fight over who siphons off the most" 
money. Almost half the institutions visited were either unlicensed or had serious physical 
deficiencies. Three of the largest exporters of children are state departments of education in 
New York, New Jersey, and Virginia, yet not one single person is assigned to leave those states to 
observe the conditions of the receiving facilities or the progress of a single child. Nothing can 
equal the hell that we, as a society, place on these sadly forgotten youngsters conveniently 
tucked away from our consciences for years. 

The litany of abuse, government mismanagement and incompetence and corruption goes on 
crushing life's flowers in the garden of youth. How can we protect and defend the children? I 
have some ideas based on my collective experiences as an educator, a professional political 
consultant, a writer, and now a national investigative reporter for both TV and the writing press. 
Basically, these suggestions fall into two categories of accountability: human and financial. I 
would like to see all of them become policy and law on national and state levels: (1) consolidate 
existing federal, state, county, and local programs which are designed to help troubled children, 
while coordinating efforts to help the entire troubled family. Family counseling and crisis 
intervention would be far more effective than the "therapy in a vacuum" we now practice by 
placing a deprived.child in a cold cell or isolation room; (2) when the family is beyond help or, in 
fact, no longer exists, local community based programs (group homes, runaway shelters) should be 
provided to assist the victimized children in their own communities rather than shipping them to 
facilities in distant states which, at best, are difficult to evaluate arId are immensely costly to 
the taxpayers; (3) if a child needs to be placed in "need of supervision, \I we should also consider 
placing his parents, and in some instances, his school, in "need of supervision" if they are not 
living up to their responsibilities; (4) citizen groups without vested self interests should be 
supported by government agencies, on a rotating basis, supplying monitoring training for'child 
care programs. This would insure personal accountability and prevent legalized child abuse; (5) 
initiate (for the first time in child care history) public financial accountability. Profit-making 
businessmen, caring for troubled children with public monies, should be required to submit full 
audits of their total operations. Nonprofit juvenile treatment facilities should do likewise, as 
well as being required to file IRS Form 990 which shows annual and total financial worth within 
the state. This would allow review by the press and certified public accountants for the public 
interest; (6) divert presEmt state funds that traditionally go to "Youth Corrections and Public 
Welfare" line item budgets to new community-based family service programs; (7) prohibit elected 
officials (who are lawyers) from representing child-caring clients before public agencies that 
serve as guardians to state wards or dispense public monies; (8) establish a division within the 
United States Justice Department to protect the constitutional rights of children. For the first 
time we would take criminal action against adults who fraudulently lock away children (by false
labeling them) for expensive treatment in nonprofit and profit-making residential centers; and (9) 
create a National Child Health Care Enforcement Agency which would set up strike force teams 
to make unannounced visits to child care centers, group homes, private and public residential 
treatment centers, state training schools, etc. It would be comprised of experts and 
professionals as follows: 
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(1) Medical Doctor 

(2) PsychIatrist 
(3) Psychologist 
(4) Psychiatric Social Worker 

(5) Reg'istel.'ed Nurse 

(6) Lawyers (2) 

(7) Certified Accountant 
(8) Dietitian 

Basically a general practitioner with training in 
possible drug assaults and abuses to children; 
To evaluate psychiatric and psychological treat
ment and drug dosages and administration; 
To evaluate semiprofessional treatment and 
staff; 
To evaluate the general nursing care and drug 
usage; 
One lawyer with experience in criminal prosecu
tion, particularly in crimes of fraud and embez
zlement. One lawyer with expertise in civil 
rights; 
To examine financial records and books; 
To evaluate the quality and quantity of food; 
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(9) 
(10) 
(11) 

Public Health Officer 
Educator 
Correctional Officer 

(12) Investigative Reporter 

.. 

To examine ba~ltc health facilities; 
To evaluate the educational programs; 
Someone with experience in penal work who will 
know if an institution is really a "jail;" 
To research, and track down former patients 
parents, staff~ etc., and to expose abuses. ' 

The ~ltimate ,value of such 8. strike force is in the shock waves that would spread in that 
loose but ~nterlockmg network of communications which connects the owners of "human 
warehouses and professionals who have become affluent at the expense of the countless 
taxpaye~s and children. Programs and concepts that are found to be exceptional could b'a widely 
commumcated and shared. Programs that are operating merely for financial profit could be 
brought to the atten~ion o~ local district attorneys and the U.S. attorneys. 

I leave .you WIth thIS thought: Th,e children within the American justice system are like 
the character m ~ose~h K. Kafka's play, "The Trial." He is blindly and determinedly struggling to 
get before the rIght judge. At the play's end, Kafka wrote, "Where was the Judge whom he had 
never seen? ~here was the High Court which he had never penetrated?" 

I submIt to you, that judge, whether good or evil, comes not from the political system. He 
comes !ro.m our Qwn ~alues as a people, and the High Court which Joseph never penetrated is 
deep wIthm our humamty and our hearts. 
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Th .. ~ State as Parent: Institutional Abuse 
William E. Rittenberg, Attorney-at-Law 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

INTRODUCTION 
Institutional ab.use of children is a more difficult problem than institutional abuse of adults. 
Adults, even in institutions, have certain rights of citizenship that children do not have. This is, 
perhaps, as it should be in certain respects. Parents must have certain rights over their children. 
Parents determine much of their children's life direction, and I, for one, would be afraid to 
tamper too much with parent's rights. 

It is 11 different situation when the state makBo uc::cisions. The state cannot replace the 
parent. T1l1e best state institution cannot provide parental love. The state must act with due 
process with regard to all of its people, including children. 

With regard to civil rights and the state, children are our last minority. Women, Blacks, 
Chicanos, Indians, all minority groups other than children have one distinct advantage--they are 
majors. They were able to get the power of the vote. With a voting bloc behind them, they were 
able to organize, develop leaders, and demand attention. 

Children will not be able to do this. They will not g;et the vote or become organized. It is 
our duty as a society to do this for them. The most important role of any society is to raise its 
children. The way a society raises its children determines the future of that society. Recently, 
we have not done a very good job. 

I believe parental child abuse is a secondary issue. As a society, we are not even doing a 
good job of teaching our kids how to read. As a society, we should ·be ashamed of how we treat 
children when we take them away from neglectful or abusive parents. Our track record is 
dismal. We must set a better example. When we can offer abused and neglected children a 
better alternative" then we will have a right to judge individual parental abuse and neglect. 

There are many things that can be done. The courts and legislatures can open the door, 
but it is the public that must be informed and educated. An informed and educated public will 
force the proper change. 

THE CASE OF GARY W. v. LOUISIANA 
Five years ago I met Ken Wooden who was doing research for his book, Weeping In The Playtime 
Of Others, America's Incarcerated Children, McGraw Hill, 1976. Ken told me that Louisiana had 
sent thousands of children to out-of-state, profit-making "warehouses," and that thousands of 
lives were being crushed. I, the young "ju'Jenile rights lawyer" did not know what my own state 
was doing. I later found out the inl.c;;l'state commerce of children is a big business involving many 
states, not just Louisiana and Texas. After being informed, prodded, and helped by this Irish 
Yankee, my regional pride took over and with more help fr:om Edith Back and the Children's 
Defense Fund, I filet.:! suit in September, 1974. 

We sued OIl behalf of all Louisiana. children in Texas, This meant suing 44 private child 
care institutions in Texas and several responsible Louisiana officials. Perhaps a hundred lawyers 
worked on different sides of the case. The Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Justice Department 
joined our side and the Federal Bureau of Investigation provided a lot of help. 

Gary W. v. Louisiana went to trial in March, 1976. I could tell you many horror stories we 
proved at the trial. I would rather tell of one of the few cases that has a happy ending. 

When Joey was two and one-half years old his father left home and Joey's mother applied 
for welfare. She was turned down because welfare required that her husband. be gone for six 
months. The state said it would care for her children while she got on her feet. After a year, 
Joey had been to three foster care homes. His mother got back her other children, but was told 
she could not have Joey because he was emotionally disturbed. His file showed the evidence of 
his emotional disturbance was that every time his mother visited him he threw a. tantrum and 
said, "I want to go home with my mommy." 

Because of this serious emotional problem, Joey was sent to New York for six years and 
then an institution in Tyler, Texas, for three years. Then, we got a court order releasing Joey as 
part of the Gary W. v. Louisiana case. 
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During this time, Joey's mom contacted welfare officials monthly asking for Joey's return 
to her home. At the trial, Joey's mom remembered the names of each of the many caseworkers 
assigned to her case. Joey is now home, attending public school, and doing fine. Joey was 
labeled neglected by the state--Joey was neglected by the state. 

When Joey was released, we were told he must be kept on medication. Our doctors took 
him off medication and he did fine. 

When Joey was released, we were told he was retarded. He is not retarded. His last 
caseworker told me the state did everything they could for Joey. I wish they had done less. 

The case was not about how bad some of the 44 institutions were; some were pretty good. 
The case was one of state abuse and neglect. Louisiana did not know much about any of these 
institutions. Louisiana children had literally been banished from their homes. Louisiana was 
spending seven and one-half million dollars for child care in Texas, but denied even knowing how 
many children they were paying for in Texas or what happened to them when they grew up. 

In July 1976, Judge Alvin Rubin iSRued an order giving children certain constitutional 
rights for the first time. The order was 42 pages in length and with la.ter supplemental orders 
grew much longer. Part of the order states: 

Involuntary institutional confinement of any person, adult, or child, entails a "massive 
curtailment of liberty." Such institutionalization stigmatizes those confined and may at 
times exceed even criminal incarceration in its destructive impact on an individual's 
personal freedoms ••• In return for this curtailment of liberty the state must consider means 
that are capable of achieving its purposes in ways that are least stifling to personal 
liberty, and it must offer ·a therapeutic consideration to the needs of the individual, 
treating him constructively and in accordance with his own situation rather than 
automatically placing in institutions perhaps far from home and perhaps forever, all for 
whom families cannot care and all who are rejected by family or society. 

Judge Rubin did not say we could not send children across state lines. But he did say that 
each child must be diagnosed and treated according to an individualized treatment plan. That 
individualized treatment plan must consider the child's need to be near his family and 
community. The court order also provides minimum constitutional standards for institutionaliza
tion. 

Gary W. v. Louisiana will not close our large institutions any more than Brown v. Board of 
Education integrated schools in 1954. We won a battle but still have a long war. 

AN ALTERNATIVE TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION: DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION 
It is impossible to provide real love to a child in an institution. Institutions separate persons 
from the real world, making it difficult for them to reenter. Children in institutions adjust to 
being taken care of and do not learn to be responsible lor their own actions. 

Children raised without love are scarred for life. 
Institutionalization of children guarantees only one thing--that they will grow up to be 

\institutionalized adults. 
;.. Two classic cases of institutionalization are Charles Manson and Gary Gilmore. Both 

sp¥nt more than half their lives locked up before we heard of them. Every time they were let 
out .. they would do something to get locked up again. I do not know the full biography of Gilmore, 
but Ken Wooden's book has a chapter on Charles Manson everyone should read. Charles Manson 
begat\ living his life in institutions a§ a status offender, for the crime of poorly choosing his 
parents. As we know, the state did not do a good job of nurturing him . 

. f believe the state could do better, and it is not a problem of lack of mo~ey. The majority 
of children in institutions could be served better and more cheaply outside of institutions. 
Neglecting pgrents who are neglectful because of poverty and ignorance could be helped through 
education and services such !is day-care and crisis care centers. Group home, foster care, and 
community-based residential centers all cost less than institutions. 

When I tried Gary W. v. Louisiana in federal court in New Orleans, the state attempted to 
argue that institutions are required because foster care has a high failure rate. This is true, 
especially when the foster care program is designed to fail. 

If you pay foster parents an amount which is less than it takes to care for the child, you 
are setting up a program which will fail. If you do not provide foster parents with the support 
services they need, you are setting up a system that will fail. 
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If the right way does not cost mClre; if the courts are convinced, why does it.not change 
faster? Change is slow because of politics and the erJonomics of bureaucracy and 1nstititions. 
Institutions are made by architects and cem~nt mixers who have friends in politics. Institutions 
provide political patronage jobs. The ste,te bureaucracy is rewarded for fllEure, not success. If 
we deinstitutionalize, the bureaucratic empires ,pf state departments are threatened. Their 
budgets grow by getting more warm bodies, not by sending them back to the community. 

As a society we must learn to reward success, not failure. We can do this by s'etting up 
systems that hold government and offIceholders responsiblB for their actions; and by holding 
ourselves individually responsible for our oWn actions. 

It is all too easy to banish children to other states, to send convicted criminals to large 
rural prisons. We think that by doing this we rid ourselves of our problems. Out of sirtht, out of 
mind, but the solution is only temporary. We do not like to ;admit it, but Charles Manson and 
Gary Gilmore are products of our culture. Obviously, most of the products of our society are not 
Mansons or Gilmores. Just the same, we cannot simply ignore these men as deviants. Our 
society-our institutions--made them, too. They may be an extreme, the failure rate of our large 
institutions may not be always as dramatic as it was 'With these men, but it is a failure rate that 
should temper aur righteous anger at individual parents who fail. If we want them to do better, 
we must set a better example. 
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Our panel was assigned the topic of the state as parent, specifically as this relates to ·institutions 
designed to provide for children. There are several ways to approach the subject. We can talk 
about residential instititions made of bricks and mortar. We can talk about social institutions to 
serve children in their homes. The former includes the sprawling edifices filled with those 
children the community does not want to look at, for example, many of the mentally retarded. 
The largest community institution for children ~s Aid to Families with Dependent Children 
(AFDC), designed to ensure there are no swollen bellies on the streets. Children, however, are 
abused in both instititions, and each was established or expanded following revelations about 
abuse or shortcomings il)) the. other. 

, In 1909, a now-famous White House Conference on Children, reacting to abuses under the 
nineteenth century orphanage concept, concluded it was wrong to separate children from their 
families because Of economic hardship. The ultimate result was AFDC, subsequfmtly found 
wanting. So the "treatment" orientation began, designed to cure the children of the poor of the 
ills that were often created l:>Y the system. 

In 1977 we are reacting again to abuses in residential institutional care. The move is 
toward deinstitutionalization, and my question is whether we will do any better this time. 

I believe the institution v. community care debates we go through every few decades 
generally bypass an important underlying issue. The state role of parent grew as a cons~quence 
of its children becoming social deviants, not needed ,and thus not valued by the society. The 
institutions, brick and mortar and the other kind, are set up to treat deviants. The social 
sciences and helping professions helped put them in this position and help keep them there. 

For the purpose of this examination, a deviant is defined as "one to whom the label has 
been successfully applied" (Becker, 1963). The 1974 Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines the 
verb "deviate" as "to turn aside from a course, standard, principle, or topic," and a "deviant" as 
"one who deviate,S from some acccepteQ norm." These definitions depict deviant behavior as acts 
of will, and coincide with the traditional stance of the social sciences, in which the cause of 
deviance is sought within the deviant individual. 

Howard Becker (1963, 1966, 1973) in sociology and Thomas Szasz (1961, 1970) in 
psychiatr;!, both of whom first challenged the traditional position, became leaders in the so
called "labeling" school, in which it is posited that the society makes rules which a deviant 
breaks, therefore, the deviant is labeled an outsider (see also Erikson, 1964; Friedson, 1965; 
Hobbs, 1974; Lemert, 1951; Scheff, 1966; Schur, 1971). Rules are broadly interpreted to include 

, the positive value placed on good health as well as codes of conduct. Thus, an individual who 
"possessed alcohol in 1920 was no deviant. That same individual, however, was a criminal a few 

years later under Prohibition. Similarly, an aged person who lost his memory in a nineteenth 
c~E1tury community broke no rules defining sanity. Fifty years later, though, he had a psychiatric 
latJtl and was confined to an institution. Another study shows that persons with perceptual 
hantlicaps such as olindness have been singled out for h'eatment as deviants in areas not related 
to their handicaps (Friedson). 

\Rulebreakers will fall under the rubric of social problems, and Becker described the 
proces\ by which a condition becomes a problem: "L-";;/~;-- ~" 

Ip. an early stage &ome person or group perc~iVeS a condition as a potential threati,t6 their 
values. Widespread concern develops gradually after that person or group pointFJ out the 
condition to others and convinces them that it is a problem. When enough people are 
concerned, institutions are established and charged with the responsibility of monitoring, 
controlling, and eradicating the problem. At this stage, an official' agency assumes 
responsibility ... The public slowly loses interest. But agency personnel, whose lives and 
careers have become dependent upon the problem, must now act to insure its continued 
existence by repeatedly redefining the problem as great and widespread to various 
segments of the population. The agency must continue to gen~rate cases, information and 
data to SUppOl't these claims. Thus, there is the continuous process of valuation and public 
definition of "problematic conditions" (Becker, 1966). 
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The production of statistics, rates of prevalance of problems, produced in the early stage 

are sv~pect among followers of the labeling school. One researcher observed that even rates for 
suicide, which would appear to be most objective, depend upon a complex social process involving 
place, status of the deceased, actions of family members, physicians, arid public officials which 
precedes the designation "suicide II ,on a death certificate (Schur). 

Another aspect of the institutionalization of social problems, discussed by Hobbs in his 
study of the consequences of attaching labels to chidren, is professionalization, in which 
systematized methods are applied to resolve social problems. The technical limits of a 
profession become territorial boundaries to be jealously guarded. But Hobbs noted that even 
though the same types of children are to be found in all the different territories, no professional 
will relinquish turf (Hobbs). 

Labels also serve a society by naming its scapegoats. Psychologist Jeffrey Eagle said, 
liThe nation needs scapegoats for survival, especially during an economic cycle. (For instance, a 
relationship has been established between cotton prices and lynching incidents.) Changes occur 
when people protectively identify with the scapegoat or when the needs of a group change. But 
the process will be activated when it is needed" (1976). 

Because of the ease of communicating today, various groups, ranging from gays to lepers, 
who have been scapegoats in the past or who are potfmtial scapegoats, have been organizing, 
creating their own media, and lobbying for the rightfJ available to others, and to acquire the. 
organizational power which is a primary antidote to sl~apegoating. It is this paper's contention 
that to day's new scapegoats are children, who B!lone lack the power of organization. 
Furthermore, the social position of childr'sn has changed from economic asset to liability, making 
them dispensable and likely candidates for scapegoating. 

Child deviants differ from other deviants in Eieveral ways.. They may be labeled deviant 
without: due process of law or any of the other ceremonies attending the assignment of deviant 
status to adults (e.g., mental hospital commitment, or conviction of a crime). They cannot 
organize into power blocs. Their status is future investment or consumer, both of which depend 
upon others to provide for their development and the means of consuming. 

An estimated 7,083,000 individuals under age 20 are labeled retarded, emotionally 
disturbed, perceptually, neurologically, or orthopf~dically handicapped, with speech defect, 
learning or developmental disability; another group called antisocial and appearing in juvenile 
courts numbered over one million in 1972, or 2.9 pe'l'cent of all children ages 10-17 in tne United 
States; and, another 10 million were classified as poor in the 1973 census (Hobbs). That these 
numbers reflect an increase in the trend to attach labels, with its consequences, is evident in the 
increase of 150 percent in mental hospital admisflions of teenagers between 1960 and 1970. And 
children were the only group whose rate of mental hospital admission did not decrease between 
1961 and 1970 (NIMH, 1972). In addition to state institutions which house all age groups, in 1965 
there w,ere 4,000 residential children's institutions in this country, ranging froIp large state 
training schools for adjudicated delinquents to small establishments for emotionally disturbed 
children. In 192,3 there were only 1,599 orphan asylums (NASW, 1971). 

A century ago a child was an essential pilrt of a family economic unit, although change 
was underway as a result of industrialization and the consequent need of the nation for a 
different sort of laborer. The first step in the change was the establishment of free public 
schools after the Civil War. In following decades, children were needed to supplement the labor 
force during wartime, to join the industrial work force during expansion and curtailed 
immigration, and to replace war dead. From the turn of the century until the late 19$Os, 
children were publicly acclaimed to be valuable assets. 

Three events drastically altered their condition: (1) the Brown v. Board of Education 
ruling of 1955, which forced a change in our school systems that is still resisted in many 
localities; (2) the migration of two million rural Blacks to urban centers in the 1950s, which 
ended the invisibility of their children; and (3) the launching of Sputnik I by the Russians in 1957, 
which was immediately followed by emergency appropriations to accelerate training in the 
sciences, mathematics, and fordgn languages and to train school counselors to locate potential 
scientific talent. 

Samuel Bowles' study demonstlrated that the American educational system has had a built
in class bias from its beginnings, with differing expectations of working-class and middle-class 
children (Lightfoot, 1976). A 1972 study e~howed that t~achers reward working-class children for 
passivity, withdr-awal, and obedience, qualities needeQ by unskilled labor; and middle-class 
children for individuality, aggressiveness, and initiativ~, qualities needed by scientists and 
executives (Lightfoot). 
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New demands made on the educational system in the late 1950s required the production of 
a greater number of individuals trained in the sciences but also with the docility required of 
workers in a technocratic economy. One result has been a hard official line toward those 
children unable to perform according to new expectations. Suspensions and expulsions of children 
from schools for minor infractions or inability to perform became commonplace and widespread. 
Behavior-contrOlling drugs are said to be administered to an estimated one million children, 
labeled minimally brain damaged, a diagnosis which is acknowledged even by those who apply the 
drugs as having no supporting medical evidence other than the children's nonconforming behavior 
(Messenger, 1975). Corporal punishment, if practiced in the 1940s, was done furtively and 
apologetically, but is now official practice in most school systems. In 1977, that practice was 
upheld by a U.S. Supreme Court decision. 

Children have been kept out of the labor market for longer and longer periods, beginning 
with prohibitions against child labor at the turn of the century. By the' 1950s, various direct and 
indirect public subsidies to higher education and the raising of minimum age requirem~mts for 
work kept the young out of the economy for as long as their mid-twenties. Hence, children are 
economic burdens to their families for longer periods. But, given new requirements for entering 
that work force, as the Coleman Report shows, neither the family nor the school can provide 
guidelines to secure the children's economic future (J. Coleman, 1974). 

However, the prevailing milieu of what Howard James (1975) calls "hedonistic consumer
ism" requires that children as well as adults perform as consumers. One consequence has been 
the commission of more violent crimes by the young (Seide, 1976). A few years ago, I spoke with 
a group of four teenage house burglars, all of whom were Black, illiterate, expelled from school 
during their junior high school years, and living in a ghetto in which 80 percent of their peers 
were unemployed. Like the good social worker I was trained to be, I told them of my concern for 
them, pointing out that their activities would harm them. (One was subsequently killed by police 
bullets during an armed robbery; another is serving a sentence in a state penitentiary.) The 
leader replied, "That's all well and good for you to tell us not to be burglars. But you tell us how 
we are to get the things we need if we don't steal." The hedonistic consumer ethic taught these 
boys that they needed su'ede boots and a ready supply of cash to spend in fast food stores. 

What few attempts have been made to change the circumstances of children have 
generally emanated from the parents of certain children, notably the mentally retarded, who 
have succeeded in the courts in establishing the rights of all children to a public education, an 
action which runs counter to the national purpose of using the schools to produce technicians 
while the rest are relegated to the streets. Other moves came from legal groups concerned 
about excesses in the juvenile court system which resulted in denial of basic constitutional rights 
to children. These groups (e.g., American Civil Liberties Union, Children's Defense Fund) have 
taken to the courts on behalf of children in class actions. ' 

Hobbs, answering his own question about public apathy toward the plight of children today 
said, "part of the problem grows out of the preemptive power of categories and labels ... The 
citizen perceives the seriously handicapped or the delinquent as being categorically different and 
is thus unable to involve himself effectively in the humane treatment." 

Even the women's movement has avoided the issue of the condition of today's children in 
the society. If children are mentioned at all by the movement, it is usually in connection with 
demands for day care or other services, not because these services are gOlod for children but 
be~ause they will free women from the "dirty work" of raising them (Claiming that dirty work 
should be shared with men merely begs the question) •. And those making such statements forget 
that children will hear and react to them just as those persons who spoke of "depraved niggers" or 
the "yellow peril" pretended that black and yellow people were invisible and deaf. 

Early in 1976, Ann Landers asked her readers, "If you had to do it over again, would you 
have cliildren?" A startling 70 percent gf those replying said no, a finding which produced Ii few 
headlines and irate letters from dissenters. However, Dr. Harcharan Sehdev, director of the 
Children's Division of the Menninger Foundation, commented, "The Lande:rs letters appear to 
reflect the general changing trends and opinions of family systems and thf!1 place of children in 
our homes and society. It is a myth that Americans love their children" (Landers, 1976). 
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The Legal and Social Limitations Upon State Involvement in a 
Parent-Child Relationship 

David L. Slader, Chief Attorney 
Child Advocacy 
Project of the Metropolitan Public Offender 
Portland, Oregon 

The ~iscussion of protective services for children generally focuses upon a search for the "child's 
best ~terest'.' and the means to obtain it. There are, however, more fundamental questions
questIOns WhICh generally concern the courts, often to the frustration and bafflement of the 
social work profession. . 

, Th~ family is a vital social institution, and its integrity is protected by the United States 
Cf'0nStItutIOn. Those t!"o f~ndamental ~nd inte:related considerations, one social and one legal, 
?Lten support the contmuatIon of a famIly relatIOnship even when it is contrary to the child's best 
mter~sts., They generally prevent the severing, even temporarily, of the custodial parent-child 
relatIOnshIp, except where: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

The danger to the child, as judged by standards on which there is a concern of 
social opinion, is severe; 
The interference is less detrimental than noninterference; and 
There are no less dr~stic means available which will accomplish substantially the 
s.ame purpose (known m law as the doctrine of "least restrictive alternative"). 

S?me of the legal and ~ocial consid:ratio~s which give rise to those guidelines are set out 
below wIth the ,hope that theIr· understandmg wIll, to some. degree, demystify the reluctance of 
the law to ~onsIst,el!tly pursue what is best for a child-a reluctance which may otherwise appear 
callous and InSensItIve. . 

CONSTITUTIONAL PRECEDENT 
T~ere is a fundamental constitutional right-encompassed within the "liberty" proter.~ted by the 
FIfth and Fourteenth Ame,ndments--to the integrity of the nuclear biological family unit. It has 
be~n ~ost frequently artIculated by the Supreme Court in terms of the rights of parents to 
mamtam the custody and control the upbringing of their children. 

The ,seminal case for this pr,inciple is Meyer v. Nebraska in which the Suprepte Court up
held t,he rIg;hts ?f pat:ents to have ,their children taught the. German language. The Court, 
referrmg to th:; ,mteg~:ty of the famIly as a "basic civil right of man," for the first time squarely 
h:ld that th,e ,lI?erty guarantee of th: Fourteenth Amendment "without doubt ... denotes ... the 
rIght of th~ mdIvIdual ... to marry, :stablIsh a home, and bring up children."~ 

, In dlLctum, the Court consIdered Plato's recommendation that children be raised not by 
theIr parents, but by "official guardians," and concluded: ' 

Alt~o~gh such m:asures have been deliberately approved by men of great genius 
theIr Ideas touchmg. the rel~ti0l! be,tween individual and State were wholly different 
fr0!ll those upon ~hICh our mstItutIons rest; and it will hardly be affirmed that any 
legIslat!-,re could Impose such restrictions on the people of the State without doing 
great vIolence to both the letter and the spirit of the Constitution.3 

, TW0'years later, in Pierce v. Society of Sisters, the Court struck down an Oregon statute 
WhICh r~qU1red that parents send their children to public rather than private or church-sponsored 
s~hools. Tha~ l~w, the Court held, interfered "with the libert'll of parents and guardians to 
dIrect t~e ~pbrm~mg ~nd education of children under their control.~ 

SImIlarl~, m Prznce ,v. Massachusetts, the Court, in holding that a state may prohibit the 
sale of magazmes by chIldren (even if of a religious nature) on the public streets noted ' nonetheless: , , 

It is cardinal with us that custody, care, &nd nurture of the child reside first in the 
parents, whose primary function and weedom include preparation for obligations 
the State can neIther supply nor hinder. 
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Later decisions have reiterated the principle that the family is a constitutionally 
protected enclave encompassed within the concept "liberty." In Sk~nneF,v. Oklahoma, the C:0~rt 
included within the scope of this right the.rrig~.t to,Procreate, and m~alI~ated a statute pr?~ldmg 
for the sterilization of habitual criminals. LIKewIse, the Court demed mterstate recogmtIon of 
an order from a custody hearing (obtained without notice to all proper parties) in May v. Anderson 
In that ffase, the Court described the rights of the family as Ilfar more precious ... tha.n property 
rights." , , , 

More recently, the Court described the rIght as "freedom of personal choIce m m~t~ers.of 
marriage and family life," and invalidated the city of Cleveland's ~andatory leave prOVISIOn tor 
pregnant school teachers. Cleveland Board of Education v. LaFleur, 

=> In Stanley v. illinois, the Court held the illinois dependency statute, which difbnot accord 
the protective status of "parent" to unwed fathers, to be constitutionally defective. The Co~rt 
described the right as one which "come(s) to this Court with a momentum for respect laJ,l].ing 
when appeal is made to liberties which derive merely from shifting economic arrangements." 

The integrity of the family also finds protection within the scope of the right of privacy 
which, although not spelled out by the Constitution, is implicit in t~e Bill of Right~. Upon that 
theory, the Court hEis uphel~ the r.ight of a marrie? couple to use bIrth c,ontrol devH!es as noted 
in Griswald v. Conne(;ticut. And, most recently. m Roe v. Wade, the rIght of a woman to 
obtain anabortio,n was ~upp~rtl~ by the zone of constitutionally protected privacy which 
surrounds the famIly relatIonshIp. . 

A CONSTITUTIONAL RATIONALE 
Apart from encompassing the family within the concepts "liberty" and :'privacY"-a process which 
is more one of definition than anal:ysis--the Supreme Court has, curIOusly, never explored the 
fundamental constitutional rationale for the family's protected status. They have treated it, 
indeed, as if the constitutional foundation for the right was too self-evident to be discussed. 

The principles may be elusive precisely because they are so basic. More fund~mental even 
than the liberties of the Bill of Rights is the concept pervading the ConstitutIon. that the 
government it creates-and, indeed, any government consistent with its principles-be one of 
limited powers. The family. as an institution, is essential in maintaining that system. 

The two most important institutions which affect our behavior and influence our lives are 
the family and the state. If you weaken one, you strengthen the other. ~ny sy~tem of laws 
which has as its touchstone a f.'Jurb on the powers of the state must rely for Its survIval upon the 
strength of some countervailing force. The family, if only for the reason that it fills what would 
otherwise be an enormous power vacuum, is that force. ' 

Where the family dissolves or functions below a socially acceptable level, the state 
inevitably intervenes, The state will, thus, take in the abandoned child, rescue the neglected and 
abused one, coerce compliance with the duty of l:Jarents and children to support eac~ other, and 
direct in the most minute detail parental behavior of divorced spouses. If the famIly were to 
dissipate as an institution or its vitality were sapped, the state would inevitably sense the 
vacuum and inexorably fill the void. It would, by that one stroke, cease to be a government of 
limited powers. , 

The unspecified rights reserved to the people by the Nmth Amendment and those 
guaranteed by the concept "liberty" include the family because constitutional ~overnment. cannot 
function without it. That principle is a silent premise in any child protectIon proceedmg and 
serves as an inflexible limitation on any postulated "rights of children" which rely for their 
efficacy upon sovereign intervention. The question is, thus, not just, "Is this in the child's 
interest?" but also "Do we want the state to have this power?" 
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